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PREFACE
For the third year the Research and Theory Division of the Association
for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT) is publishing these
Proceedings.

Papers published in this volume were presented at the national

AECT Convention in Philadelphia, PA .
printed and sold.

A limited quantity of this volume were

It is also available on microfiche through the Educa-

tional Resources Information Clearinghouse (ERIC) system.

REFEREEING PROCESS:

All Research and Theory Division papers selected
for presentation at the AECT Convention and included

.in this Proceedings were subjected to a rigorous blind reviewing process.
Proposals were submitted to Dr. Carol Carrier of the University of Minnesota
-who coordinated the review process.

All references to author were removed

.from proposals before they were submitted to referees for review.

Approxi-

.-.. :- mately fifty percent of the manuscripts submitted for consideration were
: : selected for presentation at the Convention and for publicati on in these
- ·,.· ·Proceedings. The papers contained i n this document represent some of the
· most current thinking in educational communications and technology .
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ABSTRACT

Many questions about the role of individual differences in learning
remain to be answered.

A review of the literature i ndi cates that the

effect of instructional mode may depend on individual learner differences.
In the area of mathematics learning the question has been posed:

Do

spatial and general reasoning abilities interact with instructional t reat ment.

The purpose of th i s study was to extend a series of earlier aptitude

treatment interaction studies.

The aptitudes used in the present study

included spatial and general redsoning ability . The two treatments dealt
with the topic of quadratic inequalities.

One treatment labeled graphic

was strong in verba1-pictoral-numeric content. The other treatment labeled
analytic was strong in verbal-symbolic-numeric content.

Interactions

between instructional treatment and the aptitudes were observed .

in

a i rperson

f

the

lp

2
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The Int eract i on of Learner Aptitudes with Instructional
Treatment in Quadratic Inequalities

Educators have long dealt with the problem of explaining individual diff1
ences in learning.

As Glaser (1972) pointed out, the need for individualizat

of instruction has been recognized since the beginning of the twentieth centu·
Identification of aptitudes that interact with variations in instruction has
been suggested by Cronbach (1957).

A review of the literature on aptitude by

treatment interactions (ATI) indicates that the effects of instruct i onal trea
ment may depend on individual learner differences, although significant inter
actions have frequently been difficult to replicate.

Many studies failed to

report predicted i nteractions (Behr & Eastman, 1975; Bracht , 1970; Cronbach,

1975; Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Eastman & Behr, 1977).

Consideration of individ

differences in the learning process has led to a number of studies investigat
possible relationships among student apt i tudes and different modes of present
instruction (Behr & Eastman, 1975; Carrier & Clark, 1978; Carry, 1968; Eastma

&Carry, 1975; Mcleod &Adams, 1980; Mcleod & Briggs, 1980; Webb & Carry, 197
The principal purpose of the current study was to investigate the interaction
of selected aptitudes with presentation mode in mathematics instruction.

Thi

study evolved from a series of investigations in mathematics education and t h
work of the mathematician Poincare (1907).
In the first of the series, Carry (1968 ) investigated t he possib l e in t er
action of spatial and general reasoning abilities with instructional treatmer.
(analytic, graphic) in quadratic inequalities.

The investigator hypothesized

that spatial ability would predict success from t he graphic treatment and tha
general reasoning ability would predict s uccess from t he analyt i c treatmen t .

3

:tu des
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The analytic materials were strong in verbal-symbolic-numeric content, while
the graphic treatment materials contained a verbal - pictorial-numeric content.
1l

di ff er

carry (1968) reported an interaction of the two aptitudes (general reasoning,
spatial visualization) with instructional treatment (analytic, graphic).

Jalizatio

How-

ever, the reliability of the criterion instrument was low, and the direction

century

1

of the interaction was in reverse of that predicted.
rn has

A follow-up study by Webb and Carry (1975) used Carry's (1968) suggested

: ude by
3. l

treat.

improvements . Again, Webb and Carry's (1975) study used two different instructional treatments dealing with the topic of solv ·ing quadratic inequal i ties .

inter-

t

1ed to

Using Melton's (1967) model, Webb and Carry (1975) predicted that spatial
abi 1 i ty would predict transfer from the analytic treatment, and that genera 1

1bach,
reasoning would predict transfer from the graphic treatment.
i ndividua

Webb and

Carry's (1975) prediction of an interaction between aptitudes and instructional

estigati n
treatment was not supported.
present ir
Eastman
r y, 1975)

In the third of the series, Eastman and Carry (1975) restructured the two
treatments used by Webb and Carry (1975) . The analytic treatment was revised
to make it more deductive, while the graphic treatment was revised to make it

r action
more inductively structured .
n.

The criterion measure in the Eastman and

This

and the

Carry (1975) study was a relatively difficult transfer learning test .

Eastman

and Carry (1975) examined the aptitude constructs used by Webb and Carry (1975)
e interr eatment
hesized

in the context of Guilford's (1967) Structure of Intellect model,

Using the

model, Eastman and Carry (1975) selected the Abstract Reasoning Test of the
Differential Aptitude Tests (Bennett, Seashore, and Wesman, 1947) battery as a
measure of spatial ab i lity .

Selection of the Abstract Reasoning Test as a

and that
meausre of spatial ability is questionable.

Cronbach and Snow (1977) indicated

t ment.
that this test is usually assumed to be a measure of reason i ng ab il ity.
clusion of addit ional measures more generally accepted as spatial ability

4
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measures would have been appropriate.

The Necessary Arithmetic Operations

Test from the Kit of Reference Tests f or Cognitive Factors (French, Ekstrom,

& Price, 1963) was retained as a measure of general reasoning ability in
Eastman and Carry (1975) investigation.
were similar to Carry•s (1968).

t~

Eastman and Carry 1 s (1975) hypothese

An interaction was reported supporting the

hypothesis that spatial ability will predict success in the graphic treatmen1
and general re asoning will predict success in the analytic treatment.
Examination of the hypotheses in the Carry (1968), Webb and Carry (1975:
and Eastman and Carry (1975) studies points out the need for a model-based
approach when generating ATI hopotheses.

Salomon (1972) has suggested three

models--remedial, compensatory, preferential--for use in ATI hypothesis genei
tion.

Carry (1968) hypothesized that spatial ability would predict success

in the graphic treatment, while general reasoning would predict success in t i
analytic treatment (preferential model).

Webb and Carry (1975) assumed that

spatial visualization would predict success in the analytic treatment and
general reasoning would predict success on the transfer test in the graphic
treatment (compensatory model).

Eastman and Carry•s (1975) predictions were

similar to Carry's (preferential model).
A comparison of the aptitudes and treatments used in the series of stud
with the concepts discussed by the mathematician Poincare (1907) yields furt
support for the choice of the aptitude constructs of general reasoning and
spatial ability and the investigation of their relationship to analytic and
graphic instructional treatments.

Poincare (1907) suggested that there are

types of mathematical minds--the intuitive and the logical--that make equal
contributions to the advancement of science.

Matbematicians taking the logi

approach appear to advance using a step by step process, while those using t
intuitive approach appear to make quick almost i nspirational conq uests.

5
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itudes

Poincare (1907) suggested that a genuine difference exists between intu itive
ions
5trom,
y in the
~ otheses

g the
eatment

and logical approaches and that these differences are not imposed by the
particular area of mathematical investigation,
ematicians were provided.
and Riemann.

One such example is the contrast between Weierstrass

It has also been suggested that the same distinction can be

made among mathematics students.
in space,

11

A number of examples of math-

Some students are not capable of seeing
11

while others are not as capable of performing long calculations

(Poincare, 1907, p.17).
(1975),
ased
three

In the Carry (1968), Webb and Carry (1975), and Eastman and Carry (1975)
series, the aptitude constructs selected represent generally accepted t raditional constructs .

Research which also includes process concepts as individual

s genera·

differences would be useful in an adaptive mode to education (Glaser, 1972).

ccess

Glaser suggested that the cognitive style concept may be useful in ATI research .

s in the

One of the most highly investigated cognitive style dimensions is field depen-

d

that

and

dence-independence (Witkin & Goodenough, 1976} .
educatio~

In the area of mathematics

recent studies have reoprted ATI's where cognitive style measures were in-

aphic

eluded (Adams &Mcleod, 1979; Mcleod & Briggs, 1980; Mcleod & Adams, 1980).

s were

Cognitive style research, particularly the field dependent dimension, has
been criticized by a number of investigators (Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Fine

f

studies

s further
and

&Danforth, 1975; Reinking, 1977; Satterly, 1976; Vernon, 1972; Wachtel, 1972).
The crux of the criticism is that field dependence may be confounded with
general intelligence and spatial ability (Vernon, 1972) .

c and

The present study investigated interactions between student aptitudes and

e are two

instructional treatment in quadratic inequa l ities using the aptitude and treat-

equal
e 1og i cal

ment variables from the Eastman and Carry (1975) study .

si ng the

(b)
instructional treatments, particularly t he graphic t reatment 's i l lustrations
..

·'

(a) cog-

nitive style and an additional measure of spatial ability were included,

6
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were revised, and (d) subjects were college students.
esis focused on interactions.

The primary hypoth-

An interaction between student apti tu des and

instructional treatment was predicted:

students having high general reason-

ing ability were expected to perform better under the analytic tr eatment than
students having spatial ability, and the graphic treatment was expected to
be best for students having high spatial ability (preferential mo del) .

Hy-

potheses including the cognitive style dimension were not generated since
inclusion of the dimension was considered exploratory.
Method
Subjects
The 120 students in this study were junior and senior level undergraduate
students enrolled in teacher education cour ses at a southeastern university.
The university was in a community of 17,000 people.

I

Students who were fami lial

with the top ic of quadratic inequalities were removed from the sample at t he
data analysis stage although they were allowed t o participate i n th e earlier
stages of the study for administrative reasons.

Eac h student was randomly

assigned to one of two programmed instru ctional treatments.
Instrumentation
The aptitude measures included a spatial ability t es t , one measure of
cognitive style, and two reasoning tests.

The test instruments were selected

using: (a) the Gf and Gv aptitude complexes discussed by Snow (1980) where
G~
T

refers to "fluid abi lity" or analytic reasoning, and G refers to spatial
V

vis ualization (after Cattell, 1971), and (b) res ul ts from previous studies.

T

measures of s pati al and general reasoning abilities were the Card Rotations Te
and the Necessary Arithmetic Operations Test, respectively, selected from the
Kit of Reference Tests for Cognitive Factors (French, Ekstrom, & Price , 1963 ) .
The Group Embedded Fi gures Tes t (Oltman , Raskin , & Witkin , 1971) was sel ected

7
··----
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oth-

the cognitive style measure.

s and

study , the Abstract Reasoning Test, Form T, from the Differential Aptitude

eason-

Tests (Bennett et al . , 1947) battery was also selected . 1

nt than

In order to replicate the Eastman and Carry (1975)

The criterion measure consisted of a 24- item multiple cho ice transfer

d fo

learning test identical to that used by Eastman and Carry (1975) .

Hy-

Students were

asked to solve problems similar to those presented i n the instructional treat-

nee

ment booklets.

A limited number of the test items required generalization of

the problem solving method presented in the instructional booklet .
was given for each question.

One point

Partial credit was not allowed.

Procedure
·graduate

The study was conducted midway through the fall semester .

!rS ity.
~

f

day the experimenter explained the study to the students .

am i1 i at

On the first

The participants in

the study were informed that they would be taught a topic i n mathematics using

at the

written i nstructional materials.

!ar l ier

Students were informed that they were not re-

quired to participate and that the i r course grade would not be affected if

lomly

they chose not to part i cipate .
to the students.

Four aptitude measures were then administered

On day two, each student was r andomly assigned one of the

two instructional treatments (analytic, graphic) in a small group setting.
·e of

.~

: analytic treatment, based on the

.elected

ductively structured.

1here

The graphic treatment was i nductively structured, and t he

T~

learn to draw and interpret the "right" picture .

The students had 35 minutes

. :to read and study the assigned treatment booklets.

Treatment booklets were

tt i ons TeY'

collected at the end of the 35 minute period . . The fo l lowing day t he treat-

'rom the
~.

of signed numbers, was more de-

· method of solution of the quadratic inequalities required that the student

;patial
1d i es .

propertie~

The

.ment booklets were aga i n distributed to the student s, each student receiving

1963) .

the same booklet as on day two.

;el ected i

They were as ked to finish reading the booklet

1
As discussed the Abstract Reasoning Test was considered as a spatial
· . ~bility test by Eastman and Carry (1975).
~

---..
1;.l

.

.::--.. ·

.
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or to reread and review if they had already completed reading the booklet.
Fifty minutes were allowed on day three.

On the fourth day, the 24-item

transfer learning test was administered to all students included in the study.
The students were not i nformed in advance that a transfer learning test would
be administered.

Data on 20 students were eliminated because the student had

either (a) previous knowledge of quadratic inequalities, (b) data missing on
the dependent variable, or (c) missed one or more of the instructional periods
Data from 100 students were analyzed .
Results
Descriptive Statistics on Aptitudes and Outcome
Table 1 reports the means, standard deviations, and number of su bjects pe
treatment group for all aptitudes and for the outcome measure.

Table 2

shows the intercorrelations of aptitudes and outcomes by treatment and the
reliabilities.

The pearson product-moment correlation between parts one

and two were used as rough estimates of internal consistency for the Card Rotations Test and the Group Embedded Figures Test .

It was interes ting to note

that the mean of the transfer test score was slightly higher in the analytic
group.

A similar but non-significant difference was also reported by Eastman

and Carry (1975).

Insert Table 1 about here

Intercorrelations of Aptitudes and Outcome
A substantial difference in the correlation coefficients between the
Necessary Arithmetic Operations Test and the transfer test across the graphic
and analytic treatment groups (r
the graphic group) was observed.

= .59 in the analytic group, and r
(See Table 2.)

9

=

.28 i n

This result suggested the

itudes
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let.

possibility that an AT! may exist since the relationship between the general

em

reasoning measure and the outcome measure was not the same across treatments.

e study.

A similar but less pronounced difference appeared between the Abstract Rea-

t would

soning Test and transfer test (r

ent had

for the graphic group).

ing on

between the Card Rotations Test and the transfer test score as well as in the

periods.

= .39

for the analytic group, and r = .47

The difference across treatments in the correlation

Group Embedded Figures Test and the transfer test score appeared modest .

Most

aptitudes are intercorrelated with one another--a fact to be considered when
entering terms into regression.

>jects pe1

Insert Table 2 about here

2
l

the

The relatively low correlation between the Card Rotations Test and the

me

transfer test should be noted.

:ard Ro-

Test should be interpreted with caution.

ta note
ialytic
Eastman

Any of the results including the Card Rotations
An unexpected pattern was found

for the Necessary Arithmetic Operations Test and the Group Embedded Figures
Test across treatments.

The correlation between the Necessary Arithmetic

Operations Test and the Group Embedded Figures Test was . 45 in the ana lytic
treatment group and .29 in the graphic treatment group.
Aptitude X Treatment Interactions
The outcome measure (transfer test) was regressed on all aptitudes in the
full model using a stepwise procedure suggested by Cronbach and Snow (1977).
Treatment groups were coded using a dummy coding procedure (Kerlinger &

the

Pedhazur, 1973}.

A predetermined order was used to enter al l aptitude terms

graph i c

into regression .

Aptitude terms were entered, then the treatment term, first-

.28 in

order ATI, and finally second-order AT! were entered .

ed the

Deviation

scores for

the aptitude measures were used as recommended by Cronbach and Snow (1977).
Stepwise regression analysis was performed using the multiple regression

10
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subprogram from the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et al.,
1975).

Table 3 presents the results of the stepwise regression analysis of

the criterion test on the aptitude meausres.

The significance of main

effects and ATI was tested using a procedure discussed by Kerlinger and
Pedhazur (1973) .

Insert Table 3 about here

As shown in Table 3, the full regression equation accounted for 57.5%
of the variance in transfer learning.

Two main effects AR and NAOT were

significant and accounted for 17.0% and 8,9% of the variance in transfer lear
ing, respectively .

The other aptitude and treatment terms did not contribute

significantly to the prediction equation,

Significant ATI ' s were observed,

One first order ATI was detected--NAOTxTrt accounting for 3.5% of the varianc
in the full model.

This was consistent with the correlational pattern found

between NAOT and the transfer test (see Table 3),

The ARxNAOTxTrt term

accounted for 3.3% of the variance and was statistically significant, rep~
licating the results of Eastman and Carry (1975). 2 An additional interaction
ARxCRxTrt, also was observed, accounting for 3.3% of the variance.

It must

be noted that this interaction should be interpreted with caution since the
correlation between the Card Rotations Test and the transfer test was low.
terms including the Group Embedded Figures Test accounted for a total of
of the variance in the full model . Table 4 reports the regression

2.:

equation~

the analytic and graphic treatment groups.

Insert Table 4 about here
2 rf one assumed as Eastman and Carry (1975) that AR is a measure of sp.
ability.
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a1 • ,

t

Discussion

is of

The results of the present study replicate and extend the findings of
Eastman and Carry (1975) and other studies which have indicated that learner
aptitudes interact with instructional treatment in mathematics .

The two

second order interactions--Abstract Reasoning x Necessary Arithmetic Operations x Treatment (ARxNAOTxTrt) and Abstract Reasoning x Card Rotations x
Treatment (ARxCRxTrt)--observed in this study warrant further discussion.
As indicated, Cronbach and Snow (1977) questioned Eastman and Carry's choice

7.5%
.re

of the Abstract Reasoning Test as a measure of spatial ability (G v ) . In the
current study the Card Rotations Test was added as an additional spatial

er 1earn

ability measure.

1tribute

ing Test as the spatial measure and the Necessary Arithmetic Operations Test

!rved.

as the general reasoning measure.

variance

included the Abstract Reasoning Test--considered by Eastman and Carry as a

, found

spatial measure--and the Card Rotations Test.

The ARxNAOTxTrt interaction included the Abstract Reason-

On the other hand, the ARxCRxTrt interaction

It could be inferred that the

ARxNAOTxTrt term was an interaction between spatial and general reasoning

~m

rep ""

abilities with instructional treatment and that the ARxCRxTrt was an inter-

raction 1

action between two spatial abilities (Abstract Reasoning Test, Card Rotations

t must

Test) and

ce the

in light of the assumptions usually made about the Abstract Reasoning Test.

1ow.

Al

of 2, 5%
uations '

~nstructional

treatment.

However, these inferences are not supported

Cronbach and Snow (1977) suggested that the test is usually regarded as a
reasoning test, and that Eastman and Carry's use of the Abstract Reasoning
Test as a spatial t est was not justified.
If it is assumed that the Abstract Reasoning Test is a nonverbal reasoni ng test, different conclusions follow

regarding the two second order inter-

actions observed in this study (ARxNAOTxTrt, ARxCRxTrt) . Mak i ng this ass umption ,
a more tenable interpretat i on of the results is that the ARxNAOTxTrt interaction
of spaU

-------·-·----
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was an interaction between two reasoning measures of the Gf aptitude cluster.

In this case the ARxCR xTr t interaction wou ld be the only significant

ATI term containing a spatial measure--with the Card Rotations Test being
the spatial measure and the Abstract Reasoning test a non-verbal reasoning
test .
The previous discussion suggests that the two significant second-order
interactions draw on different aptitude constructs .

In the case of ARx NAOTxT

the interaction may be between two general reasoning constructs subsumed
under Gf' with the ARxCRxTrt interaction being between one general reasoning
(Gf) and one spatial (Gv) factor.
Us e of the Group Embedded Figures Test to measure the cognitive style
dimension did not contribute significantly to the mode l used in this study.
Only 2.5% of the variance was accounted for by al l terms that included the
style measure.

An examination of the intercorrelations of the Group Embeddec

Figures Test with other ability measures used in the study supports the clair
made by cri ti cs of the style dimension--field dependence-independence may be
confounded with other ability measures.
More research is needed to explain ATI 1 s in mathematics learning.

The

relationship between the spatial skills assessed by the apti tude measures anc
those required by the treatment need to be further investigated (Cronbach &
Snow, 1977).

The low correlation between the Card Rotations Test and the

criterion measure may be due to the fact that the task requires different
spatial skills than does the spatial treatment.

Task analysis methods could

be used t o help identify skil ls required for the spatially-oriented treatmen
on quadratic inequalities.

This information would be useful when selecting

dividual difference measures which require skil l similar to that used in the
spatial treatment .

:1.:J
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itudes

Additional correlational analysis examining the relationship between

1us cant

various marker tests in the Gv cluster and task success in the graphic and

ing

analytic treatments would be desirable.

ni ng

spatial measures which predict success differentially acr oss treatments.

It would then be easier to select
Use

of the spatial and general reasoning treatment dimensions when investigating
order

ATI's in mathematics learning is worth further i nvestigation.

xNAOTxTr:
:ed
.son i ng

;tyle
;tudy .
I the

:mbedded
1e

c1aims

may be

Th e
Jres and
)aCh

&

the
rent
s could
reatment
ecting i n
in the
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titudes

H.

st .
Table 1

07.

Descriptive Statistics for Aptitudes and Transfer

est.

Test by Instructional Treatment
teract ior
Instrument

Treatment

Mean

ment.

Qrocess

· Person-

39.17
39 . 49

8.20
5.57

20-50
26-48

47
53

.Necessary Arithmetic
Operations Test

Analytic
Graphic

15.66
14.74

4.70
4.87

5-23
4-25

47
53

Card Rotations

Analytic
Graphic

120.21
114. 96

47. 28
31. 91

35-222
55-194

47
53

Group Embedded
Figures Test

Analytic
Graphic

8 . 92
9.79

5.37
4.66

0- 18
0-17

47
53

Transfer Test

Analytic
Graphic

10.43
9.02

5.01
4.27

1-21
2-19

47
53

genera 1 ·
equal it i e;

1

~.

n.1

Analytic
Graphic

Re-

I

Range

Abstract. Reasoning
·natives
ning.

Standard
Deviation

1975,

ice ton,
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Table 2
Intercorrelations of Aptitudes and Outcome by Treatment (Reliabilities
on the Diagonal)

Variab l e

1.

2.

3.

4.

Treatment

Abstract Reasoning Analytic
(AR)
Graphic

1

.87 1

2

3

4

5

.56

.55

.60

.39

.24

.35

.49

.47

.ao 1

.38

.45

.59

Necessary Arithmetic Operations
Test (NAOT)

Analytic
Graphic

.13

. 29

.28

Card Rotations
Test (CR)

Analytic

.75 2

.51

.16

.21

.21

.802

.40

Graphic

Analytic
Gro up Embedded
Figures Test (GEFT)
Graphic

.39
.78 3

5.

Transfer Test

1.
2.
3.

Kuder-Richardson
Pearson product-moment correlation between parts 1 and 2
Cronbach's Alpha
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itudes

ies
Table 3
Summary of Variance in Performance Accounted for by Main Effects and ATI

Variable in Regression

Fu 11 Mode 1

df

% of variance
accounted for

15

42.5

F

Aptitudes
Abstract Reasoning (AR)
Necessary Arithmetic
Operations Test (NAOT)
Group Embedded Figures
Test (GEFT)
Card Rotations (CR)

1

17.0

24 .83 **

1

8.9

13.00 **

1

1. 6
0.3

2·.34

1

Treatments

1

2.2

3.21

Aptitude Treatment
Interactions
ARxTrt
CRxTrt
GEFTxTrt
NAOTxTrt
ARxNAOTxTrt
GEFTxNAOTxTrt
CRxGEFTxTrt
ARxGEFTxTrt
ARxCRxTrt
CRxNAOTxTrt
Constant = 9.92
Residual

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.9
0.6
0. 2
3.5
3.3
0.6
0.1
0.0
3.3
0.0

1. 31
0.88
0.29
5.11 *
4.82 *
0.88
0.15
0.00
4.82 *
0.00

84

57.5

.44

* p < .05

**

p < . 01
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UNIT OF COMMUNICATION

UNIT OF CONSTRUCTION

SEQUENCE

SHOT

FRAME
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Table 4
Regression Equations for Transfer Learning Showing Pilrtial
Regression Coefficients for Each Treatment

----------- ----------------------------------------- ----- - --·----·--··--·
Treatment (Trt)

Constant

b for
AR

b for
CR

ti for
GEFT

b for

NAOT

ti for
l\fMlllOTxTrt

ti for
GEFTxilAOTxTrt

l> for

CRxGEFTxTrt

b for
ARxGEFTxTrt.

ti for
l\RxCl'lxTrt.

l> fo1·

ClbNl\OTxlrt

Analytic

-l.G7

.06

- .02

.OG

1.05

-.01

- . 02

.00

.01

.00

.00

Graphic

-2.17

.7.6

.oo

.7.4

-.35

.01

.02

.00

- .01

. 00

.00

Note

AR

= atstract Reason ing Test; CH = Card Rotations Test; GEFT = Group Embedded Figures Test ; NAOT = Necess ary

l\ritl~etic

Operations

Test

I

I

I

I
!

--i

::r

~

ct>
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::s
c+
ro
~

°'c+
0

-'•

0

::s
0
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~
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Toward a Grarnrnar of Educational Television:

Part II, Methodology

Arguments for and a delineation of a theoretical model for the analysis
of educational television codes have been made in an earlier paper (Becker,

1979).

Briefly, the author borrowing concepts from semiotics, suggests a

granrrnatical analysis of educational television.

Such an analysis would des-

cribe syntax or the linear aspects of construction, such as frame and shot in
the formation of an educational television sequence.

Since syntax exists

only within and because of a communication, analysis would be conducted within units of communication.

Such units of conununication have been coded in

other media and often bring their codes or infrastructure to the medium of
television.

The appearance of new syntax or new use of the units of construe-

tion would indicate a grammar unique to television.
This paper will attempt only to summarize the rationale for the formulation of such an analysis.

It is not the purpose here to mount arguments

in support of that analysis, but to offer a background to the current
cussion.

dis~

It is the purpose of this paper to present an anal ytical model for

the granunatical description of educat ional television.
Background
Historically, educational technology resear ch on television moved from
a gross comparison of television with live lecture (Sykes, 1964; \Jilliams,
Paul and Ogilive, 1957; Pflieger and Kelly, 1961 and Schramm, 1962) through
an increasingly sophisticated series of studies (i.e., Chu and Schramm, 1967,
Koran, Snow and MacDonald, 1971, Salomon, 1979) t o a consideration of the
1vention
iladelph

Some researchers, such as Salomon (1979)

unique characteristics of television.

have attempted to identify these characteristics as codes .

Although current

questions about the unique characteristics of televis i on abound, there i s
little knowledge about TV codes and symbols.
Codes and symbols have been described, however, in other media such as

24
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cinema, and literature, by the system of semiotics.

Christian Metz (1974),

for example, ha s initiated a detailed account of the codes and symbols of
narrative cinema.
Purpose
What I believe is necessary, here , is the establishment of an analytica·
model for the description of television grammar.

Successful attempts to

"read" film in this manner have been made by Christian Metz (1974 a, 1974 b)
and other s~miotic analysts (Wollen , 1969, Monaco, 1977 and Bettetini, 1973),
and although Metz has developed a sophisticated analytical model for "readint
film, it is one based on individual interpretation.

The challenge in

borro~-

ing some of Me t z 's rich concepts of interpretation would be to introduce the
elements of verification and generalization demanded by research in the socia
sciences.

Metz, however, begins his analysis with a helpful code set theo r y.

For purposes of t hi s paper, I will refer to code as the tacit rules or regulations which develop in the practice of constructing the units of frame , she
and sequence within television or film.

Metz's contention , then, is that one

must distinguish the source of codes involved in the construction of a sequence, consequently he has developed a code set theory.

His theory attempts

to trace those codes which are derivative, not unique to cinema, and to describe those unique to the medium.

He does this to provide a fuller under-

standing of the contribution of one medium to another and to hi ghlight the
new use of an old code.

Metz would agree with most

"montage" is the only unique cinema code .

1

film theorists that

Identification of codes un ique U

cinema initiated a grammatical description of film.
It is necessary to trace the origin of a code in order to understand iU
use in the new medium.

Metz offers a code set theory which includes the

1

Kjorup (1977), however, states that there are no codes unique to film
He believes that "montage•: can be found in novels.

25

(1974),

>ls of

listing of the doma ins of general culture, cinema and theater among other s.
Within those domains he lists shared and non shared codes.

Codes of light ing

and narration, f or example, would be shared by general culture, cinema and
theater.
malyt ica

This analysis attempts to trace the origin of the code, that is, the tacit

:s to

rule which developed for th e presentation of a given communication, by naming

1974 b)
li ' 1973)
11

:

readin11

t he "domain" from which it came .

"Domain" for Metz has vast implications and

can mean another genre as well as something he calls general culture.

Although

his concept is vast and h e has not been t otal l y successful in articula t i n g

.n borrow-

the origins of many cinematic codes , his theory again is rich and we ll suited

luc e the

t o a semiotic analysis of television.

the socia
theory.

~t

or regu:rame , sh

1

If one was to consider the proximate source s of one fo rm of television
at a time, such as dramatic narrative, and to define t hese origins with some
specificity ,

i. e ., the domain of general culture would include s ubdivi sions

addressing those social and economic fo r ces as well as aesthetic fo rc es whi ch

that ont

shape t he cons t ruction of a unit of communication for tel evision, then the

a se-

code set theory would offer a superstruc ture for t elevision analysis.

attempt.

structure, when applied to television , would supply a frame within which to

i to des-

under~ht

the

un iq ue

chart t he pattern of old codes o r the appearance of new ones .

Such a

This charting

need not be accomplished by individual "reading" of the tel evision message,
but can be recorded and analyzed by micro comput er.

that

The television analysts who knew the origin of the codes would b e able
ti

to make informa l compari sons between the use of the code i n the old and new
medium.

rs t and it!
3

Montage would be non shared, specif ic to cinema.

t he

An understanding of the structure of television might grow in that

fashion.
Codes and Formats
What the i dentificat ion of a sup ers truc tur e or overa r chi ng mode l will

?.

to filrr..

allow this analysis to describe is the syntax wi thin a t e levision fo rmat.
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Film syntax has undergone partial analysis in such a manner, although not in
a rigorous fashion.

Monaco, for example, has described the syntax of dialo

as it existed in Hollywood films of the SO's (such syntax is currently bein
copied by most dramatic t e levision sequences today.)

Serious film analysts

when employing the method of individual interpretation, work within one forma
at a time.
that format.

Indeed, they work to describe one communication at .a time, withi
This work suggests that elements within a given communication

from one format arrange themselves in a pattern.
the syntax of the given communication.
at the micro rather t han macro level.

Such a pattern may be

lab~

Analysis, then, takes place initial1
If one postulates, then, that unique

patterns exist within television, it would seem appropriate to study these
patterns similarly within the genres

2

or formats of television.

are va riously described in the television litera ture.
ature and an appraisal of TV programming
for consideration as format:

3

These forma·

A survey of this lite

recommended the following categori

dramatic narrative, situation comedy, documen-

tary , news, advertisements, variety shows, talk shows , soap operas, game shot
mus ical presentations, sports presentations and dance.

In no way is thi s

classification proposed as ·all inclus ive , nor are the categories always discrete.

It is a classification which allows this structural analysis .to beg11

The codes, for example, of a TV format , such as dramatic narrative

4

2

Genre is a rather formal word which, in practice, carries , with it the
baggage of aesthetics . It is the belief of this researcher that television
cannot yet be called an art form and because of commercial constraints may
never reach an artistic stage , so that the description of programs or format!
becomes pretentious when ca lled a "genre".
3 It is not the intent of this analysis to address the possibilities of
TV programming, but to consider television "in practice,,. as it is viewed t~
4 Television, l ike film, is an essentially narrative form. At first
glance , the form of television might appear to be dramatic, since there are
usually actors talking with one another, on screen. The essence of narrati
however, is the telling of a story by a story teller. Dramatic television t
a story through the eyes of a storyteller, the camera. It has "point of vi
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not in

supply the infrastructure in which to examine syntax.

The assumption, here,

is that syntax is developed differentially within varying forms of communication.

For example, words can only be linked for the purpose of connnunica-

:ialysts

tion otherwise one has nonsense phrases.

:me form

studied and situated within a communication in a given format.

e , withi

tion, of course, will be to isolate and control units of syntax, especially

ication

if one is used to conducting behavioral research.

be label
i nitial!
unique
these

So then, can video syntax only be
The tempta-

So, there is a necessity

to emphasize the fact that syntax, not only exists to facilitate a cornmunication, but can only be studied within the format of that communication.
The question, of course, could eventually be posed about the similarity
of syntax between or among formats.

For example, units of frame construe-

s e format1

tion might be similar across formats.

his liter.

suing that question in the early stages of the research.

categori.

lyzing units of communication, it must be remembered that these units take

documen-

their meaning from format codes.

game shm

face to close ups of another framed face have no meaning of their own.

this

There is a danger, however, in pur5

Since one is ana-

A series of fast cuts from close up framed
They

may exist only in relation to the communication within the format in which

ays dis-

they are found.

. to begia

ing tension between the central characters whose faces are framed, if, these

.

ive

4

For example, they may exist to advance the plot by display-

cuts exist within a dramatic narrative.
The metaphor of language for film or video construction is weak at the

h it the

evision
t s may
r formats
ities of
iewed toi
f irst
ere are
narra tio'
visi on t
t of vie

smallest unit.

A picture is not like a word; it contains numerous "bits" of

information, while a word usually contains one or two bits of denotive

5 A consideration of patterns within TV formats would not exclude a later
analysis of patterns between formats . Such between format analysis might contribute a micro description to those TV analysts fo llowing Raymond Williams
(1974) "flow concept" of television pro gramming. If what Will iams indicates
were true, that is, if an evening's programming constitutes a unit of communication itself, then comparisons of patterns between forma ts presented in one
evening•s programming could help support his concept and better describe the
"flow".
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information .

A picture is highly denotive, while a word can be moderately

denotive, but highly connotive.

The strength of the metaphor exists, howe\

because the concept of grammar can be understood by the layperson and the
searcher alike.

l

Basic language structure has been a part of standardized

public education for years, so the unit of the sentence or the paragraph
generally understood.

i~

The communicative links , then, between words, phrase

sentences and paragraphs are generally understood and used daily in common
speech and writing.

The me taphor gains strength, then, from a comparison

<

this linkage, this syntax.
Units of Construction
In conducting an analysis of the manner i n which fo r m structures cont(
one speaks of th e smallest units of meaning (Metz, 1974, Monaco , 1977, Bel:
and J ules-Roselte, 1977).

A researcher is, then, faced

with the problem

1

selecting the most salient units of form or construction for appropriate ii
pretation.

Since there are thousands of units of form within a visual fra1

the task becomes difficult.

It is necessary to se lect those dominant unit :

which most apparently contr ibut e to th e meaning.

Several approaches can b·

taken, since the question is a variant on "how does a viewer read a frame,
shot, a sequence?''

No truly verifiable answer to this question exists.

t heorists write about reading line, shape, and color (Bloomer, 1976).

A
Per

cepti0n theorists (Kennedy, 1974, Gibson, 1969) write about frame, surface
edge, focal point, proximity and angle of approach .

Gestalt theorists sue

as Kohler and Yerkes , place emphasis on fig ure, ground, proximity and clos
when identifying important units of form.
Film makers and critics identify salient units of form such as frame
shot in motion visua ls .

Millerson's (1966) popular basic text in televisi

production lists frame, sho t , and sequence as important units of televisio
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rately

Selection and Validation. - This researcher, after reviewin g the liter-

, howeve

a t ure on units of form, compiled an extensive l ist of these units .

d the re

was informally presented to educational video directors and camera people.

d i zed

Their task was to priori tize these units, so that a sense of whi ch units were

raph is

most i mportant in practice would emerge.

phrases

The list

The ir knowledge about usage existed

a t s uch an intuitive level tha t it was hard t o elicit a response to that list.

common

When interviewed, however, and asked "What do you shoot?

rison of

your shot, your scene? " they replied in the language of the units of form .

How do you construct

(This is verificat ion of the fact that a TV grammar probably exis t s at an intuitive level and remains, as yet , undescr ibed .) In a circuitous way, they
.s content

returned to the ori ginal list.

7, Belln,.

and scene or sequence .

·oblem of

center or focal point received most mention.

·iate inttt

of in conventional terms of zooming, panning, t i l ting, and dollying or truck-

1al frame,

ing.

.t units

fading, wiping and dissolving.

can be

~1entioned

Within a f rame the di stance , angle, lighting and

If this research were not conducted with so -

cial science methods , the author could have
form from the research.

:ts.

since it returns to conv enti onal units.

Per-

Motion within shots was spoken

And motion between shots was mentioned in conventional terms of cutting,

frame , a
Ar t

most freq uently were frame, shot

selected conventional units of

The valida tion process used here appears circuitous,
The step was , however, necessary.

The l i st which will constitute the base of a computer program fo r micro analy-

:urface ,

sis of television has face and content validity.

:ts such

Levels of Syntax

id closure

Frame, sho t and sequence may be described as levels of video construction.
To discover the existing relationship among these levels , it is nec essa r y to

frame ant

name the smal ler units of construction within t hese.

!levision

nition of the levels should be included .

.evision .

Fi r st , however , a defi-

A frame is the image which t he cameraperson selects and borders within
the boundaries of his/her lense.

(production 525 lines traced in 1/30 sec
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=

1 frame repeat rate of 30 stills/second, 262.5 alterate traced 1/60 sec
freq . of 60/sec reduce flicker).
rate of 15,750 lines/second) .

=

fi

Each line scanned in 635 microsec. or at

(Millerson, 1966)

Shot - within camera movement (subjective motion) or within set moveme
(objective motion) from frame to frame constitutes a shot.
Sequences are self cont0,1nJ. series of shots achieved technically by wi
in or between camera switches.
Subcategories can be listed and progrannned as follows:
1.

2.

Opening and Closing Frame
a)

Border (Open, Closed)

b)

Focal Point

c)

Focal People #

d)

Lighting (Back)

e)

Focal Distance (Long, Medium Long, Medium, Medium Close, Clos

f)

Focal Angle (Top, High, Level, Low, Low Level)

Shot
a)

Opening Frame

b)

Switch

c)
3.

1.

Between--Fade, Cut, Dissolve, Superimposition, Wipe

2.

Within--Zoom, Pan, Dolly, Truck, Tilt

Closing Frame

Sequence
a)

Opening Shot

b)

Closing Shot

One cannot haphazardly examine these levels of syntax, but as describe
above, one can examine them within one given communication of one format at
a time .

One might examine the syntax of openings or settings or human inte

action in documentaries.
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c. or at

one might examine the syntax of advertisements which use testimonials.
This researcher is examining what television does to a traditional plot in
dramatic narrative .

et moveme1r

This study will be briefly described to illustrate the

analytical model in action.
Procedures

ally by

w~

Segments from dramatic narrative prepared and presented on educational
channels have been videotaped.

These segments include examples of narrative

units falling along the plot line of traditional drama.
2. suspense

3 . climax

They are, .1 . openings

4. denouement.

A program of observation and recording of elements for video programs
has been developed and modeled after the observation program (SSR) developed
by Gordon Stephenson at the Primate Center, University of Wisconsin-Madison.
The SSR methods of coding and transcribing behavior are well suited for adaplose, CloS\

tation to an observation of the television screen.
An Apple II Computer interfaced with a Betamax recorder/player is programmed to record the time of appearance, frequency and duration of units of
television construction in the segments of frame, shot and sequence.

The sub-

categories of these segments, listed above, are recorded and the program
lipe

answers questions about them.
Data Analysis
The Apple II ComputerJnot only records the frequency and duration of the
units of construction under study, but supplies a printout for appraisal of
these data.

These data are submitted to a time series analysis .

use, it is hoped, will emerge in this fashion.
1

described
o rmat at
man inter

• study is seeking .
codes this

Patterns of

These patterns constitute the

These codes will then be included in a descrip-

tive report and summarized, where needed, in graph form (i.e. frequency plots).
It is hypothesized that patterns of usage, namely codes, will emerge when
these data are examined.

It is further hypothesized that some of these codes

will be unique to television.

----

.... - ,, ~--~
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INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

.AND
DIRECTED COGNITIVE PROCESSING

Ruth Colvin Bovy
April 198l

Instructional design research has .been slow to reformulate
research questions that would provide psychologically valid
prescriptive instructional princi9les.

The fruitlessness of two

decades of media comparison studies has been comprehensively
~·

reviewed and· discussed (Salomon & Clark, 1977; Salomon, 1978).
The "no significant difference" outcomes of the Media A vs . .Media B
comparison studies era has led to generalizations that hardware,
as typically used, serve primarily as effective delivery devices
and that reost instructional objectives can be achieved via any
.·delivery system (Jamison, Suppet

&

Wells, 1974; Schramm, 1977).

Following the media comparison era, a more recent emphasis on
the effects of various instructional strategies such as advance
organizers, preinstructional strategies and orienting tasks has
'
t:t'~mpted

to identify relevant instructional attributes--that is

to define elements of lesson design that would yield reliable
generalizable effects.
have not been much
comparison studies.

.

The results from such research efforts

more·~lluminating

than the earlier media

Clear cut replicable instructional guidelines

have been the exception rather than the rule .
. One reason for this disappointing lack of progress may lie
in the failure to analyze the impact of educational treatments
on internal psychological processing operations of individual
learners.

An instructional treatment which is unattended by

learne rs cannot .be expected to have any impact on learning.
In spite of the apparent obviousness of this observation,
•

many studies attempting to assess the effectiveness of a
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particular strategy wi th a group of learners do not verify that
the treatme nt was in fact attended.

Even if it could be assume

that all learners equally attended a specific instructional
variable, t he way in which it interacts with e a ch individual's
-r1--·

cognitive processe s is likely to be ideosyncratic.

Therefore

rather than study a d e fined instructional treatment, the indepe
variable may exeFt _t diverse effects with different learners
and thus be lacking in construct validity.

Conversely, diverse

instructional approaches may lead to equivalent effects on
·learning outcomes to the degree that similar cognitive processes
'are activated by instructional methods whose surface characteri
seem very

differ~nt

{Olson, 1972}.

As Gagne (1980) stated:

"In developing programs of instruction, one must solve the proriJ
of ~esson design and media selkction by reference to mental sta
and mental processes, rather than simply in terms ·of behavioral
.outcomes" (p. 7).

It is the purpose of this paper to define

likely points of interface between instructional treatments and
·cognitive processes and to suggest a unifying relationship

bet~

instructional strategies and cognitive processing operations
which could serve as a basis for focused research and instructional development efforts.
Instructional Design and Theories of Instruction
Initiated by Bruner's (1964) distinc~ion between the desci
tive nature of learning theory versus prescriptive

princi~les ~

instructional theory, a separate science of instructional
has gradually emerged (Glaser, 1976}.
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desi~

Reigeluth, Bunderson, &

.fy that

Merrill (1977), have suggested three levels of instructional
design professional including the instructional design scientist

mal

.dual' s
~ efore

whose research provides principles of desi gn which serve as
blue prints to

be

applied by an instructiona l technologist to

the development of specific instructional materials which are
produced by an !nstructional technician.

~ ners

diverse
on
_)rocesse.
1racteri
: ed:
t he prob
:1.ta l sta
'.lavioral
3f ine
=nts and
hi p betwi
t ions
nstruc-

A more cost effective

and instructionally sound product shou ld result from the division
of labor and from decreased need to empirically validate instruc-

tion which is based on previously established principles.

They

concluded, however, that such an approach is not currently
feasible as "the young design science of instruction has not yet

.

developed the necessary procedures for instructional design nor
even derived the prescriptive
principles from which these pro,
-~edures

can be developed"

(p. 13).

One reason for the ·general lack of valid and useful principles
to apply to instructional design problems has been the f ailu~e to
generate comprehensive theories of instruction to Serve as
paradigmatic 'frameworks for designing research studies and interpreting results.

Such instructional theories would provide

coherent sets of principles and constructs which wou ld link
instructional strategies to learning outcomes and provide a
unifying focus for the future formulation of research hypotheses.

he desc

There· have been recent claims that such theories are unlikely to

ciples o

ever be identified either because the learning process is

al desi9'

stochastic, •there being no generalizable behavioral regularities

rson, & ·

(Scriben, 1980), or because learnin g is a function of higher order

inheren t l~

interactions exerting a "hall of mirrors" effect which severe l y

limits the generalizability of principles (Cronbach, 1975).
Others are more optimistic, claiming that

ev~n

if enduring

principles cannot be identified, we can develop "skeleton
hypotheses"
which can

(Salomon, 1979) or "local theories" (Snow , 1977)

serv~

as guiding principles for the science of

instructional design.
Mo st instructional development research to date can be
classified as being based heavily on either logical or psych
logical premises.

Variations of the instructional systems

approach emphasize an orderly analysis of learner goals and
desired outcomes as a basis for development of internally co
sistent objectives, task hierarchies, and instructional
which utilize a logical development framework.

seq~

In contrast,

psychological approaches attempt to formulate instructional
methods based on learning theory and include such diverse af
as prograromed instruction based on behavioral stimulus-respc
psychology, modeling based on social learning theory, or adv
organizers based on cognitive theory.

Instructional develof

can no doubt benefit from an optimal synthesis of both the J
and psychological approaches .

It is the

psy~hological

apprc

to i~structional development however which offers the most

r

as a foundation on which to build a theory of instruction.
Only by delineating the specific mechanisms whereby paJ
classes of instructional approaches can elicit desired learz
outcome s can we generate optimal prescriptive instructional
design principles.

An analogy can be drawn to the judicioui

;l
:~

ll'

I

I

I

I
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'

1975).

application of drugs to combat various illnesses.

_iring

error approach may identify drugs which have some positive
therapeutic effects.

I

1977)

of

A trial and

However only by knowing the metabolic

bas i s of drug action can its usefulness be most reliably appli e d
to optimize its 6ffect.

By knowing how the drug mediates its

therapeutic effects, its dosage, appropriate appliGation to
::an be

various

r psycho-

cations can be determined and extrapolated to a variety of situa-

s tems

tions on an a priori basis.

l s and

patholog~es,

and possible interactions with other medi-

Coincident with the emergence of the science of instruction

i lly co~ ·as a distinct entity from the science of learning in the 1960's,
i l .seque
:itrast,

a major paradigmatic shift occurred in ?Sychology from behavioristic
to cognitive perspectives which provides an excellent potential
1·

t ional
~ rse

app

:;-respon
or advar
i eveloprn'
1

the lo

L approa<1

most pr
t ion.

vehicle whereby mechanisms of instructional approaches can be
defined (Wittrock, 1979).

The cognitive approach emphasizes the

.Psychological processes intervening between stimulus display and
the change i~ behavior qalled · l~arning.

A great deal of work of

·particular relevance to instruction focuses on the internal
mental stages
. ..

wh~ch
~

mediate
cogn~~ive assimilation of stimuli
.
. . .. . .
.. .
. -.
. . .• - . ... ...
.. . ... --·-- -·
,.

•

;

· .~-:....

and is ref erred to in general as the information processing
model.

The bulk of "no significant different" results in research

attempts to identify the "best" instructional methodology may

~ by part~

reflect in part insensitivity to ways in which a particular
i learni
information display is processed by different learners.

It may

~ ional

be that the initial internal representation of any given disploy
i icious
will vary substantially from learner to learner as a functio n of

40

p~ychocognitive

any

give~

variables which make the processing effects a

strategy unique to specific classes of learners.

E

remaining unaware of these mental interfaces attempts to ider
learning effects on the basis of surf ace characteristics of
-.:
educational treatments are likely to fail.
The information processing model then provides a promisj
basis on which to derive linkages between instructional methc
dologies and learning outcomes--in other words on which to bt
a comprehensive theory of

instruction~

The remainder of

thi~

_·paper will outline characteristics of the major information
processing constructs including attention, encoding and rehe<
working· memory, long term memory, ret_rieval, and metacogniti,
processes and propose a unifying relationship between instru<
.

···; - .

.4_::~gn strategies and cognitive operations .

Specifically, tl

locus of cognitive processing--whether heavily assumed by th1
· instruction, activated in the learner via the instruction, o :
maintained in control of the learner will be explored in rel
to each major cognitive processing operation .

Evidence will

·•

discussed which suggests an inverse relationship between the
extent to which the instruction assumes or directs cognitive
processing operations and the aptitudinal strengths of learn
The implications for the instructional design and research p
fessional for optimal assignment of cognitive processing--wh
to the instruction or to the learner will be presented.
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Information Processing and Instructional Design
The information processing model incorporates stages of
stimuli processing which generally include initial sensory reception, a transient iconic or echoic storage, and encoding and
:o

storage in a lim~f ted capacity working memory as well as in a

:s of

large capacity, more permanent, long term store.

Processes in

the model which facilitate the internal flow of information and
romisi

1

me thoto bui
f this ·

which are of particular interest to instructional design include
attention, rehearsal and encoding strategies, retrieval of information from long term memory, and higher level control operations
' including metacognitive (Flavell, J R H., 1979) or self referent

ti on
evaluation of
rehea
gni tive

le~rning .

Along with a brief description of the

characteristics and potential instructional relevance of these
major cognitive processes, a proposed framework integrating

nstrucf
ingtructional treatments with cognitive processing operations
ly I

the

. will suggest the locus of cognitive processing as a tentative

by the
general instructional principle.
on, or
Any particular instructional strategy such as the use of
n relat
color, inclusion of pictures, insertion of questions will only
will bt
be effective to the extent to which it facilitates cognitive
n the

processing in some way that the learner would not have done
itive

otherwise.

This interfacing between external stimuli and

learner!ii
internal processing can be accomplished by one of the following
rch pro·
three general

a~proaches:

supplantation, instructional directed/

g--whed
learner generated, and learner control .
•
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At one extreme most or all of the cognitive processing c
be performed or modeled by the instruction.

Salomon (1979)

referred to this strategy as "suppl antation" where
processing events are simulated by the instruction itse lf.

In

his c·lassic film'fc modeling experiment, Salomon (1974),. 1979}
demonstrated that cue attendance behavior of learners initiall
scoring low in

cy~

attendance was enhanced by a filmic treatm

which consisted of repeated zooming in and out of details in a
picture.

The zooming of the lens onto succe ssive details was

·proposed to duplicate or provide a close analogy to the neces
cognitive operations relevant to cue attendance.
A second, more intermediate strategy, which can be termed
Instructional System Directed/Learner Generated processing inc
i~itances ~here t h e cognitive processing is activated by an
...;:...,;,...

instructional event but the actual processing is learner gener
. Rigney ( 1978) referred to this approach as an "Instruction sys!
Assigned " Learning Strategy in which a variety of orienting ta·
·applied to specific content bridges would direct cognitive pro
i~ an optimal ma~ner.

Such directed cognitive processing may

operationalized not only by use of various orienting tasks sue
as adjunct questions, but in a more subtle way by manipulation
of features of the instruc tional display itself.

Several stud

s upport the retention facilitating effects of learner
words (Slamecka

.&

& Mark, 1978), und

generat~

Graf, 1978), text meanings (Doctorow, Wittro
pr~blem

solutions (Jacoby, 1978).

In

instructional directed strategies such generation would be und
taken by the learner in response to deliberate instructional s
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Finally. at the other end of the continuum, cognitive

sing
979)

processing can be a function of total learner control.

cogniti

under such circumstances, the instruction provides minimal

lf.

cognitive proc~ssing support.

In

This approach will be successful

·1979)

to the extent that the learner has developed adequate internal

nitiall

ideosyncratic processing strategies which can be effectively

treatm~

applied to the instructional material.

ls in a

would typically fall into this category and, in fact; in instances

ls was

of supplantation or instructional-directed processing, _they

Learners of high apti tude

r>

necess ·

frequently exhibit decrement in performance.
states "as

termed

th~

Salomon (1979)

modeled operation supplants its mental counterpart

it interfers with the smooth mental application of the individual

ing inc

skill by already skillful subjec ts''

y an

& Snow (1977 ) generalize "When one treatment is fully elaborated,

r

gener

(p. 155) .

Likewise Cronbach

whereas the other leaves much of the burden of organization and

ion Sys

interpretation to the learner, the regression s lope in the

ting ta ·

tends to be l ess steep.

~9rmer

That is, highs profit from the oppor-

tunity to process the information in their own way; lows tend to
ng may

be handicapped.

sks sue

a wide range of results''

ulation

aptitude is, by definition, the ability to efficiently process

a ·1 stud

information by well developed ideosyncratic strategies.

enerateci
Wittro,
n

This i s not a universa l rule, but it encompasses
(p . 500).

It may be that high general

It is proposed then that any cognitive processing operation
such as attention , encoding , or rehearsal for example, can be
primarily a~sumed by the instruction (supplantation) , directed by

be und

the instruction but ge n erated by the learner (instructional

ional s
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directed), or totally assumed by the learner (learner control).

s

Further it is suggested that which s trategy a designer choose s
would be a function of learner aptitude and prior knowledge wi

[-

higher ability or more knowledgeable learners benefiting gener

E

~·

more from the learner control range of the continuum and learn

t

of lower aptitudinal strength benefiting from greater instruc-

c

tional assumption or activation of necessa ry cognitive operati

j

which they could not spontaneously undertake on their own.

l1

Specific instances of the instructional assigned strategies
.· supplantation and instructional directed , will be presented as
they relate to each cognitive processing operation to be follo
by a di sc ussion of learner control as it relates to various
l earn ing strategy programs and recent adaptive computer assist
instruction research .
..;:;.........-

·

Attention:

Filters & Schema

The phenomenon of attention exerts a highly pervasive

imp~

on the learning process and is of critical importance to instr
tiona l design.

Therefore theories of attention from the infor

tion processing perspective have direct relevance to both
on and application of various instructional approaches.

rese~

The v

amount of sensory data in the environment available to the org
coupled wi t h the relatively narrow range of stimuli which are
selected for proces s ing at any given point has le~ to postulat i
of a limite d capacity se lective attention capability.

Early

theories (Broadbent, 19 58; Triesman, 1964) postulated one or
more fi lte rs whereby irrclcva11t features o f the data entering
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.

\

trol) .

sensory receptors were screened out and only those inputs

ooses

selected for attention were permitted to enter higher levels of

ge wit

processing.

gener

experiments where two independent messages were spoken simul-

learn

"" subject's right and left ear.
taneou sly into the

;true-

direct

>eratic

ing aloud one

l .

message, the

. es i . e

beyond some general physical dimensions i . e. whether the voice

:ed as
follo~

) US

The filter mechanism was based in part on shadowing

~ttention,
o~

To selectively

the subject was instructed to shadow by repeatthe messages.

subjec~

When asked about the unattended

could not identify elements of the message

_ was that of a male or female .

Thus although exposed to auditory

stimuli from both ears, beyond a very general physical qua l ity
detector, information from the unattended ear was filtered out.
Neisser (1976) has rejected the filter mode l of selective
attention a nd proposed a more parsimonious positive selection
mechanism.

.;e imp~

He suggested that rather than discard or filter out

unwanted stimuli, the subject instead actively selects

relevan~

instri

features from the environment.

inf or

the effects of superimposed video images which subjects had no

h rese

The v

He bases his argument in part on

He argues that since superimposed

trouble selectively attend ing.

visual images are highly artificial stimuli, subjects would not

he org

have any natural filtering mechanism whereby to screen out the

h are

unatte nded message .

stul at

such a screening f uncti on , presumably in the absence of filters,

arly

a positive selective strategy is more plausible.

e or

proposes an interactive dynamic mechanism as the basis for selec -

ering

tive attent ion in which cognitive structures are:

Since subjects had no problem performing
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Neisser (1976}

anticipatory schemata-that prepare the perceiver to
accept certain kinds of information rather than others
and thus control the activity of looking.
Because we .
can see only what we know how to look for, it is
these Schemata (together with the information actually
available) that d etermi n es what will be perceived . . .
The outcome of the explor~tions--the information
picked up modifies the original schema.
Thus modified,
it directs rurther exploration and becomes ready for.
more informu.tion.
(p . . 20-31)
Neisser then f ocuses on the role of the cognitive struct
of schema in

dir~cting

controlled attention to particular fea

of the environment which in turn modify the schema which will
then redirect its attentive process.

The role of prior knowl

·or training on t h e attentive processes is also emphasized in
selective attention model of Shiffin and
particular they

disting~ish

Schneide~

In

(1977) .

between automatic detection which

primarily a function of practice and training and requires
minimal processing resources and controlled search, a qualitat
.

··•.

_£....i!.f:crent type of cognitive process demanding conside rable
processing capacity.

While the exact mechanism of selective
..
attention is not yet resolved, the models of both Neisser and
Shiff in and Schneider are of direct

rel~vance

to instructional

design and research as they emphasize selective attention as a
inter related function of the display, the cognitive structure,
a nd prior experience of the subject with the task.
As a result of this information processing emphasis on

t~

role of the cognitive structu re in mediating attentional proces
instructional strategies n eed address not only features of the

.

display but also the cog nitiv e framework of the learner.

Thus

the attention mechanism of a learner with a highly de~eloped

__
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ers
we .

cognitive schema as in the case of a learner with a great deal
of prior knowledge or experienc e with the content will be very

lly
different from that of a naive learner and is likely to require
ied,
r.

qua litatively different types of instructional support.
1"o. ·

Further as a result of the schema-display interaction over
time, the nature of the attentive process will change as learning

r feat
wil l

on "t1:1ned" rather than naive learners in order to generate rele-

knowl e
in t

j

)•

From a research perspective the need to conduct studies

proceeds.

vant experimental conclusions has been emphasized by Cronbach and
Snow (1977) .

In

Fu.ture research efforts on instructional methods

nee d to carefully define the task in terms of the -learner's prior
experience or fa~iliarity with the material and be sensitive to

.vhich

qualitatively different attentive processing mechanisms in naive
co~pared

Le

Attention:

: ive

Locus of processing Activation

Attention and Directed Cognitive Activation

:: and

From an· instructio~al design perspective, selective atten-

:ional
as an.

l

to practiced subjects.

~ ture,

tion may be directed by supplantation, instructional direction,
or delegated to learner controlled strategies.

Overt attention

directing techniques such as various forms of attribute isolation
i.e. underlining, arrows, color cues, or media specific effects

on the
proces1
1f

the
Thus

such as zooming in on important visual detail, us~ of quick cuts
to diverse sequences, or animation may supplant learner-generated
selective attention to important features of the instruction by
physical cuing.

The ubiquitious use of such display cues may

not always be the optimal long term attention directing strategy .
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The continual exposure to such supplanting treatments may in
fact exert a long term debilitating effect.

By continually per a

forming the necessary cognitive operation i.e. drawing attenti

t

to relevant features for the learner, he or she does not g et t

s

~

opportunity to develop that processing strategy for him or her

q

self.

r

This seems especially crucial with younger learners who

processing
tudinal.

defic~ts

are largely developmental rather than · apti

a

It has been informally noted by preschool and kinderexpo~

s

. for several years to "Sesame Street" is much poorer relative to

r

garden teachers that the attention span of young children

pre "Sesame Street" populations.

By prolonged exposure to the

c

dense attention-directing features of the program, yo ung child

E

may not get opportunities or motivation to develop internal
attention-directing processing on their own .
.~~~ s

Future research

to confirm and define the potential debilitating long tel\ '

· iffects of the supplementation approach.
Instruc~ional-directed

attentive strategies such as insert · ·

questions (Andre, 1979; Rickards, 1979), pretests (Hartley &
Davies, 1976), and behavioral objectives (Melton, 1978) may
draw attention to relevant instructional features indirectly .by
requiring the

l~arner

to process specific elements of the

material in order to complete the task.

It has been found that

the position of these adjunct strategies in an in$tructional
sequence directs attention to relevant versus incidental
material (Rickards, 1979).

Preinstructional

strategie~

such as

pre questions, b e havior.al objectives, and pretests direct learne
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. ·.

{ in
attention to those relevant elements featured in the preinstructional tasks at the expense of other information.

In contrast,

strategies which occur following the instruction i.e. post

Jr her

questions , have been shown to facilitate attention to both

rs whos

relevant and incidenta l information, a phenomenon originally

n· apti-

described by Rothkopf (1965} as a "mathemagenic effect".

kinder -

Instruction~l-directed

attention may also be mediated by

strategies which directly affect the cognitive schema.

A rec ent

tive t o

review by Mayer (1979) of the effects of advance organizers has

to the

concluded that a specific organizer is effective only to the

childr

extent that it provides a cognitive linking structure between

nal

the instruction and the cognitive structure of the learner.

earch

the learner is already familiar with the content,

ong te r

will not effect .the learning outcome.

th~

If

organizer

Therefore without careful

matching between organizer and prior experience of learners an
insert ·overall "no significant difference" effect will result as has
ey &

been concluded by Barnes & Clawson (1975) .

may

"It must be noted, first, that organizers are always relative

~ctly . bJ1

to the particulci'r learner and subj ect matter.

,.

Mayer concludes

A passage that

serves as an advance organizer for one learner may not be needed
(p. 382) .

It may be that one ~echanism

ind that

for another learner••

.onal

whereby an organizer can facilitate learning is by sh~ping the
attentive process indirectly by enriching schema which in turn

such as
: learnel

can seek more

r~levant

information from the instruction.

Effective instructional-directed strategies which exert a
schema-mediating attentive directing effect could be designed
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into the context of the

in~truction

itself as well as in sue

adjunct strategies ·as advance organizers.

Ca refu l sequenci

of content in a spiral or elaborative structure as described
by Reigeluth (1979) could exert an attention di recti ng effec

By

by manipulating the cognitive structure of the learner.

providing an initial overview with successive indepth elabo
the learner's sch ema can be selectively structured. in a way
optimize the ongoing attention to and assimilation of
complex presentations of

infor~ation.

As a third alternative, the appropriate direction of
'tion to relevant instructional features may be delegated
to the learner in a l earner-contro l approach.

he~

As mentioned

this strategy is most appropriate with learners whose
cognitive processing operations are well developed or whose
"tr°xperience with the content gives them highly enric h ed schema
.direct productive atte nt ional search.

Such circumstances wou

vary both among learners and withi n a particular learner as a
·function of his/h e r previous experience with the content.
Instruction vs. Learner Control ' of Attention:
Research Evidence
Unfortunately much of the research which compares

instr~

tionally provided, learner generated, and control strategies
could reasonably have attention-directing potential has been
college populati9ns where the homogeneous aptitudinal mix

~

pr~

eludes relevant evidence as to interactions between degree o f
instructional di~ection and learner aptitudes.

i
ii
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When compari ~

subject-generated to experimental-provided underlining of sen-

as in
sequenci
describe

t ences

·
1

n text among a college population, Rickards & August

( lg?S ) found that total recall of material was best facilitated

by subject-generated underlini n g when subjects were free to
.,_·
underline any sentence of their choosing (i.e. learner control).
~ ner.

In contrast, subjects who were directed to underline a sentence

>th

of high structurpl importance or provided the underlined material

in
of succes

did not achieve significantly better than subjects given 'read
only ' instructions.

.ion of at
gated hea
entioned
s e attent
o r whose :

More recently in comparing different learning

outcomes resulting from use o!. various organizational aids (topic
"s entences, headings, related and unrelated sentences) which were
either learner-generated or instructionally provided, Lucas &
oivesta (1980) reported outcomes to vary depending on a number of
factors.

Recall of passage structure as reflected by a hierarchy

test did not vary among the different aids which were instruct ances wo
3.rner as

tio nally provided but did among those which were generated by
the subjects.

Thei r results indicate that future research will

"need to make finer distinc~ions between instructional or l earner

1tent.

ge nerated strategies in terms of the d es ired outcomes of
instruction.
~ es instr

:rategie s
h a s be e n
11

mix pr

degree

0

Working Memory--Rehearsal and Chunks
Evidence from a variety of recall and recognition studies
suggests two types of memory--one

~

working or active memory

characterized by a limited capacity and rapid information decay
but with active data manipulation capability and the other a long

•
. comparii

te rm memory with much larger capacity for storage and more
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permanent maintenan ce of information.

Working memory, often

referred to as Short Term Memory has traditional l y been cone•
tualized as a separate black box in the information processi.
model.

Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) however conceptualize

as an activated .§ubset of long term memory stating that
Short-term store is the labile form of the
memory system and consists of the set of concurrently
activated nodes in memory. .
STS has two somewhat
distinct roles. The first is the provisio n of a
temporary storehouse for information currently important to the organism. That is it acts as a selective
window on LTS to reduce the amount of information
for processing to manageable proportions. The second
role of STS is the provision of a work space for
decision making, thinking, and control processes in
general.
(p. 157)
Working memory then plays a crricial role in cognitive p
ing providing an active site for data manipulation.

In read

a sentence, for examp le, comprehension is dependent on suffi
active storage of the words from the beginning of the senten
relate to those at th e end.
be kept in active

memor~

In solving a problem enough dat

to allow productive manipulation of

·information in order to produce a solution.
Maintenance' of information in working memory is primari
a function of active rote rehearsal as well as the meaningfu
of the stimuli.

In tests of immediate recall of low meaning

stimuli such as random numbers or letters, typical retention
ranges around seven items (Miller , 1956 ) .

However if such

indi vidua·l i terns as letters for example are recombined into
l arger meaningful units such as words, the learner can recal
seven of the larger units.

Thus the expression "chunks" has

been employed to describe the storage cc:i.pacity of working me
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{, often

at around seven chunks of information, each chunk being a

:!en cone

functi on o f th
- e meaningfulness of the information.

)rocessin
: ualize i
i at

·ently
>mewhat

Meaningfulness is a relative term and re~lects prior
experience of the learner.

Based on the work of deGroot (1965),

simon (1 979) and"''.-coworkers conducted a series of experime nt s on
chess Play ers which dramati cally illustrated the effects of
pr ior experience_ on memory outcomes.

Chess players of varying

mpor·cti ve

ability levels i.e. beginner, class A, and master were given

n

brief (5 second ) exposures to mid-game chess boards containing

econd

in

12 to 26 pieces and then asked to reconstruct the board ' from ·
.~

Within 3-4 trials, masters attained criteria while

memory.
i tive pr

beginners took considerably longer--up to 14 trials in one ·

In readi

instance.

n suffic

of chess pieces which were placed in random order on ·the - board ,

sentence

In re peating the experiment using the same .numaer

master performance was decremented to that of the beginner.

~gh data

From his vast repertoire of plays in long term memory a master

t ion of

is able to look at a chess board briefly and cluster pieces into
·a few

rneanin~ful

chunks which he can then store in

workin~

memory.

Beginner's chunk's on the other hand consist of almost piece by
rningful

piece units and thus are much less efficient memory units.

1eaningf

the meaningfulness of the symbol arrangements is degraded by

:en ti on

random placement of pieces , the master's seemingly unlimited

such

capacity becomes equivalent to the beginner's .

into
recall
s " has

If

In what ways can the effects of rehearsal and chunk size on
working memory be optimally manipulated in the design of instruction?

Again, instructionally b~ sed strategies can adopt either

ing rnern
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a supplanting or instructional-directed approach.

A supplan

strategy would circumvent the capacity limitation of working
memory by performing the memory f unction for the learner and
might be most appropriate when the . memory component of the 1
ing task is essdi°tially irrelevant to the desired objective
skill.

By providing a continuous display of the information

needed to complete a task or solve a problem or allowing the
learner to do so by using some recording device rather than
performing the operation without external memory support, th
·working memory could be c ircumvented and c apacity freed for
other tasks.

By building a very redundant audio and visual

sequence into the instruction an external rote rehearsal
· be simulated .

co~

The efficacy of such a strategy might be offE

by failure of learners to attend the rehearsals after a few
~r:dL'ations.

Instructional dir ected strategies would include orienti
tasks wh ich encourage learner processing that maximize worki
~emory

capacity.

Some exampl es might include careful struct

of content so organized to allow necessary processing on onE
limited set of data which does not exceed short term capacit
before proceeding to the next set.

Such design sensitivity

information overload is especially crucial in dual channel
externally paced media such as televised or slide-tape prese
tions where

den~e

information displays may proceed too

for effective cognit ive assimilation.

rapi~

In comparing the ins1

tional efficacy ~f pictures of varying degrees of realism, I
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upplantJ

c1ef78) reported that highly reulistic pictures were less effec-

•or king

tive than simple line drawings especially when presented via

.er and

externally paced media. ·

· the le a

too many cues to be effectively assimilated in externally paced

ctive or

presentations.

He felt the realistic visual provided

inother orienting task which might facilitate

mation

working memory retention would require rote rehearsal of infor-

ng the

mation such as djrections to practice aloud the correct spelling

than

of a difficult word.

A third alternative would be to structure

rt, the

the lesson so as to encourage overlearning of lower hierarchical

d for

task levels so that potential chunk size could be increased and

isual

thus working memory capacity enha nced.

al could

of these suggest~d tasks could have negative attitudinal effect

e off set

on the learner.

a few

retention of the information is essential to the desired learning
objective.

r ienting
working
s tructur:

The rote nature of some

The designer needs to be certain that the

The above proposed supplantation and instructional

directed strategies require research efforts to define the
·circumstances under which they would be most efficacious.
Long Term Memory and Depth of Processing

:m one

The nature and control of information storage in long term
:ipacity
memory has been the focus of a considerable amount of research
i vity to
:mel

effort.

Unlike working memory, long term sto r age (LTS)

~s

considered to be of much greater capacity and the ·stored informa-

pres en t a
tion to be of more permanent duration .

Informatiqn transfer

rapidly
from sensory receptors and working memory into LTS is considered
~

instruc

i. sm, Dwya.

to be a function of the processes of rehearsal and encoding as ·
•
Well as properties of the stimulus itself.
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Unlike working memory which is optimally maintained by
rote reh earsal of chunks, long term memory retention is better
served by a more "meaningful" type of rehearsal referred to as
elaborative rehearsal (Craik & Watkins, 1973).

During the

past several yeats much interest in the psychological literatu
hus explored such rehearsal processes and led to a concept ter
"depth of proces,::;ing"

(Craik

&

Lockart, 1 97 2).

The experiment

basis of the depth of processing concept typically compares tr
retention of mate ri a l which is manipulated by the subject
·according to the following design:
A.

Surface, feature, or syntactic task s in which the sur
1.

look for words containing particular letters
(Hyde & Jenkins, 1969)

2.

identify the type of scri pt used (Craik & Tulvin;
1 975)

3.

classify faces by sex (Bower & Karlin, 1974 )

4.

scan

pictu~es

for small inserted x 1 s

(Bransford,

Nitsch & Franks, 1977)
B.

Deep, "meaningful 11 or semantic counterparts to the
above _ tasks where subjects classify:

C.

1.

words according to their pleasantness

2.

faces according to honesty

3.

a room of furniture according to funcition

Control conditions where subjects are presented the
stimuli with intentional recall instructions but no
other orienting tasks.

--------------s:s :li---------,._.....,-------.--- -.

d by

Results consistantly demonstrated that more "meaningful" or

, better

<leeper processing tasks resulted in greater retention or memory

:d to as

for the stimuli.

the

This memory facilitation effect of orienting tasks that

.i tera tur

require "deeper tevel of processing" by learners has obvious

:ept ter~

implications for instructional designers.

ierimenta

other orienting ~asks requiring the learner to manipulate the

>ares the

content in some semantic or evaluative context seem indicated.

~ ct

However some modifications of the original depth of

Adjunct questions or

processin~

construct refines these design implications.
the subj
~ rs

Depth of Processing--Eight Years Later
As research. on the depth of processing model proceeded,
two instructionally relevant directions emerged.

Tulvin,

First it was

demonstrated that the so cal.led "shallow" feature identification
tasks i.e. identification of capital letters in a series of words

I

4)

·were, in fact, mu6h better facilitators of surface feature

is ford,

recognition criterion tasks than were deeper levels of processing
tasks (Stein, 1978).

) the

Thus the efficacy of a particular adjunct

task was more a function of the nature of the criterion than of
any intrinsic value of particular types of orienting tasks.
Therefore when planning adjunct instructional tasks, the designer
needs to consider the nature of the expected or d~sired o~tcomes
and plan a task which will be the most congruent thus facilitat-

~a

) Ut

the
no

ing what Morrisr Bransford & Franks (1977) term transfer
appropriate processing.

..

For example if feature or pattern recog-

nition is a desired · behavioral outcome, a task that demands a
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similar behavior will be more appropriate than a semantic

0

deeper level task.
Secondly, the depth of processing approach resulted in
-great deal of attention directed to the effects of differen
types of

adjunct~orienting tasks to .the neglect of cognitiv

activation potential of the stimuli itself.

Instructional-

directing cognitive processing can result not only from adj
orienting tasks but from contextual
instruction.
." (1979)

manip~lation · of

the

For example a study by Kunen, Green & Waterrn9

reported .t he memory enhancing effects of

degrading visual stimuli.

perceptuall~

The authors found that partially

degraded images ~ad~ up of progressively separated dots took
.

.

longer for subjects to process and r~sulted_i~ greater recal
memory than clear line drawings.

When the dots were widely

-

separated and the resulting image very unclear, learner capa
-to -achieve a meaningful interpretation and memory storage of
the

imag~

was exceeded and perfarmance declined.

A curv-ilin

·effect was demons.t :cated where partially degraded materials w

..

better recalled than ·we re very clear or highly degraded pict
This rather counterintuitive effect contrasts directly with
"traditional views which assume . that memory for stimuli be
enhanced as the s timuli increase in clarity, completeness,
concreteness. · The nature and quality of the perceptual oper
tions subjects use to analyze stimuli

appare n~ly

are po tent

variables that, under appropriate circumstances, may be more

.

important in d etermi ning memory thnn a stimulus attributes
such as con~ritenes~d- {~. 582).
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nantic

o~
~

Alternative Memory Structures:

Encoding & Storage

The encoding of information from display to incorporation
ilted in

into the learner's cognitive structure is the linking

transfer~

iifferent mation between the external stimulus and its representation in

....

:ognitive

long term memory.

The extent to which the depth of processing

:tional-

tasks were effective may be a function of the type of encoding

rom adju

which resulted fxom the manipulations of the stimuli.

the

nature of informational storage in long term memory is not re-

Waterrnan

solved with various theories suggesting more than one type of

e ptually 'internal representation.
r tially
::>ts
~r

took
recall

memory structure.s and learning outcomes including episodic,
propositio n al, and imagery- based memory.
Tulving (1972) distinguished a special type of memory he
~

)rage of
: urv.ilin~

Gagne & White (1978) have recently

reviewed the instruc t ional implications of various types of

widely
1er capac

The exact

.

. ...:::r·~~ed episodic in which storage of items is tied to autobio· graphic events.

Memory of personal experience is a feature of

episodic storage and to ·the extent that learning can be made an
active personal experience through field trips, laboratory

led pict

y ·with

l i be
ness,
al

opera

p otent
be more
::>utes

exercises, simulations, · and internships, episodic memory is
activated (Gagne & White).
In

contra~t,

semantic memory refers to acquired verbal

information and concepts which are not tied to particular time
sequences or events as · is episodic memory.

Semantic memory

systems are character ized by their highly categorical properties
which. have been modeled by propositional networks of interrelated nodes.

.Learning

is conceptual i zed as a process which.
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f

creates greater complexity of internode structure.

From an
call~

instructional perspective, the semantic memory storage
careful contextual attention to structuring of content.

Thj

especially important when the material is new to the learne1
Some provision ftr meaningful encoding into the schema is ir
cated.

Advanced organizers ,

~areful

sequencing of content,

heavy use of anaJogy are all strategies which may facilitate
acquisition of semantic information (Mayer, 1979; Schustack
Anderson, 1979).
A third type of memory is that for images.

In comparin

recall of images to verbal representations, it has been gene
accepted that pictures or images are much more memorable
(Pressley, 1977).
su~ject

The exact nature of image encoding has be·

to debate.

Introspective reports and a variety of s·

(Shepard & Metzlar , 1971; Kosslyn , 1976) seem to support an
.isomorphic type of internal encoding of

i~ages

which are not

" snap shot" :types of representations but are encoded in a

di~

"tinct format from the propositional networks described above.
Paivio (1978) ha's suggested a d1:1al coding approach to symbolj
representation in memory:

one system specialized for

proces~

nonverba l information and the other for information of a semc
nature.

The two systems are independent but

clos~ly

so that one system can readily activate the other .

interrel
Anderson

(19 78 ) however I1as argued that propositiona l accounts of enco
could expla in the various imagery studies and that a single
encoding mechanism :Ls more parsimonious than several differen
types of storage .
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·om an
In relating the design application of pictures and diagrams
!

calls f
to instruction to the debate on the nature of internal imagery
This
encoding, Winn (1980) suggests that different types of pictures

.earner.
may be encoded differently depending in part on how the learner
. is indi
anticipates

usin~

the info!mation.

If the task involves recall

ttent, or
and/or manipulation of spatial elements, the information may
litate
be encoded. by imagery whereas if a comparison of semantic ·distance
.stack

&

or problem solving is required a semantic or propositional
type of encoding may be utilized.

Certain types of pictorial

mparing
displays, such as realistic pictures versus logical diagrams
n general
·may be more isomorphic to the internal representation dictated
le
by the task and thus be better facilitators of specific learning

has been
objectives.

The exact nature of such efficacious matches needs

y of stu
. ~~be

explored in an information-processing context.

rt an
Gagne & White (1978) emphasized the need to provide
re not
instructional linkages between the memory systems in order to
n a disstrengthen memory storage of information.

Thus linkages between

above.
-imagery and semantic memory systems can be encouraged by
symbolic

a seman
strategy programs to be discussed below prescribe specific study
nterrelatl

1

techniques such as networking or imagery on a rationale of matchde rson
ing learner encoding 0f information to various long term
o f encodi
memory representations.
i ngle
A supplantation strategy applied to LTM mechanisms implies
i f ferent
that the materi.::r-1 will not be assimilated into the cognitive
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l

structu re--in other words it would not be learned.

t

Such

approaches may be more appropriate than are commonly applied .

c

A careful assessment of the desired learning outcome may find
that in learning a complex algorighmic skill such as computer
prograll1J!ling, att~·mpts to stimulate LTM assimilation of specifi
programming commands are counterproductive or at least irrelev
to acquisition of- the programIT'. ing skills.

A more appropriate

approach may be to provide clear descriptions and examples of
programming operations and require learners to develop a worka
program.

Such an approach relates again to the transfer appro

processing and

~uggests

the use of memory supports - to

sup~lant

content necessary to achieve the desired skill.
Retrieval
All learners h ave the exper i ence of "knowing" something h
b eing unable to call it up from memory.

It i s apparent that

· effective retrieval is dependent qn utilization of adequate
r etrieval schemes or

cu~s

during the acquisition

~recess.

Wheij

such cues exert their effects at the encoding stage or provide
independent retrieval access is not known as it is iMpossible

~

empirically disentangle encoding from retrieval processes.
Whatever is the case, it has been demonstrated that effective
retri eval strategies must be imposed on the material to be
learned at the acquisition stase (Bransf ord, 1979).
One ancient retrieval or mnemonic strategy is th e use of
visual mn emonics reported over 2000 . y ears ago by the Greeks
(H igbee , 1979).

As an associative techniau e it has been found
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that visual mnemonics are most cf fective when the two items td
lCh

.
ipplied.
f!ay find
;omputer
specifi
irrelev
~opriate

iples o f
>

a worka

:er appro.

be recalled together are visualized in active interaction with
one another and in as vivid an image as possible.

For example,

if associating cat and truck, an image of a white Persian cat
f1,..

driving a red pickup will be more effective than visualizing a
generalized cat next to a generalized truck.

For recalling

serialized list&, the ancient method of loci has been found to be
effective whereby one remembers items by imagining them placed in
distinct and familiar locations.

For example the items might be

imagined as placed in different rooms throughout one's house and
retrieved later by an imaginary trip through the house.

A recent

report by Roediger (1980) comparing various mnemonic strategies
found that link, pegword, or loci strategies permitted much
better serialized recall than did elaborative rehearsal or
formation 9f separate imaaes.
1ething h ..'-":i.: .,, .
Memory enhancing images could be provided for the learner
Lt that
in a supplanting approach or their formation could be induced by
·quate
instruction~l directions.
Some research evidence supports the
·ss. · Whe
benefits of subject-generated images although the trend is not
· provide
without exceptions (Higbee, 1979). Subjects with developmental
oss ible ~
or aptitudinal imagery- producing deficits might benefit more
s es.
from provided .. images . .
fective
Such mnemonic strategies as the method of loci or pegworq
o be
seem most applicable to relatively low level memory tasks. The

.

I

role of visual imagery in higher level creative :processes of
u se of

.

both an artistic and scientific nature is not known but has been
r eeks
e n found
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discussed by Shepard (1978} in an historical account of image
mediation of major artistic and scientific creative achieverne
This brief outline of major instructional processing eve
with a few suggestions as to ways they might relate to the
learning process~sugqests the complexity of building relevant

Bee~

design principles based on cognitive processinq models.

mo st stimuli of instructional relevance such as advance organ
···'.,

questions, and rictures are perceived several levels of magni
for~

above the typically briefly exposed simple stimuli which
"the basis of the informational processing paradigm, it

~s

lik

that any one instructional methodology interacts at a variety
of cognitive pro~essing levels.

Having briefly presented .an

overview of ways that instructional strategies of supplantati
or instructional dire ction could interface with the various
cognitive processing stages, the remainder of the paper will
. discuss in some detail the third alternative--learner control
Learner Control and Learning Strategy Training
52verc.tl rec.en"i:. reports have inves·i:.igd.ted t.he effects or

i:.o :i..ns·Lruc t

:::i'l:udE::!td:s in i:elevan i: lt1ei.:acoy11i \.:i ve :procedures whi

·t :hey coulu inuepe;1de11"i::ly apply ·i:o l ea:cning situations.

stra 'i:egy cJevelope<.1 a11U. testeu Ly
i~

designated iJy ti1c:: ac:L·onyrn

reading for
Expanding

UndeJ~standing;

knowl~dge

Dauset eau ancl

HURDl::i~

One

cowo:c:k.ers \ lS 7

arn.l incluue::>:

i·iouu "l:u

Recallinq mRtP.rial; Digesting

::;i..

~ate

by self inquiry: and Reviewing mistakes.

Particular emphasis wns placed on the recall strategy in whic
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:hieveme

students were directed to translate the material into an
alternative symbol system by one of three processes:

the

>

(l} paraphrase/imagery (2) networking or (3) analysis of key

~ elev ant

ideas.

For paraphrasi ng/imagery pupils were directed to transfer
~··

Beca material into natural langu~ge or pictures .

•·

In networking,

:e organ

materials were transformed into specific node-link maps analo-

>f magni

gous to long term memory

~etwork

models of information storage _

_ch form Analysis of key ideas was a structured alternative to the net: is lik working strategy.
Th~

variety

effects of these strategies were evaluated in a study

lted .an

comparing pre and post test outcomes for partic~pants in a one

J lantat~

semestei learning strategy training course with 'no treatment'

lrious

control groups .

~r

s e lfselection bias a rigorous interpretation of the results is

will

-~

....

control. not warranted.

Because of nonrandomization of assignment and

However the data from this study as well as a

·previous study by Holley, Dan Serean and coworkers (1979) did

::c t s

or

suggest positive effects of the networking strategy applied to
lengthy textbook passages on "main idea" assessment items, i . e.,

J res

whi~

essay and concept items but not · ·on "detail" assessment i terns, i.e . ,
multiple choice and short answer responses.

Thus as in the Lucas

and Divesta (1980) study different strategies apparently will
exert different effects on different outcome measures indicating
i ng Y.Ja t eJ
3takes.
in whid

need for greater sensitivity to transfer appropriate strategies.

Learning Strategies and Learner's Aptitudes
Thorndyke a.nd Statz (1980) explored knowledge acquisition
from maps in a s tudy in which l earning procedures utilized
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\

by "good" learners in an initial experiment were taught la te r n
·'-_

r

to a secomd set of learners.) Thus the learning strategies
-- --J

.

were empirically derived on the basis of introspective data
from the ini tiali;.'group of successful learners.

In the first

experiment, learners were exposed to a map in a series of
study-test trials with instructions to "learn" the map so as
to be able to reproduce it .

As subjects studied, they were

instructed to verbalize their thinking processes which were
·recorded and later organized into learning procedures.

The

learning processes were categorized into generalized procedures ·of attention, encoding, evaluation, and control.

These

procedures were then correlated with "good" and "bad" learnin
outcomes on the map learning task.

It was found that with

regard to attentional processes, good learners took a systema
approach, partitioning the map into segments and using systen
sampling of ·elements more £requently than poor learners.

On

later trials, memory-directed sampling wherein learners focus
attention on un·learned elements was more heavily used by good
learners.
little iri

With regard to encoding stragegies, subjects diffe
verb~l

·learning procedures.

However effective lear

·used frequent and varied spatial learning

strate~ies.

Finall

while all learners evaluated their progress, good learners
I

evaluated unlearned elements, ignoring information they alreq;
knew while poor learners spent their time confirming that the
already knew

c~rtai n

information.
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Further , good learners

we ~

it later

not know than poor learners.

~ gies

data
first

Bas ed on the map, learning strategies of the

11

good"

.

l earners, a training program was developed whereby three groups
of subjects were e xposed to (1) the use of the effective pro-

of
) so as

r

were

1

were
The

r roceThese
learn in

cedures (2) the use of procedures uncorrelated with performance
and (3) no training.

After an initial pretest consisting of

three study-recall trials, a 20-minute training program was
followed by two practice trials, a review of procedures, and
a test.

The results indicated significant improvement - for effective
procedures groups

altho~gh

an interactive effect revealed that

high visual ability subjects were able to utilize the strategies
.

with
systema
g system

·rs.

more accurate in their evaluation of what they did and did

.

eff iciently; lower ability. subjects improved no more than
subjects in the other groups.

Inte restingly, there was no

·correlation between visual memory aptitudes and effective

proc~7

On

<lures used in pretest trials indicating no strong relationship
!rs focu s\ .
between aptitudinal strength and "natural" utilization of that
l by good
skill as an effective learning strategy . Therefore a need to
:ts diffe
overtly direct learners to capitalize on their aptitudinal
:ive lear1
strengths is indicated, especially for learners of apparently
Finall
. high aptitudes but poor performance outcomes.
l rners
~ey alre ~

that the
r ners we 1

Learner Control and Computer Assisted Learning
In addition to the learn ing strategy programs which
attempted to pr~vide sub jects with a variety of qualitatively
different metacognitive instruct i onal interventions, learner
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control has been built into computer · assisted instructional
sys t ems.

Tennyson and Buttrey (1980)

report a comparison of

outcomes vaying the locus of instructional control,

i.e.,

in the student or i n the computer assisted learning program
with the presence or absence of feedback as to pupil progress
and instructional needs.

When the program maintained control

the number and sequence of examples illustrating given
were adaptively adjusted in terms of pupil pretest and
instructional progress.

When

l~arners

maintained control,

-were free to adjust the numbers of examples and sequence of
concepts.

Feedback in both instances consisted of informing

pupils of their

learnin~

progress at the c ompletion of the

pretest and a fter each response.

Confirming previous results,

the learner control group without feedback did not reach
criterion performance, t erminating the instruction before they
·achieved mastery.

Students under program control and learner ;

control with· feedback all reached criterion with the learner
control group completing instruction in significantly less
time than the computer control group.
This study s eems to indicate that while learner control
strategies are not successful when pupils make independent
decisions as to their i nstructional needs, with fe~dback thei~
performances become equivalent to subjects exposed to computer
control conditions and in less time.

It may be t h at the

adaptive strategy which was quantitative rather than qualitati
•
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:ion al

in nature would not interact with aptitudinal diff erences .

. son of

Future research needs to distinguish between learner control

.•e • I

which is based primarily on quantitative adaptation such as

~ ogram

the number of ex~ynples and that which incorporates qualitative

>regress

intervc~tions

such as imagery or semantic representations

control , of information.
i

concept
summary and Conclusions
It has been the position

o~. this

paper that relevant

:rol, the
i ce of

:arming

generation of instructional design principles which will provide an accurate predictive basis on which to.

prod~ce

effective

instruction will · only result from an instructional design
: the
theory of sufficient comprehensiveness to allow inclusive
results,
~ypoth~ses generation.

In keeping with the cognitive psychology

LCh

'~-~pective,

such a theory will link instructional methodology

ore they
to learning outcomes in terms of cognitive operations which
learner
interface between the

e~ternal

stimulus and the outcome called

.earner
·learning.

By understanding the psychocognitive mechanisms of

less
particular instructional attributes, sufficient construct
validity may be achieved to permit reliable prescriptive instruc·ontrol
tional interventions .
.dent
One approach whereby instructional design strategies
ck their
may be linked to information processing stages is to identify
computer
a continuum of loci of cognitive processing including subhe
plantation of cognitive operations by the instruction, activation
ualitati

of cognitive ope~ation by manipulating the instructional directions, and total learner control.

A negative re l ationship

between the degr~e of instructional assumption of cognitive

~recessing

operation a nd general aptitudinal ability was

suggested implying that high =ability learners be exposed to
a minimal a mount of instructional intervention designed to
direct or activate specific cognitive pathways.
~

Finally with development of the cognitive processing
perspective, instructional technology research may return to
exploration of media this time capitalizing on the

psychol~gi

potential of such media-specific visual effects as ·zooming in,

I

rapid cuts, animated sequences or slow motion.

Differences

.in optimal design strategies for highly pictorial versus
highly textual versus visual-audio systems or for self paced
versus externally paced media can be defined in terms of
cognitive processes.
In order to achieve psychologically relevant hypotheses
of -instructional design, an integration of cognitive informa·tion proces sing theory with instructional development approact
needs to be realized.

Incorporation of the paradigms from a

broad spectrum -of psychological research fields into instructional theory will require an interdisciplinary communication
between such areas of research as linguistics, cognitive
psychology, social and personality psychology,
theory .

and learning

As the information processing model continues to evol

instructional design theory is likely to become m9re complex
and encounter many inconsistencies in its
.,.
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applica~ions

.

E

lS

:!d to

Nevertheless, i t is only by a conscious interdisciplinary

to

j

effort to integrate information from other fields to formulate

a cognitive basis of instruction that local theories or skeleton
ing

principles to which exceptions may be the rule will be realized .

....

urn to
chologic,
ming in,
ences
us
paced

of

>theses
_nforma- .
• -=:..., . . .

approac

from a
_nstruc 1ication
i_ ve
=arning

s to evo.
::omple:x:

s.

..
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THE ROLES OF ATTENTION, INSTRUCTION,
AND MEDIUM-RELATED SKILLS IN
CHILDREN'S TELEVISION VIEWING

This study concerned the cognitive aspects of children's watching
of te lev ision.

Educational research attention has recently turned toward

atte mpting to understand the communicative elements in the television medi
and the cognitive processes demanded by it (Collins, 1975; Salomon, 1979) 1
Salomon in particular has stressed the role that symbol systems, and the
vi ewer's capabilities for interpreting them, play in the reception of a
television message.
Salomon (1979) makes the interesting speculation that television
allows for a very wide variability, relative to other media such as print ,
in the skills and processing behaviors one may engage in:

a viewer can p<

close attention to cues and engage in elaborative cognitive activity , whil
conversely he or she can minimally process the content for the straightfo1
narrative (or other thematic) information.

Salomon argues that since the

pictorial symbol systems are, in a represen tative sense, close to one's ii
interpretive schemata, the required mental skills are potentially not of
a difficult nature .
this process .

Thus we can see the crucial importance of attention

1

However, for picking up more than minimal information or fc

comprehending difficult coding elements, certain decoding skills are indec
required, and we should not necessarily expect children to have mastered ·
This study addresses the following questions :

To what degree is pr1

capability mediated by one's attentiona l set, as opposed to skills that
brings to the viewing situation?

01

If attention is a significant mediating

factor, is this true across various kinds of information one can receive

·79

. lus?.
from the s t imu

Is instruction more necessary for some kinds of infor-

roation than for others?

Furthermore, what is the role of abilities in this

process--both spatial and verbal?
atching

Method

ed toward

Design.

Subjects were 4th- and 5th-graders.

They were randomly assigned

ision medi·

to treatment condition.

on, 1979).

elements, characterizations, and control) were factorially combined with

and the

Three levels of classroom instruction (pictorial

two levels of pre-viewing directions (directions and no directions) to yield

on of a

six cells .

At this point, ability data have not been analyzed, but regression

coeffic ients will be calculated within each cell for various verbal and
spatial abilities and for television-viewing behavior.

V l.Sl.On

as print,

wer can pa)

This will allow the

presence of aptitude-treatment interactions to emerge.
Instruction.

For the children receiving instruction, a five-day

v ity, whih

classroom unit was presented on one of television's cormnunicative forms,

traightfor;l

either "pictorial elements" or "characterization".

since the

from a program entitled "Centering Television", produced by the second

o one's int

author (Lehman, 1980) .

y not of

hands-on video experience, and has been successfully implemented in Madison

ttention

t

tion or fo;
are
ma stered
ree is

area schools .

Each element-unit involves selected TV program viewing, group

Insttuction was carried out by the children ' s regular teachers.

The control classes did activities related to television, reading, and connnunica tions, but did not deal with communicative aspects of television per se.
Materials .

mediating
L

receive

The entire program comprises ten elements and

discussion, essay writing, speakers, and experience with the element across
other media.

t

These units are drawn

completion .

The verbal abilities measured were vocabulary and sentence

Spatial abilities measured were spatial visualization, spatial

orientation, spatial scanning , and visual memory.

.8 0

All measures were group-

'

administered, timed paper-and-pencil tests .

Amount of television watched

was measured by a 3-page checklist.
The stimulus for the posttest was a narrative videqtape that had been
shown on corrnnercial television l~ years before the experiment took place.
tape is in color and runs for one half-hour.
three multiple-choice subtests were developed:

Th

For the dependent variable,
comprehension of the story

line ("comprehension"), understanding of the use of visuals for effect ("pietures"), and understanding of characterizations ("characters").

Each of the

items in the latter two subtests was based on a 30-45 second clip from the
film that was shown to the children just prior to presentation of the item.
Procedure.

All children completed the ability

measures in their class

The following week, they received instruction according to their assigned
treatment condition.

There were six classes a lt ogether, two for each treatrne

To control for t eacher effects, the six te?.chPrs in the

st~dy

rotated classes ,

so that each teacher taught each treatment in the course of the week.

In the

third week, children took the posttest in randomly determined groups of 13 .
For all groups the experimenter provided a brief introduction, but in the
directions condition he also instructed the children Epecifically to attend
to visuals and

characte~izations.

ResulLs and Discussion
Data collection for the study took place in February 1981, so only a fe
preliminary·analyses have been done.

For each subtest, the means and standar

deviations for th e various instructional conditions are presented in Table 1.
Simple contrasts (Experimental treatment mean minus Control mean) show the
following results:

(1) Scores on the pictures subtest were significantly

improved relative to control by instruction in pictorial elements (p;.QJ),
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·atched

ut not
ubtest

Were

(2) Scores on the characters

not significantly improved relative to control by instruction

neither pictorial elements or characterizations.

had been
place.

by instruction in characterizations .

(3) Attentional directions

Th t the time of testing did not raise either the pictures score or the charac-

·iable ,

ers score relative to control (no ~irections).

.e story

ot yet been performed on the data, nor have any analyses relating to the

Complex comparisons have

·ect ("pi e~ bility variables.
.ch of the

Although an extended discussion will have to wait for a full analysis
~ake

·rom the

f the data, we can

he item.

ubtest , the pictures instruction showed a significant effect relative to

.heir class ontro 1 .
signed

some preliminary observations.

First, on the pictures

Th1·s result indicates that children need instruction in pictorially-

elated elements in order to apprehend that form of information .

Since

ich treatm~~irected attention did not produce the same learning effect, our results suggest
.ed classes. hat in order for us to increase children's comprehension of what is happening
'. k.
IS

In the visually in a presentation, it is not e nough simply to direct their attention
of 13.

i n the
:o attend

to that channel.

We must teach them something about the forms that information

will take before they dev elop true competence .
For the characters subtest, neither instruction nor viewing dire ctions
produced substantial gains 1n children's scores, relative to control scores.
fhe distinction between this and the pictures subtest might be due to differences

only a fev n the l earning processes involved.

Those processes relevant to the charac-

m d s t an d a ro.terization lessons--observation and the drawing of inferences regarding charac-

.n Table l . ters' personalities and motivations--involve elaborating on information alre ady
;how the

received rather than a cquiring new information in relatively unfamiliar fonns,

.cantly

as is the case in the pictures condition .

p=.03),

Thus it might be more difficult to

stimulate children to produce this form of elaboration--they have already acquired

habitual levels of processing story content.

However, at this point

conclusioDs must be considered tentative.
The viewing directions at the time of testing did not produce any
ficant changes in comprehension.

Nevertheless, most previous research suppo

the influence of one's attentional set on information acquisition.

The dis -

cussion prior to vi ewing may not have produced an adequate shift in the atte
patterns children used.

As alternatives, future studies might i nvestigate

the inserting of directions into the program itself or the use of priming
questions, addressing the content directly.
At this point in the analysis, no firm conclusions are offered .
interactions among the treatment conditions remain to be inspected .

ComplE
Further

analysis will also reveal the role that vi ewer abilities play in the learning
process.

These will be completed in the near future.
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r ch suppo
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ABSTRACT

ons:

ke Martha L. Visual learning stimulus considerations: concept-related
sroo~r;phic, arbitrary graphic, and verbal label symbols. Presentation given
for the RTD/DID joint session on "ID & Messages from Research" at the AECT
Convention, Philadelphia, April 1981.

raphic,
This presentation concerned the designing of visual learning stimuli, a step
within the systematic approach to instructional development.

Decisions regarding

the design of learning stimuli are made following task analysis and instructional
event decisions and go beyond questions about display technology and teaching
method.
The primary purpose of this presentation was to discuss the implications for
instructional developers of the research on three types of visual symbols.

The

research, conducted by the presenter, compared the learnin9 and long-term retention
of concept-related graphic symbols, arbitrary graphic symbols, and verbal label
symbols.

The learning task was psychomotor response acquisition to these three

symbols.

The psychomotor response mode was used because it would be a different

mode of response than the pictorial and verbal modes of the symbol stimuli .

The

research question, then, was which of three symbol stimul i-- concept-rel ated graphic,
arbitrary graphic, or verbal label--would most rapidly bring a psychomotor response
under control and would maintain control over time?

Because of its inherent mean-

ingfulness, the concept-related graphic was predicted to excell on both learning
and retention measures.

Because of a lack of previous research, there was no

prediction between the arbitrary graphic and verbal label on either measure.
Thirty-one subjects from a random sample of un i versity students participated in
the learning phase; twenty-si x subjects returned for the retention test.

Five

psychomotor actions were used in this study wi th each action represented by a
concept-related graphic, an arbitrary graphic, and a verbal label , making
a total of 15 symbol stimuli.

Stimulus fam ili arity was contro ll ed for
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by generating new symbols which included two-syllable nonsense words.

As

predicted, the concept-related graphic excelled among the three symbol
on both the learning and retention measures.

The arbitrary graphic had a

faster rate of response acquisit ion than the verbal label; but at the time
retention testing 7-8 weeks later, there was no significant differences bet
the arbitrary graphic and the verbal label symbols .
This presentation
*discussed the range of visual symbol options (Wileman, 1980).
*presented the attributes of three symbol types (i.e., concept-related
graphic, arbitrary graphic, and verbal label).
*discussed the implications of the research findings on learning and
retention.
In summary, instructional developers were encouraged to look beyond a
simplistic picture-versus-word choice of visual learning stimuli and to con·
sider a rich range of symbol options, including arbitrary symbols.

Footnote
This talk is based upon the presenter's dissertation research which wil
be defended during the fall 1981:
Brooke, M.L. A com arison of learnin and retention usin concept-related
ra hie, arbitrary raphic and verbal label symbols .
Doctoral disser·
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 19 l).
REFERENCE
Wileman, R. E. Exercises in visual think ing .
P.ubl i s hers, 1980.
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Abstract
The present investigation exper ime ntally exami ned a networking
l earn ing st rate gy and its affects upon faci l i tat int; the learn ing of
de pe nde nt s .

Also considered was the learning behavio r of field-ind

de nt s compared to field-d e pen den ts wiLl1 a learning strategy .

Learn l

behavior was examined under the condition of re ceiving a visual
i nstructional procram varying in l eve l s of complexi ty.

Two levels

learning performance we r e e valuat ed ; l ist lean1ing an d spatial lear1
The n etwo rking learning strategy did improve th e l ea rning behavior o
the field-d ependents on both learning tosks .

Vi sual stimulus comp le

did not i n teract with field -dep endence-indep endence o r field-d epende
plu s st rate gy .
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Rationale & Related Literature
etworking

The present research report ' describcs in brief a research effort in

arning of

pr ogress.

This research effort has resulted from a pilot study conducted

fieJ d-indc

in 1979 at The Ohio State University.

Y. · Learni

were published in the volume 7, number 2 , 1980 issue of J o urnal

isual

Instructional

o levels o

investigated the affects of visual display complexity upon the academic

Psy~hology,

The findings of the 1979· pilot

(Caneles, Taylor, Gates, 1980).

~

The pilot study

learning of field-dependents and field-independents as measured by
performance on three different levels of instructional objectives.

The
~

lus comp]

results of th e pilot study yielded significant effects indicating

ld-depende

pl ex relationship between the cognitive style evaluated, visual display
complexity, and instructional objective level.

com-

The general conclusion

implied from the results of the pilot study was that field-dependents wer e
at a l earning disadvantage when learning from comple x . visual s when
required to pe rform on more difficult instruction.:...!. 0bjectives.

Field-

independents did not seem to show similar detrimental affects upon their
learning behavior.

The result s and implications fr om the pilo t study has

initiated additional investigation involving the co gnitive variable of
field-dependence-independence and visual display complexity.
The present research in progress has added the operational variable
of a cognitive learning strategy.

The learning strategy in the present

study involves an information processing strategy that relates to the
internal cognitive organi zat ion of to-be-learned information.

The strategy

group subjects were trained to use an information process ing technique
which allowe d them to manipulate cognitive.ly (mentally) instructional
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informatio.n during the encoding and retrieval stages of memory.
specific learning strategy used in this study combined an imagery pe
mnemonic memory technique and a hierarchical retrieval memory techni.
Bower (1972, in Tul.ving & Donaldson, Eds .) provides an excellent fun
tional· description of how these two memory te chniques are hypothesiZi
operate to facilitate memory during learning.

When using the imagerv

mnemonic the person has a consistent ru l e that gives direction as to
to do cognitively with each element to be memorized.

The imagery rnn

provides the learner.with a place to file each item in the cognitive
ture while also providing him with a i':et of retrieval cues.

The ima

mnemonic will also give the learner a r etrieval plan to facilitate
accessing of available memory store.

t

This retrieval plan gives the

learner a place to begin recall, a procedure for search ing througl1

t

cognitive structure for the to-he-recalled item, and a way
terminate r ecall lf the item has been found or i s not available .

S~

to the imagery peg-mnemonic is the hierarchical memory technique.

H

the hierarchical technique adds the additional feature of chunking
related memory clements into a network of interrelated data .
fically, the hierarchical technique consists of storin g

Hores

superordin ~

category labels and related subordinant clements in an interrelated
structure resembling a network.
tend t o be related in a single

Therefore, all relevant informatioo
11

cbunk 11 or set consisting of the sup

or<linant labels and subordinant rela ted information.

Retrieval

becomes a matt e r of recalling the "chunk" of information, and then
through that chunk or set of elements for the specific recall

I'

I
!

l
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rather than s e arching through all possible memory store.

ory.

Additionally,

the superordinant semantic labe ls would tend to relate logically t0
one another forming an overall network of interrelated data, or in
essence a single large memory chunk of categorical information.
ypothesi

The cognitive style variable of field-dependence and field-indepen-

he imager1

dence is still under examination in the present study.

ion as t o

the learner's particular cognitive style is actually an innate or

magery mn

in" learning strategy (Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, Cox, 1977).

cognitive

cognitive style is assumed to develop by the intera c tion of the person's

The ima•

biologic~l

Operationally,
11

built-

The

characteristi cs and his or her environment (Lewin, 1935).

:ili tate t.

Once formed a particular cognitive style 'is quite "hard and fast" and is

;ives the

not likely to change.

through

t

How the person interprets information from th e

environment and uses information is determined by the cognitive style.
Therefore, the cogn i tive style operates analogously to an executive pro-

Lable.
mique .

gram in a computer (Gagne, 1977).
H

~hunkin g

l .

~fore

The cognitive style is a metaplan

system or a set of s uper plans the person will make operational when t he
opportunity occurs to acquire infonnation, solve a problem or simply

s

daydream (Miller, Galanter, Pribram, 1960).

If the learner has a cogni-

)e rordinan.

U.ve style system which is no t adept at processing information in an

:! rrelated

effective way, he or she could be at a significant disadvantage in the

uformation

learning situation .

f the

approach with cognitive style type.

i eval

not been readily available from the abundance of Trait-by- Treatment

and then

interaction studies, (Bracht, 1970).

a ll

of field-dependents and field-independents has bee n Witkin (1973).

eleme~

Attempts have been made to match instructional
However, practical applications have

The primary r esearcher in the area

The research efforts of Witkin and his colleagues have determined th
there exists clear dLfferenccs in

th ~

information processing cap nbili

between field-dependents and field-independents for different in fom
processing tasks.
thinker,

The field-dependent (fd) is characterized as a g

the fd confuses figure/ground relationships.

The fd has d

ficul ty abstracting r elevant from irrelevant data in a
The fd tends to store conceptual data in general or overlapping
rather than in discrete conceptual categories.

The fd tends to

diffi culty during encoding structuring information in a well
in memory.

Such well structured memory systems in

structure are believed to facilitate the recall of available informa
from memory (Tulvin g , 1968).

On the othGr side of the continuum, the

field-independen t (fi) cognitive style can be characteriz ed as an
analytic perceiver of stimulus information .

The fi is able to percet

relevant items as discrete from t heir backgro;_;:1d.

TJ-.2 fi is able t o

restructure information in memory into well organized stable and clea
clusters to facilitate later recall L'f available memory information.
experiencing a chaotic visual stimuli , the fi is able to impose a slr

l

I

l

ture on the visual perceptual information.
It is likely that the perfect instructional environment could

~

designed for the fd and also for the fi based upon what is now known
their idiosyncratic learning behavior.

Such "perfect " learn ing e.nvi

ments cou ld be dsigned for any cognitive style .

However, is this a

plausibJ.c solution to the problem of an ineffective information proc
style? lt would seem to be more logi.c<l.l to p r esenl the learner with
of learning strategics that would facilitate his or her information
processing in any learning environ ment.
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Such content-independent

i, t

would relate to the cognitive mediation of information, or the actual
ng capnbi J.

cognitive manipulation of information by the learner during information
processing.

ed as a gl

Specifically, a content-independent learning strategy should

allow the learner to:

e fd has d:

1)

abstract relevant from irrelevant i nformation ,

ual percept

2)

assimilate to- be- learned information efficiently into

pping categ
ds to have

the existing cognitive structure,
3)

11 organiz -

rner' s cog,
le informat

store new informa ti on in a stable and clear way distinct from qata already in the cognitive structure ,

4)

recall available information from memory store when
necessary. ,

tinuum, the

A number of content-independent learning strategies, designed to allow ·

:d as an

l earners to cognitively manipulate to-be-learned academic material, have

_e to percei

be-en investigated with significant r esults , (Caneles, 1979; Dansereau ,

is able t o

in O'Neil , Ed.; llowcr, 1Y70; O'Neil, 1978, O'Neil, 1979; Bower, 1972,

, le and cleat

in Tulving & Donaldson, Eds.).

iformation .
~mpose

a st

Research Design & Procedures
The present research effort further investigated the cognitive

~ nt

could b

variable of field-dependents-independ ents.

The information proce ssing

:; now known

strategy investigated was a combination of the imagery peg-mnemonic and

irning envi

the hierarchical retrieval learning strategy.

is this a

To simplify discussion,

the information processing strategy used in this study will be labeled

nation proc

a "networking st rategy."

=nner with·

strat egy was specifically designed to facilitate

:iformation

the assimilation process, the storage of information in a stable and cleRr

~ pend e nt

As was mentioned previously, the networking

st
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the abs traction process,

1

way, a11d the rct.ricval process.
The
variance.

expcrimc~ntul

design of this study impl i ed n 3 x 3 analys is

There were three levels of the cognitive variable:

1)

field-independence (fi)

2)

field-dependence (fd)

3)

field-dependence +Networking Strategy (fdN)

The external var ic.ib le was visual displny complexi.ty.

The visual di

were pre s ented as an academic ins truction al progr am via 2 x 2 slid e&
and .:m audio tape .

The academic program was about the parts and op

tions of the heart .

There were three l e vels of the visual display

n

terna.1 variable:
1)

line drawings

2)

d etailed color illustration

3)

colo r realistic photograph

Additionally, l e arning performance was evaluated on two types or le\
of instructional objective:
1)

a list lc!uming task

2)

a spatial lea rning task

Subjects who participated in the study were u nde rgraduates from
instruct.:ional media course tn the Col lege of Educat i on a_t Ohi o Stati:;
Universi ty.

Each subject received five c redit points toward their f

grade in the course for their participation.
in the study.

There we re (81) subj e

Subje c ts wen.• pretes ted to determine thei r knowl edge

in hcarl physiology, those with sign :ificant knowledge l evels were dT
from the data poo.l.
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Subjects rece ived the Thurstons Closure test to determine their
degree of

field-dependence-independe~ce.

The subject pool was then spli t

on the fd-fi variable into three groups fd, fi, and fd with the learning
strategy .

From this point subjects were randomly assigned to the three

instructional programs.
session.

The programs were presented during one class

Each of the instructional programs was presented at the same

time but in different classrooms of course.

The fd with the learning

strategy group was trained on their strategy during the hour preceding
the scheduled presentation of the instructional programs.
. display

Immediately

following the instructional programs all subjects were given the t es t
battery measuring list learning and spatial learning.

Results & Discussion
Two separate analysis of variance were computed with the resulting
rpes or

raw data.

One analysis was done for the list

for the spatial learning task data.

learni~~

task data and one

The ·list learning data will be

considered first.
The list learning task was measured by using the Terminology
luates froA

test from Dwyer' s (1967) research work.

Ohio State

relatively simple compared to spatial learning or conceptual learn ing.

The list: learning task is

ird their

The learner was required to know the names of the parts of the heart for

:s1)

this task and demonstrated that knowl edge by

subje

knowledge
~ ls

were d

iden~ifying

part nc:me when given a brief description of that }Part.

the correct
The learner did

not have to know l.n formation about the re la tionsh:ii:p of a specific part
to the set of parts, or the location of one part
well on the list lean1ing task.

~o

another to perform

Additionally, th•c: part names were clearly

label ed on each 2 x 2 slide, making part n~me . learnjng relativ~ly e
Termin0Jogy t est dnta yielded sign ificant results on the field-depe
field-independent,

fi~ld-depcndent

F, (2,7 2) =4 . L153, p <05.

net working strategy variable,

Follow-up testing w:i. th a Tukey test at .05

indica.tccl that the field-independents (X.=11. 5 2) learning performanc
was superior to the fi c.ld-dep<>1Hl c~ nts

(X. :::8. 63)

lea n1ing performance ,

However, the ffrld-i.nde.pendents (X. =J.1. 52) pcrform:rnce did not <liffo
the fj el<l-dependents networking strategy

(x. =9. 07)

group.

Although

the field-dependent networking strategy mean (i.:::9.07) was g r eater
the field-dependent mean score (X. =8.63) they did not differ signif i
The Termi.noJ.ogy t est data did not yield significant results for the
plexity variable, F, (2,72):::.09, or with the interaction, F,
The resulting data from the Terminology test

indicat~d

(4,72) ~

that the

ne~

strategy improved the learning performance of the field-dependents s
the field-depencic!"lt net\<·0rking group did not differ significantly
field-independent group.

This r esult implies that the networking

t egy fa f' i] itated the field-dependents to improve the.ir basic
processing of academic information.

inforn~

It is likely that the complexit

variable failed to be significant in this expcriment<q setting s ince
each slide had the rclevan t part name clearly labeled, making list
learning a relative] y simple task.

S.i.mi.1..:irly, the i n teraction would

be significant if complexity effeels were minimized by the part name
labels.
The spatial learning task was measured by using
from Dwyer' s (1967) r esearch work.

Spatial learning in this situar '

a more complex learning than simple list learning.
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To perform well

Table I
Terminology Test (list learning task)
'

:

.ab1c,

-

df

Source

SS

MS

F

p

Visual Complexity (A)

2

2.745

1.373

.09

.so

fd/fd+S/fi (B)

2

130.671

65.336

4.453

.os

(A) x (B)

4

69. 70

17.425

1.188

72

1056.44

14. 673

·formance.
not diffr
Although
greater
~r

signifi

> for
~.

t

the

Wg

(4,72 )=.

Table I I
J enden ts s

Terminology Test, Means and Standard Deviation

i cantly
S:imple
Visuals

.vorking

cornrlexi
ti ng s i nce
i ng li st
t ion wouJd

part name

field
dependent
field
dependent
stra tegy
field
independ ent

-

x

SD

=
=

8.44
3.89

-x =

10.11
SD = 2. 64

-

x = 11.00
SD = 2.87
-

x = 9.85
SD = 3 . 35

Illustration
Visuals

-x

7.78
SD = 2.78

-x

=

=

SD

=

-x

=

11.8 9
SD = 4.23

-x =
SD -

rawing
is si tunLl

fo rm

10.00
3.83

W(~ ll

. 98

9.89
4.03

Complex
Visuals

-x =
SD

9. 67
= 2 .83

-x:.: 7.11
SD = 4. 72
..

-x =

8. 63
SD = 3.30

-

x=

SD

-

9. 07
4. 07

-x = 11. 67

-x

=

ll.52

4.06

SD

SD --

-x =

9.48
SD = 4.37

= 3.78

the spatial learning task the learner must acquire information about
part name, the parts specific

lo~ati,on,

and information about how

part relates to the other set of parts which make up the overall
of parts.

t

sn

The analysis of the spatial task data yielded significant

res ults on the field-in dependent, field-dependent, and field-depend
networking strategy variable, F '· (2 , 7 2) =6 . 88,

p<. 05.

Fol l ow- up t est

using a Tukey measure set ·at .05 alpha found the field-independent
(X.=11.82) to differ significantly from the field-depen dent group

(X. =8. 59).

The fie l d- independent group

(X. =11. 82)

di.d not differ

significantly from the field-dependent networking strategy gr oup,
(X.=11.15).

The field- dependent networking strategy group

(X.=11 . l~

performed significantly b et t er on the spatial task t han the f i elddependent group (X. =8 .59).

The resulting analysis also found signU

in the complexity variable, F, (2,72)=10.17, P<. 01,

Follow- up test

with a Tukey set at . 05 alpha found that the line drawings produced
significantly better. learning performance
realisti c photograph (X . =8 .15 ).

(X.=ll. 96)

than the color

The line drawing (X.=11.96)

fail~

produce a significantly better learning score than the detailed col
i l lustration, (i.=11.44).

However, the detailed color illustration

(X . =11. 44) produced a significan t.ly better spatial learning pcrfo11n
than the color realistic photograph.

A signi.fic::m t interac t ion

result in this experimental setLing, F,

.-~

(4 ,72) = .1164.

r~sert-TahJ.e-111-aD<l-1v-~ere

The networking le•i"~~i.71g--;;t~-~~t~gy-p~-(;~".Ided-the- f j_e ld-dependent
jects with a procedure to allow them to more effectively acquire
information.

n~

This procedure, no doubt, facilitated their basic inf

tion processing of academic like instructional dalu by pr oviding t h
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Table III
Drawing Test (spatial l e arnir.E task)

rall

sy~

nificant
-depend
-up test
ende.nt 5

SS

'

Source

df

Visual Comp~exity (A)

2

231.146

115.573

10.17

.01

fd/fd+S/fi (B)

2

156.222

78 . 111

6.88

.05

(A) x (B)

4

21. 07 5

5.269

72

817. 778

MS

f

p

-

-

group

.if fer

.464

.50

;ro up ,
X. =ll.15

wg

11.36

fieldid signii

Table IV
-up t es t'
Drawing Test, Means and Standard Deviation
)rod uced
Simple
Vis uals

1e color

)

Lled coJc.
:; tra tio n
perform'

x=

field
dependent

10.11
SD = 4.54

-x =

field
dependent
strategy

11.89
SD = 4 .34

-x =

t ion did

13 .89
SD = 2.21

field
indep endent

Illustration
Vi s ual s

-x =

9.22
SD = 1.86

-x =

12.11
SD = 3.59

x = 13.00
SD

-

1. 94

Conplex
Visuals

-X=

6.44
SD = 3.57

-X =

9.44
SD = 2.35

-x =

8.56
SD = 4.42

-

-x = 8.59
SD

= 3.72

-x = 11.15
SD

=

3.60

-x = 11.82
SD

= 3.78

!

pendent
q uire n ell

-x = 11.96
SD =

4. 01

x = 11.44
2.98

SD =

-

asic inf
i dj ng t h
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-x

= 8.15
SD = 3.65

a specific method to abstract, assimilate, store and retrieve new i
mation.

The field-dependent without the aid of a learning strategy

not perform as well as those with the use of the networking strateg
was particularly eviden t on the more difficult of the two instructi
tasks . the .spatial learning task.

Another factor that is indicated

that the field-independent is using his own built-in infor mat ion pr
strategy

which, in terms of analyzing new information, is quite effd

Recall that the field-independent is characterized as an analytic
perceiver of informat ion.

The field - independent is quite adept at

ing rele•1ant from irrelevant in fo rmation and the fi can organize i nf
in a stable and clear way in memory

to faci lita te future retrieval.

Since the fi 's performance tended to be more effective than the fd ' ~
learning performance, it can be assumed that it is the effectivenes!
their idiosyncratic information processing strategies which caused
difference.

Most

im~ortantly,

t

however, is the fact that by providit

field-dependents with a learning strategy which facilitates their b.
processing of information, t heir learning performance can be improv1
It is possible to generalize from these findings that learners
be provided with content-independent information processing strateg
to facilitate their basic processing of information.

Such content-

independent strategies should rela t e to the cognitive manipulation
information by the learner.

1

The learner can be taught to manipulat•

or her abstraction, assimilation, organization and retrieval of aca•
information by the use of cognitive learning strategies which are c·
independent.

However, the presen t investigation is still prelirnina
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ieve new in

a

g strategy
ng strateg.

Future research in this area should consider the refinement of

number of cognitive learning

st;rat~gies

in the early years of intellectual development.

These cognitive learning

mental manipulation of information to facilitate the cognitive processes

indicated

of abstraction, assimilation 7 organization and retrieval of academic

rmation pr
quite effe

information.

A mumber of critical studies in the area of learning and

cognition indicate that the research area of lean1ing strategies offers

analytic
2

rganize inf

promise in helping to improve the learning process, but much is left to
be don e.

retrieval.
an the fd 's
fectivenesr;
ch caused t•
by

that can be taught to learnen'

strategies should be content-independent and should relate to the actual

instructi

adept at

nature .

providin~

es their ba
. be improVl'•
t learners
ng strategi
h contentipulation o
manipulate
val of acad
·hich are c"
prelimj_na
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationships
among

present~tional

stimuli (oral, visual, oral+visual), types

of content (concrete, abstract), and learner ability (high verbal, low verbal).

Third grade students (N•248) either heard a

short story, watched .pictures showing the same short story, or
beard and watched a combination of the oral and picture presentations.

Student recall of concrete and abstract information

was measured by a 28-item, constructed-response test immediately
after and again two weeka after the presentationa.

Students

learned as much or more concrete and abstract information from
pictures as from oral prose, and learned the most information
from the combination of oral prose with pictures.

Mislearning

cf concrete and abstract information, i.e;, repeating the same
incorrect response on both immediate and delayed tests, was
higher from the picture presentation than from the oral presentation, and lowest from the combination of oral prose with pictures.

Inter8ctions were not found among types of presentational

stimuli, types of content, and levels of learner ability.

Communica

1981)
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Student Learning of Concrete and Abstract Prose
Under Systematically Varied Media Presentations
Rationale and Purpose
Considerable research has been conducted in
of various mediated presentation formats for coaxnunicating
mation to learners.

In attempts to identify the so-called

"best medium," researchers have studied exhaustively the char
istics of different types of media and different production s
and techniques within each type of medium.

Salomon and Clark

(1977), however, have suggested that the emphasis in media r esearch is shifting from the medium itself to:

(a) the types c

stimuli in the mediated presentation , (b) the types of learni
tasks taught in the present ation, and (c) the types of learner
for whom the presentation is intended.

In addition, research

findings have suggested that what is actually ''learned" under
different mediated stimuli may not be demonstrated accurately
due to the type of learning assessment employed .

Since learni

assessment has been typically defined relative to judged accur
of specified responses , what is actually learned (or mislearne

is often undetected.

The purpose of this study was to investi

the effects of progressively mediated presentations of prose
information on student learning and mislearning of concrete an
abstract information.
Presentational Stimuli
Practitioners in the instructional media field stress the
value of the informational load that pictures can carry in corn·

municating content to an audience.

Research f indings have

strated the pos itive effects of supplementing prose with pictu
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(Levin and Lesgold, 1978), but the value of the picture part of
the presentation is typically confounded with the effect of the

verbal presentation .
effectiv
a ting

al led

The few previous studies (e.g., Rohwer and

Harris, 1975; Carey and Whitaker, 1980, Note 1) that have compared
verbal with pictorial presentations of the same information have
reported conflicting results, with most favoring the verbal pres-

t he chara

entations.

llction s

founded by poor control of the quality of the materials used,

nd Clark

making performance differences attributable to production quality

nedia re-

rather than to the potential of a given stimulus to transmit

3

types o

E learnin
E learner

:-esearch
:! " under

information.

However, results in many of these studies are con-

Questions of relative effectiveness of different

stimuli can only be studied when alternate stimuli are not "preloaded" with different amounts of criterion

The first objective of this study was to compare learning
from oral and progressively enhanced visual presentations of the

=urately

same information .

:e learni

Type of Information to be Learned

~ed

accur

~i slearne~

>

info~tion.

The learning task in this study was recall of verbal information.

Paivio (1971) theorized that the most powerful factor

investi .

that determines how well inforlll8tion will be remembered is its

prose

location on a continuum of concreteness-abstractness:

1crete an

the more

concrete, the more easily remembered; the more abstract, the
harder to remember.

Paivio and Foth (1970) further hypothesized

that the concreteness-abstractness of to-be-learned information
:ress the
'Y in com·

have demC:
.th pictur

interacts with the stimulus attributes of the presentational
medium .

However, the nature of such interactions is still

largely unknown.

The second objective of this study was to

investigate whether the pattern of performance across pictorial
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and oral presentations is the same for concrete information
as for abstract information.
Learner Variables
The ability to profit from pictorially versus verbally
presented information has been demonstrated to interact with
the age of learners (Christie and Schumacher, 1978; Guttman,
Levin, and Pressley, 1977) ..

Learner strategy predisposition

bas also been explored (Levin, Divine-Hawkins, Kerst, and Gu
1974).

However, learner verbal ability was of primary inte

in this study due to the concreteness-abstractness dimension
the learning task, and the comparison between verbal and vis
stimuli.

Willows (1978) found that low ability children were

more picture dependent than high ability children.

If this i

true, then presentation formats emphasizing visual stimuli
result in findingsof presentation by ability interactions.

A

third objective of the study was to investigate the effects o
different stimuli on the learning of concrete and abstract
mation by high and low verbal ability students.

The Total

Auditory scale of the Stanford Achievement Test was used as
measure of verbal ability.
Methods of Assessing Student Learning
Test effects have been of continuous concern to educator
Rohwer and Harris (1975) reported that treatment effects were
dependent not only on the type of medi a used , but on the means
of assessing learning.

Filan and Sullivan (1980,

students recall more information when tested in the mode (vis
or verbal) in which they were instructed to recall the inf or
What students "learn" mAY often be a function of how learning
'

l
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:>rmation

assessed and the evaluation standards employed to judge the
correctness of the responses.

The final objective of this study

was to investigate the relationship between types of stimuli and
1erbally

information, and two assessment procedures:

:'act with
Guttman,
iposition

(a) a normal,

objectives-based procedure using pre-specified standards of
correctness and (b) an. objectives-free px-ocedure designed to mea-

sure what was recalled without regard for standards of accuracy.

: , and Gut
Method

aary inte

iimension
L and vis

Ldren were
If this i

Subjects
The subjects for this study were 248 third graders from
the three elementary schools in a middle class school district.
The population was predominately of White racial background,

;timuli sh

with a significant minority of Spanish-surname students.

~ tions.

Materials

A

effects o
>Stract in
Total

!

used as

Five different information presentations were developed

for the study.

All were adapted from the children's short story,

The Wump World .

The story was chosen because of its simple text

and story line, and abundance of illustrations that correlated
directly with the text.

The five presentation conditions were:

(a) ORAL, an oral presentation op audio cassette of the story,
>

educators

:ects were
t

the

me.!ln

(b) PICTURE, a 35-MM slide presentation of the illustrations
used in the text of the short story, (c) CLOSE-UP, the same
slides used in the picture condition with added close-up shots

>te 2) fou

of the criterion information found in those slides, (d) ORAL+

mode (visu:

PICTURE, a combination of the audio tape and the picture slides,
and (e) ORAL+CLOSE-UP, a combination of the audio tape and

, learning

the slide set with close-ups.
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The presentations all lasted the same 15 minute time per
to control for time on task.

The PICTURE condition contained

47 slides; the CLOSE-UP condition contained the same 47 slide
plus 28 close-up shots of criterion information selected fr om
the 47 slides .

Fourteen abstract and 14 concrete nouns were

chosen as criterion information .

The criterion nouns were ch

according to their abstractness-concreteness ratings on norms
established by Paivio, Yuille, and Madigan (1968).

The norms

were l a ter validated for children by Emmerich (1979).

Each

presentation condition was designed to contain all of the cri·
terion information.
Criterion Measures
One dependent measure was performance on a 28-item, cued·
recall, construc t ed-response test.
by means of audio cassette tape .

The test was given orally
Single-word or short-phra se

responses were written on an answer sheet.
abstract, and 14 items were concre te .

Fourteen items wet

The items were matched

the 28 nouns chosen as criterion information and contained i n
five presentations.

This test was administered immediately af

the presentations and again after a two-week delay.
A second dependent measure was derived from an analysis o
the answers that students gave on their tests.

The score was

derived by counting the number of items for which a subject ha
made the
tests.

~

incorrect response on both the immediate and dell

This score was a measure of mislearning, i.e.,

that was not "correct," but was learned and remembered.
Procedures
The subjects were blocked on two levels of verbal abili tY
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:ime

pe:~

1ntained
.7 slides
:ed from

.s were
were cho
in norms

.e norms

Each
the cri-

(HI or LOW) and then randomly assigned to the five presentation
treatment conditions.

The subjects were grouped according to

treatment and the materials were group administered.

Following

the 15-minute oreserttation, aubjecta took a brief rest and then
completed the test.

The test waa administered again two weeks

later for a measure of delayed recall.

£esign and Data Analyses
The study waa a two (ability levela) by five {presentation
formats) factoria l deaign with two dependent measures (abstract
recall and concrete recall).

The data analyses were conducted

by means of MANOVA.

Results
m, cued·

All effects in the study were the same for the immediate

: orally

and delayed retention 1core1, and there were no significant

.- phrase

differences between the immediate and delayed scores.

.tems wer

to simplify reporting, the mean of the immediate and delayed

matched

scorea was used for the analyses in the study .

ined in

for abstract and concrete recall are summarized in Table 1.

Therefore,

The mean acores

ately af

Insert Table 1 about here
.alysis o
ore was

.bject ha

Pretentational Stimuli and Types of Information
Analyses indicated a main effect for presentation for both
abstract recall (F(4,238)•20.21, p(.0001) and concrete recall

and del

(F(4,238) •23 .49,p<.0001).

inform.a

abstract and concrete recall waa exactly the same:

CLOSE-UP ( ORAL+PIC

The rank order of means for both

<ORAL+CLOSE .

ORAL< PICTURE<

The patterna of significance for

abstract and concrete recall were also the same.
ability
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PICTURE and ORAL

were not significantly different, but CLOSE-UP waa superior
to ORAL (abstract, p(.05; concrete, p(.0007).

In this study ,

children learned and recalled at least aa much from picturea
from an oral presentation, and when attention to the criteriou

information was focused via close-ups , children learned more
pictures.

The combination· of ORAL+PIC was 1ignificantly more

effective than either ORAL or PICTURE or CLOSE-UP alone (abat

p's<.Ol,.01,.05; concrete, p's(.01,.01,.01).
Analyaia of the re1ulta for type of content indicated th
for the nouns used in thia study, aubjecta recalled more concr
than abstract information (F(l,238)•83.60, p(. 0001).

However,

no interaction was found between the type• of stimuli and the
typea of content; i.e., verbal and visual presentations were
equally a1 effective for learning abstract or concrete infer
Ability Level
Subject~

of high verbal ability learned significantly

abstract and concrete information than those of low ability

(F(l,238)-49.40, p(.0001); however, an interaction was
between ability levela and types of stimuli for either
or conc·r ete learning.

Mis learning
Using mislearning as the dependent variable, there was a
presentation main effect for abstract learning (F(4,238) a 3,97,
p<.004) and concrete learning (F(4,238)•7.75, p(.0001).

The

mean scores for abstract and concrete mislearning are summari

in Table 2.

For ease of interpretation, the visual-only cond
Insert Table 2 about here
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perior

(PICTURE and· CLOSE-UP) were combined, and the two oral+visual

a study,

conditions were combined (ORAL+PIC and ORAL+cLOSE).

icturea

of mislearning from the ORAL presentation was less than from the

criterion

visual-only pre•entationa (abstract, p(.01; concrete, p(.01),

ed more

but there was more mislearning from ORAL than from the oral+viaual

tly more

presentations (abstract, p(.001; concrete, p(.003).

The amount

ne (abat?

Discussion and Conclusions
Twq limitations must be kept in mind when discussing the
ore concr
However ,

and the

na were
e informa

results of this s·t udy.

First, the findings are specific to the

particular story, presentational materials, and criterion information used in the study.

Second, the equivalence of the oral

and visual forms of the story was judged only at face value.
Replication of this study is needed using different content and
more scientifically equated stimulus forms .

antly mor\
bility

s not £o
r abstrac

The finding that children l earned as much or more from visual
as from oral presentations, is generally contrary to previous
research.

The finding validates the use of visuals for presen-

tation of information and provides a perspective on the relative
contributions of the verbal and visual portions of combined
picture-word presentation&.

re was a
38) .. 3.97,
) ,

The

summariz

nly condi:

It was no suprise that the combined

oral and visual presentations were most effective, lending one
more piece of evidence to the argument for providing relevant
visuals in children's prose.

One noteworthy point not found in

previous research is that the effects of visuals were the same
for abstract and concrete learning .

The practical conclusion

is clear, that visuals are valuable regardless of the type of
information that is being taught.
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A final point of practical

significance· is that visual close-ups seemed to help learner
recall both concrete and abstract information.

The explana

may be a repetition effect due to renewed learner attention
caused by the slide projector changing.

A more likely expla

may be that the close-ups allowed learners to
information that they did not pick out of the full scene.
Better recall of concrete than abstract information was
expected and cannot be generalized beyond this study, because
no attempt was made to control for the influence of factors a
as familiarity and meaningfulness.
The absence of any interaction between ability levels an
presentations could be due to the careful design of the mater
Careful design could eliminate irrelevant or incongruous cont
that might affect low ability students more than high ability
students .

In view of contradictory findinga from previous stt

further research would be valuable u sing other measures of abJ
The investigation of mislearning was exploratory in natu1
results are open to several interpretations.

The low level o:

mislearning from the combined oral-visual presentations would'
expected due to the redundancy between stimuli.
of

th~

An explanati1

higher mislearning for visual than for oral presentati1

might be that most pictures do not contain the cues of contex
and structure found in prose.

It is thus possible that when

ing from pictures, children are more likely to choose and rem
unimportant details, or make and remember incorrect interpret
This explanation fits the abstract results nicely, because on
could logically expect that abstract information would be les
obvious in pictures than in prose.
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By the same line of reaso

however, one· could expect that mislearning of concrete information
would be higher from prose than from picture11, because concrete
ntion

information should be more explicit in pictures .

Results found

by Hannafin and Carey (1981, Note 3) match this reasoning, but find-

ings of the present

study are exactly the opposite.

The Hannafin

ne .

and Carey study was conducted with fourth grade rather than third

on was

grade learners, perhaps indicating a developmental difference in

because

the ability to use pictures.

This aspect of mislearning certainly

bears further investigation, as do the more general questions
raised by the finding that response errors were not random, but
were in part related systematically to the type of presentational

e mater
tlS

stimulus used in instruction.

conte

In conclusion, third grade students recalled more correct

:ibility

and incorrect information from pictures than from oral prose,

i.ous stu

but students recalled the most correct and the least incorrect

s of abi

information from combined picture with oral prose presentations .

i n natur

The study fai l ed to confirm previous research about the interactions

level of

among types of stimuli, learner ability levels, and types of con-

s would '

tent.

;:> lanatio

effects on testing of types of

sentatio

of scpring techniques.

Finally, the study raised some new questions about the
pres~ntationa l

context
t when 1

!!nd reme

te rpreta
ause one
be less

E reason

l
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stimul i and types
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Table 1
Mean Scores for Recall of Abstract
and Concrete Information by Treatment

Presentation

Abstract
Recall

Concrete
Recall

Overall
Recall

Oral (n•S2)

4.62

5.87

5.24

Picture (n•49)

4.95

6 . 61

5.78

Close-Up (n•SO)

5.42

7.19

6.31

Oral+Pic (n•Sl)

6.35

8. 54

7.45

Oral+Close (n•45)

7.93

9.43 .

8.68

5.80

7.45

6.63

tota .

Table 2
Mean Number of Incorrect Responses on the Immediate
that were Repeated on the Delayed Test

'

,.

Presentation

Abstract

Concrete

Overall

J.

Oral (n•52)

2.68

2.06

2.37

Visual (n•99)

3.09

2 . 65

2.87

Oral+Visual (n•96)

2.33

1. 59

1. 95

2.71

2 .11

2.41

I

l'

Overall

~n-2482

1:19
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&TECHNOLOGY

ABSTRACT
PURPOSE
The purpose of this study was to empirically investigate the effectiveness
of (1) visual instruction composed of simple line drawings and printed words
as compared to printed-words-only instruction; (2) visual tests; and (3) the
interaction between mode of instruction (visual and non-visual) and mode of
arr
testing (visual and non-visual) .
vi
ri

METHODS & PROCEDURES
Ninety-six first-year biology students from a Central Pennsylvania high
school system were the subjects of this study. After being randomly assigned
to either an experimental (visual instruction) or control (non-visual instructi
group, they received either a visual or non-visual version of an instructional
unit designed to teach the anatomy and physiology of the human heart.
Twenty-four hours later, half of the students (N=24) in the experimental
group received a non-visual test and the other half (N=24) a visual version of
the same test. This testing procedure was repeated for the control group follo
a 2x2 post-test-only factorial design. Drawing, terminology, identification,
and comprehension tests was completed by all subjects in both experimental (N~4S
and control (N=48) groups. Analyses of variance and a t-test were performed
with the obtained data.
RESULTS
The findings of this study indicate that the visual version of the instruc
unit on the human heart used in this study affected the performance of the stud
significantly in the drawing test and in each subscale (identification, terminal
and comprehension) as well as in the composite score of both visual and non-vis
versions of the achievement tests .
The interaction between mode of instruction and mode of testing was reveal
for the identification subscale. Subjects who completed the visual instruction
scored higher on the visual test than the subjects who completed the same visual
instruction scored on the paper-pencil version of the test on subscale identif~
It was also found that the students who completed the visual instruction scored
higher on the visual test than the students who completed the non-visual version
of the test on the same subscale--identification. Finally, the students who co
the visual instruction scored higher on the visual test than the students who c
the non-visual instruction with the visual version of the achievement test on t
identification subscale.
IMPLICATION
The findings and results of this study suggest that the use of simple line
drawings as a mediator of written instruction is an effective procedure for enh
st~dent learning mainly when written words are not sufficient to connnunicate an
abstra~tion; i.e . , the description of the anatomy of the human heart as well as
physiology. Furthermore, visuals (simple line drawings) facilitate learning at
different cognitive levels; i . e. identification of parts and whole, knowledge 0
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T·e achers should use visuals as mediator of instruction;

2.

Teachers should use simple line drawings to enhance the learning
of specific instructional objectives (identification, terminology ,
comprehension, and drawings);

3.

Teachers should use visual tests to measure achievement which is
presented by visual instru ction .
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VISUAL TESTING:

AN EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF THE
ENCODING SPECIFICITY HYPOTHESIS

ABSTRACT
Although visual media for science instruction is nearly a university
given, most evaluation strategies employ highly verbal rather than visual
media. Ninety-six high school biology students studied the human heart
using either visual plus verbal or verbal-only text. They were tested us1
either a visual plus verbal or verbal-only test incorporating several
instructional objectives . Visual instruction resulted in superior learni
on all objectives related to the biology content. The predicted instruct
x test interaction revealed superior perfonnance for the visual text-visua
instruction group over. all others for the objective of Identification. T
visual and non-visual test groups attained equivalent understanding. The
findings are interpreted as supportive of th~ encodi ng specificity hypoth

RATIONALE

The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of visuals in the
processes of encoding and decoding textual instructional materials in sci,
A research hypothesis based upon the encoding/decoding component of info"i
processing was tested with science content in a real istic classroom envir~
This section reviews some issues and research on media, visual imagery, ent
decoding, and the interaction between encoding/decoding.
Research on Media
Several reviews of media research, in general, have come to opposite concl
regarding the effectiveness of visuals in instruction and testing. Dwyer
concluded that much media research has severe conceptual and design flaws.
authors argue that focus on the form of stimuli without considering how th
student processes information is partly responsible for the null results .
promising area is indicated by the finding that pictures of objects are mo1
memorable than their names (Levie &Levie, 1975) for it points to an info
processing approach.
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·nformation by the human brain. Gagne and White (1978) stated that several
~1~ tructi ona l procedures appear to have the
purpose of using visuals to form
.
mental images and that visual imagery is most pervasive and useful when compared
ith other types of imagery such as auditory, haptic, or a combination. Hilgard
W
and Bower ( 1975) observed It now seems reasonably certain that ••• teaching the
pupil techniques of ... imagery of materials to be learned are likely· to maximize
the amount of learning within the least time .... (p. 589)
Most imagery research has been limited to episodic memory as opposed to
. . or semantic
. memory . Al t houg h t here is
·
higher level cogn1t1on
scant research on
the latte r, Gagne and White cited evidence which supports the notion that
· 11 y-organ1zed
·
· l
supplementary imagery can enhance t he reca 11 of semant 1ca
mate.r1a
as well as individual verbal items. Visual imagery was found useful in learning
vocabulary and prose (Wittrock & Lumsdaine, 1977), in abstract and conceptual
learning (Katz &Paivio, 1975), and in the understanding as well as recall of
verbal materials (Higbee, 1979). Comprehension and ability to remember a
passage was greatly improved when a descriptive title or a picture was given
prior to the reading of the passage · (Bransford &Mccarrell, 1975). Research
suggests that the formation of visual images can enhance verbal learning (e.g.,
learning from text).
11

11

Encoding
Encoding is generally defined as the process of successfully storing perceived
infonnation for later retrieval. This involves perception, processing through
posite concl short-term memory and storage in long-term memory. Encoding of symbolic
i ng. Dwyer (textual) material was one focus of this study.
esign fl aws.
Most researchers accept the assumption that words are represented in
ering how tMmemory in terms of their distinctive features, attributes or dimensions. It is
11 results . further assumed that these features are qualitatively different and independent.
jects are mo Questions remain about how images provoked by external visuals are encoded
to an info relative to verbal representation.
Within the information-processing tradition, several theoretical
explanations have been dominant in recent yea.r s, including advance organizers,
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mathemagenics, levels of processing, and context. Exhaustive reviewers q
found elsewhere; this review examines visual imagery in light of these t
orientations.
Advance organizers . In theory, pictures may serve as advance organi
(Ausubel, 1968) if they provide organizational value at a higher level of
inclusiveness and somehow capitalize on the mind's abil i ty to semantica111
reorganize incoming infonnation for long-term storage. Although most res
has used verbal organizers, it may be hypothesized that the value of pict
will be maximized for material which is new, difficult, or abstract, as;.
present study. Brody and Legenza (1980) found that subjects who viewed a
overview picture outscored those who viewed a specific incident picture.
Mathemagenics. Mathemagenics, or things which give birth to learnin
been researched extensively by Rothkopf (1970) and others . The majority
mathemagenic research has used questions or behavioral objectives to infl
learning from text rather than visual mathemagenics. Brody and Legenza {
substituted pictures for inserted questions and found
mathemagenic research (placing pictures before the learning passage was
beneficial to achievement than post-pictures).
Levels of processing. The levels-of-processing model, proposed by C
and Lockhart (1972) has spawned many variations. They all agree that the
of encoding information appears to be a function of the level of processi ~
Reder (1979) has noted that the more extra processing one does that result
additional, related, or redundant propositions, the better will be the me
for the material processed. The formation of an image, stimulated
is hypothesized to increase the processing over text alone.
One variation argues that memory traces are formed during learning a
persistence of trace is a function of depth of processing, with deeper le
of analysis associated with more elaborate, longer lasting, and stronger t
Elaboration theory posits that a greater degree of elaboration at input
(encoding) leads to the formation of a more distinctive memory trace (Jae
Craik, 1979) which enhances the identification of that memory trace from
competing traces.
Anderson and Bower (1973) argued that representation in memory is neu
with respect to modality source. In contrast, Paivio (1971) has proposed'
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levels-of-processing model which addresses visual as wel l as verbal encoding.
This dual model posits that a learner has two independent ways of encoding
and storing information--one is linguistic, and one is based upon images. He
has argued that pictures are recalled better than labels because the fonner
involves the dual encoding both as imaginal and as a verbal representation.
Paivio's model clearly supports an extra processing dimension attributable to
visual imagery fonnation.
context. Bransford and Johnson (1973) argue that visuals enhance encoding
by providing context for verbally presented (semantically encoded) infonnation.
They found .§.s who were presented with a picture before hearing a passage
recalled more ideas and rated the passage as more comprehensible than those
presented with .the picture after the passage. If correct, i t appears that
certain visuals enhance encoding by providing a "context" which is stored in
semantic memory with verbal infonnation. One implication is that study of visuals
in infonnation processing should consider the retrieval or decoding of information.

er level of
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gh most res
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to learning
~ majority o
i/es to i nfl
j Legenza (1
is predicted
;sage was mo Decoding
The Ausubelian and mathemageni c theories place more emphasi s on encoding than
lposed by era decoding processes. The model of Paivio argues that the retri eval of
:e that the linguistically stored information may be aroused by visual images and vice versa.
)f processin; The mechanism by which this linking occurs is not well understood but is
that results consiste nt with contextual storage notions. Research on testing using visuals
l be the memt has yielded consistently disappointing results. This research, however, has
ignored any linkages between visuals used in instruction and those used in
1ted by visu
testing; it suggests the interdependence of the encoding and decoding processes.
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Encoding/Decoding
A recent trend in information processing is the study of toe interplay of the
encoding and decoding processes . Eysenck (1979) cited considerable evidence
that recognition memory can be impaired by changes from study to the test of
the context in which an item is presented. It appears that material to be
learned can be successfully encoded and still be unretrievable. Gagn~ and
~mory is neu~ Wiegand (197~) used topi~al sentences ~t the time of testing and found better
15 proposed! performance 1n a completion and recognition task. They concluded that in the

1
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absence of appropriate cues, not all that is available in memory store
retrieved. Dong and Kintsch (1968) found a similar phenomena when they
subjects with retrieval cues at output and raised levels of recall for c
wora list and lists of unrelated words.
The encoding specificity hypothesis predicts that recognition memor
depends upon the degree of overlap between the study trial and test tria
encodings of any given item (Eysenck, 1979) It appears that the origina,
must be recreated at output if encoding distinctiveness i s to be effecti·
allowing discriminability of the wanted trace from all others.

PROBLEM
Research on visuals, visual imagery and infonnation processing suggests~
if images are formed during encoding and elicited during decoding from
which are highly similar and fairly simple, the amount of information st
retrieved will be considerably greater than when the visuals are not pres
This led to the interaction hypothesis that the presence of visuals durin.
testing would increase the amount learned for ~s who used vi suals to enc
images duri ng instruction. Increased performance due to vis ual instructi
(but none due to visual testing) was al so predicted. Achi evement at three
of objectives was assessed.

v'

METHOD
Subjects
Subjects were 96 volunteer tenth grade biology students from a Central
Pennsylvania urban high school. The study took place during late winter ,
to instruction on the human heart. No credit for the experience toward c
grade was given.
Materials
A 2,000 word self-paced instructional unit on internal parts and processes
which occur during the systolic and diastolic phases of t he human heart se
as the content {Dwyer, 1978). In addition to permitting eval uation of se
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of instructional objectives, the content had not been studied exper·

;entiallY by the is.
Illustrations were designed to portray each of 37 items of critical
information. Samples of the text with and without visuals are presented in
Figure l.

d test trial
t he original
be effecti\

~

Insert Figure 1 about here

Treatments
Subjects (n = 96) were randomly assigned to one of four treatment conditions:
(1) text with visuals or (2) text minus visuals, and (3) test with visuals or
(4) test without visu~ls. Instruction occurred during one regularly scheduled
class meeting in one of five classes. Assignment was achieved by random
suggests t distribution of color coded materials within intact classes. The tests were
administered during the next regularly scheduled class (24 hours after instruction)
to rule out short-tenn memory effects.

Instruments
Achievement was assessed through a 60-item mul tiple choice achievement test
il instructi composed of three subscales: (l) Identification, 20 items, KR-20=0.74,
nent at three (2) Tenninology, 20 items, KR-20=0.62, and (3) Comprehension, 20 items ,
KR-20=0.54. The composite score had a reliability (KR-21) of 0.82. In previous
research with college students, these instruments exhibited reliabilities in
the .80 s and .90 s. The items of the criterion test were keyed to the domain
of instruction represented in the instructional materials.
The visual version of this test has a visual item to match each verbal one.
l Central
An equivalent visual distractor was created for each option. Figure 2 presents
late winter, these formats for one test item.
ace toward c
1

1

Insert Figure 2 about here
In addition, a Drawing Test requires the subject to draw a human heart
ind processej (lines) and locate certain parts and features of the heart on that drawing .
nnan hearts This test was given to all is. The reliability of the Drawing Test, assessed by
1ation of sev the KR-21 method, was 0.86.
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Design and Analysi s
The first independent variable had two levels: instruction with and wit
visuals. The second also had two levels: tests with and without visuals
These variables were crossed in a 2x2 randomi zed factorial posttest-only
The dependent variables analyzed included scores ·on the Dr awing Test plus
Composite and three instructional objective scores of the achievement tes
Two-way ANOVA statistical designs were run on each of the five scores yie
by the criterion tests and used the .05 level of significance to test the
hypothesis.
RESULTS

th
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we
pr.

vi

Interaction of Instruction and Testing
The prediction from the encoding specificity hypothesis that subjects rec
visuals in instruction and testing would score higher was supported fort
Identification subscale. A significant interaction between in struction a
testing, f. (1,92)=6. 1, £. <.05 led to a follow-up analysis (Tukey) which r
the superior performance of the visual instruction-visual testing group o
each of the others. No other cell mean pairs were significantly different.
interactions were marginally signi ficant (£. <.07) for the Composite and ~
scores, favoring the visual instruction-visual test group. Nonsignificant
interactions were observed for the Terminology and Comprehension subscales.
these four subscales, however, the trends in mean scores clearly favored t
subjects who had visuals in both instruction and testing. Cell means and
deviations are listed in Table l for all treatment condi ti ons and all obje
Insert Table 1 about here
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Main Effect of Instruction
Subjects whose instruction included visuals scored higher than those witho
visuals on all five scores: Composite, [ (l ,92)=12.5, £. <.05; Identificat'
f (1,92)=11.l, £. <.05; Terminology, [ (1,92)=10.6, £. <.05; Comprehension,
f (1,92)=4.2, £. <. 05; and Drawing,!. (60)=6 .4, R <.05. Cell and marginal
plus standard deviations are found in Table 1. These results strongly sup
the role of visuals in the encoding stage of human learning.
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Subjects with visual tests scored the same, withi n al l owable error, as
those with nonvisual tests. In only one case did the difference approach
significance (£. <.07) and that was for the Identificati on subscale.
DISCUSSION
argued that the large number of criteria on whi ch instructional effects
were significant is indicative of a facilitative effect upon infonnati onprocessing skills in the encoding process.
Similarly, the lack of main effects for testing questions the power of
visuals used only the decoding process.
The data, · although not overwhelming, support the facilitative effects of
using the same visuals during instruction and testing. Partial support can be
ascribed to the encoding specificity hypothesis {Eysenck, 1979) and context
continguity notion of Bransford and Johnson (1972).
An Ausubelian explanation does not appear warranted since the visuals did
not attempt to present an overview at a higher level of inclusion and generality.
Because the visuals were placed within the instruction, a mathemagenic
explanation lacks plausability. Neither the Ausubeli an nor the mathemagenic
positions pose a substantive expl anation of decodi ng process on how they
interact with encodi ng processes. Faci litative organization to enhance learning
by non-Ausubelian and non-mathemagenic mechanisms cannot , however, be ruled out.
It is

Implications for Instruction and Evaluation
The results suggest that a barrier to successful decoding of stored informati on
may be removed by using visuals to recreate key elements of the context in
which instruction was provided. In other words, it is recomnended that the
science teacher provide highly similar visual cues during instruction and evaluation, particularly if the instruction is highly visually-oriented.
Implications for Research
Significant interactions occurred only for the l owest level of instructional _
objective tested (Identification). If visual information must be coded
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verbally (Travers & Alvarado, 1970} it is hypothesized that this translat
process loses its effectiveness as the complexity of cognitive processes
tapped increases.
An implication can be made for further study of individual differen
in information processing ability and their relationship to acquisition 0
understanding. It is interesting to speculate whether differential resul
would be obtained with learners of different aptitudes . It can be hypot
that students with reduced ability to recreate instructional environments
perfonn better under visual context conditions. Interactions of visual p
ment with inductive reasoning ability were noted by Koran · and Koran (1980
Holliday, et al. (1970} have argued from a zero-sum standpoint that
displaying of visuals .in text may result in more attention paid to one cue
less to another, resulting in reduced effectiveness of visuals. These no
bear further investigation.
If memory for visuals is greater than memory for text, the duration
that memory differential should be quantified with delayed retention test~
Recent research suggests that training students to create mental ima
during instruction results in superior achievement (Rasco, Tennyson, &
Boutwell, 1975). A legitimate question to be investigated is the relative
effectiveness of induced imagery versu~ that generated by visuals provided
instruction as a function of individual learner differences. A corrollary
question addresses the effectiveness of asking students to generate images
which there is no personal knowledge or experience. Certainly the number
students with firsthand experience with the human heart is insignificant.
The results of this experiment have suggested a new direction
in instruction and additional ideas for further reasoned study.

10/80
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As you would view a cross-sectional diagram of the heart, blood enters
the right auricle through veins. Only veins carry blood to the heart. The
superior vena cava is one of the two veins which deposits blood in the r i ght
auricle. There are no valves at the openings of these veins into the right
auricle. The superior vena cava drains blood into the right auricle from
all body parts above heart level; i.e., head and anns.

SUPERIOR
VENA CAVA

As you would view a cross-sectional diagram of the heart, blood enters
the right auricle through veins. Only vei ns carry blood to the heart. The
superior vena cava is one of the two veins which deposits blood in the r i ght
auricle. There are no valves at the openings of these veins into the right
auricle. The superior vena cava drains blood into the right auricle from
all body parts above heart level; i. e., head and arms .
Figure l.

Page 8 from the visual instructional text (top) and Page 8
from the nonvisual instructional text (bottom).
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42. When blood is being forced out the right ventricle,
position is the tricuspid valve?
a. partially opened
b. partially closed
c. open
d. closed

42.

The position of the tricuspid valve when blood is forced out
of the righ.t ventricle

8

c
0

F'i gure 2.

Item 42 from the verbal test (top) and visual test
(bottom).
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Table 1
Mean Scores and Standard Deviations for Cells, Rows, and
Columns for Composite and Three Subscores
Instructional
Conditions

Testing Conditions
Nonvisual
Visual

Rows

Composite Score
Nonvisual (n=48)

19.3 (7.2)

18.2 (6.9)

18.8 (7 .1)

Visual

22. 1 (9. 0)

27.0 (8.5}

24.5 (8.8)

20.7 (8. 1)

22. 6 (7. 7)

21.6 (7. 9)

(n=48)

Co 1 umn Sums
lrced out

Identification Subscore
Nonvisual

6.6 (3.1)

6.1 (3.1)

6.4 (3.1)

Visual

7.3 (4.3)

10.5 (4.2)

8.9 (4.2)

6.9 (3.7)

8.3 (3.7}

7.6 (3.7)

Column Sums

Terminology Subscore
Nonvisual

6.2 (3.2)

6.0 (2.7)

6.1 (3.0)

Visual

7.3 (3.2)

9.0 (3.2)

8.2 {3.2)

6.8 (3.2)

7.5 (3.0)

7.1 (3.1)

Column Sums

)

Comprehension Subscore
Nonvisual

6.5 (2.8)

6.0 (2. 7)

6.3 (2.8)

Visual

7.5 (3.3)

7.4 (2.6)

7.5 (3.0)

7.0 (3.1)

6.7 (2.7)

6.9 (2.9)

Column Sums
test
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ANALYZING FUNCTIONS OF ILLUSTRATIONS IN TEXT
Philippe Duchastel
The American College, Bryn Mawr.
Whether illustrations in textbooks enhance learning Is a question of
some concern to educators and publishers alike.

And of course, educational

researchers have applied themselves to investigating this i ssue.

Research

on illustrations in text has however had a very muddled history.

The litera-

t ure covering this area is replete with research studies which have failed in
t heir attempt to show that the provision of illustrations can enhance learning.
Th ere exist, on the other hand, many studies which have been successful in
showing such facilitation.

Research by Joel Levin and his associates at the

University of Wisconsin has been particularly successful in this respect
(Levin and Lesgold, 1978) .

Their research however is mostly limited to pictures

which accompany children's stories presented orally.

Pictures included in text-

books present a somewhat different problem.
We must ask ourselves why it is that research on Illustrations in text
has proven so inconsistent?

Why ts it that researchers have had such a difficult

time in demonstrating empirically that pictures can enhance text learning?

Part

of the reason must surely be methodological difficulties concerning the particular
pictures used in some studies, as Macdonald-Ross has aptly argued (1977).

Part

of the reason probably also stems from some of the Inherent difficulties one
encounters in conducting educational research, such as incomplete control over
t he strategies actually used by students as they study a text.

The greatest

problem however has probably been the lack of a useful conceptual framework within
which illustrations and their effects could be properly examined.

It is this

latter concern which I will be exploring in this presentation.
The underlying aim of a great part of past research on illustrations has
been quite simply to demonstrate empirically that illustrations can enhance
learning.

This in my view is a misguided aim, for two distinct reasons.

First,

it should be accepted as obvious that
a priori fashion so to speak.

illustrations~

affect learning, ii\

It is only necessary to exam ine a few textb

in science or medicine to come to accept this view.

Whether our impressive

research methods arrive or not at demonstrating pictorial effects should b
little concern to those who illustrate textbooks.
Now, while the case can be accepted that some illustrations will und 0
enhance learning, that is not to say that all, or even that most illustrat·
will do so.

This brings me to the second reason for which the general de

of pictorial effects on learning really amounts to little.
Pictorial illustration ts a medium of communication, just as is textu
prose, film, or CAI.

While each of these media have their distinctive cha

teristics, their forms of expression are varied and numerous.

It is not so

the medium itself which is important, but rather the contents being represe
and the manner of representation.

A diagram in an economics text for inst<

is rather different than a cartoon fronting a chapter, even if both can be
illustrations.
may well not.

Thus, some illustrations will enhance learning while otheri
At a general level, nothing much can be said.

Analytical Perspectives
All this points to the need for a useful conceptual framework within
illustrations can be analyzed.

1

Two distinct approaches exist to this prob

The first is an attempt to analyze illustrations In terms of their morphol1
i.e., in terms of what they look 1 ike.

The second ls an attempt to analyz;

Illustrations from a functional viewpoint, i.e., in terms of the roles the
are expected to play in a text.

I wi ll discuss both approaches, although

myself partial to the second one (the functional approach) •
.!:1_o!,.Pho]_o.[i.£al~~lys.!..s.

Morphological analysis is exemplified by the

schema developed by Twyman in England (1979) for the purpose of classifyin
of communication.

Its intent is to elaborate dimensions on which communic
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differ

rn appearance.

of i 11 us tr

A previous approach along thts same l ine was the taxonomy

atfons developed by Fleming in the 1960s (Fleming, 1967).

It cate-

• d illustratlons according to colour, design, and a number of other such

gorize

attributes.
focu Ses

Further more

recent approaches are those of Ashwln (1979) who

on style, and of Goldsmith (1980) who develops a grammar of pictorial

~presentation

based on the comprehenstbillty of pictures. Both, inc identally,

h-ave appeared in the new Brit t sh journa 1 ent 1t1 ed Information Design Journa 1.

Morphological frameworks can serve as useful guidelines for instructional
illustrators in decldtng on forms of representation.

They can also be useful to

educational researchers in coming to grips with the great variety one finds In
the world of Illustrations.

This i s demonstrated In the well-known research under-

taken by Dwyer (1978) on the value of different levels of real ism In biological
Illustrations.
On the whole though, I do not believe that the morphological approach will
oth can be

prove very fruitful In the long run.

h i 1e others

trations for them to be categorized adequately in terms of differential effects
on learning.

The problem becomes truly insuperable when subject matter content

is considered.
r k within
this prob!
i r morpholo

to analyze
roles they
al though I

There ts just too great a var iety in illus-

Realistic illustrations for instance may not be i deal (for certain

learning outcomes) in Introductory biology, but they may well be Ideal in architecture or engineering.

The scope for creativity tn text illustration ls just

too wide for a morphological approach to truly Inform educational research and
practice.
Fu!!_c_!_i£_n_!l_A!!_a.!_y,2..l~.

I shall now turn to the second approach to developing

a conceptual framework for the field, a functional approach.

This approach is

based on the view that what an illustration looks like Is less important
ed by the

(w ithin 1 imits) than what It is meant to do tn a given text.

:lassffying

of illustrations which matters most, not their particular form.

1

commun i cat

It is the ro l e
An initial

indicatton of this is provided once again by the work of Dwyer (1978), who
found that different forms of Illustrations were best for different outcomes.

____ ________
___.

·-·----- - - -
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Two different categorizations of the functions played by illustrations
text have recently been developed independently of one another, the
myself the second by Joel Levin of the University of Wisconsin.
Let me briefly describe these categorizations.

My own (Duchastel,

involves three functions, t.e., three roles which text tl 1ustrations can P·I
in an instructional situation:

(1) an attentional role, (2) an explicative

role, and (3) a retentional role.

I shall only briefly describe them here,

The attentional role of illustrations In text is one of maintaining
learner's attention to the task of reading.

th~

It renders this task more

pleasurable and develops the student's interest tn the topics being dlscusse
Pictures naturally attract attention; and cartoons, pictures of famous men,
etc., are often Included In texts for this very reason.

Explicative illusn

on the other hand, carry more directly part of the communication.

Their rol

is to explain tn visual terms what would be cumbersome to explain tn purely
verbal terms.

Scientific diagrams are prototypical of this role.

role of illustrations ts more difficult to summar ize.

The

Essentially, it resn

our greater power to recall Images as opposed to verba l Ideas, as well as oo
fact that any topic or domain of discourse has an internal structure which
be exploited in visual terms for the purpose of recall.

Retentlonal illust11

serve as memory retrieval cues after a text has been read and the student ii
trying to recall the major ideas which had been presented in the text.
shall now turn to the functional system developed by Levin (more amp
defined of course In Levin's original article, 1979).

Levin identifies ei

possible functions which illustrations might play when accompanying prose.
The first two (decoration and remuneration) are quickly listed and dismlssel
Levin as not applicable to understanding pictorial effects in instruction.
rematni.ng six are more relevant.
The motivation function is identical to the attentional function we
earlier.

5°

The reiteration function involves si mple repetition of the conteo
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ustratlons

. communicated; once verbally In the text, once pictorially in the illusbe1n 9
tratlon.

:he ft rst

This is not unlike reading an unillustrated text twice .

The fifth and sixth functions are more psychological in nature.
~presentat ion

function renders the prose content more concrete through illus-

ions can pl

trations and thus more memorable.

~xp 1 i cat i ve

assists integration of information somewhat as an overview would .

them here,
ttaintng

th~

The

The organization function of illustrations

The last two functions act on comprehension and memory respectively.

Interpretation function ls served when difficult-to-comprehend prose content

' more

is made more understandable via an Illustration.

ing di scuss

illustrations provide context for understanding unfamiliar material, in the

=amous men,

manner of activating a schema.

: i ve i 11 us tr

pictures serve as mnemonic devices, transforming the prose material into an

The 1r roJ
in purely

1

The rete

The

It may also be served when

The transformation function ls operative when

image of more memorability than the original prose itself.
Well, we seem to be developing quite a few functions which can be
served by illustrations.

To make matters worse, a colleague and myself

y, it rests

(Duchastel and Waller, 1979) have attempted to break down my original expl ica-

; we 11 as oo

tlve function into subfunctions.

:ure which

actually do make content easier to comprehend.

mal illustr

distinct subfunctions, and that was even incomplete as I have since added yet

student

~

text.
1

(more amp!

We asked ourselves how explicative illustrations
We ended up wi th seven relatively

another one to th 1s 1 i st.
Too many functions, or too many fine distinctions between them, however
eventually defeat the purpose of developing a useful conceptual framework for

1tifles eigh

examining illustrations.in text.

ng prose.

brought to bear on the problem.

Some process of consolidation needs to be
This is what I shal 1 now attempt to do.

1d dismlsseG ~viewing Functi ons
;truction.

I start by dismissing three of the functions identified by Levin :

the

decoration function, the remuneration function, and the reiteration function.
;t ion we sa

The f I rst two of these may be important to the publisher, but they are of no
to the educator or to the learning theorist.
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Levin himself dism isses both

of them 1 l kewise, after Initially including them for the sake
ness.

The reiteration function simply embodies the Idea that repetition i~

.helpful, but that does not explain much.

I ll ustrations generally do repeat

content of a text, but they also do more than just that ; otherwise, rrere ve
repetition would do just as well (and it does not).

Levin is also aware of

and indicates that he finds reiteration uninteresting as an explanation

f~

pictorial effects.
We thus start afresh with five of Levin's functions.

It is interestini

see how they map onto or mesh with the three functions I had arrived at mys
(cf. Figure 1).

System 1

System 2

Du chaste 1 , 1978

Levin, 1979

ATTENTIONAL - - - - - -- MOTIVATIONAL

EXPLICATIVE<-::

- --

RETENTIONAL

Figure 1:

This is how I see it.

--- ---

--

ORGANIZATIONAL
INTERPRETATIONAL
REPR.ESEl~TAT

I '.)NAL

TRANSFORMATIONAL

FUNCTIONS OF ILLUSTRATIONS
IN TEXT

The motivational function ls of course identical to cl

attentional one - they are simply different labels for the same process of ii
creasing the reader's interest in the text.
I next categorize Levin's organizational and interpretational functions
two facets of a more general explicative function.
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By organization, Levin r

epetitlon is
l y do repeat

i se, mere v
l so aware

to

the ability of some pictures to help structure the content being presented, to

help Integrate elements of the text presentation which may not be apprehended as
a whole by the reader.

By interpretation, he refers to the abtl Tty of pictures

to clarify complex content, as say a diagram might do.

are aimed at enhancing comprehension on the part of the learner, i.e., they

1anat ron fa

serve an explicative role.
5

Both of these funct i ons

0

Indeed, Levin discusses these two functions in

relation to poorly structured or difficult-to-comprehend text information.

interesti

easy text, pfctures will add 1 lttle to comprehension.

r ived at rrrr

With

Most subjects however are

not easy, and the explicative role of fllustratlons ts probably the most pervasive and well-recognized one in text publishing, perhaps because of its heavy
emphasis In science texts.
Finally, I consider both of Levin's remaining functions as rel ated to
retention, as opposed to comprehension.

The representational function is aimed

at making the content more specific, more concrete, or richer.

Representational

pictures recast the content in a second modality and lay down a more easily
retrievable memory trace.
memorable.

They reiterate the content but also make It vivid and

The transformational function i s aimed very directly at retention.

It Involves transforming the content Into a new form which is easier to remember
than in its initial form.

Its verbal analogue ls the mnemonic .

This then ls how I see the relations between the two systems for representing
the functions of pictures in text.

Levin's categories involve finer discrim i na-

tlons, but map out well onto the more general 3-function system on the left of
the figure.
lentical to
process of

Even finer discriminations are possible, as I mentioned earlier with

respect to the analysis my colleague Waller and myself performed with respect to

t

the exp! icative funct ion.

Such an analysis becomes rather academic however if

I one goes too far along this line.
1a 1

function!

ion, Levin

We must ask ourselves why considering functions

Is important; when ls It useful?
Levin developed his categorization of functions as an explanatory device to
account for the results of research on pictures In prose.

He was specifica l ly

interested in explaining the differential results obtained with visual ill
and with visual Imagery instructions.

He was particularly concerned in th

with the distinction between the representational and the transformational
functions {both retentional functions according to my earlier analysis).
My own interest in functions of pictures in text, on the other hand,
was motivated by a concern that the general question of pictorial effecti .
ness (i.e., Do pictures facilitate learning?) is meaningless.

I simply wa

to refine the question, both as a grounding for research and in order to Jn
text design.
The practical use of functions In designing texts remains the true tes
of either system's usefulness.
application.

Not much has been done yet in the realm of

The functional approach to text illustration, as an explicit

conceptualization, is still very new.

Whether it will catch on so to spea

both in research and In design, remains to be seen.

myself, as you will

gathered, am convinced of its potential usefulness.
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COLLEGE PROGRAM EVALUATION AND ID
by
Cass Gentry
A continued lament among instructional developers concerns their general
inability to demonstrate the effects of instructional development services t oward
improving college programs.

Today, as in the past, instructional development (ID)

remains a luxury that is subject to the visisitudes of political & budgetary winds.
During hard times , ID services may be reduced, or even eliminated, without demonstrable ill effects to the colleges they serve.

Instructional developers certainly

believe their efforts make significant differences in the effectiveness of programs,
but the indicators used for decision making (by those in control of college programs),
seldom demonstrate that difference.

Thus, instructional developers spend much of

their time seeking the favor of administrative princes and princesses by becoming
valuable in ways not necessarily related to ID.

An uncertain existence at best .

There is no evidence that program development & evaluation conditions, des crib ed
by Dressal (p. 176) in 1970, have changed for the better:

"Most courses and new curricula are added without sufficient
information and evaluation. Frequently the information provided
obscures the relation of the course to existing courses or is so
vague that the instructor can do anything he wants. Objectives
are rarely defined, no selection of content and materials are
made, and no text or bibliography is provided. Departments and
co lleges demand approval of additional courses and curricula as
an act of faith, and unfortunately, usually succeed. College and
university curriculum committees, if they exist at all, tend to
give only cursory attention to new proposals, and almost never
engage in review of existing programs"
Part of the reason that instructional development services are in such a tenuous

thesis of this paper is that until such time as reliable data from program evaluation
can convincingly demonstrate the relationship between program success and the
efforts of ID services, the profession will continue in this tenuous position.
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In his book, Human Competence, Gilbert quotes a teacher (p. 358) who contends

'

.

"You can' t do well, if you don't know how well you' re doing . "

A worthy

parap~

might be, "You can't do well, if decision makers don't know how well you're

d~

Regretfully, only a partial solution is offered here, but this partial solut1
provide a much needed base of both form.

&

substance, from which the next step

be taken.
Orientation to the Problem
There are numerous program evaluation models in the literature that are coi:
well designed, but none have seen effective implementation across the
typical college.

progra~

Figure 1 presents, in an abbreviated fashion, a process for

evaluation and revision.

While the processes and the decisions listed offer f

surprises to instructional developers, the assumptions supporting such models,
their implications for operational processes and decisions are confusing.

Cop

ation of the steps in Figure 1, should provide a useful orientation for ·the p
solution that follows.

The steps below are keyed to the processes and decis i

Fig_u re 1.
Step 1:

"Compare Program Elements to Standards"

This process assumes a number of things, including :

1) that program faculty a

administrators actually desire such a comparision, 2) that they have agreed to
particular program evaluation model, 3) that there is also agreement on a co
set of standards for the program, and 4) that valid & reliable program data is
available for making the comparison.
Step 2:

"Are There Any Discrepancies?"

The purpose of matching the program elements against a set of standards,
to determine if the elements meet the standards.
do not meet agreed upon standards.
point.

is ~

A dis crepancy ~xists when el

Serious disagreements often surface at

t h'

One person's discrepancy, might very well be what another views as an

essential element.

Despite previous faculty agreements about abstract standa
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GENERAL PROCESS FOR CONTINUOUS PROGRAM EVALUATION AND REVISION
This simplistic visualization targets
what needs to be done, but not how to
do it. Below are examples of operationa l
questions implied by the process. The
number of the question is keyed to the
relevant activity or decision point in
the flowchart.

Enter
ell you're d

1
compare
program
elements to
standards

he next ste)'

that are

Determine
effects of
"'-'--1111 discrepancy
3

process for

t

_isted offer
~

such model

mfusing.

..

,.,,._

Implement
d.iscontinuance process

1.

Means for comparing the program _
elements to predetermined program
standards?

2.

Means for discriminating between a
discrepancy and a non-discrepancy?

3.

Means for determining the programmatic effects of an identif i ed
discrepancy?

4.

Means for determining criteria
used for deciding to continue or
discontinue a program or some of
its elements?

S.

Means for actually discontinuing a
program or program element?

6.

Means for determining revision
alternatives?

7.

Means for determining the feasibilit y
of revision alternatives?

8.

Means for determining criteria for
choosing among revision alternatives ?

9.

Means for carrying out a revision
of a program or of a program element ?

10.

Means for dete~mining what should
be included in an evaluation report?

11.

Means for determining criteria for
accepting or rejecting an evaluation
report?

12 .

Means for processing, stori ng and
retrieving evaluation report data?

Lon for the
~s

and decis
Determine
revision
alternatives
6

gram facultv
have agreed

Implement
revision
._....._.. plan

Complete
revision
plan

ment on a c

8

rogram data

9

Complete
:andards, is

~--- eval ua tion

report

10

~xists wheD

surface at
~r

views as

>stract sta

Exit

Report filed
. ,_ _.,.in data
bank
12
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when specifics are identified, program evaluators often find that standards
worth the blood they were written in.
Step 3:

"Determine How The Discrepancies May Affect the Program"

This process is designed to estimate the effects of a discrepancy on progralllS
program elements.

While some effects are easily determined, others are 'not

require more data about the program than is available.

This ambiguity lends

·to considerable debate among affected parties.
Step 4:

"Should the Program or Program Element be Discontinued?"

Some discrepancies can be expected to have a more severe effect on a program
than will others.

In some cases, a program element can be discontinued witho

serious consequences to a program, or the program may in fact be improved wit
deletion of an element.

In other instances, an element may be viewed as esse

to a program, but require some modification in order to meet the standard.
Step 511

"Implement Discontinuance Process"

Many programs and courses simply fade away, or are gradually replaced by oth
their resources are co-opted .

The lack of a well-defined process for disconri

programs represents a problem to colleges, in that resources that could be u
for program development may be tied up, long after a program or some of
pass the point of usefulness.
Step 6:

.

"Determine Alternative Ways of Revising a Defective Element

11

This process assumes that the defective program element can be repaired, and
examines different means for that repair.

The process determines the resour

expenditures for the alternative means studied, including time ·( and dollar co
According to Newman, (from Bass and Lumsden, p. 173):
"The lack of valid economic evaluations of the effectiveness
of instructional development can be blamed on a number of
factors. Questions of instructional cost-effectiveness are
considered to be somewhat illegitimate by academicians.
Administrators are under too great a pressure to produce innnediate
improvements to be concerned with the long-range evaluation
necessary to demonstrate cost-effectiveness."
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t andards ,

step 7:

"Given Available Alternatives, Should the Element be Revised?"

At this point, the decision to modify or not to modify is re-examined.

If the

gram"

and if the continued operation
cos ts of the alternatives available are too great,
.

n programs

of the defective element is more practical than carrying out the revision, then

are 'not

administrators and faculty may decide to continue operating the element without

i ty lends

revision.
step . 8:

"Complete the Revision Plan"

ued?"

This process involves tying the favored revision alternative to the resources and

a program

individuals who will be responsible for carrying out the revision.

nued witho
1proved wit

Step 9 :

"Implementation of the Revision Plan"

Implementation is concerned with making all parts of the revision plan operational.

·ed as esse ' It assumes access to the necessary expertise for accomplishing the change, and
andard.

skills for demonstrating that the modification works as designed.
Step 10: "Complete an Evaluation Report on Actions Taken"

:ed by othe

This process assumes that college program decision makers require information about

'or discont' the actions taken in the above processes in order to make final decisions about the
:ould be us
1e of its el

element and standard in question .
Ste p 11: "File Report in the Program Data Bank"
The information regarding actions taken would be stored for future reference .

~ Element

11

lired, and
:he resoura

This step assumes the need for future reference, and a system for s toring and
retrieving such information.
The view presented here is that if instructional developers wait until complete

· dollar cos program evaluation systems are installed, they may wait forever.

The question

becomes, then, is it possible to install an approximation of a college program
evaluation system that can provide data of a quality that will be accepted as
evidence of the value of what instructional developers do ?
nediate

The next several pages present an outline of the logic leading up to the
implementation of the partial solution mentioned earlier .
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The solution is not without

its problems, some of which are probably not clear to the writer .

If it i s

it will only be as a result of considerable additional planning, and a great
expenditure of energy on the part of instructional developers.

But, if it w

could demons trate, in a hard evidential manner, whether the actions of instr
developers make a significant difference, or not.

As a point of departure,

presentation makes no attempt to look at the broad range of purposes that pr
evaluation might call for.

2.

Sara Steele (p. 39) illustrates how evaluations

vary with purpose, through the following analogy:
"The si tuat ion can be likened to examining a mountain.
The geographer is interested in topography. The geologist
in rock samples. The mountain climber, the engineer designing
a railroad, the pilot flying over the mountains, and the native
going ~rom one valley to another are all getting data about a
mountain range to try and describe, evaluate and deal with it.
But the data gotten and the approach to getting that information
are far from the same."
Neither does this presentation seek to put in perspective the many different
of evaluation found in the literature, but rather looks at evaluation simply
means " ... to provide information for decision making."

(Cook, p. 23).

Furt

3.

this presentation does not begin to <leal with all of the processes and data
to ca rry out ID services at the level possible under ideal conditions.

Inst

it looks at a few essential data and processes that are believed will provi•
sufficient level of evidence for more objective decision making about the eft
of ID on program development.

The outline below, attempts to illustrate the

process of thinking through this problem.
Outline of a Partial Solution
1.

.
!1

l

ID is not usually considered an integral part of college program decisio
a.

The value of ID is not clear to college decision-makers

b.

When hard times come, ID may be reduced or eliminated

c.

Educa tional decision makers decide what needs to be done, for reasoni
include, 1) external pressure, 2) because some of them are intereste1
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4.

have the power to make change, and 3) because it is a means of a cquiring

I f it is

nd a great

outside funding.

t, i f it

than valid or reliable data.

IYo

Most of these decisions are made on the basis of less

s of instr

d.

How, then, is ID made valuable to college programs?

eparture,

e.

Stronger yet, how is ID made indispensable to college programs?

es that pr

2.

What is it that IDers do that should be considered indispensable to college
program development?

aluation s

a.

They are skilled in the processes and techniques of analyzing instruct i onal
problems and determining and implementing appropriate technological solutions .

b.

ing

tive
a

The trouble is that decision makers expect that others (teachers, administrators, etc.) can do the same job that IDers do.

it.

e.

iation

IDers may be able to provide fancy twists to the process, but decision
makers have no real evidence that what IDers do is of a greater order of

different

magnitude than what smart, able teachers are able to do.

.ion simply
23).

Furt~

IDers have had

limited success at disproving this assumption .
3. ·How do we get evidence that what we do is significant in improving learning?

: and data

a.

.ans.

As a rule, educators collect little or no hard data that demonstrates how
well their instructional delivery systems perform.

rill provide
>out the eft

b.

Program and course development decisions are based on subjective judgements

c.

The use of subjective judgement, rather than hard information to make

1strate the

decisions has not resulted in favorable outcomes for ID during hard times.
d.

The assumption is made that decision makers would come to different conclusions
about ID if they were in possession of hard data on how ID effects instructional

~am

decision

delivery systems.
4.

for reasons
?

in teres te0

Wh at are the kinds of hard data that could empirically demonstrate the value of ID?
a.

One way is by showing the impact of ID on the products of educational systems

b.

Student learning is a major product of educational systems, although certa i nly
not the only one.

Generation of new knowledge through research, se.rvice to

the community, and employment of educators are others .

c.

IDers need hard data that will show:
1)

that the things that they do significantly improve instructional
and programs.

2)

that individuals without similar preparation cannot do as well, bj
significant order of magnitude.

5.

How can IDers help make it possible for decis.i on makers to acquire the ki
of valid, reliable data that will demonstrate the value of IDers in the p
of instructional development?
a.

The first assumption is that a college is a purposeful system.

b.

All systems have definable functions that are their reasons for

c.

A major function of educational systems is to deliver speci f ic relev
instruction, effectively and efficiently.

d.

College wide functions are usually stated as missions, college prograr
func tions are usually stated as goals or general objec tives and the f
of courses in college

program.~

are usually stated as performance obj e

(at some level).
e.

Logic dire cts that such functions should guide the behavior of decisi
make r s .

However, these functions and their relationships are often p

or i ncompletely defined, or not stated at all.

IDers can be helpful

th eir skills for analyzing and clarifying miss ions , goals,

£.

A s e cond problem that decision makers face (poorly) is the
in fo rmation related to college program functions .

.L.;::..=.::..=.::.=-;;--"'1 !

They find manual p·

o f this mas s of information close to impossible, and when attempted,
information is seldom timely or in the appropriate form for eff ic i ent
effec tive use .

IDers have the skills of applying such models.
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g.

A thi.rd problem decision makers have is in applying practical
models to their instructional programs.

~.valu_<-.'..!:_·!:_c.1E-

IDers have the skills of app'lying

:ructional
such models.
h.

as well, b..I

A fourth problem that decision makers have is gaining acceptance of change

by educational personnel.

IDers are trained in diffusion of innovation

techniques.
lire the ki
~s

6.

in the p

How can IDers assist decision makers in clarifying and showing the relationships
among missions, goals and objectives?
*a.

The college missions, program goals, and course objectives of most co l leges

:em.
are not easily collected , particularly course objectives.
:; for exist·
b.

When accumulated they are often found to be disheartenly ambiguous, lacking

ific relevar
the necessary precision needed for objective decision making.
c.

IDers may have to apply the principle of successive approximations to this

Lege progra
t ask.
:; and the f

1)

IDers will have to search out as many of the missions, program goals,

rmance obje
and course objectives as they can find.

It is assumed that it will be

possible to collect all of the college mission and program goal statements
: of decis io

initially, but not necessarily all of the course objectives (need to

tre often P•

consider what a critical mass might be).

>e helpful

t

and object1
rocessin

: efficient
~ ls.

Although some decision makers might be willing to provide resources for
generating more precise statements, IDers may have to contribute th eir
own resources and

td manual p
1ttempted,

2)

personn~l

for initially increasing the precision of

college missions, goals, an<l objectives.
l

This is a serious undertaking.

The precision of most of the objectives, initially, will probably be
at the level that Eisner (p. 16) calls, "expressive objectives."

An

example of an expressive objective that he gives is "to interpret the
meaning of paradise lost. 11

IDers have skills for making such obje c tives

more precise.
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3)

Missions, goals and objectives will have to be restated so that
relationships among them can be demonstrated.
a)

IDers would develop a series of hierarchies of mission, goal
course objective statements, as in Figure 2.

b)

A separate hierarchy for each mission would need to be deveL
(decision makers would probably profit by being able to rela
the missions as well, but for the moment it does not seem to
direct bearing on IDers' needs).

Program Goals
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c)
so

In all likelihood after the hierarchies are formed, IDers will
find that they have some missions without sufficient program goals.
Likewise, there may be insufficient course objectives for the goals of

lon, goal

the program.

In turn, there may be program goals for which there are

no college missions, and there may be course objectives for which there
are no program goals .

be deveio.
to

d)

relat~

seem to

Administrators will need to make decisions about such discrepancies.
In some cases they . may choose to cut missions, goals and/or objectives
out of the college curriculum entirely.

In those cases where missing

program goals or course objectives are viewed as necessary, their
development could obviously involve IDers.
4)

Several arrays of the missions, goals, and objectives will be necessary in
order to show important relationships among them.
a)

-

One of the arrays would be the hierarchial array described above,
permitting identification of missing and inappropriate missions, goals,
or objectives.

b)

An array is needed to highlight overlap and duplications among programs
and courses as they presently exist, and to prevent unnecessary duplication
as the result of future changes in the curriculum (Dressal, p. 171).

c)

For this purpose an ERIC-like thesaurus could be developed consisting of
descriptors under which college missions, program goals and course
objectives could be categorized.
"graphic production11 ,

"Ip

Examples of such categories might be

consultation", "instructional strategy

discrimination", "change technique", or "classroom discipline".

ctives
d)

A relatively simple computer program could store and retrieve these
objectives according to the descriptors.
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e)

As new courses are requested, their objectives would be categor1
under these descriptors and the computer could be queried to arr
all existing course objectives relevant to tha t descriptor .

f)

Objectives appearing to duplicate ot hers could be checked out,

8

the objectives could al so be arrayed by course number .
g)

Inspection of the array of goals or objectives could assist in
answering sequence questions (i.e., which objectives should prec
others).

h)

Viewing these objectives as a sequence would permit curriculum
specialists to determine gaps among the objectives or goals.

i)

Such sequencing could lend itself to a PERT array, whi ch would a
in costing out a particular instructional sequence.

j)

Which in turn could lead to a cost-benefit analysis of an instru

-

ional sequence, or for comparing alternative instructional seque
k)

Such a capability could be one source of hard data that could

he~

demonstrate the worth of IDers' efforts .
7.

How can IDers assist college administrators to acquir e and apply hard da
-evaluabion of a college curriculum?

The value of

answer~ng

this

questio~

that the existence of such hard data would help provide the base necessa
demonstrate the effects of IDers when they involve themselves in
deficient
a.

~nstructional

revisin~

delivery systems.

Part of that assessment has already been discussed with the proposed
capability of discriminating gaps or duplications among missions, go
and/or objectives.

b.

The major types of evaluation data needed by administrators and facill
about the effectiveness, efficiency, and relevancy of the elements
up the college curriculum.
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1)

matches the intent of the instructional delivery system design.

i ed to
2)

ptor.
ked out,

Effectiveness measures seek to determine if actual student learning

Are programs getting

the most "bang" for their buck?

8,

3)

The relevancy question asks whether the outcomes of specific instructional
delivery systems is needed by students or society?

s sist in
hould prec

Efficiency raises the cost/benefit question.

c.

The efficiency question is best answered by costing alternative instructional
delivery systems, or modifications within those systems .

r riculum

d.

\

The effectiveness data is generated through two sources; internal and

goals.

external sources:

ch would a

1)

Internal sources could include data from faculty and students, and
from program or course monitors (currently, almost all of this data
is judgemental).

an instru
2)

.onal sequen
.t

(other data could come from state and national accrediting agencies) .

could hel
e.

Graduates and employers are willing to respond to well designed questionnaires, survey instruments, or interviews when clearly tied to their

·l y

respective needs •

.i s
Lse necessa

External data would be collected from gradua·tes and their employers

f,

Specific questions to graduates or employers about the usefulness of
specific knowledge or skills for accomplishing either professional work ,

in revising

or increasing the quality of their lives, could provide valuable information
for making decisions about modifying the curriculum.

te proposed

.ssions, go

g.

For internal data, the principle of successive approximation will probably
have to be invoked, because this kind of data is very hard to get .

:s and facul

elements

h.

Regardless of the reasons (and several have been identified) faculty are
very sensitive about shari ng achievement and additudinal assessment · data
on their courses and students.

1 60

i.

In retrospect, the time and resources required to either convince or
coerce faculty into sharing their tests or test data has not been fea
in the past.

Perhaps eventually, after a gradual establishment of

t

skills in the faculty and trust of the system using that data, it 'Wi1
possible to include this data as input into the process of program
j.

e~

Still difficult, but considerably less difficult than getting test da
from the faculty, is getting course evaluation data from students.

k.

Most program coordinators require faculty to collect data from the
ab.o ut their judgement of how well the course met expectations.

st

The ~·

of student feedback for improving instruction has been questioned by
number of researchers (Potem and Glasman, p. 497).
never sees the light of day,

Mo.s t of this data ,

15

In the majority of cases, decisions to

or not to use such data lies entirely with the instructor.

a1

There is f1

pressure to use the data, and instructors tend not to.
1.

Administrators will have to bite the bullet on this one, and insist

ta
t

e:

they have access to student generated course evaluation data .
resources and probably some goodwill to collect it.

The best way of ta

this data will vary from campus to campus, and from college to colle
but it must be done.
m.

d

A second problem, given that such data can be had, resides in the use q
of student-generated evaluation data. . Unfortunately, the instruments t:
collecting student evaluation data are seldom specific enough for pu
of identifying needed changes.

n.

(Berquist and Phillips, p. 47).

It is difficult to change these course evaluation forms used by stud
but sometimes additions are possible.

Probably, the best addition tl u

be planned for initially, is to have the course objectives listed, ¢
directions to the students to indicate each objective's usefulness,
well they learned the skill, knowledge, or attitude explicit in the ·
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convince err
not been f
~shment

O·

IDers and others responsible for program and course improvement, a place

oft

to stand.

data, it 'Wi

P· This data, along with external data from graduates and their employers,

>f program a

could be arrayed by the computer as part of the analysis of what, if

:ting test

anything, about the instructional delivery system needs to be changed.

students.
L

q.

from

:ions.

This is still judgemental data, but even data at that level would give

After revisions are made, new data from similar sources can be compared
with past data as a means of determining the effects o.f the revisions

The

carried out by IDers and others.

tes tioned by

of this data ·s out ine
.
suffers, as do all outlines, from a dearth of substance.
1
ecisions

Paulson, as

aphrased by Abedor (p. 37), identified six c~asses of data needed for evaluation of

There is

ividual courses.

These were:

1) ant~cedent data (entry behaviors), 2) technical

a (quality of instructional stimuli), 3) process data (interim student behavior
and insist
a ta.

essment), 4) learning data (student progress toward course objectives, 5) criterion

It wil

best way of

ievement da ta (responses to posttest achievement instruments) and 6) attitudinal
a (ratings by students and others regarding the merit of course aspects).

ge to colle

Given

need, ideally, for all of these types of data, the sufficiency of additudinal
dgemental) data, even though collected in terms of specific course outcomes, can

s in the us

questioned.

instruments

Again, this scheme is at best only a partial solution, but its value lieE

the potential for opening up the system to acquire the other forms of data.

:>ugh for pu

The

position is held when developers look beyond individual course data to the

. 4 7).

ader concept of program evaluation.

;;ed by stud

Tile requirements of Stufflebeam's CIPP model

· 19 -25), requires data for four types of evaluation; context (for planning decisions:

addition

t~ut (for design and resource decisions),

; listed,

wi'

process (operations control decisions), and

:efulness, ~
i t in the {

I

-

1.62

Froduct (for results and recycling decisions).

Similar kinds of statements

t

be made for other types of evaluation data, recognized in the literature, and
presumably needed to evaluate courses and programs.
is available to IDers, much of it is not.
place to begin?"

Perhaps this outline.

Some of the recommended

The question remains, "where is a
Below are listed the major tasks imp

Collect missions, goals and objectives
ou.

2.

Generate program hierarchies

3.

Complete discrepancy analyses

4.

Write and rewrite missions, goals, and objectives, as necessary

*S.

Change student course evaluation forms and gain access to student
data

6.
*7.
8.

Gather data from graduates and employers
Set up EDP system to handle data
Use computer to sort objectives as; incomplete, duplicates, missing,
inappropriate or poorly met

*9.

Foster revision decisions, revise and recycle

10.

Collect data on revision effects and make visable to decision-makers,

Given that instructional developers can agree on the major arguments and e
of the outline, there is still a lot of meat to be put on the bones.
will undoubtedly require a sharing of the tasks of development.

Impleme~

Recotmnendatio

might be considered include:
1.

Strong debate among instructional developers and other educators,
evaluation specialists, to work out appropriate techniques,

2.

ak.E
su<

this proposal:
*l.

tt

The formation of a professional consortium of instructional develope
share in the process of implementing instructi onal program evaluation
that would incorporate the proposed elements.

*Key tasks, with high degree of difficulty

tements c
3,

A divis i on of labor among the consortium members for accomplishing the
necessary tasks to reduce unnecessary duplication of effort.

ommended
n tUrn

take ,

ing again to the elegant extant program evaluation models (Scrivens, Stufflebeam,
provus, etc.), it is suggested that this proposal, if implemented, would be

successive step toward their effective implementation.

The evolution toward a

ervasive approach to evaluation like that suggested by Tennyson (p. 19) and others,
hould be assisted by the foothold that the implementation of this plan could provide.

sary
t udent eva

missing,

: >n-makers.
=nts and el
Implement
:rmmenda tio

ators, incl

developers
~valuation
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Abstract
Third-and-fourth grade students were administered a learning
screening in an attempt to determine:

1) their ability to describe

individual learning strategies used to remember presented wor4s, 2) tba
classifiability cf. student

le~rning

strat egy descriptions as primarily

or verbal, 3) the· feasibility of using multiple student learning stra
descriptions to establish the dominance of either verbal or visual str
gies, and 4) the effects of different learning strategies and visual-v
sus-verbal presentations on abstract and concrete prose learning.
generic responses for visual strategies

and three generic responses f

verbal strategies · were derived from open-ended student responses.

The

results suggested that high achieving students demonstrated a bettei
facility to describe their strategies than low achieving students;
however, anong students whose responses were readily classified as visu
or verbal, no significant differences in achievement were found.

Lea

strategy., as defined in this study, was not found to be a s ignificant
factor

by itself or in moderating the effectiveness of either visual

verbal prose presentations.
.

an
-·- -- __
___actively
. ·-·--..,_

However, individual learning strategy as

cultivated skill may produce ef fee ts that are not .apparent

when approached as a passive learner trait. .

--- - -...
.. ·-

...-.

-··

......... .

·::.

:t67

ing strat
:cribe
~s, 2)

TOWARD A PROCEDURE

TO IDENTIFY THE SPONTANEOUS MEMORY STRATEGIES OF CHILDREN
the

:imarily •:

Considerable research has been condu·cted related to the effective-

ing strat

ness of different types of media and elaborative techniques in improving

isual stra

student learning.

visual-ve
.ing.

tses.

e~

As Salomon and Clark (l977) have auggested, the

phasis in media research has begun to shift from the media itself to

Thr

the types of presentation s.timuli, the types of learning tasks to be

f

conveyed in the presentation, and the types of learners for whom the

~sponses

i

RESEARCH IN PROGRESS:

The

bette:r

presentation is intended.

However, apart from reported ability effects

(Willows, 1978; Carey & Hannafin, Note 1) and age-related effects

~

ients;

(Jusczyck, Kemler, & Bubis, 1975; Guttman, Levin>- & Pressley, 1977;

ed as visu

Christie & Schumacher, 1978) learner variables have received little

und.

attention.

Lea

The purposes of the present study were:

1) to develop a

.gnificant

conceptual framework for studying one such variable, the personal and

1er visual

spontaneous memory strategies. of child1:en, 2) to report progress toward

:rategy as

empirically identifying such strategies, and 3) to investigate the

)t apparent

relationship of the individual memory strategies to different modality

-. .. .

~

presentations of the same information.
While substantial attention has been directed to presentation
stimuli variables, (e . g., Levin & Lesgold, 1978; Peng & Levin, 1979;
Rusted & Coltheart, 1979), the role of individual learning strategy in
moderating the effectiveness of various presentations has received
considerabl~

less attention.

Levin, et . al (1974) found that students'

ability to profit from verbal and/or pi cture presentati on may be partly

.:t68

a function of a learner

predisposition ~

i.e., student s may be likely to

fit to a greater . axtent from medi a t hat a r e consonant

posed learning style.

Filan (Note 2) i nterviewed students individualfy

identify visual or verbal learning strategies, ·imposed either
or an incompatable visual or verbal mental imagery procedure,
either a pictorial or verbal representation of nouns in isolation.
Filan found no

P.~~sentation-by-learning

strategy interaction for word

recall, the question of how much learning style interacts with prose
presentation stimuli remains of interest .
The degree to which the type

o~

information to be l earned is

by presentation and learning strategy variables is also unclear.
!

.

has suggested that learner recall is influenced by the ·concreteness or
abstractness of the information to be learned, i . e . , t he more concrete,
the easter to recall (Paivio, 1971).

Since prose also presents unique

.

learning requirements, such as context ual and inferential learning, the
interaction between learning strategy and visual and verbal prose pres
t _a tion variables could produce unique ef fee ts •
. The relationship between the type of externally induced or . imposed
meJ11ory strategies ·(e.g., v~rbal, vis.ual) that are commonly u~d ·t o ·
facilitate recall and the spontaneous learning strategies of the same
student--h.as not been
reported _ t~at

well-esta~J;l,~hed. .

In some
···· --cases,
. -····. researchers.. have
-· . I

students spontaneously apply their own individual learn

strategy, and in doing so perform more effectively than studen;s who a
experimenter-trained in an externally imposed memory strategy (Carlson1
et al, 1976).

Yet, comparatively little is known regarding the indivi
·-

dual strategies that are used spontaneously by students .

Student lea

may be dependent upon the relationship between the strategies whether

__ _ __________---

.___-"",,_,
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- - ·· - -

_____________________

__.....

..:.._

.imposed,

~nduced,

or spontaneous and the modality of ' an information pre-

sentation rather than to the media itself.
The implications of accurately identifying . the memory strategies
1) little ~r no additional memory ~~rategy

a compat

used by children are many:

and prese

training might be -needQd, 2) . differences between individual learning

.

Wht

tion.

:. '~

t•\ .

strategies and other elaboration techniques could be avoided if detri-

for word

mental, or encouraged if facilitative, 3) attention could be focused on

h prose

the students processing any mediated information using individually
reinforced

personal learning strategies rather than continually modifying

!d .. is affec

mediated presentations to

!ar.

students could be trained to cultivate the learning strategies already,. ... · ·:-.:. '":· ·,.~ ·"

Resea

!teness or
?

concrete,

accomodat~

specific assumed needs,

a~d

4)

internalized. : As Salomon and Clark (1977) have suggested, perhaps learner.
variables such as learning strategy

~

sufficiently potent to warrant

l ts unique

continued investigation--particularly as such strategies impact the

:i.rning, the

activities of the media developers.

prose pres

An experiment was conducted in an attempt to develop group administered procedures to identify the learning strategies used by children

or . imposed
sed

to ·

the same .

and the effects of such strategies on the learning of prose .
purpose

of the experiment was:

The

l} to establish the relative ability of

third-versus-fourth grade students to verbalize, by writing open-ended

r chers have

descriptions of how given _words were

ual learni

strategies used to remember concrete nouns, 2) to establi sh the clas si-

.ents who at

_f i ability of the openended written responses as predomina tely verbal or

;y

(Carlson,

remem.b~~ed, __th~-- i~~~vidual

visual strategies, 3) to establish a conservative method for

uncued

~lassifying

t he indivi·

students as having verbally or visually dominated individual learning

:udent learl1

strategies, and 4) to examine the ef fec ts of different learnin& strategies

~s

whether

and visual-versus-verbal presentations on pr ose learning.
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Methods
Subjects
A total of 144 third-grade students and 152 fourth-grade students
served as subjects.

Students attended one .of three different elementar

schools in a middle-class school district.

Materials and Criterion Measures
A five-minute learning strategy screening, which consisted of dir1
tions for completing the screening, a practice exercise, and the preset
tation of five concrete nouns, was used to identify each student's lea
strategy.

Students were directed to 1) remember what was presented (b:

the examiner) for 5 seconds, 2) write what was presented on a slip of
paper provided for this purpose, and 3) write how they remembered on
same slip of paper.

t

All directions were given withou_t reference to tb

terms "word" or "object" to avoid cuing the students to either a verb<
or visual response.

The learning strategy screening was presented anc

paced via audiotape.
The prose presentation was an adapted version of Bill Peet's WumJ
.

World (1970).
study':

-

Three 15-minute presentations of the story were used i1

ORAL, a verbal-only transcription of the adapted story.. on aud

-···-- tape; PICS, a visual-only 35mm slide . presentation of the s ·t ory, _inclu
close-up slide~--°~ all criterion information; and ORAL
ation o.lf the verbal and visual stimuli.

+

PICS, ·.a comb

The presentations for the thi

grade versus the fourth grade varied only in the duration of, and dit
during, the embedded pauses that were used to assist students in ·rem£
the story.

The story presentations, per se, were identical for all

!

Within each grade all presentations .were paced iden tically to control

Methods
Subjects
A total of 144 third-grade students and 152 fourth-grade students
served as subjects. · Students attended one .of three different elementa
schools in a middle-class school district.

Materials and Criterion Measures
A five-minute learning strategy screening, which consisted of dir
tions for completing the screening, a practice exercise, and the preae
J
!

tation of five concrete nouns, was t.lSed to identify each student's lea
strategy.

Students were directed to 1) remember what was presented (bJ

the examiner) for 5 seconds, 2) write what was presented on a slip of
paper provided for this purpose, and 3). write how they remembered on
same slip of paper.

All directions were given withou.t reference to

t
t

terms "word" or "object" to avoid cuing the students to either a verba
or visual response.

The learning strategy screening was presented and ·

paced via audiotape.
The prose presentation was an adapted version of Bill
...

World (1970).
study·:

Three 15-minute presentations of the story were

ORAL, a verbal-only transcription of the adapted story

-···-· tape; PICS, a visual-only 35mm slide . presentation of the
close-up slidei:L.o f all criterion information; and ORAL + PICS, -.a comb
ation o! the verbal and visual stimuli.

The presentations for the thi

grade versus the fourth grade varied only in the duration of, and dir
duri ng, the embedded pauses that were used to assist students in ·rem

..•

the story.

The story presentations, per se, were identical for all s

. Within each grade all presentations .w ere paced identically to control
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...

time-on~task.

Because of the slight differences, data from each grade were

analyzed separately; comparisons of third-versus-fourth grade were sub~

students

t

elementa

sequently made using the performance trends ·of each grade.
All criterion information was syst.ematically ' 11oaded" into both ORAL and

PIGS presentations, i.e . , all criterion concepts were systematically ..
emphasized in each presentation, to ensure that opportunities for exposure
to all key information was available in each presentation.
ted of dir
the preseu
.d ent's lea
·esented. (by
a slip .of
1bered on
~ence

The criterion test was a 28-item constructed response test.

test, which included 14-abstract items and 14-concrete items, contained
only information included in the prpse presentation.
test was presented and paced via audiotape.

The criterion

Student answer sheets were

also provided.
t

to th

ier a verbal

:!sented and

Procedui:-es
Students were randomly assigned within their grade level to one of
the three presentation conditions.

Prior to the presentation, students

were administered the learning ·strategy screening.
Peet 's Wum
ere used in

ory ·on

The

audi

ory, _includ
CS, ·.a comb

or the thit
f , and dir
t s in ·reme
for all s
t o control

Upon completion of

the s creening, student response slips were collected, and the story was
presented.

The presentations were conducted concurrently within each

grade/school to avoid students gaining knowledge of the presentations
prior to seeing and/or_ hearing the story during the study in
assigned group.

the!~--. -

·

The presentation was followed by a brief interpolated

task which consisted of standing at assigned seats and distributing criterion test answer sheets to students .
istered .

The criterion test was then

admin~

The total time required for completion of these activities,

including off task time, averaged approximately 45 minutes.
Students were classified as using VERBAL. VISUAL, or CAN'T TELL

•
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learning strategies using the following post-hoc procedures:

1) studen

written responses were classified via a "blind" procedure, where respon
were classified without regard for presentation . by three trained evalua
tors, 2) only individual responses that were clearly classifiable as
VERBAL (e.g., "said the· word over and over") or VISUAL (e •.g., "made a
pictur~

of it in my head") were classified accordingly, and 3) students

were classified only if a minimum of 80% of their responses to the
i

screening nouns were clearly classifiable as VERBAL or VISUAL.

fiv~

In case

I

of doubt or mixed VERBAL-VISUAL responses students were always assigned

!

to the CAN'T TELL learning style grpup.

I

The criterion test was readministered exactly two weeks after the
presentation for a measure of delayed recall.

'Results and Discussion
Table 1 includes a ranked list of the most frequent generic respo
reported by students describing how presented words were remembered. l
students frequently used variants of the same response, such variants i
classified as the generic responses reported.

Third-andTfourth __

grade students reported virtually identical "generic" responses, · and

.

rl

ted them with nearly the same frequency.
· The distribution of students-by".':'grade

c+.?s_~_ified

as

VISUAL, or CAN'T TELL learning strategies is illustrated in Table 2.
expected, fourth-grade students were more effective than . third grade s
dents in describing the learning strategy used to remember the present
words~

learning

~~

•1

Using the Koln:iogorov-Smii:nov · comparison of distribution, th1

destributions of third and fourth graders not sign'
.
.
'
ficantly different (p>. lO). In effect, ~lthough a substantial nwnberj
st~ategy

students for each grade were designated CAN'T TELL, the proportions
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1) student

ere resp 0
ned evalua.

Table 1

.able as

Rank Ordered List of Three Most' Frequent

"made a

Visual and Verbal Generic Learning Strategy Responses

l) students

Learning Strategy .
:o the five

,.

In case

Rank .

Visual · ·

1.

I made a picture in my mind · I said the word over and. over · .

2.

I saw one

I made up a sentence with the word

3.

I remembered it from a
movie or TV show

I thought o'f the word and what itr

Verbal

rs assigned

after the

means

.e ric · respo
tembered. S
1

variants

.irth __
is es, · and r

' orting VB
'

•

••

•'6

Table 2.
l rd grades
t he present
.,

bution, the
not signi al number
portions in
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Table 2
Distribution of Students-by-Learning Strategy

by Gradea

Grade

VERBAL

VISUAL

Third

38
(26%)

23
(16%)

83
(58%)

Fourth-

52
(34%)

23
(15%}

(51%)

90
(30%)

:(16%)

Totals

~ercentages

46

CAN'T TELL'

Tot

77

160
(54%)

computed within grade

-

'

.... ,·

. . ··--···· . .. _.... _..... , ...

• I' •

'

.

., ··. .. ·

'

.,-r

!j

L
r~ ~

!-

r

'

-1 75 .

10

each

s~rategy

were not different from grade-to-grade •.

The mean achievement test scores by grade for each learning ·strategy
are included in Table 3.

As shown, students reporting either VERBAL or

VISUAL strategies scored higher than CAN'T TELL. students on a test of
language achievement.
Tot

However, no differences were found between students

reporting VERBAL versus students reporting VISUAL strategies.

Because of

the achievement differences among the learning strategy classifications,
achievement scores were used as a covariate in the

a~alysis

of criteria

test recall scores.
The patterns of student criterion test performance were · identical for
third-and-fourth grade students.

Mean scores for recall of abstract and

-

concrete prose for third grade and fourth grade students are included in
Table 4 and Table 6 respectively.
Table 5 and Table 7.

The source data for grades are included in

As illustrated, the covariate, language achievement,

accounted for a signi.ficant amount of the score variance; ·f6r. both grades,
when partitioned out, differences were not obtained as a function of reported learning strategy.

However, the presentation modality yielded

significant difference~ in the recall of concrete and abstract prose.

For

both grades, recall of both concrete and abstract prose was significantly
.

·:.

,·. ·.

greater for the combined ORAL + PICS presentation than either ORAL (.E_(.001)

..

or PICS (.E_<.001) presentations. Although no differences in recall of
abstract prose were obtained between ORAL and PICS, PICS resulted in significantly greater recall of concrete prose for both third grade (p(.0001)
and fourth grade (.E_(.0001).
Conclusions
The study of individual learning strategy offers a complex yet ·
potentially fruitful pursuit.

The procedures employed in the present .

study were designed to identify the ways in which children describe
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Table 3
Mean Overall Language Percentilea
Scores for Learning Strategy-by-Grade
Learning Strategy
Grade

VERBAL.

VISUAL

Third

66.24

68.87

Fourth

53. 31

8 As

CAN'T TELL

To

53.25

59.

40.48

47.

measured by the Language subtest of the Stanford Achievement Test

177
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Table 4
Mean Repeated Measure Abstract (A) and
Concrete (C) Scores for Third Grade Studentsa

Totl

Presentation

~

Learning Strategy

ORAL

PICS

ORAL + PICS

Total

VERBAL

A

4.42

c

s.21

6.33
. 8.35

8.67
10.95

6.28
7.98

VISUAL

A

5.93
7.36

5.45
7.45

8.07
8. 72

6.39
7.80

CAN'T TELL

A

4.28
5.43

4.78
6.24

7.50
8.85

5.47
6. 77

Totals

A

4.53
5.63

5.44
1.20

7. 84
9.27

5.83
1.25

59.

47.
~ment

Test
'

Summary:

c
c
c

-P resentation

Learning Strategy

•' .. :•

ORAL

Abstract
4.53

Concrete
5.63

VERBAL

Abstract
6.28

PICS

5.44.

1.20

VISUAL

6.39

7.80 .

ORAL + PICS

7.84

9.27

CAN'T TELL

5.47

6. 77

anot adjusted for influence of covariate

.178

Concrete
7.98

Table 5
Mean Repeated Measure Abstract (A)
and Concrete (C) Scores for Fourth Grade Studentsa

Presentation
Learning Strategy

ORAL

PICS

ORAL + PICS

VERBAL

A

6.29
7.96

5.83
8.09

9.27
10.54

6.'
8.

A

6. 72
6.78

6.90

9. 4()

9.61
10.61

8.

5.29
6. 98

5.40
8.26

8 . 08
9.14

6.
1.

5.89
6.60

5.73
8.30

8.67
9. 77

6.
8.

VISUAL

c
c

CAN'T TELL

.A

Totals

A

Summary:

c
c

Tot

7.

Learning Strategy

Presentation

ORAL

Abstract
S.89

Concrete
6.60

VERBAL

Abstract
6.95

Concre
8.63

PICS

S.73

8.30

VISUAL

7.89

8. 85

ORAL + PICS

8.67

9,77

CAN'T TELL

6.42

7.95

anot adjusted for influence of covariate
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Table 6
Source Table for Repeated Measu.r e Abstract (A)
and Concrete (C) Mean Scores for Third Grade Students

Tota}

6.95
8.6)

7.89
8.8)
6.41
7,9
6.81
8. 3

Source

Covariate
(Language Achievement)
Presentation
Learning Strategy

p

Scale

df

MS

F

A

c

1
1

237 . 89
416.68

44 . 30
79 . 52

. 0001
. 0001 .

124.39
138.73

23.16
26.48

.0001
.0001

2

1.94
4.79

.36
. 91

ns
ns

4
4

1.64
2.02

.31
• 39

ns
ns

134
134

S.37
5.24

A

2

c

2

A

2

c

Presentation and
Learning Strategy

A

Error

A

c
c

rategy
Concrete
8.63
8. 85
7. 95

__..__.. .._
,

... ..

·~.

-- ·--..

. -·

··-----·
.
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Table 7
Source Table fo r Repeated Measure Abstract (A)
and Concrete (C) Mean Scores for Fourth Grade Students

Scale

df

MS

F

p

Covariate
(Language Achievement)

A

l
1

999.27
1201. 65

58.85
76.93

.OOOH
• 0001*

Presentation

A

2
2

567.60
504.85

33.43
32.33

.0001•
• 0001*

Learning Strategy

A

2
2

8.53
.89

.so
.06

ns
ns

4
4

1.34
10.46

.08
.67

ns
ns

142
142

16 . 98
15.62

Source

i'

H

c
c
c

Presentation and
Learning Strategy

A

Error

A

c
c
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how they remember and to determine whether or ' not such children .reported

similar types of strategies over different stimuli.
The use of a group administered open-ended, written response by
third-and-fourth grade students to describe their memory strategy

appears less than sati sfactory.

nts

Due to the writing skills required,

students capable of describing their strategies tend to be high-achieving
students; in effect, the writing task seemed to limit the ability of

p

many students to convey their learning strategies assuming such strategies
• 0001*
• 0001*
• 0001*
• 0001*

ns
ns
3
7

ns
ns

are consciously applied.

The procedures did, however, result in a list

of generic responses used by students to remember presented information .
The generic responses were quite similar to those obtained by Filan
(Note2 ), who obtained the responses from a full range of students.
Because of this agreement, and because Filan's findings suggest that .
students tend to report simflar
versus-low achievement, it is

lear~ing

possib~e

strategies regardless
of
high.
.

that a group administered learning

strategy screening could be implement ed using a response selection procedure.
The finding that recall differences are not attributable to visualversus- verbal learning strategies is noteworthy.

It is presently unclear

whether students employing either visually or verbally dominated learning
strategies should demonstrate superior recall of presented information.
Should learning strategy be a significant variable in affecting student
learning, it is possible that such differences would be in the form of
presentation modality-learning strategy interactions.
interaction were not found in the present study.

However, such

It is possiole that

reported learning strategy is simply less potent than many other learning
variables in affecting recall.

However, it is also possible that

182

individual learning strategy is a phenomenon that may manifest itself
only when actively and consciously cultivated, and . may become subordina
to the demands of stimulus bombardment when not actively and consciously
encouraged.
The

~esults

of the present investigation suggest that group adminis-

tered procedures for identifying the individual memory strategies of
children may be possible, but the effects of such strategies on learning
may be more a function of the degree to which given strategy is incorporated during stimulus input than whether or not a student reports
visual or verbal learning strategy tendencies.

Further refinement oft

identification procedures and further study on the effects of the cultivation of individual learning strategies is . needed.

;·

·I

!
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Abstract
Instructional design is traditionally premised on attention
to learner behavior, i.e., task analysis.

Differential psy-

chology has advocated adjusting instruction to conform to
individual differences in task performance.

Many instructional

designers have adopted aptitude-treatment interaction methodologies as a design paradigm .

Conceptual and methodological

problems inherent in ATI research, coupled with the impracticality of its application, calls into question its use as a
design model.

This paper proposes to de-emphasize ATI as a

model, de-emphasize learner characteristics in instructional
system design, and refocus attention on the structure of content and the differences in the information processing required
to assimilate it.

These changes would effect the design field

by replacing traditional behavioral task analysis with content
analysis.

Designers would seek to accomodate differences in

the content , not in the learners.

The dividends from research

would be more readily applicable to material design and would
probably produce greater overall effects .

This paper does not

intend to refute the existence and importance of individual
differences, merely to

nk

stimul~te

dialogue about their implica-

Requests
s sen

tions for instructional design vis-a-vis the nature of subject

~ ation

matter content and its information characteristics.

North
Greensbo

27412

The ideas

presented in this paper are intended only to instigate discussion; they are not intended as preclusive answers.

Too often

that mistake h a s l e d us up the b l ind a lle y of a dvocacy.

i86

Content Treatment Interactions:

A Better Design Model

Individual Differences and Instructional Design
Task and Learner Analysis
The historical, psychological foundation for instructio
design constitutes the practice of task analysis .

The practi

includes analyzing goal states in terms of the component
er behaviors that if properly sequenced lead predictably to
some pre-stated terminal criterion .

Emerging to preeminence

with programmed instruction, task analysis sought to shape
the learner's behavior to emulate the task description.
Although Davies (1973) identified six types of task analysis,
the predominate method was based on behavioral analysis.

In

planning for instruction, behavioral task analysis specifies
the order of

pre~equisite

capabili ties (lear ning structure)

that will most efficiently yield the
ior (Gagne, 1970).
and cumulative.

prescribe~

terminal behc
associati~

Learning is conceptualized as

So task analysis seeks to facilitate vertict

transfer up the behavioral hierarchy, that is, to facilitate,
the acquisition of a series of approach behaviors.
This focus on learner behavior germinated a concurrent
interest in learner analysis over a decade ago.

Whereas tas

analysis specifies only task-related instructional condition
and sequence, learner analysis attempts to specify the learn
characteristics that can be combined with task analysis to
facilitate learning (Schwen, 1973).

187
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The intent became to st

CTI
the task to the learner, not vice versa.

lodel

The research metho-

dology that was readily adopted to identify those combinations
examined aptitude-treatment interactions (ATI).

These tech-

niques emerged in the design field as a replacement for the
use of normative instruments for selection and placement with

criterion-referenced data for assessing learners and monitor-

ing their behavior in task sequences (Schwen, 1973).

Not only

.ably to

were achievement-related abilities being compared with instruc-

,eminence

tional methods, but also specific personality traits, cognitive

shape

styles, and information processing and coding strategies (Snow

1

.on.

and Solomon, 1968).

A new dimension had been added to task

analysis,

analysis procedures.

Fueled by the revolution in learning

·sis.

theory resulting from differential psychology, analysis of

In

.pecifies

individual differences and their interaction with design stra-

·ucture)

tegies added the concept of learner analysis to the lexicon

1inal beha

of the instructional developer.

.sociative

Aptitude-Treatment Interactions

.e vertica
.cilitate

The concept of aptitude-treatment interactions is one
of the best kriown in the educational research field today •
Its genesis dates back almost a quarter of a century, when

.current

Cronbach (195 7) used a correlational approach to relate indi-

~ reas

vidual differences and experimental approach.

task

After a decade

:onditions

of solidification, Cronbach and Snow (1969) laid

the ground-

.he learne

work for contemporary ATI research by suggesting methodological

·s is to

and conceptual guidelines for its conduct.

m.e to sha

a methodological paradigm that seeks interactions between

In essence, ATI is

alterna tive aptitudes (Cronbach & Snow, 1969), attributes

'188

(Tobias, 1976), and/or traits (Berliner & Cahen, 1973).
Although these terms make different assumptions about inclu
siveness, aptitude is the most common designation.

Aptitud

may include any personological variable, including general
intelligence, prior learning, personality, or cognitive styl
on which individuals differ.

Treatments consist of the str

tural and present ational properties of the instruc tional met
ods.

Interactions may occur between aptitudes and treatment

when individual differences in the former predict different
outcomes from alternative treatments.

That is, instructiona

methods may facilitat e learning or they may inhibit learning
depending upon the instructional treatment.

Generalized

regression analysis is used to produce slopes by regressing
the dependent variable (outcome variable) on the apti tude va
iable .

Statistical differences between the slopes indicate

either an ordinal interaction or a disordinal interac tion,
which most researchers believe is the most meaningful.

The

implication of ATI for instructional decision making is as a
guide for assignment of learners to treatment condition.
{Cronbach & Snow, 1977) suggest that learners with aptitude
scores greater than that adjacent to the point of intersection be assigned to one treatment, those with lower aptitude
scores to the other, to maximize learner output.

Such an

assignment may lack the reliability that can be affected by
determining the regions of significant differences of outco ,
{Berliner & Cahen, 1973).

That is, differential assignment

189
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Treatment A is reliable for aptitude scores somewhere above
73) •

the intersection of regression lines.
it

Conversely, the region-

inclu..
of-significance . for assignment to the alternate treatment is

Aptitudes
somewhere below the intersection.

Cahen and Linn (1971)

Jeneral
review a number of statistical techniques for determining those

: ive

regions.

the
i.onal met

For an elaborate review of the ATI research paradigm,

the reader is referred to Cronbach and Snow (1977).
As ATI research grew in popularity, its implications for

t reatments
i fferent

instructional designers became obvious.

Individualization of

instruction had historically described efforts to accommodate
t ructional
learning,

alized system of instruction, etc.).

l ized
gressing
t. i tude var

i ndicate
a ction,
u l.

only the pace of instruction {programmed instruction, person-

The

g is as a

t ion.
a ptitude
ntersecapti tude
uch an
e cted by
o f outcome
s ignment

The opportunity to accom-

modate individual abilities and styles was replete with design
potential.

Models for relating treatments to learner's abil-

ities and traits based on ATI were suggested:

remediation of

learner's deficiencies, compensation for deficiencies by modelling cognitive behavior, and preference, capitalizing on learner strengths (Salomon, 1972).

Although these were intended

only as a heuristic for generating ATI hypotheses, they formed
the basis for the matching model of instruction.

Additional

methods for matching methods to learners, based on individual
differences and the existence of aptitude-treatment interactions, included combination matches (combinations of above)
and challenge matches, in reality mismatches that challenge
the learner to acquire necessary but currently deficient mental
skills (Messick, 1976).

Believing that "the ATI concept is best applied, not i n
isolation but as an integral part of the dynamic decisionmaking instruction environment" (p. 33), Parkhurst and

Mee~

(1979) developed a rationally and empirically-based ATI inst
tional design model.

The major steps of the process include

1. Establish main track (best method) modules.
2. Establish student characteristics (related to
criterion performance) data pool.
3. Evaluate main track performance for excessive
failure rates/variance .
4. Develop alternative modules based upon predictor/
criterion variable relationships.
5. Evaluate alternative modules in terms of cost
effectiveness.
6. Implement differential assignment of students to
alternative modules and monitor.
The model advocates consideration of a broad spectrum of predieter variables, including cognitive skills, achievement
motivation, personality, and acheivement characteristics.

A

potential shortcoming is its reliance on a "best method" wiil
alternative mediation or modelling (compensation) of deficiert
skills.

Considering the myriad variables suggested above, is

a "best method" ever possible?

Are the assumptions substan-

tively different than for traditional instructional approache
The model is conceptually sound.

However, it is questionable

whether or not it, as a representative ATI design model, is
practically possible for reasons to be considered next.

1
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not in

oef iciencies in ATI Research
A number of basic problems with ATI research , in addition

sion.d Mccombs

.TI instr·
include:

to methodological weaknesses related to validity and reliability of individual studies, militate against its generalized
application as a design model .

The following review of these

problems is global; an exhaustive review would require several
hundre~

pages, as Cronbach and Snow (1977) proved.

While many

of these problems are interrelated, individual enumeration will
focus attention on the scope of the problem.
1. ATI research is largely atheoretical.

~ tor/

While a major

goal of aptitude-treatment interaction research has been the
derivation of explanatory principles concerning the nature of
instruction (Salomon, 1972}, most studies have focused on the

:; to

predictive relationships of aptitudes in the differential
n of pre-

assignment of subjects to treatment.

=ment

empirically based, insensitive to the belief that "understand-

t ics.

A

hod" with
deficient
above, is

..

ing of the psychological processes of a specific learning task
is prerequisite to the development of a theory on the interaction between traits and treatments" (Berliner & Cahen, 1973,
p. 59} •

s ubs tanapproaches
s tionable

ATI have been largely

The absence of an adequate conceptual basis for selection
of aptitude variables for research has resulted in a shotgun
a~proach.

For instance, Seidel (1973) administered 27 instru-

del, is

•
ments measurt1l335
variables in an effort to generate significant

xt.

ATis.

Researchers need to better specify the nature of the

treatments and attributes.
scheme for thoroughly

Tobias (1980} suggested a taxonomic

describ~ng

the methods for classifying
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treatments and learner aptitudes .

Salomon (1979) applied h

own heuristic model for generating ATI hypotheses (Salomon I
I

1972) in a series of studies which modeled the information
processing characteristics measured by the aptitude variabl
in his treatments.

Even though current ATI research has

refocused attention to the processing characteristics of apt
tudes and the cognitive structural characteristics of task
and achievement (Snow, 1980), the existing ATI research
is not .generally theoretically based.
still mostly a posteriori.

ba~

Rather, hypotheses are

As the theoretical transition of

instruction design to a cognitive science (Merrill, et al,
in press) becomes more complete, the meaningfulness of much
of the existing ATI research will diminish .

Current considel

ation of the information processing components of the instru
tional task is auguring the usefulness of meta-cognitive
tegies as design components (Brezin, 1980) .
2. ATI results are inconsistent.

Tobias (1980) conclud

from several studies that ATI were generally inconsistent.
Significant interactions are counterbalanced by more nonsignif icant treatment differences.

Very few replications of

ATI research have yielded significant interactions.

In fact,

many replications have reversed the findings of the previous
study or were followed by non-significant differences.
has also found that different researchers evaluating the sail'
aptitudes or treatments produce dissimilar results.

When

ATis do occur most are not strong, i.e., they are 'ordinal
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?Plied his
3alomon,
rmation
variables

of apti

:::s

)f task
:trch base
t heses are
:; i tion of
et al,
of much
t

consider

he instruc
i tive stra

3. ATI results lack generality.

In addition to the lack

of consistency, most ATI results cannot be generalized to
They lack external validity.

studies are not classroom-based.
valid~ty.

i stent.
e non-

a tions of
In fact ,
previous
e s.

Tobia

g the same
When
r dinal and

Many ATI

They also lack ecological

In studies that are classroom- based, multiple

interacti~ns

occur between treatments and classroom contexts

(Brophy, 1979).

Context plays an important, though often

undetected role in most learning.

The very nature of inter-

actions both among and between aptitude variables and instructional conditions are s .o complex as to render generalization
impossible (Snow, 1977).

It is impossible "to store up gen-

eralizations and constructs for ultimate assembly into a
network" (Cronbach, 1975, p. 123).

A generalizable theory of

aptitude-treatment interactions is not possible.
) conclud

Results are

often isolated and artifactual.

similar populations.

has

1

therefore not useful for differential assignment .

too context-specific.

Learning is

At best we can hope to develop local

instructional theories related to local instructional situations concerned with small portions of the curriculum and
small segments of the population (Snow, 1977).

Snow concludes

that it is possible, through continuous, systematic, formative
evaluations of ATis over time in a given place to generate a
dynamic instructional theory for that place that could not
generalize to another.
4. ATI also interact with task characteristics.

To

further militate against generalizability, ATI also interacts
with processing characteristics of the · criterion task to
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produce complex performance differences (Rhetts, 1974).

He

found that error rates were higher but response latencies
shorter for impulsive learners, with opposite results for
reflectives.

Rhetts (1972) recorrunende d, in fact, that desi

ers first conce ntrate on the task characteristics (e.g.,
demands on memory) and then identify the individual differe
variables that may be related to those characteristics.
ments should derive from the interaction of those two variab
Can designers effectively accommodate aptitude x treatment x
context x task interactions in designing instruction for ea
objective?
5. Intellige n c e is the pre eminent aptitude .
studies, general mental ability has emerged as the strongest
and often the only pre dictor, sometimes even when i t wasn't
being measured (Jonassen, Note 1).

After general intelligen

is removed, little variance in depende nt scores is left, so
ATI are often hard to find (Berliner & Cahen, 1973).
interactions between treatments and such variables as prior
learning (Tobias, 1976) and anxiety (Tobias, 1977) do exist,
their relative contributions to learning are normally less
than mental ability (intelligence) and therefore probably
less cost effective.

It is doubtful that significant attri-

butes would be of equal importance to instruction in dif fere
areas (Tobias, 1976).
6. Applying ATI to instructional d e sign .

Although the

ATI hypothe s is was nev er meant to be an instructional design
model, its implications have been repeatedly considered.

H~
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should ATI be implemented in the design of instruction?

lie

What

encies

types of matches are the most productive in a given instruc-

ts for

tional situation?

hat desig

tory matches produce more positively consistent results than

e.g. '

capitalization or remedial, he also believes that it is essen-

differen

While Salomon (1979) found that compensa-

tial to challen ge learners in order to cultivate development

ics.

of important mental s kills.

The type of match that is affect-

wo variab

ed by the materials designer will determine the portion of the

eatment x

learner population you wish to serve.

n for eacrr

to develop three or four versions of each instructional se-

The designer is forced

quence to provide alternative matches for different learners
rom count'

or else make a value judgment about which need is greatest.

strongest

7. Accommodating individual differences resulting from

t wasn 't

AT! is impractical, if not impossible.

ntelligen

AT! research in general, manifested in the large number of

left, so

higher order interactions that inevitably occur when the range

Al thou

The complex nature of

of significant predictor variables,are considered make such

a s prior

individualization impossible.

The logical implication of ATI

do exist,

research is to provide for individualized programs of instruc-

ly less

tion.

ob ably

for learners who differ in terms of attributes (personality,

nt attri-

intellectual, prior learning, etc.) and be implemented in

n dif feren

different contexts to teach each objective which varies as to

Different instructional sequences would. be designed

type of learning required (task characteristics) .

It should

ough the

be obvious that the number of alternate treatments required

a l design

just to fulfill a small part o.f the curricu l um would be phe n-

e red.

H~

omenal.

Resources don't exist to support local generation
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and production of such materials in schools at any level.

~

is doubtful that even well-funded, task-specific industrial
training situations would justify the degree of individualiz
tion suggeste~ by achievement-, aptitude-, and trait-treabe
interactions.

This problem appears to be an irreconcilable

issue, even if the other obstacles and defi cienc ies in ATI
research and design can be overcome.
As Shapiro (1975) suggested, commercial producers won't
support s uch efforts to individualize, because i t would not
be profitable.

The economics of publishing compel producers

to develop "best method" materials to accommodate the broadest range of learners.
The only way to manage and deliver such a program of
individualization would be by computer-managed instruction.
Resource limitations would prohibit local agencies from deve
oping and testing the software and instructional treatments
needed to implement a program.

While the most consistent

instructional decisions resulting from ATI occur at the loca
level, the greatest economies in computer-based instruction
are achieved on a macro level.

CMI may not become a vi a ble .

delivery system for a while.
Content

St~uctural

Approach to Design

Cognitive Task Analysis
Two approaches to task analysis of subject matter
(Seidel, 1973).

exi~

Task analysis, as it is traditionally con-

ceived from a behavior context {discussed earlier) , refers
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.evel.

It

lustrial
Lvidualiza
t-treatme
:1cilable
in ATI

the development of hierarchical task structures (Bloom, et al,

1 956; Gagrte, 1970).

These structures sequence learning by

identifying the necessary prerequisite behaviors that will lead
ineluctably to higher levels of performance.

They determine

\'/hat a learner must be able to "do" prior to performing some
more difficult task.

The other approach to task analysis anal-

yzes content structures, i.e., identifying what the learner must
ers won't
ould not
producers
he broad-

"know" before being able to know something else.

is alternatively referred to as content analysis.

:ruction.
from devel
~ eatments

:;is tent
: the local
:;truction
a vi able

Certain

dependency relations between content constituents are necessary
to consider when sequencing learning (Kingsley & Stelzer,

1974).
rram of

This approach

These relations can be graphed to form a general cogni-

tive network which is then related to tasks derived from objectives to form the subject matter structure.
The importance of both task analysis orientations in any
instructional design model was stated by Pask (1969) •

Rather

than integrating the two in a design model, Merrill (1973)
assumed that content structure and instructional sequencing
were completely independent.

Control of sequence should be

left to the learner (Merrill, 1975).

Research findings (Seidel,

1973; Tennyson, 1980; Tennyson & Rothen, 1980) have failed to
support the ef fectiven.e ss of learner control of instructional
sequence, especially for more complex content.

Instructor

controlled instruction has consistently produced more positive
t ter exist
results.

The implication is that content structure, especially

a lly confor con cept acquisi t ion tasks, should be used to determine
, refers t
instructional strategy.
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lt
The emergence and application of learning theory

deriv~

from cognitive psychology to instructional design has shifte
focus away from the behaviorally oriented task performance
specification and hierarchical sequencing.

Attention is

n~

being focused on the internal information processing requir~
ments of the task to be learned.

Analysis of instructional

tasks in terms of formal psychological models is the newest
application of cognitive psychology to instruction (Gallagher
1979) •
Cognitive task analysis makes a different set of
assumptions about learning than do strictly · behavioral approa
es.

The latter are concerned with sequencing the behaviors

learners in order of difficulty to optimize acquisition of t
behavior.

According to Resnick (1976), this process resemble

the operant conditioning principle of successive approximations.

Cognitive task analysis, on the other hand, seeks to

identify and order the internal information processing operations required to perceive, store, access, and operate on t he
knowledge.

To this end, she has constructed a cognitive model

of task analysis -- rational process analysis.

Rational task

analysis, an amalgam of Gestalt, cognitive, behavioral, and
information processing theories, describes in detail an
"idealized" set of operations derived from subject matter
structure , i.e., content.

These operations and the psycho-

logical abilities n~cessary for their performance are analyz~
and sequenced for optimal performance.
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14
y derived

analysis makes few assumptions about the individual processing

s sh if tea

limitations of learners.

rmance

cessing model for the accomplishment of cognitive objectives

n is now

(Greeno, 1976) and the consequent knowledge acquisition.

· require.

key to content analysis is that in any learning situation, a

.ctional

description of the psychological operations must include repre-

newest
Gallagher,

It functions as an information pro-

The

sentat.ions of the specific content and the operations on i t by
the learner (Gregg, 1976).
The product of learning is the arrangement of ideas in an

if

individual's cognitive structure.

Task analysis as performed

·al approa

by the instructional designer should consider the appropriate
sequence of internal processes necessary for constructing the
appropriate cognitive structure in the learner, a process that

: resemb l es

can be accomplished rationally (analytically) or empirically

>roxirna-

(Winn, 1978) .

The designer must understand the structural

seeks to

relationship between concepts that form the content, i.e.,

.ng opera-

content structure.

tte on the

application of rational techniques of task analysis.

.tive model

popular methods for performing rational task analysis, active

.onal task

structural networks (Norman, Rummelhart, and LNR, 1975) and

~ al,

digraph analysis based on the theory of directed graphs

and

Content structure analysis r e quires the
The most

. an

(Harary, Norman and Cartwright, 1965; Shavelson, 1972) seek to

:latter

map the knowledge structures or schemata that exist in memory

psycho-

or in prose respectively.

Shavelson extended the techniques

~e

analyze0

suggested by Harary, et al to empirically compare the content

~h

to cont

structure of a passage with the resulting cognitive structure
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H
developed in the learners.

Understanding how to structure

content is ultimately predicated on how we represent
in memory.

Most contemporary conceptualizations are

schema theory (Rummelhart and Ortony, 1977), which conceives
of memory as a cognitive network of schemata
sentations of interrelated concepts.

These schemata have

~

iables and represent concepts at varying levels of abstracti
which can be embedded within each other.
gested, designers engaged in t ask analysis need to concentr
on the process of learning and the product and structure of
knowledge as well as the task being performed.
focus on

d~signs

Systems

sho~

that will facilitate the construction of

appropriate cognitive structures.

The underlying assumption

is that subject matter structure provides an important basis
for sequencing and synthesizing instruction (Reigeluth,
Merrill, & Bunderson, 1978).
Another dimension to content analysis, perhaps the most
potentially productive, considers the nature of the symbol
systems used to code a particular task.
1

lwhen knowledge is communicated for instruction or any
purpose, it is coded, and it is this code and its inherent
structural properties that most greatly affect learning
(Salomon, 1976).

Olson and Bruner (1974) suggest that know-

ledge acquisition is always mediated through some form of
human activity, that knowledge acquisition is dependent upon
the learner's ability to transform the coded information inN
meaningful thought units, a process Salomon (1979) calls
r
J
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ructure

recoding.

t knowledg

codes is the focus of any structural desi gn.

= based

on

cess naturally requires the use of a variety of mental skills.

:onceives

As Salomon recommends, if you can encode information or select

=rnal repr

a set of learner activities that are isomorphic to the nature

have vai

of the mental representations required to comple te a learning

:i.bstractio

task, acquisition of knowledge will be facilitated and mental

197 8) sug-

skills develope d.

concentrat

that content presented by certain modes of representation,

c ture of

employing different symbol systems, will result in more effec-

terns shoul

tive instructional treatment.

ion of

found that by coding via diff erent symbolic mode s better con -

s sumption

veyed critical features of concepts .

a nt basis

be selected or designed on the basis of the ability of the sym-

uth,

bolic mode of presentation to activ ate or model (supplan t) the

3.

Converting coded information into internal mental
The recoding pro-

This principle is premised on the hypothesis

A recent study (Brink, 1980)

Me dia (treatments) should

mental skills necessary for completing the task.

Although

the most

Salomon's work concentrates on media codes, the principle can

symbol

be generalized to task analysis.

It is conceptually consistent

with the other models of cognitive task analysis.
or any

Task analysis based on the processe s required for

nherent

assimilating and using information is ne c essarily content spe-

ning

cific.

h at know-

or operations.

o rm of

by any content, therefore, is necessary to select and sequence

de n t upon

content (Merrill, 1973) .

a tion into

trea tment will a ffect the cognitive operation s required to

Learning content requires a sequence of mental tasks
A component analysis of the operations implied

It follows t h at the structure of the

c alls
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learn that content.

The manner in which treatment characte

•

istics interact with content characteristics implies a desi
model with a different focus than that implied by aptitude,
treatment interactions.
Content-Treatment Interactions
If we assume that subject matter structures provide an
important basis for how to sequence and synthesize instruct1
(Reigeluth, Merrill, & Bunderson, 1978) and that task analys
should describe the optimal internal mental processes of the
learner based upon subject matter structure, then designers
should be seeking instructional treatments (sequences,
that simulate those processes.

· code ~

Just as ATI assumes that no

treatment is appropriate for all learners, a content-treatme
interaction approach (CTI) assumes that no particular. treatment modality i s appropriate for all content.

Since subject

matter is defined by different types of content (facts, concepts, principles, problems) calling on different mental

pr~

cesses, instructional treatments coded or sequenced to simul
those processes must also differ.

Instructional design wouN

be well served by reviewing research on learning to determin
how those proce·sses vary and what the implications of those
variances a r e for instruction.

The purpose would be to desi

sequences of instruction with .stru ctural and coding properti~
as isomorphic to the mental processes required for learning
material at different content levels.

A CTI approach is

premised on differe nces in content requ irements predicting
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::haracter,

different outcomes from alternate treatments.

s a design

studies, Salomon (1979) has found that instructional treatments

:::>titude-

that model or supplant the internal processing requirements of
the task result in superior learning.

In a number of

In an exemplary study,

Mayer (Note 2) found significant disordinal interactions between
ovide an

texts with and without advance organizers and degree of trans-

ins true ti

fer required by the test and degree of organization required by

sk analysi

the material s .

es of the

inhibit near transfer of learning.

esigners

from randomly organized text but inhibit learning from logic-

e s, codes)

ally organized materials.

that no

Organizers facilitate far transfer but actually
They facilitate learning

Learners should be assigned to the treatment that best
r~quirements

t-treatmen

simulates the content processing

which result in

a r. treat-

more efficient learning.

e subject

of such an approach is that individuals don't all process

c ts 1 con-

information alike, so why instruct them all alike?

.e ntal pro·

reasons exist .

The most obvious initial criticism

Three

First, because conte nt process analysis has

to simula

indicated that a c e rtain seque nce of operations are necessary

s ign would

for learning a specif ic type of conte nt and that a particular

, determine

sequence, as represented by the treatment, is the most

o f those

efficient combination of processes .

e to desi

are very capable of adapting to specific task requirements,

· properti

even though distinctive, individual learning styles do exist

learning

(Rhe tts, 1972).

.ch is

tain mental operations will through appropriate ly structured

d ieting

treatments be able to cultivate them, a proposition t hat

0

Second, human learners

Third, entry level learners deficient in cer-
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Salomon has argued for a decade.

The activation and/or dev

opment of mental skills is the foundation for all learning,
regardless of how task-specific it may

be~

Perhaps the most significant rationale for considering
CTis in instructional design is feasibility,

For most

cogn~

objectives, such an approach would suggest "one best method •
•

Such a notion is antithetical to recent pedagogical

think~t

However, designing instruction that can teach a content obj
ti ve as well as the mental skills required for its perforrnan
is preferable to the production of a potentially infinite
number of treatments to teach different learner types.

Is it

educationally feasible to adapt instruction to each learner?
Rather than shaping the treatment to individual differences
processing, why not shape _the processing of individuals?
· can be done far more efficiently.

al ~

Unlike ATI which may

interact with the nature of the task performed on the

con~~

(Rhetts, 1974), CTis are premised on the task by treatment
interactions implied by the content.

CTis are based on the

idea that cognitive task analysis of content would result w
the identification of task-treatment interacti ons which wouU
provide the basis for recommending treatme n t strategies.

In

no case would CTI approach the complexity of an aptitude x
task x treatment generated strategy.
As with instructional designed based on ATI, CTI
prescriptions would derive from experimental results.
not and cannot provide the basis for a replete model of
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1

1

CTI

/or deve1.

instructional design.

arning,

can only supply designers with heuristics for assigning instruc-

Valid and reliable empirical findings

tional treatments to specific types of learners.

Likewise, CTI

idering

is not being posited here as a design model.

1st cognit'

research can provide designers with a cognitive model for

: method.n

specific learning tasks, which can be translated into treat-

thinking.

ments.·

:ent objec

as the sole _design criterion.

>erforman
: inite

This analysis alone, however, is inadequate to function

The remainder of the paper will review instructional
methods and principles that have exhibited content-treatment

Is it

~ s.

The results of

learner?

interactions or possess unverified potential.
exhaustive.

This list is not

In essence, they suggest ways for sequencing and

Eerences i

presenting instructional treatments based on content structure

la ls?

characteristics.

It

may also
ne content
e atment

r esult in
h ich would

itude

The best known and most widely researched method for
structuring content is through the use of advance organizers.

d on the

gies.

Advance Organizers

In

x

Over t wo decades of research have confirmed their usefulne ss
if applied properly.

Based upon subsumption theory (Ausubel),

1962a) , organizers function to bridge the gap between what the
learner already knows (present cognitive structure) and what
the learner needs to know in order to learn.

Organizers pro-

vide the ideational scaffolding for incorporating a new piece
TI

s.
1 of

of information into a person's cognitive schema (Ausubel,
AT! is

1968), i.e., they activate the appropriate existing schema in
the l earne r so that new information can be readily assimilated.

Presented "at a higher level of abstraction, generality, and
inclusiveness" (p. 148), good organizers are concrete models
I

analogies, examples, and higher order rules (Mayer, 1979a).
Ausubel (1960) first proposed the use of organizers to facii_.
itate retention of verbal information, which provided the Pa
digm for a decade of research.

The inconsistent results gen.
c~.

erated by this research led Barnes and Clawson (1975) to
elude that advance organizers do not facilitate learning.

I

(l
t

I

However, a recent meta-analysis of 132 studies indicated that
t

organizers do in fact facilitate learning and retrieval

j

(Luiten, et al, 1980).
These inconsistent results were probably caused by

usi~

thewrong research paradigm, i.e., looking at the effects of
organizers on retention/recall.

Ausubel's own concept of

oblerative subsumption, the idea that recall of details and
specific infonnation defer to recall of the subsumptive poinr
would suggest that the level of processing measured (i.e.,
of task) is critical to the success of organizers.

The

tj

bas~

for organizers was reconceptualized as assimilation encoding
theory

(Mayer, 1977, 1979a, 1979b) rather than subsumption

theory (same theory with more elaboration) •

Assimilation

theory requires for meaningful learning the reception of mad
ial into an existing assimilative context and the assumption
that the learner will actively use that context during
ing.

lear~

Observed from this perspective, the use of advance

or~

izers have generated several significant content-treatment
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interactions .

Lity, and

Based upon a review of existing research, Mayer

(1979a) found that organizers interacted positively with

:.e models

I

19 79a) .

materials that are conceptual in nature, unorganized, and like-

to f aci1.

ly to be unfamiliar to learner.

Organizers were more effective

=d the Par·

when they provided a high level context for learning and when

sults gen-

the dependent variable was breadth of transfer and not reten-

5)

to con.

tion. · The results of a series of his own studies supported

rning .

assimilation theory (Mayer, 1979b) and suggested interreactions

cated that

of organizers with learning that requires far transfer as op -

eval

posed to near transfer, discovery learning application of
higher order rules, integration of premises, and the use of

d by using

linear reasoning.

f ects of

the structure of recall.

~pt

on detail rather than relating conceptual idea units.

of

Advance organizers understandably affect
Non-organizer groups tend to focus
All of

a ils and

these results suggest the ' application of organizers and the

t ive point

consequent

( i. e,

I

ty

restructuring of learning materials based upon con -

tent analysis, not learner analysis.

Designers could use

The basis

organizers when the type of required learning or the form of

encoding

materials dictated.

Adaptations based upon specific, content-

sumption

oriented, learner attributes might even function to refine the

lati on

process.

on of mat

(word association, concept mapping, or patterning) to assess

s sumption

the relevance of his/her existing cognitive structure to the

ing learn·

content.

vance org

to establish an appropriate schema.

e atment

tory organizer to establish an appropriate schema.

For instance, a learner could be given a pretest

If it were adequate, assign a comparative organizer

If not, assign an exposiThe research

base on advance organizers makes them probably the most readily
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implementable content-structured learning approach .
Elaboration Theory
Conceptually related to advance organizers is the
elaboration theory of instruction.

Elaboration theory

(Reigeluth, 1979) prescribes a sequence of instruction consonant with organizers .

Beginning at the broadest conceptual

level, instruction provides the learner with an overview
(epitome) of the subject, a context for presentation of all
subsequent instruction.

'

It elaborates on one part of the sub

ject to a predefined level of detail, and then review

the

epitome, this time including the part just elaborated.

The

same sequence is repeated for e ach part of the subject.

.

the

epito~e

Onca

has been expanded to include all of the first lev

elaborations, each first level elaboration (only slightly rnor
specific than the overall epitome) are further elaborated.
Each second level elaboration is followed by a summary leadin
to an expanded epitome on that elaboration.

This elaboration

process continues until all aspects of the subject are coven
to an adequate level of detail.

The primary structure of el

oration theory consists of a series of synthesis-analysissununary operations (Merrill, Wilson, & Kelety, Note 3) .

This

top-down, general-to-detailed sequence of learning incorporat ,
I·.

a fundamental principle from subsumpti on theory (Ausubel, 196
progressive differentiation.

Thegeneral

ideas should be

s e nted first and then progressively differentiated
in terms of detail and specificity.
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(elabora~

This is consistent with

CTI

the way that subsumption, assimilation, and schema theories
postulate that information is stored in the learner's cognitive structure.

Since elaboration theory is basically exposi-

ry

tory in nature, i t makes no use of the oth er fundamental tenet

on con-

of subs~mption theory -- integrative reconciliation, i.e.,

onceptua1

relating new materials to ideas already in the learner's cog-

view

nitive . structure.

of all

The theoretical basis for elaboration theory

--which is not really a theory, but rath er a group of organiz-

f the sub.

ing principles for instruction or "elaboration technology"

w

the

(Mayer, Note 4) -- is in schema theory.

d.

The

specific sequencing provides the learner with a schema or

.ct.

Once

The general -to-

framework for assimilating more specific material (Merrill,

first l ev

Wilson, & Kelety, Note 3).

.ghtly mor

the epitomes comprise a network to allow for integrating and

>rated .

relating concepts, an internal integrative reconciliation

try leadin

process.

~ aboration

theory is that relationships between the concepts which form

The schemata that are formed by

Another important assumption derived from schema

i re covere

the structure of the content should be taught explicitly.

.i re of el

Elaboration theory seeks to make the content structure, as

:.i. lysis-

defined by Reigeluth and Merrill (1979) , obvious.

3) •

This

The elabo-

ration theory of instruction represents an .effort to apply

i ncorporat

lessons from cognitive psychology in a more comprehensive and

s ubel, 196

systematic way than occurs with the use of advance organizers.

l d be pre·

A scheme combining elaboration theory and information pro-

(elaborate

cessing analysis (P. Merrill, 1978) as a task analysis proce-

t ent with

dure is described by Reigeluth and Roge r s
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(1980).

The most

obvious implications of elaboration theory for instructional
design is in this area.

t

Although a paucitx of empirical verification of the
elaboration theory exists, content-treatment interactions
similar to those for advance organizers could be inferred b:
upon the similarity in their theoretical background.

Elab~

_ted lessons would be expected to facilitate the learning of
conceptually oriented material requiring transfer rather
recall.

of organization.

Rule using and discovery learning would al

be expected to profit from the elaborated morphology provide1
by such instruction.

i
t

transfer and serial learning probably would be inhibited by
elaboration theory.

F
l:
j

To form the interaction we would presu

that tasks or materials oriented by the need for recall, near

A systematic research effort is needed

to verify these predictions and to make the elaboration
approach an established instructional strategy.
Component Di splay The ory
Component display theory (Merrill, Reigeluth & Faust,
1979; Merrill, Richards, Schmidt & Wood, 1977) has evolved
over the past decade into a comprehensive theory (or technol
for designing, sequencing and presenti.ng instruction.

Expand

ing on the task analytic hierarchical approach that has dominated the field, component display theory accormnodates not
only diff e r e nce s in tasks in its designs, but also considers
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s

The structure of recall, representing the way ideas

are related to each other would be supplanted by this method

•d

a

c
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tructiona

son

tent types.

Instructional purposes are refined into objec-

tives which are classified according to task -- remember,
)f the

recall(verbatim or generality) use, and more recently, find

ictions

(discover )

1ferred ba

as content type -- fact, concept, principle, procedure.

L

set of principles and procedures are prescribed for determin-

Elabor.

(Merrill, Kowallis

&.

Wilson, in press) -- as well
A

:i.rning of

i ng the consis tency between educational purpose, objectives,

::-ather that

test items, and finally,. presentation forms.

way ideas

According to the component display theory any instructional

lis method

presentation, regardless of the display me dium employed, can

r would al

be made by either telling or questioning with generalities and
instance s.

These are the primary presentation forms.

The

mld pres

s equence in which they are presented is determined by the type

!Call, near

of content and the task level represented by the o bj ective a nd

.bited by

test item.

.s needed

sified at the use-a-generality level, the generality, some

ttion

instances and some practice a re the primary presentation forms

For instance, " for objectives and test items clas-

needed" (Merrill, Reigeluth

&

Faust, 1979, p. 184).

These primary presentation forms are e mb e llished by a
· Faust,

variety of strategies, such as feedback, isolation, prompts,

e volved

divergence , and matching.

·r technolo

to each primary presentation form varies by task level and

n.

content type.

Expand

has doma tes not
c onsiders

.

The app l ication of these strategies

Their appropriate use helps determine t h e ade-

quacy of any presentation.
This distillation of componen t display theory c annot do
it justice, especially with respect to its comprehensiveness
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and applicability.

As an instructional theory, it is premi

on content x task x treatment interactions.
that instruction should be organized on the basis
tural properties of the content a n d the nature of
tion between content and the intellectual requirements of
learning task.

It predicts that a particular combination o:

presentation forms will optimally p roduce lear ning (Merrill ,
Kowallis & Wilson, in press) .

A major strength of the theo

relates to its consideration of content type in the
ation of appropriate designs.

determi~

Its. major weakness relates to

its ability to order the display components for instruction
of only a single concept, principle, etc.
micro-instruc tional theory.

It is currently a

Interrelating the var iety of

content that comprises any lesson is an essential componento
any theory of instruction.

Such a macro-instructional theory

has been promised by the authors.

When available , component

display theory may well constitute the most elaborate and use
ful design model available.

Before that occurs, however , it

will require empirical support.

In a series of validation

studies conducted in real-world settings (Merrill & Wood, 191
instructional procedur es designed using component display
theory did not produce significantly better p e rformance or
time-to-completion.

Howeve r, in a post hoc comparison of com

peting organic chemistry texts, the book that achieved a hig
rating on the basis of component display theory variables pro
duced commensurately b ette r student pe r formance .

Since com-

pone nt display theory is premised on such well e s tablished
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principles of instruction, future validation efforts should

sumption ·

probably confirm its efficacy as a mode l of instructional
aesign.
Discovery Learning

nts of the

The popularity of the discovery approach to learning

nation of
resulted from the advocacy of Jerome Bruner (1961), although
(Merrill,
the approach had been considered much earlier.

Bruner pre-

the theory
ferred a classical, scientific method of discovery -- infer:

determin~

ring from evidence, gaining insights, al lowing students to
:elates to
organize information and later apply it to the solution of
:truction
learning problems.

Ausubel (1963) reconceptualized Bruner's

trrently a
notion of discovery by dichotomizing learning into two classes,
.ety of
discovery and reception.

Reception learning, he contended,

;omponent o,
occurs when all the content is presented to the learner.

Dis-

mal theory
covery learning represents all other instruction and is approcomponent
priate only "when the learner is in the concrete stage· of
1te and use·
logi cal operations and is dependent on concrete-empirical
)Wever , it
props" (Ausubel, 1962b).

Beyond that stage, expository instruc-

Lidation
tion was considered to be the more effective.
i<

Wood, 197
Early instructional designers working in programmed

lisplay
instruction reduced the dichotomy to testable constructs
nance or
RULEG (rule or generality followed by examples) and EGRULE
Lson of com·
(instances presented to induce rule){Evans, Homme & Glaser,
~ ved

a high
1962).

The former represents an expository and deductive

: - iables pro·
approach to ins truc tion favored by Ausubel, and the latte r,
)ince comEGRULE, represents an inductive, discovery approach where the
1blished
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learner is required to infer the generalization from
characteristics represented in the instances.
Despite a number of conceptual (lack of agreement
meaning of discovery) and methodological problems plaguing
covery learning research, some generally consistent conclus
can be drawn (Herman, 1969) •

Content-treatment interactions

tend to occur with regard to the information processing requ
ments of the task.

i

RULEG or expository instruction facilita

I

retention of material whereas EGRULE or discovery methods

II
I
I

generally inhibit recall.

• I

Remote transfer skills, on the

I

hand, are facilitated by discovery methods and inhibited
expository (Guthrie, 1967; Worthen, 1968).

Some form of

mediate direction (guided discovery) tends to produce
results regardless of the dependent variable (Gagne & Brown,
1969; Kornreich, 1969) .
The results of discovery learning research also

provi~

an heuristic, based on a content-treatment interaction
tion, for structuring and sequencing learning.

cone~

Those tasks

that entail application and transfer should require the

lea~

er to induce or discover the concept or principle defined by,
the subject matter.

A sequence of instances with appropriab

prompts can be presented to the learner so as to insure some
success, a necessary ingredient to keep learners on task
{Anderson & Faust, 1973).

For recall of concepts or princip

an expository or RULEG approach is more efficient, as Ausube
proposed.
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curriculum Development
;;;---

If all of this discussion of instructional methods
sequenced and arranged by the content structure of the subject
matter gives you the unsettling fe eling of deja vu, it's
unders tandable.

You were there -- in the sixties, when cur-

riculum theorists stressed the importance of the structure of
the discipline (Bruner, 1960).

The same underlying theories

regarding organization of knowledge and its reflection in the
=thods
)n

the

learning curricula being homeomorphically reconstructed in
the knowledge bases of learners is behind most of the approach-

Ji ted by

es presented here.

r m of inte

point of view, however, does not begin with assumptions about

::e superio

human learning .

&

Brown,

Content structuring from a curriculum

That is, sequencing is not based upon prin-

ciples of cognitive processing.

Rather, organization of cur-

riculum and materials is mostly based on characteristics of
) provides

the knowledge being learned, not on characteristics of human

i on conce

learnin g.

s e tasks

are.

the learn

The· attempt is to represent things the way they

To this end Posner and Strike (1976) analyzed content

structure, dividing them into five major classes, including:

:=!fined by

• World-relat e d:

the way things exist in the world

?Propriate

• Concept-related: organization of conceptual world
into logical structure

s ure some
• Inquiry-related:

logic and methodology of discovery

task
r principl

• Learning-related: processes of human learning,
including hierarchical prerequisite, prior
learning, difficulty developmental requirements

:is Ausubel
• Utilization-related:
career needs

social, personal, or
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c
These classes represent a broad range of organizational
perspectives, many of which have been verified by a
tial body of human research.

substa~

Their applicability in learnj

context have been tested over a number of years.

Their

intuitive value in sequencing instruction is doubtless.

Sj

this paper elaborated from instructional design and task ar
sis, however, a .lengthy review of these content-structurinc
principles would not be appropriate.

Suffice it to say the

off er the instructional design researchers a large number c
plausible alternative hypotheses for sequencing instructio1
Philosophical Analysis
The final justification for a CTI approach to instruci
d es ign is philosophical, a consideration traditionally escl
by researchers concentrating on behavior.

If our theories,

mode ls won't stand the test of rationality, though, they s l
probably be discarded.
Content-treatment interactions are predicated on the
structure of ideas represented by subject matter and the
resulting structure of knowledge in the memory of the lear
exposed to that subject matter.

This perspective makes ce

assrnnptions about how the learner acquires knowledge.

It

a constructivistic position, that conceives of man as an o
ized entity that actively participates in the construction
known reality (Reese & Overton, 1970).

Thi s e pi s t emologic

distinction has generally eluded research in educational t
nology, with its rigorous application and sequencing of
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hierarchica l patterns of behavior.

)nal
subs tan~
1 learning

Constructivism suggests

that we have progressed from a closed system of ordering
learning tasks and proc e dures into rigid hierarchies.
The most appropriate psycho-philosophical construct for

1eir
2ss.

Sine

task anal
ucturing
say they

assuming this new perspective is constructivism.

Based large-

l y on the work of Piaget and other structuralists, constructivis~

suggests that the assimilation of sense data stimulates

internal, mental operations that organize that information into

number of

schema (a term f irst used by Kant) , constructing knowledge

truction.

structures.

These operations in effect transform r ealistic

sense data into mental constructs.

Knowing reality is a pro-

instructio

cess of constructing transformations that model reality

lly eschew

(Piaget , 1970).

heories/
they shoul

The approach to sequencing and synthesizing instruction
suggested by content-treatment interactions is inherently constructive.

Behavioral analysis, on the other hand, is inher-

on the

ently reductionistic, seeking to break down a constructive

1d the

process like learning into its most rudimentary components .

:he l earner

Polanyi (1958) has argued that the "comprehensive entity" that

\akes certa·

defines a person cannot derive merely from an analysis of the

1e.

laws that apply to its behavior.

It tak

All learning is surely

as an orga

related to knowing, which entails the internalization of ideas

:ruction of

and their effects on an individual's personal identity.

~ mo logical

The process of knowing, i.e., constructing personal models

: ional tech·

of reality, is a l so inherently individualistic.

i g of

sense out of the world differently.
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We all make

This should not imply

that we can or should attempt to restructure and adapt that
reality to accommodate the way each individual understands
If man is an active organism that actively interacts with

~

environment, he will interpret the experiences resulting fr
that interaction and subsequently construct his own
in his own way.

It is impossible to adapt reality,

it down and synthesize it into a different form for each l e
er, as the ATI research paradigm might suggest.
approach is atomistic.

Such an

A more appropriate strategy would

require the learner to interact with instructional material
and sequences to reconstruct or "re-present" it to his own
knowledge structure (Sigel, Note 5).

While cognitive psych

logy does not preclude the role of individual differences

~

by inference ATI, it is more theoretically premised on the
construction of knowledge rather than the analysis, reductic
and adaptation of it.
Conclusion
As Olson (1976) concluded, we're a long way from a
comprehensive theory of instruction necessary for adequatel
conceptualizing cognitive processes.

Aptitude-treatment

interaction techniques remain a valid research model that c
as Snow (1980) suggests, contribute to our understanding of
these processes.

However, they possess limited applicabili
;- f}l)c(otY1b~,
as an operationalized design model (see Parkhursty 1979) or
curriculum design model such as matching (see Messick, 1976
Designers would profit more from concentrating on the struc
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properties of subject matter and the information ,processing
requirements of the task of assimilating those properties.

By

analyzing the interactions between treatment and content struc.il ting fr~
knowledge

1

, to break
r each le

ture, designers are also contributing to the derivation of
theories of instruction as well as producing "idealized" treatments that will lead most efficiently to learning.

Summarily

stated, instruction derived from cognition is content-specific.
Content-treatment interactions, as developed in this

.ich an

paper, do not constitute a model of instructional design or

f would

mater ials

instructional research, but rather provide an heuristic for

his own

researchers and designers.

i ve psycho·
~ rences

and

Just as ATI was not conceived as

a theoretical rationale for educational research, neither is
CTI.

The structural properties pf content and cognition that

.1 on the

form the basis for CTI do represent the best theoretical foun-

, reduction

dation for research that we have available.
instructional design likewise.

They can serve

The attempt to accommodate

individual differences identified by ATI research in instrucr om a
3.dequately
3.tment
~l

that can

:i.nding of
) licabilitY

~om bs >

1979) or a

Lek, 1976) ·
::he struct·

tional designs is a noble idea, albeit an impractical one.

A

CTI approach to design is inherently more
• practical
• cost effective (another issue worthy of elaboration)
• consistent with theories of knowledge acquisition
• productive in terms of curriculum/product development
Content analysis is a process only alluded to in many
instructional design models and completely neglected in others.
It is a design competency that is not accorde d much importance
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in the new DID list of competency statements (see Instructi
Innovator, December, 1980) or by practitioners.
fully are practitioners taught to "analyze structural chara
teristics of a j o b, ta s k, and/ o r con ten t " ?
how is such analysis normally transf e rred to practice?
tent analysis is an essential process in instructional
that can be facilitated by a content-treatment in t eraction
approach.

.
\

I

ll.
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Abs tr act

Previous research has found that students wit h learning styles similar
to instructors' learning and teaching styles perform bette r .
~vestigated

This study

the effects of personality and cognitive style preferences

on preferred teaching styles.

Pre-service teachers completed the

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, the Educational Cognitive Style Inventory,
1

phia,

and the Learning Styles Inventory.

Personality types, especially thinking/

feeling, significantly predicted the importance of instructor/s tudent
affiliation and content preferred
relations~ips

by the teachers.

Strong predictive

betwe en cognitive styles and teaching sty l es also were

found, indicating that determinants of preferred teaching styles include
individ ual instructor's learning styles .

1rol ina
1lina 2 7412
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Cognitive Styles and Teaching Styles
Teachers exert a profound influence on the development of learni
styles

1 r\

their students.

They control not only the con t e nt of stude

learning, but also the method of presentation, type of structuring, a
preferences for thought process e s.

For instance, Hell er (1980) found

that teachers with cognitive preferences for memory and application Pt
p~

similar cognitive effects in students.

This study fo c uses on what

teachers towards various preferences.

That information may allow us

t

predict teaching effec tiveness or to more beneficially assign teachers
ac
a ppropriate teaching situations, since teachers perform

bett e~

in

te~h

situations that are compatible with their teaching style (Kirby, 1979;

st

ac

1967).

Since st.udents who have learning styles more close ly related to

on

instructor's teaching style· perform better (Kaines, 1976; Witkin, et al,
1977), learning styles or cognitive styles of teachers should be
th ei r ultimat e teaching sty les.

relat~

"Knowing your cognitive or learning st

will help one accommodate their style to tho se in the class or to acco
their's to one's own.

an
a

c
di

This information should be most critical during

time of professional training to prepare for a career" (Kirby,
While several studies have linked specific cognitive styles to
(Jonassen, 1980), only one has found a connection be tween an individual 's

'"

cognitive style and/11s/hilr teaching style.

m

Knowing one's cognitive style•

may help prospective teachers to develop or accordingly adapt their
styl es .

Changes in teaching style can be accomplished.

tea~

Such changes,

~

c

however, are based on self-concept (Niederwerfcr, 1975), which determines

..,F

if changes will be accepted.
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Personality/Cognitive Style Predictors
A further rationale for assessing the r e lationship between cognitive

and teaching sty l es is suggested by the matchint
iPStruc lion.

~odel

of

This model seeks to match students learner characteristics
possessing consonant teaching styles (Messick, 1976) .

a Large
) ) found

While

body of literature supports the validity of such an approach,

s:tsu l t s to date have been inconsis tent.

Matching students and t eac hers

!)jsed on similarities in their cognitive and teaching styles produced
· e d uca t.
iar.reases 1n
· 1ona1 development and reading level , with "matched"
l low us t o

teac he r s

stud en t s expressing a more positive attitude about their instructiona l
t

activities than unmatched students (McAdam, 1971).
~rudy ,

Frever ( 19 75) successfully matched students with educational

activities, r esult in g in higher course grades.

On the other hand, Sce rba's

matching of learning styles with teaching styles
J ted to the
~ i n,

et al,

be r e lated•
~ arning

style

In a community coll ege

on any measure of student performan ce ( 19 79).

produce~

no differences

Considering the difficulty

and expense of match ing students with teache rs or preferred instructiona l
act ivities, he strongly rejected matching procedures.

In support of this

ronclus ion, Hunter (1980) found no relationship betwe e n student/teacher

r to accommo

differe nces 1n pre f erred learning/teach i ng styles an d s~udents grades or

:il during the

ratings of the instructor .

1979, p . 89

) perfo rmanc-

The lack of success 1n matching may be due

to environmental variables that prevent i nstructors from manif es ting their
preferred learning styles

in

their teachin g .

.!Jo t eachers follow the maxim,

wc.~re tau gh t," or do they . manifest their preferred

i ndividual's

"teachers teach as they

i tive styles

mod es for assimiliating information, i.e. "teachers te ach as they learned "?

1

their te ach i

\./(' nee d to as k what other antece d en ts of te ac Inn~;
·
· t , if
·
sty 1 e r.1ay exis

changes ,

cognitive styles don't exert a deciding influence .

determ ine s
~sonality

Behavior varies between individuals .

Such variation G, according to

Jungian Theory, are not chance or random , rather they are the resu l t of
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differences in mental functioning.

Individuals ·vary i n the i r basic

perceptive proce ss, i .e. how they be come aware of t h ings , ideas, events.
They also vary in their judging proc es ses, i.e. how t he y draw conc lusio
about what they have pe rc eive a .

Individuals may perceive by sensing or

intuition and judge by thinking or feeling .
indicate a t endeucy fo r

These diff ere nces furt he r

introversion or extraversion .

These di ffe renc

are referred to a s personality type s, and are measured by the Myers-Bri
Type Indicator (Myers, 1970).

Four dichotomous dimen s ions, consistent

with Jungian Theory, are measured by th i s instrument:
Extraversion

Introver s i on

relat es to the outer world of
people and things , acting more
readily

relates to own i n ne r world of id
reflecting on t hem before acting

Sensing

Intui tion

per ce iving r e ality through the
senses, deal ing with prac ti ca l
e lemen ts of reality, r eveali ng facts

int e r nal sensing usi ng imaginatU
pr efe rr ing possibilities and prol
t o facts

Thinking

Feeling

analytical, lo g ical, evaluative
modes of thought

sympathy, empa t h y~ and emphasis
on pe r sonal values

Jud ging

Perceptive

Emphasizes thinking o r fee ling ,
seeking ari orderly, controlled
existence

Sensing or i ntuitive , liv ing fl~
s pon taneous , adaptive ex i s t ence

The think ing and fee l ing types Jung refered to as r ational func tions .
individuals's productivity for these mental operations is indicated by
tendency to be judging types .

Sensing and intuition are perceptive in !

(as measured by th e MBTI), funct i ons which Jung r e fer ed to as irra tiona
Sixteen i ndividual types have been i dentif ied from combinations of the
dime n sio n ~ ,

indi cat ing large v a ria tions in t he way ind i vidua l s relate

each o ther and their environment.
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as, events .

personality type indicators hav0 been related to several aspects of

conclusions
sensing or
~s

Style Predictors

the educational process .

Several atten1pts to re late personali ty types to

academic achievement have failed to produce definitive results .

further

upon

Based

a review of the literature and the results of their own study employing

c differences

ove r 18 00 students, Ilengstler et a l ( 1980) concluded tha t there is a low

Myers-Briggs

to moderate relationship between academic success and scores on the MBTI.

onsistent

Low correlations between intuition and success were confirmed with even

weaker, albeit significant , correlations between the judging-perceptive
dimension · and GPA in college students .
•orld of ideas
·are acting

The amount of variance in grades

accounted by any of the personality dimensions was less than two. percent.
These results are not surprising since the personality types me asured by
the MBTI indicate non-intellectual preferences for how individual perceive

; imagination,
.es and probl

information and draw conclusions from it •
Personality and Learning
Since personality does not seem to be related to l earning results,

l emphasis

perhaps it can be more productively employed to predict how individuals
wil l go about assimilating

living flex i
existence
m ctions.

An

kno~ledge

from their environments .

Tentat ive

relationships between instructor ratings, as reflective of a style of
t eaching , were found by Blank ( 1970).

Students with personality types

consistent with the instructor rated the instruc tor h ighe r in interes t

I icated by t

involvement, and student-teacher interaction , even tho ugh the instructo r 's

:ep tive in n

types were not ever consonant with those types (INTJ).

; irrational ·

perceptive and sensing-intuition dimensions are the best predictors of

i ns

of the f

.s relate to

teacher evaluations (Taylor, 1969).

The judging-

These results are congruent with t he

le arn1ng
·
styl e- te ach ing style results .

Learning is ea sier from an instructor

Whose perception/c onception of reality is similar to your s.
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Personality and Teaching Styles
The most positive contributions of personality theory to the

educ~

process may result from using typologies to predict the quality and sty f
of teaching among pre-service t eachers, possibly as a screen i ng device.
Since "instructor's personality" is the most important evaluative dimens
to students (Roberts, 1971), using type indicators to assess individuals
potentials for teaching success may prove valuable.
What are teachersl personalities like?
as opposed to thinking types .

Most tend to be feeling type,
~

At lower educational levels they tend

be sensing/feeling types - sociable and friend ly.

At higher levels

(h~

school and college), teachers tend to be intuitive types (Carlyn, 1976;
McCaully, 1974).

It is reasonable to assume that sensing and judging

types prefer to teach and learn in an orderly, systematic manner .

They

respond well to multi-media instruction but do not respond well to

indiv~

reading/listening .

On the o th er hand , intuitive and perceptive types

prefer to teach and learn in flexible, unstructure d ways , prefering use
of the writt e n and spoken word (Roberts, 1977).

Using personality types

to predict more specif ic strategy preferences, Carlyn ( 1976) fo und that
intuitive teachers have a stronger need for creativity and independence
and are generally more interest ed in working with small groups than sens1
types.

Extraverted/thinking types prefer administrative functions, while

extraverted/intuitive types prefer school planning functions.

Teaching

strategies were related to personality types by Rudisill (1973), who fooo
that extravcrts pr efe rred self-pacing and laboratory t echn iques.
teachers pre fe r ed using questioning techn iques .

Percepti

Whil e t hese results are

isolated and inconclusive they do sugges t t hat teaching strategies vary
considerably ac cording to the personality of the teacher.

Considerally

more research will be nec essary to generate sufficient consistency to
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ma~
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personality a useful predictor of te aching styles or po tential success
teacher in dif ferent settings.
as a

y

g device,

~he

Study

This study was designed to investigate the following questions:

ive dimen 81
1.

Are cognitive style preferences significant predictors of teaching style
preferences?

z.

Are personality variables significant predictors of teaching style
preferences?

y tend to

3.

Which contributes more to variance in teaching styl e preference scores,
cognitive styles or personality?

evels (high

4 . Are there significant corre lations between cognitive style preferences
and personality variables?

ndividuals'

el ing types I

yn, 1976;

METHOD

judging
er.

They

1 to individ

Sample
A total of 93 upper-level undergraduate, secondary teacher-education

e types

students enrolled in three sections of an educational psycho l ogy course

ering use

at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro f o rmed the sample for

lity types

this study.

ound that

throughout the university .

ependence

thirty percent was male.

than sens1
10ns, while
Teaching

These students represented a varie ty of cog nate majors from
Seventy percent of the s ample was female;
These students were all pres ervice teachers,

enrolled in their student teaching semester.
Instrumentation
Under the auspices of the Institutional Research Departmen t of the

) , who founa

university, students were administered the Myers-Br iggs Personality Type

s.

Indicator (MBTI).

Percepti

This instrument consists of 166 f orced- choice questions,

es ults are

producting eight subtotal scores on four bipolar dimen s ions :

gies vary

extraversion; sensing-intuition; thinking-feeling; j udging-perceptive.

s ider ally

Based upon Jung's Theory of Type, the MBTI measures non-intellective

ency to make

Preference strengths (0-7)

for the eight s cores l isted above.
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scores reflect the kinds of judgements and perceptions an individual
us es in interacting with their environment, (Meyers, 1970) .
dichotomous scores were combined to produce four continuous variables
data analysis.
scor~s

Preference scores were converted to

co nt inuous

by using a score of seventy as the midpoint on each dimens ion a

adding/subtracting the differences from the larger

pref~rence

strengths

(Hengstler, in press).
At a later point in the semester, students were administered
report instruments that reflected their preferred modes for
(cognitive style) and for teaching (styles).

The Educational Cognitive

Style Inventory is part of a test battery developed at Oakland C0Dm1unit 1
College (Michigan) to determine the educational cognitive style of
individuals.

As a part of the Educational Sciences (Hill, 1979-), t hi s

in st rument seeks to empirically map an individual's mode of
searching for meaning.

behavior~

An individual's educational cognitive style i s

comprised of the Cartesian product of sets of in formation:

symbols and

their meaning, cultural determinants of the meaning of symbols,
of inference,

~nd

educational memory.

mo dalit1~

The f irst three of the se are

measured by the Cognitive Style Interest Inventory; th e last remains in
the developmental stage.
Twenty-eight variables, each consisting of eight it ems in the invento
are measured.

These are forced-choice responses (rarely, sometimes or

usually) to questions related to each style measured.
weighted and summed for each variabl e .

The o rderi ng of questions is

r andomi zed t o minimize r esponse set.

Insert TABLE I
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Each response is

about here.
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i.dual

Teaching style preferences were measured by t he Instructional Styles

= eigh t

Inventory (Canfield & Canfield, 1976), which consists of 25 items containing
four response options .

Individuals rank each option ( 1- 4) consonant with

their preferences for teaching .

Two were eliminated because of their

nsion and

redundancy, which produces 20 variable scores on four dimensions (Table 2).

trengths

Eight condition variables relate the degree of emphasis the teachers
be li eve

they should have in the teaching/learning relationship.
v~riables

d two self-

content

'. king info

of instructional content.

:ognitive

modality .

Community
~

Four

indicate the instructor's interest in different types
Four mode variables relate to preferred teachi ng

The four r e sponsibility variables indicate the instructor's

willingness to assume responsibility for student learning.

The ranks for

each question are surruned to produce a total score for each variable .

of

The

l-), this

smaller the score the greater the preference is indicated for that teaching

rnvior i n

styl e , i.e. the higher is the ranking.

Style

l S

nbols and

Insert TABLE 2

about here .

modal ities
RESULTS

e are

Pearson product momient correlation coeffi cie nts between the MBTI and

emains in

Instructional Styles Inventory (ISI) were calculated and are presented in
the inventa
·times or
'. Sponse is
.ons is

Table 3.

In addition, stepwise regression analyses, using the . SO significanse

level as th e entry criterion and .OS level for retention were conducted
tor each of the teaching style variables, with the MBTI Scores serving as
independent variables (Table 4).

Both of these analyses confirm that the

thinking/feeling dimension is the most related to and significant pred ict or
of teaching style preference.

Feelers tend to regard peer and instructor

affiliation as more important styles.

Negative values, it should be

noted, are positively correlated with the values on the ISI , since a
smaller value indicates a stronger preferenc e.

____........

------ ---~·-~-
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Feelers as opposed to

r

Insert Tables 3 and 4 about here

·--------------- - - - - - -

thinkers, show significant relationships to qualitative content such as
writing and working with people.

d

On the other hand, feeling

s

related to the use of numerics and inanimate content (constructive
activ·l
.
The judging/perceptive type indicato r was a significant predictor of
preference for numerics (judgers) and working with peopl e (feelers) .
sensing/intuition dimension was entered only for the qualitative

The

variab~

-·

'

intuition being positively related to qualitative content .
To assess the relationship of cognitive styles to teaching style
preferences, Pearson correlation coefficients between t he CSI and ISI
calculated (Table 5) , as well as stepwise regression _analyses (Table 6}.
few as one cogniitive style variable
as 10% of the variance.

were entered accounting for as

As many as eight variables were found t o be sign

predictors of specific teaching styles , accounting for as much as two
of the variance of instructor affiliation scorc•s. The most frequently ente
cognitive style variables were not modality variables as might be expecteJ,
but ra t he r those relat ed to est he tics , kinesics (non-verbal communication),
and synnoetics (self-knowledge).
A detailed review of each variable and its assorted cognitive style
predictors wo uld be tedious.

Of interest to designers are the teaching

mode variables. Lecturing is preferred by those l ow in communicative abill
(kinesics and synnoetics) but more skilled in motor performance (kinesthetics) and categorical reasoning (magnitude). Preference for the use of
reading as a primary instructional mode is understandably predicted by
theoretical a ud itory linguistics (listening to words) and the qualitative
visual codes . lc.onic.s, the preference for visuali z ing i nstruction , generat
three significant predic to rs . Teachers who prefer categorical reasoning
(magnitude) and who are adept at learning digital information (theoretical
visual quantitative ) show a negative preferenc for the use of Iconics.
Non-verbal conununica ti on (kinesics) is a strong po sitive pre dictor of
preference for visual instruction. The fin a l ins tructional modality,

Personality/Cogni tive Style Predi ctors

dftect exp e
&ynno

e tics

'

rience

.'

interncted significantly with qualitative codes tactile,

and the comparison-contrast mode of reasoning. The responsibi-

,
varaibles had not significant predictors.
1.1.JY

tor of
lers).
Je

Insert Tables 5 and 6 a bout here .

variable

style
md

tsr

DISCUSSION
wer~

(Table 6).
:or as

varaibles, specifically Jungian type indicators , are useful for predicting
o~ly

to be

a limited range of teaching style preferences . Those styles related

only to personal affiliation, that is, to what extent the student

as two
iuently ente
be

From an analysis of the results, it can be concluded that personal it y

expect ~\'

1municat ion},

ne~ds

to

affiliate with the teacher and peers, and to co ntent pr eferences (choice
of subject matter speciality). These variables represent only two dimensions of the variables measured by the Learn i ng Styles Inventory . Feelers,
as opposed to thinkers, genrally reagrded affiiation as a more important
component in the instructional process. This is consistent with Mye rs

: ive style
teaching
:ative abil:.
(kines theuse of
~ cted

by

1ualitative
.on, gene rat
:easoning

( 1970) description of feelers, who emphasize personal relationships ,
while thinkers are more absorbed in internal, abstract modes of thought.
The other group of teaching styles that significantly interact with
personality are the four content variables . Again , consistent with Jungian
theory, thinkers prefer numeric and inanimate instructional content, while
feelers prefer qualitative and people-oriented con tent .

In addition to the

thinking/feeling dimension, the overall judging/perceptive type dimension
was found to be a consistent predictor of preference for two of the content
types.

Judgers, who are systematic and internal types, prefer numeric

: theoretical
instruction while perceivers , more flex i ble and spcintaneous in their exis:conics.

tence, prefer peopl e -related instruction . Qual itative instruction (language

:tor of
relat ed) is preferred by extraver ted intuiters , individuals who interact
ility,

Personality/Co~nitivc

Style Predictors

with the outside world but depend upon thei r imagination to

con cept uali~

it, i e . a writer.
Personality types, it appears, can be useful i n very limited ways for
pr eserv i ce o r inservice teacher pr e paration.

They can provide teacher ed :i.

caters with some indication of a person's preferred fie ld of teaching,
vi z . the deg ree of satisfaction

teachers
may derive .

s

As such, personality

ty pes indi ca tor s wo uld be most useful in the prescreeing/advising pro cess
for admission into ce rtain tracks and not as part of the teacher e duca-

~

tion proc es s itself.

d

The r es ults related to pee r/instructor affi l iation

would be of littl e value for designe rs, except as an indicator of prefere

P

infor~·

m

for group oriented or tutorial mod es o f instruction . Without mo r e
tion

about instructional conditions, personality variables are of li ttle

b

value in th e tr a ining of teacher s.
Cognitive style preferences, however , provide c l earer pictures about
how an i nd ividu al wi l go about teaching . The ways in whi ch we

~refer

to

learn appear t o influence the ways in which we choose to teach, wh i ch is
consis t ent with findings related to cognitive sty l es (Witk i n, et al,
1977 ).

a

For all but th ree t eaching style preferences , organization (an

ti

d
d1

intellective process not measured by the CSI) and the responsibility vari
abl es , cognitive style pref er enc es were signif ic an t pred i cto r s .

For deter

si

mination of preferred instruc tional mod e , a variety of significant predic
emerged. From those resul ts we can conclude t hat teachers who prefe r to
l ect ure are not necessarily natural communicators.

They tend to be more

physically oriented and like to reason by rule or pol i cy. Lecturing_i s
simply the accepted presentation mode .

de

th
th

Those teachers who prefer to ass
po

r eadings tend to prefer to r ead thel!!_..$elves . Those who prefer t o visual1d
their instruction do not le a rn we ll fr?m lis tening . In fact, they prefer
Ille

to learn t hrough non-verbal means . Visualizers avoid categorical, r ule-ot"
no

i e nt cd modes of thought, opting fo r a more holistic approach to
I

,I
,,.
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a finding that is consistent with the brain hemisphericity experiments
tlY popularized. Those teachers who prefer direct experiences, such

i ted ways i

rece n

e teacher c

as

t eaching,

st anding of themselves. They prefer involvement.
Most teaching styles have as their antecedents the individual instruc-

rsonality
sing

proces~

her educaaf f i l iation
r of prefer
mo re

laboratories or simulations, are more tactile and have a better under-

infon~

re of littlE!.

tor's l earning styles.

Generally the qualitative codes for assimilating

information 1 as opposed to the theoretical, were found to be the best predictors for most teaching styles. These results indicate that individuals'
preferred modes for learning 1which are usually culturally and experientially
mediated, affect perceptions and preferences for the way information should
be presented.
The factors that affect utilization of mediated forms of learning

: tures about

are more multi-farious than suggested by traditional inter-media comparison

't>refer to

research. Since teachers normally exert the greatest amo unt of control over

1,

which is

different methodologies may help us predict the effectiveness of media

et al,

dis semination projects, as well as to suggest some approaches to media

:i tion (an
i.bili ty
;.

the learning process, understanding the factors that predispose t hem toward

vari

For deter

: ant predicto

skills development and teacher training or teacher placement in instructional
situations.
It should be noted that the conclusions reported here require some

prefer to

degree of inference, due largely to the use of self-report inventories as

to be more

the only source of data.

:uring . is

Personality and preference indicators, such as

those employed in this study, are subject to a number of potential defici-

fer to assig

ciencies. Three major problem areas - typology, effect on taker, and res -

t o visualize

ponse set - are reviewed by Brown (1970). The first probl e m is semantic

.e y pre fer

and statistic - determining what is measured by any self - report instru-

al, rule-or·

ment. The meaning implied by any test and interpreted by t est takers is

?

o instructi 0'

normally inferred from statistical

te~hniques ,

~46

viz . factor analysis.
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Typology is based on conunonality of variance, not interpretation of
meaning. This multi -trait, statistical approach always calls into
the meaning we ascribe to any instrument.

The second problem is a

Heisenberg Uncertainty situation - can we

loc~lize a~a~~~fl~nality

without any effect on the personality caused by such a dose of introspection and self-evaluation.

Finally, to what extent do test-takers

idealizeor falsify their responses to project an inaccurate image of
own attitudes.

~e·

These and other factors render the results obtained from

any study employing self-report instruments less than absolute.
It should also be pointed out that the three instruments employed
this study have a considerable amount of empirical, validation support ,
especially the MBTI. The weakest of the three is the CSI, largel_y because
of a predilection of the author, Hill ( a statistician) against extensive
analysis. The fact that all of the results occurred in predicted or read1l
explicable directions supports the conclusions drwan from the study. Pen
ality types have limited applicability in predictin g pr e ferred teaching
styles, while learning styles show more extensive correlative and predirtive relationships.

l\

~

11

~

•I

I

·:
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TABLE 1
ifferences
ished docts Inter ng sty les ot
tation, Nova

_te_r_a_m_e_r;.,;::i::.:c~an~a,

e matics
ggs type
Unpublished

y les as a
e ting of the
-12 , 1979.

Educational CoGnitive Styl e Variables
~LS A;iD TliEIR MEA!HriGS

theoretical Orien ta ti on to Symbols·:
t. T<AL)

Th~oret ica l

Auditory Lin5uistics.

Finding meaning t hrough words you

hear.

2. T!AO)

Theoretical Auditory Quantitative. Finding meaning in spoken
numerical syr.1bol s, r elati ons hi ps , and rr:easurements.

J. T(VL)

Theoretical Visual LinRui slics.

4.

Theoretic2l Visual 01.ianti ta t i VP.. FindinG rrr:aning i n numerical
symbols, r e lationshi ps , and measur ements you see.

T( VQ)

Finding meaning from words you see.

Oual1Lative Orientation to Symbol s:

ogical types 5. O(A)
and prei ver si ty of
75-2576A.

r

6.

Q(O)

e nden t and
i ons. Review

Qualitative Auditory. Perceiving meaning through the sense of hearinG. A ~ajor in this a r ea i nd icates ability to disLinguish be tween
sounds , tones of music, a nd other purely sonic sensa t ions .
Qualitative Olfactory.
smell.

Perceiving meaning through the s ense of

7. Q(S)

Oualitatjve Savory . Perceiving neani~g by the sense of taste. Chefs
should have highly devel oped qualitative olfa ctory and sa vory abi l ities.

8. O(T)

Qua l itative Tactile .
perature, and pain .

9.

Qualitative

styles
nc es . Un-

Q(V)

Vi~unl.

Perceiving

~ean i ng

by th e

s ~nse

o f touch , tem-

Perceiving ffieaning through sight.

lO. Q(P)

Qu2litative Cede Proprioceotive or so~c times called the s ixth sense ,
sy11thes i zing or co~ b ining a nunber of as sociated symbols in to a·performancc of a task; e.g. , type·,1ri t int; , playing a musicai inslru..r.ient .

11•

Qu0litativ_c Code EP1pC:tthetic. Sc~sit i viLy to the fe elings of others ,
ability to put yourself in another pe r son ' s place and see things
from his point of vi ew.

O(CEMJ

~. Q(CES)

Ou2litati~0 Codp Esth~t ic.

En joyin ~ t he beauty of an object or an
idea . Beauty in :::;urroundi n.:::s or 2 \-1e1l - turned phrase are ap;:irecia t ed
by a person po3sessinc a major strength in this area.
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13.

Q(CET)

iJu ~1l it.<1ti'lc?

Code l:~thic. Cc·rYli t! 1 er.~ to a s~t of v~lues, a O'oup
oblicnti()n:::; anc!/or duties. n11s comr:nt:'.lcnt need OG
imply r.iorality. Both a priest and a crimin3.l r:iay be committed
a set of values although the "values" may be decidedly differe
principle~,

14.

Q(CH)

Qualitative Code Hi3trionic. Exhibiting a deliberate behavior
"playint:; a r ole: to produce so::ie particular effect on other Per.
sons. This type of person knows how to fulfill role expectat1

15.

O(CK)

Qualitative Code Ki nesics . Understanding and co::1municating b~·
non-lin6uistic functions such as facial expressions and motions
t h e body (e.g., smiles and gestures).

16.

Q(CKH)

Qualitative Code Kines thetic. Performing motor skills accord
a reco:T'mended, or accepta ble, fro:.i (e.g., bowling according to
or golfing).

17.

Q(CP)

Qualitative Code Proxemics. Jud5 ing the phy sical
tance that the other person would per~it, between
other person.

18 .

Q(CS)

Qualitative Code Synnoetics.

19 .

Q(CT)

Qualitative Code Tran sac tional. M<iintainin13 a positive commum.
cative interaction which si.sn1ficantly influences th e e;oals of
persons involved in that interaction (e.g . , sa le smansh ip) .

20.

CICTI1)

Qualitative Code Temporal. RespondinB or behav ing acc ording~
expecta tions imposed on an activity by members in the role-set
associa ted with that activity .

Per sonal knowledge of oneself.

CULTURAL DETERMIN ANTS OF THE MEANINGS OF SYMBOLS
21.

A

Represen ts Associate~. A major degree of i nf l uence by frien ds
persons other than f am ily.

22.

F

Indicates a r:mjor Far:1il:; influence. The family influence might
inc l ude ir.unedia te family, church or special authority figures .

23.

I

Stands for Indiv idua.l. An "I" in the major column indicates
significant lndependence in decision making .

MODALITI ES OF IilFERE!JCE

24.

M

t. ~ae;ni tude.

A form of "ca ter;orical r easoninr, " th a t utili zes cl
ifications or ru les as t he basis for 2c ceptin3 or r ejec ting an
advanced hypothes i s . Persons Hilo need to define things or k n°~
"policy" in order to understand th em reflec t this ::iodality.
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D

a erouo

)S

~nt

need no,t
committed It
Ly different

R

Re lationship . This modality require s that things be seen in terms of
how they are alike . People with this modality frequently say, "This
is like that."

L

Appr a i sal. The modality of inferenc e employed by an individu a l who
uses all three of the modalities not ed above (M,D , an R), g i ving
equal weight to each in his reasoning process. Individuals who
employ this mod al ity tend to analyze , question, or in effect, appr ai s e
th a t which is und e r consideration in the proces s of drawing a probability
conclusion.

~ behavior ~
1

oth'2r Per-.
expec t a t io

21 .

Lc ating by
rnd motions

Difference. This pattern sugges ts a tendency t o reason in terms of
one-to-one contrasts and comparisons of selected characteristic s or
measurements, seeing things in terms of how they "differ". Artists
often po ssess this modality ~s do creative writers ru1d musicians.

Deduc tive. Indicat e s deductive reasoning, or the form of logical
proof used in geometry o r that employed in syllogistic reasoning.
j

soc ial di .
and th

~sel f

:mes elf.
i ve communi~ eoals of
s hip).

1

: cording to
e role - se t

by friends

1

(lt'

uence might
y figures.
ndicates

t ilizes class
jec ting an
igs or knoH ·
jality.
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TABLE 2
DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUCTION STYLES INVENTORY VARIABLES
(Canfield & La ffe rty, 1975)
CONDITIONS
Scores on these eight scales indicate the relative emphasis an
pr e fers in the teaching/learning relationship.
Peer Af f iliation: llaving students work in teams ; encouraging good
among students; having students become friends .

.I

Organization: Organizing course work l og ically and clearly; giving
meaningful assignments and sequence of instructional activities.
Goal Setting: Le tting students set their own objectives; providing feed
to help them modify goals and procedures; letting students make their
own decisions on objectives.
Compe tition: Creating situations where students are compared with one
another; getting students to compete among themselves .
Instructor Affiliation: Encouraging t he students to know the inst ruc tor
personally; developing a mutual understanding; lik ing one another.
Detail:
etc .

Providing specific i n formation on assignments, rules,

requireme~

Independence: Encouraging students to work alone and independently;
l e tting them plan for themselves.
CONTENT
These scales indicat e an instructor's comparat ive levels of interest in
areas .
Numeric: Working with numbers and logic; computing; solving mathematical
probl'i?ffis , etc.
Qualitative :
In animate :
People :

Working with words or language ; writing; editing; talking.
Working with things; building; r epa iring ; design i ng; operatiRg.

Working with people; int e rviewing ; counselling; selling; helping.

MOOE
Scores reflect the person's preferences for particular in s tructional
procedures.
Lecturing:
Reading s :
I conics:

Giving information by lectures, tapes, speeches, etc .
Providing written words as in reading texts, pamphlets , etc .
Showing illustrations such as mov i es , s l i des , pictures, graphs, e

Direct Experience: Getting students to handl e or perform; labo ratory, shoi•
fi el d trips, pr ac tic e exercises.
--·-- ·- --

· - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - -- -
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ES
pONSIBILITY
~e amounts of responsibility that an instructor feels he
0 11
1he c ;
accept for the learning process.
baSt o

I:

an

s:

:i1i-

Ins tructor takes primary or major responsibility for student learning
Primary or total responsibility for le arning on the student.

g good

giv ing
Les .
)Viding feed
ike thei r

I with one

· instructor
•ther.
· , requireme11

dently ;

n terest

in

nathematical

; ; talking.
1g ; operating.
.ng ; helping.

t ional

tc .
~ ts,

~ s,

etc.
graphs,

•r atory, sh '
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TABLE 3
lNTERCORRELATION BETWEEN MBTI AND ISI
(Pearson Product Monet Coefficients)

Introversion/
Extraversion

Peer Affiliation
-.020
O'rganization
. 199
Goal Setting
- . 109
Competition
- . 120
Instructor Affiliation
. 103
Detail
-. 129
Independence
-.074
Authority
. 123
Numerics
.070
Qualitative
-. 151
Inanimate
-.081
People
. 131
Lecture
.168
Readings
-. 172
Iconics
-.014
Direct Experience
-.0 14
Instructor Responsibility -.200
Student Responsibility
-.027

Sensing/
Intuition

Thinking/
Feeling

.037
-. 196
-.049
.218

-.274*
.091
.022
. 163
-.415**
.06 I
. 145
.203
.283*
-.332*
.364**
- . 346**
• 160
.018
-.204
.001
-.051

.o 17

.0 16
-.065
-.058
. 249
-.282*
. 138
-. 181
-. 188
.0 29
.o 17
.085
.076
.092
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• JOO

Judg

Perce

.01 1

-.060
- . 130
.20s
-. 112
. 165
-. 118

.oao

• 350

.003
. 103
.297
.070
. 141
-.138
.009
-.063
. 135

TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSES
I NDICATING SIGNIEICANT PERSONALITY PREDICTORS

Dependent Variable

Intercept

Independent Variables

b Value

Type I/SS

F

R2

Peer Affiliat ion

20. I I

Thinking/Feeling

-0 . 090

37.05

4.32*

.075

Instructor Affiliation

20 .41

Thinking/Feeling

-0 . 126

71.43

11.05**

. 173

Thinking/Feeling
Judging/Perceptive

+O. I 08
+0 .0 95

53. 17
86 . 20

4 .42*
7. 17**

. 19 I

Introversion/Extraversion
Sensing/Intuition
Thinking/Feeling

-.0049
-0.059
-0. 124

25.36
31. 58
64 .91 .

3.45
4.30*
8 . 84**

.233

Thinking/Feeling

+0. 123

68.99

8.08**

. 132

Thinking/Feeling
Judging/Perceptive

-0 . 126
-0 . 072

7 I .39 ·

7.00*
4.94*

. 120

Numerics

0.78

Qualitative

27.806

Inanimate

4.026

People

24.691

* p < .05
** p < .0 I
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50.40

ct)
U":)

ct

(Pearso n

L) -. 022
Q)
. 251
L) .251
Q)
. 099
)
.243
)
. 150
)
. 199
)
.364'':
)
-. 127
)
- .09 1
M)
. 104
S) -. 04 1
T) - .063
N)
.2 69
K) -.07 0
H)
.221
P)
. 130
S) • I lO
T) - . 106
!1)
.006
- . 179
- .093
. 375*
-.213
. 104
. 336>~
-. 034
• 155

. 188
.035
-. 199
- . 016
. 017
- .054
-. 002
-.023
• 153
- . 256
-. IOI

- . 077
- . 166
-.276
. 098
-.240
-.217
- . 190
- . 143
. 05 1
. 22 1
. 254
-. 132
.259
• 109
- . 232
• I08
- .23 2

- .278
- .067
- . I 16
.026
. 072
-.056
-.221
- . 180
-. 164
.252
-.045
- . 237
.265
• 14 8
- . 100
• 193
.065
.216
. 228
• 155
. 016
-.234
-. 160
. 069
- . 243
- .088
- . 08 9
. I 23

. 090
. 133 - . 084
.013 - . 143
- . 163
~ 109
.099
. 044
-.097 -.0 I 1 -.062
-. 261 - . JOO -. 021
. 007 -.040
.023
. 195
. 157
.087
. 140
. 283
-. 082
. 109 - .077 -. JO I
. 107 -. 151 - . 10 I
. 06 8
.051 - .208
• I 72
. 386** .016
- . 11 8 -.262 - .052
.2 24 -.271
-. 132
.036
. 034 -.030
.062 - • 190
- . 157
.238
.061
.087
• 102 - • I 78
- • 191
.o 13
-. 00 3 -. 182
• 137
-.280 -.088
-. 0 74 -.4 33
. 086
• 107 -. 204
. 253
- . 056
. 442** .083
- •._18 7
. 024
• 12 I
. 114-·
• 146
. 166
.0 I 7
. 085
. 154
. 039 - .00 I
• I 72
- .020
. 040 -. 172

-. 135
. 118
.036
. 131
. 279
-.00 I
-.208
-. 248
-. 022
.282
- .0 12
-.285
.294
. 117
-. 05 1
. 192
-.008
. 327*
.24 6
• 122
• 122
- .085
- . 122
• 174
- . 062
-.091
-.072
. 132

Product Monet CoeffLcic nt s )

. 186
-.017
-.203
-. 12 1
-.227
.058
-. 072
. 072
.260
-. 106
. 159
.236
- .042
-. 11 8 .
.088
-. 106
-.261
- .• 325*
-. 180
- • 179
. 193
• 103
-. 348*
- .• 0 75
. 2 1I
. 08 1
-.085
-.035

. 050 -.241
.043
. 128
. 203
-.4 77"'* .2 13
• 156
- .08 l - .037 - .034
.004
. 19 1
- .308* • 179
. 388**-. 166 - .081
- . l 15
. 192
. 07 5
-. 110 - • 170
.235 - • 121 -. 028 -. 185
. 234 - . 193 -. 113
.062
.040 -. 021 - .235
. 166
. 23 1 -. 079 -. 0 13
-. 122
. 095 - .092 - .028 - . 200
.005 -. 133
. 206 - .221
. 108
-.
070
. 24 7
- • 159
. 079
.092
•
138
. 084
-.
283
.
09
1
.2
21
.272
•
109
-.
042
• 240
-. 253
-.
150
.
0
13
-.
09
7
- • 158
. 184
.. 152 -.043
- .255
. 301**-. 072
- • 170 - ..056
- • 107 -.2 14 - . 009 - • 103
.262
. 00 2 -. 03 1 -. 296*
• 138
. 009
,076 - . 25 5
-. 158
. 05 1
. 050
.033
- ...217
• 164
. 128 -. 031
- .040 · .333* -. 223 -. 049
-. I 10
. 0 17
. 139 - .065
-. 038
. 0 18
. 158 -. 163
. 383>': . 25 I
- .569** . 042
. I JO

-.036
- • 133
-. 06 1
.032
-. 017
- . 116
. 046
. 213
.256
-. 158
. 177
.042
-. 192
-. 144
. 270
-. 255
- • 145
.073
-. 146
-. 0 19
-. 004
-; 089
-. 071
- . 148
-. 229
-. 04 I
-. 252
-. 195

-. 284
-. 0 lB
. 00 1
-. 00 I
. 256
. 98 7
.260
. 228
. 190
. 063
-. 103
-, 03 1
.-.008
. 127
. 026
. 178
.046
. 156
. 172
-. 0 15
-. 186
. 120
• III
-. 090
-. 106
• 192
. 075
. 242

. 233
. 324'~
- .024
. 225
-. 021
. 134
.037
-. 051
- . 197
. 218
-. 133
- . 149
. 068
• 108
- . 274
.082
• 124
.245
• 1"29
• 172
. 009
- . 038
.028
, 24 7
. 156
• I 13
. 007
. 137

. 038
- .093
.074
-.0 96
-. 133
- . 114
-. 158
-. 345*
-. 305*
-. 05 1
. 007
. 043
. 122
. 000
-. 135
.020
. 03 1
- .297*
-. 099
-.064
- . OS I
-. 196
. 035
. 0 37
. 167
- . I7 I
. 169
- .056

- . 061
-. 051
. 12 I
.004
- .272
. 062
.099
. 000
- .068
- .065
- .249
- . 194
.052
, 017
. 138
- .204
.- .2 11
. 084
-. 096
- .079
-. 252
. 147
-. 105
. 0 37
. 156
- . 118
. 006
. 2 18
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TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSES
INDI CATING SI GNIFICANT* PREDICTORS
Dependent Variab l e

Intercept

I ndependent Variable

b Value

Type II SS

F

R2

Peer Affiliation

I. 720

Qualitative Tactile
Individual

+.226
+.200

31. 34
35. 77

5.83
6.35

.264

Theoretic Auditory Li nguistic-.266
+.310
Qualit a tive
Qualitative Esthetic
-. 199
Qualitative Ethic
+.247

4 I. 73
70.02
42 . 31
39.60

.684
11 . 65
7.04
6 . 59

.385

Qua l itative Auditory
Qualitative Esthe tic

- . 16 1
+.206

25 . 76
+7 . 15

5.03
9. 21

.245

Theoret i c Visual Linguistic
Qualitative Empathetic
Qua l i t ative Kenesics
Qua l i t ative Transactional
Affiliate
Instr uctional
Magnitude
Diffe r ence

- .227
- .221
+.243
- . J8 1
- . J68
+.245
- . 309
+.2 52

36 . 77
31.39
34 . 35
2 J . Ol
12 . 93
28 . J8
58 . 89
30 . 82

J2.60
10.76
11. 78
7.20
4.43
9 . 66
20. J8
JO . 56

.632

Qualitative Histrionic
Qualitative Proxemics

- . 2J3
+.245

38 . 62
33.86

6.53
5.73

. J87

40 . 42
42.73
85 . 91
66 . 6 1

4.24
4.49
9 . 02
6 . 99

.3I

19.253

Goal Setting

Competition

13.357

I nstruc t or Affilia t ion

19 .33

De t ail

JO.20

Independence

6.50

Theoretical Auditory Lingui s t i c - .272
Qualit ative Esthetic
- . J97
Qualitative Synnoetik
+. 336
Affiliat e s
+. 308

3 \ . 88

Qualit a tive E s th etic
Qual. L
. t....i,L i ..... e

P rQxerni-.c s

+ .229

46 . 87

- . 316

52.83

~

N.

I

I I .2

12 . 65

(Pearson Pro d u ct Monet Coe f fici e nc s )

L) -.022
Q)
. 25 J

. 188
.035

-.278
-.067

. 133
- . 163

- . 084
.o 13

.090
- . 143

- . 135
. 118
"..., r

• 186

-.o 17
....

".,

• I JO
. 043
- . 4 77** . 2J3
"o

1

"'l 7

.050
. 203
-

(\ 'l I .

- .241
. 128
1

c <:

- . 036
- • J33
"£ .

-.284
-.01-8

. 233
.324;~

.038
-.0 93

-.061
-.051

. J•

.()"

Qualitative
Inanimate

6.37

-Q uari t: ative Kines1cs

+.276

4 7. 14

Magnitude

-.284

60.68

6.31

8. 12

Deductive

-.295

91.45

12.24

.533

Qua l itative Auditory
Qualitative Kinesics

+ . 274
-.293

70.93
59 . 86

Il

.37
9.59

.275

7.90

Deductive

• 2 14

60.87

7.06

. 14 7

People

16 .04

Affiliate

-.216

46.34

4.53

.099

Lecturing

11. 13

Qualitative Kinesics
Qualitative Kinesthetic
Qualitative Synnoet ics
Magnitude

+. 308
- . 188
+. 208
-.26 7

66.80
54.98
30.56
51 .32

9.36
7.70
4.28
7. 19

.316

Theoretic Auditory Lin guistic-.241
Qualitative Visual
+ . 142

35.51
19.00

10 .43
5.58

Theoretical Quditory Quantitave + . 089
Qualitative Kinesics
-.232
Magnitude
+. 186

l 1. I 0
36.99
26.0 1

3.83
12.75
8.97

. 324

Qualitative Tactile
Qualitative Synnoetics
Difference

77. 63
52.24
45.97

9.90
6 . 65
5.86

. 332

Reading
I conics

Direct Experience

8.537
8.025

27 .644

- .370
-.247
+.295

a"J

~

N
.21 4

F Values< 7. 10 significant p < .05
F Values > 7. 10 significant P < .0 I
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ABSTRACT
"A Call for a Truce between Educational Technology and Teaching:
Suggestions for Mutually Beneficial Collaborations"
The following paper provides a conceptual frame for ways in whi ch the
- fields of educational technology and teaching can and do interrelate with
each other . Three types of relationshi ps or, loosely speaking, 11 models , 11
· will be described. They call for educational t echnoloqy 1) to assume a Mo
open and attentive posture toward teachers, teachinq, and classroom comrnuni
cation processes in order to stimulate ecologically valid research efforts
ed. tech.; 2) to continue to seek ways to play a directive, or instructioM
role in teacher education, especially in advancing systems approaches to 1
structional problem-solving; and 3) to engage in collaborative ventures in
inquiry and development with teachers, teacher trainers and researchers.
three relationships are predicated upon the need for a more cooperative pa
digm . between the two fields, which seem to exhibit more competition and co
scension than cooperation and collaboration . . Ideological and praxeolo9ical
differences between ed. tech. and teaching will be examined, as will dispa
ties between the ways the two fields perceive each other.

l

I

~

::>a 1 1y 1.JOrgensen
n

A CALL FOR A TRUCE BETWEEN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND TEACHING:
SUGGESTIONS FOR MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL COLLABORATIONS
The following paper presents an organizing frame for think ing about the
·achinq:

~lationship

between the domains of teach i ng and educational technoloqy (ET),

II

especially the subsets of inquiry and instructional development (ID) within

a. The three types of relationships discussed are predicated upon a belief
which th'!!
·late
With
in the need for a more cooperative paradigm between these two fields . Though
11
model s 11
ssume a ' rio
the respective settings and target populations may vary somewhat since ET not
·oom communi
·ch efforts oolY operates in education but also cuts across business, industry and the milinstructiona
1aches to n.. ~ry, their zones of concern, nevertheless-- instruction and learnin9--overlap.
·entures in
~ archers. Al
1era ti ve pa~ ltflightened receptivity toward each other and cooperative ventu res could better
:ion and co qround inquiry efforts, as well as multiply gains for both fields in advancing
·axeo109ical
wi 11 di spar· creative, responsive and responsible education .

1

Parenthetically, it should be noted that one could draft an endless list
of crossfertilizations that could be (and have been) mutually benefici al between
ET and other areas both inside and outside education.

This paper is chiefly

concerned, however, with the particularly curious nexus that exists between ET
and teaching.
Three relationships, or loosely speaking,

11

models, 11 will be discussed in

the paper, preceded by a fairly lengthy delineation of ideological differences
between how each fie 1d is perceived by the other.

It is believed that

differences need to be honestly addressed or collaborations \•fill be
thwarted .

Each of the relationships can be simply illustrated by variations in

arrow directions between the two fields.

First, an arrow moving from teaching

toward ET reflects what ET can learn from teaching and classroom realities.
asks ET to assume an Attentive Posture toward the field of teachinq.

The second

relationship entails a more Directive, or Instructi onal Role on the part of
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educational technoloqists vis-a -vis pre- and in-service teacher education.
(Certainly ET has its longest track record with this second model.) The t
model, like the first, is less well explored and is depicted by a two-way
arrow to indicate more Collaborative, Interactive Ventures in inquiry and
velopment between ed. tech . and teachers, teacher educators and those who
search teaching effectiveness and classroom processes.
I.

An Attentive Posture
ET ...~t-----Teachinq and
Inquiry
Classroom Realities

II.

A Directive Role
ID ------~.. Teacher Education

III .

Collaborative Ventures
ET Inquiry, ..illlll~---i•~ Inquiry in Teaching, Learning
ID & Evaluation
and Classroom Practices

Unquestionably, examples of each of these three types of relations hip·
exist within the literature and practice of the field, particularly in the
second model, where courses in media utilization and production and ID pri1
ciples have been injected into teacher education curricula and have taken
11

with varying deqrees of success.

1

Nevertheless, two assumptions undergirdi1

this paper are that the two fields have qenerally exhibited more

condescen~

and competition than cooperation and collaboration (perhaps the territoria'
imperative is operant here), and that efforts need to be escalated from a I
si tion of respect, openness and experimentation.

Both groups are guilty o1

stereotypical thinking about each other.
Here are a few indicators of the wind current s from our field toward
teaching.

It

is no secret, for example, that it has been the aspiration o1

number of educational technologists over the years to develop teacher-proo1
if not also teacher-less, programs and materials.

At the other extreme arE

Douglas Ellson s efforts to perfect a "programed tutoring
1
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ors are Programed to guide the learner through systematic, P.I.-type in-

education

etiona 1 sequences .

·l.)

(Ell son, Ba rber, Enql e and Kempwerth, 1965)

And, frequently in the literature under the rubric,

a two-way

opeent

obstacles 11 to devel -

and implementation, one finds references to teachers' "resistance to

nge.11

those who

11

Adjectives like

11

recalcitrant 11 (Cohen, 1970), "apprehensive 11 (Dunathan

and powers, 1979) and "fearful" (Ellison, 1970) crop up.
titudes, such as "Goodbye Teacher
~gljS),

11

(Keller, 1978),

11

Titles give away at-

Why Teachers Fail" (S kinner,

and f'The Decline of Pedaqocentricity ," (Brabner, 1970).

( 11 Pedagocentricity 11

fs a term coined by Brabner to ''designate the widespread practice of attributing
overriding importance to teacher behaviors in the educational process. 11 [Brabner,

U70]) . But then little or no mention of teachers in the literature or in ed .
tech. courses can be equally revealing.
Learning
: tices
1ati onships

,.ly in the
rnd ID prinive "taken"
mdergirding

th.ere are no

11

t eache r analys i s " techniques in the ET or ID models.

~achinq-related
i~ividual

~l

It i s interestinq, for instance, that
Thus,

issues appear not to be taken very seriously, issues such as

teaching styles and decision -ma king processes, teachers' philosophi-

orientations and their reasons for being a teacher; teachers' relationships

~th

students, colleagues and adm inistrators, and how those relationships shape

ilieir expectat ions and their efforts.

Major researchers a nd writers in the

condescensi areas of teacher education and inquiry into teaching and classroom practices
:erritorial

are seldom visible in ET literature .
Instead, teachers frequently seem to be portrayed as interchangeable imple-

?d from a pG·
· guilty of

~nters

of the instructional sequence desiqned by the instru ctional developer.

~earns of a design sc i ence of instruction where products, processes, and out-

d tovJard
i ration of o

=her-rroof .
( treme are

c~e~

of instruction can be prespecified, empirica lly validated and replicated

~rther illuminate the educational tech nologist' s vision of the rol e of the
teacher.

And even if this role i s referred to as "manager of i nst ructi on, 11 it

m
ay be 9lorifyin9 what are real 1y monitoring fun ct ions , thu s treating teachers

whereby hlJllll
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as "operators" rather than truly "managers," to use Davies' distinctions.
(Davies, 1973)

In light of the advocacy of more well-defined and

accounta~

roles, it is ironic that in examining "The Teacher's Responsiveness to Tee
and the Individualization of Instruction," Stewart and Love (1970) offer t
provocative speculation that "lack of role clarity ... [may enable] the teac
to creatively act on his

O\'m.

Freedom breeds mediocrity, but

11

creativity, conscientiousness and ownership of one's actions.

(Another ffo

heretical to some E.T. instructional principles is an arti cle in Academe t
purports, curiously, that good instructors may produce poorer learners.
get the thinking done for them.

~

Students who have [or perceive to have] po

teachers tend to study harder to compensate for classroom inadequacies and
turn frequently do better on exams than students of the best teachers. [Ma
1979])

Clarity and organization may indeed have diminishing returns .

All teaching functions tend to get subsumed under the categories withi
models of task and content analysis and instructional strategies decisions,
rather than the other way around, as is more commonly the practice in schoo
and colleges; i.e., where teachers determine strategies, sequence, learning
tasks and tests .

The perpetuation of this latter means of devising instrud

is not being advocated here, but the reverse situation seems equally questi
able and rather unrealistic.

It does not take into account the powerful

teachers and classroom environment can exert over the learner during what
Jackson refers to as the "interactive curriculum," as contrasted with the
active curriculum" that is preset by the developer.

i~
P.
11

(Jackson, 1968a)

Ignoring or deprecating teachers may in part be a reaction to the vetc
power they have over the contributions" of ET , as teachers act as gatekeei
11

between educational technologists and their client, the learner.

Teachers

the very least are prisms that refrac t (and thus alter) the instructional
i

'

l
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ctions.

teehnologist 1 s intended means and ends.

Dennis Hoban discusses t hi s gatekeeper

uctor functioning in higher education when he remarks that overlooking faculty
teaching styles and priorities

11

has had serious consequences.

Faculty can

sfatPlY sabotage programs they do not 1i ke or do not know how to handle.

Whether

disinterest [uninterest] , or inability, professors have re4'1.ced many programs to parodies of themselves or to faintly disguised versions
of what they were meant to rep 1ace.
•pression and cynicism .
~velopment

0

Natura 11 y, this sort of failure 1eads to

It is precisely this type of failure which instructional

may be able to avoid if it pays more attention to the needs of the

have] poor faculty in its attempt to improve instruction. 11

(Hoban, 1974)

In short, there

..Y be some good reasons why the best laid projects of I.D. have

failed: 11
acies andi1 ...
reasons, rather than obstacles.
hers. [Mac
The problem is exacerbated if our professional self-image is one of macrorns.
ries within lHel change agent, engineers of efficient and effective instruction, or worse,
decisions,

cavalry charging onto an Education Battlefield strewn with No Significant

.e in schools Differences.
~,

learning

11

Our struggle to carve out an identity, a position of strength

and vision resting on demonstrable competencies that are more than a collection

ng instruct of tools, skills and services, is characterized by Heinich as
illy questi

search of a profession. 11

lowerful in

between an

11

(Heinich, 1980)

11

functions in

The contrast is great, however,

aids and services 11 persona--a hawker of media--and thus someone

Who belongs at the later "strategies decisions" stage of the ID model VERSUS
with the 11 ~ «ie who controls and orchestrates the entire i nstructiona 1 process from needs
~ 68 a)

to the veto·

assessment .through design and evaluation.
The wind currents from the other direction, from teachers and teacher ed-

1s gatekeepe ucators toward ET a 1so revea 1 acrimony or dis rega rd .
Teachers at is to equate the field with
ructional

11

Of course, the worst rub

audio-visuals, 11 which, carried to i ts logical ex-

~eme implies one could go for a Ph . D. in wet mounting. Actually we r einforce
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students outside the field (usually teachers-to-be) are largely media uti
tion and production courses .

Disconnecting these solution-oriented cours1

from the context of instructional exigencies and problems further minimiz,
their wise integrati-0n into the classrooms of the future.

Thus, the Big

of educational technology and the immensely valuable and challenging syst
perspective of instructional processes with its emphasis on descriptive a
and problem-solving, combined with its rich repertoire of alternative sol
are lost to this population of future bedfellows.
Interviews with teacher education faculty at Indiana University yiel
interesting perceptions of the f ield, referred to at I.Li. as Instr ucti ona
Some equated it with hardware, of course. O

Systems Technology, or !ST.

person knew it had something to do with better communication and improvin
teaching, but he wasn't sure just what that involved beyond making A-V ma
No one could name the tracks within the department or define the differer.
tween !ST and instructional development (which, by the way, is

increasi n~

harder for people in the field, as well, if one thinks of ID models as embr
needs assessment , management and production functions along wi th the desi
evaluation stages).

Most could offer no names in the field outside I.LI.

One respondent criticized the 11 nuts and bolts" preoccupations of ISl
recorrnnended it come to grips with underlying philosophical issues--the wt
just the how of instruction.

In response to a question about possible we

two fields might work together, he advocated more personal relating and
of ideas and common interests.

!

Curiously, no one offered specific sugge!

for instructional or inquiry linkages.
Another faculty member who professed to have experience in !ST meth1
~I
I
I

media came down hard on the fi eld for trying to teach people something ti

Z67
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learn . The payoff appea r s to be getti ng them to do it
~less

t 5'/he

of intrinsic rewards, its importance to the learner or relevance to
values or aspires to.

"IST seems to bl indl y accept the basic premises

[traditional] schooling that it's okay to manipulate students so they're almost
ed into learning things they have no interest in learning."

(This insight is

·c in light of the fact that our field prides itself on being learner-centered
in the ava nt garde of educational progress :

~ s cri ptive ~

it appears instead that atav istic

lurk beneath its innovative facade.
":>

Innovations may indeed be

Early educational television maintained the lecture as the
staple medium of cl ass room communi ca ti on; the currency of programmed instruction
computer assisted instruction were [are?] essentially facts and information
~

called for the oldest learning routine--drill and practice.

course.

[Torkelson, 1977]

Alfred Elli son speaks, too, of the anomaly of ear ly CAI deve 1opments by engineers
it to provide "an antediluvian, outmoded, discredited approach to

tki ng A-V mat

:he difference the teaching of mathematics," for example.

[Elli son, 1970]

In short, the most

.
.
traditional instructional tactics may be disguised in technological finery and
1y
; increasing
jels as embra ssed off as innovation. Those who criticize or reject the "innovation" are

ith the design n in turn said to be recalcitrant, fearful and resistant to change.)
Jtside I.U. f
:ions of IST

This interviewee also asserted that the mach ine talk , the technocratic
guage of IST is thre·atening, alienating and totally unnecessary.

"Humans

11
11
;ues--the why, 't talk like that, he said. The effort is toward "education as science - ich is too systematic and impersonal a stance ; the message seems to be "ban

lating and sh anism at full speed .
: ific sugges t.·

11

Derek Rowntree, a British educational technologist, criticizes the field
'mil ~rly:

in IST methods
something thel

Sometimes ... ! suspect that the opacity of the prose and the elaborate
jargon is used not as window-dressing, nor as a result of the author's
shaky grasp of his ideas, but in order to anesthetize the reader
against the full impact of what is being said . This is especially

26'8

noticeable in the works of some American writers whose experience of
systems analysis has been in industrial, business and military contexts and who are convinced education can be engineered in the same
kind of way. The "engineering approach" to education can offer useful
insights that would otherwise be unattainable, but its dehumanized
rhetoric is often too evocative of the assembly line, and of factory
ethics and commodity economics to win much of a hearing from teachers.
(Rowntree, 197 4)
11

11

The responses of the teacher educators interviewed were surprisingly
but also surprisingly articulate and incisive .
seen as a trusty, dependable Leroy letterer.

One would almost

ha

prefer~

Briggs recently wrote that "I

desire to capitalize upon technology, self-instruction, and individualized i
struction, we have neglected the detailed redefinition of teacher roles.

W,

have, therefore, made teachers uncomfortable, if not host i le, to our technoi
So, in general, we are stronger in technology and principles t '.:an in publ ic
relations.

11

(Briggs, 1980)

Indeed if this VJere Madison Avenue, we would pj

entire p.r. department and start all over again.

I would offer, however, ~

essence of the problem--or solution--is . not, as Briqgs su~)9ests , "heqlectin~'
detailed redefinition of teacher roles.

11

Such a view still perceives the U

not as colleague or collaborator but as learners--as a target of our I.D.

J

and strategies.
One last point about the interviewing technique is that it can be an &
lightening expe rience .

Harold Stolovitch has students in one of the

grad~1

instructional technology courses he teaches "query two peopl e working in th!
field, two educators not involved in IT, and two persons-in-the-street who I
no professional dealings with education.

They pose a simple question:

own words, what does the term Instructional Technology mean to you?

111

'In
(Stoli

1980)

Interviewing outsiders reveals remarkable philosophical clashes
educational technology and other areas within education.
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the three types of relati onships that are poss i ble between ET and teaching,
~ ri ence of
tary coni n the same
Jffe r usef.u
Jmanized
Jf factory
Jm teachers.

·ght be valuable to pursue these philosophical differences even further.

t 111

It

likely that before a truly cooperative paradi gm can emerge between the two
better understand the other's philosophical underpinnings
explore how each field perceives the other.

There may turn out to be sur-

variance in teleology, axiology, epistemology and praxis across

rprisingly

Hopefully, the gulf is not so wide that campaign tactics as
three models would be abortive.
oan Lortie in his book, Schoolteacher : A Sociological Study (1975), re-

i vi dua 1ized

~~ed

surveys of public school teachers and discovered recurrent themes among

~achers

of conservatism, individualism and presentism.

Also, teachers ranked

relationships with students as equally important as instructional goals; a find m~

that corresponds to their valu ing psychic rewards hi gher than extrinsic

, however, t , (monetary) or ancillary (fringe and compensatory) benefits as the predominant
type of self-reinforcement over which they had control .
Pit these characteristic outlooks of public school teachers against ET
perspectives, and differences are apparent.

f our I ..
D

Instead of being conservative,

indi vidualisti c and present-tense, ET sees itself as innovative, experimental,
can be an en· ~cientifically based, and futuristic.
f

the

grad~~ ~molar

orking

Ed. tech. tends to operate at a macro.:.

level, rather than a micro- or molecular level of instruction with its

int~ ~nnotation

of and greater potential for individualistic teaching and learning .

-street who I Pijchic rewards of teachers (and students) get lost in empirical validation and
estion:

'In. replication of learning according to prespecified behavioral objectives .

The

you?"' (Stol atisfaction of the teacher or student is a bonus but not a goal or criterion
of success--a view reinforced by research findings telling us that learning is

ashes between not highly correlated with liking.
mi nary to di<
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Another teacher characteristic which has implications for us is that

I

according to Paul Houts, editor of The Elementary School Principal (1977),
teachers tend to be print-oriented since "most teachers and principals gre
in a time when print materials were still the source of most information, c
ta inly the primary source of scholarly information.

11

Obviously there are i

cations here for the credibility of non-print media as a viable instruct; 0
option.

(An element of hypocrisy is evident in ET, as we 11, when one di scov

predominantly linear, verbal presentation of information in its journals,
ticularly its scholarly journals; and the margin for divergence into nonve
domains is practially nonexistent in doctoral dissertations.

The author o1

paper must plead guilty on the same charge.)
Philip Jackson in The Teacher and the Machine (1968) contends that
prefer flexible, adaptable technology--a preference whic h in part
preponderance of chalkboard and textbooks in the classroom.

t~

explain ~

Besides being

familiar, so traditional, chalkboards and textbooks don't have to be

rese~

weeks in advance, don't blow a bulb, and don't require extension cords.
Jackson warns that some of the i deological differences may be incompa
His criticisms are reminiscent of the Rowntree quote earlier:

"Many of th

technological tools now being designed for use in the schools are being pr
by men who talk and think like engineers.
point ."

(Though Jackson is writinq in 1968, his concerns are not

drastically different today.)
appeal.

The teaching machine is a good ·

11

To its promoters, the machine has a great

Here, at last, is an invention that promises to reduce errors, ir

efficiency, speed learning, cut manpower costs, and ultimately transfonn ·
from something resembling black mag ic into an applied science.

11

(Jackson

H. M. Harmes, writing in 1970, puts together a similar list of Ed.

~

criteria for educational improvement--a list that even today would probab
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us is that

I

~ (1977),

ly adhered to by most professionals in the field :

tar9e

~;gned

effectiveness, objectives

with goals, increased efficiency, reduced undesirable side effects, in-

incipals gre, creased reliability, and more objectives accomplished.
1formation
1

'
there are
i nstructi .

1

one di scov

Teachers' "resistance" is probably not due to i nadequate information or
ision, nor to their intellectual inferiority, but to their having a very dif~rent

~ficiency,

.

;;;;.---

journals,
into nonve

attitude toward their work, their students and the world in general.
logicality, accountablity and error-reduction simply may not be

tneir guiding va 1ues.
_.
It is worth pointing out, too, that ET may be guilty of reinforcing some

"he author of of the norms and va 1ues most frequently attac.ked in the "hidden curriculum"
literature, norms such as compliance and self-detachment within the learner
:nds that tea from his/her own experience.

Neatness and efficiency may be valued over crea -

1rt explains

tivity.

~ sides being

tive, individuality, uncertainty, critical thinking and iconoclasm are not

to be reser

typically nurtured or valued.

m cords.

(Jackson, 1968; Eisner, 1979)

instructiona 1 sequences .

In fact creativity, curiosity, initia-

It's difficult to program tham a priori into

Constraints on the inculcation and expression of these

' be incom~ti dimensions are thus likely features of ID products .
"Many of the gleaned from the hidden curriculum literature :
ire being pr

it asks that the implicit

"messages" concerning the student's role and capabilities being fostered be

~ is a good c scrutinized.
10t

Valuabl e insights can be

What norms and values are inadvertently being reinforced?

contract is the student being covertly asked to aqree to?

What

What kinds of know-

ias a great 1 ledge and ways of learning are being valued--and devalued? And can this level

~ errors, inc of criticism, of meta-instruction and meta-learning, be surfaced and become an
transfonn te overt dimension of the learning act, whereby learners consciously process the
(Jackson, 1 intent, meaning and effects of their learning experiences?
;t of Ed. Ted

In a participant observation study of special education teachers, Syracuse

iuld probably researchers came up with several findings that also have serious implications for

272

ET development and diffusion practices .

Dodge, Bogdan, Brogden and Lewis

looked at "How Teachers Perceive Media" and found that "control
behavior was the dominant theme throughout the study, and though each

t~

exhibited differences in the extent of control desired, all indicated

t~y

liked and resisted forces that might reduce their control or precipitate ~ 1
ruption.
Thus, "one important criterion in the teacher's evaluation of a
11

source input from outside the system is:

how does it affect the control t

has been established in the classroom? An object--material or

human--t~t

perceived as having the potential for being distractive to children or dis
tive of routine is negatively prejudged by the teacher as one more thing in
cl ass for her to worry about .

11

In other words, "teachers depend on the st

and resist attempts at changing that structure.
teachers under observation typically employed resource
them in their established routines - -without noticeably changing their sche
and styles."

(Dodge , et . al., 1974)

This integration process

ing the intended instructional uses and goals altogether.
The observational work in normal school settings by Jere Brophy and hls o
colleagues indirectly triangulates the Syracuse study's conclusions
the importance of control for the teacher.

In a conference

regar~

presentation ~

in 1978, Brophy discussed the significant effects that classroom

monitori~

management have upon learning.

(awareness-

Kounin's factors of withitness
11

11

what's going on) and "overlapping" (the ability to handle more than one pe
group or activity at a time) proved to be meaningful frames for examining c
room practices.

(Brophy, 1978; Kounin, .1970)

The juggling ability of teachers, the amount of "down time" during the
class, signal continuity, group alerting and accountabi1ity tactics,

a

disru~

prevention behaviors, and pacing relative to the type of learning desired a
all factors listed by Brophy as pertinent to the effectiveness of
maximize learning gains .. (Brophy, 1978) Yet classroom management issues

(

Jorgensen

seldom if ever dea1t with in the ET literature.

(The reason is probably

tiallY due to ET ' s military, business and industrial frames of reference
~re facilitating and manag ing group interactions do not need to be as high a

. ...;ty as in public school situations with younger populations.)

prlOJ

I

With regard to the use of resource inputs," Lortie remarks that for the
11

teachers surveyed, to adopt a practice it had to be seen as consistent with
control t

~

their personality and conventional way of doing things.

"They portray diffusion

of classroom practices as passing through the screen of the teacher's self-

concept--by the way he visualizes his peculiar style of work.
are reaffirmed."

Thus individual-

Timing, as well, and feit need emerged as

factors in teachers' receptivity to new ideas and inputs, according to
(Lortie, 1975)
The teacher's self-image as a manager of people and processes in the classroom thus appears to be of central concern.

In short, teachers appear to oper-

ate in teacher-centered systems; a first priority is control over and self~surance

about the environment.

Educational technology's priorities, on the

rophy and his. other hand, are quite different . Historically it has been media-oriented; more
ions

rega~i

recently it has felt a strong allegiance toward objectives-centered systems with

sentation at heavy emphases, too, on content and task exigencies.

Increasingly, a problem-

,m monitoring centered approach appears to be the pivot of ET and ID.
11

(awareness

than one~

Again it is critical to point out that the message intended here is not
~at

ET should rewire its priorities altogether nor acquiesce to the status quo.

· examining c The opposite position--ignoring or overriding classroom realities--is, however,
counterproductive and results in self-sabotage.
?"

Surfacing implicit assumptions,

during the allegiances, goals and intellectual origins of the respective fields of ET and

:tics, disr

~aching is quintessential to bringing about changes in education that are bene-

ing desireda ficial, effectual and adopted.

It is an important first step as well as an on-

of teaching going cha 11 enge.
~ nt

issues

2?4

The following descriptions of the three types of relationships

betwe~

and teaching reflect optimism that the philosophical disparaties between t
/

two fields, if recognized, are surmountable depending largely on
taken by ET toward teachers and classroom exigencies .

Extant and possible

amples within each of the models will be briefly alluded to, but far more a
ledgement is due writers and practitioners in the field who have embodied
cooperative paradigm in their professional relationships with teachers over
years.
The first relationship asks ET to assume a more open, attentive and r_
posture toward teachers, teaching acts, and classroom processes.

What dot

really do in their classrooms? How do they read meaning into student

be~~

and alter expectations, demands and instructional moves from minute to minu
In other words, how do they make decisions,and on what input are the decisi
based?

(Jackson [1968] considers that teachers perhaps make as many as 200

decisions an hour.)

What information presentation strategies are utilized:

instance, when and how are metaphors, examples and self- disclosure employed!
When and how are creative and critical thinking sparked? When and how

a~

ductive versus deductive styles chosen, or are they mutually exclusive?

H~

are media misused, perhaps sometimes in order to achieve more relevant or
tive results?

How does classroom communication, both overt and implicit,

mediate the perception, utilization and effects of innovations?

ETC.

(T~

phrasing of these questions implies the possibility of homogeneity among l
teachers and among answers .

Individual differences in philosophy, · learnin

and teaching styles, and contextual influences abound, of course .

It may t

too, that the questions would yield more valuable information if directed
"good" teachers rather than all teachers.)
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An arrow pointing from teaching toward ET symbolizes what ET can learn
s between

~the

field of teaching through direct inquiry into and awareness of research

~teaching

effectiveness and classroom communication processes, as well as the
component of schooling.

far more

~

e embodied

Problem formulation that is grounded

fll classroom priorities and practices can open up new avenues for ET inquiry

,wt inform the practices of the field in development, logistics and diffusion.

eachers ovet

~~posts

in the

jou~nals

are pointing in this direction.

The writings of

&avriel Salomon and Ann Devaney Becker are encouraging grounded theory, ecol ogntive and h
What do
tudent

fcal research, and the use of qualitative methodologies to explore a variety of

ET concerns.

beha~

IN an AERA presentation in Boston last April, Charles Mcintyre

S1J1111ed up the results of much ET research as yielding the
~dia

11

Goldilocks Effect. 11

have been found to be effective when they are not too fast but not too

slow, not too complex but not too simple, not too lean but not too repetitive;
many as 200
re uti 1i zed~
ure employedi

they're effective when they're j-u-s-t right.

(Mcintyre, 1980)

Grounding re-

Harch questions and hypotheses can help us out of this Goldilocks tautology.
Both Michael Scriven (1980) and Ernest Hou se (1980) have expressed concern

and how are ;;
about implicit values that may be embedded in initial problem formulation proelusi ve?

How
~sses

and f inal data interpretation stages of experimental researc h.

Generally

el evant or c
ooly the desi gn and data analysis methodologies undergo scutiny; yet they repimplicit,
~sent

ETC.

i ty among
hy , learning
e.

only the tip of the iceberg of all the decisions made throughout the ex-

(The

It may be

f directed al

periment.

Grounded theory and naturalistic methods, i rorii ca 11 y--despi te their

subjective connotation for many people--may be better suited to accountability
for sources of deci-sions at each stage of the inquiry process.

Also, the leap

from naturalistic inquiry to implications for practice is an easier, more iso-

morphic one than the leap from experimental, laboratory research to classroom
~actice, despite nongeneralizability of results (since naturalistic inquiry

does not claim to generate context-free kn owl edge).

Z76

D. C. Phillips in the December, 1980, Educational Researcher challen
the assumption, too, that research results should be translated into class
practice.

An invidious "linking value premise" is evident .

able historically for trying for direct linkages between behavioral scien
search and instructional applications.

It has overlooked implicit

making this leap and superimposing a behavioral science world view
Such an allegiance may have created a kind of tunnel vision.
Boutwell and Kaufman, guest editing the NSPI Journal in 1979, chastis
the field for having lost its sense of inventiveness and for not
ciently open to divergent ideas, beliefs and procedures.

It has tendenciM

toward being defensive and getting caught up in professional subgroups that
reinforce elitism.

(Boutwell and Kaufman, 1979)

Robert Diamond has recent

criticized I.D. in particular for tending to be "naive and isolated.
field is to grow into a profession,

11

11

"If

he writes, we must pay as much attent
11

to our own learning as we do the learning of our students.
too narrow, and over time, this could become costly.

Too many of us

(Diamond, 1980) (A

11

vocative parallel could be drawn here between the paradox of eclectic, exp
mental, melting pot America struggling with ethnic and racial intolerance
the paradox of eclectic, experimental, melting pot ed. tech. struggling wi
intolerance of different perspectives of instruction.)
Attention to teachers teaching and learners learning in large and smal
gr oups or tutorial situations at all levels can help break down this inbree
and trigger fresh insights that can be translated into a variety of
development and diffusion alternatives.

A deeper look into teaching styles

too , may provide treatment variations in ATI research.
writes in 1970,

I
•J
·I

I

'i

11
•••

inqui~

In sum, as Heinich

We may find that the research on teacher behavior may

combine with media research to produce an optimal mix.
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(Heinich, 1970)
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teaching, specifically pre- and
teacher education, is the one most freque ntly encountered in the
re.

Though the first type of relationship requires attentiveness to

d learning in classroom contexts, it does not tackle teachingin9 an
.
problems head-on, as does this second model by which the f i elds of ed.
teaching can work together to improve the quality of education . A
P1d
tive, or Instructional, Role for educational technologists is depicted by
from ET toward teaching.
forays into teacher education involved media utilization and
ation courses, which are, of course, still pervasive . One example of a
sh approach in this area is a program initiated at Iowa .State University
fOrteacher education undergraduates.

The course commenced with classroom work

:llwollving discussion and demonstra_tion; the formal classwork phase was then
tonowed by laboratory projects in media .

The third phase of the course had

school classrooms for a minimum two hours a week;
~Kft

student would observe in a particular class, consult with the teacher,
in the class . The undergrad would then work together

ntolerance

with the teacher to plan a media project which the student would then produce

teacher•s classroom, as well as submit to the university
class for credit.

(Simonson and Volker, 1974) The course outline is an elegant

r ge and smal blend of theory and practice that is grounded in reality . Seeing media used and
this inbre

~tegrated

into actual courses, being a partner to media selection and utiliza-

Y of inquiri tion decisions, and having hands-on production .experience combine to form a
ching styles valuable and realistic learning opportunity .
as Heinich

The challenge has existed and sti ll exi sts to also infi ltrate teacher

havior may education with systems thinking and ID approaches to instructional decisionch, 1970)

making. Fewer courses in these areas tend to be available to non-ed. tech .
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T~

111-ser

second relationship posed for ET and teaching, specifically pre- and

vice teacher education, is the one most frequently encountered in the

ture Though the first type of relationship requires attentiveness to
ttera
·
teaching and learning in classroom contexts, it does not tackle teachingrelated problems head-on, as does this second model by whi ch the fields of ed.
teeh· and teaching can work together to improve the quality of education .

A

Directive, .or Instructional, Role for educational technologists is depicted by
from ET toward teaching.
The earliest forays into teacher education involved media utilization and
.s tendencies production courses, which are, of course, still pervasive.

One example of a

1bgroups that fresh approach in this area is a program initiated at Iowa State University
d has recent for teacher education undergraduates.
ated."

"If

The course commenced with c 1ass room work

involving discussion and demonstra.t ion; the formal classwork phase was then

much attent followed by laboratory projects in media .
many of us
, 1980) (A

The third phase of the course had

students observe in public school classrooms for a minimum two hours a week;
each student would observe in a particular class, consult \'Jith the teacher,

1ect i c, expe · and work with the students in the c 1ass .

The undergrad wou 1d then work together

ntolerance a with the teacher to plan a media project which the student would then produce
r uggling wit for the cooperating teacher's classroom, as well as submit to the university
class for credit.

(Simonson and Volker, 1974)

The course outline is an elegant

r ge and small blend of theory and practice that is grounded in reality .

Seeing media used and

this inbree integrated into actual courses, being a partner to media selection and utiliza1
Y of inquirY
tion decisions, and having hands-on production experience combine to form a

ching styles, valuable and realistic learning opportunity.
as Heinich

The challenge has existed and still exists to also infiltrate teacher

havior may education with systems thinking and ID approaches to instructional decis io nch, 1970)

~king.

Fewer courses in these areas tend to be available to non-ed. tech.

r
Though the preface of ID

majors than the media utilization courses.

typically lists teachers among their intended audiences, it would be
to find out how many of these texts get into teachers' hands .
has been a debate in the literature as to whether teachers can
their "own best instructional designer."

Gabriel Ofiesh in a taped

dialogue with George Gropper argued that "teachers have no business
instructional materials . " (Gropper and Ofiesh, 1972)
other hand, considers "that teachers can be instructional design
this, in fact, is what teaching is all about."
Pasch (1974) also pose the question of

wh~ther

(Merrill, 1971)

Edmonds and

the teacher is a consumer ora

designer .

Urg

In an article on "Interactive Teaching and Instructional Development:
Emergence of a New Teaching Model,
trying to teach ID to teachers.

11

1978

Thiagarajan describes his own evolution

He discovered they had neither time to utff ' st

the skills nor support to package the instruction.
sary.

~n,

Thus revisions were nece;. itrc

He arrived at a compromise whereby many pri nc iples of ID are incorpora rai
•

in the course yet elements of face-to-face teaching are also retained.
worked ID strategies to adapt to teaching :

Her~

the model is broken down into pR

instructional strategies, an i nteract ive instructional phase, and post-instr
objectives.

(Thiagarajan, 1974)

Thiagarajan's compromise signals the kind of responsive, reciprocal ad
tion that is called for in the ET-teaching interface . Articles by Thomas anf
Jones and by Zimmerman and Lavin both urge in-service efforts that are resp
to the content, process and scheduling needs of teachers.
valved in the decision-making.

Teachers must be;

(Thomas and Jones, 1974; Zimmerman and Lavin.

Thomas and Jones argue the advantages in particular of closed
for shifting the responsibility for content and scheduling of in-service act
ties from the administration to the teachers.

Z79

(Zimmerman and Lavin, 1974)
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Jo Anne Craig goes even further in acknowledging the psychological risks

tlJe teacher may undergo when asked to alter his/her perception or mode 1 of
teiching. The growth process involves value shifting.
sing are those which have been successful for them.

are U

"The styles that faculty
Individuals tend to

which first enabled them to cope with situations. 11

·ed

Thus

clK>·ice and a sense of being in control need to be taken seriously when one is

SS

ianning in-service activities. Craig recommends moving through six phases in
p
.
ert~r to optimize the faculty growth process: 1) Awareness, 2) Evaluation/
[dentifi cation, 3) Selection, 4) Experimentation, 5) Acceptance, and 6) Assimilation .
Faculty development efforts in higher education represent a progressively

onsumer or a

larger strand in the 1iterature.
el opment:
evolution
ime to util
s were neces-

(Craig, 1976; Simerly, 1977; Abedor and Sachs,

WIB; Schwen, Leitzman, Misanchuk and Foshay, 1979)

A faculty development

orientation tends to shift and the.refore challenge the classic role of the
instructional developer from program and product designer to process consultant,
strong in problem-solving and

11

people 11 skills.

The teacher is the center of

gravity and maintains ultimate control over implementation and adoption deci r e i ncorpora
ined. He re- sions. This power is contrary to the position afforded the teacher in the systemown into pre·

atic, textbeok

~er.sfon

of I.D., and.in Heinich's hie rarch ical parad i gm of ed. tech.

post-instf' (~in ich, 1970) Schwen et.al. (1979) characterize the instructional developer's
role as entailing a "social intervention," combining expertise in ID, FD, and
i proca l ada

y Thomas and

organizational development (OD); it does not attempt to impose a rigorous,
systematic ID model on the problem situation.
Lortie contends that one reason for teacher frustration and perhaps why

t are respor1

r s must be i teaching is not taken any more seriously as a profession is that there is
1

11

no

and Lavin. generalizable body of knowledge and practices, 11 no "technical culture" upon

: uit televis Which they can rely.
;ervice act
in, 1974)

11

Teachers ... work largely alone, 11 and

5

11

they possess no

Pecial concepts (legal, phi1osophical or sociological) ·for describing their

280

plight or analyzing alternatives .

Their professional training

recurrent dilemmas to avail able knowledge or to condensations of reality (e
cases, simulations) where such i ssues are deliberated . 11

Teachers do nots

a common 11 memory 11 or techni ca 1 structure to he 1p them cope with even rout;
strategic probl ems.

11

(Lortie, 1975)

On both theoretical and practical levels, principles and skills embra
by educational technol ogy and instructional development within ET have a
deal to offer teachers.

A systems view of the learning environment, for

broadens the vista of concerns, explanations, and options .
ID concepts and strategies has the potential for lifting the burden of ace
ability off the teacher and the burden of failure off the learner, shifti
instead to more neutral ground--to instructional choices, processes and p
Rowntree encapsulates instruction as essentially one of deciding when and
use what.

(Rowntree, 1974)

Conceiving the instructional process as a She

Holmes adventure in puzzle-solving and solution-generating frees up how o
the givens
11

11

versus the

11

possibles,

11

and in turn puts the teacher in a muc

vulnerable position both personally and legally.
The relevance and value for teachers in pre- or in-service training o
following aspects of the ID process seem self-evident:
o

General needs analys is , defining curricular priorities,
and specific problem analysis.

o

Determination of human, material and situational resources
and constraints.

o

Formal and information analysis of learner abilities, aptitudes
and cognitive styles, background experience, entry skills,
interests and learning preferences.

o

Task and content analysis.

o

Matching instructional strategies and learning experiences
with learner needs and goals.

o

Selection, utilization and production of materials.
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Techniques for evaluating students• perfonnance and experience,
as well as the teacher 1 s own performance and experience; helping
students process their own learning. (Helping students become
their own best teachers and evaluators may in fact be the single
most important goal of education.)

0

Fuller and Bown identify three developmental stages of concerns for teachers.
1) survival concerns--concerns about control, perfonnance and presenself; 2) teaching situation concerns--concerns about time pressures,
lick of materials, frustration with working with so many students and not getting

enough

acco~plished;

and 3) pupil concerns, where the focus shifts to emotional

of pupils and concerns about tailoring curricular materials to
(Fuller and Bown, 1975) Teachers can feel all of the issues of
in.
These stages of concerns carry meaning for the educational technologist
teacher education . Differences between the concerns of beginning
~achers

and experienced teachers need to be taken seriously.

On the other

hand, awareness of the stages of concerns can fortify the ET "teacher educator"
~cause

it is likely that the systems approach to instructional problem-solving,

conjoined with specific ID strategies and materials options, has tremendous po-

r ces
aptitudes
11 s,

self in this fashion, disseminating its own technical knowledge base to others in
education . To do so may seem to threaten its professional identity.
ijssinger:

nces

To paraphrase

power is getting others to think you know somethi ng they don t.
1

A

~re altruistic, less self-preservational way of looking at it, however, is t hat

Perhaps it should be the ~of ET to work its.elf out of a job.)
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The third relationship empha s izes collaborative, equilateral efforts
tween educational technology and teachers, teacher trainers and researche
the purposes of jointly formulating questions and conducting inquiry to en
their knowledge base, and consequently bring about more meaningful and eff
development and dissemination of that knowledge.

The arrow moves

tions to illustrate this dynamic, interactive relationship.
A var1ety of models are possible within this interactive inquiry and
velopment frame.

An AERA panel presentation at the

1980

Boston Conference

offered three possible models with varying degrees of teacher involvement
responsibility .

No one on the panel was specifically addressing ET cancer

at the time, but the bridge to our field seems an easy one to make.
In the first model teachers' observations and reports from their own
rooms helped researchers mold their questions, hypotheses and designs for
research.

(This model is comparable to the first relationship described e

in this paper.)

This proposal , interestingly, was put forth by Anne Bussis

Educational Testing Service--the bastion of quantitative research and meas
ment.

Bussis argued the merits of qualitative, natu ral istic methodologies

researching teaching effectiveness .
In the second model, teachers also engage in the exploratory stage of
problem formulation, with the addition of follow-up mini-experiments with
to detern1ine their efficacy in light of the particular research problem be'
looked at.

Teachers are given the results from this experimental phase;

t

they engage in workshops geared to help them remedy any weaknesses reveal~
the experimental data.

(Needels,

1980)

This second model is reminiscent of Rosenshine
for a three stage process of educational research that encompasses both fte

·l
•I

-- --1:
I~
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i

l efforts

y and experimental approaches.

They refer to this model as the descriptive11

rrelational-experimental loop," though the sequence of stages in the loop is
necessarily a fixed one.

(Rosenshine and Furst, 1973)

The third model presented at AERA by Beatrice Ward of Far West Educational
represents the most equilateral treatment of the teachers' and researchers l roles, and reflects the teacher not as someone to be "redesigned"
(.(>St-resea~ch, but as a "self-researcher." The teacher is a key agent in defining the prob 1ems in the cl ass room and in rank ordering the seriousness of

1vol vement

Ward stressed that teachers' receptivity to remedying probto whether they assess the needs and problems commensurately .

1ke.

In the Far West Lab project teachers were equal members of the team throughout

their own c the experience and worked with researchers and teacher trainers to explore and
:signs for f

devise alternative classroom strategies.
Ward listed four criteria for successful teacher-researcher collaborations:
1) parity and genuine belief in each member's contribution, 2) equal assumption

of responsibility, 3) recognition and utilization of emergent leadership bethodologies I ~vior, and 4) consistent sharing of feelings and ideas.
~searcher

She noted that the

on such a team needs to be especially eclectic and flexible.

1y stage of

Surprisingly, the hardest role on the teams to fill was teacher trainer:

they

nents with

tended to be the least flexible and open in this dynamic, iterative process.

prob 1em bei (Ward, 1930)
:i l phase; t

Collaborative, interactive research and development activites between ed-

5es reveal~ ~ational technology and teaching would surface a plethora of new ideas for
inquiry, development and diffusion, and result in more relevant and substantial
recommendati gains in educational practice . They inculcate in the teacher, researcher and
5es both fi e' developer a sense of ownership of educational problems and possibilities.

Such

ventures also significantly diminish the time lag--typically five to ten years-between educational research and adoption.
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RECONCEPTUALIZING THE THEORY - BASE OF
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY:

RE-OPENING THE

THEORY - PRACTICE DEBATES

Introduction:

The Need for an Expanded Theory - Base in
Educational Technology

The interplay, or dialectic, of theory and practice is a critical
fssue-within the discipline of education in general, and the field of educational technology in particular.

Media and education are not only timely

topics for analysis and discussion, but practical concerns for those involved in the everyday practice of teaching.
:he

The practical concerns, I

believe, can be clarified through critical discussion of the theory-base
for our field, and vice versa:

the practical concerns enlighten the dis-

cussion of the theory-base.
Educational theorists/practioners recognize theory embedded in certain
practice , and certain practice embedded in a theoretical base.

The theory

base for educational technology, as a field of study, stems primarily from
behaviorist and cognitive learning theory.

These theories establish a cer-

tain view of what is considered to be valid knowledge, the characteristics
of learners, the educational outcomes of schooling in general, and the
means of evaluating what happens in classrooms.

From this theory-base we

build our practice.
Following behaviorist theory, for example, we arrive at a certain
view of education in general.

We have a specific understanding/definition

of knowledge, a definite understanding of the learner and learner "characteristics", an understanding regarding what is considered legitimate
"knowledge", and a definite manner in which curricula are organized and

Z90

evaluated.

And all this stems from the theoretical base of

behavi~M

learning theory.
Behaviorist theory is a valid empirical base for
study, such as educational techno l ogy.

However it is only one theory,

is cognitive theory, as is gestalt-field theory, as is psychoanalytic
theory, etc.

There are alternative views of education

radically different positions than behaviorist theory, and I woulds
that they are valid ways of viewing education,
reality.

Starting from a different theoretical base will not

but require a re-conceptualization of our present view of the
learning situation.

This reconceptualization will pri marily

focus~

subject-in-context {learner), what is considered "knowledge", and means
organizing and evaluating curriculum content.

If we, involved as wean

in a field of study within the broad scope of education, want to stay
the main current of educational the ory and practice, we r.1ust expand or
theoretical base to include, or recongize, other valid views and appr
to education that are not within the behaviorist t radition.
I want to emphasize that I am not negating the value of behavioMI
theory applied within our field of educational technolo gy .
theory has its place in education in general.

Behaviorist

What I am suggesting is

we look to other interpretations and understandings about· schooling,
seek ways to utilize and integrate media for instruction within alte
frameworks.
Fruitful areas for exploration will lead us to the conceptual Jere:
first.

This will necessitate our becomi ng i nvolved with theory.

We

to exar.iine the notion of knm'lledge, which is different than infortndtl
factual data.

We need to examine the notion of subject-in-context, f,I
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}earners and their interaction with their life situation.

We need to re-

ine our conceptual understanding of curriculum organization and evalu-

eltanl

.

ing

Jti on of educational outcomes.

one

irgs, a new praxis can and will emerge •

.hoanalytic

In examining these th eoretic al understand-

My cont ention is that the educational context, the teaching/learning

: start from

situati on, is an extremely complex situation.

I would sug

Reducing this situation to

a question of inputs and outputs oversimplifies the many facets of educa-

1pl ex social

tion .

10t only su

some practical solutions.

:he

until our theoretical understandings are clarified.

We need to view education in its complexity and begin to deal with
The practical solutions cannot be arrived at

As stated earlier, there are alternative frameworks within which we
~ ",

and means

ca n describe the educational context, both in thinking about the learning

I ved as we aJ'!

process and in inquiring into that process for purposes of research.

mt to stay '

focus in this paper will be on Freire's emancipatory model of ed ucation,

:;t expand our

a model that allows for the complexity of school life and is able to work

.'Is and appro

with alternative forms of inquiry (other than the empi ric al model) in arriving at knowledge.

of behaviod

My

In proposing Freire's model of ema nc ipatory education

as an alternative to the behavioral model of education, the application

Be ha vi on st

and utilization of educational technology also takes on an "emancipatory

uggest i ng is

intent" in the learning process, as opposed to being clearly defined for

schooling, a

the purpose of control as in the behavioral model.

ithin altern

In proposing the emanc ipatory model of education I am not implying
that this is the only alternative answer to the behavioral model, but

ncept ual levt

rather pointing toward a possible direction in which an alternative con -

heory.

3ptual framework for understanding the learning process ca.n be legiti-

r.

We

infonnati

-context,

1•

mately accepted.

To ask for a substitute to the behavioral model, or one

alternative is to
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Confirm the assumption that utterly complex problems can be
resolved easily within the accepted fra~ework, and without the
ambiguous and awesome necessity of engaging in the crucial task
of challenging or at least illuminating the framework itself.
The task is not to find the one acceptable alternative that Will
enahle.us 'me~ely' to contro l our schoo~s bett~r . Rather, it i~
to begin to disclose the problems associated with our commons~ ~
views of schooling and to be~in to open up and explore concept ~\
and economic avenues that seem fruitful and 1:1ay enab 1e us to see
and act on the complexity rather than define it out of existen~
(Appie, 1979, p. 121).
To break out of the scientifically-oriented v·iew of education, 1

the behavioral model, requires radical change in our views of educati
Philosophical issues, such as epistemological understandings and anal
as presented by Habermas' theory (1977), our concept of the
person, our view of the relation of the person and specific
question of the relation of theory to prax is, etc., need to be exami
within their philosophical context and become part of our educational
praxis.

In this paper I will present Freire's emancipatory model to

vide an alte r native conceptual framework within which the
can be discussed wherein the complexities of that process
Part I:

Paulo Freire 's Emancipatory Model of Education

Paulo Freire (1970 , 1973) presents a model of education that
its intent an emancipatory interest.

Emancipation (liberation,

h~

hu~

·

tion) is brought about by the subject's critical awareness
her surroundings (context), the awareness of the subject's power tot
fonn that context (praxis) and hence emancipation from self-imposed or
textually imposed constra"ints.
hunanization of the species.

The aim of emancipatory education is
Huma nization of the world is the goal ~

social 1 ife.
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Freire proposes an either/or view of education:

an be
hout the
cial task
itself .
that Wi l J
her, it is
commonsense
conceptual
us to see
existence

either the educa-

tional situation {context} fosters freedom from constraints {emancipationeducation for cultural freedom}, or it fosters the dialectical opposite,
which is education for domination.

The subject ("learner") and the sub-

ject's context (circumstance) and status/power within that context become
crucial understandings that require interpretation.

-

The term "subject" refers to the "person-in-context," the person as

ucation, i.e.
of educati

situated within a social context.2 The meaning of this reality is more

s and anal

rapidly grasped by Ortega's (1969} statement "I am myself and my · circum-

1

nature of

stance."

The notion of subject is not merel y a substitute for the term

context, l t

"learner" as found in the behavioral, scientific model of education.

be examined

Learner, in that context, connotes passivity, or at best, minimal activity

?ducational

in the form of responses made to certain "stimuli" as the student "parti-

' model to p

cipates" in the learning activity.
The form of critical awareness of "self-in-context" and the capacity

earning proc

to transform that context, i.e. to bring about emancipation from selfimposed or contextually imposed constraint, is the emancipatory interest
ication

of critical science (self-reflection on the self-formative process leading

rn that has as

to emancipation from seeming "natural" constraint).

: ion, human11

Freire's model incorporates a definite mode of rationality that Habermas

of self and

In this respect,

(1971) refers to as critical science.3
The educational praxis4 resulting from the framework is shaped pri-

power to tr
f-i mposed or

marily by Freire's view of the subject (person-in-context).

Jcation is

consciousness and ideology is determined by social context, social environ-

thi

the goal of

ment.

The subject's

The nature of those determinants, the social context itself and the

subject's action within that social context are the concerns of emancipatory education.

Freire's pedagogy makes "oppression and its causes objects

____.....___ ___________
,,,
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of reflection" (Freire, 1970, p. 33).

An act is oppress i ve "when

vents men from being more fully human" (Freire, 1970, p. 42).
explicate the notion of oppression, I need to give a general sketch of
social structure that would be termed oppressive.
Society and the Subject
A view·of the world as static and unchanging is seen by Freire as
false consciousness and an indication of domination.

The subject (pe

because of this fi xed nature of the world, mus t adapt him/herself to
structure.

Social forces exist over which the person has no control.

Authority in var ious forms, institutiona1, managerial, political, ind1
ual, etc., is a force unquestioned regarding its origins and nature; a
its legitir.iation rests partly in the su bj ect's blind acceptance of it,
partly in its shear "strength/power" against any form of opposition . A
society in which the members exist in an unchanging world, i n which

t~

are powerless, and in which they recognize an unchallenged authority is
dor.iinated, ruled by force that controls (consciously/unconsciously) and
over\~hel ms

the r.iembers of that society.

As Freire states it, the perso

is "submerged" in reality, unatle to perceive the interests of the oppr
sor-society.5

It becomes the task of emancipato ry education to unmask

"seeming constraints" and work throu gh the "contradictions" of society.
The interest of emancipatory educational praxis lies in the

11

ernergencen

the subject al ong with his/her critical capacity to transform the world
(Freire, 1970, pp. 48-56).
The subject in Freire's model views social reality as a producti on
individual or gro ur effort, and hence changeable.
condition of life itself.

Change is an inva ri

The trans fonnatio n of the oppressive canted
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· ...when

an "historical task, a task for rnen" (Freire, 1970, p . 36).

').

fo rmation of the .context is praxis.

To

This trans-

Praxis is seen as "reflection and

action upon the world in order to transform it" (Freire, 1970, p. 36).
Authentic liberation (the process of humanization) is praxis {Freire, 1970,
p. 66).

The subject is always in context, a concrete, existential situation.
•Y Frei re as

The only "givens" in life for the individual are birth and death.

.ubject (per.

historical-biographical reality within these two points belong to the indi-

1ersel f to tire

vidual, and the individual creates him/herself by the choices they make.
••• there is no history without men, and no history for men; there is

10 control.
ti ca 1 , i ndif

history~

only
them"

.ance of it,
1position.
in which

The

A

the1

men, made by men and (as Marx pointed out) in turn making

(Freire, 1970, p. 125).

The social context shapes consciousness

of self.6

Responsibility for historical-biographical life belongs to the

subject.

The fullness of freedom is not present until there is an aware -

ness of freedom (total responsibility for one's life), a commitment and
u~der

authority is

ded ication to that freedom in self and others, and action on that

;ciously) and

st anding and commitment (critical consciousness and praxis).

t, the

tion of self as autonomous, in control of and responsible for personal

pers~

The percep-

; of the oppr

life-in-context implies, or assumes, that society is changing and change-

in to unmask

able.

' of society.

partially defined by it.

"emergenceu
>rm the world

The subject exists in the society, is co-existent with it, and is

that is "life".

It is the subject's co-existence with reality

Intervention in reality brings about changes and goes

beyond mere adjustment or adaptation.

The intervention, the integration

with context, is the critical capacity to "make choices and to transform
a production
s an i nvari
.sive context

that reality. 7
The link between consciousness and context (social context) is crucial
to an understanding of Freire's framework for emancipatory education •
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Awareness of social forces; social "constra i nt s" on the subject, ref]

ec

upon those forces/constraints, and the capacity to tra ns form that contlt'
is praxis.

Understanding of how we are shaped by these forces, and the

fact that we _are shaped by these forces begins the process of emancipdt
A subject, unaware of self as a "controlling agent" of his/her ]if
does not act in that 1 ife but is acted upon and is an "object" of soci
reality, propel led Dy social forces.

Bu t awareness of these for.c es ,

consciousness of the nature of these forces enab l es th e subject to tak
part in self-format ion and the formation of society.8

Consciousness h

recognizes intentionality(~. will) as essential to self-formation.
Consciousness here is "turned in upon itself" (self - reflection) and h<r
emancipatory interest (~. Freire, 1970, pp. 66-7).9
Habermas (1971) re-introduced the notion of self-reflection to
temological reasoning.

Similarly, Fre ire introduces the notion of

~Pl
con~

sciousness to the realm of ed ucation as a means of gaining knowledge o
self-in-context.

This means of gaining self-knowledge has a definite e

cipatory intent.

Thus the notion of self-reflection on the self- format

process as a methodology of critical s cience , is of crucial importance
understanding the thought of Doth Habermas and Frei re (~. Habermas, H

p. 212).
This awareness of the self-formative proce ss brings Freire to the
power of words, the use and analysis of language.
to name the world, to change it.

"To exis t, humanly

Once named, the world in its turn re

appears to the namers as a problem and req uires of them a new naming.
are not built in silence, but in word, in work, in action-reflection"
(Freire, 1970, p. 76) .10
to transform the world.

Thus, naming the world creates the opportun1I
The interrelationship here is essential:
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word=work=praxis.

Action alone 1s mere activism.

balism (Freire, 1970, p. 75).
~

that cont

Na~ing

sl oganizing, not naming for another.

Ref l ection alone is ver-

the world is not prescribing, not
It is done by the self-reflective

=s, and the
f emancipati
1i

t

11

sI her l i fll' I

subject and furthered by dialogue.

It is not the right of a privileged

few, but the riqht of everyone.11

This is Freire's "theory of dialogics"

which will be discussed within the context of emancipatory education that

of social

for ces, and

follows.

ect to take

The Educational Context:

iousness her!

Teacher-Student

With Students-Teachers

formation.
on) and

has

Having defined the person-in-context, I will now turn to the

educ~

tional process and develop the implications this view of the person has on
t i on to ep1s.
ion of connowl edge of
defi nite

er.~

sel f-format n
i mportance u
aberma s, 1971

Freire's educational praxis.
In analyzing the educational context, Freire defines the teacherstudent relationship as having a fundamentally "narrative character."

relationship has the teacher as "na r rating subject'', and the students as
"patient, listening objects".

Whatever the content of the narration, in

the process of being narrated, it becomes "lifeless and petrified", and
thus alienating (Freire, 1970, p. 56).

The words used in the narration

are powerless, meaningless and abstract.
i

re to the

, humanly is
t s turn rew naming.
·fl ect ion"
· opportunitJ

This

mation.

They lack the power of transfor-

Memorization of isolated facts are deposited (the "Banking Con-

cept" of education) within the object.12 Teacher-students exist as contradictions, opposing forces.
the students.

Com~unication

Slogans and "communiques" are handed down to
is vertical.

Emancipatory educational praxis

seeks to reconcile the contradiction between teacher- students so that both
are "simultaneously teacher and student " (Frei re, 1970, p. 58).

t i al :
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The teacher-student contradiction is resolved
patterns of commu.nication (anti-dial og ic pattern
A

over
B =communique), and establishing a horizontal relationship (Dia1

A with B

=

communication/intercommunication ) (Fre ire, 1973, pp . 45-6).

The banking concept of education is based on a distorted understa
of subjectivity and objectivity, i.e. the sepa r ation between
jects and objects of experience.

acting~

Freire states that

Implicit in the banking concept is the assumption of dichotomy
between man and the world: man is merely in the world, not with
the world or with others; man is spectator-,-not recreator. ~
this view, man is not a conscious being; he is rather the possessor of a consciousness: an empty "mind" passively open to the
reception of deposits of reality from the outside world. For
example, my desk , my books, my coffee cup, all the objects before
me -- as bits of the world which surrounds me -- would be 'in sid~ '
me , exactly as I am inside my study right now . This view makes
no distinction between being accessible to consciousn es s and
entering consc iou sn ess. The distinction, however, is essential:
the objects 1-Jhich surround me are simply accessible to my consciousness, not l ocated within it. I am aware of them, but they
are not inside me (Freire, 1970, p. 62).13
The educator's role within the banking concept is that of one who
regulates "the way the 1'/orld 'enters into' students".

He/she organizes

t he pro c es s of l ea rn i ng , a nd i n a re a l s e ns e , c on t r ol s t he l ea rni ng pro
cess, 14 in order to make
deposits of information which he considers to const it ute true
knowledge. And since men 'receive' the world as passive
entities, education should make them more passive still, and
adapt them to the world. The educated man is the adapted man,
because he is better 'fit' for the world (Freire, 1970,
pp. 62-63).
From the beginning to end, the process is in the control of the educato
teacher.15

There are two stages to this process of planning for the 1~

ing situation.

In the first stage, the educator "cogni ze s a cognizable
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ooject« while preparing lessons, and in the second stage the teacher
lectures to his/her students concerning that object~

The students receive

these messages given by the teacher, and perhaps memorize them, but they
are not called upon to

11

know 11 , to actively engage in thinking.

There is

no need for students to practice any "act of cognition" because the object
pp. 45-6),

of cognition belongs to the teacher rather than being a 11 medium 11 which
evokes critical reflection of both teachers and students.

1

acting sub.

Thus,

11

in the

name of 'preservation of culture and knowledge' we have a system which
achieves neither true knowledge not true culture 11 (Freire, 1970, pp. 67-

i chotomy
, not with
:or. rn:he posses, to the
L For
~ cts before
be 'inside'
iew makes
~ s and
: ssential:
my con' but they

68).16

The notion of 11 objects of experience" as being media which evoke critical reflection, critical thinking on the part of both teacher and students emphasizes communication between teacher and students, and it is in
communication (dialogue) that meaning is arrived at.

Thus, the teacher's

thinking is
authenticated only by the authenticity of the student's thinking.
The teacher cannot think for his students, nor can he impose his
thoughts on them. Authentic thinking, thinking that is concerned
about reality, does not take place in ivory tower isolation, but
only in communication. If it is true that thought has meaning
only when generated by action upon the world, the subordination
of students to teachers becomes impossible (Freire, 1970, pp.

of one who
1e organizes
l earning pro·

63-64).17

.

Hence, social reality (context) becomes the text-analogue for investigation
t e true

(.£!..

Koetting, 1979, Chapter II).

However, Freire 1 s intent here is to go

ve

l , and
t ed man,

beyond intersubjective understanding (meaning; Verstehen).

His pedagogy

is action-oriented, i.e. meanings must lead to "taking action on" the new
the educatili
g for the le
a cognizable

meanings.

If no action is taken, we are left with "mere verbalism 11 •

intersubjective

co~munication,

Yet

mutual understanding is essential in that

1t 1s necessary for emancipation.
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The notion of teacher-student with students-teachers is importallt
understanding the social relations of the educational context and
understanding the emancipatory intent of Freire•s pedagogy.

al~

Traditi

the idea of teacher-students has established a contradiction
the way that education is understood.

The notion teacher-students es

lishes authority/power wherein a teacher is viewed as
therefore "teaches" people (students) who do not have that knowl edge,
bantnr.'lj

_1..~·. ;cept

of education is quite clear here, and how a

pares for teaching is clear also.

The instructional design

means of organizin g the instructional process, would
view of education.

Freire refers to this process as "anti-dialogic"

~

cause it establishes a vertical pattern of communication.
A

over
B

= handing

out

co~muniques.

This contradiction (teacher-students) is resolved hy establishing a hor!
zontal relationship/pattern of communication within the educational c
A with B

=

communication/intersubjective commun i cation.

logical model.

This is thed

The social relationships within this context are seen

teacher-student with students-teachers, 1neaning that the teacher
is no l anger ~erely the one-1vho-teaches, but one ·.vho is himself
taught in dialogue with the students, who in turn, while being
taught also teach. They becor1e jointly responsible for a process
in which all grow. In this process, arguments based on 'author·
ity' are no longer valid ; in order to function, authority must
be on the side of freec101'1, not aqai nst it. Here, no one teaches
a notheGnor=-1 sanyone se l f-ta uqht. Men teach each other,
mediated by the world, by the cognizable objects which in bank i ~
education are 'owned' by the teacher {Freire, 1970, p. 67).
Thus, in one phrase, teacher-student with students-teache rs, Freire ~1
radically altered the conceptual understanding of social relationships '
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within the educational context.

In re-naming the subjects involved in the

cantext, the context can be transformed.
~

In order for the transfonnati on

0 take place , however, subjects within that context must act.£!! the new

understandings, the new meanings.

The praxis is inseparably inherent in

tile theory.
Proble~-Posing

Education and Consciousness

Imposing "knowledge" from above (depositing communiques), pre-packaging reality to be learned by students is the form learning takes in the

scientifically-oriented view of education.
patory educat ion is the

11

The starting point in emanci-

problem-posing 11 view, i. e . the situation involved

in the learning process is posed to the subjects as problematic.

Thus, not

only is consciousness of "objects" a focal point, but consciousness turned
in upon itself (self-reflection) and the subject's relationship to the
"objects" and its own awareness, results.

This greater awareness of self

in relation to what is being learned is er.iancipatory praxis.

11

Acts of cog-

nition" are the aim, not "transferral of information" (Freire, 1970, pp.
ii s is
:t are

66-67).
seen ~

~ acher

is himself
le being
>r a process
>n 1 author·
·i ty mu st
>ne teaches
:her,
i in banking

It is thus through dialogue that the new relationsh i p of teacher-

student with students-teachers is formed.
Since, in this view, the person is not seen as the absolute center of
consciousness (recognizing the social determinants· of
cipation

co~es

tion on that awareness (praxis), mediated by the world (context).

Problem-

posing education, as a method, insures constant re-formation of reflections
by the teache r -student.

; , Freire has

of communiques, are now seen as

a t i on sh i ps

eman-

from a critical awareness of one 1 s context, and taking ac-

' 67).

~l

con~ciousness),

Students - teachers, no longer passive recipients
11

cr1tical co-investigators in dialogue

with the teacher" {Freire, 1970, p. 68).

The teacher-student constantly
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re-considers the "content" of dialogue as the students-teachers

Prese~

their own interpretations and understandings.
The role of the problem-posing educator is to create, together
with the students, the conditions under which knowldge at the
level of the dox·a is superseded by true know l edge, at the level
of the logos (Freire, 1970, p. 68).
And this leads to "emergence of consciousness" and "critical intervent
in reality".18
The problem-posing praxis of education uses the existential cont
of the subject. the concrete historical-biographical context, as its
starting point.

Students-teachers develop their "power to perceive er

cally the way they exist in the world with which and

2-!l

which they fir:

themselves; they come to see the world not as a static reality, but as
reality in process, in transformation" (Freire, 1970, p. 71).
tionship between theory and praxis is drawn into focus when the

The rel
subj~

becomes aware that his/her perception of him/herself in context influe
his/her action within that context.
Proble~-posing

education has no set systematized body of knowled

be "handed down" or "distributed to" students.

Knowable objects - al

contextually based - mediate the teacher-student, students-teachers!!
jects within the learning process.

The dialectical relationship oft

subjects is established in dialogue.

It is the subject's perception

context (knowledge object) that is brought forth in the dialogue and
to critical reflection.
It is only within an educa tional context that "al lows for" the s
ject's interpretation of his/her reality (context) that emancipatory
cation can take place.

The

for~~ present~

addressed later in this paper.

that interpretation

wi

The important understanding at

in my discussion is that when the suhject is given opportunity
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~s/ her view or interpretation of reality, this i nterpretation is open to

, ritical reflecti.on through dialogue.

In a scientifically-oriented view

of education, the subject 1 s interpretation of reality is usually not ad~

together
at the
the 1eve1

dressed, or, if it is, the questions asked by teachers are so structured
that very specific answers are required, and if the student does not resµond with answers that "fit" the questions with predetermined "right"
answers, the student is "wrong".

entia1

The rightness/wrongness of responses to questions, although perhaps

xt, as its

legit imate within a sc i·entifically-oriented model of education, is a simplistic reduction of the learning process when the notion of Versteh en is

i ch they fini

int roduced .

l ity, but

reasoning

1).

dSt

The rela.

When the method Verstehen is acknowledged as a valid form of

(.£!. Koetting, Chaper

II), rightness/wrongness can only be deter-

min ed in terms of adequacy and accuracy of interpretation, which allows

n the subject

for, or acknowledges, diverse expression.

ntext i nf1 ue

to questions needs critical analysis of those respon ses, and hence the need
for a critical science.

· of kn owl edga

Diverse ex pression of responses

Critical science has its roots in dia logics and

"critical thinking" which are characteristics of emancipatory ed uc ational
praxis.
Theory of Dialogics and Critical Thinking

onshi p of th
For Freire, dialogue is the "encounter between me n mediated by the
i a 1ogue

and o

world, in order to name the world" (Fre i re, 1970, p. 76).

There are cer-

tain conditions requi r ed of su bjects who enter into dialogue:
; for" the sulf

1.

a profound love of men

ria nc i patory e

2.

humility

Jretation will

3.

an intense faith in man (this is an~ priori faith in the person)

ng at th i s poi

4.

trust (established through dialogue)

unity to pres
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5.

hope (rooted in the person's incompleteness,
of that incompleteness; constant search)

6.

critical thinking (Freire, 1970, pp. 78-82).

These requirenents demand total commitment to the process
from those who choose to enter i nto the dialogic relationship.
neither naive nor unworkable.

They become, for subjects engaged in

patory praxis, a basic orientation to life .
The term critical thinking, as a necessary element in dialogue,
to be pursued and delineated further.

Critical thinking is thinking

discerns an individual solidarity between the world and men and
admits of no dichotomy between th em -- thinking which perceives
reality as process, as transformation, rather than as static
entity -- thinking which does not separate itself from action, ~rt
constantly immerses itself in temporality without fear of the
risks involved. Critiu1 thinking contrasts witll naive thinking,
which sees 'historical tirie as a weight, a stratification of the
acquisitions and experiences of the past', from vlhich the present
should e~erge normalized and 'well-behaved'. For the naive
thinker, the important thing is accomodation to this nonnalized
'today'. · For the critic, the important thing is the continuing
transformation of rea 1 ity, in behalf of the continuing humani zat ion of men (Freire, 1970, p. 81).
Dialogue requ ires critical thinking and is ·capable of generating
tica1 thinking.
on communication.

Communication is based on dialogue, and education is
Communication is concerned with meaning, understand'

Relating this notion to Habermas' theory (1971), the practical interest
arriving at mutual understanding is in evidence.

Relating understandi

to critical thinking and interpretation roots emancipatory
the critical sciences.

In the critical sc ie nces, the paradigm for kn

edge is no longer the "observation" but the "dialogue" (Habermas, 1973
p. 11).19

rlhen both teacher and students address their "act of cognition" t
the mediatir.g object, then the contradiction between them is able to
resolved.

'Thus.
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De

the dialogical character of education as the practice of freedom
does not begin when the teacher-student meets with the studentsteachers in a pedagogical situation, but rather when the former
first asks nimself what he will dialogue with the latter about.
And preoccupation with the content of dialogue is real ly preoccupation with the program content of education (Freire, 1970, pp.
81-82)'.

cess
hip.

Within an anti-dialogic model

ngaged in

(~banking

education, scientifically-

oriented education, the instructional design model), the question of curriculum content is seen as program-content which the teacher will present to

dialogue,

his/her students.

In organizing the program for study, the teacher, in

essence, has designed and answered his/her own questions concerning that
nd men and
perceives
static
m action, bu
r of the
ve thinking,
t ionofthe
the present
naive
normalized
continuing
'.J humani za-

content.

Within a dialogic model (problem-pos ing, teacher-student with

students-teachers), program content of education is neither a gift nor an
imposition (i.e. bits of information/data), but rather the "organized,
systematized, and developed 're-presentation' to individuals of the things
about which they want to know more" (Freire, 1970, p. 82). Thus, the teacher's role is to 11 dialogue 11 with students-teachers about thefr view of the
world, rather than impose their own view on them.

The teacher-student must

· generating c

realize that the students- teachers' view of the world, ma nifested by their

·ducation is

action, reflects their "situation in the world " (cf. Freire, 1970, p. 85).

11

understand'

.i ca 1 interest

understand111!
' education

in

In order to determine the curriculum content of education, we mu st turn to
the reality which 11 mediates 11 ind i viduals, and to their preception of that
reality as held by teachers and students

(.£..!.. Freire,

1970, p. 86).

This

is a radically different view of the educational process than that found
,.

1digm for knowl

in the instructional design model (~Kemp, 1977; Banathy, 1968; Gagne

1be rmas, 1973,

and Briggs, 1974, etc.), wherein the process itself is pre-planned by the
teacher, with minute, specified outcomes, and the emphasis is on the final

cognition" to

Product structured according to those stated outcomes.

is ab 1e to

design model does not admit of, nor allow for varying interpretations of

be
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The instructiona l

symbols, much less critical analysis.

There i s no need for critical

ysis when ends are very specifically defined.
The individual's perception and articulation of reality thdt "rn
ates", or intervenes in their l; ves becomes the "subject matter" for
ysis when re- presented to the individuals and posed as a problem.

~

reality needs to be seen as a pr oblem before it can be acted upon and
context transformed.

The context cannot be trans formed until subject

understand that they have the capacity to intervene in their own cont
and change that context .
standings

(£!:..

They then need to take action on their unde

Freire, 1973 , p. 48).
Curriculum Content:

Thematic Universe

and Generative Theme
In the dialogic theory of action, where subjects meet in coopera
"to transform the world" (conte xt ), all are responsible for curriculu
content.

This content is based on the "thematic universe" of student!

teachers.

The thematic universe represents the students-teachers' ",

occupations" within their context, the "things about which they want '
know more" , and al so their perception of that context.

These themes

"organized, systematized, and developed", and then "re-presented" t o
posed as problems (Freire, 1970, p. 82).
The form this process takes would
text.20
is an

be~in

with the problem-posing

This means asking questions and also "calling into question"'

un maskin~

of "social constraints" and, going a step further, qu

tioning the reasons why those const r a ints exi st .
construct ing "generative themes".

Thi s is accomplishe

A generative t heme, based on stude

teachers perceptions of their world, established through dialogue, co
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1

oe concepts, phrases, works, etc., that are chosen and analyzed in two

r critical

stages:

codification and decodification.

The first stage, codification, consists of re-presenting the "object
1atter 11 for

of re flection" to the subjects in

1rob l em.

to their experience.

.ed upon

depicting the existential situations of the people with whom he worked •

it il subjects

The

?ir own

cont~xt

1 their under.

~isuals

used were

~

fo rm identifiable to them, and related

For example, Freire used photographs and drawings

famil~ar

to his subjects because they contained situ-

ations and events based on the subjects ' own descripti ons of their lifesitua.t ions.

These "codified" visuals become the objects that mediate the

subjects in their critical analysis.

the cod ifi cations become "cognizable

objects, challenges towards which the critical reflection of the decoders
should be directed" (Freire, 1970, p. 107).

The cognizable objects (visual

re-presentations of the subjects in life-situations), posed as problems to
in cooperati

the subjects, depict the situationality of the subjects.

Self-reflection

>r curricul um

upon this situationality is reflection about the very "condition" of exis-

' of students-

tence, namely, "critical thinking by means of which men discover each other

:2achers' "pre·

to be ' in a situtation'" (Freire, 1970, p. 100).

1

they want to

iese themes an
~ sented"

to

>l em-po s i ng

t

c

:o question".

further, ques·
accompl ishea
;ed on s tuden
li

al ague, coull

When this situation (con-

text) is seen as an "objective-problematic situat ion '' , subjects reach the
stage wherein the ability to intervene in their self-formative, historica l
context

beco~es

a possibility.

Intervention in reality - - historical awa reness itself -- thus
represents a step forward from e~erqence, and results from the
con sci ent i zacao of the s ituat i o-;;-:--consz; ent i zacao is t he deepening of t he attitude of awareness characteristic of all emergence (Freire, 1970, pp. 100-101).
The second stage of analysis, decodification, consist s of teacherstudent, students-teachers reflecting critically (d1alogics) on the
mediating objects

(~visuals)

thus externalizing their "themat ic s" and

consequently making "explicit" their "real consc iou sness" of the world
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(Freire, 1970, p. l08).21

During this time, through dialogue,

tions are challenged and understandings questioned, constantly
object of discussion

a~

problematic.

Through this process,

which~~

refers to as "conscientizati on", subjects can arr i ve at
of the social context which forms their lives, and also
their capacity to i ntervene and transform it.22
The process of decoding the mediating objects under analysis

th~

sists in investigation of the subjects ' thinking concerning their lif
situation.

The~atic

becomes educational.

investigation, which deepens historical

awarene~

At the same time "al 1 authentic education inves·t

thinking" (Freire , 1970, p. 101).

Investigating the subjects ' thinki

leads to further investigation, hence education and thematic

investi~

are "simply different mor:ients of the same process 11 (Freire, 1970, p. I
When subjects begin to make explicit their views of the world, th
begin to see how "they themselves acted while actually experiencing

t~

situation they are now analyzing, and thus reach a 'perception of thel
previous perception'" (Freire , 1970 , p. 108) .
reality is perceived differently:

Achieving this awarenes

"By broadening the horizon of

thei ~

ception, they discover more easily in their 'background awareness' th lectical relations between the two dimensions of reality. 11

Thus thePj

cess of decodification brings about new perceptions and the

developme~

"new knowledge" (Freire, 1970, p. 108).
The Subject as Praxis
~

Through this learning process, the subjects i nvolved~ praxis

J

the praxis which, as the reflection and action \vhich truly trans•
forms reality, is the source of knowled~e and creation ••• It
i s as tr'ansforming and creative beings that men, in their perma·
nent relations with reality, produce not only material goods -·
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iue,

tangible objects -- but also social institutions, ideas and concepts (Freire, 1970, p. 91).

ltly

Thus, as beings who are praxis, the individual, in contrast to al 1 other
creatures, can "emerge from the world, objectify it, and in so doing, can
~ate

awareniss

understand it and transform it with their labor" (Freire, 1970, p. 119).
Reflection, and subsequent action · on understandings arrived at through
reflection, leads to the possibility of emancipatory educational praxis.

ialysis thus
~

t he i r 1i fe.

~l

.awareness

Individ·uals within this emancipatory model become responsible for the direc-

tion of their lives, and play a major part in determining the content under
I

investigation.
~ tion

Basic literacy skills take on the dimension of giving power

invest1

:ts• thi nki~g

t 0 ; nd i vi d ua 1s i n c on t r o 11 i ng t he i r des t i n i e s , g i vi ng t hem a cc es s t o

11

i n-

fo rmation" previously excluded from their experience.
, 1970, p.

Freire 1 s concern in emancipatory education is based on transformation

l~

of the world (context) through praxfs.

His praxis (action) is "informed"

1e world, tbey

and inseparable from theory.
~ ri

Verbalism or activism results in separating

enc i ng the

t i on of their

this relationship .

At the center of this view of educational praxis are

epistemological issues.

Reflection and critical thinking become modes

his awarenessi
:: on of their

of inquiry into the situationality of life .

Freire thus allows for, or

acknowledges as legitimate, alternate forms of inquiry into social seta reness 1 the
tings.

A radical positioning of the subject within a context over which

Thus the p
the person can "gain control", to unmask seeming constraints and make
e deve 1opment
decisions that transform that context, is based on critical thinking, critical consciousness.23

Critical thinking, subjective knowledge, truth,

"authority", the very concept of knowlege, are clearly embedded in Freire's
view.

These are epistemological issues that Habermas• theqry of knowledge

a re praxi s ··
and interest (1971) brings into clearer focus.
t ruly trans·
n • • • It

heir perma·
l goods --
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Discussion
Freire's view of education, based on critical consciousness, er
thinking, the capacity to transform social context, the theory of dlt
gics, etc., necessarily focuses on communication between teacher-stu
students-teachers, and al so personal interpretati ans of students-teac
life-situations.

These situations, posed as problems, can be critica

analyzed, new understandings and interpretations arrived at, and poss
action taken on those understandings and interpretations.
The value of Freire's framework lies in his view of the learner,
emphasis on critical awareness of life context, his belief in the cap
of subjects to take an active part in changing that context, the mann
which curriculum content is d8termined, and Freire's seeing as valid
yet open to critical analysis) subjects' personal interpretations of
world.

These are the very points that others have been critical of Fi

view of education (cf. for exar.iple, Stanley, 1978 and Berger, 1976).
Stanley's (1978) critique of Frei re's view .of education is posed
the form of two problems:

the problem of utopianism, and the problem

unanticipated social consequences.

I would like to explore each oft

problems in turn.
The Problem of

Utopi~nis m

According to Stanley, utopianism is evident in Freire's

uncrit1~

tendency to view the notion of 1 iteracy as the "key to liberation and
life of rational action for all persons.

This is to say that he does·

apparently take much note of the complexities, much less the dark si~

i

l

the notion of liberation itself'' (Stanley, 1978, p. 227).

The notion

liberation/emancipation contains certain ambiguities that Freire haSI
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J

dealt with.

In what way does consciousness contribute to the subject's

making his/her own world and controll i ng his/her own context?

Jsness, crit

Is not

literacy, the notion of "naming the world in order to transfonn the world",
too simplistic and insufficiently explicated by Fre ire in order to legiti mate his emancipatory model of education?
To make a simple equation of "literacy education+ critical consciousness = liberation" reduces Freire's complex view of education to an input/
output view.

There are no "guarantees" in Freire 1 s view that emancipation

of the subject will result.

1e 1earner,

The subject must take action on his/her new

understa ndin gs and hence bring about personal liberation.
done for the subject by anyone other than the subject.

It cannot be

What Freire states,

however , is that i n personalizing the world , i n naming the world, in becoming aware that ·social structures are not rigidified and "the way things

t ations oft

are", the possibility for personal change, and hence social change is increased .

er, 1976).
on is posed

ll

t he problem ot
e each of t he

the creation of culture according to subjects' vi ew of society

i s in .the hands of those who make up that culture.

What is thus "non-

utopian" in Freire's view is the pol iti cal nature of education, and the
resultant

i~pact

critical consc i ousness can bring to bear on t hat aware-

ness:

1

s uncritical

eration and a
hat he does
he dark side,
The notion ~
Frei re has n~

Irrespective of its most obvious funct i ons such as the sorting
out of children into occupational categories ~nd teaching curriculum, the essential feature of schooling according to Freire, is
the fonnation of a child's consciousness . His perception of himself and the world in which he lives, his ability to act upon, to
control and to tr ansform the social world are developed within
the school. The organization of knowledge and the particular
pedagogical relationship which it entails and utilizes becomes
political el enents in a system of social control. Thus the economic and politic al power of the dominant classes is converted
through educat ion into the individual's self and social awareness. Through his analysis of traditional forms of 'banking
education', Freire contributes to the argument about how cultural
hegemony may operate through school ing, and put s forward th e possi bility of forminq a counter hegemony through education (MacDonald, 19 77 , p. 81).
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The relationship between literacy and action, according

(1978} also .contains the possibility of latent elitism:
He who believes himself to understand the dimensions of t rue co~
sciousness, whatever they are, must necessarily -- however tern~
porarily -- play the role of an elitist guiding the unenlighten~
to tbeir proper destiny. Freire's views • • • place an extraordinary emphasis upon education as an instrument of 1 iberati on
{pp. 228-229).
This criticism of the latent elitism in Freire's thinking is more fur
fully . stated by Berger (1976).

Berger's critique sees in

a "hierarchy of consciousness" wherein cognitive "superiority" is est
lished:

"The cognitively superior individual is, by virtue of his co

sciousness, at a higher level of freedom, and thus of humanity" (pp. l
125).

Berger's thinking rests on the notion of "information," i.e., 1

talk in terms of information that a person has in comparison to anothe
then, indeed, a hferarchy can be established.

For example, a teacher

a specified boc.ly of information that he/she teaches to students who su
posedly do not have that information.
inforr.iation.

Yet students al so have a body o

They are not vessels to be filled (deposits).

question of quantity or quality.

I believe Berger misinterprets Frei

notion of expanded consciousness.
tive hierarchy".

It i s not

f rei re

is not concerned with a "co

He is concerned with the subjects understanding of,

ception of, and interpretation of his/her world (context).
analyzing these understandings, perceptions and interpretations, the i
is to pose these vie\'IS as a problem and bring them to the consciousnes
individuals so that action (cultural action for freedom) can be taken
these understandings.

It is in the action taken that the possibility

emancipation from constraints can be brought about.
I need to point out also that in deteh~ini ng curriculum content,
within Frei re's •1iew of teacher-student with students-teachers,
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22.l s

fn the development of that curriculum.

The teacher-student has the right

to "pose as problematic'' existing reality, to question and "call into ques' true con.
?Ver tem~ n 1i ghtened
1 extrai beration

tion" views and interpretations of reality, and this holds equally for
students-teachers.

This is so because educational content is dialogical.

Hence the teacher-student also has the right to "participate by including
themes not previously suggested" (Freire, 1970, p. 114).24 The theory of

more forrce.

:>

: ei re• s wri
ty

11

is estab-

of his conity 11 (pp. 1
n, II

"f

•

~' 1

to another,

n

a teacher hit
ents who supve a body of

rt is not a

dialogics as outlined by Freire cannot be practiced by a person who perceives him/herself as "cognitively superior" to the subjects with whom they
interact.

Reviewing the characteristic of dialogics

or superior attitude can he minimized.

and validity of personal knowledge subject to critical analysis, the dan-

gers of elitism can be lessened.

Thus, the potentiality for elitism in

Freire's "rhetoric" (as Stanley claims) is indeed a danger, yet the characteristics of true dialogue as outlined by Freire work toward eliminating
that danger.
/:/

The Problem of Unanticipated Outcomes
The second problem with Freire's thought raised by Stanley is the
probl e~

rn

be

taken ~

JossibilitYf

of unanticipated outcomes, i.e.

Freire does not go far toward exploring the practical implications of his literacy program for the larger orders of society
and culture. Without benefit of such sociological extrapolation
of possible consequences, there is much risk in heeding the call
to cultural revolution (Stanley , 1978, p. 230).
Stanley states , for example, that Freire's sense of literacy educat io n wi l l
not mean the same thing for all people.

Jm content'

This admits that feelings of super-

iority may arise, but viewed within an overall framework of emancipation

with a

:onsc i ousness

Freire, 1970,

pp. 78-82), if these features become part of the dialogic event, an elitist

·pret s Frei re'I

.anding of,

(.£f..

Thus, the profound energies un-

leashed by er.iancipatory education could bring about destabilization and the
"recapitulation of past forms of oppression" (Stanley, 1978, p. 231).
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The unanticipated outcomes, whatever they might be, need to
if the
valid.

underlyin~

co~

assumptions of Freire's view of education are acce

The inability of Freire's view to predict all the

and ramifications is not a limitation of the view itself,
if seen within a world-view of scientifically-oriented, empirical mo
of the educational process.
notion of

a~biguity

Thus acceptance of Freire's

of outcome.

Results within

hi~

view cannot bet

predicted without destroying the ema ncipatory intent.

If we

outcomes, we would have an empirically verifiable process of educati
Yet this is clearly not Freire ' s view.

A willingness to accept such

uity of possible outcomes is necessary if Freire's model is accepted

put into practice.
"Naming the world", as a step toward literacy education wi t hin f
model, a step toward world interpretation and creation by
is a personal activity that has social implications.
~

ceive their world and

co~municate

How individuals

that perception influences behavior

Learning to "read and write", i.e. to communicate, goes beyond simple.
recognition" and "reproduction" of existing symbols.
Either one stays on the side of operationally defined efficiency
standards of 1 iteracy or one makes one 1 s way to a larger view -Of
what literacy means. In that case one finds oneself well beyol'd
the confines of technical definitions; one is in the domain of
soc i a 1 and political philosophy • • • sooner or 1at er one must
either dqainst a status quo or for it and its possibilities . Tu
do neither is to default on one's freedo:n of decision by 1:>ecom1
a 1 iteracy technician at the service of tl1e highest bidder (Stan
ley, 1978, pp . 218-220).
A non-technical conception of literacy education, and more generally
purposes, of education, can be seen when litP.racy (education) is not
simply as a "ultilitarian technique but as a composite of skills orl
the achievement of a certa in quality of personal consciousness (Stan!
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1978, p. 220).

Critical understanding of the world, and the subjects life

within that world, is of utmost importance in the daily living-out of existence• 25

In view of my paper thus far, Freire's emancipatory model of education
takes into consideration the personal interpretation of the world by students-teachers .

These views are seen as valid regarding forms of knowledge

about the wbrld.

Yet the dimension of critical

t~inking,

critical con-

we

sciousness, as a form of rationality, a way ·of arriving at personal knowl-

of

edge, poses these interpretations as problematic.

iccept such

pretation that is the valid interpretation.

i s accepted alt

cannot be pre-packaged for students.

The learning experience thus.

There are only possible interpreta-

tions, and these are open to critical analysis.
i on within Fre

There is no one inter-

The existing world, and

teacher-student, students-teachers view of that world become the starting

students-tea

point for knowledge.

What is to be learned, even within existing curric-

individuals r4

ula, is thus determined by the teacher-student with students-teachers.

The

ces behavior.

critical issue here is to begin to develop ways in which students-teachers

eyond simple '

can become involved in the planning

process~

Freire's

fra~ework

offers

a radical alternative (interpretation) to existing forms of educdtion.
·d efficiency
rger view of
' we 11 beyond
! domain of
~ r one rn ust opt
ii l ities. To
in by becoming
bidder (Stan·

His position may indeed be regarded as "utopian " .

Yet those who dismiss

Freire's view in that it is
Naive and unrealistic, might perhaps consider the stibstance of
the nature and faith upon which their own optimism and idealism
rests. For to argue that his views are acceptable in theory but
not in practice is to admit one's own failure to exercise control
over such relationships (Denis Gleeson, as quoted in MacDonald,
1977, p. 85) .

' e generally for
: ion) is
f

skills

Jsness ( Stanlef•

In Frei re's emancipatory model there is no complete knowledge as such,
but rather a "knowledge object" that mediates teacher-student and studentst eachers as subjects in the knowing process.

Dialogue, i .e. the theory of

dialogics thus establishes the episte1nological rela ti ons hip between these
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subjects in the knowing process(.£.!_. MacDonald, 1977, p. 83). Alth
there are no complete "bodies of knowledge" as such, there
of information that can be brought to bear on the learning
with students-teachers' interpretations and views of reality.
media can provide those various sources of information.

The finals

of this paper will point to the implications and conceptualization of
cational technology as they relate to the learning process that
discussed thus far.

I will argue that the field of educational

has much to offer education within the framework of
cipatory education.

This will demand, however, a re-thinking , a re.-

tualizing of the basic concepts used in educational
necessarily emphasize students-teachers' production
interpretations of their view of reality
context.
Part II:

Implications and Di scussion of Freire's
Emancipatory Model for the Field of
Educational Technology

In this section of my paper I want to continue constructing an a
ment for the necessity of expanding the conceptual base for the field
educational technology.

I want to expand the theoretical base, whichi

essentially behaviorist theory, to inc l ude alternative forms of
ity.

Th is section will also make ex plicit the implications for

technology tllat I see within Freire's emancipatory model of
I have presented one possible alternative framework of
framework which I believe begins to address complex issues in the f1eU

I

lJ

education generally, and the field of educat i onal technology in

part 1 ~

Within the area of educational technology the dominant, accepted theor
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)

.

base for understanding education is the behavioral framework.

To expand

thiS th eo retical t:>ase will necessitate rec onceptualizing our underlying

are

views and assumptions about education in order to incorporate more radical
and divergent views other than those commonly accepted (i.e ., the scienti-

y.

fic, behavioral vi ew of schooling).
i zation of

If I acknowledge a nd accept that there

are alt ernative mode s of rationality other than the empirical mode

t.£!.·

that

Koett ing, 1979; Habermas, 1971, MacDonald, 1975a, Eisner, 1979), then I

onal

acknov1ledge and accept that those involved in inquiry are capable of making

s model of

~li d

knowledge cl a ims, yet these clai ms are open to ana lysis and critique.

Thus the limited view of the subject (learners) in behaviorist theory (re activ e agent to stimuli) is expanded to an active subject capable of engag ing in inquiry.

!ri a 1s

Freire's emancipatory model of education provides us with an alterna-

in

ti ve conceptual framework for vi ewing schooling.

His views are radically

~

diverge nt fr om those commonly held within education generally.
re's

The value

of Freire's model lies in his understanding of the "subjec t-in - conte xt" (a
critical concept in educational technology in need of reconceptualization),

uct i ng an ar
r the field 'i
base, which is

hls notion of critical thinking (crit i cal reflection on individual circumstance/co ntext), the subject's capacity to transform his/her co nte xt , and
the organization and decision making regarding curriculum content .

Seeking

knowledge about one's self and/or the world, and most importantly, one's

ms of
s for educati
f education.
f schooling,
in the field
• I'

1gy in part1cv

:cepted theor

relationship to that world, for Freire is thus a very active process,
as opposed to the passive, or re- active process of behaviorist learning
theo ry. 26

Freire's view not only acknowledges diverse modes of rational-

ity, but from the point of view of chasing curriculum content, allows for
the students-teachers' view to be acc epted as l egi ti mat e, yet open to
critical analysis.
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In the

remai~der

of this paper I will be concerned with

pro v i~

possible alternative interpretation (direction) and reconceptuali zau
certain underlying assur.iptions of the field of educational techn ol ogg
emphasis will be on the notion of

.knowledge~

infonnation, the

SUbJ

context, educational media27 as sources of infonnation and tools of c
ication for curriculum.development and evaluation of the
cess, and the notion of emancipatory educational praxis.
The Need for an Expanded Theoretical
Base in Educational Technology
The need for an expanded theory-base in educational
lated to the underlying assumptions mentioned above.
base of educational

tech~ology

technology~

The behavioral

is a limited view of education and

p~

limitations on how one generates/arrives at knowledge, how the subjec
understood, and how curriculum is organized for instruction.

Educa tl

technology relies heavily on this one mode of rationality (behavioris
theory).

The very nature of behaviorist theory structures the learni

situation to insure learning of information.

The subject is reduced

re-active agent in the learning situation, and curricula are pre-pack
and deterriined by "experts".

There are alternative views of educatie

other than that found in the behaviorist tradition.
one possible interpretation.

Beh~viorist

thee

Yet our field has accepted behaviorist

as the only theory for using r.iedia in education.
The behavioral rnodel is reductive, i.e. it takes a very complex
reality (viz. education) and oversimplifies this reality by operation
the notion of infonnation,28 and structuring the learning environmen
such a way that incremental "knowledge" can be attained and measured·
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certain students receive certain treatment(s) so that certain behavior(s)
will result.
technology.

This model does not acknowledge self-reflection (interpretive

understanding) or critical analysis.

"Knowledge" (information) has been

pre-determined, and there is no allowance for deviation from predefined
too 1s of c

answers.

The behavioral model (e.g. instructional design model) has a con-

stitutive interest in control (cf. Koetting, 1979, Chapter III).

A control

model applied to education is an inadequate model when understanding of

-

human behavior is our intent.

A control model limits the possible respon-

ses that students-teachers can

~ake

when pursuing knowledge.

An expanded theory-base will allow the field of educational technology
to stay in the main current of educational theory.

This would, at one end

of the continuum, keep us rooted in the behaviorist tradition, and at the
other end of the continuum, open the ~ossibilities for dialogue with colleagues in academia who are working in a humanistic, or more radical framen.

work of education.

(behaviorist

tance to university/college instructors in colleges of education, and media

the 1earning
is reduced to

An expanded theory- base would thus be of primary impor-

specialists at the local level, who daily work with teachers with diverse
philosophies and frameworks of education.

r e pre-pacKa
of education

The Thought of Paulo Freire:

Reconceptualizing Theory

i ori st theol)'

ehaviorist t

Basis for

One option for reconceptualizing the underlying views and assumptions
in educational technology that I have argued need to be reconceptualized
lies in Freire 1 s emancipatory model of education.29 Freire 1 s view of
knowledge regards the subject as being active in the pursuit of knowledge,
capable of engaqing in dialogue and having valid perceptions and interpre-

1d measured.

tations of the world.

This view of the subject stands in opposition to the
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view of the "learner" in behaviorist theory, wherein the
reality, a passiv.e receptor of information that has been
him/her.

The subject for Freire is capable of valid reasoning and i

pretation, and at the same time the subject's views are open
analysis, which is carried out in the dialogic relationship.

JI

Knowledge within Freire's view is arrived at through diverse
inquiry.

"Knowl edge" (information) within educational technology

rived at through inquiry that has a constitutive interest in control .
forrn of inquiry, rooted in behaviorist learning theory, is inadequate
the sole method of investigation for a field of study that
itself with symbol systems.
"right or wrong" meanings.

Symbols are subject to
Meanings are determined through
"<'

understanding

(~.

Koetting, 1979, Chapter II), and various

can be viewed as valid.

Critical analysis and critical argument establ

the ac curacy and ultimate validity of interpretation, and this is not bi
on "authority" but on reasoning and critical thinking.
The instructional design model used in

ed~cational

technology,~

its very nature has a constitutive interest in control of the process~
inquiry.

In this model, what is acceptable as "right/wrong" responses

determined and defined prior to teaching.

Thus, there is no room for per:

sonal interpretation on the part of students-teachers that is contrarytf
preconceived definitions of the "knowledge" (information) that is to be
gained through instruction.

The scientific-rationality of certitude of

comes is the important understanding here, and if it is not forth - comin91
i f the end result (product) does not match the stated objectives, t hen

system is faulty and needs to be re-structured.

The teacher-student \lilO

uses this model operates on the assumption that a "right" system can be
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r is, in

devised through the manipulation of variables and the control of environ-

·ammed" frr

mental factors.

and
>

inter.

Media as Sources of Information

critical
The importance that the utilization of media has at this point in my

~ se

fonns

discussion lies not in viewing media as a source of "knowledge" that needs

) 9Y is ar.

to be assimulated by students and then in devising · a test to measure the

ontrol. .

success of that venture.

dequate as

for~ation

t

concern

Rather, we need to view media · as sources of in-

that need to be brought to bear on the learning process and to

be analyzed and critiqued
for the particular interpretation of reality
"I

ti on, not

(viewpoint/statement) it represents.

te rpretive

t i oning and

1terpretat1

and not through preconceived answers that are either "right/wrong", e.g.

~ nt

objective-type tests that ask questions which are answered correctly/in-

estab1i

; is notba

11

calling into question," through interpretation and analysis,

correctly concerning specific information contained in the particular media
presentati on.

)logy, by

This is accomplished through ques-

Thus interpretive understanding and critical thinking become

t he methodologies of inquiry.

process Jf
r esponses ll
room for

The Organization of Curriculum Content
The instructional design r.iode1, as a means of organizing the 1earning
process, has a constitutive interest in controlling that process.
fs constitutive of the model itself, the nature of the model .

Control

The instruc-

tional developer (teacher) makes all the decisions regarding the organization and planning of the learning process, and this is done usually prior
to meeting students who will undergo the instruction.
.student°"'
;tern canoe

One primary legiti-

mating factor for using this "systematic approach" to designing instruction
is the objective nature of the results planned for.
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Yet methods of inquiry ·

have constitutive interests.
has an interest in control.

(.£.!..

Habennas, 1971).

This is verified in praxis by exma in1

instructional design model and programs that have been
to the model.

Knowledge is predetennined, right/wrong answers are

termi ned, eva 1uat ion measures are predetenni ned, what ·students wi 11
feel and learn" is predetermined, by someone other than
The major difficulty with applying a control model
process is centered on questions that point toward the
education:

"Whose knowledge is it?

~ and taught in this way?

Hho selected it?

To this particular group?" {Apple, 1979, p.

Linking these questions with the emphasis on standardization of meth
and outcomes that is characteristic of the instructional design

mod~,

the model's emphasis on control of the l ea rning process (cf. Koetti11g,
1979, Chapter III), any deviation frorn predetermined outcomes cannot be

considered.

Thus all students 1vho go through the structured learning

ities of the model are expected to arrive at the same point (input-au
model).

This is a rather reductionist and simplistic view

poses strict limitations on 1-1hat is determined "l egitimate knowledge",
how one arrives at legitimate knowledge.
If I look at alternate forms of rationality (other than the
behavioral form), I can arrive at knowledge thro ug h in terpretive under
ing {Verstehen) and critical science {Haberma s, 1971).

As I mentioned

earlier, in working with symbol· s ystem s ,~ in analyzing the language
film, the language of video, the language of photography, visual imager1
etc . , I am situated in another mode of rationality , I am looking for~
pretive understanding.

l

When these interpretations are open to critical

analysis, I am situated in yet another mode of rationality, that of cri

1

9c i enc e, critical thinking' and an alysis.

The behavioral model of education

does not use/recognize interpretive understanding or critical thinking as
lllethodo l ogy·

e rs
nt s will ,,
students.

The theory base for the instructional design 1nodel flows from an operationalized understanding of knowl edge, a view of the "learne r" as passive
{"re-active"), a

sta-t:_~~

view of society and culture, and an empi ri cal

th e learnfot

means fo.r evaluating outcomes (testing).

-neut rality'

of education has a theory base ro ot ed in hi s understanding of the subject

Freire's emancipatory model/view

as act ive in the learning process (critical thinking) , the underst anding
that social s tru ct ures are made by people and hence changeable, the val idn of metho

ity of individual interpretations of reality , a nd the problem po sing view

·s ign model,

of education carried out through dialogue.

> Koetting,

the dialogic relationship establish ed within t he classroom, the teac he r-

1es cannot be

st udent with students-teachers are responsib le fo r "program conten t 11 .30

!d 1earning a

talk about the organization of cur ri culum for instruction is to t al k about

. (input-outpi.1

theory.

of education
knowledge",

Thus, in Frei re 's model, through

The rel ations hip of theory to praxis is inseparable.

Within the emancipatory model, students-teachers' involvement in th e
organization and planning of curriculum content i s thus insured from the
very beginning .

This notion of student involvement in the organization of

1n the empiri

content is a radical depa rture from the instructional des ig n model whic h

·et i ve under

views responsi bi 1 ity for program content as the function of "knowledge

I men tioned

expe rts" who work with instructional developers (who are usually the teach-

the l anguage

ers themse lves), who are working with a "value-neutral" model for organizing

lisual imagef1i

curriculum mater i als.

)O ki ng for in

instructional desig n model is not a value-free model.

l

To

to critical

, that of cri

As I arg ue elsewhere (1979, Chapters I I and III), the
From beginning to

end , the instructional des i gn model has a constitutive interest in control
of the l earn i ng process.
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Paulo Freire 's Model of emancipatory education offers an alter
to the instructional design model used in educational technology.
nizing that Freire developed his model for teaching adult literacy e
tion to members of emerging countries, his ideas can still be most f
fully applied to educational theory outside the framework of literac
education.
Freire utilizes interpretive and critical modes of rationality
(Koetting, 1979; Habermas, 1971).

Thus the subject within Freire's

patory model is viewed as capable of interpreting the world around h
and at the same time, through unmasking constraints to emancipation
plished through dialogue , i .e. decodification) over which the subjec
gain control in forming his/her context, and exercise the critical a
ity of changing that context.
Within Frei re's

~odel,

responsibility for curriculum content be

not the responsibil ity of authorities or experts, but is shared join
the teacher-student with students-teachers.

Thus all members of the

cational situation participate in developing content for instruction
I need to examine alternative ways of organizing curriculum tha
be consistent with Frei re's model, ways that acknowledge students-te
capable of having val id views of the world and at the same time rect
that those views are ope n to critical analysis.

One such alternativ

the "presentation/production" model of organizing curriculum as pres
by Morrow and Suid (1977).

This

~odel

is relevant for my purpose he

cause it is root ed in the und erstanding that educational media

can~

diverse sources of information that can be utilized in the classroorr
at the same time prov ide the means for personal expression and inter
tion of individual students-teachers' views of their social context .
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theoretical view of the nature of subjects and how they learn is important
here, and is in gene ral
paper.

agree~ent

with Freire's views as presented in this

Thus for Morrow and Suid, subjects (students-teachers) are most

actively involved in the learning context from beg i nning to end.
:>f 1 i teracy

t ionality

Curricul um Development and Praxis
As Morrow and Suid (1977) point out in their opening chapter, people
learn about their world and gather infonnation about their world from a

d around ht.

variety of sources.

When this notion of

11

variety of sources 11 is applied

to classrooms, these authors emphasize the use of med i a in the form of
the subject
c rit i cal acti,.

content bee

student-production .

They tell us that students learn by doing, and that

Experiences Vihich act i vely engage our hands and eyes stay with
us. Perhaps the true virtue of modern culture is the rich variety of media it affords for understanding and expressing ideas
in the arts and sciences. Movies, radio , design, photography,
pri nt , and all the other comrnunication fonns are available to us
not only as sources of infonnat ion and pleasure, but as graspable
tools for active, c reative, and, ultimately, educational production {Morrow and Suid, 1977 , p. 7) .
The idea of learning by doing , and the not ion that expe rience engaging our

n st rue ti on.

·iculum that

hands and eyes stays wit h us is not new.31

Yet the notion of student-

production of media as sources for learning i s rather revolutionary in that
it acknowledges media , ot he r than print , as legi t imate sources of information that can be used i n clas sroom settings.

It also accepts a view of the

subject as having valid perceptions of his/her world upo n which action is
based.

These perceptions can then become the basis for dialogue and criti-

purpose here
cal analysi s .
1ed i a can pro¥

The notion of using diverse sources of infonnat ion in t he classroom
cl ass room, a
1

expands the mode of

com1~unicati on

in classrooms in both content area and

and i nterpre'
the area of' evaluat i on.32

11 context.

For example, a subject, theme, issue, or more

generally, subject content , is the starting point for developing curriculum.
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This starting point is the concern and responsibility of the
student wi th students-teachers.

Once the starting point has

mined,33 the next question focuses on the sources of infonnation that
be used in presenting information .on the particular topic chosen. These
sources are divided into design, print, photography, radio, movies,
vision and stage.34

t~I

As Morrow and Suid (1977) suggest, however, the

gories of merlia that they use need to be adapted by the
the model.

An important idea contained in the ir model is

that various sources need to be examined that can be used
much information on the particular topic of discussion as possible.
Another important idea, or aspect, of their model is
producing materials that can be presented within that classroom that r
sent the students-teachers own views on the topic, and these views
to formal reaction, or critical analysis.35

a~

Thus a fonn of Verstehen,

interpretive understanding is used in the production process , and also
the discussion and analysis of the student production .

At the same ti•

discussion is carried on at the level of crtt i cal an alys is
t i on effort in terr.is of accuracy of interpretation and presentation of
ideas.36

When students-teachers work in particular media formats , they

need to know the capabilities and "language" of the media they are usi
In confronting any symbol system, Verstehen as methodology is used . l•
the analysis of production efforts, the methodology of critical science
used.

In determi ning specific factual data or information learned frOI

production effo rt s, the empirical mode of rationality can be emphasizeJI
Three modes of inquiry can thus be applied within this model, and cur·
ri cul um content can be determined by the teacher-student with students·
teachers.37

We are taken out of the adherence to the dominant mode~
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thinking in education (scientific rationality, or the behavioral mode) and
also de-ernphasi zing the printed r:iode as the

IS

classroom.
:hosen.

.2.!!.ll mode of expression in the

We can thus more adequately provide 11 equal access 11 to informa-

ti on for all students.38

Evaluation of

11

Educational Outcomes 11

One important implication of accepting diverse modes of rationality
and the use of media as diverse sources of information is that the notion
of epistemological ambiguity will have to be recognized as part of the
)Oss i bl e.

human condition, and that exactitude/cer t i tude and/or predictability of
outcomes does not adequately represent the total criteria for all forms of

; room that r

evaluating educational outcomes (as found in empirical science, and hence
behavioral science).

f

Verstehen,

Educators thus need to look toward alternate and

legitimate forms of eva l uating educational outcomes.

For example, Eisner

(1979) suggests that the acknowledgement of epistemological diversity
the same tf111
of the produt·
:;en tat ion of
formats, they
t hey are us i
is used. In
t ical science
1earned from
)e emphasized.
~ l,

and cur·

allows for evaluative activit i es that
may be experienced in one mode and expressed by the student in
another. For examp l e, a student might r ead a short story and
express what she has learned or expe r ienced from it in a painting, film, or poem. Or, conversely, a student might see a film
and express his reaction in a short story. Although such activities do occur at present, they are seldom created intentionally
and are seldom based on a realization of the interaction between
knowledge and performance systems. What I am suggesting here is
that curriculum desiqners can intentionally exploit the variety
of modalities humans use to conceptualize and experience the
world and to express what they have learned about it (p. 129).39
Essentially, what Eisner is concerned with is that in the field of education, conceptually, there is a need to go beyond a control model of organization, inquiry and evaluation, to an intersubjective, emancipatory model

i th students·

of organization, method of inquiry and evaluat i on.

'lant mode of

diverse modes of rationality and organization, and allow for a variety of
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This will involve

forms of education.

This will also require educators to acknowledge

subjects (students-teachers) can have legitimate views of their wo rld
can

beco~e

the basis for critical analysis.

When subjects

(students-teach~rs)

become active participants in

logue, i.e. in their own learning, self-reflection on their perceptio
and communicating those. perceptions to each other become an i-mpo.rtant
for activity.

In communicating those perceptions to each other, both

self-reflective and critical components of rationality that are lackj
the behavioral/empirical model are evident and utilized here as means
arriving at knowledge in the educational setting.40 Thus, in the edu
tional setting, I need to accept one subject's perception as valid ,

j

I need to accept another's view, and they are all as valid as the tea
student's view, and everyone within that setting can mediate the

pro~

through their own views and critiques.
Self-expression and communication of ideas 1'/ithin a non-scientifi
oriented classroom will demand and allow for diverse modes of commun1
those idea s.

Thus, as there are diverse forms of knowledge, there ar

diverse ways of expressing, conmun icating, learning and evaluating id
and conceptions of the

1~orld.

The teacher-student, as well as the st

teachers, need to determine what kind of knowledge they are seeking,
the nature of the knowledge they have arrived at.
Similarly, research r.1ethodologies applied to the educational set
need to be chosen with an understanding of the type of knowledge the
searcher wants to attain in his/her investigation.

For example, if I

to know

l

!
~

the number of words a chi 1d can spell or the frequency of inter·
action between children of different races in desegregrated
schools, then statistical procedures are appropriate. However, 1
we want to understand the relevance of the words to the child's
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:kn owl edge t

particular life or the meaning of inter-racial interactions then
some fon1 of qualitative methodology[~ Verstehen] ••• which
allows the researcher to obtain f i rst hand knowledge about the
empirical social world in question may well be more appropriate
{Patton, 1975, p. 13).41

:heir world

cipants indn.

In ot her words, the empirical method of invest i gation would be an inade-

r perceptions I

quate method of investigation to summarily investigate the social setting.42

i.mpo rtant f

n

(~l ife

in classrooMs), and/or problems within that setting

(~the

nature of authority in classrooms, the control of knowledge in classrooms,
a re 1ackir.1

t
~ re

as means r1

the nature of school work, etc . ) .

With emphasis on outcomes (ends), the

process (means) becomes secondary, unless the outcomes have been correctly

, in the educa.

predicted , and then the means become standard treatment.

as val i d , just

prediction and control of outcomes are our major aims, then the empirical

as the teac

met hod of investigation and the "scientific" organization of the subject

I

1te the procesi

matters would be acceptable.

; of commun1cat

The empha sis on control of classroom learning i s furthered by the ex-

je, there are 1

uating iaeal

11 as the sto

re seeking, a

tensive use of instructional (perfoniiance/behavioral) objectives, which are
based on the notion of objective validity and the scientific rationality of
empirical design (Koetting, 1979).
11

cat ional sett'
owl edge the rexamp le, if 1

Yet the search for

Objective control over the multiplicity of interdependent events
occurring in a classroom has led to a concentration on ever
smaller Llnits of behavior, divorced from context and samQled in
rigorously scheduled time units (Shapiro, 1973, p. 543).43

ion-scient ific

~ al

If successful

Needing empirical measures and data to

prove 11 that students are 1earning . the teacher structures

ing instruments which are easily quantifiable.

11

objecti ve 11 test-

Applying scientific ration-

ality to the classroom insures at least outward control of the environment
and the learning process.

This has led not only to

e~ phasizing

the learning

of factual data/information, but also to the notion of teacher competency
cy of inter·
eg rated
ii
However,
the child 5
•

and accountability, which is operation al i zed through competency-based .teacher education programs i n colleges and universities. 44

I
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Conclusion
Reconceptualizing basic underlying assumptions of educational te
nology will require a change in the present praxis in our field.
losophical notion of knowledge as opposed to the operationalized

noti~

knowledge; the view of the subject as active participant in generatini
knowledge as opposed to the passive, re-active view in behaviorist tn
the joint responsibil i ty of organizing instructional content as oppos
11

kn owl edge experts

11

or instruction al deve 1ope rs organizing i nstructio~

divorced from students' needs and interests; and the means of alternat
evaluation procedures as opposed to "objective evaluation measures" ba
on performance objectives, are areas that I have discussed as needing
be reconceptualized if I accept Freire's emancipatory model of educati
Alternative modes of

rationality(~

the empirical, interpret!

critical sciences) all need to be used in our educational settings in
to understand and personalize the context in which we live
selves.

Diverse sources of information, whether inside or outside

~e

demic setting, need to be utilized to keep us informed about our world.
Self-reflection and critical thinking are crucial means that need to be
developed and utilized in school settings and seen as valid
quiry.

· methods~

Epistemological ambiguity needs to be recognized not as

red~t

to relativism, but as a statement of understanding our predicament as
hers of human society.

Exactitude and certitude are not always

poss~

or desirable.
Our current practice in educatio nal technology employs a control
of organization of the instructional process and an empirical model of
vestigation, tl 3sed on performance objectives and evaluation procedures
measure factual information and data.
•'
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There are· alternatives to th 15 '

of educational

technolo~y.

The teacher-student with students-teachers have

ati onal t

to be aware of what knowledge they are seeking, with what intent they under-

·ield.

take their study, and the nature of tnowl edge at which they will arrive.

We

can thus rely less on data and information remembered, and work toward criti-

i zed

!1

cal ana lysis, which demands self-reflection and critical thinking.
The emancipato ry potential of utilizi ng media in education, as I have
argued in this paper, is based on a reconceptualization of certin underlying
instruction

concepts within our field, namely :

of alternatiw

in a philosophical framework tha t sees as valid alternate forms of rat ionality; the nature of the subject-in- context; the organization of cu r riculum

1eas ures" ba
as need ing tt
' of

educat i~.

content and means of evaluating educational outcomes; and the util ization
of media as diverse sou rces of information.

These same forms of rational-

ity need to be app l ied in the area of research in the educational settin g.

interpretive
;ett i ngs in o

There are alternatives to our present theo reti cal base and praxis.

The

and find our.

field of ed ucational technology, which has a great diversity of means of

outside the

presenting information, could truly revolution i ze education that has as it s ·

Jt our world.

intent,

it need to

growth toward freedom.

j

the notion of knowledge as defined with-

be

e~ancipat io n

from constraints that hinder individ ual and soc i al

'methods of ;

)t as red uct!
j i cament as

11

1ways poss iblt

s a co nt ro l 111;
: al model of i
n proced ures t
'/ es to this

'

v

~3Z

Footnotes
lAn i mportan t.un~erstanding a~ this ~oint.concerns th e ~iew of~
ject ("learner") within the educational situation. In behavior ist tn t
the learner is viel'1ed as a reactive agent ,~. one who responds (reeo
to stimuli presented to him/her (and one who does not in itiate questt
In a humanistic, or more radical tradition, such as Freire's framewor~n1
jects ar e active within the learning process, that is, they are viewed'
capable of having valid perceptions of their context (circumst9nce, w~
These perceptions are open to critical analysis. Subjects create , rat
than react to, situations that bring about knowledge. Thus critical t
~becomes the l earning theory used to investigate/analyze the world,
sequently, critical thinking/analysis can be compared/contrasted With
learning theories,~ behavioral learning theory, gestalt-field th
cognitive theory, etc. The important factor to examine in s uc h compart
contrasting is the analysis of the underlying assumptions of these th
as they relate to praxis (g. my discussion in this paper under the h~
Theory .Q.!_ Dialogics and Critical Thinking) .
2Horkheimer, in Critical Theory : Selected Essays (New
Seabury Press, 1972), has stated that critical thinking (as
activity of critical science)
is the function neither of the isolated individua l no r of a sumtotal of individua ls. Its subject is rather a definite individual
in his real relation to other individuals and groups , in his conflict with a pa rticular class, and, finally, in the resultant web
of relationships with the social tota lity and with nature (pp.
210-211).
3Apple, in Ideology and Curriculum (London: Routledge and Kegan Pav

1979), cites the need for a part of the curriculum field to devote itsel
to the responsibility of becoming a critical science, whose "primary f
tion is to be emancipatory in that it critically reflects upon the fie~
dominant interest in keeping most if not all aspects of human behavior lt
educational institutions under supposedly neutral technical control" (p.

122).
4For Freire, the relationship between theory and praxis is acti ~·
oriented. When the two are split, verbal ism or activism result. Praxis
is not mere ly a substitute for the term "practice". Practice denotes
I do", or "what I should do", without any necessary reference to theo!'Y•
Prax is, on the other hand, is inseparably related to theory.
5Freire's concern is with literacy education for the peoples of
i ng countries. Generally, the oppressed people are wrapped in a "cul
of silence" wherein "the metropo lis speaks, the dependent society li st
The oppressed society receives from the dominant society a
pre-processed and pre-digested reality, the major avenue of trans·
mission of the reality-package being the educational system. In
the case of the pre-processing of reality within the director
society the communications media in general represent the major
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source of ~ransmission (cf. Ba rry Smart , Sociology, Phenomenology
and Marxian Analys i s , London : Rout l edge and Kegan Paul, 1976, p.

TJO).
6Horkhe i me r , Cr itical Theory: Selected Essays, 21?.· cit., states it
similarly:

York: The
is part of the

!W

)r of a sumi t e i ndi vi d1ta1

But the r e is • • • an essential difference between the individual
and society. The world wh i ch is gi ven to the individual and which
he must accept and take i nto account is , in its present and continuing form , a product of the activity of society as a whole.
The objects we perceive in our su r roundings -- cities, villages,
fields, and woods - - bear the mark of having been worked on by
man. It is not only in clothing and appearance , in outward form
and emotional make-up that men are the product of history. Even
the way they see and hear is inseparable from the social lifeprocess as it has evolved over the millennia. The facts which our
senses present to us are socially pre-formed in two ways: through
the hi storical character of the object perceived and through the
historical character of the perceiving organ. Both are not simply
natural; they are shaped by human activity, and yet the individual
perceives himself as receptive and passive in the act of perception (pp. 199-200).
71n Education for Critical Consciousness (New York: The Seabury Press,

, in his conres ul tant web
'.l ture (pp .

1973, pp. 3-5), Freire distinguishes between adaptation and integration to

e and Kegan Pf
t o devote itseif
5 e " pr i ma ry f
upon the :1el
uman behav1ot
al control n tP..

81n a behavio ra lly- based model of education, the concern is not with
the self-forr.iative process, or the formation of society, but rather with
correct respons es to pre- determined "kn owl edge", which is based on a fixed
view of the socia l context and the necessity for the learner to adapt to,
or "fit into" the existing social context.

xi s is act4-:
result. Pru
:ti ce denotes
-ence to theOl'!o
iry.
1

~ peoples,,of
)ed in a c~11
t society 1H
a

venue of tr aPS'
l system. 11
p
di recto r
~t the major

society. Adaptation reduces the person to an "object" of society; integration sees the pe rson as "subject", who not only adapts to social context,
but has the critical capacity to make choices and transform that context.

9Also, cf. Joel Spr in g's A Primer of Libertarian Education (Montreal:
Black Rose Books , 1975), especTal ly ChaPfer three, "The Growth of Consciousness: Marx to Freire", pp . 61 - 80.
. l OFreire proposes that the learning context must present individuals
With the possibility of reflecting upon the "process by which reality is
apprehended" so that they can go beyond their original distorted understandings, i . e ., beyond the seeming natural order of things (cf. Smart,
.§!lciology, Phenomenology and Marxian Analysis , ~· cit., pp. 170-171.
11 cf. Arnold Wesker, Words as Defin it ions of Experience (London: Writers
and Readers Publishing CooperatTVe , 1976).
-

. 12Freire's notion of the "banking concept" of education adequately de~cr~bes th e educational praxis that results . in applying the instructional
esign model to the educat i onal sett ing. See my discussion of the design
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model, Chapter III, in Towards~ Synthesis of~ Theory .2.!. ~
Human InterP.sts, Educational Technology~ Emancipatory Education:
Prelir.iinary ThP.oretical Investigation and Critique (Unpublished Dae
Dissertation: University of · Wisconsin - Madison, 1979).
13Freire 1 s description of the subject here is essentially. a desc
of the "learner" within the behavioral 1:iodel of education, i.e. a Pd
re-active agent within the educational setting.
~
14Freire 1 s view of the 11 teacher 11 within the banking notion of ed
defines the role of the teacher within the behavioral model of educat
i.e., the knowledge "expert". This is essentially the role of the 1
tional developer (usually teachers) within the field of educational
no 1ogy.
15Although the rhetoric of description is forceful '
oppressed, rlomination, etc.), there is a real sense in which these wo
describe the scientifically-oriented view of education, particularly
reference to oDjectives, the overall utilization of the instructional
model and the notion of 11 pre-packaqed knowledge" (reality). There is
opportunity for creative input into the instructional program withi n
model, only minimal participation by way of responding to questions
limited and pre-specified answers. Also see Herbert M. Kliebard, ~
cracy and Curriculum Theory, in \•Jilliam Pinar (ed.), Curr1culum Theo
The Reconceptualists (Berkeley, California: Mccutchan Publishing Car
tion, 197!:i).
I

16rt is not true knowledge or culture because it is only infomat
it doesn 1 t belonq to the subject, it is someone else's view of reallt
i.e. what soneone else calls knowledge and culture.
17Elsewhere, Freire extends the thought in the passage just quot
At home, as husband and father, I cannot be the owner of my wife
and children, nor at school, as teacher , can I be the owner of 111J
students. I cannot 'enter• into their beings in order to move
them to~vard the ' ways• which seem best to r.1e. If I do so, I an
their doninator and they are me re 1 things' which I possess; dia·
logue and true love are iripossible (Cultural Action: A Dialectic
Analysis. Cuernavaca, Mexico: CIDOC , 1970. Cil.)OC Cuaderno No.
1004~ as quoted in Paulo Freire: A Revoluti onary Dilemma for th
Adult Educator. Stanley M':(;ranowski , ed. E~IC Clear1n9°houseCiro
Adult Education, Syracuse University, 19 72).
18The students-teachers , in presenting their own interpretations
understandings of their "context'', are nami ng their reality, as they!
ceive it. For Freire, 11 naming" reality has a "creative and transfon1~
connotation. Anyone standing in the way of "humanization", whether o
sciously/unconsciously, heco11es, in Freire's use of the term, 11 the OP!
sor". See Manfred Stanley, The Technoloqical Conscience,~· cit., P
A1so .£!_. Arnold Wesker, Word-sas· Definitions of Experience, 22.· .£!!·
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otion of ed
el of edUt
l e of the i
::t ucati onal
re (op pres
i ch these

19Habennas goes on to say that the dialogue is thus "a communication in
f ~the understanding subject must invest a part of his subjectivity, no
"'1t~er in what manner this may be controllable, in order to be able to meet
~!nfronting subjects at all on· the intersubjective level which makes undert ding possible" (Hahermas, 1973, p. 11). Yet critical theory seeks to go
S a~nd the contents of "cul t ural tradition"
It is critical of "ideology"
De~ asks what lies behind the consensus that is now arrived at and presented
a~ fact? What is it that supports the dominant tradition , and does so "with
1 \dew to the relat i ons of power surreptitiously incorporated in the symbo~ic structu res o'. the systems of speech and action?" See J'urgen Habermas,
]!_eo'2'.,~ Practice (Boston: Beacon Press, 1973}, pp. 11-12.
20oenis Goulet, in his introducti on to Freire's Ed ucati on for Critical

tonscio usne~s, op. ci~., draws ~he distinction between Freire'.Sfi'otion of

j)roblefll-posrng education (wherein the natura l , cultural and historical
reality in which the subject is immersed is seen as "problematic") and the
•Jilroblem-solving" view of education, wherein

a rt i cul arl y
nst ructional
) • There is
gram within
questions ~
1i eba rd, Bur
i cu 1um The0r1
1i sh i ng Cor
nl y i nformatir.
ew of real ity 1

An expert takes some distance from reality, analyzes it into component parts, devises means for resolving difficulties in the
most efficient way, and then dictates a str~tegy or policy. Such
problem-solvi ng, according to Freire, distorts the totality of
human experience by reducing it to those dimensions which are
amenable to treat~ent as mere difficulties to be solved. But to
'problematize' in his sens e is to associate an entire populace to
the task of codifying total reality into symbols which can generate critical consciousness and empower them to alter their relations with nature and social forces (p. IX) .
21Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (Ne\'l York: The Seabury Press, 1970}
states that

e just quoted:
r of my wife
e owner of my
er to move
do so, I am
ossess; diaA Dialectic
uaderno No .
er.una for the
rTnghouseOn

In all the stages of decoding, men exteriorize their view of the
world. And in the way they t hink about and face the world -fatalis ti cally, dynamically, or statica l ly - their generative
themes may be found. A group which does not concretely express
a generative ther1atics -- a fact which 1;1i gh t appear to i mply the
nonexistence of the1:ies -- is, on the contrary, suggesting a very
dramatic thene : the theme of silence. The theme of silence suggests a structure of ~utism in face of the overwhelming force of
the limit-situations (p. 97).
22cf. Freire , Pedagoqy of the Oppressed , op. cit., pp. 100-118. Also
Madeleine MacDonald (Ed-:), Unit~ the CurricUTUm and Cultural Reproduc~ _!_( Great Britain: The Open Univ ersity Press, 1977).
s~e

rp retat ions
ty, as they P
nd trans format
", whe ther corierm, "the opp
op. cit. 1 P·
e·;-.£e.. c i t .

23Feire's notion of "limit-situation " is i mportant here. The subject,
as a conscious be ing, aware of self and the world, exists in a "dialectical
relat io nship between the dete rminati0nof 1 irnits" and his/her own freedom.
As th ey ( ~ th e subjects) separate themselves from the world,
whi ch they objectify, as they separate themselves froin their own
activity, as they locate th e seat of their decisions in thems elves
and i n their relations with the world and others (the subjects),
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overcome the situations which limit them: 'the limit situa~
ti ons 1 • Once perceived by men as fetters, as obs tac 1es to th: .
1 iberation, ~hese situations stand out in relief from the bac~r
ground, revealing their true nature as concrete historical di ..
sions of a given reality. (Subjec ts) resp ond to the chal l enge
with actions • • • directed at negating and overcorni ng, rather
than passively accepting, the 'g iven ' (Pedagogy of the~
-92_• Cit., P• 89) •
I
The critical undec.standing here is: How do subjects perceive the sit
at a given time? As given? As fetters? etc. The subject must be a
the li mit-situation in order to overcome it.
24Frei re refers to the themes introduced by the teacher-student a
"hinged themes" due to the function they play within t he dialogica l
They can facilitate the connection between two themes in a program ~
thus fill-in a possible gap between the two themes), or they can point
the relationship between the general program content and t he specif 1c
of the world" held by the subjects. As an example of a hin ged t heme F
states that the "anthropological concept of culture" can be used bee~
"cl ari fies the role of men in the world and with the world as transfo
rather than adaptive beings" (g. Freire, Pedagogy~ the Oppresse<J,.!•
cit., p. 114. This theme of "culture" could thus be presented at the
ning of a thematic unit because it is concerned with, and introduces a
tical topic wherein the subject's view of culture can then be posed i s
blematic.
25see Arnold Wesker, Words~ Definiti ons~ Experience, .QE.· cit.
26Freire's description of banking education is carried out by following behaviorist theory. Also his notion of vertica l communication
( A = communique = antidialogic model of commu nication) is evident b
over
B

behaviorist theory. In educational technology the behaviorist theory i~
carried out in praxis by applying the instructional design model t o the
organization (and pre-packaging) of curriculum content.
27I use the term "educational media" here, and not "educational teclnol ogy" because of the connotative meaning of the term media which reprt
sents diverse sources of information. The term "technology" is lin ked.1i
the notion of scientific rationality and denotes a met hod of organizat
a "systematic approach" in organizing instruction, which is based on s.
theory, which in turn relies on the empirical-positivistic mode of ratt T
ality. This mode of rationality has a constitutive interest in tech111CI•
control . See Koetting, -92.· cit., Chapter III.
28The
nology is
alized is
teria for

"operationalized understanding of knowledge" in educational t
not knowledge, but information. Any concept that is operati!#essentially reduced to having behavior conform to external cr1'
evaluation purposes .
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29The views/assumptions which I believe need to be reconceptualized are :
Knowledge vs information; the subject-i n-context; the use of media
for instructional and eva l uative purposes; and the purpose of educational praxis.
30ro delineate the radica l differences between the behavioral and emancipato ry models , I could ask the question "how would each model treat basic
skills" (i.e . reading, math, writing, etc.)? The behavioral/systems
approach (model) would design programs to teach these skil 1s so that the
learners could function 1vi thin society, could "fit into" or adapt to society. Education for emancipation would teach these skills in order to create
an opp~rtunity for the learner to gain access to information that could affect the learner's actions within a social context, that could affect the
learner's capacity to· "form him/herself", to see his/her reality as a problem and have the critical capacity to change it .
3lcf. John Dewey , Experience and Education (N.Y.: The Macmillan Publ.
Inc., 1976) ; Alfred North Whitehead, The Aims of Education (New York:
The Free Press, 1967).

Go.,

32 11 Literacy education" is an i mportant issue here.

Morrow and Suid's
argument in Media and Kids (New Jersey: Hayden Book Co., Inc., 1977) is
that media can help students with basic communications skills become learners 1n schools:

A teaching-l earning system that depends primarily on print takes
knowledge that is not necessarily beyond a poor reader's intellectual grasp and ruthlessly places it there . Students who fail in
reading and writing are not just fai l ing a subject; they are failing their school ' s chosen mode of canmunication, and the contents
of all their various courses are consequently denied to them •••
Time and again , students 1vho bring a long trad it ion of personal
failure with print into the classroom show themselves able to
achieve in the other media (p. 17).

i out by fol·

)mmunication
; s evident i

>ducat i on·al
~di a whiC~
JgYu is h
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rest in t

T~eir book does not suggest de- emphasizing the teaching of basic skills,
e!er, in favor of production skills for media projects. Also, cf. Elliot
• ~l~ner, The Educational Irnaqination (N.Y.: Macmillan Publishing-Co. Inc.,

7

33
In stating.tha ~ the starting point for curriculum development is subte~ content, wh1ch is deter~ined by the teacher-student with studentstio~hers, ~want to also acknowledge the fact that , in many teaching situalorss, sub_iect-content is determined by curriculum specialists, administrate.ach · school boards, etc. , sometimes independent of the teachers who are
liorki 109 ~he particular course. I al so 1vant to acknowledge that teachers
1
19 pr~~<' "1~fl such p~ectetermi ~ed cont~nt are a~ are able to create ~iversity
tiats a -~tlng . r1 ater1als for instruc.,t1on and in the rnanner of chasing matesoarces"~/?P1cs to . be considered for instruction ~.Y se~king out diverse
Ullder in inforinat1on that can open and add new ct1mens1ons to the topic
vest1gation.
t
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34cf. Morrow and Suid, Media and Kids (E.e_. cit.), p. 8. These
refer to their diagrammatic model as the "media wheel". The media
is used as both a means of organizing materials for bringing divers
of information to bear on learning about a particular topic (presen~
wheel), and as a ~eans for evaluating the learning that has taken ~at
(production wheel). The diagram for the media wheel has the "subjec~'
ter (content) as the "hub" of the wheel, and the diverse · sources of rn
as the spokes for the wheel.
~
35Morrow and Suid, in Med ia and Kids,~· cit., delineate three f
of reaction to media presentations: simple reacting to the presentati
(i.e. liking/disliking the production); informal discussion, or give
take reactions, wherein vie\'f'S "clash and illuminate one another"; and:
formal reaction, wherein critical analysis of the production is carrj~
on that requiure judg1l1ents to be r.iade regarding the "aesthetic" and •
dimension of the specific work under discussion (p. 11) . It is within
formal reacting phase that I would see the emancipatory potential of
within educat ion.
36students-teachers' production efforts become the "codificatio~
reality in forrns (symbols) that the students-teachers can understand.
productions (codifications) are presented to their peers, and the re~
discussion and critical analysis becor1es the "decodification" process
Frei re describes.
37Another 'ttay of i nvolving students-teachers in the "planning" and
organization of materials for instruction is the "webbing" method dese
by Herbert Kohl, On Teaching ( Ne\v York: !3antam Books, 1977) pp. 29-49.
Kohl presents a logical and legitimate way of sharing the respons1bi11t
of curriculum development. The teacher-student with students-teache~
involved in dialogue from the beginning and students-teachers are re~
as capable of contributing to and co-determining content for invest1ga
38cf. Michael~~. Apple, Ideol ogy and Curriculum, op. cit., Chapter
Se ven;James Morrow and Murray Suid, Media and Ki ds,~· cit., Chapter
and Elliot W. Eisne r , The Educationa l lmaginatiQnTNew York: Macmillan
Co., Inc., 1979), Chapter Seven.
39Earlier in this same book (The Educational Imaq inat ion, op. cit.
Eisner states his ca se more forcefully:
·
- I believe that we need evaluation r:1ethods that exploit the variet
of expressive forms throuqh which we understand and make publ ic
what we know. So ~uch of the current evaluation methods empha·
sizes written language and ability in mathenatics; yet, these .
forms of ex.press ion in no way exhaust the ways in which conceptT.
and expression occur in the culture at large. We need evaluat1d
methods that give students the opportunity to use, for example,
artistic forms of expression as intellectually legitimate and tha
cease penal izi11q students whose aptitudes and · interests motivate
th em to work in such areas. Evaluation r:iethods should be instru·
mental to the ends we seGk; they should not, as so many of th~
do now, impede the realization of such ends (p. 17).
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Thus, legitimate views that students -teachers have can be adequately exressed in diverse modes of communication. The presentation- production
: adel for cu rriculum as disc ussed previously would prove most helpf ul here.
40Although I am arguing here for the i nterpretive and critical forms
of rationality, I am not negating the empirical form of rationality which
also can be used. The empi ri cal , interpretive and crit ical forms of
inquiry ar~ all vali~ forms of ratio na li~y with constitutive interests
(_~f. Koe t t in g , .QQ_. c 1t. ; Ha be rm as , .QE_. c 1t • ) •
e three fo,_
presentat 1
or give a
he r"; and
is carrie11
11
i c and "t
i S Withi n

:nti al of

111

fication" Gf
1derstand.
1d the resul
11
1
process t
rnni ng 11 and
net hod descr
pp. 29-49.
esp on si bi1 i ty
t s-teachers !

41c. Wright Mi l ls, in The Sociological Imagination (New York : The Grove
Press , Inc., 1961) states the is sue similarly:

Th e .specific methods-as distinct from the philosophy-of emp1r1c1sm
are clearly suitable and convenient for work on many probl ems, and
I do not see how anyone could reasonably object to such us e of
them. We can of course, by suitable abstraction, be exact about
anything. Noth ing is inherently immune to measurement .
If the problems upon wh ich one is at work are readily amenable to
statistica l procedures; one should always try to use them. If,
for example, in working out a theory of elites, we need to know
the social origins of a group of generals, naturally we try to
f i nd out the proportions coming from various social strata. If we
need to know the extent to which the real income of white-collar
people has gone up and down since 1900, we run a time- series of
income by occupation, controlled i n terms of some price index. No
one, however, need accept such proc edures , when generali zed , as
the only procedure available. Certainly no one need accept this
model as a total canon. It i s not the only empirical manner.
We should choose particular and minute feat ures for intensive and
exact study in acco rdance with our less exact view of the whole,
and in order to solve problems having to do with structural wholes .
It is a choice made according to the requiremen ts of our problems ,
not a 'necessity' that follows from an epistemol igical dogma.

in,

-

-op. -cit.J

: the variety
tke public
>d s empha: , these .
:h conception
j evaluation
~ example ,
na te and that
t s motivate
j be i nstru•
ny of them

I do not suppose that anyone has a right to object to detailed
studies of minor problems. The narrowed fo cus t hey requi re might
be part of an admirable quest for precision and certai nty; it
mig ht also be part of a division of int el lectual labor, of a specialization to which, aga i n, no one ought to object. But surely
we are entitled to ask: If it is claimed that t hese studies are
part of some division of labor which as a whole constitutes the
social science endeavor, where are the other di vis ions of which
the se studies are parts? And where is th e ' divi sion ' wherein j ust
such studies as these are put into some la r ger pi cture? (pp. 73-4).
42cf. Ann D. Becker, "Alternative Methodologies for Instructional Media
Research", in AV Commun i cation Review, Vol . 25, No. 2, Summe r 1977, who suggests some li mit ations of behavio ral research designs as used in educational
technol ogy and offers some possible alternatives. Al so see Francis E. Cl ar k
and Jay F. Angert, "Research on Medi a - Where Do We Go From Here? ", unpublis hed paper presented at the AECT National Conventi on, Research and Theory
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Division, New Orel ans, Louisiana, 1979; and Geof Tabakin, Work~ P
Univer sity of vii scons in, Fal l, 1979. The authors of these three a- a
argue fo r the need of alternative research strategies to the behav~t
model.
43g. Patton, Alternative Evaluation Research Paradigm {Grand Fo
N.D.: University of North Dakota), 1975, who expands on this use of rt,
dardi zec1 tests :
s

The problem is not simply one of finding a new or better stan.
dardized test. The problem is one of understanding the context
of observed behaviors, the meaning of specific achievement out.
comes to the chi l d in a more holistic setting than is possible
with any st andardi zed test. This does not mean that standardized
tests may no~ ~e useful for ~ertai~ specific qu~stions, but thty
are not suff1c1ent when the issue 1s understanding, not just Pr'e.
diction. Understanding in its broadest sense requires getting
close enough to the situation to gain insight into mental states
it means subjectivity in the best scientific sense of the term.
The alternative paradigm seeks to legitimize and incorporate thi
subjectivi ty into evaluation research, not to the exclusion of
the methodology of the dominant paradigm, but in addition to it
(p. 25).
Also cf. Elliot W. Eisner, The Educational

Imagination(~.

cit.) Cha

One.
44cf. Alan Tom, "Critique of Performance Based Teacher Evaluation
The _Education al Forum, Nov., 1977. Although competency based educatij
applicable and valid in training and mastery of certain skills, when j
to other areas of learning (outside of training and skills), it over 1
plifies a conplex activi ty (e.q. teaching) and therefore, as a rati oni
evaluating learning situations, it is an inadequate mean s of invest1 ~
2l.!_ learning situations • .£!_. James B. MacDonald, "The Quality of Ev~
life in School" in Jar.ies B. MacDonald and Esther Zaret, eds. Schools
Search of Meaninq (Washington, D.C.: Association for Supervision a~
riculumDevel opment, 1975b), MacDonald states that the notion of te
competency (which implies that "teachers are potentially interchang~
results in vi e1~i ng productive activity as sornethi ng "learned" and " ~e
mechanistically". Thus, any "good" teaching activity is reproducibl j.
other teacher, and "all productive teaching is measurable in terms o
criteria of accountability in use" (pp. 79-80 ). Also see Manfred Sti
The Technoloqical Conscience, (The Free Press: New York) 1978, pp. 21
and Eisner. The Educa tional Imagination (op. cit.), Chapter One.
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lli'kgroun

d and Theoretical Framework

The Impact of Television: The question of the effects of viewing television
:..--- has been the subject of numerous research efforts over the past several
e!iildren

•·

. specifically, researchers have attempted to evaluate the role that televised
s Use of

wing

;ence

maY play in shaping young children ' s behavior.

Although the

f these investigations have not settled this controversy, there is concern
·tS O
.
children who are heavy viewers of television may be learning and imitating
·ors ~vhich are potentially harmful to themselves and others.

sett ing aside for a moment the particular question of the effects of televised

r:e upon children, there is concern that children are spending a significant
of their non-school hours in frontof the television, be it violent
reason fo r this concern is the pervasiveness of television in
In a suudy by Nielsen (1976), it was found that only three
t of

all households own no television; 43% own two or more sets; and

of American families own color sets.
Young

children are avid viewers.

Schranun, Lyle, and Parker (1961) found that

on_e-third of the children interviewed made "regular use" of television by
over 90% were regular viewers by age six.

Lyle and Hoffman (1972)

first graders watch slightly less than 24 hours per week; sixth graders,
10th graders, 28 hours.

Nielsen (1976) reported that children

the ages of two through 11 watch an average of 26 hours per week.
The programs t hat children view cover the entire range of available hours -

weekday mornings to evening prime time to Saturday and Sunday mornings.
following data:

a.

16% of the total viewing time for

11 is on Saturday and Sunday mornings;

b.

for children

through five, 30% occurs on weekday mornings and afternoons before 4: 30;

makes up 27% of their viewing time, while 7:30 - 11:00
for 24%

c. for the older children (over five), prime time

for 36% and late afternoon and early evening account for 30%.

April, 1981

llhat impact does all of this viewing have upon children's behavior?
~ basis

There

for the belief that exposure to televised violence may result in

eased aggression in at least some chil dren under certain conditions.
ar .
ev1ew of the literature in this area, Atkin, Murray and Nayman (1971)
rt

the following :
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More than 20 published experiments show that children are
capable of imitating filmed violence, although a variety
of situational and personal factors combine with exposure
to determine actual imitation. Another 30 published exeriments
indicate that v:iDlence viewing increases the likelihood of subsequ1;
aggressive behavior, at l east in the laboratory context. (p. 23)
Does this vast amount of televiewinp have other effects upon developmen
Television has been blamilcl..for a number of societal ill~esse·s · :

poor grades,

lack of writing skills, illiteracy among young adults, and a general

lethar~

with regard to planning and working towards one's goals for the future.
While television's specific contribution to these proqlems is unknown, the
amount of time children spend in front of the television does substantially
the opportunity for acquiring skills through participation in other activitii
In response to this concern, the foll owin g questions have emerged:
the amount of violence on television be reduced?;

2. )

1. )

How does one help chi

to be less inclined to imitate the violence they view and to evaluate the re·
of television more critically?;

3.)

Can children learn to make decisions a

what to view and whether to view based upon evaluation of the consequences o
behavior?
B.

These questions are dealt with in the following section.
Strategies to Mediate the Effects of Television:

Consumer advocate

groups, such as Action for Children's Television and the National Association
Better Broadcasting have attempted to respond to the first question by
petitioning the networks to decrease the number of violent incidents seen on
television.

Tactics such as this have had questionable success.

Utilizing a different approach, several educational communication resear
have devoted effor t to investigating possible methods of assisting children i
altering their perceptions of reality of television and examining their reaso
for viewing.

These investigations have been expoloring the role that the

schools might play in mediating the effects of t elevision .
strat~gies

Curriculum interve

have been developed and evaluated to measure the effect they might

have upon mediating learning from television. (Doolittle, 1977; Roberts, 1978
Anderson and Plogho ft, 19 77; National PTA;

Singer and Singer, 1978;

CASTLE,

For a description of these strategies, see Korzenny, unpublished dissertation
1980 , pp . .Z1 - cJf,,

)

In contrast to these intervention strategies which attempt to teach child
to evaluate more critically what they view on television, the present study
attempted to address the last question stated above:

Can children be guided

t

examine their reasons for viewing, r esul ting in a reduction of the number of
spent in viewing?

Essentially, can children be taught to increase control ove
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lives and to participate in more goal-related activities?
~e

~riments

c.

>f subseque
(p. 23) llt

~ing

Self-control through Self-verbalization:

Through various

adults and children attempt to gain some measure of self control.

In

J

ter self-control over our lives, we frequently must learn to be
·:11g grea
r~flective

about our behaviors and their consequences .

We must often ask

·or grades,

ives, "If I engage in a certain behavior, what will be the short and long-

·al lethargy

consequences:

Are there alternat ive behaviors which may be more socially

or contribute toward a 'healthier' life, even though they may not

ture.

satisfying?"

own, the

Individuals seeking greater self-control replace

behaviors with such socially acceptable behaviors.

t ant i ally

Illustra.tions

in people who learn to eat less in order to lose weight or learn to
ged:

Self-control may also be seen in young children who learn to

1.)

ne help

verbally rather than physically.

ate the

as eating and smoking or physically hurting another person, are

~ cisions
~ quences

Quite often, the maladaptive

diately gratifying, but, in the long run, harmful in one way or another.

w individual can see that an immediately gratifying behavior may have ultimately
consequences, then s/he may behave in a different manner.

Learning to

reflective about one's actions by analyzing long and short term consequences
~

advocate

l

by

alte rnative behaviors may be a step towards gaining greater selfResearch suggests that self-verbalization may be one effective method of
its consequences.

:s seen on

(Me ichenbaum, 1977)

Self-

·balization involves thinking aloud or talkin g to ones elf l e ading to
:ion

ronscious decision to behave in a certain manner.

It is suggested by the

children in

of various research efforts that habitual, maladaptive behaviors

heir reasons

passive television viewing may be brought under one's control if they

.at the

deliberate cognitions.
Yack

and Shure, 1974;

(Meichenbaum and Goodman, 1971;

Camp, · Blom, Herbert, and Van Doorwick, 1976).

Self-

they might

rbalization consists of "talking to oneself in relevant ways when confronted

e rts, 1978;

th something to be learne d, a problem to be solve d, or a concept to be attained."

CASTLE, 19
ssertation,

en, 1966.)

In

such a way, humans may learn to make decisions based upon

logical examination of alternative actions and consequenc·es of those actions.
~illustration, from the context of the present study, a child must

'1.t study

'de IYhether to view television or do homework . S/he decides not to view
lev· ·
ls1on but to do homework, based upon a deliberate conside ration of both

be guided

ternatives and their consequence s.

:iumber of

She has questioned herself , in both

the cons equences of performing either alt e rnative and has
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decided in favor of that alternative which provided long-term consequences
which were more positive than those of viewing television.

D.

Teaching Self-verbalization through Modeling:

task of teaching self-verbalization?

How does one go ab

The question of an effective metho<l

01

self-verbalization has been the subject of various research efforts.
to produce covert, self-guiding speech appears to be the result of a
progression during which one's behavior is first contr olled by an adult's s
and actions, later by one's own overt speech, and, still later, by one's
covert speech.

own

This progression suggests that modeling may be an appropriat

method of teaching self-verbalization.
Researchers have investigated the use of modeling to te ach self-verbali
and found it to be effective in teaching people to produce positive
which are incompatible with negative ones, to covertly deal with maladaptive
thoughts and to replace negative bEhaviors with actions that are conducive to
effective participation within society.
Sarason , 1973; Glass , 1974;

(Meichenbaum and Goodman , 1971;

Schmurak, 1974;

Mahoney and Thoresen, 1974) .

Bandura (1977) states that one component of observational learning

(mod

which contributes towards observer adoption of that behavior is the reinforc
of the model upon performance .

Those behaviors that seem to result

in valued outcomes are more like ly to be adopted.

This is ref erred to in the

literature as vicarious reinforcement, or "the operation of exposing 0 (the
observer) to a procedure of presenting a reinforcing stimulus (i.e., a
presumed or confirmed reinforci ng stimulus for O) to M (the. model) after and
contingent upon a certain response by M"

(Flanders, 1968) .

As a function of

viewing of these vicarious rewards, the observers will attempt the behavior
to a ccrue those rewards.

In laboratory settings, where it is easier to cont

outcomes, the observer may be assured of a greater percentage of reinforcing
stimuli .

In the classroom, as in the laboratory, the environment may be cont

so that the child is successful in eli citing positive consequences for imitat
a certain behavior;

however, when the child leaves that controlled classro09

environment and attempts the behavior in his/her own home, the consequences
can be either positive or negative .

What will occur,

in an uncontrolled

s ituation, in which the observer imitates a behavior and is frustrated by
unsuccessful attempts in achieving those same reinforcing results as those
elicited by the model'~ It may not be possible to assure the observer of a high
percentage of reinforcement for imitating a modeled behavior, but it may be
both desirable and feasible to shape the expectations of the observer with
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rate of re inforcement which might be obtained upon imitation of the

isequences

one go about

The Vicarious Partial Reinforcement Effect:

~

comparison theory (1954) one would predict that when observers are attempting

re method of t

.s .

The abil ·

,f a

3

~f millar

task, which they have seen modeled, they will compare their own perfor-

e with that of the model

as long as the model is perceived to have

rollY similar ability or beliefs.
·Y one' s own:

appropriate

Based upon Festinger's

~rforman.ce

They may be uncertain as to the standards

and use the model's standards as an example.

Thus, if they have

led" in their attempts at imitation and have seen a model consistently rewarded,

frustrated and decline to persevere in performing that behavior .
phenomenon has been termed the expectancy-frustration hypothesis (in Berger,1971).
this hypothesis, because unsuccessful observers perceived a greater

ve ·

between their performance and that of a successful model, they may

maladaptive

sooner than observers who may have viewed a partially

c onducive to
, 1971;
n , 1974).

·uccessful model performing the same tas k.

der or not to view television, one would predict that t he consequences for not

be positive.

arning

If a child de cides not to view television,

to do her homework, she may be criticized by her friends for that decision.

he

may cause her not to select an alternative activity to television

lt
e.d to in the

i ng 0 (the
::? • '

With a behavior such as deciding

the future, as she may cognitively expect to always be criticized for that

·isl.on.
It may be appropriate, then, to expose the observers (learning to

a

) after and
function of t
:\ behavior in
Ler to control
reinforcing
may be cont!

about selection of free time activities) to a model whose
view TV results in positive outcomes in only a certain percentage
This is known as vicarious partial reinforcement.
Researchers investigating this hypothesis have sought to study the effects
:aanipulating the percentage of vicarious reinforcement upon imitation
extinction of imitation of modeled behavior.

Traditionally, these

ies have compared two or more groups which view models being reinf orced at
~d

classroom

isequences
it rolled
~ ated

by

as those
~ r of a high

it may be

ing percentages of reinforcement.

One group will view a model reinforced

of the time, while the other group will view a model reinforced only 25 % of

As s tat ed above, the effect upon either imitation or extinction is the
dent variable.
Six investigations into the effect of vicarious reinforcement upon imitation
tted increased imitation as a function of increased percentage of reward.
liners, et. al. , 1963; Bisese, 1966 ; Marston and Kanfer, 1963; Mausner and
k, 1957., Rosenbaum, et . al., 1962; Rosenbaum and Tucker, 1962).

Conflicting results .have been obtained from studies ·which have investig
the effect of varying the percentage of vicarious reinforcement
(Extinction has also been defined as perseverance in performing a task in
of reinforcement.)

Lewis and Duncan (1958) and Thelen and Soltz (1969)

and Paulus and Seta (1975) found no difference
of percentage of vicarious reward.

in extinction as a function

Others (Bisese, 1966; Rosenbaum and

Bruning, 1966) found that high percentage vicarious reward observers showed
greater re sistance to extinction than low percentage vicarious observers .
Still other studies have found increased resistance · to extinction as a functi
decreased percentage of vicarious reward. · The subjects in the relatively uns
model condition generally completed more trials than those in the relatively
model condition.
Support for this hypothesis may t e found in the area of persuasion;
research on the effects of one-sided vs. t wo -sided messages.

Hovland, Lumsda'

and Sheffield (1949), and Lumsdaine and Janis (in Hovland, Janis and Kelley,
1953) examined the effectiveness of presenting the two sides of a question
as opposed to one.

Bo t h sets of researchers found that the person who has

been exposed to both the positive and negative sides of an argument, has, in
been "inoculated" against the negative arguments when they subsequenctly app
S/he is less likely to be influenced by those arguments than someone who has
only been exposed to the positive side of that argument .
heard one

If

.side, his/her opinions tend to be swayed back by the valid, negati.

arguments when they subsequently appear.
What are the implications of the results, regarding sidedness of argument
applied to the vicarious partial reinforcement effect?

If the modeled behavio

involves attitude change as in the present study, this research seems parti
applicable .

When an observer has viewed a model who is partially

reinforced

displaying a behavior consistent with a certain attitude, as opposed to a mo
who is consistently reinforced, s/he

may not be as inclined

',\message" when and i f s/he s ubsequently fails in attempts at successful imit
In effect, s/he has been "inoculated" against failure and may be more willin
persevere even though s/he has experienced ne gative consequences.

S/he

is already familiar with the negative point of view (failure) and has
previously been led t o a positive conclusion in a context of presentation
in which failure was present.
F.

Sununary and Research Questions:

In summary, three

reviewed here provide the background for the present study.
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strategies were discussed to provide an understanding of what has
e :iJt the field.
i

A number of studies have demonstrated that self-verbalization

effective method for learning new patterns of behavior in attaining greater

task in t

t:fcl!l over one's life.

Cl 969)

Further, observational learning can be an effective

learning self-verbalization.

On the question

of vicarious reinforcement,

be more probable that perseverance at a task can be maintained by

tum and

~n

observer with a model who elicits both positive and

o~t comes

>servers.

we

datively

.es.tions are divergent.
4
basic; research question which this study attempted to address was

through his/her behavior,·although the results regarding

enildren could be taught to consider careful ly their

b~havior

consequences, t hereby participating to a greater degreee in non-TV
;uasion:

ties which contribute to the achievement of goals.

varying the percentage of vicarious reinforcement have an effect

and Kellev• I
t

Qpon actual use of self - verbalization . in making decisions about use of

question

le;i.sure time?

m who has

Will varying the percentage of vicarious reinforcement have an effect
upon stated preference for participation in activities other than
television vi ewing?

wne who has

3.

~ill

varying the percentage of vicarious reinforcement have an effect

upon the number of hours spent in certain activities?
~.

Will varying the percentage of vicarious reinforcement have an effect

upon advocacy of selection of activities?
5. Will varying the percentage of vicarious reinforcement have an effect

upon recall of self-verbalization used by the model?

~t.hods

!, Sample and Selection Procedure:

The sample cons isted of 66 third grade

is from three classrooms within three schools in a small community near
lans1ng, MI.

S/he

Figure 1 represents the schools, classrooms, and number of
the study.

has
;entation

I nsert Figure 1 here

The Principal selected the classrooms for the study .
then beld

A planning meeting

among teachers, principal, and the researcher to arrange the

dule ,
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At the time of data analysis, 10 subjects had been dropped from the s
because of absenteeism.

The resulting sample size analyzed was 56,
Class l= 20

B.

Design:

Class 2= 18

Class 3= 18

The present study was essentially a quasi-experimental

with two treatment groups and one control group, as shown below:
Class 3

01

x

02

03

Class 2

01

x

02

03

Class 1

01

02

03

Intact classrooms were assigned to treatments.

The X's represent

to the experimental variable (percentage of vicarious reinforcement).

o1

o2

is the pretest,

is the immediate posttest (three days following

of the instructional unit), and

o3

represents the delayed posttest (three

following the end of the instructional unit.)
The variable matrices take the form of a two-way repeated measures des
having two factors:
a ; the design over measures factor:

the point in time of testing

post-, and delayed posttest).
b. the design over subjects factor:
reinforcement

the percentage of vicarious

(100%, 50%, and the control group, which received

no treatment.)
Two variable matrices (see Figures 2 and 3)

were constructed to

display the varying points in time of measurement depending upon
variable being measured. Four

dependent variables were measured at all

points in time (recall was only measured at Posttest 1 and Posttest 2.)
Figure 2 represents the variable matrix for those five variables.

Insert Figure 2 here

Two other dependent variables, those related to actual time spent in ac
were measured twice, at points

o1

and

o3 .

Figure 3 represents the variable

matrix for those two variables.
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Insert Figure 3 here

was considered quasi-experimental because the subjects were not
y assigned to the experimental

-Treatment:

and control groups.

The instructional unit consisted of five 45-50 minute lessons.
on five consecutive school days.

The following is a brief

of the lesson content.

e unit irtcluded two basic components:

a slide tape presentat ion and guided

iQn, supported by student workbooks.
e model selected to appear in the slide-tape presentation was a female,

Research in the area of modeling suggests that perceived similarity
n the model and observers with relation t o likes and dislikes is of
nee in determining whether the model's actions will be imitated

nt

For this reason, it was emphasized .bo the subjects that

s

the end

aodel was interested in the same types of activities as they were.

(These

i'ties were determined by questionnaire.)
.he slide-tape presentation shown to students depicted the model engaged in
res desi,;n,

ian-making (using self-verbalization) regarding her own use of free time.
~~ treatment

(pre-,

:ig

design, the model experienca:lnegative consequences upon selection

mactivity other that viewing television, in two situations.
the model experienced positive consequences.
one treatment group

> positive

i.ved

~oH tive
~the

In two

Thus, the .

viewed the model receive 50% negative/

consequences (to test the vicarioµs partial reinforcement effect)

other group viewed the model receive 100% positive consequences.

Briefly, the situations and consequences are described below:
)

dependent

Si tuation 1:

watching TV .

ill three
~ .)

it

in activi

1riable

Model decides to ride bicycles with her brother instead of

Treatment 1:
(Group 2)

She and her brother enjoy the ride and she expresses the

Treatment 2:
(Group 3)

She falls from her bike and expresses the feeling that

Situation 2:

feeling that she had fun.

wishes she had not gone .

Model decides to bake cookies instead of watching TV.

Treatments l and 2:

Model is r ewarded by family for baking cookies.
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Situation 3:

Model ·decides to play

a

game with her brother and friend

instead of watching TV.
Treatment 1:

She enjoys playing the game with her brother and fri
and expresses that feeling.

Treatment 2:
Situation 4:

She does not enjoy the game and expresses

Model decides to play with her puppies instead

Treatments 1 and 2:

She enjoys herself and expresses her feeling.
Goa]

In all situations, the model selected the activity alternative to telev
viewing with the specific intent of achieving a certain goal.

For example,

Les:::
1

Less

Situation 1, she selected bicycle riding with the intent of having the
to talk with her brother.

Les:::

In Situation 2, baking cookies was selected over

television viewing because the model expressed a goal of "doing something nit

Assi

her brother and friend.
The first day of the instructional unit involved setting rules for discu
to be followed throughout the week.

Jopics discussed were goals, use

time, and how to make decisions about use of free time.

No slide-tape

was done this day.
Lesson 2 involved a review of the first lesson.
was also presented.
situation.

The first slide-tape

Workbooks were used during the discussion of the slide-t

1

In addition, a game was played which allowed students to practice

2

selecting activities to achieve goals.

3

Lesson 3 consisted of a review of the previous lesson, a second
and a discussion of pro-and anti-social television programming.
Lesson 4 followed the same format with a review of the previous lesson,
the third slide-tape exer cise, and a discussion of goals and activities.

Th~

•

Adrni1

1

exercise dealt with deciding how to spend their own time in order to achieve f
own goals.

All exercises allowed for practice in self-verbalizing.

The last day began with a review;

this was followed by a discussion

growing concern about children viewing too much TV, and the last slide-tape.
The emphasis of the last exercise was on the theme of being
in society rather than pas sive viewers of television.

A summary of what stud

had learned was then elic::i.ted fr om them.

, and dis<

lhe regu:

D.

Validation of the Instructional Unit :

Several steps occurred in the

validation of the instructional unit.
1.

A pilot group of subjects was obtained.

This consisted of two third

grade classrooms from a community of similar characteristics as those of the
group under -study.·
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lltlting tl

i ftiena

the experiment, the researcher reques t ed from the pilot group subjects

t,.)

of activities in which they participated when not viewing television.
these activities, four were chosen which provided the basis for the slide-

presentation
~

of

situations.

Using the pilot group, the researcher detennined whether the planned

f watching

to the model were perceived by the subjects as being positive or

feeling.
Goals , objectives, and measures were formulated.
Lessons were designed.
example, in
t he
t ed over

5. Lessons and measures were pretested on the pilot gro up.
Lessons and measures were revised where appropriate.

&.

Assignment of Classes to Conditions:
two treatment and one control group.

There were three conditions in this
The two instructional units were

for the consequences experienced by the model in two out of the
use

In T , the model received positive consequences for her decision
1

ape

In T , the model experienced positive consequences in
2

and negative consequences in two situations .

si~uations

de-tape

'the classes were randomly assigned to the following conditions:
1

o practice

- Control

2

100% Positive consequences

3

50% Positive consequences

(T 1)
(T2)

50% Negative consequences
1s lesson,
.ties . The

Administration of the Treatment :

The r esearcher began the treatment

troducing herself to the class and explaining that for the next five days
students would be participating

in activities which focused on how they made

use of free time.
:ussion of

ssion, and sununaries at the end of the day to describe main points during that

Lide-tape.
participant!l
E

what students

Each day there were activities,

Workbooks were given to the students which accompanied classroom dision regarding long and s hort term goals, decisions about use of free time,
tyPes

of progranuning.

Each day students used the workbooks, viewed a slide-

discussed what was viewed.
The regular classroom teachers remained at their desks in the back of the

red in the

during the treatment.

They did not participate during the experiment.

dition, they were instructed not to refer to the instructional unit at
f two third

ose of the

Other time .

An observer was present during all activities to establish that

~t ·

ives had been cove red in or der to de termine if the unit was implemented a s
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intended.
Prior to the formal investigaiton, the treatment and instruments were
in the two pilot third grade classes.
I I I.

Revisions were made as a result.

Instrumentation

A.

Dependent variables:

Reli

The dependent variables in this

the objectives of the instructional unit.

Five broad areas of

change were i

by the inst·ructional unit:
1.

Use of self- verbalization

2.

Preferen c e for participation in activities othe r than viewing of
television.

3.

Advocacy of choice of non-television activities even though this may
not alway s resul t in positive out comes. Reasons for advocacy were

4.

Reduction in the number of hours spent in viewing television.

5.

Recall of self-verbalization used by t he model.

B.

Administration of the Instrument:

to t he students in the classrooms.
were no r ight or wrong answers;
own opinions and feelings.

The instrument was read aloud

At the outset , t he students were t old

t hat they should only respond carefully wit h

Students were asked not to speak to each other

look at each other's answers during the testing procedure.

All items were

r ead to the class as a whole with sufficient pause for responses.
The measure of hours of viewing was given each morning.

J

Students were

asked to fill in the programs they had viewed the previous day and night .
These were collected each day.

:.This informa t ion was collected only at times o

the pretest and posttest 2.
C.

Validity:

Content validity was examined for a l l measur es.

Mehrens ~~

Lehman (1975) state that:
Content validity is related to how adequately the
content of, and responses to, t he test samples
the domain about which i nferences are t o be made.
There is no

numerical expression for content validity;

Hypotheses
HyPothei

subjective

compari s ons were made through inspection of the items to judge whethe r
the items represented the content of the instructional unit .

Rl : Then

A "detailed,

systematic, .critical" inspection of the test items has been described as the
best way t o determine content validity (Mehrens and Lehman, 1975) .

us in~
5

a)

l

This was

(

b)
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l

p

in t he present study by having one other person familiar with the s tudy
·udge of the content validity of the test.

All objectives, activities,

ents were

;J:S

esult .

sson plans were discussed by the judge and the researcher.

J

Then the test

reviewed and the determination was made that the items represented the - content
.

i;ne

tes t was designed to measure.
~liabili ty:

p,

Estimates of internal consistency and measur es of·

r i;el iability were computed for the variables in this study.

:hange were in

The estimates

consistency for the present study are reported as Cronbach's
alpha.

Table

1

presents alpha coefficients for those variables
computed, at the time of the pretest .

iewing of
Insert Table

ough this may

here

.1

>Cacy were
rision.

of scorer reliability were computed for the variables which
assignment of subj ects' free response s to categories predetermined

:-~ ad

aloud

r e liability were determined for thes e variables in the

were told

The researcher r eviewed and listed all possible responses for
Two judges were hi r ed to assign s ubject responses to the

each other
items were

(The resea rcher independently as signed responses to categories.)
ries were reviewed with the judges, and they were allowed to practice
Judges were then asked to independently r ead through questionnaire s

r.udents wer e
and night.

assign responses to the categories.

At ten random points throughout the

·:0ns, judges were asked to read a subject's r esponse and report and

only at times of

assignment of a response to that category.
then calculated and r eported

ires.

Mehrens and

I n sert Table

(see Table

The percentage of

2

).

here.

2

the
tt.vpotheses
3.de.
:;ubjective
whether
A "detailed,
scribed as the sir.£
75).

This was

Hypotheses and analysis procedures are pres ented below.

al ..

There will be a di ffer ence among groups in the percentage of students
using se l f - verbalizat i on at eac h posttest:
a ) At posttes t 1 , a greater proport ion of Group 2 subjects will
use sel f -ve rba l ization than Group 3, which will be great er than
Group 1;
b) At posttest 2 , a great er proportion of Group 3 subject s will use
'
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The
for
a)

self-verbalization than Group 2, which will be greater than Grou
This hypothesis called for a test of the use of self-verbalization in
making decisions about television use.

b)

It was predicted that as observers we

given an opportunity to "test out" the effect of self-verbalization at home ,
would compare their results with those experienced by the model.
. At pos t test 1, it was predic ted that there would be a greater proportion

2

of subjects using self-verbalization in Group 2 (100% vicarious positive
consequences) than in Group 3 (50%/50%).

This was based upon reinforcement

the response (in this case, the use of self-verbalization) would be strnngthe.
by reinforcement.

p:

Observation of another person's reinforcing outcomes might
'

the degree of imitation of the modeled behavior;

the more frequent or strong

reinforcer, the greater the probability the behavior would be imitated.
(Bandura, 1971)
As time passed, however, if observers failed to obtain .positive

h<

their own attempts at the b ehavior, they mi ght become frustrated and not
to use self-verbalization a gain.

e:

Those who had observed a model always

obtain positive results (those in the 100% vicarious reinforcement group)
might become frustrated and not persevere in their own attempts.

!Or this
14 d:

it was expected the percentage of subjects using self-verbalization in

If

Group 2 would drop at posttest 2.

be
Dependent variable:

Use of self-verbalization

Mea sure :
Do you ask yours e lf questions before deciding whether to
watch t elevision?
Yes

No

Statist i cal Procedure:

------

Chi-square test of homogeneity of
to categories across groups.
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H3:
patterns of response

Gro1
act:
tha1

Thi s hype

There will be an interaction effect with r egard to preference
for viewing television versus participation in an alternative activity:
a) At posttest 1, Group 2 will show greater preference for t he alternative
activity than Group 3, which, in turn, will show greater preference
fo r the alternative activity than Group 1.
b) At posttest 2, Group 3 will show greater preference for the alternative
activity than Group 2, which, in turn , will show greater pr eference
than Group 1.

at i on in
bservers we:re.
n

at home ,

t

This hypothesis called for a test of the position of the obser vers towards
viing television'; as compared to alternative activities.

proportion

It was predicted

2 subjects, those who had seen a model reinforced 100% of the time,

sitive

a stronger preference for alternative activities at the time of

fo r cement
predicted that this effect would diminish as time intervened and
come s mi ght
or s trong

subjects had an opportunity t o t est out "preference for activities ."
t

ated .

~

2 subjects would be more likely to decrease their expression of that preference

the time of the posttest 2 measure.

It was predicted that Gr oup 3 subjects

d be more likely to persist in expressing preference for alternative
ve results i
nd no t

having seen a model alternately succeed and fail in obtaining positive
expressing that preference.

lways
group)
R>r this
n in

Th us, t hey would not expect continuous

for their own efforts.
Prefer ence for leisure time activities

14 dichotomous variables of the following form:
If you had an hour or two of free time, what do you think woul d
be the best way for you to spend it?
Watch an adventure show
·tistical Procedure:

s of response

or

Circle your answer .
Read an adventure

Repeated measures analysis of variance .

Group 3 will display greater advocacy of selection of an alternative
activity than Group 2, which, in turn, will display great er advocacy
than Grpup 1 , at posttest 1 and posttest 2.
This hypothesis called for a t est of the expectancy frustration hypothesis .
llas pn.e dieted, based upon this hypothesis, that subjects in the 50%
>itive reinforcemen t condition would be more likely to advocate

the selection of an alternative activity even if
previously not resulted in positive outcomes.

This was because they had

ew~.d a model experience both positive and negative outcomes and would not
Oect consistent, positive outcomes.

They would be more likely to advocate

rsistence in the behavior than subjects who had viewed a model exper ience
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continuous (100%) posi t i~e ou t comes.
Dependent variable: Advocacy of selection of an a l ternative activity.
Measure:

See

Four items of the fo l lowing form:

-------- ---- - - -..--·--··-·-W------·-----------·-..----..,

Yesterday, Bob came home from school an d he thought carefully t o
himself: "I've got some free t i me . I could go play kickball or I
could watch TV. If I pl ay kickball, I could get some exercise.
If I watch TV, I could just relax. If I want to get in shape , I
should play kickball."

r

Ther ·
subj ·
post

Bob went out to play kickball. He accidentally tossed the ball int
someone's window . He knew that he would have t o pay for a new wind
Bob felt that if he had just stayed in and watched TV , none of t his
would have happened . He wonders what he should do t he next time?

hypo·
in:
to

If you were Bob, what would you do next time?
Watch TV- - -- - -

Play kickball

- -- - -

Why would you do that?

!-----------------------------------Statistical procedure:

Repeated measures ana lysis of variance.

The item "Why would you do that?" was measured in the fo llowing manner.
The researcher coded

ea~hof

vari.:

the responses i nt o one of four categories:

1 . ) I would pl ay kickball because you might not hit the window again;

2.) I would play kickball because it's important for my goals.

What

3 . ) I don' t know .

whet

4.) I would watch TV s o I wouldn't break the window again.
For each of the vignettes such a s the one above, there were appropriate
categories £or that item. Freq1 :encies of response to those categories were
tistical Pre

·measured and significance was t ested.

ponse t o cat
Group 3 will experience a greater reduction in total number of
viewing hour s , and an increase i n t otal number of hours spent
in
alternative activities, than Group 2, which will experience
a gr eater reduction in v.iewing and an increase in alternative activitiel
than Gr oup 1.
Results
Again , the expectancy- frustration hypothesis would support this prediction· The signifi
I f the observers were given an opportunity t o "test out" the decision-making
strategies at home , they would compare their r esul ts to those accrued by t he
model .

·rf they f a iled to obtain positive results and had never seen

t he model "fail," they
t rial s.

might become frustrated and not a ttempt any more

Those who had observed a model "fail " may not become as frustrated

and may persevere in their at tempts .
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Use of self
flfferen t ial
data for th
cross-tabul
Se

tables di

Number of hours of television viewing
Number of hours in alternative activities
'1 ·

see Appendix
rocedure:

ully t o
ball or I
r cise.
hape, I

c

(Hours data were collected for five days:
Tuesday , Wednesday, and Thursday)
Repeate d measures analysis of variance.

Saturday, Monday,

There will be a difference among groups in t he proportion of
subject recall of self-verbalization used by the model at
postte st 1 and at posttest 2.
hypothesis called for a test of r ecall of t he self-verbalization

ne

instructional unit .

I t was expected that Group 2 would be

to recall self-verbalization used by the model than
was based upon reinforcement theory :

Group 3.

the response (in this case,

of self-verbalization) was strengthened by reinforcement.
the model's reinforcing outcomes for self-verbalizing might
likelihood of the observer's recall of the behavior .

The more

uent the reinforcement ( 100% vicarious prositive reinforcement versus
vicarious positive reinforcement) the greater the likelihood of learning
eontent of the self-verbalizat ion used the model.
g manner.

variable:

es:

Recall of self-verbalization.

n;
What kinds of things did J ill say to herself before deciding
(free re sponse)

whether or not to watch TV?
propriate
. l~S

were
tistical Procedure:

:r of
1ent
1erience
_ve activitieJ

~se

Chi - square test of homogeneity of patterns of

t o categories accross groups .

Resul ts
_s prediction·

lhe s ignifi cance level for all tests was set at . 01.

~ on-making

Use of sel f -verbalization:

ied by the

~"
l..ferential

It was expected that t he treatments would have

ef f ect upon the subjects at each posttest period .

In analyzing

data for t his hypothes is, the dependent variable, use of self-verbalization,
' more
~ustrated

cross-tabulated with treatment group, yielding Tables

3 -' 5

e tables display the reported frequency of use of self-verbalization and
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the proportion (or percentage) of subjects per group who used self-verbaliz.i
The figure representing the proportion provides the data for the tests of
statistical significance.
act iv
Insert Tables

A ""'-

2

3 - 5

here

test of statistical significance of the homogeneity of the patte

of response to the categories was then performed.

p

2

This test examined the

proportion of subjects per group responding to the categories and tested to
see if the patterns of responses differ statistically.
response for any one group

diff~red

If the pattern of
2
in a statistical sense, the A.. coeff i cien

would be at a level which is statistically significant.
As can be seen from Tables

3 -,5

none of the tests was statisticall

significant.

The test which most closely approached significance was that

done for the

pretest.

As can be seen from Table 1, Group 1 more frequently

expressed non-use of self-verbalization, as opposed to Group 3, which more
frequently expressed use of self-verbalization.

Group 2 was evenly divided.

It is unknown why the groups were · so disparate at this stage.
By examining the figures across time, it appeared that the
little effect upon the use of self-verbalization by the subjects.
remained relatively stable acro·ss all three testing poi nts;
at posttest 2, then decreased;
at

~osttest

Group 3

Group

Group 1 also increased and remained the same

2.

It was concluded from these results that the patterns of response for
each group at each posttest did not differ statistically.
2.

Preference for leisure time

activit~es:

Table '6 presents the mean scores for all groups at all three measurement
points for preference for leisure time activities.

7

Table

presents

the results of the analysis of variance conducted to test Hypothesis 4.

-------------------- - - - - - - Insert Tables

6 - 7

here

In Table 7, the analysis of variance table . reflects the influence of the
treatments upon preference for leisure time activities.

The main effects

for groups (treatments) and repeated measures were non-significant at the
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rep:
can

·verbalizat
~ sts

The interaction effect was significant which warranted

of

r examination of the data.

AS can be seen in Table 6 , the greatest increase in preference for altere

acti vities from pretest to posttest 1 was displayed by Group 2.

as predicted by the hypothesis . At posttest 2, Groups 2 and 3
·s i;a S
d equal increases. Group 1, the control group, showed a decrease in
for alternative activit ies.
predicted by the hypothesis that the Group 2 mean would decrease
iiosttest 2, while the Group 3 mean would continue to increase.
ested to
ern of

~en

by Figure 4, this was not the case.

As can

The increase for Groups 2

J was equal from posttest 1 to post test 2 .

coefficient
Insert Figure

4

here

atisticallv
•as that

Although the interaction effect was significant, the interaction did

requently

coccur as hypothesize d.

ch more

displayed a greater preference for alternative leisure time activities .

divided.

As can be seen from the graph, at postt est 1, Group

groups continued to increase preference for alternative acti vities .
ws predicted that Group 2 mean would decrease, while Group 3 would remain

atment s had
Group 3
2 increased

tant or increase .

The conclusion which may be drawn is that the 100%

carious reinforcement condition created a greater initial display of preference
activities alternative to televis ion.

the same

This preference did not in crease

rate and by posttest 2 the increase was equal to Group J's posttest
2 incr ease.

nse for

Although a significant interaction effect was found

not provide support for t his hypothesis.
Advocacy of choice of non-television activities:
Table 8presents t he means for all groups at a ll thr ee points in time .

measurement
esents
s

4.

!e9

represents the analysis of variance for this · dependent variable.

As can be seen f r om the ANOVA table, none of the tests was significant.
data do no t support this hypothesis , although trends
tection at post test 1.

These trends

Insert

Tabl~s

reve rsed at post test 2.

8 - 9

nee of the
ffects
at t he

are in the predicted
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here

In response to the item, "Why would you or would you not advocate Partic
in the alternative activity?" the results varied dependent upon the item.
Examination of the data revealed that at Posttest 1, the 50%/50% group most

J,

frequently advocated continued participation in the alternative activity,
though it had previously resulted badly.

This was as expected.

The 100%

4.

more frequently advocated television viewing, as in this way,
vignette would avoid negative consequences.
difficult to interpret.

t

Posttest 2 data, however, were

It appeared to the researcher f rom all data regardia&

this measure that any future research using this type of item would require
revision.

4.

~
Con

Hours spent in activities:
As can be seen in Tables

11 and 13

, the main effect of repeated

a. )

was significant in both tests . This indicates that, regardless of group,

r ep

was a significant decrease in the number of hours spent viewing and a signific
increase in the number of hours spent in alternative activities.

Because

the control group also diplayed shifts in the desired direction, alternative
explanations for this significant main effect were explored.
in the conclusions sect ion .

5.

Recall of self-verbalization used by the model:
2
As can be seen from Table 14. , the A.. coefficient

significant.

dat.
is not statistically

b.

In addition , at posttest 1, both frequencies and percentages

of response were equal for both groups.

At posttest 2, Group 2 decreased

slightly in the frequen cy of accurate response to this item.

However, there

was no statistical difference between the two groups' ability to recall
self-verbalization used by the model.

Posttest frequencies and percEntages

remained fairly stable at posttest 2, as seen in Table 15.

The

data did not support this hypothesis.

VI. Conclusions
A.

Major Findings

1.

Actual use of self-verbalization did not increase significant ly

across time for either treatment or control groups.

2.

Therewas a significant group by measures interaction effect

with regard to stated preference for non-television viewing activities.
One-hundred percent (100%) vicarious posi tive reinf orcement created a greater
initial increase in stated preference

for non-television v iewing activi ties.

Fifty percent (50%) vicarious positive reinforcement increased only slight l y
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lOr, posit

for non-television activities at both posttest periods .
tem .
3.

p most
11aing

ity, even
100%

The number of hours spent viewing decreased for all groups

the control group).

_,rying the percentage of vicarious positive reinforcement.

4.
, were

There was no significant difference as a result

There was no significant difference among the groups as a result

·ng the percentage of vicarious positive reinforcement in advocacy of
tarY l

tion of alternative actitivities.Results did occur in the predicted

regarding
·equire

~ajor

Conclusions

Conclusions drawn from this study must be considered with the following
tted

a.)

Data were collected on the basis of self-report.

Subjects were

.up , there

report their attitudes towards variables of interest.

The danger of

in research is the increased probability of error based on the subjects'
:a use

to state attitudes which they feel conform to those desired by the

~ rnative

There is particular danger in a study such as the present one, in which

~

upon attitudes which may or may not be socially acceptable.

discussed

For

the res earcher attempted to corroborate attitudinal data with
b.)

:> tically
ntages
2ased
r, there

The accuracy of the behavioral data is based upon the subjects'

l1ty to recall programs viewed.

In order to decrease the amount of error

remembering, subjects were required to report programming vi ewed the following
~ring

the first hour of classes.

a ll
A possible explanation for the treatments' failure to impact upon use of

Entages

-verbalization may have been because the subjects did not perceived the
forcement to be directly related to the use of self -verbaliz ation.

The subjects

·d the model self-verbalize, s elect an alternative activity, and be reinforced

that selection.

They may have perceived the reinforcement to be f or the

1 selection of the alternative activity , not for the process of thinking

_ficantly

:ully about that selection.

One s ugge s tion in redesigning the instructional

Would be to emphasize the relationship between reinforcement and the proces s
:feet

~If-verbalization.

~ e s.

a greater
::.tivities .
slightly

llith relation to preference for non-television viewing activities,
~Y beconclu<led t hat 100% positive consequences may be more effective in

iting both immediate and enduring preference for the alternative activity.
5

0~ positive consequences/SO% negative consequences group mean regarding
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preference for alternative activities was substantially above average before
the treatment even began.

This would indicatethat the subjects were already

above average in preference for alternative activites .

The control group

remained stable at posttest 1 and even slightly decreased :··preference at postt

2.

Wl

It must be recalled, however, that these data were not corroborated

behavioral increases in participation in alternative activities .

Given the

inconsistency between stated preference and the behavioral data,
regarding preference for alternative activities are tentative and require furt
study.
Although the treatment groups did decrease the number of hours spent in
viewing television, the control group also evidenced a decrease.
explanation for this is that with the advent of spring weather at about the

cc

time of posttest 2, all subjects began to spend more time outside
activities.

It is suggested that those planning future research on this

consider seasonal changes and their effect upon the dependent variables.
Imp lie

Generally, the expectancy - frustration hypothesis was not support ed by
the data from this study.

Only one ·of

th~

It

measures designed to test this

is

hypothesis resulted in data which exhibited changes in the predicted direction
and these differences were non-significant.
As described , the expectancy-frustration hypothesis predicts that subjects 1

act

after viewing a model experience 100% positive reinforcement, will

It

if their own attempts do not result in the same high percentage of
Previous re search investi gating this hypothesis involved simple modeled tasks
such as dropping a marble in a hole and then assessing
persistence in imitating the observed behavior.

the observer's

Results from these studies

were conflicting with each other regarding the effect of vicarious positive
reinforcement upon imitation and extinction.
The present study attempted to evaluate the effect of vicarious partial
reinforcement upon a behavior considerably more complex than dropping
marbles

the process of decision making.

Not only was the behavior more

~

step of

~. A majo

complex, but the occurrence of the subjects' imitation of that behavior in their
homes could not be assured.
The measure in the present study which was most similar to that of
previous studies in measuring persistence at the behavior was "advocacy of
participation in an alternative activity vs. television viewing."

This tested

the subjects' persistence in advocating selection of the alternative activity

beh
rch in thi

Vith great
tire favor

'field st
itesent stu
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of non-positive consequences . The results of the present
f,,C e .
ed no significant differences for ei ther treatment group although

5hOW

as

b efore
.l ready

~eca

·o up

to"'te
i t posttest
~d

With

~n

the

of the data did follow predicted directions.

t¢0

ll from the unit did occur.

Subjects were able to reporduce with accuracy

nt of self-verbalization exhibited by the model.

~hich

The predicted behavior

would have displayed increased use of self- verbalization did not

preference for leisure time activity can be altered by an instructional

. H)0% vicarious reinforcement is a more effective strategy in achieving immediate
I

. \Iring stated preference for alternative activities.
n.ce was not carried out behaviorally.
>ent in

However, this stated

Although treatment groups did

;e participation in alternative activities, there was no significant group

possible
it the

conclusion to be drawn from this study is that while it is possible

llternative
lis topic

changes in:stated.preferences, these changes were not borne ·

~haviorally ·

~ s.

~ ted

by

this
i irection

c. Implications

for Future Research:

1. It is suggested that to increase the probability of greater use of
·verbalization, the instructional unit clearly should relate the reinforcing
es to self-verbalization.

: subjects ,
~ ome

frustr

To test the effect of vicarious partial reinforcement

self-verbalization, the model

might say (following participation in the

ative activity): "I'm really glad I took the time to consider a number of
It is good to ask myself questions before deciding what to do .

'!d tasks
3

3tudies
s itive

se I took the time to ask myself questions before deciding what to do, I
i good experience ."

Attention would then be focused more directly on the process

lf-verbalization and not o~ the .resulting behavior.
I

Future research might also attempt to isolate the effect of ·vicarious partial
orcement upon self-verbalization.

partial

For this, a treatment g_roup. would be

Fed in which the model was rewarded for self-verbalizing without the inter-

te step of participat i ng in the alternative activity.
2, A major contribution of this study was the tes t of the expectancy -

r more
o r in thejr

ration hypothesis away from the controlled laboratory environment.

The

eulty encountered in doing so (i.e., uncertainty that the subjects would
t

of
cy of
is tested
activity

the behavior in their own homes ) might be a deterrent for future
this area, given lack of favorable results in this study.

~ith greater control ove r the imitation process, the results may have
~ra favo rable.

This control would, of course, limit generalizability.

field studies may examine ways of perfecting the methodology used in
rresent study .

Perhaps a me dium could be found which would allow for the
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greater control of laboratory experimentation but not sacrifice general izab
This might involve a simulation of the home environment in which subjects a
asked to make decisions regarding television use.

3.

A fourth implication of this study for future research is that it

the need to corroborate expressed attitudinal changes with behavioral data .
was noted, subjects' expressed prference for alternative activites changed
desired direction while behaviorally there was no significant difference
among groups.

It would

~ypear

that the treatments were effective in

the desired stated attitudin3l change.

This shift may have occurred

as result of a desire on the subjects' part to express attitudes which were
accordance with the objectives of the instructional unit t han as an accurate
reflection of a true attitudinal change.
It is recommended that research in this area test for three levels of
recall, stated attitudinal change, and actual behavioral change.

Desired

effects in one area do not necessarily imply effects in another .
5.

It is recommended that future studies focus more narrowly

another area of interest explored in this study:
or 2) reduction of viewing hours.

1) use of self- verbalizatfon 1

Once results are obtained concerning an

effective method of creating greater use of self-verbalization, that method

~J

be studied in relation to its effectiveness in reducing number of viewing hourL
6.

It is also recommended that the greater percentage of vicarious

reinforcement unit be reduced from 100%.

This was viewed as unrealistic

by some of the ·subjects in this treatment group.

D.

InD:~cat ~ons for Pract~t~oners

1.

A major contribution of both instructional units was the introduction

of the advisability of considering goals in making decisions .

It was clear to

researcher from student comments that not only had the children not been
considering goals in making decisions, most of them did not know what a goal
was.

The unit introduced to them the concept of short and long term goals .

In addition, it was effective in generating discussion of pro and anti- social
methods of solving problems.

Further study is recommended, however, to

discover methods of teaching children to incorporate that knowledge into their
own behavior.
2.

Teaching children to make decisions regarding what and when to

television is becoming part of many school curricula.

vie~

The instructional unit

designed for this study was well-received by the teachers, administrators,
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the

chil dren who participated in the study.

Testimonials from the children

tea"'~hers were evidence of this. The stronger points of the unit were
c0nsideration of goals in dec i sion-making and the discussion of pro- and
·al television .

ti~so c J.

ral data. A$
changed

Although the results regarding this study were

erally non-supportive o f the theories posited, the instructional unit
ee fu l in introducing thes e i deas to the children.
\!;:<

~rence

in promoting
ed more as
hich were

Viewing of television has not declined;

distorted by the types and amount of prograrruning they are viewing (Gerbner,
in

n accurate

.d .,

p. 1).
.

With this i n mind, teaching children how to make decisions about
to view warrants further study and should be st udied in the school

evel s of
Desired
upon one or
erbalization ,
rning an
.J.t method ma}
·d ewing hours.
a rious
listic

introduction
was clear to t
t been
hat a goal
rm goals.

anti-social
r , to

e into their
en to view
tional unit
t rators,

children's perception of reality
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Table 14.

Posttest 1: Report of accu rate recall of model selfverbalization .
Accurac.l'. of Recall
Accurate
Inaccurate

Group 2

Frequency
Percent

17
94 .4

l
5.6

Group 3

Frequency
Percent

17
94.4

5.6

x2 = .53, df = l ' significance = .47.

Table 15.

Posttest 2: Report of accurate recall of model selfverbalization.
Accurac,t of Recall
Accurate
Inaccurate

Group 2

Frequency
Percent

88.9

11. 1

Group 3

Frequency
Percent

17
94.4

l
5.6

16
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Class 1 (Control Group)
n

Class 2 (T 1)
n 2= 21

= 20

1

Murphy School

Ralya School

Class 3 (T2)
n

«3*

= 25

3

**

G2

Wilkshire School

***

GI

Fi gure 1.

I

Classes, schools, and number of children per class .

= recaJ
• 1;se c

advoc
• reaso
activ
• prefe
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(Design over Measures)
Point in Time of Measurement

Posttest 1

Pretest

Posttest 2

6$

3 (T2)

3
,..-

25

c2""*
i re School
r
"!

***
>'<

**
***

l ass.

50% positive consequences, 50% negative consequences
100% positive consequences
Control
Figure 2.

Variable matrix for variables 1 - 5.

Factors in Design over Measures - 1
of Factors in Design over Subjects
1
iables/.Heas ure Point: o = 4, o = 5, o = 5
1
2
3

~oer

Levels in Factor 1 - 3
Levels in Factor 1
3

,=recall of self-verbalization
l

·u~

of self-verbalization

1=advocacy of selection of TV or alternative activity
,=reasons for advocacy of selection of TV or selection of alternative
activity
•preference of TV versus alternative activity

'378

(Design over Measures)
Point in time of Measurement
Pretest

Posttest 1

Posttest 2

*50% positive consequences, 50% negative consequences
**100% positive consequences
'b'<i~Control

Figure 3.

Variable Matrix for variables 6-7 .

Number of Factors in Design over Measures
Number of Factors in Design over Subjects
Variables/Measure Point: o = 2, 02= 2,
1

v6= number

Levels in Factor 1
2
Levels in Factor 1 - 3

of hours spent in alternative activity

v 7= number of hours spent viewing TV
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Television viewing versus al ternative activity.
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Table 1.

Reliability coefficients for dependent measures.

Variable
I.
II.

Alpha Coefficient

Preference for leisure
time activity

. 75

Advocacy of choice
of activity

. 75

Table 2 . Percentage of agreement of assignment of responses to
categories .
Variable

I.
II.

% of Agreement

Recall of self-ver balization
Reasons for advocacy of selection
of TV or alter native activity

382

100%
90%

Table 3.

Use of self-verbalization:

Frequency
Percent
Frequency
Percent
Frequency
Percent

Group l *·
Group 2
Group 3
x

2

pretest.
No

Yes

12
60

40

8

9

9

50

50
13
72 . 2

5

27.8

= 4.09; df = 2; significance = • 13

Table 4.

Use of self-verbalization:

G'
Gt

Gi
,,.-

*l
~

posttest 1.

Ta
Frequency
Percent
Frequency
Percent
Frequency
Percent

Group 1 *
Group 2
Group 3

x2 = 2.49; df

=

No

Yes

9

45

11
55

5

13

27.8
4

22.2

72.2
14

77.8

Soi

Grc
Sut
Re~

2; significance = .29

Rep

g
Rep

Table .s.

Use of self-verbalization:

Group 1*
Group 2
Group 3
x2

= 2.26;

Frequency
Percent
Frequency
Percent
Frequency
Percent

df = 2; significance

j

posttest 2.
No

Yes

9
45

11

7

11

55

38.9

61.1

4

14
77 .8

22.2

= .32

*Group l = control; Group 3 = 50% positive, 50% negative consequences;
Group 2 = 100% positive consequences.
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Tot

---•2

Table 6 ·

Pre and post treatment mean scores for preference for leisure
time activity.

)(pretest
Group l*
Group 2
Group 3

xposttest l
.59
• 77
.73

.59
.59
. 72

. 53

20

.78

18

. 74

18

*l :: contra l; 3 = 50% positive, 50% negative consequences; 2

positive consequences.

Table 1J1.

l

, .8

= 100%

Repeated measures analysis of variance for preference for
leisure time activities.

Source of Variation
'. .2

N

xposttest 2

Groups
Subjects within groups
Repeated measures
Repeated measures by
group interaction
Repeated measures by subjects within groups
interaction
Total

Sums of
Squares

df

. 94
8. 74
. 12

2
53

Mean
Squares

p

F

2.86

>

2

. 47
•16
.06

3.67

> • 01

.36

4

.09

5.42

< • 01

l. 75

106

.02

11 . 91

167

.01

)

-J
1
1. l

4

7.8

sequences;
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Table '8 •

Pre and post treatment mean scores for advocacy of select; 011
of activity.

xpretest
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3

Table :9.

.56
.60
. 61

xposttest 2

xposttest 1

.59
.54
.58

.49
. 51
. 74

N

-

20
18
18

G.rc
Grc
Grc

Groups
Subjects within groups
Repeated measures
Repeated measures by
group interaction
Repeated measures by subjects within groups
interaction
Total

-

Tat

Repeated measures analysis of variance for advocacy of
selection of activity .

Source of Variation

rat

Sums of
Squares

df

Mean
Squares

.34
16. 21
. 01

2
53
2

• 17
.31
.01

.. 55

> • 01

. 14

> • 01

.40

4

. 10

2.64

4.04

l 06

.04

p

F

Sou
Gro
Sub
Rep

>

.01

Rep

g
Rep
j

Tot
21 .00

~85

167

f

selection

Table

10.

Pre and post treatment mean scores for hours of television
viewing .

N

20
18
18

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3

Table H.

:y of

xpretest

xposttest 2

18.36
19. 72
18.36

14. 96
14. 96
13.60

N

20
18
·18

Repeated measures analysis of variance for hours of
television viewing.

Source of Variation

Sums of
Squares

df

Mean
Squares

2

.004

p

F

p

55

> • 01

14

>

54

> • 01

.01

Groups
Subjects within groups
Repeated measures
Repeated measures by
group interaction
Repeated measures by subject within groups
i nteraction
Total

. 01
l.49
. 10

.10

2

.002

. 19

53

.004

l.80

11 l

::86

» . 01

53

l

.003

. 15

27 .96
.45

<

.01

> • 01

.,

Table l2.

Pre and post treatment mean scores for hours spent in
alternative activities.

xpretest
12.24
14.28
15. 64

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3

Table

xposttest 2
19 .04
19. 04

20.40

Repeated measures analyses of variance for hours spent in
alternative activities.

13.

Sums of
Squares

Source of variation
Groups
Subjects within groups
Repeated measures
Repeated measures by
group interaction
Repeated measures by subjects within groups
interaction
Total

df

Mean
Squares

.02
1.34
. 17

2
53
1

. 01
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W. Howard Levi

Aud~o-Visua1 Ce

Indiana Unive:rtt
Bloomington, IM
Bibliography of Pictorial Research Appearin
in 1980

in Selected

Pictorial research is defined as:
Research in which the use of pictures as experimental sti
is central to (not incidental to) the researcher's hypot~
and
research in which internal imaginal processes are presumed
activated, no matter what the nature of the experimental
This bibliography was compiled by looking through the 1980 issues
125 journals in psychology, education, and communications. We
(Diane Jung, Richard Lentz, Michael McAnnaly, Tim Miskell, and
found 260 articles. Most of them report experimental data, al
a few discussion and review articles are included.
Rather than listing all 260 articles in alphabetical order, we
sorted them into'the following broad categories:
Iconic Memory
Recognition Memory
Memory Models and Miscellaneous Learning
Picture Pe rception:
Attention and Scanning
Interpreting Features and Cues

Page 1
1
3

E

Ci

Ee

6
7

Mental Imagery
Cognitive Maps
Brain Laterality

10
12
13

Individual Differences
Aesthetics and Af fe ctive Responses
Media Studies

13
15
16

cc
Ht

Many studies could have been placed in more t han one category.
for example, if you are interested in individual differences, t
s e ction beginning on page 13 will lead you to 29 studies. T~~
however, more studies on this topic in other sections of the
bibliography.
The bibliography is far from being exhaustive. When we made ou
search some journals were being bound, some issues were missin9
the shelves, and we doubtless overlooked some important article on~
Other resources such as ERIC, convention papers, and books are a f
included.
~l

191
389
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. Levi·e
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a Un1versi d 1son 1 E . H., & Jonides , J . The psychophy sics of iconic
ngton, IN ty !~torage . Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception
and Performance, 1980, §_, 486 - 493.

~

-

Appelman, I . B.
Partial report and other sampling procedures
overestimate the duration of iconic memory. American Journal
of Psychology , 1980 ·, ~' 79-97 .

-

ntal stimuli coitheart , M.
Iconic memory and visible persistence.
s hypothese
and Psychophysics , 1980, '!:]_, 183-228.
oiLoi lo, V.

Perception

Temporal integration in visual memory. Journal of
Psychology:
General, 1980, 109, 75-97.

~perimental

19 8 O issues
::ms.

We

e ll, and
data, alth
r-der, we

~sky,

R. E., & Spiro, D. The processing of tachistoscopically
presented v isual stimuli by fi v e-month- old infants. Child
~evelopment, 1980, ~' 1292-1294.

~nq,

G. M., & Beaton, R. J .
The contribution of visual persistence
to the perceived duration of brief targets.
Perception and
Psychophysics, 1980 , ~' 422-430.

wng, G. M. , & Sakitt , B.

The retinal basis of iconic memory:
Eriksen and Collins revisited. American Journal of Psychology,
1980, 2_l, 195-206.

&Cauley , c. Parmelee, c. M., Sperber , R. D., & Carr, T. H.
Early extraction of mean i ng from pictures and its relation to
conscious identification. Journal of Exper imental Psychology:
Human Perception and Performance , 1980, §_ , 265-276 .
~tikle,

P. M. S e lection from visual persisten ce by perceptual
groups and category membership. Journal of Experimental
Psichology: General , 1980, 109, 279-295.

Reeves, A. Visual imagery in backward masking.
Psychophysics, 1980, ~, 1180124.

itegory.

Perception and

Schulz, T .
Iconic memory- - an artifact of perceptual reconstruction
processes? Psychological Research, 1980, ~, 275-294.

~ences,

the
There
>f the
~ s.

~ognition Memory

Influence of picture context on
made our Mtes, J. R., & Metzger , R. L .
O
bject
recognition
.
Acta
Psy
chologica,
1980, i_!, 21-30.
missing f
articles.
•oks are not Avans, s. E., & Phillips, W. A. Visualization a n d memorization as
a function of display time and poststimulus processing time.
~urnal of Ex peri mental Psychology :
Human Learn ing and Memory,
1980, §_, 407-420.
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Barnard, w. A., Ross, J. L., & Cross, H. A.
Assessment
recall and recognition le~rning . in a museum environmen~:
Bulletin of the Psychonomic Society, 1980, ·16, 311-31).
Baroni, M. R. , Job, R. , Peron, E. M. , & Salmaso, P. Memory
natural settings:
Role of diffuse and focused attentio
Perceptual and Motor Skills, 1980, 51, 883-889.
n
Bartlett, J.· C., Tille, R. E., & Fields, W. C. III. Effe.
label distinctiveness and label testing on recognition
pictur~s. American Journal of Psychology, 19 80, 93, sos0 ..
Benton, A. L. The neuropsychology of facial recognition.
Psychologist, 1980, 35, 176-186.
Boucher, J. D., Carlson, G . E.
Recognition of facial expr
in three cultures.
Journal of Cross-Cultural Psycholo~,
~.I 263-280.
Brouwers, P ., Mononen, L. J., & Stefanatos, G. A. Visual-f
differences in recognition of male and female faces.
and Motor Skills, 1980, 51, 627-633.
Buckout, R. Nearly 2,000 witnesses can be wrong.
Psychonomic Society, 1980, ];_§_, 307-310.
Cobbs, N. J. , Tanhauser , S. , & Johnston, R.
Conceptual enc ·
pictures and sentences.
The Journal of General Psycholo~,
103,. 139-148.
Cornell, E. H.
Distributed study facilitates infants' deley
recognition memory.
Memory and Cognition, 1980, ~, 539-5
Durso, F. T., & Johnson, M. K.
The effects of orienting ta
recognition, recall, and modality confusion of pictures a
Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, 19 80, 19,
Federico, P. Domain of processing and recognition memory
Bulletin of the Psychonomic Society, 1980, 16, 261-264.
Girgus, J. S., Gellman, L. H., & Hochberg, J. The effect of
order on piecemeal shape recognition: A developmental st
Perception and Psychophysics, 1980, ~' 133-138.
Goldstein, A. G., & Chance, J. E. Memory for faces and
theory.
The Journal of Psychology, 1980, 105, 47-59.
Gorenstein, G. W., & Ellsworth, P. C. v Effect of choosing
photograph on a later identification by an eyewitness.
Applied Psychology, 1980, §2_, 616-622.
Hoffman, c. D., & Hawkins, W.
The effects of pretraining on
recognition memory for pictures. The Journal of Genetic P
1980, 137, 301-302.
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Recognition memory for components of pictures in
Child Development, 1980, 51, 899-901.
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'
·iaren and adults.
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asic, K. C., Siegel, A. W.,

Allen, G. L. Developmental changes
Child Development, 19 80, 51,

&

~lfn recognition- in-contex t memory.
302-305.

gherty, K. R., & Fowler, R. H.

Effects of
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~~rocedures for recalling faces.

Sketch artist and identi-kit
Journal of Applied Psychology,

1980 I §21 307-316 o

505-527, wszcz, M. A., &

tion.

memory:
~adian

Bachara~ : . V. R.
Preschoolers' picture recognition
The pitfalls of knowing how a thing shall be called.
Journal of Psychology, 1980, l,! 1 - - .

}landler, J. M. Repeated measurement designs in picture-memory
studies. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Learning
~d Memory, 1980, ~, 400-406.
~uison,

s.

F. J., Haith, M. M., & Kagan, J. Age trends in recognition
memory for pictures: The effects of delay and testing procedure.
Bulletin of the Psychonomic Society, 1980, 1:..§_, 480-483.

~el ler,

J. H., & Wherry, K. L. Orienting strategies at study and
test in facial recognition. American Journal of Psychology, 1980,

93, 107-117.

Nolan, E. , Adams, St. , & Kagan, J. Children's recognition memory
for their drawings. The Journal of Genetic Psychology, 1980, 137,
11-15.

s' delay~ ~rk , D. c. Item and attribute storage of pictures and words in
' 5 39-542.
memory. American Journal of Psychology, 19 80, 2.1,1 60 3-615.
ting tasks ~ldan, c. E. & Phillips, W. A. Functional differences between
~ures and
upright and rotated images. Quarterl¥ Journal of Experimental
80, 19, 416 Psychology, 1980, ~, 397-412.
emory for
-264.

c. J., & Weaver, G. E. Directed attention and the recognition
of pictures . Bulletin of the Psychonomic Society, 1980, 15,

~anny,

410-412.

ffect of s
ntal study. Walker-Smith, G. J. Memorizing facial identify, expression and
orientation. British Journal of Psychology, 1980, 71, 415-424.
and schema
59.

~ory Models and Miscellaneous Learning
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Bartlett, J. c. , Till, R. E. , & Levy , J. C. Retrieval characteristics
of complex pictures: Effects of verbal encoding.
Journal of Verbal
Learning and Verbal Behavior, 1980, .!2_, 430-449.
~rroll, J.M., Thomas, J. c., & Malhotra, A.
Presentation and
representation in design problem-so lving. British Journal of
~Ychology, 1980 , 71, 143-153.
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Cheng, C., & Huang, J. The process of verifying affirmative
negative sentences against pictures. Me mo ry and Cognition
~,
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Cochran, L. M., Younghouse, P. C., Sorflaten, J. W., &
Explorin g approaches to researching visual literacy.
communication and Technology Journal, 28, 243-266.
D'Agnostino, P. R., & Small, K. G. Cross-modality transfer be
pictures and their name s .
Canadian Journal of Psycholosr, U
34 , 113Dragone, G. A., Brown , M., Krane, A . R., & Krane, R. v.
Hypermnesia for pictures and for words:
The role of recall
modality (pi ctures vs. words).
Bulletin of the Psychonomi~
Soci ety , 198 0 , 16, 258-260.
~~~~~~~~~__....--~--~
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Ehri, L. C., & Ryan, E. B.
Performance of bilinguals in a pie
i n terference task.
Journal of Psycholinguistic Research, ll~
_21 285I
Finke, R. A.
Le vels of equivalence in imagery and perception.
Co9nitive Psychology, 1980, .!!2. 1 113-13 2 .
Garner, R.
Form and function information in young children ' s .
concepts of familia r ob jects. Educational Research Quarterl~
1980, .?_, 31Garrison, A.
Categorical and spatial modes of representation in
young children's recall.
Journal of Ex erimental Child Ps cho
1980, lQ_, 383-388.
Goolkasian, P. & Park, D. C.
Processing of vi sually
times. Journal of Experimental P s cholo
Human
Performance , 1980, ~, 707-717.
Grimmett, S. A.
Age/strategy effects on multiple coding.
Journal of Genetic Psychology, 1980, 1 3 7, 3-9.

The

Guenther, R. K.
Conceptual memory for picture and prose episoc
Memory and Cognition, 1980, ~' 563-572.
Guenther , R. K., Klatsky, R. L., & Putnam, W.
Commonalities and
difference s in semantic decision s about pictures and words.
Journ al of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, 1980, 19, 54-7
Hayes, D. S . , & Chemelski, B . E. , Input modality and coding ten
i n preschool children. The Journal of Genetic Psychology, 1980
137, 295-296.
Kee, D. W., & Nakayama, s. Y. Automatic el abo rative encoding in
children' s associati ve memory .
Bulletin of the Psychonomic
Society, 1980, ~' 287-290.
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M., & Klein, D. Material - speci~~~ ~erceptual interference for visual words and faces:
Implications for models of
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Human Perce tion and Performance, 1980,
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The effects of stimulus variability
arch, 1980,
on overgeneralization and overdiscrimination errors in children
and adults.
Child Development, 1980, 51, 55-60.
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Paivio, A., & te Linde, J.
Symbolic comparisons of objects on
color attributes.
Journal of Experimental Psychology:
Human
Perception and Performance, 19 80, §_, 652-661.
Pezdek, K.
Life-span differences in semantic integration of
pictures and sentences in memory.
Child Development, 1980,
Sl I 720-729.
Picture superiority in free recall:
The effects of
organi zat i on and elaboration .
Journal of Experimental Child
Psychology, 1980, £2_, 460-474.
G. H . , & Beal, c. R.
Image detail and re c all: Evidence
fo r within- item elaboration. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
Human Learning and Memor:t, 1980, .§_, 66-76.
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Snodgrass, J. G., & Vanderwart, M.
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Journal of Experimental Psychology:
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Picture Perception:

Attention and Scanning

Anderson, B. Eye movement and cinematic perception.
University Film Association, 1980, ~' 23-26.
Baron , L. J.
Interaction between television and child-relatea
characteristics as demonstrated by eye movement research.
Educational Technology and Communications Journal, 28, 267-2a
Butler , B.
Selective attention and stimulus localization in
perception.
Canadian Journal of Psychology, 1980, 34, --.
Carmondy, D. P. , Nodine, C. F. , & Kundel, H. L. An analysis of
perceptual and cognitive factors in radiographic interpretat'
Perception, 1980, ~' 339-344.
Day, M. c. Selective attention by children and adults to pie
specified by color. Journal of Experimental C~ild Psycholo,,n1
1980, 30, 277-289 .
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Earhard, B. The line-in-object superiority effect in
It depends on where you fix your eyes and what is located at
point of fixation.
Perception and Psychophysics , 1980, 28,
Finke, R. A., & Kosslyn, S. M. Mental imagery acuity in the
eral visual field.
Journal of Experimental Psychology: Hum~
Perception and Performance, 1980, ~' 126-139.
Goldstein, A.G., & Papageorge, J. Judgments of facial attraG
in the absence of eye movements. Bulletin of the Psychonomic
Society, 1980, 1:2, 269-270.
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Canadian Journal of Psychology, 1980, 1i_, --.
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Interactive effects on choice reaction time.
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Scandinavian Journal of Psychology, 1980, 21, 175-184.
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The positioning of type on maps: The effect of s~~
material on word recognition time. Human Factors, 1980, ~'
353-360.
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The three faces of Edgar Rubin.
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Size constancy does not fail below half a degree.
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and Psychophxsics, 1980, ~' 263-26~.
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Dean, A. L., Chabaud, S., & Bridges, E. Classes, collections
distinctive features: Alternative strategies for solving '
inclusion problems. Cognitive Psychology, 1981, 13, 84-112.
Deregowski, J. B. Mental rotation and typical views: A heurj,
experiment.
International Journal of Psychology, 1980, !2_,
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Infant search tasks
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Gelman, R., Bullock, M., & Meek, E. Preschoolers' understanding of simple object transformations . Child Development,
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Gollin, E. S., & Garrison, A.
Relationships between perceptual
and conceptual mediational systems in young children.
Journal of Experimental Child Psychology, 1980, ~' 325-335.
Halpern, D. F., & Warm, J. S. The disappearance of real and
subjective contours. Perception and Psychophysics, 1980, 28,
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Heth, C. D., & Cornell, E. H. Three experiences affecting
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Reconstructing the History of
Educational Technology Provides
Us with New Model s of Resea r ch

A Paper Selected for Presentation to the Research and Theory
Division. 1981 AECT Convention

Jeffrey Lukowsky
University of Wisconsin - Madison
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ABSTRACT

This. paper examines the tradition of research within the field
of educational technology and cites problems endemic to the
dominant research methods. It is s uggested that a reexamination of the history of the field has intrinsic merit and is
necessary at t his time; furthermore, historical analysis may
assis t in the development of new research methods. Three types
of historical explanation are cited and rej ec t ed as inadequate.
The paper suggests two general cognitive frameworks in order
to analyze the history of research in educational communications.
It is recommended that the traditional paradigm, technical cognitive research, has severe limitations, and a second paradigm,
practical cognitive research,be added to the domain of the field.
Definitions and examples of both cognitive strategies are described.
:heory
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I.

There would be little disagreement among scholurs jn the field of
Educa:tional Communications and Technology that there is a need for new
methods of research which could improve the reliability of
cerning the interaction of instructional technologies with the learne-r
1 use the term "interaction" to denote a large category of research on

•

and with media, that has characterized the history of research in om
field .

Al l en (1971), Barbatsis (1978), Becker (1977), Clark and Snow

(1975), Clark and Salomon (1977), are just a few of the scholars who
have noted a number · of limitations to media research in the domain of
education during the past thirty years,

These limitations have occurrtt

in all categories of media research including comparative studies ,
utilization studies, and attitudinal effec t studies (Barbatsis, 1978).
The oethodological issues have been adequately documented and we are

~l

t o des c ribe, with analy tic rigor, the limitations and failings of om
past research methods, as well as the gene ral cognitive strategies
provided the framework within which these metho ds were grounded.

~~

The

succinct focus on problems of methodological design. the intent and

re
•h

pr
on
th
::tel

range of such designs, and the probable success or failure of experimt:nft sui
in relation to their design goals has given us a fairly good picture ~
past research problems and future resenrch nPeds in the field of Educational Communications and Technolof;y.
The growth of statistical methods of analysis in conjunction wi~

tu;
~o

tur
scr

newer e~perinental designs in the aducational and social sciences durint off
past two decades has provided further understanding of the limitations

des
~e t!

411

~ed i

he f iel<l of
eed for new

research from 1945 to the present. There is, of course, the difficult

a

problelll

or,

bet t

of internal versus external validity and how to provide a compromise,
er yet, a re f raming of that problem so that we can develop generaliz-

able statements concerning the interaction of humans with instructional tools
find ings eon.
. hout sacrificing correct standards of analytic rigor and empirical pre-

the learner.

~nt

dlc tability . This is just one of the major categorical problems facing
research on,
social scientific research and without burdening the reader with other
•rch in our
·k and Snow
t0 lars who
~

domain of
have occurred

these difficulties.
The analysis of media research problems, and solutions advanced as
zorrective devices, fall into two prescriptive frameworks, In the major
framework one . finds a commitment to methodological analysis of past

>tudies,
: sis, 1978).
i nd we are able

i.ngs of our
r ategies t hat
unded.

~ch problems (see authors cited above) , we need to note the response to

The

n tent and
of experiments
od picture of
e ld o f Educa-

!esearch designs, their limitations and errors, and the proposed response
11hi.:h

cons is ts, in most cases, of a more complex operationalization of

previous attempts to demonstrate

inte rnal validity

which depends, primarily,

m strict empirical-analytic procedures. For convenience, we can call this
the "mainstream" response to methodological problems in social science experimentation (Bernstein, 1976; Habermas, 1968) . On the other hand , scholars
such as Clark and Salomon (1977) state, without hesitation, that a '!concep-

tualization" which requir es a reframing of our major guiding orientations
to research methods both on, and with media, is a ne cessary prolegomena to
further progress in media technology research j_n education. This type of pre-

unction with

scriptive statement appe3rs ambiguous when compa red with precise operations

i ng t offered as solutions t o the problem of internal validity for experimental
ciences dur
limitations ol

designs. 'The amb i guity of the notion of a "re co nceptualization" of research
~thods

alerts us to the recognition that ima3inative leaps of s yn thetic
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analysis are u n ecessa ry part 0f future attempts to concretize the c
linkages be tween media and

l ea rnin ~ .

new synoptic viewpoints about just what questions we should be asking
media and le.arn:i.ng are sub se quently connect ed to advances
resear ch methods, the result will be the movement t owards
designs and t heir proper s phere of applica tion,

But the

deve l opment ~

a paradigm that could lead to a new era in media research would requiq
tenacity and creativity; otherwise, we shall remain within the
atheoretical s trategy which gave birth to this field in 1 945.
The next t wo decades are going to present us with enormous
One very important pragmatic decision must be made,
graduate students, and in our collegial

~ialogues,

the courage t o enter the ambiguous domain of

11

In terms of teachtas
should we, do we have

recon ceptua lization 11 whia

means , in the ensu ing discussion , the process of discover y through dif·
ficult ter rains of t extual interpretation and misunderstandi ng.

In short,

to ste p outside our neat scientific world into the domain of cultural
scie nc e which depends on entirely different methods for verification of
explanatory hypotheses; fu r t hermore , cultural sc i en ce does not produce
nornological knowled ge in the same way
1968; Williams, 1977).

~s

do the na tura l sciences (Rabe

Before app roachin g this question as well as pre-

senting a new categorical framework for r esear ch, l et me raise the ques·

c
e
k
0

tion of the value of a more comp lete historical analy sis of the field of
Educational Comruunica t ions and Te chnology,

This will serve to clarifY

i:

a:

third , and concluding portion of the pape r,

ar
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ize

II

Few people, especially those in academic and allied disciplines ,
1

be asking a
question the value of historical analysis, both as archival- documenta-

in educat ional
tive encoding of a culture's past , and as explanatory schema which describe
i deal research
complex structural relations between the material base of species reproevelopment of
duction and the cultural , or symbolic medium through which the species
woul d r equite
cat egorizes , develops, and transmits its objective (hereafter, "technically
. the original
exploitable") knowledge.

Anthropologists and historians use t wo broad

•45.

categories to describe the human specie~ struggle for survival.

First,

>nnous challengu,
our struggle over and agains t nat ur e so as to secure biologic al surv i val;
~ rms

of t eachfr'
and the need for the extension of understanding through acts of communica-

we, do we have
tion in order that knowledge acquired expe r ientially is codified with as
Lization 11 whi ch
little distortion as possible and with as much dissemination as is necessary
'! thr ough dif-

for the maintenance of material reproduction.
.1d ing,

For example, the so-cal led

In short,

classical period of the Greek city-states utilized mnemonic devices-- now
of cultural
called the conceptual peg -- to insure minimum distortion of memory .

As

erif icat ion of
the species has moved from 400 B.C. to 1980 A. D., we have extended our
:s n ot pr oduce

codes , methods of inquiry, and means of knowledge reproduction thr ough more
;ciences (Rabe ·
elaborate systems of education and communication ; therefore, scientific
as well as pre
raise t he

knowledge, and its correlative, technical application, is preserved withques~

of the field of
rve to clarifY tl-.t

out unnecessary reduplication generation after generation .

In short , there

is little disagreement about the value of historical analysis for the species
as a whole, and for any academic discipline in particular , since academic
work is merely a subsyste.ro of the larger system of knowledge production
and reproduction .
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In our o<,;n field, now termed "Educational Conununications and Techno
it has be come apparent that it is time for us to be more self-consciou~
the field 's history; we need to preserve and understand its past because
field is beginning to have a significant past.
case.

Some disciplines, as our own

~nd

1957

the discipline termed

tions 11 do not have a long history in comparison, for examp le ,
or physics.

cone.

In that sense, it was not crucial that our past be

fn tl

into a highly structured historical framework in which we could ident ify

Coll!llll

current movements and compare them wi th past decisions and accomplishmenta.
Nonetheless, it would be an understatement to say that the field of

educa~

been
with

tiona l communications has had a systematic origin at least since 1945.

episo

Now, in 1981, that is 36 years in the past.

disse

Given the so-called accelera-

tion in - soci.al change, 1945-55 is quite a different period in American

paper

history than the period 1970-80.

fied

Rober t Heinich , Howard Hitchens, and Cal

(

Mether, as well as other leaders in the field, have long recognized the

orde r

need for such an historical documentation since many of the originato rs
of the field and their work is betinning to disappear.

Given the lack of a . of hii

well-financed archive for the field as well as the fact that the field did

of hii

not have to be historically oriented until the past ten years, it is not

histoi

surprising that we suddenly L1esire to preserve the past.

There is little

type:·

doubt tha t if we fail to do so, a great deal of information and knowl edge

other

will forever be lost to us.

The professional association of this field,

1

AECT, shou l d try to avoid that fate even though the costs will be signih-

aedia

cant in terms of dolla r needs.

seen a

Archival preservation and analysis however, a r e quite different mat- ·
ters from historical studies proper.
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The latt er at tempt to provide law-'

th~y 8

srruct

c onscious o.f

t"

s t because

exPl

anations of events that occurred in the past tense. Despite well-known

P'robl

ems concerning the epistemologi cal status of historical

11

lawst1 (Dray,

l ways been~

1957; Nagel, 1961), models of historical explanation have become sufficiently

"mass

rigorous and complex thereby diminishing concern about the validity of

with philoso

conclusions deduced from such models as long as they are correctly applied

e codified

in the concrete study under consideration. In this field, Educational

d identify

Co!llJllunications and Technology, some excellent initial historical work has

omp lishment-s.

been accomplished. All of us are familiar with Saettler 1 s book (1968),

ld of educa-

wi th the excellent reviews of literature and descriptions of particular

.ce 1945.

episodes in the field's history by Allen (1971) , Diane Lembo's doctoral

.ed accelera-

dissertation (1970), and many others too numerous to mention in this short

American

paper. Although this work is of enormous value, it cannot quite be classi-

1c ns, and Cal

fied as historical explanant i on. Na rrative desc r iption in strict chronological
f

;nized the

order, and reviews of literature do not constitute the necessary and sufficient

·iginators

cri teria for adequate historical explanantion . They are, indeed, descriptions

the lack

of ~

of historical even ts and often do contain a model (or mixtures of models)

:he field did

of histo rical explanantion but these models do not meet current standards of

, it is not

historical scholarship. Let me briefly describe the three most prevalent

:e is little

types of historical explanantion in our field and, unfortunately, in so many

ld knowledge

other disciplines,

: his field,
L be signifi-

The first model is a technological determinism in which instructional
media tools are a result of scientific and technical research. Technology is
seen as having an inner dynamic of its own, and as it produces new inventions,

f ferent mat-

they are taken up and used t hereby causing changes in educational and social

rovide laV1- lilJ structures, This model remains at such a simple level t ha t the addition of a
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Weberian analysis is not even considered (i.e., technology, despite it

cbeore

inner dynamic, requires planning, coordination,

Did th

view has the merits, at least, of being capable of analyzing bureaucratic
growth and rationalization of such.) One would think from read i ng educat
theory and research outside the discipline of educational communications
and technology that the historians of the latt er field would be familiar
with. a Weberi an analysis (Karabel and 'Halsey, 1977). But this is not the

othe r

were a
disapp
It is

of its

an anl

case.
The second, implicit model is a structuralist-functionalist approach
in which par ticular structural factors ( e. c ., a lack of teachers to meet
an unexpected demand) require solutions which are met thr ough emerging , or
new functions (e.g., the use of film to teach in the absence of t he requu
number of teachers). The history and shortcomings of this model are well

1945 . '

calibe:
who la1

seriou1

in the
Suff ic~

known; it is not surprising that it emerges in educational technology

sin~

corpus
this model dominated during the \furld War I I period.
upon

ct

The third model of his t orica l explanantion is an interventionist
analysj

one in which government and private agencies initiate and implement
the f iE

educational projects.
lt will

None of three models described are sufficiently r i ch to provide us
earlitr

with adequate historical explanations of the complex , and concrete,

Al
linkages between technology, learning, and social relations, The concept
tigorou
of intention is absent and the actual history of instructional technology
llOU! d

i

is obscured. Why and how were decisions made to adopt media technologies?
On what basis? How and why did the original group of instructional technolo~

and inn
than~u

researchers decide to frame their hypotheses in the way they d i d? More
lier in

importantly, why the peculiar atheorctical cast which the field . seems to
•hich s

have adopted from its inception and carries forward to t his day?
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Some

spite its

tbeO r
D~

etical perspective must have existed in order t o c a rry on any research .

chat per sp ective make choices in favor of some technologies and ignore

The Weberian
other possib i lities. For example, interactive educational technologies
ureaucratic
~ere

advocated dur ing the late twenties and early thirties yet quickly

ing educational
disappeared fr om history in fav or of one-di rection connnunication systems.
unications
It is frequently stated that the applied nature of the field is the caus e

e familiar
of its minimum concern f or theory. That proposition is not supported by
is not t he
an anlysis of the periods of formation, 1921-1931, and consolidation, 1932-

1945. These per io ds witnessed methodologists and .theoreticians of excellent
st app roach
caliber, including Knowlton and Tilton, F. Dean McClusky, and Frank Stant on
ers to meet
11ho

later became president o f the CBS Televi sion Ne twork. The d ecli ne of

emerging , or
serious research grounded in vigorous theory appe ars to have taken place
of the r equisitl
fu t he 1950's and I shall not venture an explanantion as to its causes,

·l are well
Suffice to say, alone with Gerald Lesser, that the lack of a signi ficant
~nology sine~

corpus of post - World War II formative res earch has had a disasterous effect
upon current needs in educational media. It is c lear t h at new historical
oni.st
analysi s would be of e normous benefit to the field in terms of explaining
.ement
the fie ld' s relationship to the wider educational and social environment.
It will also provide us with answe r s to some of t h e questions I raised

1rovide us
Earlier on in the pap er.
:rete,
Although we may al l agree as to the gen eral value of newer, more
~ he

concept
rigorous analyses of the his t ory of the field o f education al te chno logy,

_ technolo gy
would i t necessarily f ollow that su ch work will provide more imaginative
!chnologies?
~d

innova tive

concep tual ~za tio ns

of research method s on , and with media

.onal technolo&i
than-oould occur wit ho ut such an analysis? Intuitively, we would h ave to a ns lid? More
wer in the posi tive . A synoptic vision. or genera l overview o f a discipline
.d · seems to
~i ch si tuates hig hly specific te chnical compe tencies within that overview,

ty ?

Some
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is more likely to produce a greater body of dynamic l iterature, and a wl
range of experimental procedures than a field which ignores such
mer~ly

repro duces its research paradigms in a historically decontextuali

manner.

It is the case, however, that the relation between historical

and the birth of research methods is one of mere contingency.

It
con tr<

necessarily the case that a reconstructio n of the history of this field
I

modt:n

available to students and practitioners in a systematic manner of distrtb-.
pro ce ~

tion and teaching, will lead to reconceptualization of the field to meet
er
the research challenges of the 1980's and 1990's.

.

It is clear however •

'

many scholars in our field share a belief in the import a nce of historkal
analysis to their research dilemmas.

clusic

of na t

For example, Clark and Salomon (1971

I

p. 105) quote the Freeman experiments and say that it was quite unfortunatt
that the lessons of those experiments were forgotten.

organj
eevel c
~ tandj

We can now summarize the discussion of this part of the paper.

His-

torical analysis of our field has intrinsic merit and should be pursued
at this time since the field has a significant past.

WOI

dis t in

Such analysis will lit

of enormous benefit to future students and pra c titioners .

l!abern

A benefit from

this work may be the development of new conceptions of media research

rntere
"techn
of kno

advanced by investigators who have thorough ly analyzed the field's past
research methods and the decisions underlying the choice of particular

'I
111e

Now let us turn to one historically oriented model of knowledge

analyt
condit

which may provide us with a more cogent viewpoint from which we could ana

1"Tork o

the relation between operational research needs and the reconceptualizatfli

llhi ch

need for future instructional media research.

Ptopos

lnitia

observ
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III

h views and

The history of the human species <lemon!>trates two conclusive general-

n tex:tualized

i zntions about our struggle for survival.

torical anal

J1l

It is not

~n trol

lis fiel d, mate
of distr ibu.
Ld to meet

We are constantly oriented, in

instrumental sen s e, towards an ever increasing understanding of, and
over, nature.

From primitive agriculture, to the craft guilds, to

no<lern industrialization, humans always seek increased control of natural
processes in order to reduce unpredictable factors which could destab i lize
or worse, annihilate human social organization.

The second historical con-

however , that

clusion f ollows from our need to acquire knowledge in the objective domain

historical

of nature .

To wit:

as scientific knowledge is accumulated, it must be

alomon (1977,

organized, taught, applie<l, reproduced, and so forth; therefore, the species

e unfor t unate

develops and refines methods for the extension and presentation of under·s tanding which occurs, primarily through the use of language.

aper .

His-

Following

liabermas (1965) we shall categorize these two pro c e sses as related, but

e pu rsued

dis tinct human inter e sts in knowledge production and reproduction.

.lysis will be

interest in prediction and control of natural events wi l l be termed the

.enefit from
:esearch
!ld' s past
ir ticular met

11

technical cognitive interest 11 ;

The

the interest in the extension and transmiss i on

or knowl e dge will be termed the "practical cognitive interest".
The te chnical cognitive interest is incorporate d within the empiricalanalytic sci ences.

These sciences produce nomolog ical statements that assert

conditional predictions about obs e rved even ts, physical or social.

The frame-

,,e could anal

work o f the empirical- analytic sciences sees real ity as t h e sum total of facts

:::ep tualizat ior

whi ch a coll e ctive s ubject, the conununity of scientists, c a n establish as true
propositions, expre ss ible in formalized language, which can lead, given
initial conditions, t o a set of technical rcconunendations for the control o f
observed processes.
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int

We do not nec<l a leng thy discourse on the nature

f rc

TI1e point here i s simply to remind us that scientific
guided by a meta-scientific interest in bringing the envi ronment under
TI1is does not conflate the traditiona l distinction between the pure

a~

sciences because the pure sciences depend on a strict empiricist interpre
of the world.

sci
cla
val

It is this viewpoint which has made possible the extraor
div

tec·hnical advances of the past four centuries.

The pure sciences, there
fer

may not

e~iibit

an instrumen tal orientation in every instance;
cha

the technical cognitive interest remains the primary framework within whitl
whe

scientific practice occurs.
obj
TI1e practical cognitive int erest is found in the cultural sciences; t
doru
history, literary interpretation, psychoanalysis, a nd ordinary language
str
analysis.

The methodological framewo rk for these sciences is different
dur

the empirical-analytic sciences.

The cultural sciences do not construct
kno

th e ories deductive ly, and experience is not organized with regard to the_
us e
success of operations.

h'hat counts as a fact is provided by the

underst~

ass
of meaning , not by c ontrolled observation.

Our acts of underst anding are
des

governed by consensual norms which define reciprocal expectations about
nat
behavior and must be understood by two, or more acting subjects.

While the
cou

validity of technical knowledge statements depend on empirically true or
upo
analytically correct propositions , the validity of propositions referringR
gre
communicative action is grounded only in int ersubjective mutual understand
Upp
of intentions and obliga tions.

The cultural sciences therefore, are pri~

concerned with symbolic interaction systems , or what we currently call
men
municative interaction.

\·le

explicate acts of communication through an
mad

of rules of grammar and soc ial norms which govern interpersonal behavior.
important claim I \voul<l like to make is just this:

· 1·ve
the practical cogn1t

beh

in t erest, reflected in symbolic interaction systems, is distinguished

from the technical cognitive interest, reflected in the empirical-analytic
sciences, in thRt the former domain cannot be reduced to the latter.

This

claim needs further explanation and then I shall proceed to discuss the
va lue of this approach for future media research.
: is t in terpreta~
:he extraordinat:
_nces, therefore
~;

nonetheles•
"•

~k

within wlncn

il

sciences; q ..

A curs ory examina tion of the history of the social sciences exhibits
divergent conceptual strategies for analyzing human interaction.
ferences are:

Some dif-

the manner of formulating problems, me thods of research,

choice of ca tegorical framework, the definition of the object domain, and
whether or not meaningfully structured language forms are to be taken as
ob jects among other physical objects, or conve rse ly, does the object
domain itself only have sense, in the first place, as a meaningfully

-:y language

structured form .
> different frca

) t construct
~ gard

1be vituperative nature of this debat e began to dissipate

during the 1930's with the view that there was , and is, only one form of
knowledge -- that, of course, being scientific knowledge derived from the

to the .
use of empirical-analytic procedures .

the understanlL:

This unity of knowledge viewpoint,

assoc iated with various types of positivist thought, seerod to completely
rstanding are
destroy the need for any other epistemology than that found within t he
t ions about
na tural and mathematical sciences .
c: ts.

Indeed, positivism held that nothing

While the
could count as knowledge unless it could be const ructed, in pr inciple,

ally true or
upon the deductive-nomological explanatory framework; thereupon, the
ons ref erring tc
great rush to model the science of society upon the methodological
ual unde rs tandW
approaches of the natural sciences.
ore, are primar
Despite the rejection of positivism and the unity of science mov eently call

coll"·-

ment as -indefensible meta-scientific theories, enormous gains have been
t hrough an
made by adopting the pragmatic component of that pas ition; namely, a
nal behavior·
behavioral approach to human action including the process of learning.
ti cal c ognitive
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Unfortunately, we have yet to develop successful measurement operatio
for "meaning"; that is, how humans understand each other as self-consC'
acting subjects.

The problem is that we cannot observe actions in the

same way that we observe mere behavior.

To observe behavior

~

action
I

~e

we must relate features of this behavior to rules on which it is base(J
understand the

me~ning

of these rules .

In short, to adequately

descri~

an action implies the understanding of a norm or the corresponding intea-

grow

re ch

tion· In terms of communicative actions, language usage requires both a
cognitive capacity to understand a rule and the preformative capacity to
apprehend the universal in new particular instances.

c.

Behavioral researrl!

designs applied to communicative interactions have been of lit t le value
compared to behavioral analyses of human actions other than speech acts,

has

:t

h

is n

the
unde

What are the implications of the foregoing argument for future inst
der i
tional media research?

First, we must relax our dogmatic adherence toa

purely behavioral approach to research.

After all , the belief that

t~n

"kno
is only one type of knowledge, <leducti ve-nomological know ledge, is itselta
in f

metaphysical dogma.

It cannot be proven empirically, or by a logical

deductive argument .

It is a matter of faith and we like it because it

fr am

niti
works.

But how will traditional media research be received in the futmd
ment

The current prognosis is not good and the range of questions and

probl~

deci

confronting us could lead to a delegitimation of our field if we fail

~

lang
respond creatively to the emerging instructional telecommunications
antl
ment.

To mention just one major problem: recent instructional tool
rel a

are increasingly interactive, or two-way, including multi-point cable
tha11

systems, -teleconferencing, computer conferencing, electronic blackboards, '
and combinations thereof.

Traditional media research experiments and
dect:

current instructional development methods will be of assistance in
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>perations
·mizing the potential o f these technologies; e.g., computer-simulation
1uaJC 1
1

?lf-consc1·

0111

is in the

ri cul a, individually guitled instruction via micro·-computer, video text
cur
deliver y systeras, etc.

~s

Nonetheless, we are being asked questions which

action,
~e

caimot answer; furthermore, we do not possess the cognitive s t rategies

is based a~
in which to frame the questions . The rea son is simple. There is rapidly
ly describe
growing

inter~st

in conununicative competency via the interactive media

nding intentechnolog·ies and the field of educational corrununications and technology
es both a
has not developed a tradition of symbolic interaction research; instead,

capacity to
it has relied for the most part, on technical cognitive research. There
r al res earci1
is no longer any justific a tion for constraining media research within
ttle value
the technical cognitive framework. Indeed, future media research could
:peech acts .
undergo an exciting rebirth by including stategies and methodologies
future inst
derived from the practical cognitive interest of the cultural sciences.
1erence to a
I t should be r ec alled that general co gni tive strat egies, or
~f

that there
"knowledge interests " are the viewpoints from wh ich we app rehend reality;

_;e, is itself a
i n fact, kn owl edge is only possible because of t hese meta-empiricial

" logical
fran~works

which g ui de our epistemological projec t s . The choice of one co g-

because it
nitiv e strategy ra ther than another is based on complex factors. I briefly
i n the future.
mentioned some of these factors in part two of the paper including the
and problems
decision as t o the most a ppropriate me thodol ogy for meas uring meaningful
f we fail to

cations envir
1al tool

syst~

>int cable
: blackboards,
lments and

mce in

language utt erances. The resu lts of my research demonstrate that technical

and practical co 1;nitive strategies are analytically distinct but empirically
related. In s hort, certa i n contexts will demand the us e of one strategy rather
than another; other contexts will r equire unique mixture s of both strategies.
There has been enormous progress in the cultural scien ces during the past
decade b ut little, if any of this work has made its way into media research.
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111e most powerful model of collil!lunicative competence, developed by J.
Habermas, has already been successfully operationalized by Wiemann Cl97J)
This is but one example of the conjunction of technical and practical
cognitive strategies which increased the generalizability of his find 4

""ta

while preserving internal validity .
During the next two decades, we can anticipate ques t ions, problems

'
and needs which heretofore have not been a significant aspect of our fae
There will be increasing concern for methods that improve communicative
competence via multi-point interactive communication systems. The focus
will not be upon methods of cognitive acquisition. Learning theory, perception theory, information processing models, instructional development
methods, etc _. have a long tradition and are well-situated; that work , of
course,· will continue and outstanding issues still remain unsolved an<l
must be solved in order to improve learning.Nonetheless , a new arena of
research must begin alongside our mainstream research. Bliss (1980) has
shown that the majority of the Canadian experiments in medical learning
via various types of :1.nte ractive instructional communication systems die
n ot mee t the anticipated goals. The crucial variables concerned problems
of distorted conununication; i.e . , questioning the authenticity of the
speaker, inappropriateness of connnent, uncertainty as to entry and exit
from group discussion, etc. The results are not surp r ising; teleconferen
experts have been frustrated for years attempting to develop efficient
communication protocols. The more mechanistic protocols increase order
within the group but decrease participation and learning. I believe
that the solution can be found through symbolic interaction research
rather than traditional "attitudinal" research situated within the
technical cognitive paradigm . After all, we can only benefit from such
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>ed by J .

re Se arch attempts. It will increase the range of our field during the

liemann (1977 , ,

the next two decades and provide us with mo re work in the emerging

l practical

''third wave" communicat i on systems. Cultural science is no longer an

>f his finding'S

ancient metaphys ics. It has eme rged with powerful n ew approaches including
semiotic anal ysis. To be certain, ambiguities remain in its methods

ms, problems ,

but why be frightened o f ambigui ty? The chal l ange to resolve ambiguity

~ ct of our field,

will bring out the best in all of us and lead to an exc iting future

:ommunicative

for our field.

1s. The focus

; theory , per-

11 dev elopment
that work, of
m solved and

new arena of
>S

(1980) has

Leal learning
m sys terns did
~ rned

problems

: ity of the
l

try and exit

; t eleconfer enclll!
)p efficient
: rease order
[ believe
1

research

: hin the
i. t

from such
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Photography t o Enhance Aesthetic Skills
One
and aestt

Two students photograph the same subject.
a heightened sense of reality, the impact of the decisive moment and is
inte resting to the viewer.

spatial

The other is technically well done,

none of the aforementioned aesthetic qua 1 it i es.

Is the unequal qua 1i ty of

these students' photographs due to technical in struction?

How does the

introduction of in struction in aesthetics affect the photographs of
having high or l ow spatial abilities?

abi Ii tie!

st~~~

The photographic statement involves

a cognitive process, a symbolic manipulation of information and requires a

i

in the 11
anticipa
of techn

commun ic
among st
Pho

basic level of technical competence in order for information to be
istics u
communicated visually .

What types of learners benefit most from this vist11l
dimensic

production process?
photogra
In an effort to answer this and related questions, a study was conduc
image or
(Mcisaac, 1980) to investigate the effects of instruction in photographyon
photog r<
fourth and fifth grade students.

It has long been recognized that photogr

in the classroom is highly motivating and o ffers a unique vehicle for
communicating ideas visually.

Studies such as the Milford Visual Communica·

Techn i c<
Tei

tions Project (Fransecky, 1973) and the Green Chimneys School Project

to enab

(Ross , 1972) attempted to establish the importance af photography in the

smal 1 e

school curriculum.

diff i cu

These studies suffered from a lack of concrete identifi

variables from which to co llect data.
The present study was an attempt to isolate variables which can be bot

these r
necessa

observed and evaluated in photographs and for which instruction can be

EElOO rr

designed.

the fra

An effort was made to identify which level of spatial ability

benefits most from these differences in photographic instruction.

movemer
Tech 4 .
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2

one purpose of the study was to examine the relationships among technical
raph communicates
noment and is

~rt

an d

aesthetic qua! ities in students• photographs as .well as students• spatial

abilities.

In addition, photographic improvement within each level of

spatial ability was examined to determine whether the improvement occurred

:fone, but conviiu

in the tower order technical skills or higher order aesthetic skills.
equal qua! ity of

It was

anticipated that there would be no spatial ab ility effect on the improvement

How does the

of
graphs · of student•

t~chn ical

skills in photography but that the ability to conceptualize and

communicate higher order aesthetic information would be significantly greater

a tement i nvo 1ves

among students identified as having high spatial ability.
n and requires a
Photography is a visual medium of communication with inherent characteron to be
istics unique unto itself .
t

It is not a direct perception but is a two

from this visual
dimensional symbolic representation of three dimensional reality.

The

photographic process produces the symbol or representation by creating an
study was conduct
image on light sensitive paper • . In this study, the skills involved in the
in photography on -

photographic process were categorized as aesthetic skills or technical skills.
zed that photogra
vehicle for
Vi sua 1 Communica·
1001

Project

Techn i ca 1 Sk i 1 1 s

Technical skills were those mechanical manipulations required of students
to enable them to produce a clea r photograph.

During the pilot study in a

·ography in the

small elementary schoo l, observations were made in order to identify

concrete identifl

difficulties students might have in taking pictures.

Extrapolating from

these realistic problems, four technical criteria were identified as those
• which can be both

necessary to produce clear i mages with the Polaroid cameras being used, the

1ction can be

EEIOO model .

1patial ability

the frame 2) Focusing 3) Avoid ing camera movement and 4) Avoiding subject

·uction .

movement.

Technical criteria were described to the students as 1) Filling

These are identified in Table 1 as Tech 1, Tech 2, Tech 3, and

Tech 4.
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Filling the frame , or composing within the frame, required
to students in how to e li mi nate extraneous background material,
ace

to see as the v iewfinder sees, and how to frame the visual statement.
sad
Focusing , with this particular model camera, required that the students

Exe

correctly estimate t he camera to subject distance in feet and set the
vie

corresponding focusing ring .

Holding the camera steady requ i red practice

squeezing a rather stiff shutter.

Avoiding subject movement required

the
sel

awareness and planning on the part of the photographer to avoid a blurry
image.

\Jar
tec~i~I

These four technical criteria were determined to be essential
elements in the production of good photographs by students and were
incorporated in the lessons for both treatment groups.

These four items

were also subsequently used as evaluative criteria when students'

photog~

were later rated by judges.

re 1.
Lan·
cha

(l •
9
of .

Aesthe t ic Sk i lls
Aesthet i c skills were defined in this study as those demonstrating the
ability to recognize the produce information o r a r tistic mater ial in a
creative symbolic way.

There are many examples of the presence of aestheti'

qualities in pho tographs.

Aesthetics are those qualit ie s which stretch tM

imagination and present complex ideas.

They are the abili t y to create:

1) a heightened i nterest, 2) a

heightened sense of reality 3) a unique point of v i ew and 4) an expres s i~
of the decisive moment.

pre:

(Wa
(He1

There are countless aesthetic

elements, but four were chosen from the I iterature in photography for this
study .

tha

These are identified in Table 1 as Aes 1, Aes 2,

mov
Bre :

Whe1
mom1
fig1

Aes 3, and Aes 4.
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4

Heightened interest.

Creating interest in a photograph can be

·w to le~~

accompl ished in a variety of ways.

·nt.

sadness, and joy through the artists' individual portraya l of a situation.

dents

Excitement or tension is created betwen the photog r aphic image and the

the

viewer.

This tension helps recreate experience and affirms the wholeness of

the work {Bayer, 1977) .
red
b1urry

An emot ional statement can evoke humor,

Aesthetically this can be done through composition,

selection qf subject matter or the juxtaposition of other v i sual elements.
Heightened reality.

A sense of heightened real lty is described by

Ward (1970) as the degree of integrity of meaning evidenced by the visual
technical

relationship within the composition.

Heightened reality is what Suzanne

Langer (1942) describes when she says that art is a sembl ance which seems
· items

charged with reality.

photographs

(1969) describes as the

It is, in fact, the very essence of what Benjamin
11

aura 11 or the sense of reali ty, the authenticity,

of a presence In time and space.
Unique viewpoint.
·ating the
in a

A person 1 s unique viewpoin t is one which expresses

that Indiv i dua l's particula r ideas .

presents his po in t of view through paradoxes such · as e l egance and vulgarity

.: aesthetic

(Ward, 1970).

: retch the

(Henri Ca rtier-Bresson, 1976).

~ tic

for this

, 2) a

Jerry Uelsmann, for example, frequently

Cartier-Bresson does the same through visual contrasts

Decisive moment.

The decisive moment is that prec i se time at which

moving elements are in balance .

The phrase is associated with Cartier-

Bresson 1 s search for unive r sal harmony in the flux and movement of images .

1Cpress ion

When the instant is right, the rhythm of the universe creates such a decisive

, Aes 2,

moment.

Aesthetically, this moment results from an in tr insic blend of

figure and setting which presents perfect equilibrium.
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Experimental Var iables and Instrumentation
The principal independent variable of interest in this study was
bOth

spatial ability as measured by the SRA Space Relations Test.
is 1 'the ability to v i sualize how parts of objects fit together, wh~t their

Fie! c

relationships are, and what they look l ike when rotated in space"
1962) .

sess

inde~

The abil i ty to form spatial relationships is considered a

were

or fixed ability, as opposed to a fluid or changing ability.

betWE
The dependent variables chosen were scores on the four previously
prodL
mentioned technical skills and scores on the four aesthetic skills.

Scor•

resulted from the evaluation of the subjects' photographs by a panel of
eight

judges.

Post-treatment photographs were judged for improvement on the

fu~

was e
technical and four aesthetic criteria.
situa

score

Methodology

showe
A quasi experimental nonequ ivalent control group design for intact
groups was used i n this study .

Classes were taken as a group and stratified

random ass i gnment to treatments was made within sex and spatial ability as
measured by the SRA Space Relations Test.

Sixty- six fourth and fifth grader.s

received i nstruction, participated in photographic exercises and took

the s
secon
judge

were
to Tr

photographs of various themes of their choice w.hich were ultimately evaluat
crit~

by a panel of judges for technical and aesthetic improvement .

The two

treatments, Treatment One and Treatment Two were as follows.

Treatment

Ind iv

ob ta i

One consisted of technical instruction in photography, photographic
exercises and materials developed for instruction in aesthetic concepts.
Treatment Two consisted of technical instruction in photography, photographit
exercises and general perceptual exercises.

The SRA Space Relations Test

was admin i stered and div i sion by median scores then determined high or tow
spa t i a 1 ab i 1 i t y .
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ob ta i

which
alpha
that

6

Sets of exper imental mate r ials were developed by the investigato r for
study was

both treatment groups (Mci saac , 1980) .

Space relat ·
'O.s
1er, what their
;pace

11

(Thurstone
l

ired a crystalJi?

sessions of 40 minutes each.

The study was conducted du ring six

Students met twice a week for three weeks.

Field procedures fo r the s ix sess ions are outlined in Fi gure I.

Two

independent va ri ables, l eve l of s pa t ial ab ili ty and t reatment cond i tion
were subsequent l y examined to determ in e whether there were mean d i fferences
between students ' techni ca l and aesthet ic performance scores when student

previously
skills.

produced photographs were evaluated by a panel of judges.

Scores

' a pane I of
~ent

on the four

Five judges rated fifty-five pairs of photographs for each of the
eight cr iter ia, four of wh ich were technical and four aesthetic .
was e i ther one or zero .

The investigator was looking for the dicotomous ·

situation of improvement or no improvement .
scores were obta i ned .
for intact

JP and stratif ied
: i a 1 ab i I i ty as

and fifth

Therefore, on l y difference
photogr~ph

An it em received a score of one i f the second

showed improvement in a se lected cr i terion.
1

A score

If the second photograph was

the same or worse on that item, a zero was reco rded.

Since some students '

second photographs were worse tha n the first, it was not evident to the
judges which were pre- and which were post - photographs.

Pairs of photographs

grader~

were randomly projected on a screen and could not be ident if ied as belonging
; and took
to Treatment One o r Treatment Two .

A student's score on each of the eight

: imate l y evaluated
criteria was the sum of ones and zeros ass i gned by all five judges.
t.

The two

Ind ivi dual as we ll as total ae sthet ic and technical scores were therefore

Treatment
obtained for each student .
)graphic
In o rde r to ascerta in i nte r-judge reliabil i ty, alpha coefficients were
t ic concepts.
obta i ned.

The al pha reliabil i ty coefficient for the twenty technica l scores,

3phy, photographic·
which represent ed five judges t i mes four technical criteria, was .91 .
~e lati ons

Test

alpha level f o r the twenty aesthetic s cores was .85.

The

These figures indicate

ied high or Jow
that both technical a nd aesthetic ratings across five judges we re consistent.
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Results
Factor Analysis of Technical and Aesthetic Items
In order to determine whether the four technical and four aesthetic
criteria were in deed independent and separate items, a factor analysis
was performed on composite scores , scores summed across five judges. As
can be seen from Table 1 all four aesthetic items receive heavy
and accounted for the greatest proportion of the variance.

weightin~,

The first facttr

which emerged was the aesthetic factor, in which the items Aes 1 to Aes
most heavily weighted.

~

e

With an Eigenvalue (Kerl inger, 1973) of 3.43 the

aesthetic factor accounted for 43% of the variance.

s

The second most

important factor was heav il y loaded in the four technical areas and
f

accounted for an addit ional 32% of the variance.

Together those two facto11
ti

accounted for 75% of the total variance (Table 1).

t.

Only one item was weighted differently.
loaded about equally on both factors .

Tech 1, filling the frame,

Filling the frame is apparent l y a

technical as well as aesthetic consideration.

To ease subject matter

ac
interpretation, it was dec ided to identify this item as a technical criteri

tr.

Other factors with Eigenvalues less than one were dismissed as unimportant
(I

factors.

The factor analysis suggests that technical and aesthetic
ha

qualities are indeed separate characteristics which should not be

treat~

we
as one composite score.

Both technical and aesthetic factors are relat i v~

independent of each other .

This confirmed the investigator's

separate the fac t ors in this way.

decision~

Te

In addition to the factor analysis,

Q-Q plots or normal sco res plotted against actual scores, indicated that

thi

student sco res on all eight criteria were normally distributed.

at
of
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8

7

-

Aesthetic Improvement

ithetic
.ysis
~s.

Resu l ts of an ana l ysis of va r iance indicated that there was a

significant difference between subjects' total aesthetic improvement scores
due to treatment .

As

~ightings,

i rst factor

to Aes 4

. 43 the
ost

the p

=

The main effect for treatment, wh i ch was significant at

. 015 level, indicated that students i n Treatment One scored signifi-

cantly higher than students in Treatment Two (Figure 2).

Photographs taken

by students who participated in technical and aesthetic instruction were
evaluated as better and more visually interesting than photographs taken by
students who were g i ven technical and perceptual i nstruction.

Aesthetic

improvements were visible in the photographs from Treatment One but not

nd
from Treatment Two when evaluated by the panel of experts .
two factors

This supported

the investigator's premise that aesthetic concepts can be identified,
taught and evaluated through exam i nation of visual information in photographs.

~

frame,

Results from the ANOVA indicated that there was no difference in total
-ently a
aes t hetic improvement due to spatial ab ili ty .
:itter

The power of the test was

adversely affected by the loss of seventeen pe r cent of the participants over

cal criteri
the three week t reatment pe r iod.
n important
(1-B

t ic

Si nce the power of t he test was not great

= . 55), and sample s i zes we re not large (Table

have been difficult to detect.

2) , differences may

Among the lim i tations affecting sample size

e treated
were the number of cameras available.
·e relatively

:cision to
it ys is,

1ted that

Technical Imp rovement
Results o f an ana l ysis of var iance on total technical scores revealed
that the r e was a main effect for spat ia l abi l ity wh ich was significant
at the p = . 024 l evel (Table 2) .

I t appeared that t he aesthetic components

of instruction i nfluenced tota l techn ical scores, and that training in
aesthetics may have supplemented students ' tech ni cal knowledge (Table 2).
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Total aesthetic improvement had been hypothesized to occur with high
spatial ability students but occurred in low spatial
technical skills were measured .

Low spatial ability subjects benefited

most from technical instruction which included aesthetics .

Neither of the

other three conditions benefited as much (Figure 3).
Instruction in aesthetics may supplement low spatial ability

stude~t

technical skills by giving them a better understanding of spatial relati°'l"
ships in photography.
Summary
Findings from this research indicate that when the instructional teohnl
employed in this study are used, photography facilitates the communication
of technical and aesthetic skills.

Results showed that there was a sign ifl·

cant difference in aesthet i c improvement scores between treatment groups as
demonstrated through students 1 photographs .

It was ascertained that there

are aesthetic concepts wh ich are observable in photographs and which exist
independent of technical criteria.

These concepts can be communicated and

evaluated in students' photographs.

There was no indication in this study

of spatial ability differences in aesthetic scores.

However, there was a

significant main effect for spatial ability among total technical scores,
resulting in significantly improved technical scores among students of low
spatial ability.
Resu lts from th i s st udy indicate that simply giving students a camera
and tel 1 ing them how to use it is not enough.

In al 1 instances, students

performed better when aesthetic concepts were imbedded in the instruction.
For students of low spat ial ability, such aesthetic instruction allowed
to perform significan t ly bette r on technica l tasks.
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thf>1

10

I

high

:udents when

The ability to commun i cate information both techni cal ly and aesthetically

)enef i ted

maY adress different types of learner needs and ab iliti es.

Further research

i ther of the

into the effectiveness of photography as a med ium of instruction should
investigate which type of instruction in photography best addresses the

i ty students'

needs of which type of learner.

ial relation·

;:;ti ona 1 techni
::>mmu n i cation
;o1as a signifi·
ent groups as
d that there
which exist
uni cated and
n this study
t here was a
ca 1 scores ,
dents of low

nts a camera
s , students

i nstruction.
, a 11 owed them
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Table 1

Factor Analysis Results

·Rotated Loadings

Factor l

Factor 2

Technical
characteristics
Tech 1
Tech 2
Tech 3
Tech 4

.56775
.01864
.06584
-.01954

.51364
.96358
.91376
.92155

Aesthetic
characteristics
Aes l
Aes . 2
Aes 3
Aes 4

.80762
.88331
. 78163
.84273

.19389
-.02975
. 06760
- . 14148

Factor

Eigenvalu.e

1

3.43193
2 . 58867
. 65350
.47325
.39628
.22330
. 14808
.08499

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

pct. of var .
42.9
32.4
8.2
5.9
5.0

2.8
1. 9
1.1
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cum. pct.
42.9
75.3
83.4
89.3
94.3
97.1
98.9
100.0
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Table 2

Analysis of Variance Table for Total
Technical Scorea

SOURCE

DF

SS

Treatment

l

104.042

104.042

3 . 694

.060

Spa tial
Ability

1

153 . 050

153.050

5.434

. 024

Treatment by
Spatial
Ability

l

58 . 478

58 . 478

2. 076

.156

Error

51

1436.480

28 . 166

Total

54

1759.345

32.580

MS

F

1)

Mean, Standard Deviation, Variance , Frequency
of Total Technical Scores for Each Cell of
the 2X2 Factorial Design

Std. Dev.

Var.iance

Frag.

Treatment One

!:.1Q2Q

Lill!

30.6448

30

Low Spatial
Ability

7 .5000

5.8652

34. 4000

16

High Spat:i&l
Ability

8. 7857

5.2650

27.7198

14

Treatment Two

5.0400

Ll§1i

30 . 9567

ll

Low Spatial
Ability

2.6429

3 .1770

10.0934

14

High Spat:ial
Ability

8.0909

6.5491

42.8909

ll

Mea.n
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14

8

T,'

7

Mean
aesthetic
improvement
scores

6

s
'"i:z.

4
3
2
l

0
Low

High
Spatial

Spatial

Aesthetic ll!IProvement Scores in Photographs
Significant differences due to treatment
but not due to spatial ability.

Analysis of Variance Table for Total
Aesthetic Scores

OF

SS

Treatment

l

Spacial
Ability
:reatment by
SP a ti al
Ability

SOURCE

MS

F

E

lll. 471

lll.471

6.375

.015

1

15 . 033

15.033

. 860

. 358

1

7 . 205

7.205

.412

.524

Error

51

891. 708

17.484

Total

54

1025.636

18.993

Figure 2.
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Ross,
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Figure 3.

High
Spatial

Technical Improvement Scores in Photographs
Significant differences due to spatial
ability but not due to treatment.
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hip:r

Abstract

~ion

ig Device

This reGearch was designed to test the relationship between the number
·eye fixations and amount of learning as determined by a criterion reference d
1
' sttest.
It was found that there is a correlation between the amount of learn~~ and the number of eye fixations because the subjects who had the highest
~ber of fixations had the highest posttest scores. The level of visual
~lexity, i.e., simple, shaded, or realistic photographs, did not influence
ine fixations, but intellip:ence did with the most intelligent subjects having
the hi12:hest number of fixations.
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Relationship Between

~e

Movement and CognitiTe Information

Acquisition Utilizing an UnobtrusiTe E;ye MoTenent Monitoring DeYice
All ages

ot school students are constantly being exposed

to JIOre aiid

number

ot educa-

process

more visuals vith the anticipated result, &t least on the part

tors, that an incres.ae in learning is taking place (Wolt, 1970).

1tions

Untor-

tunately, however , the incres.sed uae ot illustration• in textbooks, slidea

1>e1t in
t

etc. is more often ba sed on common sense guidelines and artiatic notioua

1uecinc

than on experimenta.l evidence (Fleming, 1969).
A considerable amount

ot research, bovenr,

baa been conducted on the

role ot visuals in promoting more etticient learning.

Initi&l.ly the work

could be best described as picture preference studies vhich otten compared
instruction vith pictures 'to instruction without q;y Tiaual illustrations
(McClusky and McClusky , 1921'; Goodman, 1942).
ly that any systematic stu~

1tates

It has only been 110re recent·

ot Tisuals (Dwyer, 1975) has been undertaken.

vh•

ho1

he
prj

the

. vision, slides, or t extbooks and vhether or not the instruction va• eel!·

tions or

this par

paced or controlled.

Basically it vas tound that there vu an iliteraction

setting
between the type or drawings viewed and whether the instruction vas 1el!·
paced or presented at a tixed rate as shovn

b7

Vhich ve
the scores on the criterion
lltilized

posttest.

While this type of data is very T&luable, it 11&1' have prortded

incomplete intormat ion ot how much the subject actually learned troa

Tie\'"

ing the stimulus materials due to individual ditterencea in answering th•

1.

questions on the postteat.

•co1
Within the past tf:N ,.ear• the ue ot 919 llOTeaent 1.ndicea • i.e., the
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: Dence
nusber o! !ixationa, has been utilized as another measure ot cognitive

· ot educa-

processing.

l"or instance, Lottua (1972) has tound that the number ot tix-

atioDS made by a subject while he/she initially Tieved a picture
1
) •

Untorbe•t indicator ot aubeequent picture recognition.

.ic notiona

Ya.a

the

Perhaps Wolt (1970)

states the cue tor using eye 90nmenta •• u index ot learning most
1uccinctl.y:

Eye movements present an unusual opportunity tor finding out the
.ucted on the

reactions ot viewer• to a Tisual stimulus.

ly the work

They giTe intormation on

vhere the subject ia looking, hov long be looks at a particular area,
'ten COllp&red

how otten he looks at particular objects and the t;ypea ot movements

luatrationa

he ma.kes • • • • This reaction is ditterent trom gi'rlng the subject a

n more recent·

printed test or &eking hia in an interTiev what he haa learned troa

undertaken.

the stimulus.

t vitb ditte~

Thus, the present research vaa :motivated by' a de11re to detendne it

drawings, ud

1.e., tele-

·n va• aelt-

, interaction

(p. 13)

it is the visuals or the learner which influenced the number ot eye tixa-

tiona or the amount ot learning aa determined
this

by

the postteet acorea.

In

particular stuey the eye move11ent1 were collected in a naturalistic

setting trom subjects vho vere unaware that it vas their ey-e movements
ll VU Hlt•

be criterion

Vhich

vere or primary interest becauae the unobtruaint HEL Oculoaeter vu

lltilized.
ve provided
d

troa rlev-

sveri.ns tbe

Specitic&l.ly, tbe present

1t~

1• designed to an.aver the tolloving

questions:

1.

Are ditterence• in eye moTI11Utnt indice1 related to the poatteat

acoreT

• 1 •••• th•
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2.

Do ditt'erences in eye movement indices

ot subjects depend on the

various types ot visua.ls or on varying categories ot intelligence?

3.

Do ditt'erencea in the posttest scores ot aubJects depend on the

pictures vhic
1ssue ot comp
polygons vbic

various types ot Tisuala viewed or cm Tal71ng categorie• ot inteU1..

lines.

gence?

above researc

E,ye Movements and Visuals

1eeas to attr

According to earlier reses.rch, there are basically tvo factors vhich
may influence the looking behavior

The 1

ot aubjecta:

(a) stimulus u.teri&l.1

1tiJ1ulUS beec:
1tisuli or tc

themselves and (b) the intelligence leTel ot the Tiever.
Perhaps the area which has receiTed the most attention from researchers interested in eye movement and stimulus n.riables i i with regard to
complexity, novelty, and affective value.

Loftus

(1976) indicated that

J ust as
the

same sit\

tests .

It we

times a subj e

since Buswell 'a (1935) ea.rly' vork it has been noted that a Tiewer will be

recall it l a.1

attracted to the most intormatin areas ot a picture.

her study, tl

As Loftus pointed

out this theory 1s supported ey logical reasoning l>ecause it one i i ahovn

the highe st

a picture ot a city skyline, the viewer will tocua his/her attention on

Intelligence

the buildings, not on the area ot clear blue ak;y.

More recently rav and

l

Accordii

Nunnally (196T) conducted a series ot experiments vith college students 111

influence hoi

vhich they round that the subjects attended more to the complex, and the

found a. ditt«

more novel pictures.

rea.ders.

The study vas replicated by 1'av and B1mnallJ' (1968)

vith elementary grade school children vith the same results.
In &nother study utilizing college students as the subjects, M&clt-

Hoi

gence, the

d;

that intelli,

wortb and 1-brandi (1967) tound that the subjects fixated squares ot pic-

' sizable co:

tm-a vhich had previoualY been rated u high in 1ntormatiou .ore tl:LaD

llld intellig·
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~e

e Mo"-nt

stu~

Movement

end on the

pictures which were ranked lov.

.ligencet

1118ue ot complexity ia that ot ZU11ne and Michels ( 1964) •

:nd on the

polygons which were more compl ex drew more eye tixations than did straight

>t intel.li.

lines.

A tina.l.

vbich haa dealt vith the
They tound that

The i ssue ot complexit1, howeYer., is not u veil de tined

abOve research vould i ndicate.

the

&•

Volt ( 1970) indicate• that complex!t7

aeems to attract more eye t ixationa, but onl.7 up to a point.

When

the

:tors vhich

atiaulus becomes extremel.7 complex, the subjects aq tend to &TOid the

11.&teri &ls

stimuli or to tixate contra.l.ly.

Just as the complexity i s s ue is clouded vith contradictor;r tindings,

ot picture recall

om research-

the same situe.tion is true when one analyzes the results

regard to

tests.

ated that

times a subject fixated

ver vill be

rec&ll it later.

.us pointed

her study, the subjects vho tinted the 1t1aulu. uteri&l.1 tever tiae1 had

It was mentioned earlier that Lottua (1972) tound that the more
&

picture, the more likely he/she vould be able to

'l'versky (1974), ·oowenr, tound ditterent resulte.

In

the highest recall on later memoey tuu.

;ention on

Intelligence and Eye Movement

;ly rav and
~ · students
! X,

111

and the

,;.

According to soue research, the intelligence level ot the Tiever vill
influence how he/she gaze• &t the stimulus aateri&l.
found

&

re&ders.

Anderson (1937)

ditterence in the qe movements ot children vho were good and poor

However, vhen he statiatically isolated the tactor ot intelli-

gence, the ditterence vaa no longer signiticant.

: ts, Mack-

that intelligence was a contributing n.riable.

rea ot pie-

' aiza.ble correlation between 1om.e
Ind intelligence u

mettJIUNcl

~

or

Therefore, it seemed

Guba, et al. (1961J) touncl

the e,.e moYement indices ot 1ubJecta

the C&litornia Teat ot Mental Maturit1' .
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In a study conducted by Wolt (1970), it appeared that there vas

fist

ship between eye movement indices ot dur&tion a.nd number ot tixa.tiona,

~

uig1

the results were contaminated by the stimulus n.riable ot motion. ·Bovellr
t~ere

was a direct relationship between intelligence and sca.n pattern

•bee

the high IQ subjects maintained tlexibility in their scanning p&ttel'DI
dependent ot the atimuli, vhereu the lov IQ aubjecta tended to use a •ilUt

line

sca.n pattern.

tue

Visuals and Learning

t&it

The research in the area ot le&rning from visuals ms;y be best chanc.

terized by the t erm multitaceted.

leai

During the period of time vhe.n auch ot

the early pictorial research vaa being conducted, the realistic theories

rl&t

ot D&le (1946), Morris (1946), and Carpenter (1953) vere the most promineni. rla..:
All of these theorie s contend le&rning will be more ettective as the nuaber

ot cues in the learning situation increases.

These theories were generallt

accepted since they seem to have a firm base in logical reasoning.
Travers ( 1964) and Bro&dbent ( 1958) opposed the realism theoriea b1

s uggesting that too many cues may tend to iapair rather than facilitate
le&rning .

Travers and Broadbent advocate

• • . that human

~eceivers

are capable. ot processing only a portiOD

ot the information available in complex realistic events, a.nd the
lea.ming ~ be enhanced when presentations are reduced in complexiif
so that only the cues relevant to the learning ta.alt are proTidecl.

(Levie and Dickie , 1973, p. 873)
Dwyer (1975) has completed the moat organized and extena1Te vork vit~
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toll

Eye MoTement

Hia studie s have uti lized materie.ls consisting ot drav-

s a. relt.tio11-

118uais to date.

i:ationa, but

ogs vith va.ried detail, i. e . , simple l ine drawings , shaded l ine drawings,
1

::in.

and rea.J.ist1c photographs, in a unit ot i ns truction presented· to subJects

liovever
I

pattern •inct

trom a number ot ditterent grade l evels .

The reaults ot the studies are

patte?'DI

fl?'ied, but the tolloving tvo conc l us ions are prominent:

o uae a •taijc

Une drawings were t he moat ettective vhen the pace ot instruction vu

{a) the 11.aple

rued and {b) the Yisuala vhich were more realistic and consequently contained more det ail seemed t o promote more etticient learning vhen the

best charachen auch ot

learner could control the pace ot instructi on.

In light ot the past resea.rch conducted on the relationship ot:

c theories

visuals and eye movements, ( 2 ) i ntelligence &nd qe movements, and (3)

.ost prominent.

Tiaus.l.s and l earning, the present res earch vu conducted to anarir the

as the n1111ber

following research hypothes es:

Subjects vho h&ve

(1 )

greater number ot e19 ti.xations vill b&ve higher

li ng .

score• on the postteat than students vho have tever tixatione.

.heoriea 'b7

Subjects vho viev the stimulus material.a composed ot shaded line draw-

'acilitate

ings will have more eye fixations than subjects vho Tiev either the
s imple line dr&wings or the realistic photographic representations.

&

portion

and the

Subjects who are in V'&171ng categories ot intelligence will ha.,. ditterent numbers ot eye fixations.

n complexit1

Subjects vill score at ditterent leYels on the posttest depending on

roYided.

whether they view the a ilaple line drawings , • haded dravinga, or real.istic photographs .

re vork vitll

Subjects will acore at ditterent level • on the po• tteat depending oa
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whether t her are in the high, middle, or lov categories ot

uteu1..

gence.
Method
Subj ecta.

tor

Tvo groups

ot approximately 6o members each vere

identit~

the study vith one being the control subjects and the other groUp

designated the treatment group.

ot r

be1-s

The control group vu composed ot trea1-1

and sophomore clus 11.embera trom Manstield State College and the treatmeut
subjects were all students enrolled at Harford· Community College, Bel Air,
Maryland which is in close proximity to Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland,
~20 .00

To reinburse t he treatment subjects tor their time, each vu paid
'

tor participating in the study and both the treat•ent and control subject&

orat

proJ
qe .

111t

wre paid $0. 25 tor ea.ch correct &DSWer which vas &bove the group aean on
the posttest.

that

Although the trl!a.tment

there were only 58 subjects

ubject pool initially contained 64 individuall,
~vailable

to be included in the treatment

after the viewing segme11t ot the s tudy vas completed.

gro~

OD &

trat

The loss ot 6 aubJtdl ldeq

va.s caused by a variety- ot probl~, i.e. , equipment m&ltunctions. poor

1ect

iris -pupil contrast which prevented accurate tracking by the BEL Oculometlf1 ts

&

l ack ot subject motivation to attend to the projected visuals, subJect1

(Rig

vho mislead the investigator with regard to their vision and could not di••

It i

tinguish the details in the vi• ual.B without their corrective lenses, and

~e ·

excessive

body

movement

by

the subject which preTented the oculometer

providing accurate eye movem.ent data.

~

Additional screenings were conductt4

b:r the investigator b&i ed on the uan number ot IWlual. oYerridea 'b1 the
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1'he ·
loca.
111 a.

ot 1DteU1-

ocuiometer opere.tor to reposition the cursor on the pupil ot the subJect,
tbe amount

ot date. used

by the computer program to determine · the number

ot

fixations per slide and the average dure.tion ot fixations, and the number
re re identitie4

of rram~s vhich containe d highlight error.

Ler group bei11&

qe movement data vere mos t Talid, {i.e., contained the least amount ot

ied ot treahaQ

bidllight error. or fewest manual oTerridea, etc. ) , were included in the atud7.

the treatment

Apparatus.

A total ot 46 subjects, whose

The HEL Oculometer system comprises a three ebaaber lab-

.ege, Bel Air,

oratory; one studio tunctiona a s a stimulus Tieving room, another aa a

md, Mar:yl&Dd.

projection r oom and a camera room housing optical devices tor monitoring

~20.00

paid

'
ltrol aubJect1

qe movement, and tinally a room vhich eontaim the control and computer
aysteu .

tr"OUP mean on

From the viewpoint or the subject, the labora.tor,y is a small. room
that contains a rear proJection screen, measuring approximately 39 inches

64 individu&il,
~re&tment gro~
>SB

ot 6

~ions •

subJectl

poor subJ

on a aide.

The screen is surrounded by sort lighting that proTidea a aod-

erate amount or light throughout the •tudio and 11 sut't'icient to allow tor
adequate television monitoring

or the eyes.

Light trom a small unpolarized

1ection or the surround io renected bf the tront surt&ce ot the cornea and

BEL Oculomettr,

1s al.loved to pass through the optic&l system, producing a bright 1pot

, subjects

(Highlight) at t he camera that appe&rs to originate within the eye it1elt.

could not

di•-

It is the apps.rent position

ot this highlight relative to the center ot

lenses, and

the pupil that is directly- related to eye orientation, or line ot sight.

tlometer

'!he television camera is concealed in vhat appears to be a speaker box

fr(ll.

4
rere conduct•
Lea

'b7

the .

located directly beneath the screen .
ill

&n

The subject is seated comtortably

armchair located approximately 50 incbe• in tront ot the •c?'ffll.
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Generally

speaking ~

11.a long u t he subject 's head remains within a •Pace

ot one cubic t oot his eye 110vements will

tracked

be

automa.tic~.

Per~

the most concise descr iption ot the more technical. camera and coDtrol Z'OQa

u

that given by Monty ( 1975) .

He states that:

The camera room houses a lov light level television camera, a conce&led optical. rel8¥ system, and the eye-tracking system.

These

The tirst is merely to relay

systems perform t wo m&jor tunctions.

information to the low light level camera, that is. the image ot the
eye and highlight go to the image intensitier and camera.
function, tracking the moTement
by a system

ot mirrors

or

the eye, is perf ormed automaticalJl

and lens-focusing aechanisms .

keep the eye in focus and within the tield ot view

television camera .

The second

or

These mechaniw

the st&tion&l'1

The control information tor servo-motors (sic)

that track the eye comes :trom & processor th&t determines the location

ot the highlight &nd t he l ocation

Of

the pupil.

The relatiTe politiOI

ot the highlight and the pupil is used to determine point of gaze. A

signal proportional to the position

or

the pupil is sent to the JDS.rror-

servos tha.t continually maintain a.n image ot the eye in the approxi:dt
center ot the tie ld of viev

or

the ca.mer& .

The camera room &l.so doubles as a projection chamber tor displSY'ing

stimuli to the oubject.

Virtually an:r projection device can be uted

-

Oat:

...
The control room house• the electronic proceHor, experimenter con.101' 1 l&t:
dat a-reduction equipment, and other 1teJU .
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The proceaaor ia e11en·

fl-ai

ti&l.ly a Cdigital.J computer housed in the experimenter's console that

apace

l &

cozirputes point ot gaze by determi ning the distance between the center
>ntrol

roo.

ot the pupil a.nd the location ot the highlight.

This intonnation ia

display-ed on the data panel t o the right or the teleTision J10nitor.
It is &lso recorded in digital torm on the videotape recorder to tbe

, a con-

These
~o

lett ot the operator's consol e.

impOrta.nt as a ba.ckup tor the digit al. computer, which normally processes

relay

~e

The Tideotape recorder is particularly"

the dat a on line.

or the

The second

It the .computer ia shut dovn tor a.ny rea.son, the

experiment can atill continue as t he data can be atored indetinitel.7
on the videotape

~or

processing at a later time.

e aeehaniaaa

The exper iment er sits at the console in the control room and views

s tationaey

t he pupil.

r s (sic}

ment

t he location

target , that is, superimpose t he cursor on the image

i Te position

Once the target is acquired, the automatic tracker assumes control

ot gaze.

and tr&eb the eye until the pupil is obscured in vhieh ease the target

A

or

He uses the joy stick in front ot him to control the move-

& circular cursor on the televis ion screen to "pick up" the

or

the pupil.

o the JDirror·

must be r eacquired manually.

e approxia&tt

no problem, but the target can be lost it the aubJect sneeze•, laughs

Norman,., tracking the pupil preaents

viol ently, rubs his eyes, etc .
Lsplayi.Jlg
tJl

be UJed

(p. 333)

!!_ta Collection and Processing

The REL Oculometer IJY'Stem includes & data collection a.nd processing
ca.pa.bilit:r vhich made the present

stu~

f easi ble.

For instance, the intor-

1ter consolt 1

llltion concerning the ftY-e position can be ted into the PDP--11/20 computer

.a eHen•

from either the electronic proceeaor, it immediat e data e.n~aia 11 re•

·.j ,

quired, or trom a videotape r ecorder.

It should be noted that the Video.

tape recorder was not used a.t any point in this atud;r to collect t he dat,,
The computer is intertaced to a 1 . 2 million vord disk and 18 capable

ot performing several. !'unctions .

As Monty (1975 ) states:

01

3eet1 •

First, it processes the data in real ti.Ile s o that inf ormation such

f.11

the

as the pattern ot t'i.x&tions can be provided to t he experimenter on

Uvide

the highapeed CRT terminal.

1.e., l

Second't it reliqs the processed r&v d&ta to one or the t ape decks tor

ot the

storage and subsequent statistical analysis.

Thus, it is poBBible to

s·

go directly t'rom calibration or the rav data t o anayl aia or group d&t&

criter:

vithout manual manipulation ot that data.

learni:

(p . 334)

For instance, a single subject's de.ta &re readied for study on

&

giT•

A gene:

:measure as they are eollected and stored on the magnetic tape until all

aubj ec·

subjects h&ve been tested.

ana.to~

The

information is then pooled autom&tically

in vhatever f ashion desired and subjected to analysis.

It is i nteresting

vas th

s

to note that over one million tramea ot data can be reduced tor 1tati1tic·
al analysis on a given criterion in less than tour hours .
Sta.tistice.l. design.

ted ot

The experimental design which was utilized ·in tba

study was basics.J.ly the posttest-only control group.

It was not possible

audiot

tance

to assign the subjects randomly to either the control or treatment group

Vlryin

because the individual.a were t'rom ditt'erent geographical areas.

&nd

It i s

re

believed, however, that the groups vere equivalent with r egard to m ov-

bas be

led8e a.bout t he he&rt because & general peysiology screening test vu

IUbJec

&dainistered to e&ch group and no significant 4.itterence in knowledge ,,..
found .
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t

._:;,
~he Video~

Ii the data,

1a C&p&blt

Onl;r the rav scores vhich the sub-

.Q_tis-Lennon Menta.l Ability Test.

jects att':ined on the Otis-Lennon teat we.re uaed tor comparison purposes
ion such

in the present study.

enter on

divide the treatment group into one ot three categories ot intelligence,

Speeitic~,

the raw •core vas utilized to sub-

i.e. , high, middle, and low by computing the mean and standard dniationa

·e deco tor

ot the rav scores.

possible to
! group data

1

Stimulus materi&l criterion tests.

The inve•tigator utilized the

criterion tests developed by Dwyer (1972, 1975) to measure the amount ot
learning which the subjects attained by vieving the stimulus materials.

t:r on a

giTG

Ageneral physiology pretest ot 36 items vas adminiatered initial.ly to the

mtil &11

aubjects to establish a baseline tor their general knowledge ot human

>111&tic&lly

&natomy.

Lntereatizig

vu then asked to complete the 78-item posttest.

r statistic·

Arter the subject had vieved the slide t&pe presentation he/she

Stimulus materi&ls.
ted

or

The stimulus materials used in this st:µdy consis-

a sequence ot 39 slides and a synchronized 16 minute, 30 second

~lbed .in tbe

&udiotape which were developed by Dwyer (1975), and it 1a

•t possible

t&nce that he created ditterent sets ot ma.terials which employ visuals ot

lent group

varying sophistication, i.e., simple line drawings, shaded line drawings,

It h

&nd rea.listic photographs.

or

special impor-

The Tisuals have been thoroughly tested and it

to know-

bu been determined that they h&Ye the same capability ot teaching the

st vaa

•ubject content.

vledge vat

Procedures.

The treatment •ubJecta were adainistered the pb,yaiology
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pretest e.nd the menta.l abi lit1 t est betore they vere individua.11.y ahovu
stimulus slides in t he HEL Oculometer viewing room.

~

Then each aubJect""

individually t&ken to the viewing chamber and he/she was asked to vatch,
variety ot slides and to complete a number ot visual search tasks.
tasks as exposed to the subject were:

The

(a) location ot various military

vehicles which were camouflaged to varying levels ot sophistication. Thia
was a bogus te.sk and Y&s use d only as a means

ot helping the subject bee°"

IJ.,mina:t

or the

t

11nce tb
The
treatmen

fbe resu

emt dit

accustomed to h is surroundings, (b) identification o:t Landolt' s circlea.

group is

During this sequence, :tour slides vere shown to the subject and he/she va1

.12.7 1 E

questioned about each.

This c&l.ibration exercise Yhich is done under the

The

guise ot focusing the proJector vas completed in 2 minutes, 30 second.a, 1114

it there

ot the t hree randomly assigned poss! ble presentat10111

age nUlllb

( c) the viewing o:t one

on the heart.

The time tor this last task

contained 39 s lides.

Y&8

18 minutes, 30 seconds and

When th~ subje ct had completed Tieving these aateriw.

he/she was ta.ken to a.nother room and vas administered the postteat.
The control subje cts wer e administered the physiology pretest and the

ations o
The
tixation.
data is :

mental. ability test by the i nvestigator during the veek immediately precee~ Ject &nd
ing the ti.me or the study a t HEL, APG.

The poatteat vas administered to

tixationJ

these sa.me individu&l.s during the veek immediately a:tter the completion ot

the mean

the study.

C011po1ed

In each t esting situation, the instrument• were &dainistered

during the subjects regularly scheduled cla1s period.
Presentation and Ane.lysis ot the De.ta
The

i test

vas used to measure tor any significant di:tterence in the

knowledge ot b&si e anatomy ot t he a ubJects u
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detenli.ned by the

p~dolo&'

To

1

Eye .Movement

r shevn tllt

eXamin&tion between the treatment group and the control group.

ibJect '11\a

ot the test indicated that there is no signif icant diff'erence in the a corea

> vat ch a

dnee t he

The

J•

1

The reaulta

value ia l. 64 ( 89) , i., .104 •

-.

The t test vae also used to test f'or any significance between the

llitazy

treatment group and the control su'bJ ecta vith regard to posttest scores.

Lon.

The results o r t he statistical tool i n this situation reflected a signifi-

Thia

Ject beco11

cant difference betveen the acore1 since the mean score tor the cont rol

: irclea.

group is 18. 84 and a score ot 41. 89 t or the treatment aubJecta,

:ie/ahe va1

.12. 7, ~ : . 001.

Jllder the

i (68) :

The eye movement indice whic h va.s examined in this study to determine

!!Conda, and

if there is

resentatio111

age number of' eye rixations per treatment or the average nUllber or e,.e f'ix-

: onds and

~ions of' selected segm~nts

11e u teri&l.1,

&

r el a.tionship bet ween it and the posttest score vas tbe &ftr-

ot the t reatment.

The mean (X) and standard deviation (SD) t or the average number or eye

st .

fixations tor the complete 39-slide sequence is presente d in Table l.

st and the

dat& 11 reported tor each cell, i.e., by the intelligence level or the sub-

?ly precee4·

Ject and type or drawings Yiewed .

The

Table 2 r e f'lect1 the average number or

fixations r eported in a similar t orma.t except that in this latter 1ituation

l etion ot

the mean number

11tere4

COllrpoaed the complete sequence

or

fixations ia pres ented tor each group of 13 alidea, vhich

ot 39 slides .

Insert Tables l and 2 about here
1

in the

yaioloU

To teat tor uy relationship between qe tix&tion and postteat 1core1,
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Table l
The Mean and Standard Deviation Scores for the Average Number

Tl

-----

of Eye Fixations for the Complete Treatment of 39 Slides

Treatments

IQ Level

Simple Line

x

Shaded Line

x

SD

SD

Realistic

-

_.,.--

IQ ~vel

Photographs

x

SD
~-

n

High

Fix.

=lO

n :.

Fix .

Low

Fix .

n

24.57

=7

29.41

32.16 14.51

n :.

n

45.48 13.88

34,53 10. 93

n :. 2

Middle

6

4

n :.

7.59

42. 25

n

7.14

6

30.48 ll. T3

=2
2.85

llgh

=5

41.06

n .:

5.83

4

P.!ddle

33.18 16.21

-

---4.6 1

Eye Movement

Table 2

The Mean and Stands.rd Deviation Scores for the

----- ·-·
.istic

Aver~e

of Eye Fixationc for the Three Groups of Slides

Treatments

- ---

Shaded Line

Simple Line

IQ r.evel

x

~ographs

x

SD

SD

l :

:6

n :

=2

:5

2.85

Realistic

Photographs

x

SD

l

Number

llgh

5

10

n .:

6

n ::

SD

2

First

42.36 15.45

58.07 11.34

57,42

4.62

Second

30.46 11.03

40.38 14.61

37.27

1.47

Third

30.44

37 ,36 16.85

40.11

2.42

9.63

5,83
n : 2

. .: 4

Kiddle

8 16.21

n ::

7

n :

5

First

45 .85

7.96

36.59

9,58

48.48

6.55

Second

22.65 11.59

26. 77

8.26

41.82

6.64

Third

27.63 25 .87

24.50

9 ,43

32.20

9.06

--

n :

4

n : 6

n :

4

First

30.75 14.33

43.40 17.05

40.54 13.24

Second

22.88

5.14

24.24

8.44

30.00 17.05

Third

22.85

4.57

23.25 13.92

28.65 18.87
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I

'

th~

Product Vi0ment

Cc~fticient

ot Correlat ion va.a ut ilized.

The overau

relutlonship bet'\>"'<?~n (,,.sye f':i.x-2:<..i ona and poettest score is r : • 2467, ~ :
.049.

Three addit:iolla.1 P~c.rson r ' s were comput ed tor each group ot 13

slides

sine~

i t was

~ti w ipat~d ~hat

vi ewer fatigue, degree or attentive.

could s l

: lo 73 t

nes s and how quickly the subjecrt lea.me d to a d.apt to the instruct i on VO\IJ;l

dllt, F l

cause the number of f.i.:mtiona o ... the subj e ct to va.ry throughout t he viev.

did v&r,l
the int4

fixat i ons for each gr oup of illiaes of the complete program and the poatten

or inte:

score (in terms ot ccrr~l~tio4 ~oetficient} are .1834 , P.. : .lll; .1948, i:

cant us:

•097; and • 3040 ~ P.. : •020 resp(!ctively.

To deterinine i:f

iance va.ia erup..1.oy.::o: .

~

intluene~

3 • 89 '

t he

. fixations are influenced by e i ther the t ype ot

~........

.1''(2, 57) : L '?3 9 1. ::.. •

Fi1

...:i.".c'cct

5i2)

of f i.x.&.tions and is aigniticant , F(2, 37) :

:e. = .029 •
To dete rmi ne

poattes·
· the sub,

--

· Conclus:
vn~ ~~ lE~els

of

i~telligenc e

cr eated the s ignificant

results in the t·Jo-~~ ia.ncly~ is of variance, a follow-up test
utilizing the prc\.'.cd.ure for '1.4..leq_u.a.l n 'a (Wi ner , 1971) .
test& wer e

VI

ot t he t ype ot t reatment i s not aigni ficut, The ett1

·iJ,_:;. t he i ntelli gence level ot the s ubj ect did

av~rdg~ niAltl~~

there

complet~i! 7

i "t; we.a

t~und.

Y&S

Thi

conductea 11 a re:

Arter t.he a priori tiTe ac·

th&t the s igniti ca.nt ditterence in tbt

factor ,

number ot fixat i ons ii:. ~t·:.l~dl thtt subjects in t he high and l ov categor1d llOst ot
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:467, .2.:

variet1 ot atorementioned reason•. To overcome this problem vhich
ror a
could skev the data, tvo-~ azi&lysis ot variance vith repeated measures

•P ot 13

val

attentive.

:i.73,

iction VOuld

cant, F(2 , 37)

; the Tiev.

did yary throughout the treatment t 1 ( 2 t 74) ;: 58 •74 t E_ :. • 001, but Dei ther

~ number or

the interaction ot trea.tment type and slide group, JI'( 4, 74) :. •68, £ :. . 61.o

e ovenu

the poatteat
1; .1948,

t:

utilized.
~ ~

In this caae the treatment type is not significant, 7(2, 37)

.191. HoveTer, the ettects ot intelligence level are aigniti-

= 3. 88, P..:.

.030.

In addition, the mean DUlllber ot tixationa

or intelligence leYel and slide group J'( 4,

Tli )' :. •!Jl, P.. :. • 799 are aigniti-

cant using the repeated measures test.

Fio&ll;r, tvo-w.y analysis ot variance test vas used to detenrlne it
J!

type

or

there vas a relationship between the total

postt~st

mean score and:

(a)

.ysis ot var·

the intelligence level

it significant,

The ettect ot the type ot visuals Tieved is not aigniticant in relation to

1ubject did

~attest scores vith 1(2,

F(2, 37) :

ot the subject, and (b) the type ot Tisu&ls Tieved.

37) :. .52, J?.

=.599.

The intelligence le-rel ot

the subj ect, however, is •i~iticant vi th 1'(2, 37) : 7 .33, E. : .002.
~clusions

The present s tuey supported previously reported findings that there

~nU'icant

was conducte4

1a a relati onship between the number ot eye fixations and internal cogni-

the a priori

tin activity.

·ence in tile

t&etor occuring when the subject first began to viev the Tisu&ls because

>V categoritt

llOst

or

In addition, the data suggested that there was a novelt7

the subj ects ha.d the higbest number ot fixations in the tirst

sequence ot 13 slides regardless ot the type ot Tisuals Tieved.

The &Yer-

number ot' tixations then decreased over the treatment and the lut

'ixations

~e

le progrd

••quence ot' 13 alid.es 11&4 the lowat nWl'ber ot tix&tiona • but. the bighe•t
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correlation with the scores on the posttest.
The question ot picture complexity and the intluence or intelligence
level ot the viever ha.a llixed results vhen the present findings a.re COIDp
vith earlier rese&rch.

It ha.a been preTiously summarized that the J10re

complex visuals are fixated more

trequent~,

but it the atiaulua u.terai.

are too complex, the subject will fixate centrally.

The results ot the

present stud;y did not con.tirm these preTioualy published reporta since
there was no significant difference in the number ot eye fixations acro11
the treatment types.

HoweYer, the pre sent study supported previously reported research iD
that

th~re

ia a correlation between intelligence and eye mYement iDdicea.

p~

It should be emphasi zed that t he significant relationship vhich vas toud

in.

in the present s''uey- pertained only to the highest and lowest categorie1

g11

or intelligence vith the

fat

more fixations than th

llOl'

intelligent subjects he.Ting aigniticanti,

less intelligent aubjects.

The final question of t h

pri

present inve11tigation studied the innuenc1 are

ot the type or visu.&ls viewed and the intelligence ot the Tiever on the
posttest scores.

\he

Previous research conducted by Dwyer ( 1975) has indicatlt tor

ths.t simple line dr&vings produce the most efficient le&rning when inttl'UO" ltu1

The present study could not contirll

ot 1

these previously published t indings because the type ot drawings Tieved

\hes

tion is presented e.t

&

tixed pace .

w.s not significant eTen though the pace ot instruction vas fixed.

Intelli•

gence, hoveYer, w.a •ign1t'1cmt vith the moat intelligent •ubJect1 gaJ.DiDI Ire

lh&t

the most on the postteat.
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t Mo~\

~
celligence
are COIDp&rt(

cbe J10re
1

uteri&la

s ot the

In the present atud;y the writer vaa most interested in the relationihiP of posttest scores and the number or fixation•.

indicated that there is a positive correlation betveen learning and the

number of eye fixations • The present study contil'lled this relationship
utilizing an unobtrusive fr,(e movement measuring syatem.

a since
ou acro11

Past research hu

It should
~tween

be noted that there vas an oTerall significant relationship

the number ot fixations and the posttest score due principally to

tbe last group of 13 slides.

As stated earlier, the groups of 13 slid.es

artificial brealtdovn tor statistical purposes because the slide

esearch in

~re &n

nt indice1.

program was continuous with no logic&l. aubdiYisiona.

. va.s tound

ioiti&l.ly the subject made Jll8llY' extra fixation• to establish the general

ategoriea

gist or the visuals during the viewing of the tirat tvo groups of slides.

f'icantl.1

rhen &s the subject ad&pted to the visuals, he/she realized that the slides

It is believed that

prim&ril.y differed only in detail and reduced his /her fixations to the ke1

e infiuenc•

~as

of interest vhich were emphasized on the audiotape.

r on the

~ere

is a stronger correlation betveen the fixations and poettest acores

as

indicated

hen instruccontil"ll
a Tieved
!d.

InteUi•

tor

the last group ot slides.

Consequently,

These results are consistent vi th other

•tudies (Loftus, 1976; Potter, 1972 cited in Loftus, 1976) because in both
Of these studies, the subject had the tevest tixationa tovard the end

ot

their learning task.
The second objective ot the stuey vas to determine it eye movements

:t• gainiD& · ll't •tilllulus or person specific.

The present 1tudy did provide evidence

t~t they are person apeci:t'ic because the aubJ•ct• in the highest catego17

466

ot intelligence h&d a Bigniticant:cy higher number ot tixationa than the
subjects in the lowest categoJ'1 or intelligence.

Thia rinding support1

unc

previously reported research.

The investigator did not :t"ind any relationship between the type ot
visua.la Yieved and eye movements.
vork.

This result i i similar to Baron'• (l9Tt1

Although she vas primarily concerned vith the relationship betvee11

the attending behavior or children and the variable ot motion in the

et~

ulus materials and the preoent investigator vaa analyzing the relationahlp
between rtsuals ot varying detail and lee.ming, neither

stu~

evidence that the stimulus material.a infiuenced eye movements.
be noted, however, that the tindings

ot the present

stu~

tound &111
It 1houl4

vere both inter-

cen

resc
the

n&lly consistent and supported the research ot Lottus (1972, 1976), i.1. 1

higl

no ditterence in e:1e movements should be expected because there vu no

dit':

aignific&nt dittercnce in the posttest scores.

trw

'!'he investigator vould caution against dr&Ving any detinite conclu-

vu

sions trom the present stud;r vi th regard to the issue ot stimulus ateriall
and their infiuence on fQe movement because of a ·procedural ditticulty.
It va.s noted earlier th&t
but only

&

total of 64 subject• participated in the 1tudf,

58 subjects completed the entire cycle.

From this latter group.

4et 1

teri
inY1

20 subjects viewed the simple line dr&Vings, 19 subjects v~re exposed to

bec1

the sha.ded line treatment, and 19 incilYi.due.ls val:ched the treatment com-

the

posed ot rea.listic photogra.phs.

The interesting point is that ot the 58

subjects vho completed the treatment, only the data traa 46 subject• vert
uaed tor the. atud3'.

The composition

ot the treatment groups vaa:
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(a) 16

Eye MoTement

tan tht

eubjects vieved the simple line draWi.ngs, ( b) 19 subjects viewed the shaded

line drawings, and ( c) 11 subjects viewed the realistic photographic treatient.

In other words, it va.s more difficult to identity subjects vho had

•:n>e ot

f&lid ~e movement data in the simple line drawings and, particularly, in

>n 'a (197g)

the realistic photograph treatment.

• between

investigator did not have a representative sample ot eye movement data in

t he •tia-

comps.ring the three types

Consequently, it is possible tb&t the

ot visuals •

Fina.ll.y, the investigator questions the results vhich occurred con-

.ationahip
rnd a!J1

cerning the posttest scores and the type

:t

~search

•hould

or

visuals watched.

Previous

(Dwyer 1972, 1975) reported that vhen subjects were exposed to

>th inter-

the visuals in a fixed pace format, the simple line drawings promoted the

;) • 1 ••• ,

highest posttest scores.

In the present study, however, no significant

difference was round between the ·treatment types .

This finding also held

true vhen the test ecores ot the origi nal subject pool, i.e . , 58 subjects,
concluma.terialJ

vu

ana~zed.

In conclutsion, the result

of' this stud;r are ottered in an attempt to

eulty.

determine it the number or eye f'ixa.tions are an external indica.tor or in-

t;he 1tud11

tern&l cognitive proceases .

t'

group,

1sed to

investigations.

Succinctly, this study supported preTioua

The vr1ter belieYes that this is particularly important

because an unobtrusive eye :movei:aent monitoring device vas utilized to collect
the data which pendtted

&

naturalistic viewing situation.

t he 58
ts vert
(a)

16
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It has long been held that the primary function of a community
[ONAL
)NAL STUDY

instructor is teaching.

colleg~

The notion pervails that because teaching is an

important community college function, faculty may be more progressive and
innovative in their instructional approach than the faculty in four year
colleges and universities.

The data collected by Arthur Cohen in a nation-

wide study concerning the role of the sciences and technologies in two-year
colleges afforded an opportunity to examine the instructional and technological methodologies used in these institutions.
The purpose of this study was to explore the instructional methodologies and media utilization in science or science related courses in
conununity colleges acros·s the Unit ed States and to determine i f these
instruc tors are as innovative as has been perceived in some quarters.
The data used for this study were originally collected by Cohen (1978)
in a nationwide study of science and science related courses in two-year
colleges.

Cohen's study was designed to obtain information aobut the

curricu lum, instructional practices and course practices of these courses.
These data were collected from the responses to an Instructor Survey, mailed
to 1275 faculty members teaching science or science related courses from a
sample of 175 cormnunity colleges.

This study was conducted by the Cent er

of the Study of Community Colleges under a grant from the National Science
Foundation.

The teaching methods and approachs were ascertained from a

random one-thirteenth of science instructors in the 175 sample community
colleges.

(Brawer and Friedlander, 1979).

The data were examined from several perspectives.

First, item seven on

the questionnaire dealing with percentage of class -time in an entire term
devoted t~ a particular instructional methodology, was reviewed .

Course/

sections where lecture was greater than 50% or less than 50% were identified.
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Percentages from two other portions of this item: viewing
to film or taped media, and simulation/gaming were combined to form a
category of media utilization.

Simulation/gaming were added because in

howe
and
to C

many circles these are defined as "media" using this data, two major grollfl
many
were formed, course/ sections where class time over the entire term was
devoted to 50% or more lecture and 25% or less media (Group LM , N

= 616)

•
and those where lecture was less than 50% and media were used more than ts

foun
used
whic

(Group MM, N

=

41) .

This grouping comprised 51. 5% (N

=

657) of the 1275

tuto
courses represented in the survey.

It must also be noted that a small
be n

number of course/sections may be contained in both groups because of the
in e

percentage break points .
ho we
Groups LM and MM were further examined to ascertain and compare (1)
tech
Media utilization and attrition, (2) Media production

facilities/assistanc~

l eve

available and media production facilities/assistance utalized, (3) Media
C01ll1TI

usage and (4) Self media developers.
Stud

The data from part eight of the survey (frequency of media used and
self developed) were examined from three prospectives .

First, the

fre~a

thei
and

and/or occasional use of media was reviewed in sections where lecture was
used less than 50% of the time.

Secondly, an attempt was made to identiCT

self media developers (developed by self or other faculty members) by
geographic region.

Proof of media development was · det ermined by one or~.

checks in the column labeled developed by self or other faculty member . A
third comparison was made between the self media developer, availability
and whether or not the instructor felt availability of more media or

fovn

rate
54%

fema
ind:i
101;:

instructional materials would improve the course.

stru

MEDIA UTILIZATION AND ATTRITION

fema

Many believe that the use of media or instructional technology
classroom will improve instruction and fac ilitate learning,
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int~

There isi

or listening
, form a

major

Research on the use

and effectiveness of media to teach adults is very sparse and according

1ecause in
>

however, little "hard" data to support this theory.

to Campeau (1974) the quality of the experimental designs is marginal in

gro\!~

term was

For the most part no significant difference was

found between the traditional lecture method of instruction and media

1, N = 616),

more than

many of these studies.

zs

if the 1275

: a small

iuse of the

used singly or in combination.

Moldstad (1974) identifies several studies

which supports the notion that students prefer multimedia and/or audiotutorial instructional programs to traditional instruction.

But, it must

be noted that much of the research reviewed by Moldstad was conducted eithe r
in elementary or secondary schools .

Advocates of instructional media;

however, still preach that the use of different modes of instructional
:ompare (1)
technology enable l earners with diverse backgrounds, differing entry
les/ assistance

levels and learning types to achieve success.

There is no question that

, (3) Media

community coll ege s have more than thei r fair share of non-traditional
students.

Since s tud ents se em to prefer i nstruction integrated with media ,

la used and
their use i n a c urriculum may serve as a much needed stimuli to motivat e
, the frequent
and retain thi s type of student.
lecture was
When Groups LM and MM (a s defined earlier) were compared, it was
::!

to identify
found that Group MM had a larger percentage of sections with a completion

>ers) by

rate of 90-100.

In this category the female course completion rate was

by one or more

54% and the male cours e completion rate was 37% as compared with 41% for
y member . A
females and 32% for males in Group LM.

See Table 1,

This seems to

a ilabilitY
indicate that media may have a retention effect where the attrition rate is
dia or

10% or le s s.
~truction

Further, females may be more receptive then males to in-

int egr ated with media, although Clowes (1980) indicates that

females complete at a higher rate than males generally.

1ere

isi
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Insert Table 1 about here
and l

overt

This characteristic did not hold true across all categories,

used

When the percentages should have been decreasing as the attrition rate
increased, the percentages in the completion rate category of 70-79

for~

appar
appro

MM, male and females, were higher than Group LM.

Group MM, males also

showed a higher percentage of course sections in completion rate category
60-69 then Group LM.

See Table 1.

tfEDIA
FACIL

Apparently media ut ilization had

little if any effect on these sections.

upon r

Completion rates of course/sections in Group MM were a ls o compar ed

regior

with the curricular functions of course/sections i.e., transfer, general

of ava

education, preparation for work, and remediation, identified by Clowes,

sJ,ows

(1980).

primar

In the completion rate category of 90-100 the percentage for

Gr~

MM, male and female course/sections were higher than transfer, general

Group

education and remediation.

less a1

The male and female course completion rate

for the curricular function preparation for work is slightly higher than

larges1

for Group MM.

and

This higher percentage may be due to the identified curricu:

We~

function of the courses rather than the instructional methology avplied.

showed

In Group MM the percentage of male and female sections with a completion

vas als

rate of 70-79 and male sections with a completion rate of 60-69 is slightl1

MM) in

higher than the sections in the curricular functions with the same

~em.

sompletion rate .

Similar differences existed between Group LM and MM.

gouth ai

Once again, the use of media seems not to have decreased the attrition ratl• leans ti
Only 41 sections out of 1275 were identified for Group MM (less lecture developE
more media).

Other than the fact that media were used 25% or more oft~

·ve,
time, there were no way of determining whether the media met the object 1

of the course or whether the instructors even used them properly .
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Both

these criteria would determine the effectiveness of the media.

Brawer

and Friedlander (1979), using the same data set, discovered that films,
overhead transparencies, maps, charts, illus trations and displays were
)ries, however.
dtion rate
Jf 70-79 for Ct

males also
rate category
1 tion

used either frequently or occasionally by half of the respondents.

But,

apparently media are being used to supplement other instructional
approaches rather than becoming a primary instructional methodology.
MEDIA PRODUCTION FACILITIES/ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE AND MEDIA PRODUCTION
FACILITIES/ ASSISTANCE-UTILIZED
It was thought that the make-up of Group LM and MM might be conting ent:

had
~on

Lso compared

regional review of this variable indicated a slightly higher percentage

:;fer, general

of availability for Group MM in all but one region, the mid-wes t.

l by Clowes .

shows the breakdown of this variable by group and region.

?ntage for GrouJ

primary differences observed with this comparison was that instructors in

~r ,

Group LM who had production facilities/assistance available seemed to takl'

general

.etion rate
1

higher than

~

media production facilities/assistance availabl e to the instructors.

Tabl e 2

One of the

less advantage of that service than the instructors in Group MM.

Since til l'

larges t percentage of sections for Group MM had fallen into the Southern

itified curricuJ.if aRd Western regions, it was not surprising to note that these regions also
.ogy applied·

~owed

the largest percentage of media production facilities/assistance.

It

a completion

'•as also interesting to find that at least a third of the media users (Group

- 69 is slighl~

~) in the South and West had no media production facilities available to

e same

~em .

LM and MM.

~uth and 63% in the West actually utilized the facility.

For those who did have media facilities available, only 70% in the
This apparently

attrition rate

!!leans that at least a portion of the media utilized are being purchased or

IM (less lecturt

developed independently by the instructor.

more of the
t he objective;.
r 1 y.

Insert Table 2 about here

Both
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Two factors may be responsible for the distr i bution of Groups LM
and MM across regions.

cltan

First, the largest number of sections for both

groups appear in the South and West.

II() St

This may relate to the

of community co lleges in these regions.

A second factor may

for grants for developing institutions.

It may

of the institutions in the South and West would qualify for money that

~

be used for faculty development, expansion of experimental programs, andt
purchase of equipment and materials for instructional purposes.
the reason, these two regions clearly stand out.

Whatevet

When course/ sections in

Groups LM and MM are compared across regions, the percentage distribution
for Group MM is about the same or slightly higher than Group LM in all but
one region .

In the Midwestern region, the percentage of course/sections

in Group LM is 24% as compared to 12% in Group MM.

With this one exceptf

region does not seem to make a difference in media utilization (See Table.

Tb is

inst1
the i

This
popul
human
highe
pro gr

When Groups . LM and MM were compared by geographic regions, it was
occas
found that the South had the largest percentage from both Groups with the
and p

West ranking second highest for both groups.

Group LM had 30% and Group P
perce·

had 37% of their sections in the South .

In the West Group LM showed

26%~

This
Group MM 29% .

Region did not make much difference in media utilization;
ex ten

table 2 shows the percentage distribution of Groups LM and MM by region ro
of se<
be almost the same .
time,

MEDIA USAGE
instn
As mentioned earlier, Brawer and Friedlander (1979) had already disco
appro~

that the media most frequently or occasionally used in the total survey vert
films, transparencies, and maps, charts illustrations, displays,

Table 3

indicates at least 50 percent use of these same media in sections wherel~

SELF ?E

and re

or oth

4·7 7

Groups LM
is for both

than

50% of class time was spent lecturing.

Scientific instruments were the

sost frequently used medium.
large number
' be eligibiJ itv
Insert Table 3 about here
?d that in many
This is understandable since many of the sections would require these
>rograms, and t
instruments for class and laboratory demonstrations .
;es.

The medium that has

Whatever
~e least utilization in this NSF Survey was broadcast/cable television.

;e/sections in
This is probably due to a lack of programming to meet the needs of this
distribution
population.

If a comparision were made between this survey and Cohen's

LM in all but

1

humanities survey, (1975) the percentage of utilization would probably be
trse/ sect ions
higher for the humanities.

Public television in particular seems to slant

.s one exceptiun,
..Jn

(See Table li

programming toward the humanities .
In almost every instance the percentage for a medium is higher in the

0

-.is, it was
occasionally used category than for frequently used.

Scientific instruments

·oups with the
and pres erved or living specimans were the only exceptions .

If you add tltc

.0% and Group Hll
percentages of these two categories, the figure looks rather impressive.
J1

showed 26%c~·
This figure; however, does not supply any hard data to substantiate the fuJl

util ization;
extent of media use in the conununity college.

When compared with the number

M by region to
of sections identified in Group MM, sections that used media over 25% of the
time, it seems to be apparent that frequently or occasionally may mean tha t
already d iscoV•~
o tal survey weit
ays.

Table 3

t ions where le 5~

instructional media are supplemental tools for more traditional instruc tiona I
appr oaches.

SELF MEDIA DEVELOPERS BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION
Brawer and Friedlander (1979) explored the incidence of media development:
and r ecorded the number of times a check was placed in the "developed by sel r
or other faculty" column for each medium .
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An attempt was made to ascertain

whether media development was associated with specific geographic regi

suMMARY

As Table 4 indicates the South and West are represented most heavily aJ

Th

°"'·

this may reflect the larger number of sections in these regions rather t"haQ

used in

more enthusiasm for media development.

11

sively ·

When the percentages rather than actual numbers are compared, the
Northeast had the highes t percentage (41%) of media developed.

There

nd sci

ap~

rate of
utiliza1

however , to be little variation in the percentages.

mstruc1
than as

Insert Table 4 about here

developn
All sections that used at least one or more media developed by an
instructor were compared by size of institution and geographic region.
Institutions with a student population of 2500 to 4999 had the largest
percentage representation of media developers from the Northeast, South,
and Mountain r egions .

The larges t percentage of media developers from

the Middle Stat es were found in institutions 5000 to 7000 in size; from th~
Midwest media developer s we re concentrated in institutions of 10,000 to
14,999 and in the West in institutions with populations over 15, 000 .
At least a third of these media developers did not take advantage of
the media assistance available to them.

When the respondents were asked

if availability of more media or instructional materials would have made
a better course, 32 per c ent of tho s e without media facilities/assistance
che cked that res ponse.

This same response was also checked by 42 percent

of those who had media f ac i liti es/assistance available to them.

These

reactions seem to strengthen the earlier theory that media use can improve
the course and what is actually taking place are two different things.
The data colle cted s eem to indicate occasional rather then frequent use of
i n sc i ence and socia l sc i ence cour ses i n the two year col l ege.
/] 'Jq .

-----------------------------------..;. -"-

availabj
of media
between
i s neede
characte

:aphic regio

.;u1'fi'1ARY
n~.

The results of this study reveal that the instructional methodology
Lons rather

tfiau

used in the largest number of course/sections in community college science
and s c ience related curricula is the lecture .

sively and seem to have little, i f any effect, on reducing the attrition

ipared, the
~d.

Media are not used exten-

There appe.

rate of males and females.
utiliza'tion.

Geographic region seems not to effect media

From the responses given regarding frequency of media use

instructional med i a are apparently viewed as supplemental tools rather
than as instructional methodology.

There is some involvement in media

development, but g eogra phic region seems not to be an influence.

availability of media facilities/assistance did not seem to be a determiner

.o ped by an

of media development since these facilities were often not used .

de region.

is needed to determine whether these findings can be generalized as

1east, South,

charac t e ristics of the majority of course/sections in communit y colleges .

.opers from
th~

•f 10, 000 to

15,000 .
advantage of

s were asked
tl d have made
~s f assistance

by 42 percent
em.

These

s e can improve
n t things.
r equent

e.

A compar i

between this NSF Study and Cohen's earlie r Study of the Humanities (1975)

.he largest

1 size; from

The
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the use of hd~
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Table 1

(unpublished paper
The Frequency of Sections of Courses Completed by Males
and Females and Instructional Methodology

2les, CA: Center

GROUP MM

GROUP LM
~ciences, Spring,
ty Colleges, 197'8.

Lecture 50 + %
Media - %

Lecture 50 - %
Media + %

wing media
1ication Review,
Completion Rate

M

F

F

M

90-100

199 (32)

251 (41)

15 (37)

22 (54)

80-89

140 (23)

128 (21)

8 (20)

3 ( 7)

70-79

102 (17)

81 (13)

8 (20)

10 (2 4 )

60- 69

73 (12)

72 (12)

9 (22)

3 ( 7)

50-59

51 ( 8)

36 ( 6)

1 ( 2)

1 ( 2)

7

49 ( 8)

47 ( 8)

49

616

616

2 ( 5)

41

(Percentages in Parenthesis)*
*Percentages have been rounded off and may not equal 100.
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41

Table 2

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF GROUP LM AND MM BY
MEDIA PRODUCTION FACILITIES/ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE AND MEDIA/FACILITIES ASSISTANCE UTILIZED
Group LM
Lecture 50% or more
Use Media less than 25% (N=616)
Total
Pop.

Media Ass ' t
Available

Group MM
Lecture less than 50%
Use Media more than 25 % (N~41)
Media Ass ' t
Used

Media Ass't
Avail able

Total
Pop .

Media Ass ' t
Used

~

~

'"Q:)

w

Northeast

No.
17

Middle States

1.0

No .
1

No.
1

%
2. 4

No.
1

%
2.4

2.8

IO

76

12.3

57

9.3

32

5.2

5

12,2

5

12,2

5

12.2

Southern

182

29.5

110

17,9

64

10,4

15

36 , 6

10

24.4

7

17,l

Midwestern

145

23,S

103

16.7

60

9,7

5

12,2

2

4,9

2

4.9

35

5.7

20

3.2

12

1.9

3

7.3

2

4,9

2

4,9

Western

161

26.1

88

14.3

44

7.1

12

29,3

8

19.5

5

12.2

Column Total

616

100.0

388

63.0

218

35.4

41

100 . 0

28

68.3

22

53.7

~

....
n"'
Ill

::I

;;;-"' r

....
n
Ill
::I

....

:::r
c:>
"'
....

No .

No.
6

%
1.6

Mountain

%

.g'
....ct>

~

~

fl)

I-'•

"'

n

lit

w
.....
ct>

::J

rt
µ.

.......
I

0

:3:
0
c.

:=! i:J=

"' ...,,

""

t-"

Q)

'<

fJ>

~

,...,

:;;!

.,.
....
0

Q)

%

....
......
0.

ct>

0

.....
Q)

%

2.4

-

Table 3

,....

.

(V)
I.I')

N
N

(V)

00

'°

Frequent and Occasional Use of Media in Sections Where
Less than 50% of Class Time Spent Lecturing

14t!dill

Frequently Used

F:i..lm

73 (11)

275 (42)

53

rilmloops

10 ( 2)

103 (16)

18

Filmstrips

28 ( 4)

110 (17)

21

Slides

61 ( 9)

176 (27)

36

Audiotape/Slide/
Film Comb.

25 ( 4)

124 (19)

23

149 (23)

180 (28)

51

Mdiotapes, cassettes,
records

32 ( 5)

119 (18)

23

Videotapes

24 ( 4)

134 (21)

25

7 ( 1)

46 ( 7)

8

147 (23)

242 (37)

60

88 (14)

206 (32)

46

168 (26)

159 (24)

50

Specimens

84 (13)

53 ( 8)

21

Experiments

98 (15)

133 (20)

35

Other

47 ( 7)

17 ( 3)

10

--

00
N

.

0
0
0

rl

rl
""1°

.

~

T~anspa.renc ies

Occasionally Used

Total Per ,·.·:

If)
(V)

00

rl
N

..
'°
0

TV Broadca s t
Jlaps , Charts, Ills .,
Displays

C""')

co
co
C""')

0
0
0

.

3-D Models

Scientific Inst.

rl

'°
'°

rl

r-l

<II

(Pere en tag es are in Parenthesis)*
in

•ercentages have been rounded and may not equal 100.

~

0

e-..

~;:I
rl

0

u
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Table 4
Number of Media Developers in the Media
Survey by Geographic Region

Geographic
Region

Zero
to 1 medium

Northeast

23 (59)

1 to 2
media

More than
2 media

0

16 (41)

Middle States

111 (66)

9 (5)

48 (29)

Southern

246 (70)

9 (3)

97 (28)

Midwestern

196 (69)

22 (8)

67 (24)

Mountain

48 (65)

2 (3)

24 (32)

Western

218 (61)

26 (7)

113 (32)

(Percentage s ar e in Parenthesis)*
*Percentages have been rounded and may not equal 100.

A
a:

A RELATIONSHIP BEI'WEEN BRAIN HEMISPHERICITY
AND PSYQIO-EPISTEM)LOGY

than
edia

(41)

(29)
(28)

35.

( 24)

28)

(32)

7'

(32)

35J
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ABSTRACT
During the last three decades, research has been carried on in
two distinct areas that i:otentially may

help identify an as yet un-

kno.vn rrolar trait and, at the sane tine, offer an explanation for tha
divergence of ideas , rrodels and theories al::xJut the teadring-leanung
process.

Brain research and psycho-episterrology have both raised a

que~tion

regarding the assUll\)tions of (1) logical equivalence of SUbj

natter and (2) logical equivalence of the rrodalities of knc:wing.

A brief overview of psycho-episterrology arrl particularly the
concept of hemisphericity is presented.
of research is drawn.

A parallel between both areas

'I11e suggestion that the Psycho-Epistemic

11111 l

Prof~

Inventory can be used to assess henistileric dominance is advanced.
Empirical data relating hemispheric (epistemic) dominance to stuJen.t
leaming in individualized instruction are presented.

iJlve5i

Similarly, enpir-

-

rnven1

a reli

ical evidence is furnishe:J. to indicate that there exists a relationship
tetween hemispheric (epistemic) daninanc:e in teachers , on the one hand,

and their field of specialization and their preferred teaching subject

t.lcal

matter on the other.

prese

'lheoretical and practical implications are noted and directions

for further research are presented.
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ried an in

INTIDDUCTICN

s yet unon for the
·-learning
raised a

.ce of SUbject:

wing.

both areas

~c

~distinct
ifl

Profile

areas of research which may p:>tentially help to identify

as yet unknCMl ItDlar trait which could be responsible for divergent

~inions
~lain

.arly the
l

The purr:ose of this paper is to indicate a p:>ssible link between

regarding teaching and learning theories and may help to

differential achie"IJeIT'eI'lt when these theories are empirically

investigated.

Research in psycho-epistem::>logy and herniSpheric dominance

will be examined and a theoretical parallel will be established.

The

suggestion that an instrurrent knc:.M1 as the Psycho-Epistemic Style

lvanced.

inventory can be used to assess hemispheric dominance will be advanced.

:o sb.rlent

Sorre empirical evidence will be furnished to indicate that tbere exists

.lar1y, enpir-

a relationship between hemispheric (epistemic) daninance in teachers

~lationship

and learners, on the one hand, and their fiel d of specialization and/or

·.he one hand,

their preferred subject rratter on the other.

Ling subject

ucal ilrplications are noted and directions for further research are
presented.

l directions
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The theoretical and prac-

PSYQ!O-EPISTEMIC STYLE:S
Briefly stated, both philosophical and psychological episterro1<l9f
are concerned with a concept variously labelled as "kncwing",
or "m::x:ialities of inference".

"t:hinking-

Authors such as Scheffler (1965, p. i-6);

t-brris and Pai (1976 , p. 102-265);

Pai (1973) and Wirsing (1972),

SU3'gested that there may be epistercological relationships anong the

learner,

the teacher, the teaming strategy and the curricular content.

siJni.la:
p}.ineS

in sci
fOr a

prilOS

frOrn

t

Although terminology may vacy from author to author, rrost are in general,

agreerrent that th=re are possibly three basic rrodalities of "knowing".
An inductive process of knc:Ming is generally regarded as analytic

(inductive) thinking or empirical thinking (Bruner , 1960, p. 57-58) ;
(furris and Pai.,

1976, p. 161- 165); a deductive process of knowing is

considere::l as logical or rational thinking (M::>rris

&

Pai, 1976, p. 179-

180); (Wirsing 1972, p . 49-54); and a creative or analogical process of

kncwing is referred to as intuitive or rretaphorical thinking Bmge (1962,
p. 78-79); Scheffler (1967, p. 16-19); Bruner (1960, p. 58) ;. Sarrples (1976t.
'Ihese definitions do not represent tmaniroaty of opinion, but a general

form:i.J

Encap10
theorE

nils r

factOJ

psyche
rrolar

agreerrent al:::out the existence of these three broadly defined rrcdalities of
"kncwing" .

Bruner (1960, p. 50-68) has atterrpted to derronstrate thee

the

b

ly that there IPaY well be a strong relationship between rrodali ties of

of pri

on the one hand, and the structure of disciplines and the teaching-lear·

phena

ning process on the other .

Vernon (1962, p. 302) and SUtter and Reid

(1969, p. 153-157) noted that there rray be incorrpatibility between

inflexible, structured, sequential teaching strategies and learners whO
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are chaI'acterized as

"intuitive",

"cr~ative'',

S.i!O.l.larly I McClellan (1962, P• 107)
plrineS, wrote

I

"analogical" thinkers.

analyzing the Structure Of diSCi-

"Haw is knowing in rnathercatics different from knowing

65, p. 1-6);

in science and in poetry?

1972),

for a "rest" theo:ry of teaching, a "best" theo:ry of leanring and a "best11

ong the

philosophy of education ass'l..llred the logical equivalence of kn<:Mledge

.ar content.

frOlll the· various disciplines .

It appeared that up until recently, the search

:e in general

"kn°"11Ilg,
' • II

~ce 1 s

·
'Iheory o f Indivi'duali'ty
Ml1 ti-Factor
_

During the early 1950's,

~rk

was begtm on a rrodel which was

i as analytic

. 57-58);
knowing is
)76, p. 179L process of

J Bunge (1962,

, . Sanples (1916'
:: a general

i rrcdali ties of

forrralized in 1964 with the publication of a book entitled The
Encapsulated Man.

Since then, the rrodel has been incorporated within a larger

theoretical frarrework called Multi-Factor Theory of Individuality (1971).

nus rretatheoretical

rrodel, using both the theo:ry and the rrethcdology of

factor analysis, attempts, aa:;ording to the author, to "aa:omrrodate all
psychological differences, such as reaction t.ilre and conditionability to
rrolar dif ferences such as values arrl ~rld views" (Royce , 1973, p. 3).

'Ihus Royce's Multi-Factor Theory of Individuality postulates that

:rate theo

the total psychological system is a "multi-dirrensional, organized system

ilities of'

of pr<X!esses by rreans of which an organism prcduced rrental and behavioral

~dring-lear-

Phenorrena" (Royce, 1977, p. 2).

: and Reid

'lll.i.s elaborate supra-system subs'l.llreS six rrajor systerrs, naxrely :
.eamers who

sensory, rrotor, cognitive, affective, evaluative, and style •
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F.ach system is defined by Royce (1976, p. 6-7) as follows:
1.

2.

we

'Ih.e cognitive system is a rnulti-dirrensional, organized systan

ap

greatei

of processes by rreans of which an organism produces cogniti•

5i,rol.lal

'lhe sensory system is a multi-dimensional, organized system Of

influer

processes by rreans of which an organism produces sensations.

system,
3.

'lhe affective system is a multi-dimensional, organized systeii

fore as

of processes by rreans of which an organism produces affective

(FDyce,

phenarrena.
4.

'Ih.e style system is a multi-dimensional, organized system of

processes by rreans of which an organism manifests cognitive

had, fo
reality
ibyce,

or/and affective phenorrena.

oomnitrn

5.

'lhe evaluative system is a rnulti-dirrensional, organized

derived

system of processes by rreans of which an organism manifests

i:oets o

normative ?11.enarrena.
6.

'Ihe rrotor system is a nrulti-cllirensional , organized. system of

looking

processes by rreans of which an organism produces outputs.

ness o:

The system described by Royce is rnulti-d.irrensiona.l, interactional,
and hierarchical.

Within eadl of the systems is subsurred a total of 150

traits which have l:een factorially identified (Powell , Royce, 1977, P· 2)·
What is to be noterl in this hierarchy is that which Royce calls hi

personality integrators.

pal

J.

rationaJ

er~ ~lp ext

'Ihe closer a trait or a group of traits is to
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Orily

e){arrple,

'Ihey might differ both psychologically and philosophically.
philosophic side there may be different truth criteria.

On the

Coes it nake

sense, for exanple, to derrand errpirical repeatability in evaluating
truth claims in literature? And psychologically one might expect dif

ential involverrent of the cognitive proresses.
may be rrore crucial, or be of a different order, in the creation of
artistic products, than in the creation of :mathematical or logical-

fO

deductive systerrs.
A conceptual inquiry (Royce, 1970; Royce, Rozeboom, 1972) into

episterrology, and a subsequent analysis of the ertl?irical research
(Royce

~al,

1975; Royce, Smith, 1964; Smith et al, 1967), led Royce

to the following description of each of the ways of knowing:
liz
1.

2.

Metaphorisrn:

Rationalism:

'llle person whose view of reality is largely
deteIJnined by his ccmnitrrent to rretaphoric
experience would test the validity of his
view in te.nns of the universality of his
insight or awareness. The cognitive processes
underlying this corrmi.trrent are of a syrrbolizing nature, including ooth conscious and.
uncx:mscious aspects •
'Ihe person whose view of reality is l argely
determined. by his conmitrrent to rationality
would test the validity of his view of reality

by its logical consistency. 'Ihe rrajor underlying cognitive processes involve clear
thinking, and the rational analysis and synthesis of ideas.
3.

Empiricism:

'Ihe person whose view of reality is largely
determined by his comtri.trrent to external ex~ience would test his view of reality in
terms of the reliability and validity of obser·
vations. '!he major underlying cognitive
processes involve active perception and the
seeking out of sensory experience.
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epi

fon

p• .

Of c

'!he

On the

oes it nake

valuating
· expect differ.
.g , for ~le~
·eation of
· logical-

'!'hese different ways of knowing are canbined by individuals
in different preference orders.

It is these epistemic hierarchies,

aiong with their subsurred traits, that account at least partially
for differences in Weltanschatlung.
~ssarily,

The three epistemic styles lead,

to the various disciplines of knowledge .

'!be scientist,

fbr exarrple, way "think", "syrrbolize" and "perceive" as a scientist,
~t

\Yill, concomittantly rraximize the rational and errpirical ways of

}a1<'Ming and minimize rretaphoric syrrJ::olizing in making a final judgement.

1972) into

·esearch
' led Royce

rt is as Skinner (1957, p . 428) wrote:
the rretaphor".

"the role of science is to replace

Conversely, the artist, who also evokes his entire

ccgnitive repertoire, may maximize the syrrJ::olizing process at the expen-

se of the t.hlllking and perceptual processes.

Although academic specia-

hzation tends to lead to a dominant epistemic profile, none of these
is largely
etaphoric
y of his
' of his
:.ive processes
: a syrrbol;cious and

is largely
:ationality
.ew of reality
major under~ clear
;is and synis largely
!)Ct,ernal ex:e ality in
.dity of obserignitive
..:in and the

..

epistemic styles operates indei:eruJently of the others;

that is, "one

d::les not think independently of sensory inputs and the process of syml:x:>l

fonnation, nor do we perceive independently of thinking"

(Royce, 1973,

p. 13).
'!be theoretical analysis, to this point, leads to the description
of an instrument which Royce developed to assess epistemic styles in

l'"Xlividuals .
~ Psycho-Epistemic Profile (PEP)
The developnent of PEP began in 1961; to date there have been six

teVisions.

The latest form (Form VI) contains 90 randomly ordered items,

'
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30 items for each of the three dimensions.

For each item t.he reSJ?on-

dent is to indicate on a five-point scale, agreerrent or disa9L'eerent ~
a proF05e:i statement.
To study the validity of· the PEP, Ibyc:e examined the resp:>nses Q(
Cl!

groups whose characteristics were knavn.

Smith et al (1967) cor1fiJ:Jrei
ab

that empiricism is the dominant epistemic characteristic anong

tmse

professional individuals engaged in biology; that rcetaphorism is
arrong those engaged in perfonning arts; arrl that rationalism is

arrong those engaged in mathematics and theoretical physics.

fe

---•-.war

d::lmi.nart

Additional.

•tl ~

evidence for the validity of the PEP was reFQrted by Foyce (1975); r..eait1.11n1
(1975); fus

~al

(1975); Ze.1.hart arrl Wargo (1971); Coan (1973); ani

Schopflodler arrl Ibyce (1980) provided considerable support for the
theoretical assumptions underlying the construct of epistemic styles
and the three dimensions as rrea.sured by the PEP.

'llle test-retest

reliability of the PEP has been assessed in a feN stuiies; the result.in;

thi

ooefficients rangei from 0. 61 to 0 . 87 for the individual scales and for

'''11'

intervals of 3 and 9 rronths (Poyce et al , 197 5) .

Rus

Concurrent validity of the PEP was substantiated by comparison
with other tests.

1-bs et al (1975) found significant correlations

between PEP and each of the follaving:

the AllFQrt-Vernon-Linizey

cf
pro

Study of Values, tr.e Myers-Briggs TyI;e Indicator, and the F.dwards Soeial

of

Desirability Scale.

syn·

thr1
Taken as a whole, the above rrentioned stu::lies provide sufficient
fao

evidnece that PEP is a reliable and valid rreasure of an irrlividual's
epistemic style.
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he respon-

HEMI:SPHERIC OOMrNAN:E

agreE!llen.t With
It has not always l::::een obvious that the brain is the center of
thought, rrerrory, or errotion.
resp:mses of

In the ancient world, i.n:::luding the great

civilisations of Egypt and M9sopotamia, thought and enotion were

) COJ:µ:inre:l

attributed to other organs like the stomach, the liver, etc.

ong those

felt the brain served to cool the blocd in the heart.

sm is

dc:rninant

m is dominant
Additional

Aristotle

For fifteen

rn:in:ired years progress was hanpered by the feeling that to examine the
brain was to violate the seat of the soul.

it

}:)e::arre

In the eighteenth century

apparent that sare special functions were localized; whenever

(1975) i Kearslej

certain areas of the brain were damaged a loss of specific flmctions could

973) i arrl

result.

. for the

that it is possible to assess an individual's rrental abilities by stu:iying

tic styles

the skull.

·retest·

ooat localization of rrental abilities was not possible.

tl'le resul~

thirty years knCMledge of the hunan brain has grown at a fantastic rate.

:ales and for

out of this idea greN the science of phrenology, which held

By the twentieth century it becarre apparent that such a

over the last

'Ihe human brain has becorre the rrost challei."1ging frontier of science •.. 11

11

Russell (1979, p. 18).
orrparison

'!he brain }?€.rceives, rerrer'Pbers, rronitors and interprets a myriad

l ations

of different functions every second of every day of our lives.

L.in:lzey

Processes information extrerrely fast.

iwards Soeial

of a second it can J?€.rCeive a i;::erson' s face , analyse it in many details ,
5Yilthesize

i

sufficient

.vidual's

It

For instance, within a fraction

all the information into a single whole, create a conscious

three-dimensional full-color experience of the face, recognize this
face out of thousands of others recorded in rrerrory and recall details,
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ideas, associations and images connected with the person.

Yet, at the

same time, it rronitors body ftmctions, initiates expressions, etc.

each hem

Russell (1979) adds that unlike a carputer "the brain not only works in

tiEeil con

linear step-by""step fashion, but also perfor:rns parallel processing,

d,i.5play

integrating and synthesizing info.mation, and abstracting from its

'lhUS1 th

generalities 11 •

JOre fle:

For nost humans , the whole brain is divided into a left and

ri~

half joined by a massive bundle of nerves, called the corpus callosum,
oontaining sorre 200 million fibers.

Each half seerrs to have develor;ea

than doe!

trarrewor}
terminolc

specialized functions, the left side appearing better at sone tasks
and the right side better at others.

'Ihe irrpact of this hanispheric

F~

that the

dominance has, perhaps, been best suimarized by Edwards (1979, p. 31)

m

as follows:

tasks.

" ... despite our no:oral feeling that we are one person -

a single being - our brains are double, each half with its

CM1

way of

kncwi.ng, its own way of perceiving external reality".

speec

s

rerognize
fashion f,
1979, p • .

'Ihe fact that the right hemisphere controls the left side of the
m::des of I

l:xxly, and vice versa, has been knc:M'l for centuries.

the different functions of the

In recent

years,

two hemispheres have been assessed

by

cooparing the electrical activity from the left and right sides of the
brain.

Several researchers have observed specific functions associated

with one hemisphere or the other
1979; Edwards, 1979; Restak, 1979).

(Sperry, 197 3; le'rf, 1968; Russell,
For instance, the sequential

nax.irna.J. PE
Aa.

1972; Rus~

in a rrore
tt\lnts, m:

approach to information precessing has been associated with the left

?:ational s

hemisphere while the holistic approach has been associate1 with the right

linear and
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Yet, at the

~spnere.

Still, little is knc:Ml concerning the specific functions of

ns, etc.

each hemisphere.

It should be observerl that rrost research, so far, has

:)nly works in

~conducted

ocess:ing,

dJ.Splay sorre difference in brain configuration when OJ!!Pared with males.

from its

'JhUS, the concept of differential brain configuration seerrs to offer

with males.

Recent research suggest that females may

nore flexibility and rrore generality to the sttrly of brain functions
tlJa11 does the concept of hemispheric dominance.

left and right
us callosum,

fr~rk

However, within the

of the present :investigation the hemispheric dominance

t.ernUnology will be adopted as rreaning. particular brain configurations.

:ve develq::.eJ
From his observations in brain injuries, Sperry (1967) conch.rles

orre tasks
.enispheric

that the left side of the brain excels in tasks involving verbal abilities

979 t P• 31)

aro. speech related capacities while

e person -

tasks.

a.vn way of

the right side dominates in non verbal

Since 1960, a change in perception of the brain has led to

rerognize that "each half of the brain is specialized in carrplerrentary
fashion for different rra1es of thinking, both highly c:x::mplex" (Edwards,
1979, p. 29).

·1:.

New evidence found by Levy (1968) suggests that the two

side of the
m:des of processing tend to interfere with each other causing a sub-

~cent

years,
ll'aXilnal performance.

ssessed by
According to several authors (S:perry, 1973; Levy, 1968; Ornstein,

sides of the
>ns associated

1972; Russell, 1979; Edwards, 1971) the left hemisphere seerrs to operate

168 ; Russell,

lI1

uential

COUnts, marks ti.Ire, plans step-by-step procedures, verbalizes , rrakes

h the left

tational statements based on logic; it is dominant in analytic thinking,

with the right

a rrore logical, analytic, computer-like fashion.

It analyzes, abstracts,

ll.Ilear and. serial processes, rrathematical reasoning, logic, etc.
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On the

other harrl, the right hemisphere specializes in Gestalt perception,
synthesis, non-verbal and parallel information se&ing routes.

Using

the right hemisphere we can understarrl rcetaphors arrl dreams and create

-

rew carbinations of ideas; one can synthesize, recognize patterns,
create, etc.

-

r..ef

These observations provide evidence that each hemisphere perceives
reality in its own way.

As

stated by F.Clwards (1979' p. 30) ' "the m::xJe

of processing use:l by the right brain is rapid, corcplex, whole pattern,

ver
Ana

Syrn
Abs

r..og

spatial , and :i;erceptual - processing that is not only different but
corrparable in COI11?lexity

to the

Obj

left brain Is verbal arrl analytic rrode 11 ,
Rat
Lint

Terr!

'Ihe characteristics of left and right hemispheric dominances

Seq

Dig
Figi

as well as those of the rational-errpirical arrl rretaphorical psychoepistemic dominances are displayerl in Table 1.

'Ihe terminology use:1 in

rep:>rting these characteristics has been borrc:we:l from the resr::ectlve

~

references.

tbn
Syn1

For hemispheric dominance, the characteristics were extrac-

ted from Sperry (1973), levy (1968), Russell (1979), E.dwards (1979) ,
Ornstein (1972) • The characteristics of the psycho-epistemic dominance
were obtained from the various docurrents prod1.:x:ed by Foyce and his
collegues, in particular, PDyce (1964, 1971 , 1973, 1977) and lbyce

~

al (1975) , and Royce and Dianond (1976) .

Cone
Ana:
tbnt

tbru
Spat
L'ltt

HolJ
11:tc

Cree
Pare
f>roc
~]

Although brain hemispheric dominance and psycho-epistemic
dominance have evolved from distinct research streams a rorrparison of

.
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Table 1

!rception,

Ltes .

A Corrparison of Characteristics of Hemispheric and
Psycho-Epistemic Dominances

Using

:s and create

:iattems,

Hgni_spheric DJminance

Psycho-Epistemic Dcminance

-

Rational or Errpirical
Verbal
Analytic and relational
High in spacial scanning
High .in conceptual differentiation
Math-m:rleler
Abstract
.Reflective rather than impulsive
Stresses individualization
Field articulate
Reasoning
Favours behavioral objectives
High .in ccmpartrrentalization
Literal as opposed to
physionomic
Sensory infonnation
Sequential
Errphasis on facts, nurrbers, details •..
Favors inductive and deductive: reasoning

teft ])Jmi.nance

;phere P=rceives

verbal

)} , "the rrode

MalYtic

mole pattern,

[lbs tract

:erent but

Objective

lalytic rrode11 •

SymOOliC
r.ogical

Rational
Linear

iaminances
l l psycho-

!ernfXJral
Sequential
Digital
Figuring-out

1ology used in

::: resp:ctive

Right Dominance

::s were eKtrac-

Non verbal
Synthetic

Metaphorical
Fluency (ideational, expressional,
associational, •• • )
Irraginative
High in ronceptual integration
IJ:M .in corrpartrrentalization
Physionanic as opposed to literal

Concrete
eds (1979),

Analogic
Nonterrq;oral

:mic dominanCe

Nonrational

~

Spatial
Intuitive
Holistic

and his

Impulsive

Original
Subjective
Ideographic as opposed to ncrrothetic
High in semantic redefinition

~taphorical

Creatuve
Parallel infonnation
Processing
lmole-pattern

Non field-articulate
Holistic
Analogic
Process-oriented as opposed to contentoriented
Visual
Hi gh sensitivi ty to problerrs

Lstemic

miparison of

..._____________
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their characteristics display striking similarities.
used in several instances.

With feM exceptions, these terms are U5e:i

the sarre meaning in l:oth cases.

It should be noted that the two h'"''".:>an-:
·

as well as the three psycho-epistemic ways of knowing are activated in au
kinds of situations.

In the case of the brain, in sorre tasks one side

rnay carry rrost of the load, in other tasks an alternation between the
an

two hemispheres may take place, and yet in sorre other cases each half
may even carry an equal share of the task.
the sarre situation prevails;

For psycho-epistemic styles,

one rnay process information mainly through

· linear, sequential rout.es for certain tasks and through parallel routes
for others; one rnay also alternat.e or involve a mixture of the

~

ways

0

of

of processing infonration in sorre other tasks.

oll

In surrrrary, hemispheric and psycho-epistemic dominance

pl1

rreans that individuals in general tend to favour one hemisphere or one
epistemic style at the expense of the other.

That is not to say that

dominance exclu:ies the use of the other hemisphere or other psycho-epis·
temic styles .

However,

envL.~nrrental

we
in

factors soch as culture, family am

schooling can often produce hemispheric and epistemic encapsulation
that rrakes us look at life partially while issuing staterrents concerninq

the wholeness of living.

l!'e.i

sh.

i
I

'
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™PIRICAL EVIDENCE
TO our knowledge, no enpirical study has been conducted to
investigate the correlational relationships between brain hemisphericity

activatea in

au

3.Sks one side

between the

arxi psycho-epistemic styles.

Ha.vever, sorre errpirical evidence, supporting

the existence of such a relationship has been gathered by Rancourt (1978)

airl p.ancourt and Dionne (1981) .

as each half

Within the context of learning strategies, using a programrred

istemic stylesi
rrainly through

arallel routes
f the two ways

inStroction approach, Rancourt (1978) .found that law rretaphorical subjects
exhibitecl higher achieverrent than high rretaphorical subjects.

An analysis

of covariance design proouced an F-value of 33. 61 with 1 and 61 degrees
of freedom.

These results match the expectations;

the rretaphorical group

of student-teachers were expected to experience rrore difficulty and
dominance

produce a lower achieverrent for they prefer to process infonration in

sphere or one

!x)listic creative, synthetic ways;

. to say that

were expected to perfm:m well since they tend to process the infonnation

.er psydlo-epis-

their rational-errpirical counterparts

m analytic , inductive and sequential fashions •

.t ure, family an1
As

a psulation
ents concerning

}?art of a recent study, Rancourt and Dionne (1981) identified

tile psycho-epistemic styles of teachers and learners, relative to their

subject natter preference.
\t/as

It is interesting to note tbat no difference

observed l:etween the distribution of psycho-epistemic styles of

teachers relative to the area of st:ecialization, the preferred subject
natter and actual subject matter taught.

Table 2 illustrates the relation-

ship between the hypothesized episterrological characteristics of a subject
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'mBLE 2

Psycho-Epistemic Dominances arrong teachers and learners
relative to preferred subject matter

P~cho-Episternic

dominance

Subject
M3.tter

Status

Fine Arts

Teacher

25

84.0

16.0

0.0

M3.th.

Teacher

79

20.3

50.6

29.2

Sciences

Teacher

80

28 . 8

37.5

33.8

Fine Arts

I.earner

41

56.1

28.8

17.1

Math

Learner

38

13.2

52.6

34.1

Sciences

I.earner

94

17.4

43 . 6

36.1

n

R

M

E

re
"b

Dominance is determined from raw scores.

M, R and E stand for Metapoorical,

Rational and Errpirical, resp:ctively.

in

kn

su
in
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is needed.

.r-bre s:pecifi cally enpirical evidence was presented to

s~

that stu:ients with a high rretaphoric dominance prcduce::l significantly
lCMer results on an achieverent test than those students with a la.,
metaphoric dominance when individualize::l instruction was used as a l
strategy.

Data were also presented to show that a strong relationship

A1111

exists between the epistemic dominance of teachers and learners on the ate

hand, and their preferred subje::t matter on the other.
Although fSYcho-epistemic matching of the various -elerrents of tle
Coan

educational process i s quite pJssible, and in sorre cases desirable,
lec.d to further encapsulation and divergence.

it~

Since Royce (1975) su

Cron

that psycho-epistemic styles can be learned and. utilization of the thzee

styles can lead to a rrore integrative and holistic life, sane considera ·
should be given to the inclusion in curricular progranm:s at the s~

E'dwa

and t=05t-seconda..--y level , rrediated instructional m:d.ules on the use of

rational (deductive) thinking, e:rrpirical thinking (inductive) and rre
thinking (analogical) .

Such instructional m::x:lules would foster in the

learners an awareness that might be translated as follows:

"At last I

realize why I succeed better in sare subjects than in others and I'm

M:CJ

ning what to do about i t " •

l-ns

Orru

Pai
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ABSTRACT

Learning hierarchies can provide a powerful ref errent for the instructional developer, guiding the sequencing, step size, and inclusion of
content in many instructional areas.
~Y

Learning hierarchies are developed

analyzing the target skill of instruction, a task usually accomplished

by a team of subject matter experts and an instructional designer.

The

resulting hypothesized hierarchy contains skills expressed as behavioral
objectives and interconnections among skills indicating learning dependency
relationships.

To date, there is no catalogue of validated hierarchies

available to the instructional developer.

One must usually generate one's

own hierarchies for a particular purpose .

Since many important and costly

decisions depend upon the validity of the hierarchy, the developer should
make some attempt at assuring its validity .
The research literature concerning hierarchies does not provide much
assistance to the instructional developer seeking practical validation
procedures.

Early validation studies have been criticized as being too

imprecise and non-rigorous.

The research literature, therefore, is point-

ing toward more tedious methods of validation in an attempt to evoke more
conclusive research in the area .

Simply posttesting a group of students

on all the skills of the hierarchy seems to be a reasonable approach to
validation.

However, this method is suspect due to the controversy concern-

ing learning sequences of skills vs. retention sequences of skills.
they the same or are they different?

Posttes~ing
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Are

measures retention only ,

because instruction is not involved.

The inten t of the developer is

f ind hierarchies of learning.
A recent study by White and Gagne

1

(1918) indicated that posttesting

produces validation results very similar to those produced by more rigorous
methods involving instruction.

Furthermore, their findings suggest that

l earning and retention sequences may be the same.

This study is important

because it s uggests that the posttesting method may be entirely adequate
for instructional development purposes and it provides the developer with
a practical means for hierarchy validation.
In the section to follow, the literature concerning hierarchy vali dation will be reviewed .

the c
desig

with
effic
bv in:

Certain practical and theoretical quest.i ons will

be discussed which indicate the need for further investigation extending
I

the study by White and Gagne .

The second section of the paper contains

teache
learnj

practical suggestions for the ins tructional developer based upon research

adop t e

and practical experience with learning hierarchies.
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Instructional Design

The field of instructional design provides a systematic approach to

important

the des ign and development of instructional material s.

dequate

design is founded on the premise that materials designed in accordance

per with

with the steps of a systems approach model will be most effective and
efficient in accomplishing an instructional task.

Instr uctional

The procedures used

y valid-

by instr uctional designers are usually applied to the development of

ons will

instructional materials.

.tending

teachers or training managers, and are typically designed to produce

ntains

learning results without significant involvement of the persons who have

research

adopted the materials .

The materials are meant to be consumed by

Th is discussion is particularly addressed t o

instructional develope rs involved in these efforts .

However , the rationale

and directions for needed research are relevant for ·designers of instruction
with varying degress of self-containedness , including teacher-presented
instruction.
The steps of the systems approach model are based upon theories of
learning and general systems theory.

One widely cited example of a systems

approach model is that of Dick and Carey (1978).

A diagr am of that model

appears below (Figure 1) .
Two features of t he systems approach particularly distinguish this
approach from traditional methods of instructional materials development.
Those features are (1.) conducting instructional analysis and (2) de signing
and conducting formative evaluation , which appear as steps two and s even ,
respec tively, in the systems approach model (Figure 1) .
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evaluation step, materials are evaluated while still in the formative
(i.e., draft) stages of development.

During formative evaluation, draft

materials are presented to learners and data are collected concerning the
clarity of directions, illustrations, and practice problems, as well as
i.rhether the materials are successful in "teaching" the target skills.
usually, materials are presented to subJect matter experts for cTiticism
of the content.

Materials are then revised based upon the data collected.

1'he earl1er step, that of instructional analysis, will be focus of attent'
ion of the discussion to follow.
Instructional analysis
Instructional analysis, an early step in the systems approach model,
involves the analysis of the final goal or objective o.f instruction. In
instructional analysis, each objective of instruction is broken down to
reveal the necessary steps that the learner must take in order to learn
the skill or knowledge specified by the objective.

By revealing an

hypothesized pathway for learning, a corresponding strategy for instruction
should emerge.

A companion step in the model (Figure 1) is that of ident-

ifying entry behaviors.

Here, the minimum prerequisites for beginning

instruction are specified from the instructional analysis and from what
......

the typical learner already knows or can do.
take the

learne~

Instruction is expected to

from this entry level, through some instructional strategy,

finally exiting instruction having acquired new skills or knowledge.
There are at least two types of instructional analysis which are useful to the instructional designer.

Two types of analyses are procedural

.task analysis and learning task analysis (Gagne~ 1977a; Dick and Carey,
1978) .
~onsists

Procedural task analysis is done when the task to be learned
of steps or procedures to be performed by the learner (such as
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carrying out long-division or changing an automobile tire).
the objective task, the learner must have learned and must recall

ea~)

step individually, as well as the sequence of steps and any decision
involved with the steps.

There are various instructional strategies

appropriate for teaching procedural tasks.

Regardless of the

t~aching

strategy selected, designing the strategy will be aided by a diagra!IJ!nUa
L

of the procedural steps involved.
The second type of instructional analysis is termed learning task
analysis or hierarchical analysis.

~s ;iart;j_c~litlJ

Hierarchical analysis

(Gagne~ ltt~~

suited to learning objectives which are intellectual skills

According to Gagne: the intellectual skills include problem solving. ~...
defined and concrete concepts, and

discriminat~on~.

These

e1

intellec.t~al

skills "make up the bulk of what is learned in school" (Gagne~ 1977b).

of

in
va

Hierarchical analysis of an intellectual skill reveals other skills which
must be recalled from previous learning in order to learn or demonstrate
a new intellectual skill.

The subordinate skills revealed by analysts

are termed prerequisites.

According to the theory

learning hier-ar-chlet.

o~

these prerequisites must be learned first before the

l~arner

fully learn or perform the skill which was analyzed.

can meaning•

The following pa?&·

When

student undertakes to learn how to write an exp.ository

Another obvious prerequisite

th~t

by

pap.

a. young
sente~ce,

he must be able to recall, as prerequisit_es., sqme words to t>lace
in the sentence.

''th

"fa.

/

graph exerpted from Gagne explains the idea of prerequisites:
The basic idea of prerequisites is simple enough.

not

must. be

pos~

sessed is a set of rules for placing differing types of wo_rds in

stuo
lon

conj
dif f :

a proper order, so that an "agent" word comes fi.r st, ~o),l9wed. b.Y
an action word, and this in turn followeq (as one alternative)
effic

by an "object" word.

I t is not difficult to realize, either,

that this set of syntactic rules themselves have prerequisites --

.

)

recall eaan

t

ny dec;:isioa

l'Ultl

the identification of words as belonging to the classes "agent,"
"action,"

th~ teach::l.ng

'f a diagrammina

multiple-place numbers; multiplying numbers is a prerequis ite to
long division (Gagne~ 1977a, p. 130).
~rning

learning task
is partic1,1larly
ls (Gagne~ 1977b).

l'1lles,

intellectual

~

,;

agne, 1977b).
1er skills which

or demonstrate
i by analysis

'.lling

hierarch~es,

1er can l!l~ning·

following para·

~

hierarchies

·White (l 974a) said of learning hierarchy theory that "of all the
existing learning theories, this seems to have the potential of being most
direct in its application to classroom learning ..•. "

In a major review

of hierarchy research, White (1 973) found positive but inconclusive support
in the literature for the existence of learning hierarchies.

validat ion methodology, mainly, were cited

~s

the reason.

Problems in

Also, many

researchers had confused rote knowledge or verbal information, which is
not theori zed to be learned hierarchically, with intellectual skills . In
applying the revised validation methodology suggested by White (1974b),
"the most unequivocal evidence yet obtained for hierarchies" was presented
by W
hite (1974a) in a study involving basic kinematics skills.

In another

paper, White and Gagne (1974) concluded that past studies have provided
"fairly consistent support" for learning hierarchy theory.

:es :
ien

Other examples occur in mathematics:

sums of single-place numbers are prerequisite to the adding of

strategies

am solving,

and "object."

~young

sen.t ence,

:ds to place
ius ~ be pos.-

of wo.rds in
~ol,lo.wed

:ernative)
either,

by

The usefulness of learning hierarchies has been demonstrated in
studies by Cook (1969) and by Fiel and Okey (1975).

A recent investigat-

ion by Trembath and White (1980) found that a learning hierarchy used in
conjunction with mastery learning produced remarkable results with a
difficult intellectual skill.

In this ·study, using a previously validated

hierarchy involving calculating velocity from a position-time curve, students
lrith instruction guided by the hierarchy learned the task significantly more
efficiently than a group of students three grades higher using traditional
instruction .

Valida ting Learning Hierarchies
Most research reported in the literature s ince the preliminary

th
8

by Gagne~ (1962) has been concerned with proving or disproving the eJtia
ence of learning hierarchies.

Research methodologies included a proc

for testing hypotheses about relationships between pairs of skills.
hypotheses were, generally, one or both of the following: All the l ea
who can perform skill II (i.e., have learned t he skill) can also perfol'l
skill I. That is, the capability to perform skill I is a necessary co
ion for the perfoI'l!lance of skill I I.

The other type of hypothesis was

that learners who can perform skill I
efficiently than learners who are not required to learn s kill I first.
Investigating the latter hypothesis would be investigating the "positivt
transfer" hypothesis.
Early hierarchy studies (Gagne' and Paradise, 1961; Gagne: Mayor,
Carstens , and Paradise, 1962) employed a method of teaching naive studenu
the skills of a hierarchy, followed by administration of a posttest of
all skills arranged in random order.

White (1974b) criticized these and

other studies conducted in the preceding decade and listed several short·
comings, summarized below.
1. Hierarchies were not always checked to ensure a "common sense
validity 11 before collecting empir ical data .
2. Many studies used too few students.
3 . Hierarchy elements were indiscreetly or loosely defined .
4, Tests sometimes included only one item per ob jective,
5. There was too much delay between instruction and testing
6. Investigators did not always look for additional hierarchical
connections; only those postulated were tested.
7. No objective method was used consistently to determine validitY·
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fo

8. Verbal information or rote knowledge was often included in
the hierarchies to be investigated.
?reliminary Stlldy
lolhite proposed a nine step model to overcome those shortcomings, as

::iving the eJcist..
follows.
:luded a proced

1l!:e

1. Define, in behavioral terms, the element which is to be the

of skills . These
pinnacle of the hierarchy.
: All the learueri

2. Derive the hierarchy by asking Gagne's question("What must
:an also perfotia
the learner be able to do in order to learn this new element,
necessary condit·
given only instructions?") of each element in turn, from the
~ypothesis was

pinnacle element downward.

Include all connections that seem

arn skill II more

reasonably possible, since the validation process can only
skill I first.
destroy postulated connections, not create them.

Avoid verbal-

1g the "positive
ized elements, they can be included in the instructions.
~

;

3. Check the reasonableness of the postulated hierarchy with

,agne, Mayor,
experienced teachers and subject-matter experts.
i ng naive students

4. Invent possible divisions of the elements of the hierarchy,
a posttest of
so that very precise definitions are obtained.
i cized these and
:!d several short-

5. Carry out an investigation of whether the invented divisions
do in fact represent different skills.

'connnon sense

6. Write a learning program for the elements, embedding in it
test questions for the elements.

The questions for an element

should follow immediately after the frames that teach the
element .

There must be two or more questions for each element

i efined.
to allow for an estimate of their reliability.
~ ive.

7. Have at least 150 students, suitably chosen, work through the
testing
hierarchical

program, answering the questions as they come to them.
8. Analyze the results to see whether any of the postulated

!rtnine validitY·

connections between elements should be rejected.
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ma1

9 . Remove from the hierarchy all connections for which the
probability under H is small, say 0. 05 or less (White, 1974b
0

re1
•

p. 2).

With the accept ance of the basic hypothesis of learning hierarchiea

,

validation methodologies are being looked at for reasons other than for

fUI

research into lear ning hierarchies.

eac

Having the potential for applicatioa

t? classroom learning and instructional development, validation methods

mat

must be found to insure the soundness of developed hierarchies if they

res

are to be the basis, for example, for sequencing decisions for instruct•

the

ional programs.

res

The White (1974b) method was offered to researchers for

Int

the purpose of avoiding validation s'h ortcomings observed in previous
studies, encouraging more rigorous and c onclusive research into learning
White and Gagne/ (1978) point out that this rigorous valid-

nie

ation method has been avoided as being too impractical for instructional

197

hierarchies.

development .

This situation has left the instructional developer without

a validation methodology for hierarchies and may have precluded the

wid~

dep
et
1on

spread application of hierarchy theory to instruction.

on

Hierarchies in instructional development
I

A recent study by White and Gagne (1978) has set the stage for
practical validation of hierarchies by instructional developers.

In the

al
Whi

study, White and Gagne/ compared previously obtained validation results
for a graphical kinematics skill, which were obtained using White 's 0 97
procedure, with a short-cutted va lidation method .

The abbreviated 111ethod

essentially involved post t esting students who were taught the skills
involved in the hierarchy as a part of their regular courses in mathema
and science .

hie1
nat1
the

-

IndJ

They obtained results which TNere " similar" to those obtaiiiet

through rigorous validation, anq concluded that the simplified procedure
. truct
was "sufficiently accurate" for applicati on to the evaluation of ins

· ,519

ing

materials.

the
t e, l974b

Additionally, the results suggest that hierarchies based upon

retention (i . e., from the results of posttesting) are identical to learn-

'

ing hierarchies .

This psychometric validation is confirmatory in nature.

Dick (1980) commented that the abbreviated methodology could be
hierarchies

'

er than for

further simplified by determining the percentage of students who mastered
each skill of the hi erarchy, and approximately the same validation infor-

r application

ion methods
es if they

mation could be obtained.

This procedure avoids the necessity to tally

results to compare each pair of skills in the hierarchy.

Dick reanalyzed

I'

or instructearchers for
previous
n to learning

orous valid·
ns true tional
loper without
ded the wide·

the White and Gagne (1978) data, presenting nearly identical validation
results.
Interaction .9i_ teaching/learning mode and the hierarchy
It has been suggested that there may be differences in learning
hierarchies depending on where a set of skills was learned (Wang, et al.,

1971).

Validation results, therefore, would be subject to differences

depending upon differences in the mode of instruction or learning.

Wang,

et al. suggest that there may be "natural" sequences where formal instruction is not involved and that schooling may impose "artificial" sequences
on learning.

age for
ers.

In the

on results
White's (19i4b}

viated method
.e skills
in ma them.atiCS

t hose obtained
.ed procedure

This idea can be extended to imply that different instruction-

al treannents may impose different learning and / or retention sequences.

. and Gagne" (1974), in identify ing areas of needed research, also
White
suggest that studies be carried out to confirm the generalizability of
hierarchies across teaching modes.

Wang, et al . (1971) propose that

natural sequences should be determined and that those results would guide
the development of optimal instruction •
Individua l differences .£!. aptitudes
There may be individual differences which interact with the sequencing or content of a learning hierarchy .

This question has been explored
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by Resnick ( 1973).

Resnick points out that in at least two studies

reviewed, students did not learn behaviors in the hypothesized order
I

but were found later to have learned ?rerequisites simultaneously With
the more complex task.

a

These results are consistent with hierarchy th
, eory,

(

It is reasonable to s uggest that diff erences in the nature of subskil ls required for a termina l skill may vary for individuals, as well ..
differences in the level of analysis required.

i

Glaser (1973) suggests

that intelligence may determine the level of analysis (fine vs. gross

c.

breakdown of subskil ls) required for a given population of students.

a.

Cr onbach and Snow (1977) reviewed studies which suggest that intellig-

ir

ence may interact with the rate or step size that a student uses in
moving through a hierarchically structured learning program, but do not
venture conclusions concerning other individual aptitudes which might
interact with the structure of a learning hierarchy.
also

fc
be

Resnick (1973)

discusses hierarchies with " disjunctive branches" or those with

independent r outes of subskills leading to the same terminal skill. The
idea of disjunctive branches opens the possibility of one individual
learning a skill through one route, and another individual learning the

hi
Fi
hit
l OI

of

skill via another.
If different learning routes or hierarchy structures exist for a
terminal skill it would be useful to reveal these independent of instruc~
ion .

(l

Validation with instruction may mask individual differences or

different routes, precluding finding optimal learning structures.

These

questions must also be consider ed if one expects to validate a hierarchy

eac
the

to

whi
the

-

Dir,

with one popula t ion and use the instruction developed from the hierarch.Y
with another population.

for
i on
.. .,·~
....,~:-&.

~

Formative Evaluation

studies
There are directions for research both theoretical and practical
i:ed order

I

from the field of instructional design and formative evaluation.
~ously

In

With
applying a systematic design procedure such as that of Dick and Carey

i.erarchy theo

i,.

(1978), the instructional developer would carry out instructional analysis

ture of subas an early step in the design process.

If the developer is dealing with

Ls , as well aa
intellectual skills , a learning hierarchy would be the resul t.

Dick and

3) suggests

vs. gross

along with the tryout of instructional materials.

students.
t

Carey uutline a validation method for the hierarchy which would be done

intellig-

(1980) discusses the advantages of validating prior to the development of
instruction .

uses in
, but do not
hich might
ck (1973)
those with
l skill. The

ndividual
l earning the

If many hierarchies are to be validated, the implications

for revisions to instruction and tests if many problems are found could
~e

extensive and costly.
Martelli (1979) discusses the question of early validation of

hierarchies in the context of theory-based formative evaluation ( see
Fitz-Gibbon and Morris, 1975).

Essentially , the theory of learning

hierarchies would be evaluated at the time of occurenc e of the instructional analysis step i n the design procedure, to ensure t ha t implementation
of the theory-base was being carried out properly.

:dst for a

n t of instruct·
rences or
tures.

These

e a hierarchy
the hierarchy

More recently, Dick

This would be done for

each step of the systems model which is based upon theory. For hierarchy
theory, the r esult would be a validated hierarchy obtained before moving
to the next step in the design model.

Martelli pr esents results of a study

which suggests that more effective instruction would result from practicing
theory-based formative evaluation.
Direct ions fo r future research
/

The study report ed by White and Gagne (197 8) investigated a method
for formative evaluati on of a learning hierarchy.

An abbreviated validat-

ion method was proposed f or use by instructional deve lopers .

Their proposed

method would require fewer calculations and would not require the d
ment of

ins~ruction

in order to validate the hierarchy.

applying their simplified method to the validation of one hierarchy
was previously validated by White (1974a) indicate
same results are obtained .

The essential difference between the two

is that the simplified method involves validation by
as opposed to validat ion wi t h instruc t ion.

As White

out, the simplified method is validating the hierarchy based
;

The results of the Whit e and Gagne study are attractive to the
instructi onal developer. Applying this simplified methodology for the
revision of a hier archy early in the design/development process could
provide a potential savings in time and effort, especially where
number of skills are being dealt with and many hierarchies would
validation.

Their results are also relevant in examining several othet

more theoretical questions rai sed previously, such as retention vs. learni ng sequences and the generalizability of hierarchies across teaching
learning modes.

OT

The White and Gagn~ study is based upon only one

hierarchy or se t of s kills .

If the simplified, posttesting method couM

be demonstra t ed as producing r esul ts similar to those with a learning
program, with several sets of skills and with a range of content, the
instructional developer would feel more comfortable in applying the
simplified method.

The practical and theoretical questions raised

indicate the need fo r further studies comparing the posttesting method
with validation with instr uction .
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·rections for Future Research

~ ·

The preceding discussion leaves several areas open for research.

The results of
~ hierarchy "1h1Q
~ssentially

the

1een the nro Ille
l ly posttesting

There are certain research questions with direct relevance for the
105

cructional developer.

nature .

Other questions are more theoretical in

Some of the questions listed below were previously outlined

by Gagne and White (1974).

,

1.

Do es po sttesting produce results similar to those obtained by

Gagne (1978) POilit
'la lid a t ing with inst rue t ion?

1sed upon reten
2.

Is the retention hierarchy the same as the learning hierarchy ?

3.

Do valid hierarchies exist in sub j e ct areas other than mathe-

: i ve to the
:>logy for the
matics and physical science?
:> recess could

4.

Are hierarchies useful as a reference for the classr oom teacher

Ly where a large

(or will their use be limi t ed to instructional development)?
=s would require
5.
~

Do subordinate skills mediate transfer to th e higher skill in

several other
cl

hierarchy?

t ention vs . learn6.

Ar e hierarchies generalizable acr oss teaching modes?

7.

Are hierarchies generalizable across indivi duals ?

r oss teaching or
only one
i ng method could
t h a learning
content, the
pplying the
ons raised
t esting method
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HIERARCHIES IN INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT :
PRACTICAL GUIDELINES

should
intell

Why do instructional analysis?
There are many conditions which must be present for learning to occur,

mo tor

such as learner motivation and the opportunity to practice a new skill. 'l'he

ional

instructional developer looks to learning theory and research for guidance

comp on

in order to incorporate as much insight as possible into the design of

an intE

materials.

2

No condition of learning is more important than the presence of

relevant prerequisite skills when a learner faces the task of learning a nev

can be

skill.

A learning hierarchy, therefore, should always be consulted when the

to be

instructional developer is dealing with an intellectual skill in instruction.

0 ) A

The payoffs realized from spending the time to develop a learning hierarchy

with

will be just as great as those realized from a careful consideration of the

with k:

instructional strategy and media to be developed in instruction.

a know.

e:

pro11id1

Validating the hierarchy

3

The hierarchy should be validated before the instruction is drafted,
otherwise, necessary content may be omitted, unnecessary content may be

the ob

included, or lesson sequencing may be incorrect.

begins

Validity information can

be obtained from expert review and from a test of all skills in the hier-

do, fi1

archy given to a sample of the target population.

At thii

The hierarchy should be

as good as it can be prior to the drafting of instruction.

In conjunction

with the formative evaluation of instruction , further information may be
obtained to validate or revise the hierarchy, if necessary.

rela tee
To fac:
3x 5 {

as a
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·erarchy deve lopment and validation: A procedural model

!l
~

1.

First of all, develop instruc tional objective statements for the

skills or knowledge which are the target of instruction.

A sample test item,

or better, test specifications or item forms which define the skill domain
should accompany the objec tive statements.

If the ob jectives indicate

intellectual skills (as opposed to verbal information or rote
~ng

tb occur,

~w

skill. The

: or guidance
!sign of

motor skills, or atti tudes ), then a hierarchy will be useful for instructional development.

Learning a ntv
ll ted when the
in instruction.

Sometimes, procedural tasks contain intellectual skill

components , even though the terminal skill for instruction is not wholly
an intellectual skill.

2. Once agreement has been reached on what are the target skills, analysis

presence of

!

~nowledge,

can begin.

Hierarchies are best developed by a team, and three persons seems

co be an optimum number .

Suggestions for t eam member roles are as follows:

(1) A content or subject-matter expert.

(2) A teacher or trainer/instructor

ing hierarchy

with experience in the content area. This person is the "learner advocate",

ration of the

with knowledge about how students learn. (3) An instructional designer, with

:l.

a knowledge of hierarchy theory.

This person keeps the team on task.and

prov.ides the pr ocess for analysis.

3. The team should analyze one target skill at a time.

is drafted,

Make s ure that

nt may be

the objective domain is defined by providing a sample test, etc.

orma tion can

begins by asking

n the h.ier-

do, first, before he can learn this new skill, given only instructions?"

hy should be

At this first point of analysis, it is best to brainstorm the domain of

conjunction
ion may be

THE

The team

question: " What must the learner know or be able to

related subskills, without ar·ranging or making judgements of importance.

ro

facilitate making the hierarchy, write each brainstormed skill on a

3 x 5 (or similar) card.

After several skills are listed, go through each

as a team and decide whether it is (1) nec essary , (2) not sure, or
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(3) irrelevant.

Save (1) and (2) for hierarchy development.

4. Subskills should now be placed under the card indicating the
target skill, showing the relationships among subskills.

The cards

can be layed out on a table and arranged under the top skill .

The

initial task is to find all subskills which lead directly into the
top skill, but other relationships will be realized as well and these
can be diagrammed with the cards.

Eventually, the question will be

asked about each subskill placed in the hierarchy.

The analysis is

complete when each skill that has no subskills can be considered an
entry skill for the target population.
5. The next step is to review and revise the hypothesized hierarchy.
This is best done by allowing another team to look at the hierarchy,
but first, the developing team should go through a review/revision step ,
This review is facilitated if, at this point, a sample test item or domah
specification is written on the back of the each 3 x 5 card.

Often, this

redefinition of the skill will result in revision to the hierarchy. When
the developing team is satisfied, the cards can be taped onto a large piece
of newsprint a nd connecting lines can be drawn.

If this is too cumbersOll!

t o transport, the draft map can be typed out on a page and the sample test
items can be appended.
6. The draft hierarchy should be rev iewed by the same kind of tMm
that developed it . The review should be directed according to the followi11
guidelines.
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The Review/Revision Proc ess

1ting the

1

1e car<l:s

1

The

i

l tO the
2

3

and these
will be
Lysis is

1.

Examine each individual connection of the hierar chy according
to these requirements:

i ered an

a. U 1 cannot be learned unless U 2 and U 3 are learned
first (or learned concurrently)
zed hierarchy .

b. If a student were tested on # 1 and mastery is indicated,
we can be sure that he would also master # 2 and II 3 if
tested .

i erarchy,
evision step.

c. U 2 and II 3 will become a part of II 1 once U 1 is
learned. That is, they are components o'f skill II 1.

item or domain
Often, this
erarchy. When
::o a large piece
too cumbersome
t he sample test

2. Look for completeness.

Are all necessary sub skills listed?

3. Look for inclusion of extra skills. Skills may be "nice to know"
or may be traditionally taught in the course, but are they
necessary?
7.

Some general suggestions for the preceding steps a re the following.

(1) Do not use scope and sequence charts, objective listings, or teachi ng
pr ograms as an initial reference in developing the hierarchy.

kind of team

get skill and test item(s) should be the only reference.

to the follo111ing

may be useful after development, during the review process.

The tar-

Such material
(2) Objectives

or subskills should be divided where possible to give very precisely defined elements.

A sample test item developed for divided elements will

usually indicate whether or not you actually have two or more discreet
skills.

(3) Include all reasonable elements and connections.

Valida tion

and review procedures can only destroy connections and usually won't
Pick up something which was missed .

8.

Write at least three test items for each element of

Use more items only if necessary for domain coverage.

Place the items

in r andom order to construct a test for each hierarchy.

The test should

be administered to students who are similar to the target population fo.r
instruction.

The students should have studied the topic of instruction
.

giving a range of masters and non-masters on hierarchy elements.

I

As man.y

students as practical should be tested, but Dick (1980) suggests that "aa
few as 15 students can provide valuable data for the designer."

If three

items are used, then at least two of three would be passed for mastery of
Validation information is obtained by diagra~ing

the hierarchy element .

the proportion of tested students mastering hierarchy elements, as below,
This method was initially described by Dick (1980).

(T)~

(a)G

(b)

.55

(c)

(g)

(e)B

.74

(d)

.30

1=k (h)ck

I

(f)

.23

The test data indicate that element (f) is not necessary in order to
learn (b).

Also, element (d) is not necessary for (T); however, element

(h) may be necessary if reasonable to connect it directly to (T).

All

other proportions are consistent with the hypothesized hierarchy.

An

accept/reject decision should be made for each pair of connected skill 5 •

c
p

v
I
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b veloping instruction from the hierarchy

f the hierarclt.

=---If

the writers of instruction have not used hierarchies as a guide

e the itel!ls

before, there may be a temptation to take the hierarchy too literally,

e test should

This was experienced when elementary teachers were asked to draft learning

opulation for

activities (self-instructional modules) for an externally funded project.

instruct i on

Possibly, since hierarchies were new to them, instructions for their use

.ents .

I

As many

<naY have been overstated by the instructional designer.

Simply stated,

ges ts that ''as

it is 'not necessary to develop one lesson for each hier archical element,

er·"

nor must the lessons follow a sequence strictly defined by the hierarchy.

If three

::or mastery of
by diagra~ing
nts, as below.

creativity and insights from teaching experience should guide t·he writing
process.

The hierarchy dictates what must be included

along with a speci-

ficati on

of entry skills. The hierarchy provides a sequence which must

not be violated, i.e., prerequisite skills must be taught first, or taught
concurrently, before introducing more complex skills. It also follows that
embedded test items should be included to allow the learner to decide if
he is ready to move on to the next lesson.
approach the writing task.

There are a number of ways to

One is to take the hierarchy as a basic core,

and to elaborate on it with notes, etc., indicating an outline for instruction.

Another way would be to set the hierarchy aside, and just begin

writing as guided by creativity and intuition.

.

Then, at various steps

along the way, the hierarchy could be studied to insure that the above
order t o
ever, element
o (T).

All

a rchy.

An

e cted skills.

requirements were being met.
As described by Dick and Carey (1978), the hierarchy can provide much
insight for formative evaluation by displaying pretest, embedded test , and
posttest performance of students hierarchical l y.

Reasons for failure on

complex skil l s can sometimes be traced to incomplete learning of a
Prerequisite.

Also , further information can be collected regarding the

Validity of the h ierarchy ,
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Using hierarchies in classroom instruction
In addition to providing a primary reference for the developer of
instructional materials and media, hierarchies can also be useful to the
classroom teacher .

The hierarchy can be used in preparing

instruction in much the same way as the materials developer would use the
tool.

Coo

A hierarchy can also be very useful in diagnosing learning problems

and in prescribing the content of needed remedial instruction.

As with

the writing of instruc tional materials, teachers given hierarchies often
take them too literally.

"Hierarchy" does not equal "curriculum!"

There

Die

is no more powerful tool for curriculum development than hierarchical
analysis

(it os.7 be as important as a good needs assessment ) .

However,

The

the hierarchy should not dictate the total of what is to be taught.

Diel

Fie.

hierarchy does not state that every student must master every element,
taught in tiny steps in the order shown.

The hierarchy provides a core

of necessary prerequisites for learning an important terminal skill.
is to be built upon through the addition of supportive content and
instructional strategies and materials.

Fit;

It

ingenio~

Gagr.
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Affective Responses to the Literary and Cinematic
Elements in an Educational Film:

--

A Descriptive Investigation

INTRODUCTION

~at ion

How do students view an educational film?

That is, how do they

per ceive the images; how do they learn from the flowing sequences of
mo tion visuals; to what do they attend?

What is central to the under-

standing of how film works in the classroom?
These are certainly valid questions; questions which, however,
i•Y never be ful ly answered.

The film image is elusive; attempts to

answer basic film questions are ongoing.

This study attempts to

answer such quest ions by considering an educational film and its
effects on a particular audience.
BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM
The study itself, its background theory and ideologies, has
several int erwoven strands.

Any investigation in the use of film as

a communication tool and an artis tic experience will have many branches.
For example, Sol Worth (1974) has delineated five major areas of research into the use of film in ed ucation, and has further identified
three "major perspectives •

involved in the analysis of the nature

3. '

and effects of film" (p. 274).

Worth assumes three current ideologies

r sity
• Ann

of film.

For the purposes of this study, the following three perspectives
were delineated.

First, a film theory perspective, looking at the

aesthetic considerations of fi lm as art.

Second , an educational film

research perspective, consid ering the results of studies investigating
~

the cognitive and affective domains of learning and the a bilities of

film as an educational tool.

And third , and educational perspective,

looking at the importance of film in educati?n, as a visual and verbal

536

mode of expression, .a language, an expanded form of literacy.
all

t0

Film as an Artistic, Visual Experience

sound,

Film is a visual, moving educational experience when thoughtfully
utilized as part of the classroom curriculum.

Students do learn new

concepts and skills (Hovland, Lumsdaine, Sheffield, 1949;

VandeMeer
.
,

1945; Rulon, 1933) , and experience new sights through well produced
educational films (Wegner, 1977; Hovland, Lumsdaine, Sheffield, 1949),

P· 3) •

must al
This vi
hO\~

1979, p

Students may be missing part of this visual experience, however, if the
educational content of the film is considered without considering the

a f

Th·
study b•

aesthetic component (Wagner, 1978; Wegner, 1977; Lacey, 1972; Sheridan,
et.al., 1965) • . Students are influenced by both the form and the con-

track,

tent of a film, and that fact suggests that students should then be

feel."

made aware of the total experience, to "develop taste and appreciation 11

may resr

for film, as they have for "the traditional arts and humanities"

Problem

(Culkin, 1972).

Etl-

Educational films are sometimes extremely well produced visual
messages.

Students who learn to be more visually aware of the power

of cinematic

production may indeed learn more and better appreciate

the message itself.

Film does teach well (Hoban, 1950; Hovland,

Lumsdaine, Sheffield, 1949).

How films teach, and to whom they best

t each, are currently being investigated (Salomon, 1979; Wagner, 1978).

between
rlirect .a
this stu
a cornpar
The film

hlm and

But many educational film researchers are now pointing out that one
important question has yet to be explored:

how do the aesthetic elements

of an ·educational film affect their audience?
Students are trained in literary cri ticism, but not, it would seem,
in visual literacy.

c

The term visual literacy has been given many inter-

pretations and •definitions.

For the purposes of this inquiry, it is

The
C-Ognitiv
~nd

to a

involved
setting'
aoprecia 1

defined considering both the technical and more affective elements.

elements

Visual lite.racy is "an understanding of how the structural devices basic

through r.
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co

all f ilms -- composition, lightin g and color, movement, editing,

sound, and rhythm -- influe nce the viewers' responses"
•ughtfully
~ar n

new

P· 3).

(Foster, 1979,

Howev e r , as Morrow (1980) has pointed out, media literacy

inust also include conceptualization, creativity , wit, imagination.

.ndeMeer,

.nis visual literacy involves the ability to "r ecogn ize a nd disc us s
1

·oduced

hoW a filmmaker uses visual images to make us fe e l and think" (Greiner,

.d, 1949),

1979, p. 37).

The educational film One Eyes Men Ar e Kings was c hosen for thi s

·er, if the
ing the
Sheridan,

study because it i s predominantly visual a nd emotional.

It is a

narra tive fi lm who s e " struc t ural d evices " , visuals and mus i ca l sound

the con-

track, develop t he fi lm story, a story d es igned t o " make us think a nd

hen be

feel. 11

reciation 11

:nay respond and offer interpretations .

e s"

It provides a visual, li tera ry e xper ience to whic h students

Problem Statement
Ethno graphi c, observational research is often based on a comparison

v isual

between aspects of t he environment being examined, in order to stren gth e n,

e power

direct .a nd differentiate t h e response or observations (De nzin, 1978).

r eciate

this study, which asks how an educationa l

In

film is rec eived and underst ood ,

nd ,

a compar ative basis was c ho sen t o prov ide such direction wit hout l imitatio n s .

?.Y best

The f i lm was recorded on 3/4" v i deotape, and the two modes of presentation ,

r , 1978).

film and videotape , were used for comparison .

1t one
~ ic

The purpose of this stud y was to investigate the differ e nce i n

elements

cognitive and a f fective responses of s tudents to a s h ort, educational fi lm
~d to a videotape presentation of t h at fi lm.

•10 uld

seem,

ilany inter-

~olved

1

The co gnitive r esp onse

s tudents' understanding of the s tory e lements o f this f i lm:

setting , charac ter, mood, theme.

• i t is

4

nent s.

~~ent s o f the fi l m.

rices bas ic

~~ugh

plot,

The affective respons e involve d the ir

PPrec iation and r eaction to both the story o r theme and to t he cinematic

music a nd

(The fi lm was a non-narrated, dramatic story, t old

visu~ls

a lone with a melanch olic

S38

theme .)

Th e d etailed

student responses to this film or videotape were also examined.

This

study attempted to describe the students' visual understanding of the
construction of the film, and how that construction led to their
reactions.

The questions under consideration were:

2.

view a film;

1.

how do

how does the film create its affect; and 3.

studen~

how do

the knowledge of cinematic and literary elements affect the student
This study investigated the responses of eighth grade students
·affective, non-narrated short film or videotape.

The impact and compre-

hension of both the literary and the cinematic film elements
and recorded.

Three methods of data collection, observation, survey, a·nd

inter v iew were utilized to discover the film or videotape viewing
When the observational method was employed, certain specific questiou
were formulated as a focus for the study:

i:

Did the students display literary knowledge of this film?

2.

Did the students display cinematic knowledge of this film?

3.

Through observable behaviors and nttitudinal measures, did

students exhibit a change in attitude after viewing the film?

Which

students exhibited the greatest change in attitude after viewing th.e
film :

4.

a.

Student s who were most literarily knowledgable?

b.

Students who were most cinematically knowledgable?

What'could be observed as an effect of maturity or better c

room articulation skills?
a.

Were cinematically li terate students also those who were
most articulate?

b.

Through interviews and observation could it be determined
tha t students were affected by the film or videotape,
even though they could not articulate their response ~
class?
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This
. of the

s.

responses from students?
6.

:ir
o students

What format, film or videotape, provided the clearest affective

Did students respond normally in the presence of classroom

observers?
a.

Did students respond honestly to interview questions?

udent

b.

Was classroom behavior altered by observation?

tdents to an

c.

Were students interested in the film, and in the study?

how do

.nd compre-

These· questions focus the discussion of conclusions which have been

rere observ·ed

drawn from the study .

survey, and
1ing experience,
.fie questions

Research Methods - A descriptive, ob servational methodology was
one method selected for this study.

Direct observation of student

behaviors while viewing the film or videotape and participating in
discussion was considered the primary data collection method.

: ilm?

objective of the study was to determine the affective responses of

film?
3,

1

the students, and the emotional impact of the film viewing experience.

did

l lm?

One

By direct observa tion of students' posture, facial expression,
Which

iewing the

verbal responses, and general physical appearance and direction of
attention , student affective responses to the film/videotape were
noted .

l ~?

The second data collection method employed in each case study

~ ab l e?

)r better class·

was a survey of student attitudes.

This questionnaire included a

scale utilizing both attitudinal items and factual items.
This questionnaire contained film or videotape narrative comprehension

) Se

who were

questions, attitudinal questions, and biographical questions.

It

was design td to furth er investigate the students' affective res pon se
i e determined

.deotape,
·esp onse in

to t he film or videotape, as well as t heir comprehension of the
narrative.

The biographical questions were designed to investigate

Students' viewing patterns in and out of school , student s' ages, and
students' level of familiarity with filnunaking and fi lm study.

Sample quest ions included:

"After wa tching this film I

happier-- the same--less happy--sad--depressed;" "Why did the man
pretend to be blind?
3.

1.

to get sympathy; 4.

to get attention; 2.

to make friends ·

so people would treat him better;

,

s.

reason;" and "Have you studied filmmaking in any class?"
With students' individual responses to the questionnaire, this
second method of data collection was designed to allow non-observable
reactions to be i nvest igated .

Such information was informally

compared with -information gained through observation.

a
The third method of data collection within the research design
was a semi-structured interview.

Some students and all

teachers were interviewed following the class period in wh ich the
stu'fy was conducted, to o bta i n individual, personal responses t o indepth questions .

c

The interview instrument was designed

responses from students, eliciting their opinion of the film or video·
tape, the discussion in class, the impact of the film message, and of
the ·overall experience.

s

Sample intervi.ew questions included:

understand this film (videotape)?

Wha t was it s message ? ";

"Did the cl

c

act differently today than u sual? "; and "Would

S,

film (videotape) to other eighth graders?"

s

Teachers were also interviewed , to gain insight into
to the class participation, the film or videotape itself, and the studf

h

experience .

E

Sample question s included:

tape) again in class?" ;

"Would you use this film (video"

"Was this discussion today different or unusual

and "Have you noticed a student preference for film or for videotape as

p

modes of projection?"

t

The design, me thods, materials and instruments were all based up~
normal classroom procedur es and events.
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The film or videotape chosen

-s

0

often selected and utilized with junior high school English classes
one

film I felt:

in many school systems.

This film or videotape also allowed i nvestiga tion

id the man
or film comprehension including the narrative, non-verbal nature of
:: friends·,
ter; 5.

message, and comparisions in the mode of proj ectio,n .

other

t~e

The observation

instruments, techniques, and the other i ns truments were all generated and

II

pre-te s ted in this pilot; the discussion questions, the interview questions,
:maire, this

the pr otocol, and the observation technique were all pilot tested .

1on-observable

The

observers discussed all of these procedures both before and after the pilot

) rmally

study was conducted, so that agreement and understanding was reached during
and

e arch design

aft er the pilot.

Participant Sample

participating

All of the three classroom teachers wer e chosen because they normal ly

which the

used short films as part of their classroom curriculum, and because their

ponses to in-

classroom discussion t echniques were similar.

These teachers also were

to obtain detail

willing and interested participants, previewing the film, arranging for

film or video-

the parental permission s lips to be collected, and offering comments and

::ssage, and of
1ded:

,

t .

suggestions before the study.

"Did you

"Did the

The student population consisted of eighth grade students attending

cla~s

rie nd showing this

classes at two schools, a middle scho ol, grades 6-8, in a small town out side Madison, and a junior high school, grades 7-9, in a western Chicago
suburb.

>

The students range in age from 12-14 , and their abilities and

their reactio·

l.Q. ranges were the average spread for their ages.

a nd the study

heterogeneous, and the co urses in which the study t ook place were r equired

:his film (videO'"

I''

!rent or unusua ·
1r videotape as

The classes were

English classes.
This study utilized this holis tic approach to investigating stud ents'
P~rc eption

of a non-narrated film.

The study attempted to investigate

the viewing exp erience as an entity, and to then examine certain charac teristics
tll based upon
>tape chosen .,as

of the structure such as the literary and cinematic elements.
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Students

were obs erved throughtout their viewing and responses to the viewing .
The experience as a whole was then interpre ted to relate the impact of

E

t he interaction of par ticipants , surround ings , atmosphere, and the
visual display.

The affective elements of a film could only be in-

vestigated as the i nteract i on of the aesthetic form , the literary
content, and the affective responses of the per ceiver s .

di

Conclusions

gr

Literary Knowledge
Students rev ealed a strong understanding of t he literary element s
of the film or videotape.

From observation of c lassroom dis cussions

fi

'

it was clear that students und erstood the ba sic t heme and plot s tructure.
Cinematic

St l

Knowl edge

From all the indica tions, it was clear that some students did underfiJ

stand·the li terary element s of th e film or vi deotape .

s ta

The students expressed only a mode r ate awareness of the cinematic
fdm

elements under investigation.

They could deta i l the rhythm or pace of
did

the narra tive , but only as it was related to the musical sound track .
They could describe set tings, color and some elements of shot or scene
voh

compo sit ion , but not to any grea t detail.

They were awa re that the
were

fi l m or vid eotap e time was not equal t o real time , but no student
and

mentioned editing or cu tting as the cause of the nonreal ity .

The
more

students accepted film or videotape time as reality;

they accepted
1969

the narrative as real.

Th is accep tance indicates that the literary

and the cinematic elements of the film were combined in a manner
whi ch created a realistic, engaging message .
Earlier studies have examined students' c inematic knowl edge
(Hovland , Lumsdaine, and Sheffiel d, 1979;
O'Brien, 1980).

Wa l l and Simson, 1950;

This study attempted t o add to. that research by
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Vid

Of J
matj
lnd:i

= vieYJ"ing .

= impac t

·
cinematic knowledge, literary knowledge, and affective response.
link:i.ng
Earlier research was tangential to this study;

this research employed

of
natural settings a nd the Gestalt approach in an attempt to discover new

rnd the
relations hips.
'f

be inAffective Responses

terary
Film vi ewers understood more than videotape viewers.

However, it

Jid not follow tha t those who understood th e film or videotape to the
greate~

extent were also those who were most affected.

A majority of

film viewers (85 %) and videotape viewers (62%) reported understanding
:y elements

the narrative.
:;cussions,
The data fr om the attitudinal survey revealed that many more
Lot structure ,
students understood the film or videotape than were affected by it.
These data suggested that the high levels of familiarity with
1ts did underfilm, _videotape, and television did not create a high level of understanding of the images viewed.
~

These data also suggested that great

cinema t ic
f dmiliarity with film study, television study, or photographic processes
or pace of
did no t help crea te greater understanding nor attitudinal change.

lnd track.
Film students a ttended more, talked less, a nd revealed more in1t or scene
volvement during th ei r viewing.

In discussion, the film students

:hat the
were perhaps more descriptive in their discussion of favorite scenes,
: udent
and

in the survey, film students revealed more change in mood, and

The
more liking for the film.

As substantiated by earlier research (Allen,

iccepted
1969), the film was more affective than the videotape.

Literary
Reconuilenda t ions
This study attempted to investigate a comparison between film and
.edge
1950;
:h by

Videotape in the classroom, and to consider the aesthetic and literary
of learning.

matic skills.

Educators may need to provide increase training in cineAlso, students may need to be given opportunities for

individual response, as in the interviews, in order to overcome peer
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-
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The data reported here suggested some areas for further stud·y,
Future re search could focus on participants, film elements, viewing
habits,

vie~ing

r

conditions, and other areas.

Information about the individual participants could provide fu h
rt

details related t o their understanding of the visua l message.

er

The data

was not differentiated by sex, and the observers noted tha t sex and

8

i

a

age
t

differientiation would have been helpful and interesting .

Also, further

·identification of individual students 1 abilities such as reading level

'
photography skills, or film study could explicate more clearly s t udent
familiarity with film and videotape .
Students' true understanding of cinematic elements was not esta~
lished.

Future research needs to identify separate film elements and

provide ind ividual visual tests of student comprehension .

Earl ier

research (Hoban and van Ormer, 1951) delineated these el ements, but
st udents today have viewed t housands of hours of t elevision and may react
differently.
Investigation of student responses suggested some i nt eresting links
relating viewing h::ibits and media fam i liarity to liter ary and affec t ive
respons es.

Individual stud ent inventorie s of viewing habits, training ,

and abilities could yield causal relation ship s between experience and
responses.
The difference in viewing behaviors of film and videotape viewers
s uggested some unexplored questions dealing with viewing habits and
conventions.

The difference between film and t elevision viewing condi-

tions may be creating changes i n viewing habits, which could be investigated further.
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her s t udy.
All of these elements are areas for futu r e research.

Futu re

s , Vie-wing

research should provide some answers to the fi l m/video t ape cont r oversy

and to the g r owin g inquir y into visual literacy.

The

11

explora t ion of

provide further
ideas , analysis, synthesis, interpr etation, actual c lassroom behavior,
3.ge.

The data
and creat i ve expression:

3.t sex and age

(Lacey, 1 972) should all b e e ncouraged

through future research .

Also , fur•~aer
\.
' ead ing 1evel

•

~ar ly s t udent

is not estab~ lements

and

Earlie r
ients, but
t

and may react

e res ting links
and affective
s , train i ng ,

erience and

~ ape

v iewers

ibits and
i. ewing con4il d be in-
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re~

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Computer technology has become an integral part of ou r daily l iving.
Si!nple processes such as cashing a check or making a phone ca ll that once
~lied

on the services of a bank teller or an operator now are routinely

nandle d by a computer.

According to Levien (1972) , "we are now experiencing

the transition from an era in which the computer was an esoteric tool to one
in

wh ich the computer will be an everyday necessity.

(In addition), the

9ro~1th of comp uters has exceeded the most optimistic esti ma tes" (p .

1).

One field that has not quick ly accepted the services of the computer
~s

education (Eastwood, 1978; Fi nl ey, 1970; Roberts, 1978).

f01·111s

Like some other

of educational technology, computers have met with res i stance to being

1~luded
~76).

in the i nstruct i onal process (Anastas i o, 1972; Cooper, 1978; Kri tek,
Resistance to innovat i on and change has been a contin ual prob l em

ihroughout the history of forma l educatio n.

Accordi ng to the Carnegie Com-

':lission (1972), there have been four revo l utions in education, each meeting
wi th less than i mmediate and total acceptance .

The f irst revolution occurred

when the responsibility of teaching ch i ldren went to someo ne other t han the i r
"~nts.

The second came with the written word .

A third revo l ut i on was

Hperienced when printing made books available on a wide scale.

And today ,

inth current technological advancements, we are in the midst of a fourth

revulut i on (Carneg i e Commission, 1972) .
At each of these four major periods of change, there was considerable res is t dnce and rejection by many pa re nts and educators .

There continues

to be resistance to various components of the four t h revolution, including the
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computer.

This resistance has been attributed to rejection

fear of the unknown, laziness, lack of incent ives, re j ection through
etc.

(Eichholz and Rogers, 1964).

In the case of the computer, one reason
CA can ht

for the resistance is what can be called, "Computer Anxiety" (CA).

~de

as t

of teache

described as the mixture of fear, apprehension, and hope that people feel When
planning to interact or when actually interacting with a computer.

Because of

this feeling, people who are computer anxious, when given the choice between
using and not using a computer, often choose to not interact (Levien , et. a.,
1972; Seidel and Rubin, 1977).

Computer Anxiety among te ache rs is one factol'

that is inhibiting the potential benefits of computer technology in education.
By fo 11 owing the guide l ines provided by the fundamentals of curri cul um des i gn, it is possibl e to so l ve the problem.

No respectable superi n-

tendent wou l d allow a new reading system i mplemented in the school di strict
without first analyzing needs and resources, the advantages and disadvantages
of the system, and support material.

It wou ld be just as intolerable to start

a ne111 program without giving teachers in-service .
preparation should be conducted for

ill new

The same pl anning and

educational systems.

Unfortu-

nately, in the case of CAI, adequate preparation is often neglected .
that the leaders in

son~

school di stricts and educational institutions

It seems
are~

excited about t he prospect of what computers can do that they fail to fol low
the proper procedures that would insure a more positive experience.
One of the first activities of instructi onal design focuses on We
assessment of needs and resources .

Th is i nves ti gati on wi 11 contribute to the

assessme nt of needs phase of the instructional design.

The project will

invo lve the development of a measure that 1'/ill provide an index of computer
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opera ti on

def ined,
-chat cons

that

\VO Ul ·

in the gr<

wbject t'
n'1nce, fi(
~art i cul a i

s,oecif i ca I

~~ietY

~h ignorance

'
.tgh experie

CA

in prospective teachers.

can be assessed.

~de

With a reasonably valid instrument , teacher

Based on individual and group scores , decisions can be

as to what in-service experiences would be best for each teacher or group

Jne reason
of teachers.

CA can be
ple feel when
Because of

To develop such a mea sure, the term Computer Anxiety need s to be
aperati ona lly defined (Simonson, 1979; Henderson, et al. , 1978).

Once it is

defined , val i d, reliable questionnaire items need to be developed to measure

ice between
tha t construct .

Third, an index or normative refe rence must be established

ien, et. a.,
that would indicate how "computer anxious" a person is relative to the others

s one factor
in

in education.

the group .

s~Ject

Additionally, this study will correlate the CA index for each

to certain subject traits (sex, academic subject area, cerebral domi-

s of curnance, field independence/field dependence).

A strong correlation to any

b le superin·
particular trait would suggest further study and possible in - service treatment
1 district
~ecifical ly

designed for individuals with that characteristic.

i sadvantages
ab 1e to start
i ng and

Unfortued.

It

se~

ti ons are so
1 to fo now

In summary, the purpose of this project is to follow these steps:
1.

Define Computer Anxiety

2.

Deve lo p CA instrument

3.

Pilot CA instrument to obtain descriptive statistics

4.

Administer CA instruments to subjects

5.

Obtain sex, subject area , cerebral dominance, FD/FI data from
subjects

e.
uses on the

6.

Correlate CA with subject traits

i bute to the
ct wi 11
f computer
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Four Research Questions
The ma in goal of the project i s to develop a reliable, valid measlll't
of CA.
Using the CA index, the researcher, through correlation coeffic 1eftt$
wi'll attempt to answer these four questions:
1.

Is there a significant relationship (p

T-0 have a
• 05) between CA and

Is there a significant relationship (p

. 05) between CA and

Is there a significant relationship (p

.05) between CA and

stee 1 axe
buted the

Cerebral Dominance?

4.

the early
brought t

Subject Area?

3.

If a woma
Uds lend

Sex?

2.

culture.

Is there a significant relationsh i p (p

• 05) between CA and

With that

FD/FI?
11ding fo,
Sudden1y,
Ti1ss i ona r

i·Jen knew ,

t!lols was
i978) .

ecti ons ti
~iss i

ona r..

~f l~e 11 -llH
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Innovation
va l id measure
For centuries the Yir Yoront people of Australia lived i n a stable
n coefficients, culture ·

The tools they used fo r food production were fa s hi oned fr om stone.

To have an ax was a symbol of power and dominance.

ween CA and

Only men coul d own an ax.

If a woman or child needed a tool, they we re required t o borrow one from a man.

!his l ending- bo r rowi ng practice was a t radit ional, well- un derstood ritual .
·ween CA and

the early 1900s , Christian mi ssionaries di scovered this "pri mitive cul ture" and
b~ught

.ween CA and

In

to the Yir Yoro nt people the wonders of the modern worl d, including

steel axes.

Being th e generous people that they were, the mi ssi onaries distri-

buted the axes to not only t he men, bu t to the women and child ren as well.

ween CA and

With that, the re was no longer a need for the women t o borrow to ols from the

p:en and a l ong cherished (at least by the men), tradition wa s destroyed.

Pro -

·1iding food with sto ne tool s had been a fu l 1-t i me j ob for the Yir Yoront men.
Sudde nly , 1vith steel too l s, t here was time in the day for other t hings.
~ssionaries

envisioned rapid advancements in the soc i ety .

:?'en knew only two activities , work and sleep.

The

But the Yir Yoront

So when the work with the new

tools was done , the res t of the day was spent in slumber (Blume nfeld, et al . ,
1978) •

The Yir Yoront me n reacted in a way not unli ke some teac her s ' re actions to innovation.
~ssionari e s.

Ed ucat i onal innovators ofte n act simil arly to the

The l i te r at ure of educational in novat i on spea ks con s istently

of well-meaning "missionaries " who in t rod uce new products or methods that will
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be "salvation" in the classroo111.

What is often found is

is so different to the classroom tradition that it is rejected, or if accepdisrupts the familiar traditions of the classroom and is utilized improperl y,
When considering innovation that would require change , it

would~

wise to consider responses that teachers have made in the past to changes that
have occurred.

Several researchers have found that teachers resist change for

a number of reasons .

Below are some suggested reasons for teacher resistanQ

to innovation.
1.

Eastwood (1978) and Finley (1970) suggested that teachers fear
they will l ose their jobs.

This fear stemmed from the

that a machine would be able to teach more efficiently and
that teaching staffs would be cut.

2.

The lack of rewards for innovation was a barrier to change
(Cooper, 1978; Eastwood, 1978).

3.

The general need of teachers for independe nce and the

need~

be in the "spotlight" was repor ted to inhibit any new product
or program that might reduce either one (Levien , 1972).
4.

The fact t hat teachers need to assume new roles with each
innovation has caused role overload.

5.

A person can only

dSSUllf

a finite nu111ber of roles .

. as new roles were acquired . old

roles were mod ified (Kritek,

1976~

Roberts, 1978).

Pincus (1974) suggested that many new teachers si111ply would not
accept the res pons i bil ity to make appropriate changes in behavior patterns needed to accept ifinovation .
the cl a
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he innovation

6.

Eastwood (1978) stated that teachers feel that new technology
would have a dehumanizing effect on students and teachers.

or if acceptee
ed improperly.

While the academic portion of the curriculum might be enhanced,

' it would be
to changes that

the importance of the teacher as a role model, counse lo r, or
friend might be neglected .

sis t change for

menting with innovation in the schools because they thought it

her resistance

may have a detrimental effect on students.
7.

teachers fear

Even if teachers accepted an innovation, resources in the form
of manpower and software were often found to be insufficient or

·om the concern
i ently ancl

Teachers resisted even the experi-

totally lacki ng (Eastwood, 1978; Roberts, 1978).
8.

Kritek (1976), in a review of forty -four case studies, observed
that in many situation s where innovative instructiona l systems

to change

were supposedly i mplemented , the system, in oractice, was very
different from what was originally adopted.

It appeared that

t:J

the need to

in novat ion was almost never adopted as a whole, but "transformed"

y

new product

as it was incorporated.

1972) .

Kritek referred to this as the "natural

law of program survival."

The parts of the new system that

with each

were consistent with the status quo were emphasized and the

:an only assun-e

parts that challenged tradition were ignored.

?

acquired, c1d

Eastwood (1978)

suppo rted this finding by reporting a quote credited to the

I) .

Associati on fo r Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD) .

.i 111 ply would not

According to /\SCD, the educational syste111 has a tremendous

anges in be-

ability to absorb change while not changing at all.
In summary , there are a multitude of barriers to innovation in
'.he classroom, educational, economic, institutiona l, and legal, but they are
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II

. no mo re cri ti cal than barriers due to the attitudes and traditions tha-t
research, Ke a\

have grown up about education 11 (Eastwood, 1978, p. 20).

sistently corr
nosti le speech

Anxiety

anxiety was ne
Teacher anxiety has long been a topic of concern for educators .

Cert .

111

1933, 11 percent of the teachers responding to a nationwide questionnaire had

f-e1iiales appean

suffered nervous breakdown s.

An additi onal 17 percent reported being "unusual

ttevises (Finle.)

In 1938, the National Education Association reported that 37.5 per-

bf:' cautious ly i

nervous."

cent of 5, 150 teachers studied saw themselves as being "seriously worried and

11

nervous. 11

to t hose result

By 1967, the percentage of those teachers who felt they were under

as conducted.

"moderate or considerable strain 11 had climbed to 78 percent (Coats, 1976).

associated with

As reported previously, and expanded upon below, the emotional state of

cent teachers WE

teachers can affect the performance of students.

\Thompson, 1963 )

Thus, this growing problem

could have serious effects on the welfare of the students of these teachers

St i 11

under strain, as we ll as the welfare of the teachers themselves (Doyal an d

111th anxiety.

Forsyth, 1973 ).

processing ca pa c

The r esponses of highly anxious teachers have been correlated with
many undesirable classroom situations.

Youngs (1978) reported that highly

;tudent s .

T

Tucke1

· it was presentE

anxious teachers were less li ke l y to administer positive reinforcement and

visual field and

had more disruptive students than nonanxious teachers.

well by the anxi c

Anxious teachers had

a strong desire to remove themselves from an uncomfortable situation and

J:raue more err ors

any future risk-taking situations.

and processed by

While in stressful s i tuations, anxious

teachers reported negative emotions (inferiority, usele ssness, loneliness,
betrayal), which lead to increased anxiety.

Processing capa ci

In an extensive review of anxiety

Innovat
~

.

•es istance to cha
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i t i ons that

~search,

Keavney and Sinclair (1978) conc l uded that teacher anxiety was con-

sistently correlated with low rapport with students, less verbal support , more
nostile speech and behavior, increased dogmat i sm, and pupi l anxiety.
~ Ki e ty

was negatively correlated with teacher warmth and pupil achievement.

cators . In
onnai re

~ad

Teacher

Certain character tra i ts have been associated with teacher anxiety.
females appeared to be more anxious than males. particularly toward mechanical

ing "unusual

C€vises (Finley , 1970; 0 1 Toole, 1964; Thompson, 1963).

at 37 . 5 per-

oc cautiously interpreted, parti cularl y because of the dates whe n the research

vw rri ed and

ll:iS

· were under

to those results.

conducted.

Social conditions and biases at the time may have contributed
The grade leve l at which a teacher works may al so be

, 1976) .

associated with anxiety.

t e of

~en t

ng problem

\Thompson, 1963).

In a study of 125 student teachers , elementary stu-

teachers were found to be more anxious than secondary student teachers

~ teachers

1oya l and

Thi s conclusion must

Still an other characteristic,
with anxiety.

11

hemisphericity ,

11

has been associated

Tu cker, et al. (1978) studied the effects of stress on the

pro(.essing capacity of the brain ' s right and l eft hemispheres in 80 college
·lated with

students.

Tuck e r ask ed his subjects to perform tasks using visual information

t highly

that was presented to them.

ment and

~sual

achers had

well by the anxious and the contra l groups.

Jn and

'lade more e r rors when the information was presented to the right visua l field

The information that wa s presented to the lef t

field and interpreted by the right hemisphere was processed equal ly
However, highly anxious subjects

anxious

3nd processed by the left hemisphere.

~ liness,

Processing capacity of the left hemisphere under high task demanding situations.

1

of anxiety

It appeared

that anxiety overloaded the

Innov ation in education is seldom totally and immed i ately accepted .
Resi stan ce to change is attributed to a var i ety of reasons, including fear of
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__........_______________________________

~~~-~ - ~--

automation, f ear for job security, need for independence, role overload

'
laziness, the dehumaniz ing effect of technology, lack of supporting resour

ces.

and tradition.
Teacher Anxi ety (TA) has been associated with the introduction and
resistance of innovat ions.

Many variables such as the classroom situation
I

teacher style of reinforcement , student achievement, student be ha vi or, and
teacher behavior have been successfully correla ted with TA.

\~hile

not strongly

corroborated, there appears to be some indication that innovation can
TA which can lead to undesira ble classroom situations.

lead~

Learner charac teris-

tics including sex, teacher grade level, cerebral dominance, and field dependence have also been correlated with TA.
While there are various forms of resistance to educational
there are also facilitators to change.

inn o~M

Ready understanding of, perceived

relevance of, and gathe ri ng a critical .mass of advocates for a particular innovation will facilitate its implementation .

Following general model s of change

also encourage the acceptance of new techniques.

The computer is one

form~

educational innovation that has experienced the resistance described above.
But while the computer has me t with resistance in some areas, in other areas
it has been accepted through the ·use of facilitators and models of change.
Hemisphericity , Field Dependence, sex, and teacher subject area can
all be measure d.

In addition, a newly identified construct, Computer Anxi ety

(CA) can be meas ured t hrough the use of an instrument developed according to
the following steps:
1.

Identi fy the construct

2.

Find a measure
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cnara<
vesti~

3.

Design a measure

4.

Conduct pilot study

5.

Revise pilot study

trod uct ion and

6.

Summarize and display results

om situation

Because of the possible relationship be tween TA, computers, subject

overload

'
rt i ng resources,

•

ha vi or , and

ciiaracteristics, and various classroom situations, it would be wise to in-

'hile not strongly ~est1gate these relationships .
.ion can lead to
!r characteris1nd field depen-

ttional innovati
~,
1

perceived
pa rt i cul ar inno.

models of change
~

is one form of

;cri bed above.
in other areas
s of change .
.ubject area can
omputer Anxiety
d according to
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METHODOLOGY
The Sample

The prospective teachers used in this investigation were enrolled
in Secondary Education 301 (SECED 301), the introductory media course for
undergraduate education majors at Iowa State University.
for juniors, but it is not uncommon to find

fre shmen al so enro 11 ed.

sophomores~

The class is desi
seniors, and

SOl11et1111$

The course re qui res that students have taken a fu!ldi-

men tal s of education course prior to enrolling in SECED 301.

woul c

Figure 1 is a summary of the distribution of the sample.

~e LlS

resul
Sex

subje<
tlu111ber of subjects:
Males
Females

175

to oU

47

121

Missing Data

in the

7

175

ha\11 or
Of the

~~-~_j_ect__ ~~.9..

21 deal

Number of subjects:

175

and 20

Chi l d Development and Ele111entary Education

66

att i tud

Ho111e Econo111i cs (other than CD)

22

dppea re

Science and Humanities

34

toward .

Education (other than El Ed)

17

Agriculture

19

Mi SS i n~J Data

17
175

Fi~iure

1.

Demographics of the sample
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Procedures

The main purpose of this study was to produce a va l id and reliab le
Jere enrol led
course for

index of Computer Anxiety (CA).
~s

forced to construct one.

Since one did not already exist, the researcher

The l i terature on attitude test construction was

:lass is desi9Jlef reinewed and the suggestions of Henerson, et al . (1978) for attitude test
;, and SOflleti~, development were followed.
~taken a functa.

The first step was to decide what kind of a measu r e the CA instrument
wnuld be .

) 1e.

~used

It was decided that the agreement scale (Likert type) format would

because of its

resulting data .
w~ect

fan~liar i ty

to subjects and ease of manipulating the

At the same ti me , it was decided to cal cul ate an index from

responses in order to have one score of CA that could be correlated

to other subject characteristics.

The second step involved finding or generat ing statements to be used

in the CA i nstrurnent.
Since att i tudes have three components, affec t , cognition , and behavior, the statements were arranged according to which component they referred .
Of the initial 63 statements generated concerning comp uters in the classroom,

n dealt

with the cognitive component, 22 referred to the affective component,

md 20 were related to behavior.

The 63 statements were presen t ed to an

66

attitude reasear.ch expert who ·testified to their face validity , that is, they

22

~Ppeared

34

17
19

01~ard

to make statement about a person's knowledge, feeling , or behavior

computers in an educational envi ronment .
A pilot test was then conducted using 32 subjects in two summer

classes of SECED 301 .

17
175
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I
I

I

After the scores were calculated, the students with the lowest"
scores were selected as the

11

positive 11 group.

The students with the five

highest scores were selected as the '1 negative 11 group .

The two groups were

then compared in an i tern analysis to determine which statements had t he most
influence in causing the scores in the

11

positive" group to be low and the

I

socres of the

"negat iv~··

group to be high.

From the item analysis , ten

statements were selected as ones that tended to separate the two groups .
ten statements were selected to compose the subsequent Computer /\nxi ety Index.

plan
The item analysis identified those statements that tend to make the
responders

11

more

11

negative, and the positive responders

11

more

11

negati~

two

positive

(Henerson , et al. , 1978).

J&arr
To discourage the subjects from es tab l i shi ng a "comp uter set" while
responding to the ten statements about computers, 20

11

Uni VE

di s tractor s tatementsu
le[l10t

were generated and randomly included \IJith the ten "target statements" on the
fina l questionnaire.

To further protect against the res pondents establishing

a response set, the i nstrument was entitled ''Educational Innovation Survey."
The distractor .statements referred to other recent forms of educational i nnova·
ti on such as new teaching methods and video tape.

The in tent was to convmi:e

subjects they were responding to 30 statements on vari ous innovations, not
statements about computers .

To obtain a rel i ability estimate for the CA i~J

the Cronbach /\lpha method was used both during the pi l ot test and the main
study.

ment
and t

compi
lndi c
he/sh
a 11 he1

(e .g.

From the pilot test, the 10 target items yiel de d a reliability

esti mate of .B8.
v1as . 86.

the t

The reliability estimate for the Cl\ index in the main stud!

domi n<

/\ddi ti ona 1 normative data for both the pilot test and the CA index

in the main study are as follows:

one
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WE

Pilot study

lowest five

CA index in main study

the five

• of subjects

31

oups were

y,ean

31. 9

31. 8

ad the most

standard deviation

7.0

6.5

: not responding or missing data

1

3

and the

s, ten
roups.

175

I

A second goal of the study was to correlate the CA index with four
Those

nxiety Index.
he negative
siti"ve

respondent

charact~ristics:

se x, subject area in which the responden t was

plann ing to teach, Fie 1d Dependence, and Hemi spheri city.
two characteristics were obtained from class li sts.

Data on the first

The hemis-phericity infor-

mation was obtained from each subject through Form A of the Your Style of
Learning and Thinking test (SOLAT) developed by E. Paul Torrance at the

r set" while
statements"
nts" on the

establishing
on Survey ."
t i ona 1 i nnovato convince tt.e
i ons, not
the CA i ndex1
the main
i 1i ty
~

main study

1e CA index

University of Georgia.

SOLAT consists of 36 sets of three statements about

memory and other men ta 1 processes.

The respondent se 1ects the statement of

the three that most closely describes him/herse l f.
~nt

In the triplets one state-

describes a left cerebral process, one describes a right cerebral process,

md the third describes a person who integrates the two hemispheres.

After

compil i ng eac h subject's responses, he/she was placed on a continuum that
indicated subjects as being more rig.ht or left dominant according to where
he/she was in re 1ati on to his/her peers.

In other words, each subject received

a 11 hemi spheri city score" that would be corre 1ated with CA.

A 1ow score

(e.g. , 56) meant that a student tended to be left hemispheric dominant.

A

hi gher score (e.g., 88) meant that a student tended to be right hem i spheric
donii nant.
~!ext,

50 subjects were randomly selected to complete another measure

one week after comp 1eti ng the CA and SOLAT instruments.
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These 50 subjects

were administered the Group Embedded Fig ures Test (GEFT) as a measure of
field dependence.
Information for al l subjects in the sampl e included sex,
area, CA i ndex, and Hemispheri city score .

The fifty subjects that

the GEFT test had an add itional score for that measure.
As mentioned, th e CA index was of greatest concern .

For each

subject the CA index was correlated with their sex, subj ect area , and SQLU
score .
with CA.

The 50 subjects viho had a GEFT score al so had that score correlat-ect
From these correlations, conclus i ons were drawn and recommendati

made as to the relationship between CA and those variables.

Su1rn~_ry

of_ procedura 1

~~

1.

Operationally define Computer Anxiety

2.

Select type of measure

3.

Generate possibl e test items

4.

Determine face validity of items selected

5.

Conduct pilot study

6.

Complete i t em analysis of pi lot study

7.

Calculate reliabi l ity estimate.of pilot study

8.

Select items for final in strument

de ,

9.

Generate distractor statements

of

10 .

Obtain SOLAT and GEFT

11 .

Ohta i n i nfonnat ion on subjects 1 sex and acade111i c subject area

12.

Admin i ster final CA instrument

13.

Administer SOLAT

14.

Randomly select subjects for GEFT
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ex

Cro

measu re of

15.

Administer GEFT

16.

Score and compile normative data for CA i ndex , SOLAT and GEFT

17.

Compare normative data for SOLAT and GEFT to standardi .zed data

sex , subject
that completed

available from the test publisher
18. Calculate re l iability estimate of CA index
19 . Correlate CA index with sex, subject area , Hemis phericity and

For each
ea, and SOLAT
re correlated
recommendations

Field Depende nce
20 .

Draw conclusions

21.

Make recommendations

22.

End .

Results For Computer Anxiety Index (CAIN)
In the undergraduate and media (SECED 301) cl asses , 178 subjects
responded to the Computer Anxiety (CA) instrument.
~complete
~rded

the entire instrument.

Three subjects failed

Those three subjects' scores were dis -

before the results were compiled.

As reported previously, Computer

Mxiety and sco res on the CA Index are directly related.

That is, one would

expect subjects with high scores t o have a great deal of Comp uter Anxiety
while those who score l ow would also be low in CA.
~scriptive

~c ross

statistics for the CA Index .

Figure 2 summarizes the

Figure 3 i llustrates the results

tabulations of the CA Index with sex.
An estimate of reliability of CAIN was calculated through t he

·ct area

Cronbach Alpha formula .

A reliability estimate of r = .86 was obtained .
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Results f or Your Style of Learning and Thinking (SOLAT)
The Your Style of Learning and Thinking (SOLAT) test was completed
by 168 of the possible 175 subjects who correctly completed the CAIN .
was a measure of hemisphericity.
hemispheric dominance.

A low score on the test indicated left

A high score indicated right hemispheric dominance.

Two of those 168 subjects' scores were discarded because of missing data ln
the responses.

One- hundred sixty- six valid scores remained for SOLAT. The

scores for SOLAT in this study were tabulated somewhat differently than the
scores used for the normative data .

Rather than reporting total scores for

individuals, mean scores were given for the number of questions t hat were
answered with a right hemispheric response, an integrated response, and a
left hemispheric response .

For example, in the norm group , each individual,

figu

on the average answered 9.2 questions with a right hemis pheric response, 8.4
questions that would be attributed to the left hemisphere, and 18.4 questioos
with an integrated response.

Based on the points given t o each response

1n

this study (left= 1, integrated= 2, right= 3), the average score from the
normative data would be 71.2.

Because of the way the points '>'Jere assigned, a

low score would indicate a tendency for le f t hemispheric dominance and a high
score would indicate a tendency for right hemispheric dominance.

ffumber

figure
Figure
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N

LAT)

175

Lowest Possible Score

10

Lowest Actual Score

12

Highe st Poss i b1e Score

50

ated left

Highest Actual Score

49

c dominance .

Range

31

sing data

Mean

31. 8

Median

31. 3

Mode

31

1'/a s comp 1eted

CAIN . SOLAT

SOLAT.

111

The

tly than the
1 scores for

St andard Deviation

that were

Note:

nse ,anda
h individual ,

Low Score
High Score

Figure 2.

=

6.5
Low Computer Anxiety

= Higher

Comp uter Anxiety

Computer Anx ie ty Index (CAIN) descriptive statistics

res ponse, 8.4
Male

Female

N

47

121

core from the

Mini mum Sco re

20

12

re assigned , a

Maximum Score

49

45

nee and a high

Range

27

33

Mean

31. 7

31. 8

7. 1

6. 2

18 . 4 questions

response rn

Standard Dev iati on

~mbe r Missing (not on class lis t so sex cou l d not be determined) = 7

Figure 3.

Tabulation of Computer Anxiety Index by sex.

figures 4 and 5 show the cross tabulat i on data for sex and subject a re a . .'

,)

'

'

// j ,\/.
I I,.
t

(

•L
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Pearson Correlations Betw·een Variables
Pearson Correlation Coefficients were generated between the Computer
M~ety Index (CAIN) and Sex, SOLAT, and GEFT.

These coefficients~ sample

sizes, and level of significance are reported in Figure 6.

Computer Anxiety and College Major
A one-way analysis of variance was completed to compare the CA
=

7

index with college major.

Figure 7 summarizes these data.

The results

showed no s i gni fi cant difference between the mean scores of any of the groups
ef subjects.

~

16

T-Test of Computer Anxiety on SOLAT

64

The table of correlation coefficients did not reveal any relatio n-

38
24

~i p

74. 5

a possible relationship between CA and hemisphericity.

6.0
?te rmined)

at the .05 ·level of significance.

It did indicate that t here may be
The correlation

coefficient was calculated as -.1215 with a probability level of .059.
=1

To

study this further, the CA scores of subjects were placed into 5 groups.
Scores that were greater than one standard deviation below the mean were placed
in

majors

the low (low computer anxiety) group.

ttandard deviation above the mean were placed in the high (high comp uter
anxiety) group .

ajo rs

Scores that were greater than one

~a ndard

The other sco·res were pl aced in three groups of 1/2 to 1

deviation below the mean, within 1/2 standard deviation of the mean,

and 1/2 to 1 standard deviation above the mean.
)f subjects.
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Computer Anxiety
Correlated
With:

Corre l at i on
Coeffi c ient

Numbe r
of
Cases

Leve l
of
~nif~ce

.009

168

.454

SO LAT (hemisphericity)

-. 122

166

.059

GEFT (f i eld dependence)

- .100

47

. 25 1

Sex

Figu re 6.

---

Pearson Correlat i on Coeffici ents

Deg r ees of
- Freedom
- - - --

Sum of
Squa re s

Mean
Sq uare

4

257 . 13

64.628

Within groups

153

6244.76

40 . 82

Total

157

6501 . 89

Between groups

F

Ratio

F
Probability

1. 58

.18

la
H

Fi gure 7.

Analys i s of va r i ance - Computer Anxiety Ind ex by college major.

A t - test was calculated between the 1ow CA group and th e hi gh CA group on the
SOLAT variable.

Figure 8 summarizes t his calculation.

The t- t est between

high and l ow Computer Anxiety failed to demonstrate a sign i fican t

d iffe ~n~

be tween the two groups for th e hemi s phericity variab l e .

SUMMARY

ex~

fro
tha

The resu lts of this study revea l a fairly norma l distr i bution for
The
the variables ·of Compute r Anxie ty , hemisphericity, and fie l d dependence .
No statistica ll y s ignificant relationship was found be t ween Computer Anxi ety
and sex, college major, hemisphericity, or fiel d dependence.
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Level
of
Lnifj~

A possible trend was revealed between Comp uter Anxiety and hemis~ericity.

The negative correlation suggested that rig ht hemi spheri c dom-

inant subjects are slightly more computer anxious t han left hemispheric dom.454

tnant subjects.

A post hoc ana lysis failed to revea l a si gnificant relation-

.059
~ip

between these t wo variables .

. 251

The Computer Anxiety Index appeared to be a reli able measurement.
Us ing the standard of r

= .70

as being a respectable reliability estimat e for

an attitude measurement , the reliability esti mates of r
test and r

F

=

=

.88 for the pilot

.86 for the main study are quite encourag ing.

)ba bili tr

N

Mean

Standard
Deviation

t-value

22

74.1

5.3

0 .89

30

72.6

6.6

.18
Low
Hi gh

CA
CA

2ge major.
Figure 8.

T-test - low/ high Computer Anxiety on SOLAT .

group on the
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

st between
-c

difference

The idea for t his study originated with the researcher ' s past
experien ces with t eachers who exhibited resistance t o educati on al innovations .
New techniques or devices have almost always me t some level of resistance
from educators .

i bution for

~at

Th e computer i s one example of a powerf ul instructional tool

has met this resistance (Anastasio, 1972; Blumenfeld , et al., 1978).

There are a variety of reaso ns to explain why the computer has not been
~ ndence.

Jter Anxiety

Widely accepted.

Computer Anxiety (CA) may be one source of resistance.
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J
I

I
In order to facilitate the acceptance of compute rs in the cl assroo111, the r
searcher appl ied the principles of instructional design (Gagne and Bri ggs ,
One of the first steps in any well-designed inst ruct i onal system is
ment of needs.

The intent of this research was to assess the nee ds

tive teachers by creating a measure of Computer Anxiety that could be used
determine the extent of this problem.
Anxiety seems to be logically associa ted with res istance.
has indicated that there is a great deal of anxiety among teachers from pr
vice to the most experienced (Coates and Thoresen, 1976; Ke avney and Sincl
1978; Travers , et al ., 1952; Youngs, 1978) .

The research cited related

all.X

to sex (Finley , 1970; O'Toole, 1964; Thompson, 1963), teacher grade level
(Thompson, 1963), and cognitive style (Tucker, et al., 1978).

Because oft

relat ion ships, for this study, data on these characteristics were
prospective teachers and compared to CA scores.

gat h ered~

None of these characteristi

had a statistically significant relation to any other variable.

Jew 9'

ce rre
be twee

drawn
Hemisphericity Relationship to Computer Anx i ety

sliow a

e·li den
One relationship suggested by the literature was between anxiety
hemisphericity.

It was reported that those subjects who were left

cominant tended to be more adversely affected by anxiety than other sub jects
(Tucker, et al., 1978).

The hemi sp hericity variable as measured by the Your

can be
Style of Learning and Thinking (SOLAT) test (To rrance, et al., 1977) 1vas
the pi ·

carrel ated with the sco re from the Computer Anxiety Index.

The SOLAT scores

that ti
•.-;1 .. ·

'.o tabulated by sex and college major.

the que
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The tabulation of SOLAT by sex revealed a slightly lower mean for
the re.

i,

•1es than females.
it

the assess.
of Prr:.1't.
be used

t~

While the relationship is not statistically significant,

is consistent with the genera 1 agreement that more ma 1es tend to be 1eft

~~spheric

dominant than females. · An analysis of variance of SOLAT by college

•jor found no statistically significant difference between the groups .

This

was a1so expected.

The correlation of SOLAT with CAIN prompted some additional analysis . .
Research

The correlation of -.1215 at the .059 level of significance suggested that
~ere

was a tendency for the left hemispheric dominant subjects to have more

~mputer

. ated anmcy

anxiety than right hemispheric dominant subjects.

The most highly

computer anxious subjects were compared to the subjects with the lowest CA

l eve 1

~

luse of

Kores on the hemisphericity variable.

The post hoc t-test for the high and

the~

low groups failed to show a statistically significant difference.
~ athered

However, the

fP.t

"acteristics

correlations between these two variables indicated that there might be a trend
~tween

CA and hemisphericity.

Because of this possible trend, the conclusion

drawn about these two variables was that while this study did not consistently
show a strong rel ati onshi p between CA and hemi spheri city, there was ; iff i ci ent
evidence to warrant additional study of that possible relationship in the future.
anxiety and
hemispheric

The Computer Anxiety Index

,. subjects
1

the Your

From the results of this study, several comments about the CA Index
can be made .

.AT scores

It i s gratifying to see the high reliability estimate for both

the Pilot test (r

= .. 88)

and the main study (r

= .86).

that the CA Index is in fact a consistent measure .
the question of validity.

These data suggest

The remaining concern is

Is the CA Index actually measuring Computer Anxiety?
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With confi dence, it can be sa id t hat for this grou p of subjects the instrum

A reliab·

is not in fluenced by subject sex, college major, or field dependence.

tnformat i

.e11t

The

instrume nt may have some re lationship to hemispher ic ity, but wit h the l ow

require i

correlation coefficient between these two variable sco re s , it would be safe t
.

n

say that the ent ire inst ru ment is not an effec tive measure of hem i spheri ci .

0

Few would argue with the previ ous statements abo ut what t he CA
Inde x does cot measure.
something.

would rec
intend to

Most would proba bl y agree that it is measuring

The reliability of the instrument wo uld support th at.

tion (CAI

would be

But there

mos t li ke ly would be some questi on as to whether the construct that is measured and the. it
truly is Computer An xi ety.

wou ld expE

The t en statements that made up the final CA instrumen t referred to
future use of and pa st experiences with computers.

critical

~

The obvio us quest ions s1 mil computer t

to "I fee l an xiety about us i ng computers " were eli minated duri ng the pilot st

be used to

becaus e they fai led to discri mi nate.

from the t

Because of t his question of validity ,

several educators who were identified as being highly computer anxious
t he CA instrument in a post hoc analys i s .
variabl e.

c omple~

The scores from these subjects were that inhib
preference:

Some of the highl y computer anxious subjects did indeed receive

hi gh scores on the CA Inde x.
poin ts of 15.

Other sco re s , however , were wi t hin one or two

A score of 15 would indicate a generally neutral feel i ng .

of these highly anx ious subjects• scores was be l ow 10 .
with these computer anxious subjects and computer

constructi 1

1~ ~

In informal interviews similar, H

p r ofe ssion~ l s ,

i t appea rs

diffe rent f

the instrument might be meas uring a construct t ha t could be called "intent to of the r api
soc i ety , th

use . "
If the CA instrument i s relia bl y meas uring "intent to use , " and

important.

i t appea rs i t is, it could be used without much revi s ion t o mea s ure just that. di agnostic
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1s tru ient

~reliable

measure of this type could provide curriculum planners valuable

~furmation

The

on what kind of training individual teachers or groups of teachers

require in schools targeted for implementation of computer assisted instruc-

low
e safe to
en city.

tion (CAI).
~uld

Subjects whose scores indicate a favorable intent to use computers

receive different training from those whose scores indicate they do not

intend to use the computer.

CA

~uld

ng

Perhaps those teachers who do in tend to use CAI

be used to introduce and train those who do not.
Through the post hoc analysis, it appears tha t computer anxiety

t there

s measured and the. intent to use computers have some similarities.
~uld

·e r red to

expect them to be related.

Intuitively, one

For the curricu lum.designer in schools, the

critical problem is to make the most effective use of the capabilities of

.ions simil computer technology to support instruction.

If the Computer Anxiety Index can

pi lot stJJ

be used to reliably measure a specific teacher 1 s intent to use, the results

idity ,

from the tes t can be quite valuable.

is complet
iects were
~ ce i

The Computer Anxiety Index probably is measuring anx ie ty as one factor
that inhibits the intent to use.

It probably is also measuring some teac hers'

preferences for using other forms of in struct ion.

ve

or two

constructively used

ng . Nooe

11

as is. 11

Finally, even though Computer Anxiety an d intent to use are quite

nterv iews similar, there still remains a distinct difference.
different from

ppears
1

tent

tCl

11

personal preference. 11

11

Anxiety 11 certainly is

Because of this di fference and because

of the rapid growth of the effects of computers i n education and all of
~c i ety,

and

But because it can be

t he attempt to isolate CA from all other variabl es becomes increasingly

important.

The CA Index developed in this study can be used as a useful

is t tha t. diagnostic tool, but in the future it could be re placed by at least two more
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specific, more powerful instruments.
11

One future instrument could measure

preference for med-ium of instruction ."

Computer Anxiety in isolation.

The second in strument could rneas!Jt!

The effort to measure CA as an independent

construct should be a continu ing endeavor .

It should not be confin ed to the

pages of this document, nor end with the end o1 this research.
anc

Conclusions

to

Uni
1.

The CA Index i s a reliab l e instrument.

hem

2.

The CA Index has no significant relationship to sex.

bet~

3.

The CA Index has no s ignifican t relationsh i p to co 11 ege major.

majo

4.

The CA Index has no significant relationship to field dependen ce .

vari

5.

The CA Index might have a sl ight relationship to hemisphericity.

6.

The CA Index might be used in its current form as a measure of

fair ·

intent to use computers in the classroom.

to us

The intent to use computers i s probably a combinati on of Computer

was s

Anxiety and personal preference .

inc re

8.

In the future CA will become an even more critical problem.

resea

9.

The effo rt to isolate and reduce CA should continue.

7.
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. measure

SUMMARY

.uld measure
1dependent
'i ned to the

The main purpose of this research was to develop a measure of
computer Anxiety.

The instrument, consisting of 10 target statements

and 20 di stracto.r statements, was admi nistered during the fall of 1980
to 175 education students in the undergraduate media course at Iowa State

University.

The score fro m the 10 target items was correlated to sex,

hemisphericity, and f i el d dependence.

An analysis of vari ance was calculated

between the scores on the Computer Anxiety Index and the subject's col lege
major .

oojo r.

1

While no statistically significant relationships were foun d for any

jependence .

vari able, there appeared to be a slight relationship between hemisphe r ici ty

)hericity .

and Computer Anxi ety.

isure

fairly high ( r = . 86) but the instrument may be a valid measurement of

of

The Computer Anxi ety Index reliabi l ity estimate was

to use 11 the computer in the classroom which included Comput er Anxiety .
)f

Computer

intent
It

11as stated th at the need to identify and reduce Compu t er Anxi ety will become
increasingly import ant in the f uture .

)lem .

11

The recommendation was made that

research in Computer Anxiety should continue.
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APPtNU l X 1

YOUR STYLE OF LEARNING AND THINKING
Form A
INSTRUCTIONS : On t he answer sheet prov ided, describe your style of l earni
and think i ng by blackeninq the appropriate blanks. Try to describe your n~
own strengths and preferences as accurately as possible.

( b)
( c)

not qood at remembering faces
no t qood at rememberin g names
eq ually good at remembering names and faces .

2.

(a)
( b)
'( c)

res pond best to verbal instructions
respo nd best to visual and kinesthetic i ns truct i ons
equally responsive to verbal and visual/kinesthetic . instruct i o~

3.

(a)
( b)

able to express feelin gs and emotions freely
controlled in expression of fee li ngs and emotions
inhibited in expression of feelings and emotions

1.

(a)

( c)

4.

(a)
(b)
(c)

5.

(a)
(b)

( c)

6.

preference for deal in~J with one problem or variable at a ti111e
preferen ce for co nsi c!eriri<J several problems or variables simultanrou
equal preference for sequential or simultaneous consideration
of probl ems /variables.

( c)

preference for multiple-choice tests
preference for open-ended tests which have no single "riqht" answer
equal preference for multiple-choice and open-ended tests .

(a)
(b)
(c)

at.interpreting body l anguaqe
poor at interpreting body language; dependent upon what people QY
equally good at in terpreting body language and verbal expression

( a)
(b)

7.

playful and loose in experimenting (in cooking , art, athleti cs ,
writing, research, teachi ng , etc.)
systematic and controlled in experi men t i nq
equal preference for playful/ loose and systematic/controlled
ways of experi menting

~ood

Georgia Studies of Creative Behavior
Department of Educ ational Psychology
Un iversity of Georgia
December, 1975
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APPENDIX 2
. of l earn i"ng
1be your ·

structi ons

SAMPLE PAGE

GROUP EMBEDDED FIGURES TEST

THll10 sr:.CT IOl·J

thletics .

ro 11 ed

a ti me
s s i mu l tanrous
oration

right" answer.
~s ts .

t people say
expression

----

'
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APPENDIX 3
COMPUTER ANXIETY INDEX (EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION SURVEY)

2.

EDUCATIONAL INNNOVATION
3.

SURVEY
Please fill in your Social Security Number in

4.

the Identification Number section of your answer
sheet.

Then record your answers using the five

5.

point scale below.
6.

e

A/ 1 = Strong l y Agree
8/2

= Agree

7.

DI 4 = Disagree

I

e

C/3 = Undecided/No Opinion/Don't Know
8.

w
f

E/5 = Stron!llY Disagree
9.

A1
c

10.

I

11.

Gi
me
tr

12.

I

te
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13.

p h1

14.

A

15 .

My

(

EDUCAT IONAL INNOVATION SURVEY

~VEY)

in

1.

Having a computer i n my room would improve my instruction.

2.

I can think of some great ways to use the computer for teaching
in my subject area.

3.

If a student wanted to do a project for my class that i nvolved
recordin9 a video tape, I would stronqly encourage him/her
to do it.

4.

My subject area is not appropriate for us i ng the computer.

5.

I worry about the bad consequences of putting te l evision
in schools.

6.

I believe innovation will help keep alive what is best in
education.

7.

I believe that more money shou l d be spend
equipment in schools.

8.

When there is a staff of wel 1 prepared teachers i n a school,
f{lms are not necessary.

9.

Any teacher should be able to make use of photography in the
classroom.

nswer
five

Know

on television

10.

I don't plan to get involved in educational innovation.

11.

Given the choice between teaching a subject through a traditional
method or -0n a computer program, I would probably choose the
traditional method.

12.

I believe film projectors are too complicated for the average
teacher to run.

13 .

Photography in schools contributes to a sound education.

14.

A computer in my room would reduce discipline problems.

15.

My use of computers has been very limited.
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16.

Fi lms detract from the quality of instruction.

17.

If there is a computer in my classroom, I will suggest lt
be placed in another room where it could be put to bette

r lfS

18 •

Te a c h e r s s h o u l d b e wi l 1 i n g t o g i v e a n y n e w t e a c h i n g me t hO'd
a try.

19.

If there were no overhead projectors in my school, I would
request that some be obtained.

20 . . I believe that filmstrips have been used successfully in
many schools.
21.

Televis ion can be used for instruction in many subject areas.

22 .

I look forward to the time when computers are in all clas 5 r

C

23.

A teacher should not be expected to accept new media in the
classroom.

c

24.

If availabl e, I would choose films over other forms of
instruction for some of my teaching.

E

25.

I doubt if I wi l l use the computer in

~Y

teaching .
E

26.

I think the taxpayers would see a reco rd player in my cl as5
as a waste of their money.

27 .

I be l i c v e th a t , i n genera 1 , non - p r i n t med i a , ( f i 1 ms , vi deo
tapes , cassettes , etc . ) are too exp e ns i v e f or sc hool s to bu}'

28.

My underqraduate coursework has made me kno wledgable of
televis io n in schools .

29 .

Few s c h o o 1 s ha v e s u cc es s f u1 1y u s e d no n - p r i n t

30 .

I am not prepared to make use of the computer in my teac hiM

F
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111 e d i

a i n i nst r uc

G<

gest it
better use
9 method

I

would
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PERSUASIVE FILMS:

TECHNIQUES USED TO CHANGE ATTITUDES
by
Michael Simonson
Iowa State University

Entertainment, enlightenment and persuasion are the primary reasons films
are produced (Rose, 1963).

In education, the training film has been a popular

and useful tool of the teacher since World War II when millions of ·G.I.s were
taught by film such topics as the fundamentals of personal hygeine, the
functioning of the M-1 rifle, or the procedures for bracketing with mortar
fire.

Similarly, ever since Gone With the Wind, the Saturday matinee has been

one of the major entertainment activities of millions.

However, the history,

impact and place in education of the persuasive film has been a little less
obvious .
be

As early as 1931, Thurstone was able to demonstrate the influence of film
st1

on the attitudes of children.

In this landmark study, it was found that two

films depicting Chinese either favorably or unfavorably were capable of pro-

st1
ter

ducing attitude changes either in a positive or negative direction, depending
on the intent of the film.

Since Thurstone, attitude change and persuasion

tha

bia

have been the focus of many, if intermittent, film based research studies.
Attitude and persuasion have also been found to be related to learning.
The perceptions that people have about a concept have been found to have some
impact on how much they know, and are likely to learn, about a given subject
(Levy, 1973; Fenneman, 1973; Simonson & Bullard, 1970; Greenwald, 1966; 1965;
for example).

While it would be wrong to ascribe a cause and effect relation·

ship between liking and learning, there most certainly is some link between
these two concepts.

If students are excited about a topic, and like it,
11

boring, or no-fun

11
•

Films that persuade have a very important place in
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re 1c
197~

Ii tE

char
ti or

11

they will probably learn more about it than if they find it uninteresting,
11

att·

tech

that

exan

education. They can be used to convince students of the need to study science,
of

the importance of accepting individuals from other cultures, of the need to

practice minimum tillage in order to prevent soil erosion, or of the possible
:ms films

a popular
I. s were

hea 1th prob1ems they may encounter if they smoke.

cation directly i nvo 1 ves persuading.
~ar

he

Much of what we do in edu-

Many of the fi 1ms produced arid used every

deal with topics such as these.
Fleming and Levie (1978) have provided additional reasons why it is

ortar
: has been
hi story,
:le less

important to be interested in the attitudes of students.
~uld

First, most teachers

agree that there are cases when it is legitimate, and important, to urge

learners to accept the truth of certain ideas.
attitudinal position.

In other words, to promote an

Second, as stated above, that while the relationship

between attitudes and learning is unclear it seems to be common sense that
~e

of film

that two
of prodepending
suasion
.udies.
earning.
have some
1

subject

166; 1965;

: rel a ti on-

between
:e 11 it,

?Sting,
:e in

students are more likely to remember information, seek new ideas, and continue
studying when they react favorably to an instructional method and certain content areas. Last, the instructional developer should be aware of procedures
that are likely to influence attitudes in one direction or another so that
bias can be reduced when inappropriate .
However, little is known about films that persuade or advocate some
attitudinal position.

An exhaustive review of the literature dealing with the

relationship between attitudes and instructional films (Simonson, 1978; l979a;
1979b) stated that there was little definitive information available in the
literature concerning the specific procedures used in persuasive films to
change people's attitudes .

In other words, it has been confirmed that educa-

tional films can persuade viewers to agree with certain ideas, however, the
techniques used by film-makers in the production of persuasive !Tk)tion pictures
that have direct impact on attitudes have not been systematically identified,
examined, and categorized. There has been no comprehensive comparison between
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what film-makers do when persuasion is their goal, and what researchers tell
us are the procedures for persuading.
One notable exception to this was the work reported by Levonian (1960
.

I

1962, 1963) where the procedures used in the production of a film on India

were described.

Levonian administered a questionnaire to the film s target
1

audience and then systematically analyzed the responses to this instrument in
order to develop the motion picture's script.

Levonian•s film was successful

in producing the desired attitude changes in the target audience .

In other

words, Levonian identified a specific technique based on research and applied
it to the planning of a successful persuasive film .

t

Certainly, other media

researchers and motion picture experts have generated information designed to
assist future producers in developing films that persuade.

ct

However, the pro-

cedures actually used by directors in their films have not been comprehen-

.llK>

sively analyzed and compared to the attitude change procedures outlined in the

in1

psychological literature (Insko, 1969).
Attitude Defined
Attitude has been a dificult concept to adequately define, primarily
because it has been defined by so many, but also because of its many lay uses
and connotations.

One of the earliest defi nitions of attitude was proposed

,•

by Thomas and Znaniecki (1918).

They defined attitude as:

A me.n-t:ai. a.n.d n.e.U!Utl .6ta,t,e. o 6 .tr.e.acUne..6.6, 01tga.nlze.d th!wu.gh e.xpeM.e.n.c.e.,

e.xeJ!-ti.n.g a. cU.tr.e.c.:tlve. a.tr. dyna.m<.c -ln6lu.e.n.c.e. upon. the. incUvidua.i.'.6
Jte..6pon6 e. to a.U obj e.w a.ru:L .6liu.a.:UoYl..6 will wlU.c.h l i L6 Jr.e.la.te.d
I ThorM..6 and Zna.n.ie.c.IU, 1918) •

edw
th e ~

to p

supp
at m
Your

In other words, while attitudes are latent and not directly observable
in themselves, they do act to organize, or to provide direction to, actions
and behaviors that are observable.

conf1

Also, attitudes vary in direction, either Ofte1

positive or negative; in degree, the amount of positiveness or negativeness;
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:hers tell

which a position is ·he·ld
and in intensity, the amount of commitment with
.
(Fleming and Levie, 1978) .

ian (1960,

Additionally, attitudes have three components:

on India

and behavioral (Zimbardo and Ebbeson, 1970) .

affective, cognitive,

The affective component is said

m's target

to consist of a person's evaluation of, l i king of, or emotional response to

nstrument in

some object or person .

s successful

person's beliefs about, or factual knowledge of, the object or person. ·rhe

In other

behavioral component involves the person's overt behavior directed toward

and applied

the object or person.

1ther media
1

The cognitive component is conceptualized a.s a

A persuasive film, then, is one designed with attitude formation and

designed to

change as its primary purpose.

While most films have a persuasive element,

rer, the pro-

a persuasive film is defined as one where attitude development is the single

:omprehen-

rost important goal of the film, and where entertainment or enlightment are

Jtlined in the

included only to contribute to the ultimate goal of persuasion.
Purpose of the Study
Once there is agreement that persuasive films play an important role in

primarily

education it is important to understand, among several other things, how

many 1ay uses

these films are planned and produced, and what makes it possible for«a . film

a s proposed

to persuade a viewer to accept an attitudinal position.

Alfred Hitchcock is

supposed to have once remarked to an executive producer that he never looked
.xpvuenc.e,

at motion pictures, to which the producer replied, "But where do you get all

a.l' J:,
.tded

Your ideas then?" (Rose, 1963).
"How they did it, 11 in a film is a comment heard in many film production

observable
t o, actions

conferences.

ction, either

Often used as a model for similar films. Film-makers often produce films by

egativeness;

formula.

The techniques used by one film-maker in a successful film are

Many times they do not even real ize what that formula really is

(Rose, 1963). Most often, film-makers decide on, or are hired to present, a

J
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position in a film. The film-maker then works backwards, planning the presen.
tation so as to include, through emphasis and selection, all the ideas and
techniques that would be most likely to elicit the desired reaction in the
viewer.

In other words, the desired atti tude is identifi ed, then the film-

maker decides how to persuade the audience to accept th i s attitude as a
consequence of viewing a film (Rose, 1963).

Often film-make r s will chose

procedures for a new film based on what had been used in previous films.
The identification of the specific techniques used by the film-maker to
accomplish this persuasive goal was the purpose of this study.

In 1979,

Simonson identified six guidelines that if included in the planning, production or use of mediated instruction would contribute to the development of
desired attitudinal outcomes in learners.

These guidelines were based on the

results of over 100 research studies dealing with attitudes and media.
Unfortunately, these guidelines are fairly general and do not s pecify many
exact processes a film-maker or teacher might use when persuas i on is· the primary
goal of filmed instruction.
Siroonson's (1979) six guidelines, and a sample of the research studies
that support them are:

(Note: Refer to Simonson, 1979, fo r a more complete

discussion).
Guideline #1:

Learners react favorably to mediated instruction that is
realistic, relevant to them, and technically stimulating.

Tl

(Levonian, 1960; 1962; 1963; Sei'l er, 1971; Klapper, 1958; genera·
Croft, et .al., 1969; Donaldson, 1976; Booth and Miller,

fi'l

m-mi

1974; Winn and Everett, 1978; Ganschow, 1970)
Guideline #2:

Learners are persuaded, and react favorably, when mediated
instructi on includes the pr esentation of new infonnation
about the topic .
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____

Ir

the presen-

(Jouko, 1972; Knowlton and Hawes, 1962; Peterson and :

i deas and

Thurstone, 1933; Levonian , 1960, 1962, 1963)

on in t"he

Guideline #3 : Learners are positively affected when persuasive messages

, the film-

are presented in as credibl e a manner as possible.

as a

le

i 11

(Kishler, 1950; Seiler , 1971; O' Bri en, 1973)

chose

Guideline #4:

is films.
i l m-maker

delivery of mediated instructi on are li kely to react
to

favorably to the instructional acti vity and to the message

1979,

.1

Learners who are involved i n the planning, production, or

delivered.

ing, pro-

(Erickson, 1956; Coldevi n, 1975; Simonson, 1977; Goldman,

eve l opment of

1969)

based on the

Gu i deline #5:

Learners who partici pate . i n postinstruction discussions

media.

and critiques are likely to develop favorable attitudes

1eci fy many

toward de 1 i very method and content.

is · the primary

1

(Allison, 1966; Fay, 1974; Domyahn, 1972)
Guideline #6:

Learners who experience a purposeful emotional involve-

1rch studies

ment or arousal during instruction are l ikely to change

Jre complete

the·i r attitudes in t he direction advocated in t he mediated
message.

ction that is
y s timul ati ng.
.l apper, 195S;
1

and Miller,

(Janis and Feshbach, 1953; Rogers, 1973; Mill er, 1969)
The purpose of this study was

to

partially validate these research

generated guidel ines and to ident ify l i sts of specifi c techniques used by
film-makers in t heir persuasive f i lms that directly rel at e to these guidelines .

'O)

' , when mediated
!W

information

Procedures
In order to obta in i nformation from film-ma ke rs about persuas i ve films a
£i.!m-Makers Survey (FMS) was developed . A pi lot version of the FMS was sent
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to a small sample of film-makers and a revision based on their conunents and
suggestions was developed.

This final version of the FMS had two parts.

Part I dealt with the film-makers' background and experience.

Part II asked

the film-maker to rate,discuss or evaluate techniques used in persuasive
film~making.

Each item in Part II of the FMS was directly related to one of

the six design guidelines identified by Simonson (1979), or to one of the
three components of attitude di scussed by Zimbardo and Ebbeson (1970).
One hundred fifty film-makers

listed in the 1980 Council on Inter-

national Non-Theatrical Events (CINE) catalog were sent a copy of the FMS
with a cover letter explaining the purpose of this study.

These film-makers

were sampled because their films were listed in the CINE catalog as Golden
Eagle Award winners, and the accompanying descri ptions of their films seemed
to indicate that their motion pictures were persuasive in intent.

A random

selection of film-makers was not considered necessary because of the descriptive nature of this study.

Included with the questionnaire and cover letter

was a stamped, addressed, return envelope.

No foll ow-ups to film-makers who

failed to return the questionnaire were attempted.
RESULTS
(See Appendix I for complete FMS results)
Fifty one questionnaires were returned, for a response rate of thirty
four percent.

it

This fairly small percentage of returns was expected because
WE

no follow ups to non-responders were attempted .

Results from the questionnaire U

that were returned were considered representati ve for the purposes of a

Ha

descriptive study such as this one.
ip

Background Information on the Responding Film-Makers
All fifty one of the film makers who were surveyed i ndicated that producing motion pictures was their primary method of employment.
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The average

nents and

iength of time respondents had been employed as film-makers was slightly more

:>arts.

than 18 years.

I I asked

The range of years of employment was one year to forty years.

KinetY one percent of the respondents were ma 1es.

The average age was forty

uasive

six. Ages :anged from twenty five for the youngest respondent to sixty eight

to one of

for the oldest.

The average number of films produced by each film-maker was approximately

of the

The range of number of films produced was from one to two thousand.

The .

70).

!42.

n Inter-

average number of persuasive films produced was twenty nine (Range= l to 200). ·

the FMS

~r

:nm-makers

shortest persuasive film was reported to be two minutes.

as Golden

ainutes.

i 1ms

seemed

A random

the persuasive films, the average film length was 18.3 minutes.

The

rhe longest was 30

There were a large number of twenty-eight mi nute films reported,

irobably because this was a popular length for f i lms that were to be broadcast
on television.

Film-makers reported working in production companies with an

le descrip-

average of eleven employees.

Jver letter

~eration.

-makers who

The smallest company was a one-person free lance

The largest employed thirty five.

Thirty seven percent of the film-makers reported that they had .no formal
1chool training in film-making, only on-the- job traini ng.
nad some college.

Sixteen percent

Twenty-one percent had bachelors degrees.

Twenty-one

percent had masters degrees or more, and five percent reported that . they had
attended a trade school.
>f thirty

!d because
questionnaire
!S

of a

~producing

Only nine percent reported having any formal training

persuasive films.

A large number of colleges and universities

were mentioned by the respondents when they were asked to indicate what school
~ey

attended.

The only institutions menti oned more than once were Columbia,

karvard, Iowa, City University of New York, UCLA, and USC.
The definition of a persuasive film used for t hi s study was considered
ippropriate by seventy .eight percent of the film-makers who answered ·the FMS.

that pro1e average

~lrnost

without exception those who did not 1ike the defi ni tion thought that
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it was too narrow and should be expanded to include broadcast, non-educational
uses of films.

(The definition used for this study was:

A persuasive film

is a training or educational film that has influencing, persuading

~r chang;~

of attitudes as its primary purpose.)
Most respondents thought that the market for persuasive films would
increase in the future (73%), and that about 40% of the educational film
market · was for films that persuade rather than inform . The average cost of
a 10 minute persuasive film was estimated at $29,000 or $2900 per minute.
(Range= $13,000-$65,000 per 10 minute film).

This price was estimated as

being only slightly higher than for an informative film of the same length.
11
imp<

Persuasive Film Production Techniques
One of the major goals of this study was to determine how film-makers
would go about producing a film when persuasion was their goal.

Film-makers

. h

I

responding to the FMS considered persuasive films to be planned and produced
a little, to somewhat, differently than other educational films.

One major

difference was the importance of a pre-script writing target audience assess-

nlO !

effec

ment that most film-makers considered critical to the success of their persuasive films.

Technical quality of persuasive films was considered important,

but only slightly more so than for any film . The 11 outs 11 ratio for persuasive
motion pictures was estimated at being only slightly greater than for informa ti ve films.
In order to determine the production techniques that were considered
most effective for persuasive films, several groupings of procedures were
presented in the FMS for the film-makers to rate.

The results of this rating

process follows.
least
!ffect
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-educational
sive film
or changing

; would

.1.

\~HEN

COMPARING PERSUASIVE FILMS TO OTHER EDUCATIONAL FILMS HOW IMPORTANT

IS IT TO:

Rank
most
1. use moti on rather than static actors, objects, or graphics
important
2. use believable, realistic scenes, events, and actors rather

tl film
~e

cost of

than abstract ones
3. present new

inforw~tion

on the topic

minute.

4. use an arousing, or dramatic musical score

imated as

5. use many rather than few scenes

me length.

6. produce a shorter rather than longer film
least
important 7. use color rather than black and white

lm-makers
Fi 1m-makers
ind produced
One major
i ence

assess-

their persuad ; mportant,
or persuasive
n for infor-

1. HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE FOLLOWING TECHNIQUES IN TERMS OF THEIR LIKELIHOOD OF

INFLUENCING YOUR AUDIENCE?

Rank
most
1. conduct a target audience pre-as sessment
effective
2. hire professional actors rather t han amateurs
3. present new informa tion on t he topic
4. have people in the film that are as similar to the target
audience as possible
5. include a teacher's guide with the film to use during follow-up
discussions

.onsi dered

6. use testimonials from the "man on the street"

lures were

7. hire a big name star to promote your position

1f this rating

8. present inspirational messages
9. use titl e scenes to present verbal information visually
least
effective 10. use graphs and charts for p¥'esent i ng facts
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' •.

III . RATE THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS OF FILMS IN TERMS OF THEIR IMPORTANCE
FOR USE IN A PERSUASIVE FILM.
bY

Rank

r.11

effective 1. attempt to 11 arouse 11 the audi ence i ntellectually, sexually, or
techniques
emotionally
2. be as realistic in presenting the story as possible
3. make the film fun to watch
11

per

ror
rep<

11

fil n

4. present facts

was

5. be as non-verbal as possible
6. use physically attractive actors and actresses
7. present both sides of an argument
8. use animation

the l
thou~

asked

9. use talking faces

fil m-1

10. scare the audience by presenti ng t he dire consequences of not
not
following the recommendations presented in t he film.
effective
techniques 11. use many written scenes
When asked t o rank three general statements concerning how important each

,

'
3

4

was for a persuasive film, the film-makers considered the need to arouse the

5

viewer emotionally, or to promote some action in the viewer relative to the

6.

content of the persuasive film, as the most important of the three presented.

7.

The technical qual i ty of the film, and the need to present infonnation in

8.

the film were not considered as important as behaviorally involving the

Se

viewer in the message of the motion picture .

In other words, the film-makers that ad

considered the behavioral component of attitude to be more important in
attitude change than the affective or cognitive components (Zimbardo and
Ebbeson, 1970) .
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\PORTANCE
bY some, several quesclor.s \tJe·..... ~11:·11;..i00 ~n ·.: . ~ ?~:; to determine what film-

(ll.kers thought about t i':-e prv"" i ·~ ~.! .., · y~od·.:~ ~~:..: fi~ms thc.t i,..ere meant to

.Jally, or

' ·.:- :, rG ..~i •.::'r::\ ·~i::r :: '.4&siva fL ms to be much

persuade rather tha:: to L1fOr!:.

!Pre exc iting to procuce tt.i:!f.

c.'..r..~1· ·:;~·r,, :;., ·· /

;;_;t:::.; pi ctutes .

Only

10%

reported ever having pro~1 ..'.~:;s "~· · ;l:..:. •.:r.::·1ty ...,~ ~""~d 'Jc ir.g atti tude change
films.

However, mos~

When

indk:n;.;,,. tr.C'..; \.:\.:.,,. ·.· o.t.id ;·..::·?usa

asked to eva1:...at:=: '.:1e s:·c·e<;.s :. t'

the FMS were a little 1.111sure c; t ~t

:es of not

though they

consi dered their

film-makers

reporte·~

1. u~sol ici t.a..:J

".:.V:? l.

l:O

produce a film that

"i1ms, the :"'espondents to

i 111!)0.ct ,:-:.::" nnt~Jn

ri11.~ ~..J l;\. 01 ·.:~·1 » tv

pictures had,- even

usually, successful.

When

t hat. thay ·, c'"kti:'. ·.::o t ,ie :,);1 0 'iiig indicators:
~ ,:_'(:'tr•, S

2. sales

)Ortant each
i rouse the

>1e to the

presented.
tion in
~

the

film-makers
'lt in
fo and

3. results Gf con"tes-:;!:;

) =:

4. informal surveys

..
I

~ 1~~~~

cf

~h ~ir

~~suasi ve

fil ms)

o·

\a,) •:,

5. comments from con zg1,.1:::.:;

6. i ntui t i on

7. no way of
8. forrna 1

knowin ~

exp~rfo.ants

Seventy-three percent.

..i·.~

tly; ? ; a .'ii-;r~ .~~ ,..,~ .:.c

~·1 we ·~ed

this survey thought

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

iJ!Pi!act

As stated above, the major purpose of this study was to partially

bi9 narn

validate the six guidelines for designing instruction when attitudinal out-

effecti

comes were desired (Simonson, 1979 ).

Ar

Based on the results of the FMS it is

possible to point to several techniques that film-makers considered important

film (G

or effective for persuasive film making.

and

These techniques were directly

pre~

through

related to Simonson's guidelines.

First, a target audience pre-assessment was identified as a very important techni qt
A pre-assessment of the target audience would

in the n

supposedly allow the film-maker to tailor the content of the film so that it

suasion .

pre-script writing procedure.

would be relevant to the audience (Guideline #1), and so that new information

~cause

could be presented (Guideline #2).

viewer a

Film-makers considered movement in scenes, and the use of believable,

thange i
Bas'

realistic action and events as important when persuasion was desired. This
finding supports the general intent of Guidel ines #1 and #3.

Film-makers

severa 1

also considered the presentation of new information about the topic to be an

attitude

important consideration for a persuasive motion picture (Guideline #2).

iersuas i '

Generally, professional actors were preferred to amateurs, probably .

films wet

because they would be able to portray their roles more realistically

I

be

(Guidelines #1 & #3).

I

be

Also, actors and actresses in persuasive films were

in

considered most likely to be effective if they were as similar to the members
of the target audience as possible, according to the film-makers surveyed.

I

be

This was probably so the viewer would identi fy with the actors and with the

I

be

persuasive messages they were delivering (Guidelines #1 &#3).

• be

vi

The film-makers surveyed thought that a teacher's guide with post-viewing
discussion questions was fairly important in supplementing the persuasive
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I

be

I

be

ac

il11Pact of t he film itself ("Guid1;1i.1e ;;s ). Tn\'! utestirr10nial 11 aYld the use of
big name stars, both com:r(Jn1y usetl 'l:ec;i n1Gt.:oes p wert~ considered somewhat less

ly

a1 out~it

is

important
ctly

effective than some other procedures.
Arousin g the viet"er set:mea w

film (Guideline 716) .

ice vmuld
>

that it

1formation

t'125

a hi9hj y G1:o::.irabl~ goal for a persuasive

ac·:omol i sheC:

~~,

the way content was organized

d presented , thro u9h t he us.:; oi: ;J;1,;::i. ·:-.;€1·.1y ~t.·~·ra~:~ i v~ actor s and actresses,
an
through the ·use of a

·y important

Thi ..)

bt:

techniques .

dtama:dc .....;~ica~ _core, o:· t:,y us ing appropriate filmi ng

Generallyg fi1rri-m~x~-~ c.Jnsider~d the involvement of the viewer

in the message of t he f il m as one cf ~~a most effective techniques for per-

suasion .

;;\ ~ f·l1m 's massage intellectually,

If a viewer became i11'•o'i v3

Decause it promoted thin ki ng a::.'Oul ~il2 ·,o;n.;, o;o bahavioY"a1 1y , because the
viewer acted on the ir.assaga of tr!a r:!.,'\:i :: p~_: t;.sre, the possibility of attitude

~vable,

d. This
'!lake rs

to be an

1bably .

Based on t he FMS rernl t:; repc.rt.aL

~. bor.! _

it

highly probable ~

·:01.i id

seem tha t there were

several ingredients ag ~eeC: on by . ..:-i1·.-;:;a',-::": a!: b.ai ng li:~ely to promote

attitude change ~:hen they ·"3;"e ·; :,c~ "d~tl in ·... i1e: p1ann1 ng or production of

films were that they snouici:
t be planned based 01 t i'le ~c~·~··ts of a '.::a·rgiZt audi ence assessment

y

ms were
:he

~ange i n the direction acvocatad ~~s conside~ed as

1

intellectual or

members

irveyed·.

with the

b~~av1 oral

• be written t o present n~\-.' ir.> ,:mn;~ i "r•
1

be reali st ic and be1 i evnbi -.

to the viewer on the topic

t;.') "hr-: v ;euer

visuals

>os t-vi ewin9

;uasi ve

be arousing and designed to p ron~"Ce iii i:ne \newer some action, either

1

be enjoyable, or

f1.,.11~

to h·dcc.'

• be produced us i ~~ ;:itoft:s.:; ~ or;:. I a::·i.o·,· : r c.t har· t ha n amatiaurs, and these

1

be planned to be as non-verbal as possible

• be used with follow-up discussions as outlined in a teacher's guide

behaV

that should accompany the film
This hypothetical persuasive film should be no longer than necessary,
and have a budget of about $3000 per minute .

Technical quality would be

important for this motion picture, but only slightly more so than for any
film.

9rodu

The "outs" ratio would probably be slightly greater for this film than

.oul d

pictUl
usua 11
that o
w

for a regular informative film of the same length.
Techniques not considered important or effective for persuasive films

advoca
JUSt a:

were:

produc«
• the use of color rather than black and white
• the film length

suadins

• the use of graphs, charts, and other written scenes
• the use of "scare" tactics that would attempt to show the dire
consequences of not adhering to the message of the persuasive film
• the use of talking faces

suspect
fMSs th

!1,opeful ·

• the use of inspirational messages
Generally, it was thought that an effective persuasive film was one that
beli~vable

Ce

issue o

• the use of animation

was

accepti

and realistic, presented new information, was fun to watch,

1ttempt
aperscr
uide fo

promoted involvement or action in the viewer, was more visual than verbal,
and was used correctly by the teacher. ·

uccessf

Guidelines #4 was difficult to evaluate within the limitations of a
mailed survey such as the FMS.
and production of
selves.

~orrmercial

The only "learners" involved in the planning

to de·

persuasive films would be the film-makers them-

Question #11 of the FMS was included to determine if film-makers

believed in the messages presented in the persuasive motion pictures they
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Att·

guide

produced.

Accardi ng to Gui de11ne #4 p if a person pa rti c i pated in the

~havioral

act of planning and procuc )ng of a persuasi ve f i lm their attitudes

be likely to come i n line

~uld

ssary,

be

d

r any

film than

~icture .

t he position advocated in the motion

Eighty three percent of the fi1m-rnai<e rs sur veyed stated that they

t

05 uallY

w~th

or always bei ieved in the

that often

11
•••

I changed my m·ind

r.~cssage s

of ·::heir films.

One even stated

du~"ir:S produc t ~cn."

While 1t is possible t hat f i lm-makers may avoid producing films that
advocate ideas contrary t o their own previousiy helci beliefs, it would seem

films

JUSt as

likely that the act ive invobamer.t t hey had in the planning and

producti on of persuas ive fil ms might have prompted them into more strongly

accepting the message presented i n their mo tion pictures.
~ading

The act of per-.

persuades, and Gui deline #4 i s supported . .

Cer tainly , the results ano conclusions of this study should be
re
·e film

1uspect.

Film-makers ;;.re an il'ldei)eiidc:-:t gr 0, \J.

s~veral

so~~what

comr.iented on their

fMSs that the questions asked \Jl?\"e srpar:ici .:11 and did not get to the

issue of persuasive fi lm-making.
~pefully 9

this eval uation was

11

r eal 11

One even cal lee t nt; study "stupid" .

1 ~correct .

Jt woJl d be just as incorrect to

attempt to use the techniques , proceduras ar:d recommendations found above as
is one that
:i

watch,

verbal,

a perscription for persuasion .
~uide

for further research.

e planning
kers them-

peo~suade ,

1echni(iues us6J 'ii1

step would be to evaluate

r:rnd ther. to identify how

st..cc~s.:;f ul

then be compared to the re~ul ts. !"eport\!d he ;"~ .

motion pictures · could

The ulti mate objective would

be to determine i i t he:"e ~~e c b,·~ou_, ~ tvc2ciu 1"e s that if included in mediated

instruction would cont ri bute ·,o

-makers .
es they

ne~t

T'1e most obvious

actual films tha t werE:: des"ig11ed to
successful they were.

s of a

Rather , this fr;?or•nation i s intended as a

Attitude formati on o.no
~oal s

of education.

d~sir\Ab1e

.::'.1~11t,;e a~

v.

As society b.e::1..u.s

Promote socially a cceptabl e

hi..:. ~ ,fl ii

ab;·: :udinal outcomes.

a~d

.:i ·! 1 c•:r.tinue to be, important

i11C1"-:t :::. i~_;1 y co.-np1ex~

tBcor

<:. c 1i~ i ca l1 y

the need to

important.
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FILM-MAKER'S INVENTORY
f4, Wh<
x
{e!

DEFINITION: When completing this quest1onnaire, remember that for our purpose a Persuasive Film is a trainin
or educational film that has influencing, persuading or changing attitudes as its primary purpos~ .
~

15. HOI

PART I: GENERAL INFORMATION

ff

l.

Is film-making your primary method of employment?

2.

If. #1 was .yes , hew many years have you been a film-maker as the primary method of your
employment?
= 18.6 years
RANGE = l~ 40
{years)

Yes l 00%

No

x = 46.4

(years)

- RANGE : 25 -

What is '-your sex?

Mfil

F~

What type of formal training in film-making have you had? (Check all
• 3ome co 11 ege
-1.§.!_
• Bachelors degree
_1ll_
•Masters degree, or more _fil_
•Trade school
__§_!_
•No school training, only 37%
on-the-job training

th•~-"' ' '""I

5
4

3

9.

How many persuasive education films have you been in charge of producing?

x = 142. 6
(Number}

x

RANGE = 1-'> 2000

= 29.3 RANGE = 1--+ 200
(Number)

What was the average length of the persuasive educational films you have produced?

ex~

Ho~

4 im~
3 goc
2 onl

l not

3.

How large, in numbers of full-time employees, is the film-making company where you work?
x = 11 .7
RANGE = 1- 35
(number of employees)

fi l
ver
son
a l
aln

of
5 cri

Have you had any formal training in producing strictly persuasive educational films rather than
informative or "how-to" films?
Yes _2!_
No _fil!_

How many films, of all types, have you been in charge of producing?

11.

Do

l.

2.

8.

10.

CO !

~

l

If yes, explain what kind.
7.

[I :

2

Name and location of college, school you attended, if any. - - ---,.(s-c,.h_o_.,...J.----01
Mentioned more than once: USC
HARVARD
CUNY COLUMBIA
(location)
UCLA IOWA
6.

l

CO!
CO!
CO!
CO!

68
- ¥

5.

4
3
2

x

3. .How old are you?
4.

5

5
4

3
2

l

Whe
qua
mor
mor
the
not
les

4. Whe
one

x

= 18 .3 RANGE =
(In minutes) 2 ~ 30

• use

How would you estimate the market for persuasive films will change in the next 10 years?
(Check one)
•increase considerably 43%
•increase a little
~
•stay about the same 20%
•decrease a little
""6%
•decrease a lot
1%

• use
• use
• pre

• pro
• use

12. What percentage of the educational/instructional film market i s for films that persuade rather

than those that infonn? (Check one)

• l 0% or l es s
• 11-40%
•41-59%
• 60-89%
• 90% or more

13.

• use

20%

40%
---w%

5.

20%

In your opinion, do you feel our definition of a persuasive film is a valid one?
If not, could you give us a different one?

Yes ~No~

Com
fil
5 muc
4 gre
3 abo
2 les
1 muc

t 4. What do you estimate would be the average cost of a 10 minute per suasive educational film?

;i

x" 29,200
RANGE "' 13,000
(estimated cost)

~

~

65 ,000

15. How would the cost of a average 10 minute persuasive film compa re to an infonnative educational
film of the same length? (Check one)
5 cost a lot more
4 cost a little more - 3 cost about the same - x x 3.69
2 cost a little less
1 cost a lot less
!I: PERSUASIVE FILM PRODUCTION
1.

5
4
3
2
1

Do you feel that persuasive f il ms are planned and produced differently than other educ,a tional
films? (Check one)
,
very differently
somewhat differently - a little differently---; 3.79
almost the same
-exactly the same

2. How important is a formal, pre-script writing, target audience assessment in the production
of a persuasive film . (Check one)
5 critical to success
4 important but not critical
3 good idea, if possible
x = 4.27
2 only in rare instances
l not necessary, the techniques
are basically the same

n

3.
5

4
3
2
-'>

2000

1~

200

RANGE =
2 __, 30

l

4. When comparing persuasive films to other educational films how important is it to :
one for each i tern)
Very
important

ii"

• use of many scenes to keep the action moving
rather than few scenes
• use of color rather than black and white
• use of motion in the fi lmed action rather than
static actors, objects or graphics
• present new information on the topic
• produce a shorter film rather than a longer film
•use believable or realistic scenes, events or
actors rather than abstract scenes or objects
• use of an arousing or dramatic musical score for
the film

r

5.

No J3.!_

When comparing persuasive films to other educational films, how important is the technical
quality (e.g. color intensity , editing)? (Check one)
more cri ti ca 1
more important
the same as for any film
x = 3.59
not overly important
less important than for
any other type of film _ _
(Circle
Not very
important

5

4

3

2

x

= 3. 63

5

4

3

2

x

= 3.40

5

4
4

3

2

5

3

2

5

4

3

2

= 4.52
= 3.85
x= 3.56

5

4

3

2

5

4

3

2

x
x

x= 4.04
x= 3.78

Compare the "outs" ratio for persuasive f ilms you have made to general infonnative educational
films . (Check one)
5 much greater
4 greater
3 about the same
= 3.59
2 less
1 much less

x
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6.

If you were planning a persuasive film how would you rate the following techniques in tenns of
their increasing the likelihood of influencing your audience?
l
"a must" for persuasive films
2 nice, if possible, or appropriate
3 no more important than for any film
4
I wouldn't use at all
(Place the number in the space that most closely matches your opinion of the importance of
each technique.)
x = 2.48 hire a big name star to promote your position (e.g. George Brett, Walter Cronkite)
x =-"2:56 inspi rational messages must be presented
x =--z:ol hire professional actors rather than amateurs or "whoever is available"
x = 1.78 conduct a target audience pre-planning assessment
x =--z:1i include a teacher 's guide with film follow-up dis cussion questions
x =--"2.07 present "new" information on the topic to the audience
x =~have actors/people in the film that are as similar to the target audience as is possible
x =---r.-15 use testimonials from the "man in the street" (those affected by the topic of the
-persuasive film)
x = 3.03 use graphs, charts and other visual methods of presenting factual information
x =~ use title scenes to present verbal information visually

7.

Several general characteristi cs of educational films are listed below. Please rate each as to
whether it would be one you might consider important for a persuasive film.
l =an excellent technique for persuasion
2 = OK for any film
3 = not a good procedure if you want to persuade
x = l .40 make the film "fun" to watch
x = 2.48 "scare" the audience by presenting the dire consequences of not following the recommen-dations of the film
x = 2.1 7 use "animation"
x = 2.43 use "talking faces"
x =--r:26 attempt to "arouse" the audience intellectually, sexually , or emotionally
x = 1.86 use physically attractive actors or actresses at cri tical points
x =--;-:ii2 present factual information
x =--r:27 be as realistic in presenting the story as possible
x = 2.00 present both sides of an argument and let the viewer reach his/her own conclusions
x = 2.67 use many title (written information) scenes
x = 1.78 be as "non-verbal" as possible (i .e. use as few words as possible)
Please rank the three statements in order of their importance for a persuasive film.
1 = most important
2 = next in importance
3 = least important of the three
(Rank l , 2, or 3. Use each rank~~)
x = 2.37 the technical quality of film-making techniques used i n the film must be exemplary
x =~ the f ilm must present considerable information to the viewer about the topic so that
-informed decisions can be made
x = 1.23 the film must arouse viewer emotional ly or promote sol'le action in the viewer relat ive
-to the topic presented in the persuasive film

11. p
p

y
4I
3I

2s

l I

12. D
v
5a
4u
3·0

2s

l n'
13. H•
h.
+ fo
• iI
+ Ul
+

Si

• r1
• cc
• ii
• n<
• 01

14.

Ir

tt
• YE
+

SC

• nc
• fi
• it

8.

9.
5
4

3

2
1

10.

As a film maker , how professionally exci ting i s it for you to produce persuasive f il ms,
rathe r than regular educational films? (Chec k one)
much more exciting
more exciting
about the same
x = 4.25
less exciting
not much fun at al 1

Have you e'ver had any problems with the morality of producing films that are primarily
intended to persuade rather than inform? (Check one)
•yes
~
• sometimes --1.QZ.
• no
-1Q!
Please explain your answer.
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Wh

15.

• in
•
•
•
•
•

re
un
go
bu
pr

• in
• fi
• ot
16.

Wh

17 . Aro
spo
If
Ye ~

18. Coe

ns of

f

11. After you have produced a persuasive f11m do you generally feel strongly supportive of the
persuasi ve message of the film or do you usually remain detached from the content of films
you produce? (Check one)
4 I always "bel ieve in" the messages of 11\Y films
3 I usua 1ly think the messages I present are correct ones
- _
2 Some messages I produce films about affect me, and some do not - - x - 3 · 23
1 I never become involved with the content of 11\Y films
-12. Do you feel your persuasive films have been successful fn changing attitudes or opinions of
.
viewers? (Check one)
5 always successful
4 usually successful

Sible

as to

:nen-

3' often successful
-2 sometimes successful
1 no way of knowing

x = 3 . 27

13. How do you know if your fi l ms are successful at persuading? (Check all r elevant methods you
have used)
• formal experimentation
---21._
• informal · surveys and follow-ups
_1.31..
• unsolicited letters and corrments
from viewers
-Z:il..
• sales of your persuasive films
.....l11_
• results of contents and screenings _l21..
• co11111ents from other film-makers
--1J.l_
• intuition
~
• no way of knowing
_]j_
•others, please list

14. In your opinion, do film-makers need more information about the t echniques for producing films
that persuade? (Check one)
•yes, film-makers need a lot more information
--4..ll._
• some additional information is always nice
_JU!._
• no more than information about any other type of film -21.1__
• film-makers probably know more about persuasive films ~
than other types
~
• ft is a waste of time to try to find out more on this
topic
___Q1_

t

ve

15. Who purchases persuasive films that you have produced? (Check al l that are relevant)
• individual school districts 12%
• regional education agencies 10%
• university film libraries
13%
• goyernmental age nci es
18%
• businesses
~
• professional or trade
associations
15%
• i ndi vi clua ls
1%
• film distribution
companies
• other

16. When you think of film-makers who produce persuasive films whom do you think of?
(name)

(address)

17 . Are you aware of any fo rmal traini ng programs , schools , institutes, or materials that give
specific advice to film-makers who wish to make persuasive rather than other types of fiJms?
If so, where or what are they?
Yes
No
If yes, would you give more information?
18. Could you supply us with the title of one exemplary persuas ive film that you know about?

(title)

(distribut or)
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I.

lntroducti on

At this time there appears to be a shortage of periodical literature
with a research base that is concerned with media management.

There are sane

sources of information such as textbooks, periodicals, academic journals ,
dissertations, f onna 1 and i nforma 1 courses, and the networks the media manage
have created.

But there is little experimental research being reported ont

subject,· nor is there much action research, nor are there many reports of fie
studies, nor are there adequate reports of historical developments, nor are

its o
work
say t
effor
al1 a

at le
singl

there adequately developed surveys (either through valid and reliable questi
naires or through the more complex, more time-consuming, and potentially more
.

.

valuable structured interviews) for the media manager to use.
Yet, media managers who are busy in their every-day work, who must be
eclectic in their knowledge, and who must know something about a great numbe
of subjects need the results of research available and obtainable.

This re-

search needs to be reported concisely, with an adequate synthesis, and with
potential for generalizability.

Its generic components should have implicat'

find
one d1
acti 0 1
Syste1

stret1
other
( Spri I

for contemporary practice and should be able to be applied to a variety of
handl j
situations.

Consequently, the question that needs to be answered is: Where

is the literature that provides research results that are apropos

to t he ti
StratE

pressed practitioner?
II.

What research is presently available to
the media manager?

The discussion that follows is focused on the available periodical li
ture and only a few of the available periodicals are examined. 1

1Periodicals were chosen because they are issued most frequently and are
generally included with association memberships. The selection of the
periodicals was an arbitrary decision made by this writer.
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A. The Educational Communication and Technology Journal has continued
1i terature

;ts orientation toward reporting experimental research.

,ere are some
journals

work of its predecessor, Audiovisual Communication Review.

I

It has continued the
Suffice it to

say that the Journal does not focus on media rnanagement,and that it takes

effort to find articles that have any immedi ate relationshi p.
eported on

t

Of course,

all articles in the field of educational corrmunications and technol ogy have

eports of fie

at least some tangential connection Qr we would not be able to belong to a

ts, nor are

single organization with a ccT11T1on name.

i ab 1e quest;

enti a1ly more

Clearly, the readers of the Journal

. great numbe
e.

This re·

:; , and with
ia ve impli cati
variety of
~d
)S

; s:

Where

to the ti

~riodical lit

have something in comnon.

But to

find immediate application to the problems inherent in media management in ECTJ,
one does have to. search.

who must be

do

For example, it is indeed good to know about "Inter-

action Between Locus of Control and Three Pacing Procedures in a Personalized
System of Instruction Course, 112 but it is not absolutely essential unless one
stretches the essential responsibilities of the media manager.

Consequently,

other than tangential applicati ons, none of ECTJ's Volume 28, Numbers 1-4
(Spring , Summer, Fall, Winter, 1980) had articl es that help media managers to
handle tomorrow's problems . Nor, in fairness, does ECTJ attempt to.
Indeed, only one article in Volume 28, "Advisement and Management
Strategies as Design Variables in Computer-Assisted Instructions, 113 had the word
2Robert A. Reiser, "Interaction Between Locus of Control and Three Pacing
Procedures in a Personalized System of Instruction Collrse," Educational
Corrmun ications and Technology Journal, Vol. 28 (Fall, 1980), pp. 194-202
3Robert D. Tennyson and Thomas Buttr ey, "Advisement and Management Strategies
as Design Variables in Computer-Assisted Instruction," Ibid . , pp. 169-176.

and are
, of the

1
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11

management" in its title and this article was about locus of control and

instructional design concepts and only peripherally about the concepts of
management.
So for immediate help and generic potential, the media manager must loot
elsewhere.
B.

The Journal of Instructional Development does come closer to meet;

the immediate needs of the media manager.

The problem is that instructional

development is but one of the functions of the school, college, or universicy
media manager; albeit, an important one.

Unless, of course, it is clear thn

instructional development is the main function of the job . -- then the media
mana·ger should be called something else .

But certainly JID is of more irrmedl

relevance to the media manager than is ECTJ even though its main concern is
other than management.
The Journal of Instructional Development has an Associate Edi tor for
Case

Study and Management on the Editorial Board and there are other depar

that are related to the concerns of the me di a manager.

Addi ti ona lly, a num

of the Consulting Editors are known for their work in management.
media management is but one focus.

But

~~n

The article by Castelle G. Gentry, "A

Management Framework for Program Devel opment Techniques," is with out a doubt
useful . 4 But some ot the other articles are of less value to the media man
and being short of time, the media manager will need to do a lot of judici
skipping in order to find help solving everyday problems.
C.

..c

The magazine, Educational Technology, which is subtitled: PThe

4caste 11 e G. Gentry, "A Management Framework for Program Development Tech~;
Journal of InstructioRal Development, Vol. 4 ( Winter, 1980-81) , pp. 33·

E

7

Magazine for Managers of Change in Education, 11
and

has entire editions examining

general issues in educati.onal technology, the state of the art, and· a variety

; Of

of special topics.

Most of the issues are of a general nature and consider a

pot pourri of educational issues .
loct

llUSt

As an illustration, in the same issue articles may be as directly relevant
as David M. Moore ' s

o meet;

ct i ona1
ii versity

ear that

11

Educational Media Professionals' Perceptions of Influence

and Prestige in the Field of Instructional Technology: A National Survev, 115
.
and Warren S. Willi ams, Robert Smtth and. Wayne Esch 1 s Using New Computer Software Products to Manage and Report Educational Data, 116 or be something as
estoteric as George A. Sprague s "Cognitive Psychology and Instructional Develop1

?

media

·e inmedi

ment : Adopting a Cognitive Perspective for Instructional Design Programs in
Higher Education."

:ern is

Educational Technology contains articles that report experiments, surveys,
case stud.ies, and there are essays.

or for

·r depar
•, a

num~

lut again

the quality can vary.

As with any publication with such diversity,

Much of Educational Technology, however, is applicable to

the media manager and some of the articles will help the media manager with immediate
problems .
D. The official publication of the Association for Educational Coll1Tlunication!

·y • "A

and Technology, Instructi onal Innovator, contains a number of news items and
~di

a man

special features such as : "Clips, 11 "Feedback," "Speak Out, 11 11 Notes From the Field, 11
11

Instructional Resour ces, 11

5oavid M. Moore,

''The

~ Techni

; . 33-37

I

"Ne\"15 Products, 11 and editorials.

The periodical

Educational Media Professionals' Perceptions of Influence and
Prestige in the Field of Instructional Technology: A National Survey, 11 •
Educational Technology, Vol. XXI (February, 1981 ), pp . 15-23.
6warren S. Williams, Robert Smith, and Wayne Esch, 11 Using New Computer Software
Product!) to Manage and Rcpor~ Educati.onal Data, 11 lbid., pp. 46-51.
.
7Gregory A. Sprague, "Cognitive Psychology and I~structional Development:
Adopting a Cognitive Perspective for Instructional Design Programs in Higher
Education," Ibid ., pp. 24-29.
11
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is essential to anyone

in educational communications and technology, lt is

aimed at a general audience so its direct applicabiltty to the media

rnanag~

depending on the timeliness of the articles and the focus of a specific

in~.

Few of the articles are based on systematic research which does
reduce their value, but does reduce their generic potential.
E.

The Division of Educational Media Management Newsletter is published

qua.rterly by the Association for Educational Communications and Technology
For a 11 newsletter 11 is is exceedingl

Division of Educational Media Management.

well done and spans a number of issues of concern to media managers.

For ex

R. Kent Wood and Don C. Smellie's article, "Videodisc: Implications and Antic
ipated Effects on the Field of Media Management, 118 relates videodiscs direcU
to management as the title suggests.

Another Article in the same issue does

the same thing with microcomputers, Ronald F. Boehm's 11 Microcomputers and Medf
Manager. 119

In addition, Barbara B. Minor from ERIC' Clearinghouse on Informat

Resources at Syracuse University has done a valuable section on "ERIC Resource
for Media Management, 11 in recent issues.
The Newsletter is not, however, research based nor does it pretend to be
Consequently, the question needs to be asked:
research aimed toward media managers?

I.s there a void in the reported

The one publication destined for media

managers as a specific audience is not research based and the other

publi~t1

that do have some applications and are research based are really serving eith
more general or more esoteric audiences.

Where does the media manager then go

What is a possible model for reporting research in a concise, usable format?

8R. Kent Wood and Don C.Smellie, 11 Videodisc: Implications and Anticipated Ef
on the Field of Media Management," Division of Educational Media Mana~
Newsletter, Vol. VIII (Winter, 1981), pp. 4-5, 13, 16.
9Rona 1d F. Boehm, "Mi corcomputers and the Medi a Manager,

£17

11

Ibid. , p. 6.

III . A Possib1e Model
· 1t is
ianager v

The model of writing for media managers as proposed here is that the articles

ic issue

(not all of them, of course , there is nothing wrong with essays) be research
.

based.

10

In addition, they should be concise, be clearly written, and be

related to an important concern of managers at the local level.

In order to

provide such a paradigm, I have re-written for 1981, an article that was orginally
published in 1975 entitled:

)logy
<ceedingl

"Media and the School Principal. 1111

The reason this article was chosen was because of the large number of

For exa

requests for ref)ri nts and the fact that it was also printed in the Region 12

rnd Antic

Media Newsletter which serves the Intermediate School Districts of Barry, Branch,
Calhoun, Kalamazoo, and St. Joseph's,Michigan . 12

Je

does

It is assumed that the requests

for reprints and the request to print the article in the Region 12 Media Newsletter

and Medi

is an indication that the article was of some use and that the article was

Informat

viewed as being of value to others.

Resources

Specificall y, the article addresses the possible avenues that people

, interested in propagating educational comnunications might take in attempting
~nd

to be,

repor~d

Jr

media

to i'nfluence the school principal.
media managers.
that is posited.

This is a concern of daily importance facing

The article provides some research support to bolster the thesis
The rev ised article follows.

;blicatio
i ng eithe

10 1f the term research is too strong or open to too many interpretations, then
maybe the term ''evidence-based" clarifies what I mean. The authors' should
r then go1
cite the evidence and/or research that they are using to support their argument.
This makes a case study article, for instance, potentially more generic.
Format?
11 John Splaine, ''Media and the School Principal," Audiovisual Instruction, Vol.
20 (October, 1975), pp. 12-13.
12 John .S?lafoe,''Media and the School Principal, 11 .Reg i on 12 Media Newsletter,
l (January, 1977), pp. 5-6.

6:!8

Elementary and secondary school principals hold crucial positions in
relation to the introduction, use, and continued growth of educational media
the public schools.
School principals, through their fonnal as well as their informal P
have a significant influence on policy-making at the building level. If

t~

principal is convinced of the effectiveness of media, then the job of tbe
director in influencing shool policy is facilitated.
cogent:

in order to receive adequate funds, the media director must

infl~

the school principal.
Principals must realize the potential of educational media.

The printf

is instrumental at the building level and many times the media director's on t
link with the District and County policy-makers.

No one willingly allocates c

scarce resources unless he or she personally believes in the project or so

tt

spects the advocates of a given project that the advocate.'s opinions
seen as an adequate reason to support funding.

Sf

The principal 's powers and opinions are important, as media directors
know, and they must be continually nurtured.

As suggested above, one

oft~

op

Te

ways to influence building pri nci pals is through the prestige of one 1 s posit of
and through one's actions.

Consequently, if the media director is consider

others to be a person of worth, if his opinions are taken into serious cons· po:
if he is on the councils of influence in the school (formal and informall i anc
the job of influencing policy decisions and of influencing the resultant f
decisions is considerably eased.

But the preceding statement contains a lo use

"ifs. 11

med

Of course, the more difficult task is to convince the principals oft a 5
worth of educational media in order to effect positive policy decisions. H Vidi
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ions in

thi'S be accompl ished?
The followtng are a variety of procedures that can be used in influencing

nal media

the school principal . They are neither hierarchial nor do they constitute a
rmal Powe

concatenation.

1

·

1.

If the

of tbe med

Having workshops in the schoo 1.

If the workshops are effective (and

hopefully the principal would be involved), the message will get to the principal.

>oint even

2.

Encouraging university pr ofessors who teach courses and workshops for

;t influenc school principals to use media in thetr courses and workshops.

The old maxim

appl ies here ''You teach the way you were taught.''
The princ1
~ctor's

3,

Seeing that principals examine materials that advocate and explain

onl th.e use of a variety of educational media.

For example, the recent literature

allocates

contains a number of articles advocating the use of a wide variety of media in

:t or so

teaching and learning; and this position is being increasingly supported by the

r

1s alone a recent research concerning the di'fferent hemispheres of the brain and their re-

spective need to be nurtured . Media directors should see that principals have an
di rectors

opportunity to examine Instructional Innovator, Media and Methods, Educational

one of the Techno 1ogy, as we 11 as the other information sources which convey the importance
ne 's posit of us; ng a wide variety of educati ona 1 media .
4.

Showing student and faculty projects to the principal. Whenever

ious consi possible. medi.a directors should see to it that exemplary and typical student
forma 1)i t and faculty projects are shown to their principals.
sultant fu
5. Helping the principal develop educational materials for his or her own
.ains a lot use.

One of the best ways to convince someone of the effectiveness of educational

media is to encourage and facilitate their use.

If a principal successfully uses

pa ls oft a slide-tape presentation, a film that was produced in the school, a well done
. ns Ho
sio ·
videotape, or even a set of transparencies then he or she will be more impres sed

620

with the importance of educational media .
6

·

Encouraging principals to participate in educational media ·

institu~

There is some evidence to support the assertion that ·probably the most effecu

adm

(although possibly the most expensive) means of conveying to principals the

inf

importance of educational media is through institutes which involve them in a

to

residential program for two to eight weeks .

The National Defense Education Ac

the Ed~cational Professions Development Act provided the sources for fund;~
. t 1' t ut es. 13
ins
Some of the institutes that had been conducted under NOE.A.. and EPDA gran
were specifically designed for administrators.

This writer was an instructor

one such institute at the University of New Hampshire in 1966 under the direc
ship of the 1ate Paul G. Spilios.

In this Institute thirty administrators

to

(approximately one half of the participants were building principals) spent
weeks producing and using educational media and discussing the merits and im
plications of its use.

EPDt
ins t

These federally-supported institutes have yielded some i:ntriguing resu
Lewis v. Bias, Donald G. Perrin, and Clarice Y. Leslie studied the effects o

14 They state:
media institutes on its participants.

pol i
goi n

One result of the media institutes was to cause a shift of some
of the more highly trained media personnel from the school build use
level to outside offices. Except for Library-Media personnel, ~
school system did not provide sufficient or adequate jobs to r~ logi
and fully utilize all of the media personnel trained by the inst
The reverse appears to be true of county, district, and state 1. or w
positions, including college instruction. The institutes provi df
in t
source of trained manpower with experience in public school tea"
and
13 It is indeed ironic that President Ronald Reagan expects Secretary of Ed
Terrel H. Bel\ to encourage more efficiency and effectiveness through t h
educational innovations while having fewer programs to educate the "inno
14 Lewis V.Bias, Donald G. Perrin, and Clarice Y. Leslie, A Retros ective L
at Educationa 1 Medi a Institute Pro r ams in U. S . Office of Education, 1
College Park, MD.: University of Maryland, 1973
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This latter point i s extremely important in that these newly trained

institute\
t effecti

administrators at the district and county levels were then in a position to
influence policy and funding decisions at those levels.

1s the
hem in a

to Bias, Perrin, and Leslie :
.. . there is an increase
responsibil ities of 7.8
responsibilities of 5.9
in job responsibilities
experience.

1cation Ac
funding

in directive-administrative levels
percent and a decrease in professional
percent .... This suggest a substantial change
came about as a result of the institute

Another benefit of the institutes was that many participants
followed their experience by conducting workshops upon returning
to their jobs. Over 25 percent of those attending workshops given
by graduates were principals.

C:PDA gran

nstructor
the direc
.rators

Significantly, according

The education and cultivation of principals in media education is essential
to increase support .

;) spent

Residential media institutes, such as those sponsored through the ..MOEA and

:s and im

EPDA

legislation, appear to be the most effective means to this end; but the

institutes are expensive, possibly impractical for a number of principals and the
Jing resul

political climate of the early 1980's is inimical to increased federal support

effects o

going to such institutes.
Consequently, most of the educators who are interested in the introduction,

of some
buildi

use and continued growth of educational media may have to use the other methodo-

;onnel,

logies that have been suggested or will have to modify the suggestions made here

>O1

5

t"

retl

theto i nst
state 1e
es provid
hool teac

,

or will have to invent their own. Clearly, the education of building principals
in the use of educational media must be a priority item for media directors
and the effort must be made.
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IV.
1.

Cone 1us ions

There is a dearth of periodical literature available that is direc

toward the media manager . There is an even greater l ac k of material that ls
research based and that is written in a succinct and clear style.
2.

The Division of Educational Media Management Newsletter is

the ~~

dfrectly applicable source of information for the media manager, but t he art;
in the Newsletter are not necessarily research based and do not go through an
established peer review system and are, therefore, limi ted generically.
3.

The model presented in this paper is proposed as

an article might be written with at least some reference to establ ished

n~·

that emanate from the research.
4.

The question of whether there is enough periodical literature

w~ct

addresses the needs of the media manager for research based information must
answered i n the negative.

A caver nous ga p exi sts.
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ABSTRACT
Three experiments were performed in which subjects were exposed
to two sizes of the Embedded-Figures-Test (EFT).
experiment were also exposed to two sizes of the
(RFT).

Subjects in the third
Rod-~nd-Frame-Test

In the first experiment, where the EFT had a size-differential

of 1 to 4 (with the standard Witkin EFT taken as unity), a non-significant size-effect and a significant rank-correlation was found for the
performances on the two sizes.
dependent subjects (FD Ss:

Furthermore, the perfonnances of field-

as defined by performances on the standard

EFT) and field-independent subject (FI Ss) did not interact significantly
with the size factor.

In experiments 2.and 3, where the EFT size dif-

fe rential was 1 to 8,a non-significant and a significant size-effect was
found for all subjects, respectively.

In both experiments, however, a

significant interaction between the field-dependency and stimulus-size
factors was found.

FD Ss, in effect, became significantly more field-

independent, and FI Ss became significantly more field-dependent.
Finally, in experiment 3, the performances of all Ss on the two sizes of
the EFT (i.e., 1 to 8 size differential) and the two sizes of the standard
Witkin RFT (i.e., 1 to 4.5 size-differential) were compared. A significant
stimulus-size effect was found in the EFT with all Ss becoming more fiel dindependent, and a significant stimulus-size effect was found in the RFT
with all Ss becoming more field-dependent_.

These results and their i111pl 1-

cations for educational technology research are discussed .
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INTRODUCTION
It has been shown recently that changing the retinal size of a
Sed

rod and frame (i.e., the angle that the rod and frame projects onto

third

st

(RFT) such that the smaller the retinal angle, the lower the rod and

ntia1

frame effect (Ebenholtz, 1977; Ebenholtz & Benzschawel, 1977).

gnifi-

· the

.andard

fi cantly
' di f-

the RFT and the Embedded-Figtres-Test (EFT) are both used as measures

Herzman, Machamer, Meissner, &Wapner, 1954; Witkin , Dyk, Faterson,
Goodenough, & Karp, 1962; Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, 1971), the
question was raised as to whether the same pattern of stimulus-size
effect would be found in the EFT as in the RFT.

·ect was

·er, a
-size

Witkin and his associates have long argued that the EFT and the
RFT both measured the same thing.

Perceptual field-dependence-inde-

pendence, or more generally, perceptual style, was defined such that

·;el d-

~

Since

of perceptual style (Wi tkin &Asch, 1948; Witkin, 1949; Witkin, Lewis,

field-

.i zes

the retinal surface) modulates perfonnance on the Rod-and-Frame-Test

(Witkin, et al., 1971):
of

standard

.i gni fi cant
ire field-

In a field-dependent mode of perceiving, perception is
strongly dominated by the overall organization of the
surrounding field, and the parts are experienced as
fused.' In a field-independent mode of perceiving,
parts of the field are experienced as discrete from
organized ground .
1

The claim that the EFT and the RFT measured the same thing has not

the RFT

been without its cri tics (Arbuthnot, l972i Wachtel, 1972) and has usually

·i r i 111µ 11-

been supported or denied on the basis of correlational studies (Long,
Schiff, 1980).

1974~

The present study investigated this claim within an ex-

perimental paradigm:

if the EFT and the RFT tapped a conmon perceptual

f;26

mechanism (i.e., perceptual style), then one would expect a similar
shift in performance on both tests when a common stimulus variable
such as size was manipulated.

(Streibel, 1980; Streibel & Ebenholtz, 1981 1.
EXPERIMENT I

Method
Apparatus.

Two sizes of Form A of Witkin's EFT were constructed

in a size-ratio of l to 4.

The small
11

11

figures were constructed out

of COLORAID paper and mounted on 15 x 20 CRESSENT #300 i 11 ustration
11

boards.

Each of the small
11

11

11

figures of Form A (i.e., twelve complex

figures, eight simple figures, and two practice figures) matched the
figures of the original EFT produced by the Consulting Psychologists
Press (Witkin et al., 1971) in color, shape, size, and orientation .
Black lines in these figures were produced by using 1/64"-wide blackmatte CHARTPAK pressure-sensitive graphic tape.

The il lustration

boards were covered by .075 clear acetate and taped around the entire
11

edges with SCOTCH Magic Transparent tape.

The "medium" figures of

Form A were four times as large as the "sma ll" figures but were mounted
on the same size illustration boards .
The small and medium-sized figures were manually placed on a black,
wooden, table-top easel such that the center of each figure was 24" from,
and perpendicular to, each subject's eye.
ranged

The small figures therefore

in visual angle (i . e. , the angle that the outer limits of t he

figures subtended on the retinal surface) from 2.4° to 6.2° while the
med i um figures ranged from 9.6° to 24.8°.
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A 1/8 x 15 " x 20" clear LEXAN
11

lar

sheet was placed on top of each figure so that a subject's manual

>le

tracing of the embedded figures would not scratch the original

oltz, 1981).

figures .
Procedure.
in a chin rest.

Aucted
out

j

Subjects sat in an upright position with their chins
The experimenter sat next to them on their

righ~.

The experimental room was dark except for a florescent lamp and an incandescent lamp which were placed so that no light would shine directly

ration

into a subject's eyes.

;;pl ex

standard EFT instructions (Witkin et al., 1971) except that each subject

:i

the

The test was administered according to the

saw six figures of the small EFT and six figures of the medium EFT

~i sts

(or vice versa) in the standard order instead of twelve figures of the

ion.

same size.

blackon

Design.
ages of

18

and

Eight male and nine female college students between the
32

from a number of introductory psychology classes at

entire

the University of Wisconsin were tested for their ability to disembed

of

small and medium-sized EFT figures.

mounted

credit for their participation.

They were given an experimental

These credits were part of a standard

requirement for introductory psychology courses.
, a black,
24 11 from,

The dependent variable

reflected a speed and accuracy measure, and, was calculated as the
average response time for six small and six medium-sized figures of the

ierefore

EFT for each subject.

of the

sequence (i.e., s

le the

6 figures), and order-within size (i.e., figures 1-6 vs 7-12 of Witkin's

: l ear LEXAN

+

Sex (i.e., m vs. f), stimulus size (i.e., s vs. m),

m vs . m + s), order (i.e., 1st 6 figures vs. 2nd

EFT} were counterbalanced ano the effects of these factors were calculated
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by a special ANOVA (Grant, 1949).

One subject was dropped because she

(

could not disembed the figures.

t

Results
Analyses of the EFT data from all subjects.

A special ANOVA was

A

calculated with these data (Grant, 1949) and neither a significant

f

sequence effect [F(l,14)=0.14, n.s.], order effect [F(l,14)=0.05, n.s.],
nor size effect [F(l,14)=2.10, n.s.) was found.

The mean EFT response times

for all subjects were as follows (see Table l):

a
[
D

Table l about here
Males were consistently faster than females but separate one-way ANOVAs
resulted in a non-significant sex effect [small EFT F(l ,14)=1.89, n.s.;

mi

ii

medium EFT F(l,14)=2.71, n.s. ] .
Finally, a significant Pearson correlation coefficient [r=.694, p< .005] was

Mt

found when the data from all subjects on the small and the medium EFT were
compared.

Subjects who were FD on the small EFT, therefore, tended to be

FD on the medium EFT.

A Spearman rank correlation coefficient [r =.5853 ,
s

t

(15)=2.7, p< .01] confirmed this conclusion.
Analyses of the EFT Data from FD and FI subjects.

U!

Si

Since there was no

ti

significant sequence effect, the data from the two sequences were pooled

b.

and then ranked according to performance on the small EFT.

2<

The latter

was done because the small EFl most closely approximated the size of
Witkin 1 s standard

EFT.

The 16

scor~s

appeared normally distributed and

the top (i . e., fast response times) and bottom thirds (i.e., slow response

di
tt

times) were defined as EFT field-independent (EFT FI) and EFT field-dependeriV fr
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e she

(EFT FD) respectively.
two groups .

Table 2 summarizes the mean EFT data for these

(see Table 2):

i"-cit>Te-2-a·b"aut- llere
. was

Although an ANOVA of data from the two groups showed a significant dif-

t

ference between the FI and FD subjects [F(l,8)=32 . 23, p< .01], neither
n. s.],

a size effect [F(l,8}=.02, n.s.] nor a field-dependency x size interaction

ponse times

(F(l,8)=3.41, n.s.] was found.
Discussion
The results of the first experiment indicated that the small and the

-way ANOVAs
n. s.;

medium EFT (i .e., 1 to 4 size differential) could reliably be considered
interchangeable measures of the same thing.
EXPERIMENT 2

< .005] was
1

EFT

~d

were

to be

. = . 5853 ,

s

Method
Apparatus.

Two sizes of Form A of Witkin's EFT were constructed

in a size-ratio of l to 8.
t

The small-sized EFT was identical to that

used in experiment l . The 11 large 11 EFT was constructed out of the same
stock of materials as was used for the figures in experiment l except

re was no

that the black .lines of the ·,arge figures were constructed out of 1/8 11

· pooled

black-matte CHARTPAK tape.

atter

20 11 x 26.6 11 illustration boards.

of

The large figures, however, were mounted on

The table-top stand which supported the EFT figures was moved to a

ted and

di stance of 20 11 from each subject's eyes in order to amplify the size of

' response

the large figures.

l d-dependent

from 2.6° to 6.6° while the large figures ranged from 20.ao to 52.8°.

The small figures, therefore , ranged in visual angle
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7.

Procedure.

All conditions in experiment 2 were identical to those

in experiment l.

m

Design.

a

Twelve male and fourteen female college students between

the ages of 18 and 25 from a number of intro.ductory psychology classes
at the University of Wisconsin were tested for their ability to disembed
small and large-sized figures.
that used in experiment l.

The experimental design was identical to

Two female subjects were replaced because

deviatio~~bove

T<

(i

they displayed extremely large EFT response times relative to the other
subjects (i.e., greater than three standard

~

ea

the group

mean for one size of the EFT).

An

Results

ef

Analyses of the EFT data from all subjects.

An ANOVA of the data in

ef

expe riment 2 (Grant, 1949) did not show a significant sequence effect,

si .

[F( l ,22) =4 .00, n.s.] or a significant size effect [F(l,22)=0.42, n.s.],

Di ~

but did indicate a significant order effect [F(l,22)=9.50, p< .05].
latter was attributed to a simple practice effect.

The

The mean EFT response

times for all subjects were as follows (see Table 3):
Tab·l e·-·3 ·-ab_oyf-her~

thE

cor
sis

As in experiment 1, males we re consistently faster than females and were so

whe

to a significant degree [small EFT F(l,22)=9.78, p< .Ol; large EFT F(l,22)=

int

7.08, p< .05].

fac

A significant Pearson correlation coefficient [r=.4111, p< .01] was

by

found when all the small EFT scores were compared with all the large EFT

whe

scores . A Spearman rank correlation calculation, however, failed to result

of I
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'

:hose

in a significant correlation coefficient [r 5 =.3383, n.s.].

Ranking perfor-

mance on the small EFT, therefore, could not be used to predict the rank of
~ een

;ses

a subject's perfonnance on the large EFT.

Analyses of the EFT data from FD and FI subjects.

The data from ex-

;embed

periment 2 was then ranked on the basis of perfonnance on the small EFT.

:al to

Table 4 su11111arizes the mean EFT scores of the EFT FD and EFT FI subjects

JSe

(i.e., the upper and lower thirds of the distribution - 8 subjects within

other

each group):

) Up

An ANOVA of the data from these two groups did not show a significant size

effect [F(l,14)=1.45, n.s.] but did show a significant field-dependency
jata in

effect [F{l,14)=8.24, p< .05], and a significant field-dependency/stimulus-

~ ct,

size interaction [F(l,14)=15.49, p< .Ol].

. s.]'

Discussion

.

The

esponse

The results of the second experiment indicated that the small and
the large EFT (i .e., l to 8 size differential) could not be reliably
considered interchangeable measures of the same thing.

Although a

significant size effect was not found for the entire group~ perfonnance
d were so

F(l,22)::

when the size of the embedded figures changed from l to 8, a significant
interaction between the field-dependency factor and the stimulus-size
factor was found for the EFT FI and FD groups.

EFT FI subjects (.as defined

l ] was

by the standard, or small , EFT), in effect, became significantly more FD

ge EFT

whereas FD subjects became significantly more FI.

t o result

of both groups, however, did not reach a
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COITlllOn

The EFT perfonnances

value.

A non-significant

rank correlation of the data from the entire group confirmed the
conclusion that the two sizes of the EFT might not be measuri ng the
same thing.

o.5°
thei

EXPERIMENT 3

rod-.

Method
Apparatus.

appa

fram.
The two sizes of Form A of Witkin s EFT were identical to
1

those used in experiment 2 as were the procedures for administering and
scoring the test.

The RFT ap1aratus, however, was constructed specifically

for this experiment.

lumi I

The small and the large-sized rod and frame consisted of a luminous
line and square outline-frame, respectively.

They were painted on separate,

black CRESCENT #648 illustration boards with PALMER's luminous paint. The
dimensions of the small rod and frame were .8.5 cm. x 0.6 cm, and 10.7 cm. x
'

0.6 cm ., respectively.

room

The dimensions of the large rod and frame were 40.l

x 0.6 cm. and 50.5 cm. x 50 . 5 cm. x 0.6 cm., respectively.

An i denti ca 1 1ine

in

Ol

expe1
room

reflE
fa in1

level

width was chosen for all figures so tha t the same li ght intensity would be
radiated from any unit area. 1

gravi

The illustration boards containing the two luminous outline-frames were
mounted on a stand so that they were tilted 200 clock-wise when facing the

count
rotat

subject head-on, and, had their inner black regions removed so that the rod

rod w

could rotate freely in the same plane as the frame.

priat

The two luminous rods

had their own mount and were rotated manually around the central axis of the The r
frame.
avera

A large protractor was built into the rear part of the table-top

RFT f

butio1
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apparatus and permitted the degree of rod tilt to be measured with a
:he

o.s0

accuracy.

Subjects sat in an upright position with their hands on

their lap and their chins in a chin rest.

They gazed directly into the

rod-and-frame figures from a distance of 26.4 inches.

The small rod-and-

frame therefore subtended a 9 .1° visual angle while the large rod-and?nti cal to

frame subtended a 41.30 visual angle.

ing and

Before each RFT, the four RFT figures were simultaneously exposed to

peci f i cal ly

room light for 5 minutes in order to stimulate an equivalent amount of
luminescent radiation.

These figures were then stored out of the light

1umi nous

in order to allow the brightest levels of luminescence to decay.

on separate,

experimental room was totally dark during the RFT and all surfaces in the

aint. The

room were painted with black, non-glass paint or covered with black, non-

10. 7 cm. x
1e

were 40. l

reflective cloth.
cm

dentical line
:y would be

The

The latter was done in order to eliminate even the

faintest visual orientation cues since it was known that room illuminationlevels could effect the outcome of the RFT (Irving & Henderson, 1971; Long, 1973).
Procedure.

Subjects adjusted the small and large rod to the apparent

gravitational vertical from starting positions of 25° clockwise and 250
~ -frames

were

facing the
~ hat

the rod

ni nous rods
l axis of the

counter-clockwise, with bracketing permitted (Ebenholtz, 1977).
rotation rate was experimenter-controlled.

The rod-

The upright orientation of the

rod was measured first in a no-frame condition, and then, within an appropriately-sized frame condition where the frame was tilted 200 clockwise.
The rod-and-frame effect was defined as the algebraic difference between the
average of the two settings taken with the tilted-frame and no-frame conditions.

le-top

RFT field-independence (RFT FI) was defined as the upper third of the distribution of scores (i .e . , the least deviation from the true gravitational
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upright) and RFT field-dependence (RFT FD) was defined as the lower
Design.

~hird.

Resu l

-

Each of the sixteen male and eighteen female subjects was

tested in all of the EFT and RFT conditions.

Sixteen subjects were ex-

exp er

posed to the EFT before the RFT while the remaining sixteen were exposed

[F{ 1,

to the reverse sequence.

The second test began within 111i nutes after the

p<

first test was finished.

The design of the EFT was otherwise identical

EFT s1

to that used in experiment 2.

Two female subjects were replaced because

.o

seque1

they displayed extreme field-dependence relative to other subjects (i.e.,

fi gur1

EFT scores greater than three standard deviations above the group mean).

The s1

The RFT consisted of eight trials of either a small to large or a
large to small sequence.

bed dee

The four trials within any particular size con-

small

sisted of the rod only condition with a 250 clockwise and 25° counter-clockwise rod-starting position followed by a 20° clock-wise tilted frame con-

Males

dition with the same two rod starting positions.

signif

The RFT dependent variable

for any particular sized frame was the difference between the average rod

A

setting in degrees of the frame-present and the frame-absent conditions .

from e;

The scores from the two rod-starting positions (i . e., 25° cw and 25° ccw) wer~ Table 1
averaged in order to counterba 1ance any rod starti ng-pos i ti on effects (Werner the up~

& Wapner, 1952; Morant &Arnoff, 1966) . A positive RFT deviation indicated

group).

that the tilted frame modified the subject's perception of the upright in
the direction of the frame.

The rod, in such a case, was therefore set int~ An ANOV

direction of the tilt of the frame in order to be aligned with the perceiv~ [F(l, 20
upright .
depende
showed
not dif·
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-

d.

Results
Analyses of the EFT data from all sybjects. An ANOVA of the data _in
experiment 3 (Grant, 1949) did not show a significant sequence effect
[F(l,30)=.53, n.s.], but did show a significant order effect [F(l,30)=4.74,
p<

.05] and size effect [F(l,30)=6.64, p< .025]. The lack of a significant

EFT sequence effect (i .e.,
sequences to be pooled .

s~

l vs 1 ~ s) penni tted the data from the two

The significant EFT order effect (i.e., 1st 6

figures vs. 2nd 6 figures) was probably due to a simple practice effect.
The significant EFT size effect meant that all subjects as a group disembedded the large figures significantly faster than they disembedded the
l-

small figures.

The mean EFT response times were as follows (see Table 5):
Tabt e . -5.. a·b-out·h-ere-

l ock-

- --- -·- ----·------·- -

1-

Males were slightly slower than females, but, this difference was not

iab1e

significant [small EFT F(l,30)= . 45, n.s.; large EFT F(l,30)=0.02, n.s.].
Analyses of the EFT data from EFT FD and FI subjects. The EFT data
from experiment 3 was ranked on the basis of perfonnance on the small EFT.

w) were Table 6 sunmarizes the mean EFT scores of the EFT FD and FI subjects (i . e.,

Werner

the upper and lower thirds of the distribution - 11 subjects within each

ated

group).

in
· in th• An ANOVA of the data from these two groups revealed a significant size effect
eived

~

[F(l,20)=23.15, p< .01] and a significant interaction between the field-

dependency and stimulus-size factors [F(l,20)=47.97, p< .01].

Further analyses

showed that the perfonnance of the EFT FI & FD groups on the large EFT did
not differ significantly from each other [t(21)=. 14, n.s.].
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Analyses of the RFT data from all subjects. An ANOVA of the

effec

Rod-and-Frame-Test (RFT) data (Grant, 1949) did not show a significant

at a

sequence effect (F(l,30)=.66, n.s.] nor a significant order effect
[F(l,30)=.04,n.s.], but did result in a significant size effect

A Pea1

[F 1,30)=48.56, p< .001).

peri mt

This was consistent with earlier RFT re-

search .(Ebenho1tz,
1977). The mean RFT response times for the entire
.
group were as follows (see Table 7):
·- - - ·-- ..

Hence ,

~-· -·---

-

EFT ar

Table 7 about here

Analyses of the RFT data from RFT FI & FD subjects.

Since there

was no sequence effect, the RFT data was ranked according to performance
on

the large RFT.

This was done because earlier research had shown that

the large-sized frames were better able to discriminate field-dependency
(or perceptual style) than smaller frames (Ebenholtz, 1977).

Table 8

sunmarizes the mean RFT scores for the RFT FI & FD subjects (i.e., the

large
a Spea

This t
en ti re
female
A

upper and lower third of the distribution -- 11 subjects within each group):

associ c
Table 8 about here

on a mE

An ANOVA of these data resulted in a significant size effect (F(l,20)=114.26, small<
p<

.001), as well as a signi·/icant difference between RFT FI and FD sub-

jects (F(l,20)=57.76,

p<

.001], and a significant interaction between the

field -dependency and frame-size factors [F(l,20)=33.38) p< .001].

perforn
eart in

The inte~

An
test.

~

were us
Predict

'
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I

effect was the result of RFT FD subjects becoming more field dependent
mt

at a

faster rate than Fl subjec_ts as the size of the stimuli got larger.
Correlational Analyses of the EFT and RFT data from all subjects.

APearson correlation coefficient matrix of the entire data set from exper;ment 3 did not result in any significant correlations (see Table 9) :
.Ii~}~. ~Cab·c;-u·f · 11ere

re

Hence, the possibility existed that all four tests (i.e., small and large
EFT and RFT) measured independent perceptual processes.

Since the small -

large RFT correlations came cl ose to significance for the entire group,
re

a Spearman rank-correlation was performed on the entire data (see Table 10):

manee
that
dency
·8

the
:h group):

l)tbJ ~- ...HL.~.~QµJ_
_~e r~

This time, the small-large RFT correlations reached significance for the
entire group [rs

= .3222,

female RFT perfonnance [r5

p< .05), which, in turn, was attributed to the

= .4757 ,

p< .05].

A further test of all the data was made in order to see if any other
associations could be found.

A 2x2 Fisher exact non-parametric test based

on a median split only resulted in a significant association between the
~ 0 )=114 .26 ,

small and the large RFT [p=.0055). All other measures indicated that the

) sub-

performances were made by independent groups even though each person took

?en the

2art in all conditions.

The inter

Analyses of the EFT and RFT data from FI and FO subjects within each
test.

It was hypothesized that perhaps if perfonnance on the large RFT

were used as a general definition of FI and FD, then one would have a better
predictor of perfonnance on the EFT. Accordingly, the EFT scores of subjects
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:·

defined FI &FD on the RFT were examined.

An ANOVA of this EFT data

si9

indicated that subjects could not be distinguished as FI or FD on the EFT
if they were labeled as such on· the RFT [F(l,20):c.10, n.s.).

Furthennore~

beC
dep

RFT FI &FD subjects who displayed a significant interaction between the

the

field-dependency and frame-size factors on the RFT did not display a

sig.

significant interaction between

fac

field~dependency

and stimulus-size on the E~.

The converse of the previous argument was also examined:

if perfor-

sig1

mance on the small EFT were used as a general definition of FI and FD, could
one predict performance of the RFT? Accordingly, the RFT scores of the EFT

not

FI & FD subjects were examined.

sub;

An ANOVA of this RFT data indicated that

grouping subjects on the EFT did !!.21 distinguish these subjects as FI or
FD on the RFT

[F(l,20)=.22~

n.s.].

des·

the

Analyses of the small EFT data from all subjects in Experiments 1-3 .

samE

A one-way ANOVA of the sma 11 EFT data from a11 subjects across a11 experiments . i nci
showed that the mean performance levels on the small EFT did not differ

fron

significantly from each other (F(2,69)=.04,n.s.].

the

The three small EFTs were

identical to each other and matched the Witkin EFT in figure-size, shape,
color, and orientation.

The one-way analysis of the small EFT data therefore

siZE

indicated that since the three samples of subjects used in the three experi·

and

ments came from the same population, the EFT analyses could be compared acros

the

experiments (see General Discussion below).

subj

Discussion

RFT,

The results of the third experiment confirmed the finding of the second
experiment that the small and large EFT (i.e., 1 to 8 size differential)
could not be considered interchangeable measures of the same thing.
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A

but
mech

;gnificant size effect was found in the EFT with:

5

~he

EFT

1ennore,

becoming more field-independent and 2) the performances of the fielddependent and field-independent subjects (as measured by the small EFT) on

significant interaction between the field-dependency and the stimulus-size

on the EFT.

factor was again found. · A non-significant Pearson correlation and a non-

FD, could

the EFT

ed that

FI or

significant Speannan rank correlation confirmed this lack of association.
The third experiment also indicated that the EFT and the RFT might
not be measuring the same thirg. This was somewhat surprising since al'I
subjects were exposed to all conditions in a completely counter-balanced
design.

First, in the EFT» all subjects became more field-indeeendent as

the size of the embedded figures increased from 1 to 8.
ts 1-3.

experiments
iffer
EFTs

were

therefo~

ee experi-

In the RFT, the

same subjects became more field-dependent as the size of the rod-and-frame
increased from l to about 4.5. The average visual angle of the EFT ranged
from about

shape,
a

Furthermore, a

a

lerfor-

f

all subjects

the large EFT becoming indistinguishable from each other.

the

~n

1)

s0

to 40° for the small and large figures, respectively, whereas

the visual angle of the RFT ranged from go to about 41°.
The

interaction pattern of the field-dependency factors and the stimulus-

size factors (as defined within each test) also differed between the EFT
and the RFT. Although there was a significant interaction in each test, in

pared across · the EFT, FD subjects became significantly more field-independent whereas FI
subjects remained the same, as the size of the stimuli increased.

In the

RFT, on the other hand, FI and FD subjects both become more field-dependent
the second

but to a different degree.

ntia 1)

mechanism called field-dependence-independence (or more generally, perceptual

A

If the two tests had measured a co111110n perceptual

\

style), then these different patterns of interactions should not have
occurred.
An atte111>t was also made to see if the performances of the FD and FI

-

subjects on the EFT could predict field-dependence-independence of the same
subjects on the RFT and vice versa.

In neither case could the field-depen-

dence factor, nor the interaction between the field-dependency factor and

ti

o·
s·
El

the stimulus-size factor, be predicted from one test to the other test.
This conclusion was confinned by the correlation matrices that were performed when the scores from all the subjects were taken into account.

One final note about experiment 3. The small and large RFTs were the

Cl

dt
01

only pair of tests that showed any degree of statistical associati.on. It
01

was therefore concluded that the smal 1 and 1arge RFT measured the same thing
in spite of the fact that a stimulus-size effect and a field-dependency/
stimulus-size interaction was found.

w·
Ft

A br.ief glance at the data from RFT

FI and FD subjects shows that all subjects became significantly more field- •
dependent as the size of the stimuli got large .

In t he EFT, on the other

hand, performances of EFT FI and FD subjects moved in opposite directions
as the size of the stimuli got larger (see figures 1 and 2) .

di
d~

o1

tc
fi

re
Cc

(c

ir

gr
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General Discussion
When the EFT was four times as large as the standard Witkin EFT,

and FI

-

then both sizes of the test were shown to be interchangeable measures

the· same

of field-dependence-independence, or more generally, of perceptual

d-depen-

style.

or and

est.
per-

t.
•ere the

However, when the EFT was eight times as large as the standard

EFT, then. the two sizes of the EFT were not considered interchangeable
measures of perceptual style.

This claim was supported by both the

correlational evidence as well as the interaction patterns of the fielddependence and stimulus-size factors.

Perfonnance by the same subjects

on the standard EFT correlated significantly with their perfonnance
on the EFT which was four times as large.

.ame thing

;ency/
·om RFT

·e field!

other

!Ctions

Perfonnance on two EFTs

with a size differential of one to eight did not correlate, however.
Furthennore, in experiment l (l-4 EFT size-differential), the fielddependency and the stimulus-size factors did not interact. but, they
did interact significantly in experiments 2 and 3 (i.e., 1-8 EFT sizedifferential).

The correlational calculations took the performances

of all subjects into account, whereas the interaction calculations only
took the performances of field-dependent (i.e., FD: slowest third) and
field-independent (i.e., FI:fastest third) subjects into account.

The

results from the three experiments can be compared with each other because the performances of the three groups of subjects on the standard
(or 11 small 11 } EFT did not differ significantly from each other. The
interaction data, or the mean perfonnances of the FD and FI subjects,
can be seen in Figure l.

In all cases, the perfonnances of these two

groups of subjects tended towards a COlliTlOn value, although this trend
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was only significant in experiments 2. and 3.

Figure l about here
Witkin believed that FI subjects were more "analytical" than FD
subjects because they could "break up" a stimulus f ield into parts and
ignore the peripheral parts.

He also believed that field-dependence-

independence was a stable psychological characteristic throughout adulthood. Accordingly, the perfonnances of FI subjects ought to remain constant as the size of the embedded figures increased. This was found in
experiment 3.

If we add the a priori argument that a stimulus-pattern

naturally breaks into parts as the stimulus gets larger, then EFT FI
subjects ought to become faster as the figures get large.

This was not

found.

FD subjects, according to Witkin ' s hypothesis, ought also to perfonn
at a constant EFT level as the size of the embedded figures i ncreases. The
data, however, indicated that FD subjects became faste r as t he size of the
stimuli got larger. We could attribute thi s to the presumption that large
visual gestalts perceptually break up of their own accord.

However, FD

subjects on the RFT became more field-dependent as the size of the frame in· ,
creased.
The second major finding of these experiments was that the EmbeddedFigures-Test (EFT) and the Rod-and-Frame-Test (RFT) might not have measured
a common variable called field-dependence-independence, or more generally,

perceptual style.

Here again, thi s conclusion was indicated

by

the cor-

relational cal culations of the data from al l subjects and the field-depenence x stimulus-size interaction data from FD and FI subjects . Even thou.gh
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all subjects in experiment 3 were exposed to all sizes of the EFT and the
RFT in a completely counter-balanced design, only their perfonnances on

the small and the large RFT correlated to any significant degree. All

FD

and

i

other correlations were low and ·non-significant.

This conclusion was

ice-

supported by the finding that the perfonnance of F_D and FI subjects as

adult-

defined by one test was not distinguishable to any significant degree on

con-

ifl

the other test.

Finally, the interaction patterns of the field-dependency

md in

and stimulus-size factors differed for the same subjects on the twa tests .

:tern

(see figures l and 2).

·i=rgure-2-·at>ou_t_tiere

Fl
not

lS

Most significant was the performance-changes of FD subjects.
FD

In the EFT,

subjects became significantly more field-independent, whereas in the

perfonn

RFT, FD subjects became significantly more field-dependent.

ises. The

tests tapped a co11111on perceptual mechanism, then the performance of

:e of the

subjects most susceptible to that mechanism should not have changed in

1at large

opposite directions as the size of the stimuli increased by a factor of

~r,

eight.

~

FD

frame in-

If the two

The stimulus-size effect in the RFT has been tentatively explained

by the 11 two-visual systems" hypothesis (Ebenholtz, 1977}.
Implications of the Present Find;ngs for Educational Technology Research.

\bedded-·

measured

!

The figure-size effect in the EFT for FD and FI subjects (and the nonsignificant correlations between the EFT and RFT scores in the present

merally,

' study) have a number of direct and practical implications for instructional

e cor-

, designers who use visuals, and, for educational technology researchers who

1

d-depen-

use the perceptual and cognitive styles constructs.

,en though
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The trend of the EFT

data clearly showed that the mean scores of EFT FD and FI subjects did not

is onl

differ significantly from each other when the mean visual angle of the

style

figures was about 37° (see Figure 1) . Visual supplantation techni ques that

struct·

are specifically designed to compensate for the reduced disembedding ·

presen1

abilities of FD subjects are, therefore, not needed when large visual figures

small

are used in instruction.

ment

~

Large visual figures are most likely to occur in

large-screen slide-tape shows and in large-screen video fonnats . Supplanta-

Th

tion techniques would nevertheless be useful for increasing the information

the pre

processing performance of all subjects. The latter supplantation techniques

measure

are not necessarily equivalent to those designed to ai d FD subjects, and.

integra

would have to be detennined by further research.

produce1

In one sense, instructional

treatments that use large visual figures do not discriminate against the
11

11

11

field-dependence of FD subjects. Of course, such equal
11

11

11

instructional

both te!
that a

1

treatment would take place at the expense of FI subjects (i .e., their reduced . ability
disembedding speeds with large figures).

The experiments in the present

study were equi vocal about whether all subjects improved, or remained the
same, in their disembedding at.ilities (i.e., experiments 3 and 2 respectively)
as the size of visual figures got larger.
The

~igure-size

effect in the EFT also

pre~

differer
Si n
ability

im~lies

that the concept of per-

ceptual style might only be useful for instructional designers who create
small pictures to aid learning.

The

technolo
ceptual

Small visual figures were defined in the pre'".! well adv

sent study to have a visual angle between 2. 4° and 6.6°. This size of visual

Pendence

figures is most appropriate for textbook and printed illustrations.

In anY

mation p1

case, it is clear from the present study that the concept of perceptual style

tap othel
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• did not

;s only useful when the size of the figures used to measure perceptual . "

F the

style (i.e., in the EFT) matches the size of the figures used in the in-

-

iques that

structional treatment.

ing ·

present study, which used the EFT as a measure of perceptual style {i.e.,

;ua l figures

small figures}, did not control for figure-size in the instructi onal treat-

occur in
Supplanta1fonnation
techniques
ts, and,
1

ment

Most of the educational research reviewed in the

(Ausburn &Ausburn, 1978).
The non-significant correlations between the EFT and the RFT scores in

the present study imply that the EFT and the RFT are not interchangeable
measures of perceptual style. The size dimension, which was a common and
integral characteristic of the stimuli in both tests, should not have

structional

produced such diametrically opposite interactions with field-dependence if

iinst the

both tests had tapped the same perceptual mechanism.

Jctional

that a comnon "structure" in the EFT and the RFT supported the interchange-

1eir reduced

abi l ity of these tests as measures of perceptual style (Witkin et al., 1971).

)resent

The present correlational and experimental evidence, however, supported a

ined the

different conclusi on.

respectively)

Witkin has argued

Since the results of the present study indicate the non-interchangeability of the EFT and the RFT, what use are these two tests for educational
Investigators who wish to use the concept of per-

apt of per-

technology researchers?

o create

ceptual style in their research on learning from small pictures might be

d ; n the pre-

we 11 advised to use the · EFT, rather than the RFT, as a measure of fie 1d-de-

ze of visual

pendence because the stimulus task requirements in the EFT match the infor-

ns.

mation processing requirements of visual pictures . Perceptual tests which

In anY

~ ptual

style

tap other aspects of the infonnation processing requirements, such as Guilford's
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23.

tests for figural adaptive flexibility, gestalt-completion, and perceptUel
speed (Guilford~ 1967), could then be used to complement the EFT in a
more robust attempt to understand how human beings learn from pictures.
The RFT is useful for educational technology researchers as a diagnostic tool in those areas where it correlates with learning and teaching
styles (e.g., learning social information, the effects of reinforcement, and
the use of mediators in learning) (Witkin et al., 1977).

Witkin's concept

of perceptual style is not essential in those areas where independent
correlations between learning and RFT performance exist.

The RFT retains

its attractiveness as a diagnostic tool because it is such a simple and

reliable laboratory procedure and because it is free of symbolic associations.
In each of these areas, however, researchers would be well advised to use a
large RFT apparatus . (i.e., mean visual angle about 370) because a large RFT
discriminates FD subjects from FI subjects better than a small RFT.
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~3 .

j

24.

ENO NOTES

perceptual

=r in a

1.

The different surface areas of the two rods-and-frames is a

potential confound in the present study . A stimulus surface-

lictures.
iS

a diag-

area effect has been found in the periphery of the retina

lld

teaching

for induced ci rcular vection (Leibowitz & Post, 1981) .

forcement, and
concept

1

in s

Jen dent
~FT

retains

i mple and

ic

associations.

i sed

to use

a

e a large RFT

RFT.
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TABLE

I

Mean EFT Response Times (RTs) for All Subjects (Ss)
in Experiment 1

1954.

-r

Size

EFT

Small

Medium

Mean
(secs)

Ss

n

Total
Male
Female

16

Total
Male
Female

16

8
8
8
8

St. Dev.
(secs) a

45.4
36.2
54.6

27.5
27 . 8
25.6

37.4
27 . 0
47.7

26.5
13.7
32 . 8

aStandard deviations of samples based on
df=n-1.

TABLE 2
Mean EFT RTs for the EFT FI & FD Groups in Exp er imen t 1
Perceptual
Sty lea

Size
EFT

EFT "FI

Small
Medium

II

EFT "FD"

Small

Medium

Mean
(secs)

n

5
5
5·

5

St. De15.
(secs)

15.5
26.3

11. 6

10.7

78.0
65.3

15.0
27.0

aEFT field-dependence (i.e., perceptual style)
defined by performance on the small EFT.
bstandard deviat,ions of samples based on df=n-1 .
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TABLE 3

Mean EFT Response Times (RTs) for All Subjects (Ss)
in .Experiment 2

Size
EFT
Small

Large

Ss

n

Total
Males
Females

12
12

Total
Males
Females

12
12

24

24

Mean
(secs)

St . Dev.
(secs)a

43 . 1
29 . 3
56 . 9

19 . 0 .

25.4

46 . 4
32.6
60 . 3

28.7
20.0
30.0

23.9

aStandard deviation of samples based on
df•n-1.
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d

..

TABLE

4

Mean EFT RTs for the EFT FI & FD Groups in Experiment 2
Perceptual
Sty lea

Size
EFT

n

Mean
(secs)

St . De~.
(secs)

EFT "FI"

Small
Large

8

16.2
45.8

9. 3
31.4

Small
Large

8

70.2
54.5

18.l
32.4

EFT "FD"

8
8

aEFT field-dependence (i.e., perceptual style)
defined by performance on the small EFT.

bstandard deviations of samples based on df=n-1.
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TABLE ·5

Mean EFT Response Times (RTs) for all Subjects (Ss)
in Experiment 3

Size EFT
Small

Large

n

Mean
(secs)

St. Dev.

Ss
Total
Males
Females

32
16
16

43 . 4
46.3
40.6

23 . 5
25.9

Total
Males
Females

32

31. 2

16
16

31. 7

19.2
21.1
17.7

30.7

(secs)a

21. 2

aStandard deviations of samples based on
dfsn-1 .

TABLE 6
Mean EFT RTs for the EFT FI & FD Groups in Exp er imen t 3

EFT

n

Mean
(secs)

St. Dev.
(secs)b

EFT "FI"

Small
Large

11
11

20.3
27.8

8. 7
17 . 8

EFT "FD"

Small
Large

11
11

70.0
28.3

15.5
18.9

Perceptual
Sty lea

Size

-

aEFT field-dependence (i . e., perceptual style)
defined by performance on the small EFT.
bstandard deviations of samples based on df•n-1.

I..
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TABLE 7
\t 3

Mean RFT Scores for All Subjects (Ss) in Experiment 3
Size RFT

L.

Ss

n

Hean(degs)

St. Dev . (degs)a

Small

Total
32
16
Males
Females 16

1. 50
1. 47
1. 53

1. 54

Large

Total
32
Males
16
Females 16

4.98
4.95
5.02

2.60
2.82
2 . 53

1.44
1. 67

aStandard deviation of samples based on
df=n-1.
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TABLE 8
Mean RFT Scores for the RFT FI & FD Groups i n Experiment 3
Perceptual
Sty lea

Size
RFI'

n

RFT "FI"

Small
Large

11

.66
2.59

1. 06

Small
Large

11

1. 52

11

8.00

l. 27
1. 95

RFT "FD II

-

11

Mean (degs)

St . Dev.
(degs)b
0.80

aRFT field-dependence (i . e., perceptual style)
defined by performance on the large RFT .
bstandard deviations of samples based on dfsn-1.
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TABLE .9

Pearson Correlation Matrices

ment 3

of the EFT and RFT Data in Experiment 3

Large EFT

Test:

(a)

Small EFT

Small RFT

Large RFT

Total Group (£•32)

.1231

Large EFT

- . 0291

- . 0416

-.0828

.0766
. 1917

Small RFT
(b)

Small EFT

Males

(£c:l6)

. 2252

Large EFT

.2258

. 0347

-.0758

.1753

Small RFT

-.0322
(c)

Small EFT

Females (£•16)

- . 0307

Large EFT

-.2931

- .14 26

-.0913

- . 0532

.4088

Small RFT

Note .

each of these correlation coeff icien t s f ailed

to reach significance (i.e., o<.05)
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TABLE 10

Spearman Rank Correlation Matrices
of the EFT and RFT Data in Experiment 3

Test :

(a)

Small EFT

Small RFT

Large EFr

Total Group <u·32)

.0695

Large EFT

-.0415

-.1478

-.0455

.1010

.3222*

Small RFT
(b)

Small EFT

Males (£-16)

.2118

. 2537

Large EFT

-.0944

Small RFT

-.0059
. 1990 .1234

(c)

Small EFT

Large RFT

Females (!!•16)

-.1324

Large EFT

-.3299

-.2356

-.0707

. 0074

Small RFT

.4757*

*p<.05, all others were not significant
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Even more recently, in 1975, Allen concluded that:
... There is littl e definitive evidence from the aptitude treatment
interaction research that . . . might guide the selection of more general
instructional strategies, much less lead to the design of specific
instructional media. The research results are so fragmentary and
diverse that generalizations from these alone are virtually impossible.

45

Similar remarks have been made by others.
In 1962 Gilpin concluded that " .. . programmed learning has not paid off with
cumulative and systematic progress .which it seemed to promise.
In 1967, Severin claimed that most of the reviews of research in cue summation related to multichannel media indicated mixed and contradictory results.
iences,
md in
>pears
·esearch
in which
? neatly
effects

In the same year Smith and colleagues found that there were no guidelines
for determining what aspects of a subject should be assigned to what medium.
In 1968, Hsia said that
the one conclusion that can be drawn from
nearly a thousand studies (of channel effectiveness is that) no generally
conclusive statement can be made.
11

• ••

In the same year, Snow and Salomon wrote about the relationships of learner
aptitudes to the usefulness of media. They determined that
virtually nothing
is known about the teaching effectiveness of media.
11

• • •

11

ty-five
rch

_et me

A year earlier, Stickell found only ten out of 250 research studies in
television and film that met rigid criteria of research acceptability. Among
the ten there \'Jere no significant differences .

: ation,
3rs

In 1974 Campedu r eviewed research in which media were used to teach adults .
She found no valid, dependable guidelines for making choices on the basis of
instructional effectiveness .

) Se

To counteract these rather pessimistic reviews, suggestions have been made
for research improvement.
each
what ways
ative
theory
far off ,
1em and

1961 - Postman : audiovisual education does not call for the formulation
of special principles; it calls for the application and elaboration of the general laws of human learning.
1968 - Salomon and Snow: one should expect interaction effects between
media attributes, learner traits, and learning objectives, rather
than to media attributes al one .
1970 - Gropper: active r esponding (is) a necessary condition for learning .. .
learning can be heightened by the systematic organization of
stimul us materials that control such practice.

1972 - Bauer: investigators in instructional medi a may need to consider
the sense impression r esponse as a pl aus i bl e criterion for their
studies.
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1972 - Anderson: the relationships of visual television communication
techniques to theoretical models of perception and learning
should be investigated more thoroughly than in the past.
1975 - Di Vesta: the next logical step in trait-treatment interaction
is to consider the cognitive processes assumed to be correlated
\·1ith traits and/or the processes induced by the treatments .
In 1975, and again in a recent book, Salomon offered several assumptions
about the relationships of media to cognitive processes which I think epitomize
current interests:

l .. .·codes which serve for communications purposes serve also for covert
mediational ones.
2.
3.

external communicational codes can be incorporated or internalized
to serve presentational purposes.
codes, once internalized, can be generalized from their original
contexts and can thus serve as schemes of thought.

It is apparent that part of the problem of obtaining clearly defined differences
in much of media research has been due to unaccounted factors which may have had
effects equal to or larger than the experimental variables themselves. Part
of the problem also, in the eyes of constructionists, has been the reductionist
approach to research where the argument is that when behavior has been reduced
and understood at an appropriately elementary level, then more complex behavior
may be understood by combining well-understood fundamental parts. This latter
position would be di'sputed by those who contend that for too long we have
ignored the elaborate nature of the individual and the effects of the social
milieu as these have influenced responses to stimulus situations. For ex- . .
ample, almost twenty five years ago Ray Carpenter was advocating such a pos1t1on.
... It can be assumed reasonably that teaching materials are
effective in an ordered manner depending on the degrees of
their personal relevance to individual students .... What is
presented to students and \·1hat is accepted and 1earned by them
are very different .. . . selective processes are operative
at all levels of human experience and at all stages of the
communicative processes among i ndividuals .... The organism or
individual interposes its entire relevant life history between
the stimulus material and his or her response.
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A recognition of these complications since the time of Carpenter's state- has irr
ment is evident in current concentrations uoon the interactive effects of cog- This p
nitive processes and media attributes. We in general have discarded gross ·
pro os
compari sons. \tie have developed sophisticated theories about media as symbol
it P
systems and as variant entities, with meanings subject to individual differences . ····
We have immersed ourselves in the peculiarities of brain hemispheres and have
A
had verbalized, through the Prester theory of learning, for example, that
reside
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the brain imposes its own structure and experiences upon its environment, with
;mportant implications for i nstructional practice. Yet, in spite of our refinements, we still run into problems.
Is it contradicting our knowledge of human development to use research
models which search for constants as predictors of human behavior? For example,
in developing aptitude measures of learners for prediction and control have we
resolved the conflict 9f using learner profiles which may reflect only moments
in time for judging the behavior of dynamic, changing individuals? Also, where
do we acquire the luxury of time and money to do the detailed analyses required
to ferret out all the relevant coding units and systems inherent in a given
medium as these codes impart infonnation and affect cognitive processes in
learners? Are we any closer in our research practices to explaining cause and
effect relationships which are valid and not subject to the traditional hedging
statement, all things being equa1?

i zed

In the Fall 1977 issue of the Review of Educational Research (Vol 47, No.4,
pp. 654-655), Magoon makes the statement that " .. . There are some good indications
that educational research may have reached a crisis stage with regard to its
a1
major Fisherian experimental design tradition, and perhaps that t he paradigm
has never worked. · At any rate schooling, teaching, and learning go on
without being explicable via traditional approaches, and serious doubts
fferences about methodology have been raised publicly from within the research community."
have had Citing a number of sources, Magoon goes on to say that "Presumed links between
Part
particular instructional methods and student achievement have not been found
cti oni st after more than a half century of research . "- Corr.rnenti ng speci fi ca 1ly about
reduced
trait-treatment interactions, he says further that " ..... simple aptitude treatment
behavior interactions in school-like settings are very rare and searching for them may
1atter well be fruitless .. .. The reason for this state of affairs (and here he cites
ve
Cronbach) is not that interactions do not occur, but that there are weak interocia1
actions with many things - in fact, usually too many in instructional research.
exThe dilemna is that more complex interactions have a tendency to hide the
position. simpler ones ad infinitium.
Turning to the constructionists for a moment, what position do they take
regarding the nature of research and, finally, might we gain insights about the
effectiveness of media through some of the procedures of the constructionists?
In the Review of Educational Research, referred to earlier, there is a
discussion of the assumptions upon which constructionists base their conceptions
of viable research .
state-

:>f cog:>ss ·

One chief assumption about much complex behavior is that the subjects
being studied must be considered as knowing beings and that this knowledge
has important consequences for how behaviors and actio ns are interpreted.
This position is, according to the author, 11 •• ,the life-blood of the cognitive
proposa 1, for cognition is 1itera lly defined as kn owl edge or the capacity for

1mbol
fferences. ; t • • •
:! have
A second assumption is that control over much of intell igent behavior
it
resides within the individual, sometimes constrained by social norms or other
•II
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circumstances. The implication for research is that learning is best understood as being constructed by teachers and students themselves, requiring
that purposes and meanings be taken into consideration if true insights are
to be gained .
The third assumption is that evolution has developed the human to a capacity level in three critical areas . One is the ability to develop knowledge
by organizing compl exity rapidly. A second i s that humans generally attend
to the deeper meanings of complex communications , rather than si mple meanings
And a third is that learners take on complex social roles , a condition which·
must be known for insights into behavior. For the educati onal reseracher,
therefore, the basic phenomena to be studied, at t heir most primacy levels,
may actually be quite sophisticated and highly organized.
·
For the researcher in media, it seems to me that the implications of a
constructionist aporoach are qui te clear, at least from a me t hodol ogical point
of view. Instead of the reductionist process of isolating variables within
a tightly controlled experimental frame, the constructionist would wish to
record, through anthropological and sociological means, the situational conditions which impinge upon the uses and interpretations of media. Through the
gathering overtime of data through observations, questionnaires, interviews
and other relevant data gathering devices, the researcher would look for
patterns of responses . Out of such observations would come hypotheses about
the relationships among interacting factors . Further testi ng and refinement
of the hypotheses would thus begin to provide some base1ine data about the
social and human condi tions which affect media use . A number of studies have
shown, for example, that the presence of and convenient access to a variety
of teaching materials does not necessari1y res ult in expanded use by teachers.
There are other factors which must be taken into account, such as the constrainh
on teache r time which prevent thorough invo1vement in medi a use, or t he very
struggle with unruly, unmotivated, defiant students which prevents the act of
teaching.
To me it appears important that more time be spent i n the domain of the
media user, discovering all the factors which impinge upon knowledge of media
effectiveness. Perhaps there is not one among us here today who wo u1d disagree
with the statement that there is a gap between research fi ndi ngs emanati ng from
the laboratory and applications of those findings to educat ional practice. I
would urge a closer study of the values to be derived from both the reductionist
and constructionist points of view so that the values of both approaches may
help in designing research in media that makes a fundamental difference.
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THE EHTNOGRAPHER-PRACTITIONER DIALECTIC
by
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Watson-Gegeo

Abdil Abel
Maldonado-Guzman

John J.
Gleason

Association for Educational Communications and Technology--Research and
Theory Division Meeting, Philadelphia, April 8, 1981
The recent surge of ethnographic studies in education has created
a need for better communication about ethnographic methods to media and
other technical specialists who may join ethnographers in research
teams.

E

Media specialists have usually been trained in non-ethnographic

research paradigms, and therefore usually do not share assumptions and
procedural approaches with ethnographers.

Our paper addresses the
I

nature of ethnographic research and focuses on issues in carrying out
research in a field setting, with the aim of aiding media people to
understand what ethnography is, what ethnographers do, and how media
specialists can be of the most assistance.
To illustrate points in the paper we will be drawing on our own
research experiences, which have primarily been in projects aimed at
problem-solving; that is, projects whose findings are potentially of
use to people in the settings where we have worked, or settings like

A

n:
p

s
e
t
i

them.
Whether media specialists are part of the research team from the
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beginning, or brought into the setting to videotape after the project
is underway, they need an understanding of:

1) the goals, methods,

assumptions, and processual nature of ethnographic research in general,
and the project itself in particular; and of 2) sociopolitical issues
in the setting, including relationships established with practitioners
and other participants there.
J.

on

nd

into a setttng where research is already underway affects all the relationships that the primary researchers have worked out with the other
participants.

d
nd

For one thing, bringing a media specialist

For another, introducing a machine such as a video

recorder into the setting is also likely to have an impact of its own.
It is important, therefore, for media specialists to be sensitized to
the intricate, continuous negotiation of relationships that accompanies

ic
.d

ethnographic research.
A discussion of these . points will be taken up later in the paper •
We begin by outlining the principal characteristics of ethnographic
research.
Ethnography is the descriptive study of a culture (Spradley 1980:3).
An ethnography may attempt to describe a whole culture, looking at
micro-level behavior to understand macro-level social and cultural
processes.

Or an ethnography may focus on particular social groups or

settings within a larger culture.

Our discussion is concerned with

ethnography in. this second sense, because it is in the study of particular groups and interactionai settings that ethnography has gained
increasing importance in
e

education~!

research.

Ethnographic research differs from experimental and quantitative ·
research in several significant ways.
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First, r esearch questions and

hypotheses in both experimental and quantitative designs are predetermined before beginning the research or entering the setting.
variables are controlled except the variable under study.

All

Analytical

categories are defined in advance, and often the collected data are
reduced to marks on a predetermined coding sheet.
In contrast, ethnographers begin with very flexible research designs
and only general questions in mind.

They may spend the first several

weeks in the field developing research questions appropriate to what
is going on there .

Because ethnographers are working in naturally-

occurring settings, they are unable to · control any of the relevant
variables, and in fact do not want to control them.

Because they are

interested in discovering what people actually do and how they create
meaning, ethnographers make decisions about which questions and
variables are most important to study only after an initial period of
observations in the field.

And because a primary ethnographic goal is

to understand people's behavior and meanings in . their own terms, 'analytic
categories are not defined in advance.

Instead, categories and coding

techniques (where appropriate) are worked out from the data while in the
field.
Secondly, experimental researchers construct a laboratory context
for the experiment, taking the subject out of his/her normal setting.
The laboratory context is treated as a "zero" context--that is, it is
assumed not to affect the results of the experiment.

Experimental

data consist of observa tions or tests that measure the outcome of the
experimenter's intervention--which might be a stimulus, test, or
problem presented to the subject.

'
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In contrast, ethnographers enter ongoing settings with the view

All

that the naturally-occurring context is the key to understanding

cal

people's behavior and meanings.

e

ethnographers focus on it.

Thus, rather than ignoring context,

Rather than manipulating people's behavior

through a test developed out of theory

~lien

to the .setting, ethnographers

designs

want to discover what people normally do ·in their everyday life, how

~al

they respond to changing conditions that occur, and how they make sense

~t

out of what they are doing.

,_

developed from ethnographic data reflect the informants' own under-

For this

~eason,

the analytic categories

standings and interpretations of what is going on.
are
?ate

Ethnographers use a variety of techniques to collect data, but the
most fundamental is participant observation.

The degree to which

ethnographers are participants versus observers varies from situation
s~tting

1 of

to situation, and from one time or event in a

i l is

joining people in their activities as a participant, the ethnographer

mafytk

becomes socialized into the ways people do things and the understandings

)ding

they have about the world and their own behavior.

in the

to ·another.

By

As an observer, the

ethnographer is engaged in looking and listening (Schatzman and Strauss

1973).

Besides observing what people actually do and say, the

ntext

ethnographer interviews them about their behavior--recording what they

ing.

say they do, why

t

is

the~

do it, what they know, and .how they make sense

out of their own and other people's behavior.
Doing ethnography means being involved in an ongoing dialogue--or

1

the

more correctly, multilogue--with the people in a setting.

Through_

frequent and intense interaction with informants, the researcher comes
as close as possible to achieving an insider's view of the setting, its
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patterns, and meanings.

To accomplish this, e thnographers are constantl y

engaged in analysi s, reviewing and reflecting on their observational
field notes, looking for patterns to check out with the people in the
setting, and continually reformulating the research questions, hypotheses ,
and findings.

Theory in ethnography is built out of patterns abstracted

from descriptive data.
ethnography.

In fact, description is only one aspect of doing

The more fundamental aim is to arrive at grounded theory

which accounts for what is going on in the setting, and makes sense
out of the patterns identified in the data.

By grounded theory we mean

that such theory is based in and derived from the data itself, whether
or not also guided by formal or grand theory in the social sciences
(Glaser and Strauss 1967).
One way to think about the usefulness of ethnography to educational
research is to consider the kinds of questions best answered or only
answerable through e thnographic methods.
tute one set of such questions.

Questions of meaning consti-

Ethnography allows us to explore the

meanings shared by people in a group, including the meaning of behavior,
events, values, and concepts, and to achieve something akin to an insider's view and understanding of these meanings.

As ethnography usually

involves at least a year in the field, it also allows us to observe

r

meanings as they develop and change over time.

n

A second set of questions involves soci al relationships--how people

e

organize themselves in groups, solve problems, negotiate roles, make
decisions, communicate with each other , and develop social rules for

t

behaving and interacting .

t

Thirdly, ethnography is the best way to

study questions of chil4 and adult socialization in a setting or within
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antly

a group, including acquisition of language and culture, and socialization to classroom rules and expectations.

e

heses,
c ted
oing

Finally, another illustrative

set of questions best pursued through ethnographic research is crosscultural differences in styles of conununicating, thinking, and interacting--all of which have important implications for schools and educational policy.
In recent years, the growing sophistication of the electronic media
has given ethnographers important new ·data collecting tools to supple-

1ean

ment the ubiquitous pencil and notebook of the traditional anthropologist.
Today, ethnographers carrying out linguistic and sociolinguistic research
on child language acquistion, language and interaction in the classroom,
and related work in educational research rely on audio and video re-

~ onal

corders to supplement and extend their data base, and to make possible
fine-grained microanalyses of speech, paralanguage, and non-verbal

:i-

behavior.
Because of the increased complexity of data collection, transcription, and analysis, research is being increasinely conducted by teams
whose members have different specialities, skills, and backgrounds.

:;ually

In

some cases, the teams consist of researchers who are themselves technically competent in media, and in other cases, of researchers and
media specialists.

eople
e
r

The three of us have worked in research teams

exemplifying both of these models.
It is essential for all members of the research team to understand
the importance of the relationships

negotiat~d

the context of the research pursuit.
t hin

and maintained within

For this reason, we are going

to address the following aspects of the researcher-practitioner dialectic:
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1) Socio-political issues in the research setting; 2) researcherpractitioner relationships and roles; and 3) the impact of these relat ionships on data gathering and analysis.

We will be drawing on our

individual and mutual experiences in several projects:
Classroom Interaction Project (BDIP) (Maldonado-Guzman);

Bilingual
1

Connnunica-

tive Compe tence of Severely Handicapped Chiidren (Gleason); Ethnography
bf Communication Study of Socialization Project (Watson-Gegeo);
make r Research Project (Watson-Gegeo);

3

2

Home-

and .Hawaiian Talk Story (Watson-

Gegeo) . 4
Socio-political Issues in the Research Setting
Socio-political issues first emerge during the negotiation of entry
into t he research setting.

Researchers are obligated by law to abide by

federal guidelines for the protection of human subjects,
obtaining informed consent.

5

which include

But the kinds of assurances that people in

a setting may require before giving informed consent vary greatly from
one setting to another, or from one place to another within the same
setting.

More importantly, requirements within a setting may be

contradictory.
In bureaucratic situations, such as when research must be cleared
by a national or state government or agency, a local department of education, or administrative levels within a school, officials are concerned about obtaining informed consent statements at all levels, as .
a protection against legal action by, for instance, teachers or parents
of students . 6 Most school administrations require written informed
consent from children's parents, yet if administrators strongly back
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a project and fear that raising i t with parents will "stir up trouble,"
they may wish to avoid formal consent procedures.
enced this in Hawaii.

Watson-Gegeo experi-

In Gleason's study of children's interactions on

a ward for severely, multiply handicapped individuals, although permission had to be granted at several levels,

7

the administrators pre-

ferred to give informed consent in locus parentis.
Gatekeepers in an organization or institution are concerned about
)Il-

the possible improper use of data by researchers during and after the
project.

They may attempt to control negative effects by requesting

copies of videotapes or even field notes, in order to review them and
ascertain whether or not the researcher is presenting a negative view of

try
by

the school, department of education, or staff.

Maldonado-Guzman reports

that this has been experienced by a team of researchers from the Uni-

de

versity of Massachusetts, Boston, carrying out an ethnographic study of

in

return migrant children in Puerto Rican classrooms.

8

In the Homemaker

Research Project and in Gleason's study, gatekeeping officials insisted
that they retain control over the videotapes altogether.

Gleason was

not allowed to remove videotapes from the school premises.

Watson-

Gegeo's team was allowed to analyze the videotapes at Harvard, but
d

u-

duplicates were not to be made, and the originals had to be returned
to the Department of Public Welfare at the end of the study.

Some

countries, such as the Solomon Islands, require that duplicate copies
of all taped and written material be deposited with the government prior
.ts

to the researcher's departure; this practice reflects the growing concern of Third World nations over the removal of data from the control
of those who served as subjects of study, with the resulting lack of
access for local researchers.
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But such policies create a double-bind for the researcher as well
as for others in the setting who must give informed consent.

For example
.
,

giving copies of videotapes to supervisors or a<lministrators may be in
conflict with the interests of teachers, who should be protected from
supervisors' evaluations.

Because teachers fear that principals or other

school authorities could use such videotapes for evaluation, they seek
assurances from the researchers that the tapes will not be released
without their consent.

Thus researchers may find themselves caught

between supervisors, who can deny entry, and staff, who must be protected from having data used against them.

Researchers must therefore

carefully consider the implications of agreeing to turn over primary
data to supervisors, administrators, or other officials.

An especially

graphic illustration occurred in the Homemaker Research Project.

During

entry negotiations, homemaker/home health aides had been given assurance
that only the researchers would view the videotapes of in-depth group
interviews.

At the end of the project, Watson-Gegeo and her team

learned that administrators intended t o edit the tapes for use in
training the very supervisors under whom the interviewees worked,
thereby violating the informed consent

ag~eement

with the homemakers.

This unexpected turn of events meant lengthy negotiations between the

l
l

t

h
p

i

research team and the administrators so as to guarantee that the homemakers would again be approached for consent before the tapes were
reviewed.

tl

tl

Even when evaluation by a supervisor is not the issue, turning
tapes and field notes over to an authority who may make them available
to the public must be thought through carefully by researchers.
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•ell

Watson-Gegeo and Gegeo's taped interviews with Kwara'ae people in the

:xample,

Solomons is a case in point.

!

in

They have faced a serious problem in

trying to fulfill the requirment that they provide the Solomons govern-

·om

ment with copies of all tapes, because potentially damaging personal

· other

and familial information was recorded in some interviews.

;eek

the government or community with access to the tapes could easily

A member of

bring ahout harm to the informants and their families.
Another potential source of harm to members of the setting may
come internally.

For example, when researchers and teachers view

:ore

videotapes together so that teachers'

·y

behaviors can be elicited, there is the danger that the teachers may

.ally

see disruptive or other negatively sanctioned behavior going on that

.uring

previously escaped their noti ce.

.ranee

danger of negative evaluations or disciplinary action by their teachers,
based on videotaped data.

i~terpretations

of events and

Here, individual children may be in

If showing tapes to teachers is part of the

research design, then researchers need .to explore teachers' reactions
to such situations beforehand.

In fact, as our discussion on entry

has indicated, a serious attempt at consciousness-raising about the
·s.

process and goals of the research project, _as well as the ethical

:he

issues involved, should be undertaken by the· researchers with all mem-

•me-

bers o.f the setting.

Researchers should regard this as an obligation on

their part, since they are more acutely aware of potential problems
that may develop.
Informed consent and assurance issues are not ended when entry
Lb le

negotiations have been completed.

As we noted earlier, it is the

nature of ethnographic research that changes occur in the research
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questions as the project develops in the field.

As a result, data

gathering techniques may also change, as well as the research team's
need for access to different persons and places in the setting.

Each

change means returning to the gatekeepers and participants in the setting
to renegotiate informed consent and assurances.

Gleason originally

negotiated entry to do observations only , but later found that a set of
communicative patterns identi fied by observations needed to be videotaped for microanalysis .

Because this was a significant change in his

research, he had to develop a new proposal . and go through a lengthy
negotiating process at several levels in the institution.

As researcher,

his ethical concerns included the potential impact of videotaping both
on ward activities and on members , and the implications of exposing to
possible public view the behavior and personal lives of severely handicapped individuals .

The institution, which was currently undergoing

federal inspection, its program implementation being monitored by the
district court, and which had endured public reactions from newspaper
accounts of conditions there, regarded its position as sensitive.

It

finally agreed to allow Gleason t o videotape on the condition that the
tapes not leave the grounds, and that they remain the property of .the
school . ·
Most entry negotiations are complex , requiring permission from · a
series of individuals at various levels in the decision-making process.
Each of these persons not only can deny permission, but also can potentially influence the direction of the resear ch by limiting access or

t

forbidding collection of certain kinds of data.

r

For researchers, then,

important ethical and practical consideration is how to explain the
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e.

a

nature of the research and the goals of the project in ways that will

m's

be clear to gatekeepers and members of the setting.

Each

keepers will base their decisions on the degree of trust the re-

setting

Ultimately, gate-

searchers have been able to build with them during the negotiating
process.

ly
set of

We have found that often research needs to be further legitimized

deo-

by building relationships with the larger community to which the

n his

setting belongs.

hy

held public meetings for people from a very wide geographical area,

earcher,

even though intensive research was being carried on in only two

. both

villages,

ng

the research and the potential use of it to the district.

to

i~

In the Solomon Islands, Watson-Gegeo and Gegeo have

order to inform the wider community about the nature of
Maldonado-

handi-

Guzman felt that members of the school connnunity other than the gate-

ing

keepers could ultimately facilitate or not facilitate the research

the
aper

.t

process of the BCIP project.

Negating attitudes by the other teachers

could have undermined the degree of trust already d~veloped with the

It

two participating teachers.

the

spent time sincerely an<l clearly explaining the purposes of his research

· the

Sensing these problems, Maldonado-Guzman

to the participating teachers, explaining findings as they developed.
Rather than keeping information away from the research subjects·, there-

·om a

fore, it became important for retaining trust to share what was being

·ocess.

discovered.

po ten-

The degree of trust developed between BCIP researchers, the par-

or

ticipating Chicano teachers, and the principal, along with the good

then,

relationshi ps established with parents and their children, had the

:he

effect of making these people advocates of the
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rese~rch

in the larger

school community.

Tii.e political situation of the school is that there

is a sharp political division between the 42 Anglo and Black teachers
and the eight Hispanic teachers, who together teach a student .body
which is 90 percent Hispanic (mainly Mexican-American) in a school
located in the heart of a Mexican-American neighborhood .

The Hi$panic

teachers saw the project as an essential one for promoting bilingual
education and perhaps for supporting the fostering of Chicano cultural
values in the school.

English-speaking teachers were concerned that

the project would lead to their jobs being threatened.

They feared that

the BCIP wanted to prove that bilingual, bicultural teachers (in this
case, Hispanic) were doing a better job teaching Hispanic children than
they were.

Tii.ey felt especially uneasy, perhap3, because the two on-

site researchers were themselves Hispanic.

Entry had originally been

negotiated by a Hispanic graduate student at Harvard University, 9 who
had previously taught at the school.

The gatekeeper

is the

school principal, a Black American with experience in Hispanic communities, and who is married to a Puerto Rican.

School officials re-

garded the association with Harvard as a plus, but Anglo teachers seemed
to regard it with sarcasm and indifference .

In retrospect, Maldonado-

Guzman feels that presentations to t he school faculty would have had
better reception had they been made by Cazden and Erickson, who are
Anglo and well-known authorities, rather than by Carrasco and himself,
who are Hispanic doctoral students.

Anglo teachers might have felt

more willing to trust Anglo resear chers with whom they shared ethnic
co-membership, and whose status as researchers they could recognize.
Tii.e role of the participating Chicano teachers in developing trust
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there

among the Anglo and Black teachers in this charged political situation

::.hers

has been very important.

iy

out data analysis at Harvard and Michigan, the participating teachers

::>1

continue to explain the project to their colleagues, argue in its

spanic

favor, sustain the relationship with the principal, and develop rela-

gual

tionships with the Anglo and Black teachers.

ltural

other negotiating tasks fo.r the project, including contributing to

that

project presentations to the school faculty, building links between the

red that

project, parents, and the larger community outside the school, monitoring

this

In the absence of the researchers, who carry

They have also undertaken

the questionnaires distributed to other teachers, ·and negotiating agree-

en than

ment with Anglo teachers at their school as well as at a second school

•o on-

for classroom videotaping (as part of the· Cross-Cultural Ethnographic

· been

Study of Bilingual Classrooms project funded by the Ford Foundation,

9 who

which will extend the work of

~he

BCIP) •

Our experience in research suggests t hat members of the site are
:om-

of ten more open to people who they can trust on the basis of co-member-

.s re-

ship--tha t is, shared sociocultural or ethnic characteristics (Erickson

:s seemed

1975).

lonado-

teachers is a good case.

~

had
are

lmself,
felt
::hnic
l iZe.

,1g trust

Maldonado- Guzman and Carrasco's co-membership with Chicano
So is Watson-Gegeo and Gegeo's research among

the Kwara'ae in the Solomon Islands, where Gegeo is ·a native speaker of
the language and a member of the culture, and Watson-Gegeo has married
in.

However, co-membership--even that of common ethnicity or kinship--

. by itself does not. guarantee entry or trust.

For example, Hispanics

frequently regard fellow Hispanics with graduate degrees as having sold
out to Anglo perspectives and values, and may deny them access to a
research site.

Sometimes the mere· educational advancement of an ethnic
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co-member, therefore, is looked upon as a way of leaving or betraying
the ethnic community.

Gegeo has faced another common problem, of

jealousy from friends, relatives and others who resent his rise in
status through higher education.
It is important, therefore, that insiders who have been outside for
some time re-establish their primary identification as insiders, .and
approach appropriate people who have key roles in the setting during
the negotiating process .

The public meetings held by Watson-Gegeo and

Gegeo in the Solomons helped to bring this about,

as

village meetings

are the traditional way of obtaining informed consent and initiating a
new activity.

They have also enlisted the assistance and advice of

leading elders in the district, by forming a committee to participate
in the research.

Gegeo has gone to great lengths to show how the

•
research will benefit people locally, and to demonstrate that his

primary loyalty is still to his own village.

Watson-Gegeo has shown

her willingness to become an insider by taking up the cutlurally appropriate roles for married Kwara'ae women.
In some settings, the history of political and economic conflicts,
competition, or ethnocentrism among groups may prevent entry by researchers of particular ethnic identities.

For example, the racial

situation in the United States and the socio-economic status of
minorities sometimes mitigates against Anglo researchers in minority
communities.

Clem Adelman and Saville Kurshner, British researchers

·who have conducted a study of racial attitudes in a Black school in
Boston over the past two years, report that they felt they had little
problem gaining entry to the school because they are British.

10
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They

ng

argue that had they been American, access would have been difficult to
gain because Blacks would have felt threatened by speaking openly about
racism to whites who they perceived as parties themselves to the racial
conflict.

Similarly, Maldonado-Guzman has found that Puerto Rican

e for

groups and communities in New York are highly suspicious of Anglo re-

td

searchers.

:g

and

The examples we have presented so far indicate that . negotiating
entry for a research project is an ongoing process that continues until
the final research report is delivered.

tg a

enced special problems when returning to a research site after a hiatus
of several months,

i te

All three· of us have experi-

11

or when the nature of the project itself changed.

Establishing good working relationships with people in the setting
(discussed below), such that participants can feel a sense of partnership, is an ethical as well as practical way to keep the netotiating
process open.
Finally, another political concern in settings is the disposition
of the research findings towards programs and policy.

i cts,

Researchers,

people in key power roles in the research site, and practitioners all
need to be involved in action and policy resulting from a research

1

report, ·in order to insure that findings are ·appropriately ·used. --Often
the goals and outcomes of research are distorted or totally altered by

ty

policy makers who design programs that reflect how detached they are

rs

from research sites.

n

they give and the trust they build in a site comes an expectation that

t le

there will be some concrete response to the needs of the setting through

hey

their research.

Researchers must recognize that with the assurances

We pose this as a problem research teams need to address,
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even though we are unable to offer solutions.

We are very clear, how-

ever' .about the outcome of ignoring local n:eeds or of the inappropriate
application of research findings.

It is increasingly the case today

that researchers are denied entry into

s~ttings

because many communities

and institutions feel that outside researchers have exploited them.

They

are suspicious of research that they do not initiate themselves, or that
is ·not focused directly on local needs .

And they are also aware that

research that "sounds good" frequently ends up being inappropriately
applied or not used at all.
Researcher.- Practitioner Relationships and Roles
When researchers enter a setting, such as a classroom, to study what
is going on there, they themselves become a part of the social organization for a time.

While busily engaged in ·sorting out how role rela-

tionships are played out among people in the setting, the researchers
are also engaged, whether consciously or not, in building relationships
themselves with the participants in the setting.

In fact, a .mutual

investigation is going on, in which the degree and quality of trust
that a setting's participants evolve towards the researchers is being
shaped and tested.

We have found that trust especially depends on clear,

mutual understandings of each person ' s role, and the rules, right.s , and
obligations that go with it.

Our discussion of researcher-practitioner

relationships is organized around the three basic models for researcherpractitioner roles found in social science research today:

the researched

as subject, the researched as informant, and the researcher and researched
as full partners .
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tOW-

The most traditional model for researcher and practitioner roles

:iate

is that in which the researcher is in complete control of the project,

ty

and practitioners or other persons in a setting are viewed as subjects

ti ties

of the research.

They
that

One result of this model is that all of the methods

or investigative procedures used in data collection and all of the interpretations made in data analysis are those of the researcher.

Such

lat

a model is typical of experimental and quantitative research, but its

Ly

most extreme form is rare in ethnographic research today; in particular,
interpretation of ethnographic data requires enlisting the assistance,
feedback, and knowledge of practitioners on a much more equal footing
than is implied by this model.

:ly what

An intermediate model for researcher-practitioner relationships

aniza-

has researcher and practitioner collaborating in various ways through-

a-

out the project.

ars

if any, in research design and selection of method or te.chnical pro-

ships

cedures in the research.

1

suggesting questions and issues to explore as the research evolves; ·

t

providing the insider 1 s (emic)

ing

and interactions during data analysis; and developing good public re-

clear,

Here the practitioner does not play an important role,

But he/she does play an important role in

lations for the project in the

12

interpretation of issues, situations,

sett~ng.

The practitioner in such a

, and

model is an informant whose inside knowledge of the details and meanings

ioner

in all aspects of daily life at the setting is crucial to the ethnographer's

.rcher-

ability to create a comprehensive description and analysis of the data.

,s earched

As informant, the practitioner is a colleague to the researcher, but

:s earched

there is nevertheless
and Walsh 1976).

a

clear distinction between· their ro·l es

(~lorio

In particular, it is the researcher who writes the
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final report, determines how findings are explained, selects what is .
to be emphasized, and continues representing the findings through professional presentations , lectures, and publications.

The _practitioner

may have veto power over reports or wording in them, and may comment on,
ob j ect to, or be allowed to modify certain interpretations.

Ultimately,

however, publication is in the hands of the researcher.
All three of us have conducted our research with variations of t he
"practitioner as colleague/informant" as the underlying model.

When

one or two persons in the setting serve as close confidantes, anthropologists refer to their role as key informant(s).

For instance,

Gleason established a close working relationship with the psychologist
at the institution in which he spent two years observing interactions
between severely mentally retarded individuals. · As a trained observer
of behavior with special insight into mental retardation, development,
and learning; a a member of the setting who moved in and out of the
..

.

..

ward during the week (thereby maintaining an independent perspective);
and as one who occupied a position between t hat of the supervisors
and the primary care-takers, the psychologist was in an excellent
position to evaluate Gleason's interpretations of the residents' behavior, and gauge their importance.

Similarly, the researchers in BCIP

developed close working relationships with the two teachers in the classrooms they videotaped.

As discussed earlier, the teachers performed

public relati ons and organizational functions for the project at the
school, and wer e involved in data analysis with the researchers.

In

Watson-Gegeo's classroom experience in Hawaii, she formed colleagueal
relationships with the three teachers involved, but her key informants
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s

were four six-year-olds, who assisted with taperecording, interpreted

ro-

events as they.occurred when Watson-Gegeo seemed confused, and some-

ner

times translated Pidgin phrases and Hawaiian words into Standard English

.t on,

.tely,

for her.

In the Solomons, Watson-Gegeo and Gegeo have developed key

informant relationships with several individuals who are culturally
knowledgeable, and who see the work as extending their own educations.

the
.n

·o-

When the researcher and practitioner are colleagues, they also often
become friends.
come very strong.

Over time, bonds rooted in trust and shared work beEach may come to feel that they share a deep mutual

understanding, a common sense of the important issues, and an open atti;ist
ins

:ver
mt,

tude towards exchanging information.

levels of sharing the cultural and socio-political situation of the
setting permits.

On the one hand, a close relationship of concern and

trust may allow the practitioner to address issues that in other relational conditions would be avoided.

re) ;

But the researcher must judge what

On the other, the informant may

avoid issues or obscure information with a view towards protecting the
researcher, or their close mutual relationship.

Because our research

is often action-oriented--directed towards improving practice in some
way--we have been especially concerned with helping practitioners to
BCIP
class~d

feel self-confident and willing to discuss potentially threatening
topics, especially when research findings imply the need for changes in
practice.

For example, Maldonado-Guzman is currently studying differen-

tial treatment of students by their teachers, in the BCIP project.
[n

?al
mts

He

has found that this issue, normally very difficult to raise with practitioners, has been approachable with the two teachers because of their
established trust in the research team, the guarantee of anonymity
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originally given them, and their own desire to improve their teaching.
In fact, the opportunity to learn more about their own teaching has
been one incentive in keeping them involved in the project.

Maldonado-

Guzman has found them willing to undertake probing, unstructured interviews and detailed questionnaires on differential treatment, . thereby
providing extremely useful complementary data to the videotapes.
For ethical reasons, as well as· for the "practitioner as research
colleague" model to work well, researchers must be willing to be straightforward about all aspects of their work.

As the research develops,

therefore, they have an obligation to explain what the research foci
are, the sorts of questions and hypotheses being generated, and what the
researchers are after.

The argument has been made that . to become too

close to informants, and especially to tell them about the research in
detail, is to bias the situation and thereby affect the resulting data.
But in our view, practitioners and other informants will always
evaluate and reflect on what they see researchers doing.

Tiieir close

observations will lead them to draw conclusions about what they think
the researcher is looking for.

If they conclude that the researcher

has m.i sled them, their sense of trt,iE?t in

tp~.

pr9j ect will,

b.~. _de.~t.roJ.ed,

and they may attempt to alter their behavior to sabotage the findings.
On the other hand, they may be eager to help the researcher along . by
altering their behavior so that things come out the way they think the
researcher wants them to.

It is therefore naive to assume that by

obscuring the thrust of the research from practitioners, one is protecting against biasing their behavior.

Our experience has been that

in an ongoing setting where events are happening rapidly and are complex
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.ng.

in nature, such as in the classroom, that although practitioners may
attempt to alter their behavior at first when the researcher is present,

.ado-

such biased behaviors are short-lived.

.ter-

already established with other members of the setting, as well as the

·Y

need to maintain continuous interactions, quickly results in people

The pressure of relationships

returning to their previous, more natural behavior.
trch ·
:raight-

The third model for researcher-researched relationships is the
practitioner as full partner in the project:

involved as an equal

partner from the beginning, from initial planning through the delivery

:i

or publication of the final report.

Lt the

interactive research, or participatory research (e.g., Cain, in press;

:oo

Tirkunoff, Ward, and Griffin 1979).

in

i

lata.

Til.is model has been referred to as

One possible goal of this model

is to put research tools and skills into the hands of practitioners
or members of communities themselves, so. that they can conduct research
on their own after the project is completed.

Another is to demystify

>Se

the research process, and to remove the status differences between re-

Lnk

searcher and researched.

Still another is to guarantee that a research

project will take the direction that people in a setting want, so that
>yed,

their issues and problems will be addressed.

1gs.

of ethical and practical considerations associated with research and

>y

development projects, and action research.

the

This model developed out

Watson-Gegeo was involved in a project following this model during
her tenure at the East-West Center in Honolulu.

)-

lat

1mplex

a federally-funded

Til.e East-West Center,

educational institution mandated to carry out projects

that promote better relations between countries in Asia, the Pacific,
and North America, requires all projects to be
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car~ied

out by

international teams.

Watson-Gegeo found that in practice, this often

meant that researchers from the Center designed the project with minimal
input from Asian or Pacific colleagues because of the problems of international connnunication, and often because foreign gove!nments were
unable 'to free experienced researchers from their other duties to begin
new projects.

In a sociolinguistics project she co-coordinated (on

behalf of the Center), eight countries in Southeast Asia had assigned,
as principal investigators for their area, young scholars who were
trained in linguistics but not sociolinguistics.
co-coordinator P.

w.

13

. Watson-Gegeo and

J. Nababan found that the full participation of

these principal investigators was facilitated by providing an intensive
eight-week workshop in sociolinguistics for them, focused around the
intended goals of the

proje~t.

We feel that this experience indicates

some of the complexities of interactive research, including the need
for very careful planning and appropriate training if practitioners
or other participants are to have a truly equal relationship with researchers.
As suggested earlier, the researcher-practitioner relationship may
also be affected by co-membership, that is, shared cultural, ethnic,
geographical , class , professional or other group identities.

Maldonado-

Guzman and Carrasco found that their Hispanic ethnicity, as well as
the connnitment to bilingual/bicultural education they shared with the
focal His panic teachers of the BCIP project, were central to the strong
sense of trust and community that developed among them.

Teachers or

other professionals often express that they are more likely to give
credence to a r es earch effort in which the researchers have had practical
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experience in the very activities they are studying.

Both Maldonado-

imal

Guzman and Carrasco had classroom teaching experience before the BCIP

ter-

began.

Gleason had broad professional experience in special education

prior to undertaking his study of residents' interactions on the ward
.gin

for severely retarded individuals.

Professional co-membership is im-

portant to giving practitioners assurance that the researchers will
~d'

understand the problems practitioners face in their work, and the perspectives, methods, and techniques they employ based on their training
and. experience.
We turn now to some general aspects of the researcher-practitioner

:ive

relationship, before looking at interactions within the research team
itself.

:es

A researcher entering any setting must ask, "How should I con-

duct myself as a partner in this setting?

How should I carry out the

research, and show respect for the roles and relationships already ongoing'?"
Whatever the researcher-practitioner relationship model, we have
found that the following four characteristics of reciprocity need to be

may

clearly stated and agreed to by the researchers and members of the
setting, both for the sake of fairness to each side, and for the

i ado-

quality of the research.
First, the researcher has an obligation to the practitioners or
other participants in the setting to be as

unobt~usive

as possible in

rong

data-gathering, such as tape or video recording.

r

with participants before selecting places from which to record, so as

This means consulting

to not interrupt the regular flow of activities· there, or be in the
c tical

line of traffic.
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Secondly, there must be an understanding by all that the researcher
will cooperate with the teacher or other practitioners in the everyday
life of th e setting, and will maintain good relations with all of the
participants.

For e xample, children should be t reated as participants

and not as subjects.

By cooperating in the everyday life of the setting,

we mean not getting in the way, not interrupting when , fo r example, a
les~on

is going on in the classroom, agreeing to move or change activi-

ties if the practitioner requires, and in general, respecting the fact
that most settings are workplaces for the participants .

We also mean

that researchers should assist in useful ways that do not cause a major
disruption of the research.

For example, we have all done favors for

the teachers or schools in which we were carrying out research, such as
helping to carry equipment or even lending equipment, going along on
field trips as an adult monitor, helping teachers give a party for the
class, cleaning up the room after school, and assisting children with
their lessons--or tying their shoes.
Thirdly, the researchers need to be sure t ha t i n a l ong- ter m
project, relationships are maintained by regular visits to the site .
Visits and talks with other participants who may not be direcly involved
in the research are important, too, as Maldonado-Guzman has found.

In

this way, the participants in the research, the school officials, and
others can be kept abreast of the direction and evolution of the
project, as well as be reassured that the researchers have a continuing
genuine interest in the setting .

When on the site to collect data,

researchers should be willing to socialize outside of the setting with
the participants; getting to know participants well helps both sides
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:her

to feel more natural and familiar with each other in the setting.

ty

Fourth, participants' time spent in the project must be reimbursed
in some way.

In Watson-Gegeo and Gegeo's work in the Solomons, primary

:s

reimbursement is made in the form of money, and gifts of food, tobacco,
'.:.ing,

household goods, or cloth.

But reimbursement can be made in other ways.

l

In the BCIP project, reimbursement has been made in several ways:

work-

vi-

shops for teachers to explain the process and results of the research;
::. t

participation by teachers in professional conferences and university
n

seminars, for their professional enrichment; and cash reimbursement to
j or
teachers for time spent answering questionnaires.

Tiie BCIP has also

r

obtained instructional games, guides for teaching bilingual classes,
as
books, and even purchased Mexican pastries for the children in the school.
Watson-Gegeo and Gegeo have offered village lectures and conferences
he
on aspects of their work, such as Kwara'ae phonology, and plan a series
of village l ectures on health care when they return t o the field next
year, in response to people 's requests for some kind of adult education
program.
So far we have taken "researcher-practitioner r elationships" to
1lved

:n

refer to relationships between the research team and practitioners (such
as teachers} in the setting.

Now we want to focus briefly on relation-

ld

ships within the research team, between researchers and the media
specialist _as practitioner.

We have argued that when a media specialist

ling
is brought into a setting to videotape, it is essential that he/she
understand the overall nature of ethnographic r esearch, as well as the
Lth
specific goals and questions of the immediate project.

One problem

that Gleason and Watson-Gegeo (in the Homemake r Research project} have

experienced is that media specialists have often been trained in particular non-ethnographic methods of taping, and in some cases, in artistic
modes of using the camera and editing tape.

They may not be sensitive

to the needs of ethnographic research, or to the subtle kinds of interactional sequences ethnographers are looking for.
For example, after he identified a play sequence in which two residents bn the ward exchanged a toy, Gleason. decided to have a videotape
made to facilitate detailed analysis.

Media specialists at the school

were called in, because Gleason felt that if he operated the camera himself, he might bias the focus on particular events or sequences of
interaction.

He assumed that if the media specialists arranged the

camera, they would conduct the taping with the least bias and the best
I

technical results.

Gleason specified that the camera should be placed

at one end of the ward, and allowed to run in order to capture the
spontaneous events occurring among the residents.

But the media

specialists were accustomed to filming a population with higher abilities, in diagnostic prescriptive settings. · They expected that a toy

c

when given to a child would be played with immediately.

1:

When this did

not happen, the media specialists took the toy away and handed it to
another child, thinking that this would help in.itiate interaction.

\

As

a result, there are no scenes on the tape when the camera was left focused
'

long enough on a particular child with a toy to replicate the events of
play documented in Gleason's field notes.

Despite Gleason's or.iginal

careful explanation, the media specialists could not adjust their time

t
t

frame and expectations to the long period required for a severely handicapped child to initiate interaction with the toy.
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Further, the media

a

icu-

specialists had difficulty accepting the fact that what Gleason wanted

c

to capture on tape went on during rest period, while the teachers were

e

not present.

r-

events did not immediately occur at the beginning of the taping, they

They assumed that nothing would go on, and when play

grew restless.
si-

As a result, what they did tape confirmed their initial

expectations that these residents "did not do anything."

Gleason

realized in retrospect that the media specialist and researcher must
have a clear understanding of one another's assumptions prior to taping.
In this case, the misunderstandings became evident only after viewing
the first tape.

Modification of subsequent recording sessions could

presumably rectify the situation, and clarify the assumptions.
Data Gathering and Analysis
Relationships within the research team, and between the researchers
and the setting's participants have an important impact on data gathering,
l-

as we have indicated.

Earlier we pointed out that the quality and nature

of the data collected is dependent on relationships the researcher has
i.d

built with participants, including how the focus and purpose of the investigation is represented to them.

\.s

>cused
of

To emphasize this latter point

here, we want to return to Gleason's videotaping efforts discussed above.
Gleason had explained to the psychologist and the attendants on the
ward that the taping session was to be conducted during a normal rest

L

time, with the equipment introduced as unobtrusively as possible.

ne

the resulting tapes revealed very different conditions.

l di-

which r e sidents usually played or rested had been repositioned.

la

attendants had cleaned up the residents and changed their clothes,

But

The mats on
The
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which was not a routine

pr~ctice

for that time of day.

Residents had

been selectively positioned near one another, something which never
happened during rest period.

In fact, during a normal rest period the

residents are separated and told to be quiet.

Moreover, selected toys

had been placed near or beside them--namely, the toys Gleason had
earlier identified as favorites of the residents.

This was a startling

change, because usually residents did not have toys given to them.
Another significant change was that the psychologist and the
attendants, along with two cameramen, were all standing or sitting in
the background, watching the residents.

This must have seemed strange

to the residents, who ordinarily were alone during rest periods.
The tape also revealed that rather than allow residents to play
or not play spontaneously, the attendants and psychologist attempted to
"get things going."

On tape, an attendant's hand can be seen adjusting

a toy, for example.

At one point the psychologist picked up a resident

and r epos itioned him, apparently hoping to initiate an interaction that
she and Gleason had both observed earlier.

The boy was startled at

being moved, and made no attempt to interact; he sporadically swung the
toy--which had been given to him.

The type and quality of the behavior

Gleason had expected to capture on videotape was lost due to the many
disturbances in the routine caused by the videotaping session, which
seemed to quell the residents' initiative.
Gleason . realized later that he had failed to communicate the
fundamental shift in his own way of looking at what the residents were
doing, and the implications that this shift held for data gathering.
That shift involved the time frame in which residents initiated and
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completed play sequences with each other.

c

such as the patterned exchange of a toy between two individuals, required

the
toys

Because a single play sequence,

more than an hour to occur, and took place in phases separated by long
intervals, onlookers not accustomed to the intensive observation Gleason
had carried out over long periods quickly concluded that nothing was

t ling

going on.
Gleason's experience underlines the value of closer relationships
between the researcher and setting participants, as well as the need for

in

researchers to cooperate with participants in developing strategies for

ange

controlling for videotaping-related variables that upset or disturb the
very everyday routine the researcher wishes to record.

ay

In Gleason's case, the residents he wanted to videotape were dis-

ed to

turbed by the changes made in their everyday routine by attendants,

.sting

the psychologist, and the media specialists; their behavior was not

.ident

bias ed by knowledge of what a camera is or what being recorded implies.

that

t

In classroom situations, however, children do at first reac t to the

lt

presence of a video camera or tape recorder by playing to the camera--

1g the

mugging, gestures, and other acting out behavior, for example, is seen

lavior

on the first few tapes in the classroom made by the BCIP.

lany

experienced the same kinds of reactions among the Hawaiian children

Leh

she was tape recording .

Watson- Gegeo

Adults may at first either fear a microphone

or camera, or play to it, too .

How, then, can ethnographers get natural

data when using electronic media in research settings?
were

We have found trust and familiarity are important factors in helping

1g.

participants not to be distressed or disturbed by recording.

:i.d

relationships mi tigate agai nst pa rticipants seeing the camera or
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Trust

microphone as threatening.

Equally important is becoming habituated

to the presence of the researchers and the equipment in the setting.
When participants feel confidence in the project, and are familiar
and comfortable with the presence of researchers, they soon come to
ignore the equipment and resume being themselves in their everyday
life.

As a control for the early effects of recording, ethnographic

res~archers

normally expect to discard or set aside the first tapes

made in a situation if they show biased effects.
In an ethnographic project, data collection and data analysis go
on s imultaneously while the resear cher is in the field.

Because

ethnography is a generative process, researchers are engaged in continuous analysis from the beginning of entry negotiations.
(1980) points to the cyclic nature of ethnography:

Spradley

the ethnographer

enters a setting, observes and asks questions, writes down accounts of
the observations and statements of participants into a record, analyzes
and reflects on the data, comes up with new questions

o~

new refine-

ments of the same questions, goes back into the setting for more data
collecting, and so on.

A major task of ethnography is learning to ask

the right questions, that is, the questions that make sense of the
data in all its contextual complexity.
Tile simultaneity of data collection and analysis in an ethnographic
project makes it possible for participants in a setting to help the
researcher formulate questions and interpretations.

A primary goal of

ethnography, as we have mentioned above, is to achieve something_ close
to an emic understanding of events and behavior in a setting--that is,
an insider's perspective on the rules, meanings, and modes of
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interpreting behavior that participants in a setting share.

One way

is continuous informal meetings with practitioners (as in the BCIP project),
and frequent and focused conversations with setting participants (which
we have all done).
discussions.

Any informal situation may serve as a context for such

Another way to help bring about a convergence of the etic

perspectives of the researcher with the emic perspectives of the participants is to review data together.

Maldonado-Guzman and his colleagues

have held videotape viewing sessions with the BCIP teachers, for example.
Viewing sessions with the teachers a re used to expand the audio-visual
record of the videotape.

By expansion, we mean that the teachers can

fill in background information about participants on the tape, reflect
on their own motives and intentions in an interaction, give a history
of the interaction prior to the beginning of the tape, explain how they
interpreted what was happening at the time, and reflect on the meaning
of their own and others' behavior.

This mode of data analysis brings

important new information to the researcher not usually available,
since people's recall of interactions are usually insuf ficient for
.
1 ysis.
. 14
microana

An important function of viewing videotapes together may be to
correct th e researcher's misinterpretations of events.

In one viewing

hie
session with the BCIP teachers, Maldonado-Guzman asked one of them why
she had been so unfair to a child by asking him to go to the back of
f

the room, rather than allowing him to work with his mother (an aide
e

in the classroom), who was assisting a group of students.

His choice

of the word "unfair" showed that he had automatically evaluated the
teacher's conduct according to his own values, based on what could be
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seen on the tape.
he was doing?"

The teacher replied, "Dammit, didn't you see what

She then explained that the child had been interfering

in her work with the group, out of the camera's view, by marking up the
booklet that the teacher was using to guide a reading lesson.
The example just discussed involves an insider's perspective when
the outside observer's view is in some way obstructed.

In this sense,

the teacher was clarifying the actual event that took place for the
observer, who was not physically in a position to see the event
accurately.

I

But there is another more important sense in which the insider's
perspective must be obtained.

It would be possible to write a

descriptive account of a setting and the activities that go on in it

I

without eliciting the participants' own packground understandings or
interpretations of what occurred.

(

Such an acount, however, would not

be ethnographic because it would fail to explore the participants' em.ic
levels of understanding--shared knowledge of interactional rules, of
procedures for interpreting behavior and events, and the assumptions
and expectations with which they approach events in the se·t tirig . ··
Ultimately the ethnographer will base the final etic analysis on emic
concepts and categories discovered in the field.

€

c
d
0

t

p

However, the problem for "insider" members of settings is that
much of their cultural knowledge is tacit and therefore taken for
granted.

For example, social rules for how close two people stand

together when conversing, how to behave properly as a student in the
classroom, or ways of nonverbally showing approval of a child's behavior are taken for granted by co-members of a cultural group or
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setting.

People assume that everyone behaves as they do, and when asked

may find it hard to explain the patterns and rules that researchers find
e

interesting.

This problem exists for co-member researchers as well as

for setting participants not trained in research.

For example, Maldonado-

Guzman and Carrasco have been surprised to find that in analyzing the
Chicago classroom tapes, they often overlook patterns in behavior that
intrigue Cazden and Erickson.

As cultural insiders, they are so

accustomed to Hispanic styles of behavior that they themselves take
many patterns for granted, or fail to recognize certain behaviors as
patterned.

The BCIP research team of two Hispanic and two Anglo re-

searchers has therefore proved to be a very creative and fruitful experience, in which emic and etic perspectives contribute to a much more
complete analysis than either side might have produced individually.
Watson-Gegeo and Gegeo, as insider and outsider researchers,
Le

engage in continuous discussions on theory, method, goals, ~nd outcomes while in the field, and later during final write-up.

They have

developed a format for discussions that leads to successive expansions
of interpretation, leading out from behavioral descriptions of events
they have both witnessed, and that respects the perspectives of both
points of view.
Even when cultural insiders become consciously aware of patterns
that they normally take for granted, they may not think of the patterns
as reportable--tbat is, they may consider them trivial or so obvious
as not to be worthy of conversation.

Insiders may not realize that

outsiders cannot "fill in" the missing relationships or interpretations implied by a phrase, allusion, or partial statement of a rule.
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These links have to be made for the outsider if the behavior is to be
understood.

An example occurred in Watson-Gegeo and Gegeo's Solomons

project in 1979.

The mother of Gegeo's sister-in-law came to a village

feast and gave a formal speech, partly on behalf of her son, a local
priest who had . frequently visited Watson-Gegeo and Gegeo during the
field project.

Afterwards, Watson-Gegeo went to shake hands with the

woman, because this was their first meeting.

As they took each other's

hand, the woman said in English, "Father James is my son.
him?"

Do you know

Watson-Gegeo assured her that she did, then returned to where

Gegeo was sitting.

She reported the woman's exact words to him, and

he nodded affirmatively.

No more was said about the incident until

more than a year later, when the two researchers were working on
transcriptions of the speeches given at the feast.

At that point,

Watson-Gegeo connnented in passing that the woman had been kind· to try
to speak English when it was so difficult for her.

Gegeo reacted in

surprise, saying that she knew English very well, and questioned why
Watson-Gegeo had made such a judgment.

It turned out that Watson-Gegeo

and Gegeo each had very different interpretations of the interaction.
As outsider, Watson-Gegeo thought that the woman was trying to say

"Father James is my son.
don't you."

Of course you know him," or "You know him,

But as cultural insider, Gegeo knew that she was using

the English word "know" as a Kwara'ae speaker would use its equivalent
in Kwara'ae, to mean the special kind of knowing that can only exist
between kin, with all of the important cultural implications that go
with that.

The woman wanted to be sure that Watson-Gegeo knew her son

in that way.
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These examples point out the need for outside researchers to help
raise the consciousness of insiders to what they already know, and to
assist them in learning how to call up their cultural knowledge,
explore it, and communicate it.

Another aspect of ethnographic research

shown here is that such research requires a great deal of patience on
the part of researchers, and a willingness to return again and again to
participants in a setting, to refine their mutual discussions of emic
meanings and interpretations.

Exploring the researcher's own emic levels,

especially when researchers and participants are not co-members, may be
a way of helping insiders to make explicit and compare theirs.
Conclusion
Our concern in this paper has been to indicate some of the complexities of doing research in a field site.

We feel that all members

of a research team must understand the nature of ethnographic research ,
and the political, relational, and analytic issues that emerge in
:!O

carrying out long-term research on the everyday activities in a setting.
As recording technolo gy becomes increasingly more sophisticated, media
personnel will be increasingly involved in research teams .

Even when

media specialists are to be brought in to videotape or do other work
during one component of a project, we feel that they should be involved
.t

with the team from the initial stages of planning.
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FOOTNOTES
1.

The Bilingual Classroom Interaction Project, housed at Harvard
University~

is funded by the National Institute of Education .

(1978-1981) •. Co-principal investigators are Frederick D. Erickson
(Michigan State University) and Courtney -B. Cazden (Harvard University).
-mary

With Robert Carrasco, Maldonado- Guzman has been a pri-

researc~er

in the project, and Watson-Gegeo has served as con-

sultant in sociolinguistics.

Data collection has taken place in

Chicago.
2 . ... The Ethnography of Coil)I!l:unication ..S.tuQ.y __Qf. ~.9cia;Lj.~{l;!:i.~.I! ..~~~i~_c_t;_ __
has received funding from the National Institute of Mental Health
(1978.:.1979), the Milton Foundation (1978-1979), .and the Spencer
Foundation (in three grants, 1978-1979, 1979-1980, 1980-1981).
It involves ethnographic and sociolinguistic research among the
Kwara'ae of Malaita Island, in the Solomon Islands.

Principal

Investigator is Watson-Gegeo, and David W. Gegeo is researcher.
3.

The Homemaker Research Project, which involved qualitative research on homemaker/home health aide training classrooms and indepth interviewing, was funded by the Massachusetts Board of
Regional Connnunity Colleges and the Massachusetts Department of
Public Welfare (March 1979-June 1980).

Watson-Gegeo served as

methodological consultant.
4.

Research on Hawaiian talk story carried out by Watson-Gegeo in
classrooms and Hawaiian peer groups,

w~s

Institute of Mental Health (1970-1971).

supported by the National

5.

New federal guidelines liberalizing conditions under which informed
consent must be obtained will go into effect in July 1981.

6.

on

For example, in the BCIP project, formal permission to conduct the
research was obtained from the Chicago De·p artment of Education,
the principal of the school, the parent-community organization,
the teachers, and the children's parents.

7.

Gleason obtained formal permission from the assistant superintendent, the director of the building, and the supervisor of the ward,
prior to beginning his research.

In keeping with federal guide-

lines, he informally explained his research to primary caretaker
:h

staff and others on the ward of the large state school for the
mentally retarded, where his research took place .
8.

Maldonado-Guzman is consultant for the Ethnographic Study of
Migrant Children in Boston and San Juan Puerto Rico project,
funded by the Ford Foundation.

The principal i nvestigators are

German Diaz Perez and Lucia David.

This project is one of two

carried out under the umbrella project Harvard-University of
Massachusetts Ethnographic Study, funded by the Ford Foundation;
principal investigators for the Harvard portion are MaldonadoGuzman, Robert Carrasco , and Courtney Cazden.
9.

10.

Arthur Vera.
Sta ted in

a

workshop at ·the University of New Mexico, July 1980,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
nal
11.

Gleason found that nearly the entire administrative staff had
changed when he returned to the institution the second year,
after a break of a few months.

It meant that he had to negotiate
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re-entry at all the levels involved in the original negotiation.
Watson-Gegeo had a similar experience in Hawaii, in which personnel
had not changed, but the social organization of the setting had
been entirely altered.

She and Gegeo also find that each time

they return to continue their research in the Solomons, they must
begin all over again, and negotiate entry at all levels of govern· ment as well as with the villagers with whom they work.
12.

Emic (adjective) refers to interpretations of rules and meanings,
including concepts and categories, from the sociocultural insider's
point of view and "native" knowledge or. understandings.

It is

contrasted with etic, which refers to concepts and categories
applicable to comparative analysis, used by the researcher who is
a cultural outsider (or who takes that stance for analytic purposes).
13.

The Sociolinguistic Survey of Southeast Asia project was a joint
effort of the East-West Center and the Regional English Language
Centre, Singapore (1972- 1976).

Watson-Gegeo served as -co-coordi-

nator, with P. W. J. Nababan of Indonesia, from 1973-1975.

The

project was terminated prior to collecting any data, when political
even ts in Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam f'o rced their withdrawal.
14.

Videotape viewing sessions with the teacher may be .held while
the data are being collected £!. after all data have been gathered, .
depending on the objectives of the project.

The first strategy is

used when the goal is to affect teaching practice, or in interactive/ participatory research.

The second strategy is used when

researchers are concerned with capturing naturally-occurring behavior
unaffected by mutual analysis after each event or session.·
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Diagrams of all types are frequently used in
forms of instructional material.
these diagrams are designed often
guess-work as

it

does

to

Unfortunately, t he way in which
leaves

prepared

in

as

much

to

inspired

sound principles of instruction and

instructional design. While it is true
diagrams

texts and other

that

on

many

occasions

this way can do a good job of instruc ting

students in many areas, all too often this is not the case.
is because there

has

been

little

empirical

This

research on

the

effectiveness of various types of diagram, in 1-Jhich the unique
features of diagrams have been controlled

experimentally.

As

a

result of this, there are few specific principles for the design,
preparation

ar.d

use of diagrams that have a basis in scientific

research.

The purpose of the studies reported in this paper

two-fold:

to

identify some of

the

relationsh ips

was

that exist

between the unique properties of diagra'lls and var ious aspects of
cognitive processes and learning; and,

subsequently,

to

derive

principles from these relationships which would direct the design
and use of diagrams in the

The

unique

pr~perties

different contexts.
ways

in

classroom.

of diagrams can be disc ussed i n four

The first of these consists of

special

which diagrams convey information. Diagrams differ from

text and from realistic pictures in a nunber· of
While,

the

like

important

ways.

text, they are capable of presenting information in

written verbal form, the written language they contain is usually
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highly abbreviated, and arranged on the page in ways that express
the logical relationships among ideas by means of spatial
rather

than

through syntax.

'Ihrough exploiting

layout

the spatial

dimension, diagrams therefore resemble pictures. But they do
only to

so

a limited degree. To begin with, the conceptual domains

that they represent are frequently quite abstract, such as "'Ihe
Nitrogen

Cycle",

with the

exhibit with a domain

result that any isomorphism they

of referents is logically rather

iconically derived.

Also,

taken

as a

whole,

than

the purpose of

diagrams is usually to teach conceptual relationships rather than
to teach identification.

'Ihis gives a

structure

realism.

rather

to

priority to

Diagrams therefore exhibit

properties of both text and pictures, and as
pictures"

conceptual

such are "logical

of the type described by Knowlton ( 1966). · 'Ihe ability

of diagrams to teach conceptual organization has been confirmed
by

Gropper

( 1970).

relationships
researchers.

'Ihe advantages of expressing

spatially
It

has been

"spatial paralogic" in the
syllogisms

are

presented

has

been

investigated

logical
by

many

found, for exanple, that the use of
solution of syllogisms,
as

diagrams

where

the

in · which logical

relationships are displayed spatially, improves the

ability of

the learner to solve the syllogisms, (De Soto, London and Handel,
1965; Johnson-Laird and Steedman, (1978).

'Ihe

second

context within v.ihich to study diagrams involves

the way that they relate to the text in which they occur. In most
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instructional

(but

diagrams

embedded in some form of textual presentation.

are

not necessarily experimental)

situat ions,
In

many instances, there is a certain amount of redundancy between
the

diagram and the text , and this, like any form of redmdancy,

tends to improve retention. However, matters are
straightforward

not

always

as

as this. Anderson (1970) and Samuels (1970) have

both suggested that the presentation of two instructional

media,

such as a diagram and text, does not necessarily guarantee better
l earning.

Learners

needed to learn.
the

most

to

tend

exert

the least amom t o f effort

'Ihey will therefore tend to

familiar

medium,

text,

and

pay attention

less

attention

diagram, on the assumption that they can get all the
they need

from

the

text.

Such

to

to the

information

an expectation in learner s is

constantly reinforced by what Olson has called ''the literate bias
of schooling" ( 1977), and enpirical support
was

found

in

for

the

phenomenon

one of the studies discussed in more detail below

(Holliday, 1976).

'!he third context within which to examine the properties of
diagrams

involves

their ability to direct attention .

in fact three aspects
touched

upon.

Since

to

this .

diagrams

'!he

first

present

has

only the

'!here are

al r eady been
abbreviated

equivalent of text, often only labels consisting of single words,
they are highly simplified representations of conceptual domains.
As a result of this, the designer of diagrams has a great

of control

degree

over what particular concepts are hig hlighted in the
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diagram.

Through this control,

attention

of learners can

directed

pretty much at will.

Second, diagrans can incorporate

pictures of varying degrees of realism. For
illustrating

exanple,

diagran

insect metamorphosis might include pictures of the

insects . Just 1 ike any other pictures, these

can

such

so

as color

highlighting,

attention to the

critical

arrows,

and

features of the

include
on,

cues,

that

draw

and

help

insects

learn to identify and classify them. Such visual cueing

students

is by no means new, and has been discussed at length
res~archers

(Dwyer, 1972, 1978; Fleming and

and Tennyson, 1977).
as

a

be

Levi~,

by several

1978; Merrill

However, it has not been exploited as

much

it might have been in diagrams. In combination with the other

unique

properties of diagrans,

instruc tional tool.
diagrams can

it

becomes

a

most

po~rful

Finally, the attention-focussing property of

be enhanced by the use of adjunct study questions.

Again, research in the use of study questions to direct learners'
attention to important information has been relatively

plentiful

(Markle and Capie, 1976; Rickards, 1979; Wilson and Koran, 1976).
However,
diagrams,

this
again

useful mathemagenic device has not been used with
overlooking

a

potentially

very

po~rful

combination of strategies for use in instruction.

The

final

context

within

1'.hich to

approach

the tmique

properties of diagrams is learner ability. Since diagrams, as
have

we

seen , exploit verbal, spatial and sometimes iconic forms of

communication in order to instruct, it would

seem

logical
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that

learners'

verbal

and

spatial aptitude would predict success in

learning from them. While the relationship between verbal ability
and learning from text is well established, the
said

same

cannot

for spatial ability and learning from material presented in

spatial formats (see Cronbach and Snow, 1977, chapter
of the . problem

has

tests of spatial

to

9).

from

Part

do with the weak construct validity of

aptitude.

However,

the

hypothesis

low-verbal high-spatial learners would learn better from
than

be

that

diagra~s

text is an attractive one, and one that was tested in

several of the studies discussed below.

will

As

be

seen,

the

findings were by no means clear cut.

The

eight studies examined hypotheses developed within each

of t hese four contexts. They therefore provided information about
how learning in general, and cognitive processes
are

related

to:

the

domains spatially;

way

the interactions between

diagrams

and

the

the ways in which diagrams

to important information;

learners' verbal and spatial ability

and the ways i n Yklich

predict

learning from diagrams .
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in which diagrams present conceptual

texts within which they are embedded;
draw attention

in
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their

success

in

The Studies

Winn ( 1980a) "Food chains"

CXle hundred and twenty-two grade nine students were randomly
assign~d

to

a

text

"food chains".
(Norman,

and a text plus diagran treatment teaching

The diagram was

Harary and

derived

Cartwright,

from

1965)

digraph

analysis

of the content.

As a

result, fifteen concepts naming either features of food chains or
animals in a typical food
diagran

chain

were

placed

in

a

block-word

that captured structurally the logical properties of the

relationships among them. Subjects made free word associations to
the fifteen concepts both as a
comprehension

pre-

and

pre-

and

post test,

and

took

posttests as well. Using techniques for

the comparison of the structures of matrices of coefficients of
association

among

the

concepts,

derived from Shavelson (1972,

1974), it was found that instr uction imp--oved the
structure

of

the

conceptual

organizational

domain that the students learned.

Also, high-ability students (verbal reasoning+ numerical ability
from the Differential Aptitude Test battery,
and

[Bennett,

Seashore

Wesman, 1972]) performed better after studying the text plus

diagran treatment than after studying text alone.
difference

for

low-ability

interpreted in terms of the
built-in

structural

students.

These

'Illere

was

results

ability of diagrams

to

no
were

provide

organization for conceptual dcmains, and in

terms of the ability of high-ability learners to handle redundant
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information better than low-ability learners.

Winn (1981a) "Insects"

Tuo hundred and twenty- one grade nine students were randcxnly
assign~d

to

three

metamorphosis.
types

of

In

insect

highlighted

instructional

slide

sets

teaching

in sect

one slide set, the critical features of four
at

different

by arrows,

and

stages of metamorphosis

attention

was

were

drawn to them by a

narrator. In the second slide set, features were not highlighted;
rather the insects were presented as line drawings
which

showed

stages of meta'Tlorphosis

vertically,

types, grouped by whether they went through

simple

metamorphosis, horizontally across the page.
simply showed

pictures

in · a

chart

and insect
or

complete

'lhe third slide set

of the insects. Subjects took post tests

requiring them t.o match pictures of insects with words naming the
various types of
metamorphosis .

insect,

the

Significant

found, with the V2 test from

stages,

and

the

two

types

of

aptitude-treatment interactions were
the

Kit

of

Reference

Tests

for

C.Ognitive Factors (French, Ekstrom and Price, 1963) as predictor,
indicating

that

the

treatment

highlighting

critical features

benefitted high-verbal subjects more thqn the slide set using t he
charts, with no difference for low-verbals,
variable

when

the

dependent

was the nllTlber of correct identifications. CXl the other

hand, high-verbals scored better on tests

of classification

by

type of metamorphosis when they saw the chart slide set than when

722

they saw the

slides highlighting

there was no difference
interpreted

as

identification
highlighting

low-verbals.

indicating
and

and

co~ncidentally,

for

critical

the

'll'lese

relative

classification
spatial

features.
results

advantages,

of concepts,

diagrammatic

Again,

of

for

attribute

arrangement,

that tests of verbal ability

were

and,

predict much more

than just skill with language.

Winn (1981b) "Dinosaurs"

Two

hundred

randanly assigned
evolution

and

seventy-three

grade nine

to

one of four

treatments

of dinosaurs.

subjects were
teaching

the

In the first treatment, a horizontally

oriented tree diagram ran left to right across the page, in v.hich
names of categories of dinosaurs
and

("carnivorous",

"duck-billed")

nanes of species of dinosaur ("triceratops", "brontosaurus")

v.Bre located relative to a geological time scale, with the oldest
dinosaurs on the left of the page.
same diagra-n,

but

also

A second treatment

included

used

the

line drawings of each animal

above its name. Tue remaining t'M'.> treatments were the same as the
first t'M'.>, but reversed left to right and top to bottom, with the
oldest dinosaurs on the right, and the time scale on the
A control

group

read a text that gave no information about the

evolution or appearance of the dinosaurs, but which did
all

the

diagram.

dinosaur

bottom.

species

and

include

type names that appeared in the

After studying the diagram they

were given,

subjects
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took

four

posttests designed

to assess their knowledge of the

evolutionary sequence, the geological period
dinosaur

lived,

and

assignment of each

two
animal

category

(e.g.

category

.C e.g.

"lizard

indicated

that

subjects

scored

lower

diagrams,

and

classification
to

"duckbilled"),

than

its
or

during
tests

hipped").

a

each

requiring

immediately
to

\o.hich

the

superordinate

broader superordin ate

Significant main

effects

seeing either of the reversed diagrams

those

seeing

the

left-to-right

ordered

that those who saw line drawings were better able

to identify dinosaurs by type. Further,

subjects

seeing

normal

ordered diagrams were better able to classify the animals by type
of

hip

than

subjects

who

saw the

reversed

diagrams .

An

aptitude-treatment interaction, using the V2 test from the French

1963)

kit (French e t . el.,
high-verbal

subjects

as

t he

performed

predictor,
better

on

i ndic ated

that

classifying

the

dinosaurs by type than high-verbal subjects in the reversed order
group, but that there was no d ifference for low-verbals.
ability,

measured

predicted little .
that

by

Spatial

the card rotation test from the same kit,

1hese results were interpreted

as

suggesting

the · tendency of learners to "read" diagrams from left to

right is powerful in predicting how they process the
presented

in

information

diagrams. Also, pictures included in diagrans help

teach identification.

Again, it

was

suggested

verbal ability predict a general processing skill.
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tests
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Holliday (1976) "Diagrams and Text"

Two

hi.mdred

seven

high

school

students

assigned to five instructional groups:
(PWD),

2.

block-word

3.

(!:MD),

picture-word diagram plus text (PWD+T) and 5 ,
plus text (BWD+T).
schema

(i.e.,

These

t\.X)

randomly

picture-word

1.

diagram

were

diagram

text,

block-word diagram

flow diagrams described

biogeochemical

cycles)

4.

cyclic

by condensing the verbal

discourse found in the text into a single coherent display using
arrowed

lines,

verbal labels and colored line drawings (PWD) or

black-and-white geometric symbols (BWD).
were

administered

an

evaluating students'
information.

In

achievement

ll1derstanding

the

present

outperformed the Pl'ID+T and
outperformed

the

the

test

chain

diagram.

Results

consistent

conventional

the

coonnonly expressed

study,

the

FWD and BWD groups

B.VD+T

groups

text group .

respectively and

These main effect findings were
Spangenberg's

information displayed
from
with

in

with

Gropper's

instructional"

separate

a

single coherent

"diagram

(1970)

instructional

Unforti.mately,

versus

experiment and Spangenberg' s ( 1971)

diagram

These
types

t\.X)

Gropper

was

725

unable

to

studies

and clearly

represent the most relevant research associated with the
study.

(1971)

the first (diagram vs. text) hypothesis

"coherent diagrams versus text" experiment.
dealt

instruction

of instructional effectiveness r ·e 1ated to the presentation

of verbal

were

after

students

of

interpreted in terms of Gropper (1970) and
model

addition,

In

present

control

the

"conventional instruction" treatment alternative relative to
diagram

treatment, thereby reducing the internal validity of his

experiment.
and

his

However, his general remarks
description

of the

represented a major contribution
about

the

general diagram design.

to describe
fashion.

his

experimental

However,

the

about

experimental
to

our

diagram
verbal

theoretical

design
diagrams

knowledge

Spangenberg in his study was able
variables

in

a

clear,

precise

kinds of displayed information and the

evaluated learning behaviors investigated by Spangenberg were not
directly relevant to the
hypothesis

(diagram

classroom.

vs.

Results

from

presented either flow diagram achieved

those

presented

with

a

canbination

higher

of a

treatments

were

placed

Subjects who
scores than

diagram

Importantly, the instructive questions used as
all

second

diagram and text) were consistent with

work done in selective attention or cue selections.
~re

the

adjunct

and text.
aids

in

directly below the flow diagrams

(i.e., never below the texts) vklenever possible (PwD, BllD, PWD+T,
Bl/D+T) in an attempt to persuade
using

the

learners

to

diagrams and not just the text.

overinflated

ordinarily spend

value
little

School

teachers

children

usually devoted

to

to

interpret

diagrams.

Perhaps, the flow diagrams investigated in canbination
text

is

training

ass igned

and

a

time

time

text material.

students

pictures,

with

no

to

questions

Fleming (1962) noted

over a decade ago that teachers, parents, and
an

answer

probably suffered

from

two

disadvantages:

students had not been trained how to use them; and

oi::;t3!!io------·

instructional

2)

1)

students

believed. that more could be learned from the text than most other
instructional forms, since more school time generally had

been

devoted to it.

Holliday,

Brunner

and

Donais

(1977)

"Picture

vs. Block Word

Diagram~"

Eighty-three high school students were randcmly assigned
tv.o instructional groups:
block-word

diagram

1.

picture-word ·diagran (PWD), or

(a.JD).

These

cyclic schema (i.e., biogeochemical

tv.o

to
2.

flow diagrans described

cycles)

by condensing

the

verbal discourse found in the text into a single coherent display
using

arrowed

lines,

verbal

labels and colored line drawings

(PWD) or black-and-white geometric symbols (EWD).
students

were

administered

In

addition,

a verbal ability (V2) aptitude test

from the Kit of Reference Tests for Cognitive Abilities
et

al .,

1963)

achievanent
understanding

'before

test

instruction

was

of

the

and

after

administered

instruction

evaluating

commonly presented

(French,

students'

information.

Lower

verbal students retain more information when provided with a
rather

than

a a.JD.

to

instruction

were

findings

Paivio's
and

(1971)

verbal

Model

coding

information,

the

posttest

i nstrunent.

interpreted

(Holliday,

in

1975),

These

terms of the
a

synthesis

of

and memory hypothesis concerning images
and

Cronbach

and

Snow's

(1977)
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n

PWD

In contrast , higher verbal students did not

differentially respond

Linguistic-Imaginal

an

_·-·----·-~--~

f

a

aptitude-treatment

interaction

(ATI)

individual

differences.

1his

learner

hypothesis
Model

was

concern ing
created

to

interpret verbal and nonverbal information in terms of individual
learner

differences.

instructional
independent

Accordingly,

material
and

will

it

does

generally be

predict

processed

that

in

an

interdependent mental fashion using linguistic

and imaginal coding and menory units.

These mental units

should

be consid ered as intervening variables, for whether they actually
exist as such in the mind (or in the brain) is curr ently a matter
of conjecture.

The t-bdel also predic ts that lear ners ' linguistic

or imaginal abilities differentially determine their responses to
learning

materials.

In the present study, results suggest that

learners with lower verbal performance will have more difficulty
learning

from

certain

block-word diagr·am.
performance

will

In contrast,
have

dependent materials .
nature

of

materials.

the

"verbally dependent"
learners

less difficulty

materials such as

with

higher

verbal

lear n ing from verbally

An obvious research goal is to clarify

verbal

construct

the

as it relates to diagra11matic

Nevertheless, classroom materials

similar

to

those

used in this study perhaps should be well illustrated, especially
for

those

students designated

materials are more expensive

to

as

low verbal even though such

produce

and

even

though

present ATI issues have not been resolved to completion.
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t he

Holliday ( 1978)

cne

"Population vs. sample question"

hundred seventy-five high school students were randomly

assigned to four groups:
questions
five

picture-word diagra:n plus 20

(population-questions),

randanly

picture-word

selected

diagran

flow diagran
cycles)

1.

2.

picture-word diagran plus

questions

cyclic

by· condensing

the

schema

verbal

labels

and

colored

placebo text.

(i.e.,

lhis

biogeochemical

discourse

textbooks into a single coherent display
verbal

3.

(sample-questions),

(no question), and 4.

described

study

often

using

found

arrowed

line drawings.

in

lines,

Subsequent

instruction, students were administered a comµ--ehension

to

post test

based on an operationally-defined synthesis and paraphrase of two
or

more

study questions.

hypotheses.

First,

no-question

the

1he results supported the a priori
population-question

group

and

the

group independently outperformed the sample-question

group which, in turn, outperformed the placebo-control group.

In

this latter respect, future research dealing with study questions
should evaluate treatment data in terms of control
such

information

helps

establish

questions are adjL11ct facilitators
according

to

Faw et

al.

evidence
or

control

might

helpful

issues dealing with questions .
the

attentional

model

experimental

(1976), McConkie (1977) and Rickards

Unfortunately, many interesting
been

because

inhibitors of learning,

( 1979).

have

that

data

in clarifying

Indeed, the

suggest

studies

that

lacking

such

instructional

questioning

studies

selectively directing
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learners' attention to a sampling of the
can

contrast,
of the

not

comprehension

of criterial

information

group

apparently

study

(population-question

instructional support system.

encour ages

aids or

group)

of an

well-control

question
1970).

flow diagram.
question

only groups
groups,

a

A no-question ( rear:ling-only) group
(not

the

McConkie

( 1977)

typical

predicted

outperforming

as

some

that

reading-with-adjunct

suggested by more recent 1 i terat ure (after
a

placebo-control

group

least

control

functional,

was

group

data

sample-question
supported

used

to

they were

treatment.

the claim that the

students comprehended information presented in t he

diagram

even

provided with a potentially dysfunctional study

aid (i.e ., a portion of study questions)
diagram.

a

base level of performance in assessing the learning

effects of the
Indeed,

"complete"

studies i n the future would r esult in the

Consequently,

establish

a

and was included to evaluate the hypothetical advantage

uncued

reading

students

pr ovides other

with

in the present study was considered a treatment
control)

In

in this case) to develop and implement their

learning strategies without

students

information.

focusing learners' attention on selected portions

same

(no-que.stion

IJ'len

material

result in dysfunctional focusing and incomplete cueing , thus

reducing student

O\.Kl

instructional

adjunct

to

the

flow

Holliday ( 1980) "Over prompting" study

O'le

hundred

seventy-one high school students were randc.mly

assigned to four groups:
questions (PWD+20Q),
questions . under

2.

picture-word diagrams plus 20 study

picture-word

diagram

00

a strongly prompted condition (PWD+20Q+strongly

qu

in

20

text

we

(i.e.,

as

often

sh

textbooks into a single coherent display using arrov.ed

re

This

flow

diagran

described

a

cyclic

biogeochemical cycles) by condensing the verbal
fot.md

plus

tr

study

3. picture-word diagram (PWD), 4.

prompted),
(PT).

1.

th

placebo
schema

discourse

lines, verbal labels and colored line drawings.

to

be

students were administered a comi:rehension post test

pr

based on an operationally defined synthesis and paraphrase of tv.o

rE

or more study questions.

cc

instruction,

hypothesis

The

results

supported

Subsequent

the

a

priori

that the ?.-/D+20Q group independently outperformed the

PflD+20Q+strongly prompted group which, in turn, outperformed

h<

the

Ql

PT control group. .The no-question group failed to outperform the

pt

prompted

group,

as

predicted.

The findings in this study were

interpreted in terms of an model (see

Anderson,

1970,

Anderson

and Biddle, 1975, McC.Onkie, 1977, Rickard, 1979, and Wittrock and

wmsdaine,

1977)

suggesting

that

strong

prompts to

questions can reduce the attention students pay to
in formation

resulting

Fir st,

model

the

unprompted-question

in

the

study

critical

inadequate processing of information.

suggested
treatment

that

students

who

received

a

the

c

were forced to read each question

i

carefully and search the diagran for the correct answer

to

each

i
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question,

thus increasing the likelihood of meaningful attention

and comµ-ehension.

Second, this model suggested that students in

the present study who received
treatment

the

strongly

prompted

question

repeatedly encountered printed nunbers in t he diagram

adjacent to verbal labels.

As students responded to t he

questiC?ns,

perhaps discovered that these nm1bers

many

learners

adjunct

were next to the labels constituting the answers to the questions
assigned to the same number.
shortcutted
responding

the

Consequently, these students likely

read-and-search-for-the-answer

of

v.hen they discovered that the adjunct questions could

be answered more easily by merely locating
printed

method

nunbers

corresponding

in

the

question

to

diagram

nunbers

the

and

by

responding to each

question

counter-productive

shortcut method of answering questions would

have

been

question

easier
and

for

on

this basis.

students

than

Logically,

this

carefully reading

each

searching for the appropriate verbal label answers

printed in the diagram.

Holliday

and

(1981)

Benson

"Olart

orientations

and

IX' stquestions"

Two

hundred

ninety-nine high school students were randomly

assigned to four classroom orientations ( 1.
comment by teacher
instructionally

indicating

imjX)rtant,

inspect the post test,

4.

that

3.

the

students

combined

no intervention,
study
had

questions
one

interventions

minute
-

two

2.

were
to
and
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three) ,

and

orientation

four
and

postquestion-focusing

a

placebo-control

treatments consisted

of:

1.

devices

text.

TI1e

within
four

with

postquestions covering

(source.postquestion), 4.
covering
5.

effect

the

chart

source-and-effect

derived

from

the

source

2.

effect

same

information colunns

same chart

with

postquestions

with

questions

information

Specifically,
charts

found

colunns

the
in

covering

instructional
high

attributes)

matrix.

instruction were "mathemagenic"
each row of vitamin

total

(source-effect
chart

(format

school biology textbooks)

consisted of a 14-row ( 14 vitamins) four-colunn (two
two

the

information colunns (effect postquestion), and

same

postquestion).

question

a vitamin chart describing their

sources and their effects on people (no-question),
chart

each

TI1e

questions

postquestions

source
used

presented

information presentation.

and

during
afier

TI1is procedure

occurred 14 times.

Specifically, students exanined a vitamin row

consisting of four

colunns

asking

for

information

attributes.
because

and

then

pertaining

answered
to

present

row was

study was exanining

prohibited

cognitive

hypotheses concerning attention and not instructional
hypotheses.

postquestion

one of the four vitamin

Review of the previous vitamin

the

a

process

efficiency

Subsequently, students were administered a retention

posttest covering the last seven vitamin rows of the chart, in an
attempt

to

induce

set

Students were provided

and
with a

as recommended by McConkie ( 1977).
seven-by-four

fill-in-the-blank

chart and asked to complete the 28-attr ibute cells using the four
~33
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lists

(seven

attributes in each list) printed on the same paper

below the chart.
hypotheses

Generally, the results supported

the

a

prior

that postquestions can positively influence stud ents '

attention in favor of questioned material and that inspecti on

of

the char t-like posttest (i.e., McC.Onkie's performance expectancy)
can

result

in

greater

instructional

chart

Furthermore,

students

recall
i.mder

of information pr esented in the
the

no-question

provided with source-effect postquestions

did not recall more information than
This

treatment.

the

non

q1Jestion

groups.

latter finding was consistent with those of Holliday ( 1980)

and McC.Onkie's (1977) suggestion that students' attention can
selectively focused
hov.rever,

on

portions of instructional information;

such nondirectional

facilitate

the

simple

postquestions

recall

of memorized

fail

to

information.

In

often

contrast, the use of directional postquestions (source or
postquestions)

proved

the

effect

to have a potent effect on learners.

exanple, students provided with effect
more

be

postquestions

For

recogni zed

effect (than source) attributes on the post test even though
source

no-question

attributes
and

t he

more

easily recognized

Perhaps

such

strong

attention

rather

the

effects

power of postquestions, especially when t he dcmain

of attention is perhaps clearer to learners (say, using
medium)

by

the source-effect postquestion t r eatments under

the four orientations.
suggests

v.rere

than

a chart

a medillll that prevents a similar degree of

compartmentalization of conceptual (e.g., vitamin
(e.g., food source - carrots) .

A)

attributes

In theory, McC.Onkie ( 1977) argued
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that learners' retention of presented information in mathemagenic
postquestion studies is dependent on the task structure, the task
strategies adopted by the learner and the person's
Previous research suggested that
studies

was often

the

task structure

vague in learners' minds.

different . strategies
difficult-to-interpret

were

adopted

their

vagueness.

instructional

treatment,

some

learners often

retention of information

in

these

by learners resulting

patterns of post test data.

Second,

schemata.

As a consequence,

orientations used in this study help clarify
learner

OW"l

presented

The

in
four

problans of

were evaluated on
too

early in

the

thus masking out potential effects on

the post tests and preventing the establishment of attention sets.
In the present study, learner recognition

the

presentation

of seven

vitamins)

was

evaluated

after

(after

some degree of

attention set was likely induced by postquestion treatments, thus
max imizing the chances of detecting
effects.

differential

postquestion

The present study accounted for McC.Onkie' s concerns by

evaluating not only the effects of varied postquestion treatments
but also different learners'
lear ners

with clear

expectations about

performance in this study.
time

to

form

performance on

orientations.

In addition,

Indeed,

providing

the posttest affected
set

was

allowed

some

in the learners' mind by not evaluating students'
the

first

seven

vitamins

experiment.
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presented

in

the

f.

The

conclusions

from

these

studies can be summarized as

follows.

1.

Diagrans

to

attention
ver~al

help

learners learn

important

because

information,

replacing

information with graphic devices such

arrows.

they

as

direct
critical

lines

and

They show which concepts "go with" W1ich others,

aiding generalization and discrimination, by placing concept
labels in the same or different rectangles.

2. Diagrams help low-verbal learners overcome some of their
difficulty

with language by providing information in a form

they can handle more easily.

3. Through the use of normal left-right, top-bottom layout,
arrows

and

other

graphic

devices,

diagrams

sequences of events effectively, as well as :nake

to

can
it

teach
easier

learn classification schemes. The relative effectiveness

on sequencing and patterning is to an

extent dependent on

learners' verbal (general) ability.

4.

'lhe

learners

addition
by

information,
direct

of

study questions

directing

their

attention

diagrams
to

helps

critical

but

must

be used with care because they also

attention

away

from

information

questioned .
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that

is

not

5.

Likewise,

prompting

can be useful in helping learners.

However, overprompting can be dysfunctional as it encourages
learners to learn surface information rather than

the more

important underlying concepts shown in the diagran.
Discussion

Theoretical Considerations

Che of the

two major

purposes of

explore, and at the same time develop,
within

which

to

a

these studies was to
theoretical

framework

research and design diagrans. 1he theoretical

implications of the studies will be examined and then related

to

a comµ"ehensive mooel of cognition proposed by Bransford ( 1979).
It will be necessary, therefore, to examine
various

properties of diagrams

learning and cognition,
relationships

the

as

and

impact of the

instructional materials on

learning

between diagrams

the

activities
learner

studied,

ability,

the

and the

criterial tasks studied in the experiments.

Perhaps the most unique feature of diagrams has
to

be

their

ability to

present

concepts

turned

spatially.

out

As was

mentioned earlier, diagrams map interconcept relationships onto a
two-dimensional space, thereby providing a visual
of the

structure

of conceptual

representation

domains. 1he use of a spatial

metaphor to represent semantic "distance" or "space" in this

737

way

has

been

to

found

be profitable in a variety of other studies

(Shavelson, 1972; Thro, 1978; DeSoto, London

and

Handel,

1965;

Johnson-Laird and Steedman, 1978). In the "food chain" study, the
use

of a

diagram

to

represent

in

visual

form the semantic

distances between pairs of concepts in the domain to be

learned,

improved the ability of all learners to organize meaningfully the
set of

fifteen

concepts.

Posttest

association

scor~s

significantly superior to

pretest

scores .

Also,

arrangement of concepts

appears

to

help

students

both

the

"insects"

classification of concepts .
"dinosaurs"

In

the

were

spatial
learn the
and

the

studies, a diagrammatic treatment improved learners'

classification scores significantly.

1hese results suggest that there may be a similarity between
the way a d iagran lays out concepts on a page,
\..hich

that

and

the

information is represented and processed internally.

1here has been considerable debate recently concerning
as

to

opposed

propositional

(Anderson, 1978; Kosslyn,
Fleming, 1977).
visual

that

representation

1980;

Kosslyn

and

of

imaginal

information

Pomerantz,

1977;

It has been suggested (Winn, 1980b) that \..hether

information

is represented as images or propositions is

determined in part by the
nature

way in

nature

of the

information

and

the

of the demands placed upon the learner to process and use
information

identification

in

task

particular
will

cause

ways.
information

For

exanple,

to be encoded and

processed as an image, while more complex tasks, such as
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an

problem

solving

and

encoding.
their

classification,

may

As far as diagrams

spatial

well

require

are concerned,

quality causes

a

certain

it

propositional
appears that

amount of

imaginal

encoding, at least to the extent that the spatial orientation
one concept

to

another is encoded in a way that corresponds to

their

act~al

this

is .achieved

relationship on the page.
through

diagrams activating
appearing

in

the

abstract

It is also possible

structural

schemata

to

\otlich the

r

concepts
For

c

the

i

as a ready-made classification scheme of a type

€

the diagrams can be more readily assimilated.

study,

that

properties of the

example, learners interpret a chart, such as
"insect"

of

that

used

in

then

c

particular

a

Evidence for this notion is to be

t

found in the "dinosaur" study, where rev er sing the diagrams left

0

to

decrement not just in the ability to learn

a

sequences, but also in the ability to classify the dinosuars into

t

superordinate categories.

M

with which they are already quite familiar. This schema
"instantiated"

(Anderson,

1977,

concepts the diagram contains.

right

caused

learners reading

a

from

1978)

with

the

When studying normal
left

to

right

order

would

which belonged

in

each category.

names

in

each category

were

and less learning.

before

encountered.

reversed diagrams, the opposite occurred, which caused
Many researchers have claimed

a

of the

In other w:irds, a

relatively abstract classification system was set up
concepts belonging

diagrams,

have encoLrltered

superordinate concept labels before they saw the
dinosaurs

is

0

the

f<

With

ti

confusion

that learning

depends upon the interaction of top-down and bottom-up processes,
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whereby existing schemata are as influential as percepts (Bobrow
and Norman, 1975 ; Anderson, 1978; Norman and Bobrow, 1976).

When

such schemata do not exist, learning is impeded.

Schema

theory

also

offers

an

explanation

of the

effectiveness of another feature of some of the diagrams used

in

these

of

studies.

In

realistic

pictures

concepts,

as

those

instances

within

diagrams

that

helped

the

inclusion

learners

identify

in the "insect" and "dinosaur" studies, as well as

in the picture-word versus block-word diagram study by Holliday
et.

al.

( 1977), it seems 1 ikel y that the realistic presen t ation

of critical features of concepts allowed them to be more
assimilated

to

schemata,

readily

whether the schemata existed prior to

the study, or were established as a result of the abstract nature
of the diagrams themselves

in

the

way

just

described.

Many

accounts have been given of why feature matching is necessary for
the

assimilation of

information

to

Mandler, 1980; Schneider and Shiffrin,
assunoo

that

schemata
1977).

to
It

occur
is

(see

generally

learned information is stored in schemata that are

composed of concepts strongly enough associated that the presence
of just one of them in short-term memory is all that is required
for

the

entire

schema

to be activated through the matching of

that feature to the same feature stored as part of a
long

term memory.

schema

In other words, if a learner has learned Wiat

a mayfly larva looks like well enough for a mayfly larva

to

be

in

solidly established

in

memory,

740
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schema

then the perception of

_

_ __________.......

something with three "tails" will be sufficient for

that

schema

to be activated. The rest of the identification process is then a
top-down

verification

mayfly larva.
features

of the

hypothesis

that

it is indeed a

The graphic and auditory highlighting of critical

such

as

these

makes the activation process that much

easier,. as it increases the

likelihood

of the

correct

schema

being activated.

The

spatial

nature

of diagrams

correspondence between internal and
sequences of concepts.
the

"dinosaur"

also means that there is

external

representation

While this was only studied explicitly in

study,

in

all

the

others,

sequence

was

important part of the content to be learned. Decay follows
in

the

nitrogen

cycle.

show sequences such as these either
process

by assuming

death

Diagrams can
that

learners

them left to right, or by emphasizing direction by

means of arrows and other graphic devices.
in

an

Larvae change into pupae, and not vice

versa. Snakes eat mice, but mice do not eat snakes.

will

of

The latter were

used

the Holliday studies of the nitrogen cycle, the former in the

"dinosaur" study. The use of both techniques

improved

learner

performance.

As

far

as

the

relationships between lear ner aptitude and

diagramnatic treatments are concerned, the
different

types

of effect.

studies

suggest

t\oK:>

effects correspond to v.hat

These

Salomon ( 1979) has identified as "supplantation" in instructional
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materials of those mental skills that learners do
and

the

possess,

"activation!' by the mater ials of those skills that they

do possess.

In the Holliday et. al. (1977) study of the nitrogen

cycle , it was found that
per for;nance

than

picture-word

block-word

suggest il'.lg that the presence

high-verbal

diagrams

diagrams

led

better

for low-verbal learners,

of pictures

made

learners

did

better

up

for

their

with various types of diagram

depending on the performance expected of them.
not necessarily contradictory.

In

the

study , the picture-word diagrams were more
low-verbal

to

en the other hand, in Winn's three studies,

verbal deficienc ies.

are

not

learners

according

These

findings

Holliday et. al.

appropriate

for

the

to the supplantation hypothesis.

Winn's results, however, suggested

that

verbal

ability

was

a

;neasure of general processing ability, a finding also reported by
Hunt

(1978 ),

Hunt,

Frost

Lunneborg and Lewis ( 1975).

and

Lunneborg

by diagrams,

concepts,

and,

hi5hlighting

in

to

such

the

and

Hunt,

It therefore seems that high-ability

students are more 1 ikely to possess mental
activated

(1973),

skills

that

can

be

as using spatial cues to organize

"insect"

classify concepts,

study,
a

using

attribute

visual skill.

So v.hile

diagrams appear to be able to supplant skills that are deficient,
they c an also activate appropriate skills in learners who possess
t hem.

Tue failure of tests of spatial ability to predict success

in learning from diagrams is probably due to the
tests d id

fac t

that

the

r.ot tap those skills that lear ners actually needed to

emplo y to succeed.

The question o f
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the

construc t

val id ity of

aptitude

tests

was

to above, and is discussed in more

alluded

detail in Cronbach and Snow (1977, chapter 9), by Carroll (1976),
and by Hunt (1978).

'Ihe
Samuels,

attention

model

(Anderson,

1970;

McConkie,

1977;

1970; Wittrock and Lumsdaine, 1977) used to explain the

selective

focus ing

presentational

effects

of

adjtrJct

questions

and

devices has been clarified by these eight studies

and extended to selected

classroom

learning

materials.

'Ihese

studies supported the general model, that is, learners' attention
can be manipulated using questions and cueing devices.

First,

postquestions

attention more
information.
portion of the

on

used with a chart can focus learners'

questioned

Second ,

fewer

criterial

and

less

on

non

study questions covering

information

can misdirect

attention when using a flow diagran, resulting in
comprehension.

'Ihird,

questions

learning
attention

effect .

to

only a

learners'

lo~r

levels of

over prompting answers to study questions

covering diagrammed information also
'Ihus,

questioned

can

reduce comprehension.

in a sense can have a facilitory and inhibitory
Q..iestions can

information

or

positively direct

can

students'

negatively divert students'

attention away from non questioned information or merely reduce
students'

attention by strongly or mildly suggesting, hinting or

overprompting
instructional

the

physical

media.

This

l ocations of desired
latter
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effect

is of

answers

in

particular

to

(e.g., providing students with instructional objectives) used
influence

students' activities during learning situations.

generally, the selective attentional model can
fact

that

for

the

learners differentially focus on instructional events

and transform or translate some nominal
talk,

acco1.E1t

More

stimuli

(e.g.,

teacher

prose passage) into functional stimuli without practice or

reinforcement

of

observable

behaviors.

Such

cognitive

psychological analysis using this and other models can facilitate
our

understanding

of how study

questions can help or hinder

students' learning and recall of information presented
and

in

specialized l earning materials.

in

texts

Indeed, Rickards ( 1979)

concluded from his analysis of recent question research that such
process models
clarifying

were

particularly valuable

theoretical

issues

regarding

in

exploring

and

learner processing of

classroom materials not ordinarily mentioned

in

mathemagenic

studies.

The

attention model

overprompting as a
learning

common

materials.

in the classroom.

(i.e.,

rearranging

has

device

to the re-analysis of

led

used

by authors

of

school

Two forms of over prompting are often fot.md

First, a

consists of underlining
verbatim

also

common

prompting

technique

or bold printing desired responses to

word-for-word) ,

substantive

strong

passage

transformed
words)

questions.

Second, a milder prompting

classroom

o~en

consists

of

745

verbatim

or comprehensive style

technique

issuing

(i.e.,

either

fot.md

in

verbatim

the
or

transformed

verbatim

questions

printing target answers.
( 1975)

theorized

resulting

underlining

such overprompting

inspection

behavior

bold

techniques
of

prose

reduced

materials,

in little meaningful attention to queried information.

PreviOL!S studies (Anderson and Faust, 1967;
Roderick,

1968;

prompting

mechanisms described

hypotheses

or

Anderson (1970) and Anderson and Biddle

that

student searching or

without

were

Faust

and

evaluated

Anderson,
in

llider

Anderson, Faust

1967)

exploring

inhibitory

and

strong

overprompting

poorly controlled conditions

using memorization criteria! tasks of questionable application to
school subject matter.

Milder versions of overprompting
classrooms

and

include

the

use

also

of verbatim

verbatim study questions so often found at the
chapters .

Future

concentrate on

the

occur

in

today's

and transformed
end

of

textbook

attentional research work in educatior. should
effectiveness

of these

question

types.

Anderson ( 1972) argues that answering such overprompted questions
(even without employing strong prompting systems) requires little
thought and does not constitute evidence of learner comprehension
of

textbook information.

the classroom.
answered

Yet, these questions are often used in

Unfortunately, verbatim style

questions can

be

with a minimal of attentional coordination between cued

and response "surface information" (cf. Chomsky, 1965), resulting
in the learning of strings of \.JOrd shapes and of word sounds, but
not necessarily the

learning

of

word

meaning s

Umderson

and
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Biddle, 1975).
answer

Furthermore, research suggests that

verbatim

style

comprehending the
and

questions

presented information.
( 1978)

Whittaker

without

reported,

stu'.ients can

decoding

For exanple,

in

an

and

Holliday

aptitu'.ie-treatment

interaction CATI) study dealing with non-diagranmatic

displays,

that verbatim questions apparently inhibited the comprehension of
an

adjunct

verbal

prose

passage describing fossils, especially in low

stu'.ients.

In

treatment resulted

in

contrast,

a

prose-without-questions

higher posttest scores.

The presunption

was that many low verbal students thought that merely copying
answer

from

an

the adjL11ct text to the response blanks provided on

the verbatim question sheet constituted

an

adequate

method

of

preparing for the posttest when, in fact, a no-question text-only
treatment constituted a more powerful learning mediun in terms of
visual

cm1prehension

recent classroo..'TI
earlier

w::irk

research,

verbally described fossils.

the

present

question

1972)

supportable hypotheses

contention

that

and

do

all

of the

comprehension of
Biddle

and

(1975)

attentional

information.
suggested

to

Anderson's

a chief instructional goal is to

arrange and organize learning materials so as to
to

studies

This

lend support to the selective attention model as a

reliable source of

( 1970;

of the

processsing

force

students

necessary for the

Anderson (1972) and Anderson

that

future

studies dealing

and
with

questions include a clear explanation regarding the relationships
between instructional (e.g., diagran
evaluative

(e.g.,

test

items)

and

study questions)

materials
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and

and

a docunented

ratio nale arguing the scientific usefulness of manipulating
measuring

such

variables.

Apparently,

many

and

questior. studies

va5uel y describe seemingly uninteresting variables and provide no
rational for their use, as verified in Anderson's (1972) detailed
analysis of journal articles.
and

questions'~

the

In

the

"Overprompting"

"Population
studies,

a

vs .

sample

paraphrasing

technique adapted from Anderson and Biddle's (1975) VK>rk was used
to maximize the likelihood of

Specifically,

"verbs"

measuring

learner

comµ-ehension.

and imp::>rtant modifiers were "equivalent"

yet different among the diagran, study questions and test
thus

increasing

the

chance of measuring (in both interrogative

forms) longer-term storage of informaiton and
of

conceptual

relationships,

as

argued

semantic
by

Bormuth

Otherwise, Andersor. ( 1970, 1972) suggests that students
wit h verbatim

questions

are

strings

of

v.rord

encoding
(1970).
provided

likely to take the path of least

e ffort and merely encode "surface" or verbatim
as

items,

information

such

sounds, shapes and their relative physical

distance and direction among

each other.

Apparently,

such

a

learning behavior can occur when students are provided with prose
passages

and

verbatim

questions containing either identical or

reordered VK>rd patterns, as shown by Anderson (1972).

An organizational frameVK>rk has been proposed

( 1979)

to

by

Bransford

clarify recent research and theory in human cognition

as it relates to classroom situations.
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Bransford's framev.rork

is

generally consistent
Bartlett,

1932;

relationships

with many theorists (e.g., Ausubel, 1963;

Bloom,

1976;

Jenkins,

1978)

and

highlights

among the characteristics of the learner, critical

tasks, learning activities and the nature of the materials.
this

respect,

In

the applied findings of the present eight stu:iies

and th.eir theoretical considerations need to be placed in such an
often

used

franev.t:>rk

relationships

among

(Brown,
these

1981)

so

clarify

and

remembering

0:1 the

suggests

one

that

hand,

inspection

of

and

to

Bransford's

the findings reported in these studies

clarify our understanding about how instructional
alter

the

for exploring future research related to these

j.)rovide a model

framev.t:>rk

to

stu:iies and other v.t:>rks more broadly

concerned with learning, understanding

present studies.

as

designers can

the learning activities of students with specific schemata

by usi ng diagrammatic materials and special

cueing

evaluating

d ifferent

criteria.

performance

effects

by using

devices and
kinds of

0:1 the other hand, Bransford reminds us that

research

studies and their resulting data patterns are limited in terms of
his

framework.

First,

the

"Olaracteristics of

Learners"

component of the framev.t:>rk inclu:ies those variables measured
the

verbal

and spatial aptitude tests and an infinite nunber of

other variables.
that

evro

the

The authors of the eight studies made no
most

"imµxtant"

variables

Cronbach and Snow ( 1977)

suggested

that our

differential

variables

in

commenced.

by

aptitude

this

The only claim made by the present
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claim

were measured, for
understanding
sense

has

authors

of

barely
is

that

the

aptitude mea sures

constituted
literature

used

in

the ATI studies descr i bed. her e

reasonable measures
and

i nstrllTlent

in

light

of

availability .

the

current

Future research work

will sur ely facilitate the developnent of more comprehensive
val id

instrunents,

and

including more prec i se measures of l ear ners'

schemata of relevant knowledge and skills.

In this

r espect,

it

is crucial to assess students' schemata in relation to the ot her
three components o f Bransford' s model .

Second,

Tasks "

used t:> measur e learning

(component of the

framework)

included informat ion retained and comprehended

t he

of

"Criteria!

the

specific

kind described. · CXlce again, there are many valid criteria! tasks
not measured

in

t hese

instructional- designers.
keep

in

studies

yet

of great

Readers of the

mind these limitations.

present

information,

requiring

(1975).
these

different

to

a

form

recognize

of comprehension

or·
The

a

task

processes, according to Anderson and Biddle

Third, some "Learning Activities" used
studies

studies must

as is often the case in the c lassroom.

present studies measured

to

For exanple, over prompting may

be of less consequence v.hen students are asked
recall

importanc e

by students

in

probably were man ipulated and indirectly measured

(e.g., attention) but others (e.g., rehearsal, elaboration)

were

neither

Yet,

evaluated

nor

varied

in any systematic fashion.

these activities surely accounted

for

more

learning

variance.

Consequently, instructional designers must consider other studies
focusing

on

interference ,

such

activities

imagining

and

as

levels

retention,
of

forgetting,

processing ,

while

750
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interpreting

the present research findings.

Fourth, the "Nature

of the presented Materials" (framework ccmponent)
the

studies

and

were

unique

in

each

study.

complexity, modality, and sequencing of the
have

altered the reported study findings.

theoretical
described
deceptively
evaluating

considerations
in

this

paper

simple but
the

researchers and

and
must

in

the
be

fact

varied

concept

a

Varying

the

might

well

'Ille point is that the

practical
kept

anong

in

ccmplex

applications

perspective
task.

-

a

Finally,

influences of diagrans on learning denands that
readers of research

findings in perspective.
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keep

the

present

study

Practical Considerations

Eeyond

the

theoretical

considerations

arising from these

studies, several practical "design princ iples" can be derived for
application when designing

and

using

diagrams.

1hese

can

be

stated as follows.

1.

When

designing

diagrams to show sequences, designers should

give priority to ordering the concepts
right

and

to

be learned

override

to

top to bottom on the page. Although arrows are useful

for showing sequence, they are not sufficiently powerful
to

left

devices

the normal "reading" conventions. In the "dinosaur"

study, arrowed lines did not make it any easier for

subjects

to

1 earn from reversed diagrams.

2.

TI1e

have

actual

distance

between concepts in the diagram should

some correspondence

conceptual

to

the

semantic

distance

the

the

da.11ain that is represented in the diagram. In most of

the studies, the displayed spatial relationships
in

in

among

concepts

diagram were isomorphic to association strengths between

each concept pair, and learning was improved.

3. When the objective is to teach classification,
concept

labels

should

be

placed

so that they are encountered

before labels naming instances of eac h concept .

752

superordinate

1his can

be

achieved

by placing

to

them

the

left

concept labels, or by making them more

and above subordinate

perceptually

prominent,

such as writing them in bold face or upper ·c ase letters.

4.

When

the

objective

is

to

teach,

among other things, the

identification of concepts within the danain represented

by the

diagran, pictures should be incorporated into the diagram in such
a

way that the critical features of the concept are highlighted.

This can be achieved by any nunber of cueing strategies.

5. 0'1 the other hand, diagrams should not be too detailed.
with

text, they are inevitably partly redoodant, and making them

too information-laden will reduce the
learners

will

use

chances

to

time

that

should

always

be given

study diagrams along with text, for they require

more time to integrate the information from the two
assimilate

low-ability

them and learn from them. At the very least,

learners \<oho are kno\-Kl to be less able
more

Used

that

information

to

existing

sources,

schemata,

and

to

to

accommodate those schemata to it through top-do\\fl processing.

6. Diagrans should be used
information

is

to

be
exist

v..henever

presented.
to

In

such cases, well-formed

not

assimilated.

However, learners who are familiar with the meaning

captions,

and

so

on,

will

the

if entirely new

schemata do

of such graphic conventions

\\hich

possible

as colunns,
be

information

rows,

arrows,

can

be

lines,

able to use these to set up an
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abstract organizational schema to \.hich the new information

will

be

some

quite

easily assimilated.

'!his

also

implies

that

learners may need training in "diagran literacy".

7, Provided enough time is given for study, picture diagrans can
be

extr:anely helpful to low-verbal (low ability) learners. '!his

is because, through their inherent organization and
the

inclusion

by

way of

of pictures, they supplant those verbal skills in

which the learners are weak.

8. Diagrans with a reasonable amount of redundancy, can
without

be

used

hesitation if the learners are known to be of reasonably

high ability.

These students will have little difficulty using

those

features

unique

content in order to

of diagrams that are appropriate to the

process

the

information

they

contain

as

efficiently as possible.

It

is

hoped

that

future

principles and also develop others

studies
that

will
will

confirm
lead

to

these
better

design and more effective use of diagrams in instruction.
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